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5.1

Introduction

Since more than a decade my main research interests are:
1. The (collaborative) development of large and integrated mathematics assistance systems in
the emerging mathematical semantic web. These systems shall fruitfully support education
(e.g., e-learning) and research in mathematics, formal methods, and engineering.
2. The study of the theoretical foundations (model theory and proof theory) of higher-order
logic.
3. The improvement of automated theorem proving techniques in higher-order logic.
Higher-order logic constitutes the base representation framework of many leading mathematics
assistance systems (e.g., Isabelle1 , HOL2 , PVS3 , and our own OMEGA system4 ). Furthermore,
many mathematical textbooks naturally employ higher-order logic constructs. Therefore it is
not surprising that the currently fast evolving repositories of formalized mathematics contain a
significant amount of higher-order logic encodings. Thus, topics (2) and (3) can be characterized
as important subtopics for the overall research goal (1).
The envisioned all-embracing assistance systems for mathematics cover a wide range of typical
characteristics an ambitious, integrated AI system shall have. Therefore, research goal (1) in
addition to (2) and (3) requires the combination of techniques from several subfields of AI including
knowledge representation and reasoning, cognitive architectures and multi-agent systems, human
computer interaction and user interfaces, machine learning, intelligent tutor systems, and dialog
systems and natural language processing.
My PhD thesis has concentrated on tasks (2) and (3). Parallel to my PhD work and in
particular adjacent to it I have performed and supervised research (e.g., as PostDoc and Research
Fellow in Germany, the UK, and the USA, as head of the OMEGA project of Jörg Siekmann,
and as principal investigator of two projects in the SFB 378 in Saarbrücken) in the wider range
of research topics as required for goal (1). These research activities are documented by a wide
range of journal, conference, and workshop publications (see the selected recent publications in
Section 1, my complete list of publications in Section 3, and the selected publications for this
cumulative habilitation document as given below) as well as by my activities as organizer and PC
member of various related conferences and workshops, as scientific coordinator of the EU RTN
Calculemus (2000-2004) and my recent editorship of a special issue in the Journal of Applied Logic
on mathematics assistance systems. The following text, which addresses the challenge of building
mathematics assistance systems and which I present here as a personal research statement, has
been adopted from my editorial of this special issue (see [J13-06] in Section 3).
What is an assistance system for mathematics and what is it good for?
The notion of an assistance system for mathematics adopted here characterizes an integrated environment of tools supporting a wide range of typical research, publication and knowledge management activities. Examples of mathematical activities are computing, proving, solving, modeling,
verifying, structuring, maintaining, searching, inventing, paper writing, explaining, illustrating,
and possibly others. Clearly, some of them require a high amount of human ingenuity while others do not. An assistance system for mathematics should support activities for which practical
and robust solutions exist, that is, at the moment predominantly those which require less human
ingenuity.
1 www.cl.cam.ac.uk/Research/HVG/Isabelle
2 hol.sourceforge.net
3 pvs.csl.sri.com
4 www.ags.uni-sb.de/~omega/
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Meanwhile an impressive range of mathematical support tools is actually available, for instance, computer algebra systems (e.g., Maple and Mathematica), interactive proof assistants
(e.g., Isabelle/HOL and Coq), automated theorem provers (e.g., Vampire and Otter), model
checkers (e.g., Smv), partially integrated hybrid systems (e.g. Omega), search engines (e.g.,
Google), and publishing and typesetting packages (e.g., LaTeX). The integration of one or several of these tools within a uniform environment leads to our notion of an integrated mathematics
assistance system. The overall idea, however, is not to replace the mathematician (or engineer or
teacher) but instead to support a fruitful symbiosis of human and machine intelligence in which
the computer takes over tedious routine parts thus setting precious resources free for the human
user.
An obvious and very prominent approach to the development of an assistance system for mathematics is the integration of off-the-shelf tools, for instance, automated theorem provers, decision
procedures, and computer algebra systems, into interactive proof assistants. An important issue
in this approach is the provision of transformational mappings between the different representations employed in the combined tools. Furthermore, the maintenance and effective management
of formalized bits of mathematical knowledge in structured (and probably distributed and shared)
knowledge bases has to be addressed. Syntactic and semantic search facilities are required for
retrieving knowledge from these knowledge sources. Bridging the gap between informal multimodal mathematical texts and fully formalized representations is just as important as the combination with powerful publication and typesetting packages. In order to reduce the duplication
and multiplied encoding effort as currently still required in computer-supported mathematics,
we need a smooth and formal transition from technical developments within an assistance system back and forth to high-quality publications. Another important issue is the development of
powerful, uniform look-and-feel as well as effective user interfaces which preferentially support a
human-oriented rather than a machine-oriented interaction with the system. They should hide the
minute representational and operational details of the integrated tools. Many support tools and
the mathematical knowledge sources can ideally be shared between different assistance systems
through the development of a mathematical semantic web.
And who needs assistance systems for mathematics?
Computer algebra systems and publishing tools, for example, are already routinely employed in
mathematical research and practice today. Furthermore, interactive proof assistants and model
checkers are nowadays used in industrial applications for formal software and hardware verification
and quality assurance. On the other hand mathematics has existed for thousands of years without
computer support and it is perfectly valid to doubt, as many working mathematicians actually
do, that the immediate impact of the envisioned assistance systems will be overwhelming for the
frontiers of mathematical research.
In recent years, however, we can observe a small but increasing number of success stories
in computer aided mathematics. For example, the four color theorem has been proven in 1976
by Appel and Haken with significant computer support. This proof had a dubious status for a
long time because a verification of it (by hand) seemed impossible. Recently, however, a formal
verification within the assistance system Coq was reported by Georges Gonthier at Microsoft
Research. Another success story is the verification of a proof of the prime number theorem with
the system Isabelle by Jeremy Avigad at Carnegie Mellon University in 2004.
Presumably the most important recent example is the computer supported proof of Kepler’s
conjecture by Thomas Hales at Pittsburgh University. Kepler’s conjecture is a problem in discrete
geometry which has been unsolved for nearly 400 years. The submission of his results to the Annals
of Mathematics resulted in an interesting and controversial debate. Robert D. MacPherson, the
editor in chief of the Annals of Mathematics, gave a presentation at the symposium ‘The nature
of mathematical proof’ of the British Royal Society in London in Fall 2004 in which he revealed
how difficult it is to review results of this nature: a refereeing board of 12 mathematicians had
finally given up to fully verify the proof after 4 years! They could still validate Hales’ reduction of
the original problem to a wide range of subproblems. However, they were not able to verify (nor
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to refute) the many subcriteria that Hales solved with significant computer algebra support. This
happened for the first time in the history of mathematics! As Hilbert’s famous perpetual call from
the heart exemplifies: “Da ist das Problem, suche die Lösung. Du kannst sie durch reines Denken
finden, denn in der Mathematik gibt es keinen Ignorabimus”5, mathematicians have always held
the belief that in principle we know – although we may err – if something is the case or not.
While mathematicians have thus given up on verifying the proof, Hales has started the Flyspeck
project. The aim of this project is to reconstruct, formalize, and fully verify Hales complete proof
in the assistance system Hol-light. This is an a posteriori attempt to apply assistance systems in
a research frontier of mathematics and due to the complexity of the problem and the comparative
mathematical and practical immaturity of today’s mathematical assistance systems this endeavor
will certainly require several years of persistent work.
In the long run, however, the envisioned fully integrated assistance systems will support this
new style of mathematics not a posteriori but from the very start, ideally with far less effort as
currently still required and also at a more human-friendly interaction level.
Is there some low hanging fruit?
Yes, there is. Even in case of a failure of the ambitious Flyspeck project, the existing systems are
already successfully used in less ambitious mathematics such as formal verification in computer
science. In particular students who want to learn mathematics or engineers who want to apply
mathematics – both groups are typically confronted with far less ambitious mathematical problems than Hales – may well and actually do already benefit from current mathematics assistance
systems. In fact, proof assistants and model checkers have been widely used in applications for
software and hardware verification. Also e-learning environments with integrated support tools
increasingly attract attention in academia as well as in public applications.
Why is it so difficult to build an integrated assistance system for mathematics?
The challenge is to attack the scientific and technological gap between the targeted ideal mathematics assistance environments and the many weaknesses and shortcomings of the current systems.
This requires in particular the combination of techniques and expertise from several research areas. Research progress and good research training in this multidisciplinary area can currently
probably be best achieved by joining forces in research networks. One example is the European
Calculemus research training network (2000-2004), which has put an emphasis on the training
of young researchers in the areas of computer algebra and deduction systems.
Actually, there are relatively few research groups which have sufficient expertise, background
and critical mass to cover the whole spectrum of relevant research issues to build an all embracing
assistance system for mathematics. This problem is actually analogous to the development of
large and all-encompassing AI systems in general; in fact, these assistance systems can be seen
as an instance of an ambitious, integrated and general AI system, which researchers claim also in
other more common subfields of AI.6 However, a broad research expertise is only one of the many
essential requirements. Availability of human resources, in particular, talented and enthusiastic
PhD students with strong implementational skills is another. In fact, most of the existing attempts
at large and integrated assistance systems have been predominantly achieved with the help of
generations of PhD students and postdocs.7 Such a student-based development strategy imposes
several challenges, not least of which is the software maintenance problem, which is particularly
5 Engl.: There is the problem. Seek its solution. You can find it by pure reason, for in mathematics there is no
ignorabimus.
6 In their invited talks at this years AAAI-05 conference in Pittsburgh both Ronald J. Brachman and Marvin Minsky argued for building and analyzing large, integrated AI systems. I should think that the envisioned
all-embracing assistance systems for mathematics actually cover a wide range of these typical characteristics an
ambitious, integrated AI system will have as well.
7 An example is Peter Andrews’ Tps system, which is based on the contributions of a row of students such as
Dale Miller, Frank Pfenning, Dan Nesmith, Sunil Issar, Hongwei Xi, Matthew Bishop, and Chad Brown. Another
example is our own Omega project with its long sequence of PhDs and postdocs.
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difficult for those groups which do not have the support of an experienced and long-term employed
software engineer to control and guarantee a persistent high quality software development along
uniform conventions. Probably even harder is the organization of a smooth knowledge transfer
in order to pass crucial system expertise from one generation of students to the next. PhD
students and researchers in the area of mathematics assistance systems need in addition to scientific
talent and implementational skills a broad research interest, excellent communication skills, social
competence and teamwork spirit.
An important challenge is to identify the best of todays achievements and to integrate them
into a single best practice environment. In order to achieve significant progress in our research
area the best research strategy is debatable. Two options are “Let the best system win” and
“Cooperate, modularize, and exchange components”. I personally advocate the latter – however,
time will tell.

5.2

Selected Publications

The following selected publications well document my personal research activities on HigherOrder Logics and Mathematics Assistance Systems in the last decade. The given percentages are
estimations of my personal contribution to each paper.
Higher-Order Semantics
[50%]

C. Benzmüller and C. Brown, A Structured Set of Higher-Order Problems.
TPHOLs 2005, no.3606 in LNAI, pp.66-81, Oxford, UK, 2005. c Springer.

[33%]

C. Benzmüller, C. Brown, and M. Kohlhase. Higher-Order Semantics and Extensionality. Journal of Symbolic Logic, 69(4):1027–1088, 2004. c JSTOR.

Higher-Order Proof Theory
[40%]

C. Benzmüller, C. Brown, and M. Kohlhase, Cut-Simulation in Impredicative Logics. IJCAR’06, no.4130 in LNAI, pp.220-314, Seattle, USA, 2006. c Springer.

Higher-Order Theorem Proving
[100%]

C. Benzmüller. Comparing Approaches to Resolution based Higher-Order Theorem Proving. Synthese, An International Journal for Epistemology, Methodology and
Philosophy of Science, 133(1-2):203–235, 2002. c Kluwer.

[100%]

C. Benzmüller. Extensional Higher-Order Paramodulation and RUEResolution. CADE-16, no.1632 in LNAI, pp.399–413, Trento, Italy, 1999. c Springer.

[60%]

C. Benzmüller and M. Kohlhase. Extensional Higher-Order Resolution. CADE-15,
no.1421 in LNAI, pp.56–71, Lindau, Germany, 1998. c Springer.

Intergration of Reasoning Systems
[60%]

C. Benzmüller, V. Sorge, M. Jamnik, and M. Kerber, Can a Higher-Order and a
First-Order Theorem Prover Cooperate? LPAR-11, no.3452, pp.415-431, Montevideo, Uruguay, 2005. c Springer.

[50%]

C. Benzmüller and V. Sorge. OANTS – An Open Approach at Combining Interactive and Automated Theorem Proving. In Symbolic Computation and Automated
Reasoning, pp.81–97, 2000. c A.K.Peters.

[50%]

C. Benzmüller, M. Bishop and V. Sorge. Integrating TPS and OMEGA. Journal of
Universal Computer Science, 5:188–207, 1999. c Springer.
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Mathematics Assistance Systems
[40%]

J. Siekmann, C. Benzmüller, and S. Autexier, Computer Supported Mathematics
with OMEGA. Special Issue on Mathematics Assistance Systems, Journal of Applied
Logic. c Elsevier. In print, 2006.

[40%]

J. Siekmann, C. Benzmüller, A. Fiedler, A. Meier, I. Norma and M. Pollet, Proof
Development in OMEGA – The Irrationality of Square Root of 2. In Thirty Five
Years of Automating Mathematics, pp.271–314, 2003. c Kluwer Applied Logic Series,
Volume 28.

Tutorial Dialog with Mathematics Assistance Systems
[60%]

C. Benzmüller and Q.B. Vo, Mathematical Domain Reasoning Tasks in Tutorial
Natural Language Dialog on Proofs. AAAI-05, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 2005.
USA. c AAAI Press / The MIT Press.

[40%]

M. Buckley and C. Benzmüller, An Agent-based Architecture for Dialogue Systems. Perspectives of System Informatics (PSI’06), Novosibirsk, Akademgorodok, Russia, 2006. c Springer LNAI. In print.

[25%]

C. Benzmüller, H. Horacek, H. Lesourd, I. Kruijff-Korbayova, M. Schiller, M. Wolska,
DiaWOz-II - A Tool for Wizard-of-Oz Experiments in Mathematics. KI 2006,
Bremen, Germany, 2006. c Springer LNAI. In print.
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A Structured Set of Higher-Order Problems
Christoph E. Benzmüller and Chad E. Brown
Fachbereich Informatik, Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken, Germany
www.ags.uni-sb.de/{˜chris, ˜cebrown}

Abstract. We present a set of problems that may support the development of calculi and theorem provers for classical higher-order logic. We propose to employ
these test problems as quick and easy criteria preceding the formal soundness and
completeness analysis of proof systems under development. Our set of problems
is structured according to different technical issues and along different notions of
semantics (including Henkin semantics) for higher-order logic. Many examples
are either theorems or non-theorems depending on the choice of semantics. The
examples can thus indicate the deductive strength of a proof system.

1 Motivation: Test Problems for Higher-Order Reasoning Systems
Test problems are important for the practical implementation of theorem provers as well
as for the preceding theoretical development of calculi, strategies and heuristics. If the
test theorems can be proven (resp. the non-theorems cannot) then they ideally provide
a strong indication for completeness (resp. soundness). Examples for early publications
providing first-order test problems are [21,29,23]. For more than decade now the TPTP
library [28] has been developed as a systematically structured electronic repository of
first-order test problems. This repository together with the yearly CASC theorem prover
competitions [24] significantly supported the improvement of first-order and propositional reasoning systems. Unfortunately, a respective library of higher-order test problems is not yet available.
This paper presents a small set of significant test problems for classical higherorder logic that may guide the development of higher-order proof systems. These test
problems are relevant for both automated and interactive higher-order theorem proving.
Even some of our simpler theorems may be difficult to prove interactively. Examples are
our problems 15(a): po→o (ao ∧bo ) ⇒ p (b∧a) and 16: (po→o ao )∧(p bo ) ⇒ (p (a∧b)).
Most of the examples presented here are chosen to be a simple representative of
some particular technical or semantical point. We also include examples illustrating
real challenges for higher-order theorem provers. Our work is relevant in the first place
for theorem proving in classical higher-order logic. However, many of our examples
also carry over to other logics such as intuitionistic higher-order logic. Most of the
presented test problems evolved from experience gained in the development of the
higher-order theorem provers T PS [5] and L EO [10,7]. Some of the examples and (many
others) have been also discussed in other publications on classical higher-order logic,
e.g. [15,17,6,1,4]. The novel contribution of this paper is not the test problems per se,
but the connection of these examples with the particular model classes in which they
are valid (resp. invalid) and their assemblage into a comprehensive set.
J. Hurd and T.F. Melham (Eds.): TPHOLs 2005, LNCS 3603, pp. 66–81, 2005.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2005
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We structure many of our examples along two dimensions. The examples are theorems or non-theorems depending on these dimensions.
Extensionality provides one dimension in which we can vary semantics. Assuming
Henkin semantics, for instance, most of our examples denote theorems. If we choose
a weaker semantics, for instance, by omitting Boolean extensionality, then some test
problems become non-theorems providing a test case for soundness with respect to this
more general notion of semantics (in which fewer propositions are valid). By varying
extensionality, we have defined a landscape of eight higher-order model classes and
developed abstract consistency methods and model existence results in [8,9]. This landscape of higher-order model classes and the corresponding abstract consistency framework provides much needed support for the theoretical analysis of the deductive power
of calculi for higher-order logic. The test problems we introduce in this paper provide
quick and easy test criteria for the soundness and completeness of proof systems with
respect to these model classes. Testing a proof system with our examples should thus
precede a formal, theoretical soundness and completeness analysis with the abstract
consistency methodology introduced in [8,9].
Set comprehension provides another dimension along which one can vary semantics. In [14] different model classes are defined depending on the logical constants
which occur in the signature. Since many sets are only definable in the presence of
certain logical constants, this provides a way of varying the sets which exist in a model.
In this paper, we provide examples of theorems which are only provable if one can use
certain logical constants for instantiations. In implementations of the automated theorem provers T PS and L EO the problem of instantiating set variables corresponds to the
use of primitive substitutions described in [14,2,3].
Section 2 introduces the syntax of classical higher-order logic following Church
[15]. Section 3 presents some first test problems for pre-unification and quantifier dependencies. In Section 4 we review a landscape of higher-order semantics that distinguishes higher-order models with respect to various combinations of Boolean extensionality, three forms of functional extensionality and different signatures of logical
constants. Section 5 provides test problems that are structured according to the introduced landscape of model classes. Section 6 presents some more complex test problems.

2 Classical Higher-Order Logic
As in [15], we formulate higher-order logic (HOL) based on the simply typed λ-calculus.
The set of simple types T is freely generated from basic types o and ι using the function
type constructor →.
For formulae we start with a set V of (typed) variables (denoted by Xα , Y, Z, . . .)
and a signature Σ of (typed) constants (denoted by cα , fα→β , . . .). We let Vα (Σα )
denote the set of variables (constants) of type α. A signature Σ of constants may include
logical constants from the set Σ defined by
{o , ⊥o , ¬o→o , ∧o→o→o , ∨o→o→o , ⇒o→o→o , ⇔o→o→o }



α
α


 α ∈ T }.
∪ {Πα
(α→o)→o α ∈ T } ∪ {Σ(α→o)→o α ∈ T } ∪ {=α→α→o
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Other constants in a signature are called parameters. The constants Πα and Σα are used
to define ∀ and ∃ (see below) without introducing a binding mechanism other than λ.
The set of HOL-formulae (or terms) over Σ are constructed from typed variables and
constants using application and λ-abstraction. We let wffα (Σ) be the set of all terms of
type α and wff(Σ) be the set of all terms. We use A, B, . . . to denote terms in wffα (Σ).
We use vector notation to abbreviate k-fold applications and abstractions as AUk
and λX k A, respectively. We also use Church’s dot notation so that stands for a (missing) left bracket whose mate is as far to the right as possible (consistent with given
brackets). We use infix notation A ∨ B for ((∨A)B) and binder notation ∀Xα A for
(Πα (λXα Ao )). While one can consider ∧, ⇒ and ⇔ to be defined (as in [8]), we consider these members of the signature Σ. We also use binder notation ∃X A as shorthand
˙ α Bα ) denote the Leibniz equation
for Σα (λX A) if Σα is a constant in Σ. We let (Aα =
∀Pα→o (P A) ⇒ P B.
Each occurrence of a variable in a term is either free or bound by a λ. We use
f ree(A) to denote the set of free variables of A (i.e., variables with a free occurrence
in A). We consider two terms to be equal (written A ≡ B) if the terms are the same up
to the names of bound variables (i.e., we consider α-conversion implicitly). A term A
is closed if f ree(A) is empty. We let cwffα (Σ) denote the set of closed terms of type
α and cwff(Σ) denote the set of all closed terms. Each term A ∈ wffo (Σ) is called a
proposition and each term A ∈ cwffo (Σ) is called a sentence.
We denote substitution of a term Aα for a variable Xα in a term Bβ by [A/X]B.
Since we consider α-conversion implicitly, we assume the bound variables of B avoid
variable capture.
Two common relations on terms are given by β-reduction and η-reduction. A β/ f ree(C))
redex (λX A)B β-reduces to [B/X]A. An η-redex (λX CX) (where X ∈
η-reduces to C. For A, B ∈ wffα (Σ), we write A≡β B to mean A can be converted
to B by a series of β-reductions and expansions. Similarly, A≡βη B means A can be
converted to B using both β and η. For each A ∈ wff(Σ) there is a unique β-normal
form (denoted A↓β ) and a unique βη-normal form (denoted A↓βη ). From this fact we
know A≡β B (A≡βη B) iff A↓β ≡ B↓β ( A↓βη ≡ B↓βη ).
A non-atomic formula in wffo (Σ) is any formula whose β-normal form is (cAn )
where c is a logical constant. An atomic formula is any other formula in wffo (Σ).
Many of the example problems in this paper employ equality, e.g. ¬(a = ¬a). We
have different options for the encoding of equality. We can either use primitive equality
(i.e., equality as a logical constant) or use some definition of equality in terms of other
logical constants. A common definition is Leibniz equality (∀Pα→o (P A) ⇒ P B),
but others are possible (see Exercise X5303 in [4]). In many examples we will denote
∗
∗
equality by = (e.g., ¬(a = ¬a)). For each different interpretation of equality, we obtain
a different example. We will discuss conditions under which different choices lead to
theorems and which choices lead to non-theorems.
For some types, one can also define equality extensionally. For example, one can use
set
equivalence instead of equality at type o. Similarly, at any type α → o, we introduce =
set
to denote set equality, i.e., = is an abbreviation for
λUα→o λVα→o ∀Xα U X ⇔ V X.
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In some cases, the use of an extensional definition of equality yields a theorem which
∗
can be proven without assuming extensionality. We will not use the notation = to refer
∗
to any extensional definition of equality. Interpreting = extensionally would significantly change some of the discussion below.

3 Test Problems for Pre-unification and Quantifier Dependencies
Higher-order pre-unification (see [26]) and higher-order Skolemization (see [22]) are
important basic ingredients for building an automated higher-order theorem prover.
They are largely independent of the chosen semantics for higher-order logic with one
exception:β versus βη. As noted in [18] the unification problem relative to β-conversion
is different from the unification problem relative to βη-conversion.
3.1 Pre-unification
Implementing a sound, complete and efficient pre-unification algorithm for the simply
typed λ-calculus is a highly non-trivial task. Since higher-order pre-unification extends
standard first-order unification all first-order test problems in the literature also apply to
the higher-order case.
Some specific higher-order test problems can be obtained from the literature on
higher-order unification and pre-unification, for example [26,25]. We will now illustrate
how further challenging test examples can be easily created using Church numerals.
Church numerals are usually employed in the context of the untyped λ-calculus to
encode the natural numbers. This encoding can be partly transformed in a simply typed
or polymorphic typed λ-calculus. This includes the definition of successor, addition and
multiplication which we employ in or test problems.
Iteration is the key concept to encode natural numbers as Church numerals. For each
type α, we can define the Church numeral nα by (λFα→α λYα (F n Y ))(α→α)→(α→α)
where (F n Y ) is shorthand for (F (F . . . (F Y ))). We will often write n instead of nα ,



n−times

leaving the dependence on the type implicit. Omitting types1 , the successor function s
can be defined as λN λF λY F (N F Y ), addition + as λM λN λF λY M F (N F Y ) and
multiplication × as λM λN λF λZ N (M F )Z. To ease notation, we write + and × in
infix.
∗
∗
¯ 10)×
¯ 10)
¯ =
Arithmetic equations on Church numerals such as 3×4 = 5+7 or (((10×
¯ 5̄)+(5̄×10))×
¯
¯ provide highly suited test problems for the efficiency of
((10×
10))
β-conversion or βη-conversion in the proof system. Of course, in order to correctly
implement β- and η-conversion, one must first properly implement α-conversion.
We obtain more challenging test problems if we employ pre-unification for synthesizing Church numerals and arithmetical operations.
Example 1. (Solving arithmetical equations using pre-unification) The following examples are provable using pre-unification for β-conversion.
1

N, M are of type (α → α) → (α → α), F is of type α → α, and Y, Z are of type α.
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∗

(a) ∃N(ι→ι)→ι→ι ((N ×1) = 1) (There are two solutions, 1 and (λFι ι F ), if one only
assumes β-conversion. There is one solution assuming βη-conversion.)
∗
(b) ∃N (N ×4) = 5+7
∗
∗
(c) ∃H (((H 2̄)3̄) = 6̄) ∧ (((H 1̄)2̄) = 2̄))
∗
(d) ∃N, M (N ×4) = 5+M (There are infinitely many solutions to this problem.)
3.2 Quantifier Dependencies
In proof search with tableaux and expansion proofs, variable conditions can be used
to encode quantifier dependencies. Of course, one must be careful to obtain a sound
framework. For instance, the variable conditions added with each eliminated existential
quantifier in the framework used in [20] allow (incorrect) proofs of the following firstorder non-theorems:
Example 2. (First-order non-theorems)
(a) (Example 2.9 in [30]) (∃Xι ∀Yι qι→ι→o XY ) ∨ (∃Uι ∀Vι ¬qV U )
(b) (Example 2.50 in [30]) ∃Yι ∀Xι ((∀Zι qι→ι→o XZ) ∨ (¬qXY ))
In [19] an attempt was made to use variable conditions in the context of resolution
theorem proving (for a sorted extension of higher-order logic) instead of introducing
Skolem terms. However, the system was unsound as it allowed a resolution refutation
proving the following non-theorem:
˙
Example 3. (Non-Theorem: Every function has a fixed point) ∀Fα→α ∃Xα F X =X.
The idea is that one obtains two single-literal clauses (Pι→o (F X)) and ¬(P Y ) using
clause normalization and variable renaming (where X and Y can be instantiated). One
then obtains the empty clause by unifying Y with (F X).
Skolem terms avoid incorrect proofs of such theorems since the Skolem terms will
preserve the relationship between renamed variables in different clauses. In particular,
if S is a Skolem function, we would obtain single-literal clauses (Sι→ι→o X(F X)) and
¬(Sι→ι→o Y Y ) which cannot be resolved and unified.
There is a relationship between Skolemization and the axiom of choice in the firstorder case which becomes more delicate in the higher-order case. Consider formulas
∀xι ∃yι ϕ(x, y) and ∀xι ϕ(x, (fι→ι x)). In first-order logic, the two formulas are equivalent with respect to satisfiability whenever f does not occur in ϕ. The equivalence follows from the fact that any first-order model (with domain Dι ) satisfying ∀x∃yϕ(x, y)
can be extended to interpret f as a function g : Dι −→ Dι such that ∀xϕ(x, (f x))
holds. In general, the axiom of choice (at the meta-level) is required to conclude the
function g exists. The situation is different in the higher-order case. As we shall see
when we consider higher-order models, we would need to interpret f not simply as a
function from Dι to Dι , but as a member of a domain Dι→ι . Existence of an appropriate function from Dι to Dι follows from the axiom of choice at the meta-level, but the
existence of an appropriate element of Dι→ι would only follow from a choice property
internal to the higher-order model.
Dale Miller has shown that a naive adaptation of standard first-order Skolemization
to higher-order logic allows one to prove particular instances of the axiom of choice.
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For example, naive Skolemization permits an easy proof of the following version of the
axiom of choice:
Example 4. (Choice) (∀X∃Y rXY ) ⇒ (∃F ∀X rX(F X))
However, naive Skolemization does not provide a complete method for reasoning with
choice. The following example is equivalent to the axiom of choice (essentially Axiom
11 in [15]) but is not provable using naive Skolemization.
Example 5. (Choice) ∃E(ι→o)→ι ∀P (∃Y P Y ) ⇒ P (EP )
Thus standard first-order Skolemization is unsound in higher-order logic as it partly
introduces choice into the proof system. Dale Miller has fixed the problem by adding
further conditions (see [22]): any Skolem function symbol f n with dependency arity n
(the existentially bound variable to be eliminated by a new Skolem term headed by f is
depending on n universial variables) may only occur in formulas f n An , where none of
the Ai contains a variable that is bound outside of the term f n An .

4 Semantics for HOL
In [8] we have re-examined the semantics of classical higher-order logic with the purpose of clarifying the role of extensionality. For this we have defined eight classes of
higher-order models with respect to various combinations of Boolean extensionality
and three forms of functional extensionality. One can further refine these eight model
classes by varying the logical constants in the signature Σ as in [14].
A model of HOL is given by four objects: a typed collection of nonempty sets
(Dα )α∈T , an application operator @: Dα→β ×Dα −→ Dβ , an evaluation function E for
terms and a valuation function υ: Do −→ {T, F}. A pair (D, @) is called a Σ-applicative
structure (see [8](3.1)). If E is an evaluation function for (D, @) (see [8](3.18)), then
we call the triple (D, @, E) a Σ-evaluation. If υ satisfies appropriate properties, then we
call the tuple (D, @, E, υ) a Σ-model (see [8](3.40 and 3.41)).
Given an applicative structure (D, @), an assignment ϕ is a (typed) function from
V to D. An evaluation function E maps an assignment ϕ and a term Aα ∈ wffα (Σ) to
an element Eϕ (A) ∈ Dα . Evaluation functions E are required to satisfy four properties
given in [8](3.18)). If A is closed and E is an evaluation function, then Eϕ (A) cannot
depend on ϕ and we write E(A).
A valuation υ: Do −→ {T, F} is required to satisfy a property Lc (E(c)) for every
logical constant c ∈ Σ (see [8](3.40)). For each logical constant c, Lc (a) is defined to
hold if a is an object of a domain Dα satisfying the characterizing property of the logical
constant c. For example, L¬ (n) holds for n ∈ Do→o iff for every a ∈ Do , υ(n@a) is T iff
υ(a) is F. Likewise, L=α (q) holds for q ∈ Dα→α→o if for every a, b ∈ Dα , υ(q@a@b)
is T iff a equals b.
Given a model M := (D, @, E, υ), an assignment ϕ and a proposition A (or set of
propositions Φ), we say M satisfies A (or Φ) and write M |=ϕ A (or M |=ϕ Φ) if
υ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ T (or υ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ T for each A ∈ Φ). If A is closed (or every member of
Φ is closed), then we simply write M |= A (or M |= Φ) and say M is a model of A
(or Φ). We also consider classes M of Σ-models and say a proposition A is valid in M
if M |=ϕ A for every M ∈ M and assignment ϕ.
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In order to define model classes which correspond to different notions of extensionality, we define five properties of models (see [8](3.46, 3.21 and 3.5)). For each
Σ-model M := (D, @, E, υ), we say M satisfies property
q iff for all α ∈ T there is a qα ∈ Dα→α→o with L=α (qα ).
η iff (D, @, E) is η-functional (i.e., for each A ∈ wffα (Σ) and assignment ϕ, Eϕ (A) ≡
Eϕ ( A↓βη )).
ξ iff (D, @, E) is ξ-functional (i.e., for each M, N ∈ wffβ (Σ), X ∈ Vα and assignment
ϕ, Eϕ (λXα Mβ ) ≡ Eϕ (λXα Nβ ) whenever Eϕ,[a/X] (M) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X](N) for every
a ∈ Dα ).
f iff (D, @) is functional (i.e., for each f, g ∈ Dα→β , f ≡ g whenever f@a ≡ g@a for
every a ∈ Dα ).
b iff υ is injective.
For each ∗ ∈ {β, βη, βξ, βf, βb, βηb, βξb, βfb} and each signature Σ we define M∗ (Σ)
to be the class of all Σ-models M such that M satisfies property q and each of the
additional properties {η, ξ, f, b} indicated in the subscript ∗ (see [8](3.49)). We always
include β in the subscript to indicate that β-equal terms are always interpreted as identical elements. We do not include property q as an explicit subscript; q is treated as a
basic, implicit requirement for all model classes. See [8](3.52) for a discussion on why
we require property q. (We also briefly explore models which do not satisfy property
q in the context of Example 8 and again in Subsection 5.3.) Since we are varying four
properties, one would expect to obtain 16 model classes. However, we showed in [8]
that f is equivalent to the conjunction of ξ and η. Note that, for example, Mβf (Σ) is
a larger class of models than Mβfb (Σ), hence fewer propositions are valid in Mβf (Σ)
than are valid in Mβfb (Σ). In our examples we try to indicate the largest of our model
classes in which the proposition is valid. Implicitly, this means the proposition is also
valid in smaller (more restricted) model classes and may not be valid in larger (less
restricted) ones.

5 Test Problems for Higher-Order Theories
Unless stated otherwise, we assume the signature includes Σ (see p. 67) and write
M∗ for M∗ (Σ). Many of the examples could be considered in the context of smaller
signatures. In the following discussion, we only consider smaller signatures in order to
make particular points. (Note that if the signature becomes too small, Leibniz equality,
for example, is no longer expressible.)
5.1 Properties of Equality
There are many useful first-order test problems on equality reasoning in the literature.
For instance, in [12] the following clause set is given to illustrate the incompleteness of
the RUE-NRF resolution approach as introduced in [16]:
{g(f (a)) = a, f (g(X)) = X}
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Here, X is a free variable (i.e., implicitly universially quantified) and f, g are unary
function symbols. In [12] it is shown that this inconsistent clause set cannot be refuted
in the first-order RUE-NRF approach.
We now present some higher-order test problems addressing properties of equality.
Some of them apply to many possible notions of equality while others describe specific
properties of individual notions or relate different notions to each other.
Example 6. Equality is an equivalence relation in Mβ . These particular examples should
∗
be theorems even if one replaces = with an extensional definition of equality (e.g., ⇔
set
at type o or = at any type α → o).
∗

(a) ∀Xα X = X
∗
∗
(b) ∀Xα ∀Yα X = Y ⇒ Y = X
∗
∗
∗
(c) ∀Xα ∀Yα ∀Zα (X = Y ∧ Y = Z) ⇒ X = Z
Example 7. Equality obeys the congruence property (substitutivity property) in Mβ .
∗

∗

(a) ∀Xα ∀Yα ∀Fα→α X = Y ⇒ (F X) = (F Y )
∗
(b) ∀Xα ∀Yα ∀Pα→o (X = Y ) ∧ (P X) ⇒ (P Y )
Example 8 relates the Leibniz definition of equality to primitive equality.
Example 8. (aα =
˙ α bα ) ⇒ (a =α b).
One could legitimately debate whether Example 8 should be a theorem. On the one
hand, if Example 8 is not a theorem, then one should not consider Leibniz equality to
be a definition of real equality. Semantically, Henkin’s first (quite natural) definitions
of models allowed models in which Leibniz equality (e.g., at type ι) does not evaluate
to equality of objects in the model. Such a model M is constructed in [1]. This model
/ Σ for every type α),
M is a Σ-model in the sense of this paper (if one assumes =α ∈
but is not in any model class M∗ (Σ) since property q fails. There is a slight technical
problem with saying M provides a counter-model for Example 8 since one cannot
express Example 8 without =ι ∈ Σ. As in [14], one can distinguish between internal
and external uses of equality (as well as ⇒ and ∀) and determine that M is (in a sense
that can be made precise) a countermodel for Example 8.
If a model satisfies property q, then Example 8 is valid for any type α. If a logical
system is intended to be complete for one of our model classes M∗ (Σ), then Example 8 should be a theorem. For the complete natural deduction calculi in [8], there is
an explicit rule which derives primitive equality from Leibniz equality. In some sense,
requiring property q semantically corresponds to explicitly requiring that Example 8 be
provable.
Also, if =α ∈ Σ, then Example 8 (for this particular type α) is valid in any Σmodel. A proof using primitive equality could instantiate the Leibniz variable Pα→o
with (λZα a = Z). The important point is that = must be available for instantiations
during proofs (not simply for expressing the original sentence).
Extensionality is the distinguishing property motivating our different model classes.
For both, functional and Boolean extensionality, we distinguish between a trivial and a
non-trivial direction.
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Example 9. The trivial directions of functional and Boolean extensionality are valid
in Mβ .
∗

∗

(a) ∀Fα→β ∀Gα→β F = G ⇒ (∀Xα (F X) = (GX))
∗
(b) ∀Ao ∀Bo A = B ⇒ (A ⇔ B)
The other directions are not valid in Mβ . They become theorems only relative to
more restricted model classes in our landscape.
∗

Example 10. (discussed in [15]; Axiom 10 in [17]) ∀Ao ∀Bo (A ⇔ B) ⇒ A = B is
valid in Mβb . This is the non-trivial direction of Boolean extensionality.
∗

∗

Example 11. ([15,17], Axiom 10βα ) ∀Fα→β ∀Gα→β (∀Xα (F X) = (GX)) ⇒ F =
G is valid in Mβf . This is the non-trivial direction of functional extensionality. (Property
q is also relevant to this example as is discussed in [8].)
5.2 Extensionality
We next present examples that illustrate distinguishing properties of the different model
classes with respect to extensionality. In the preceding sections we have already mentioned several test problems that are independent of the “amount of extensionality” and
which are theorems in Mβ . We additionally refer to all first-order test problems as, for
instance, provided in the TPTP library.
η-equality is usually realized as part of the pre-unification algorithm in a higherorder reasoning system. It is important to note that η-equality should not be confused
with full extensionality. In literature on higher-order rewriting, for instance [25], the
notion of extensionality is usually only associated with η-conversion which is far less
than full extensionality.
Example 12. (p(ι→ι)→o (λXι fι→ι X))⇒ (p(ι→ι)→o f ) is essentially 21 from [15] which
expresses η-equality using Leibniz equality. It is valid in Mβη but not in Mβ .
Property ξ together with η gives us full functional extensionality.
∗

Example 13. Validity of (∀Xι (fι→ι X) = X) ∧ p(λXι X) ⇒ p(λXι f X) only depends on ξ, not on η. It is thus valid in Mβξ (but not in model classes which do not
require either ξ or f).
∗

Example 14. (∀Xι (fι→ι X) = X) ∧ p(λXι X) ⇒ pf is valid in Mβf , but not in model
classes which do not require f.
As in Example 11, property q is important for validity of Example 13 in Mβξ and
validity of Example 14 in Mβf .
Example 15. ([7]) (a) po→o (ao ∧ bo ) ⇒ p (b ∧ a) and (b) ao ∧ bo ∧ (po→o a) ⇒ (pb)
are valid iff we require Boolean extensionality as in Mβb .
Example 16. (po→o ao ) ∧ (p bo ) ⇒ (p (a ∧ b)) is a theorem of Mβb which is slightly
more complicated to mechanize in some calculi; see [7] for more details.
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Example 17. ¬(a = ¬a) is valid in Mβb . As discussed in [7] this example motivates
specific inference rules for the mechanization of primitive equality.
The following is a tricky example introduced in [14].
∗

∗

Example 18. (ho→ι ((h) = (h⊥))) = (h⊥) is valid in Mβb , but not in model classes
which do not require property b.
Many people do not immediately accept that Example 18 is a theorem. A simple
∗
informal argument is helpful. Either (h) = (h⊥) is true or false. If the equation
∗
holds, then Example 18 reduces to (h) = (h⊥) which we have just assumed. If the
∗
equation is false, then Example 18 reduces to (h⊥) = (h⊥), an instance of reflexivity.
Example 19 combines Boolean extensionality with η-equality.
Example 19. p(ι→ι)→o (λXι fo→ι→ι (a(ι→ι)→o (λXι f bo X)∧b)X) ⇒ p(f (b∧ a(f b)))
is valid in Mβηb , but is not valid if properties b and η are not assumed.
By DeMorgan’s Law, we know X ∧ Y is the same as ¬(¬X ∨ ¬Y ). In Example 20,
we vary the notion of “is the same as” to obtain several examples which are only provable with some amount of extensionality. Note that if we only assume property ξ, we
can only conclude the η-expanded form of ∧ is equal to (λXλY ¬(¬X ∨ ¬Y )).
Example 20. Consider the following examples.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

∀X∀Y X ∧ Y ⇔ ¬(¬X ∨ ¬Y ) is valid in Mβ .
∗
∀X∀Y X ∧ Y = ¬(¬X ∨ ¬Y ) is valid in Mβb .
∗
(λU λV U ∧ V ) = (λXλY ¬(¬X ∨ ¬Y )) is valid in Mβξb .
∗
∧ = (λXλY ¬(¬X ∨ ¬Y )) is valid in Mβfb .

Finally we reach Henkin semantics which is characterized by full extensionality,
i.e. the combination of Boolean and functional extensionality. Example 20(d) already
provided one example valid only in Mβfb .
Example 21. The following theorem in Mβfb characterizes the fact that in all Henkin
models we have exactly four functions mapping truth values to truth values.
((p λXo Xo ) ∧ (p λXo ¬Xo ) ∧ (p λXo ⊥) ∧ (p λXo )) ⇒ ∀Yo→o (p Y )
Example 22. As exploited in [11], set theory problems can be concisely and elegantly
formulated in higher-order logic when using λ-abstraction to encode sets as characteristic functions. For instance, given a predicate pα→o the set of all objects of type α that
have property p is denoted as λXα (pX). We then define set operations as follows (we
give only some examples):
set operation
∈α→(α→o)→o
{.}α→(α→o)
∅α→o
∩(α→o)→(α→o)→(α→o)
∪(α→o)→(α→o)→(α→o)
⊆(α→o)→(α→o)→o
℘(α→o)→((α→o)→o)

defined by
λZα λXα→o (XZ)
∗
λUα (λZα Z = U )
(λZα ⊥)
λXα→o λYα→o (λZα Z ∈ X ∧ Y ∈ Y )
λXα→o λYα→o (λZα Z ∈ X ∨ Y ∈ Y )
λXα→o λYα→o (∀Zα Z ∈ X ⇒ Y ∈ Y )
λXα→o (λYα→o Y ⊆ X)
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We can now formulate some test problems on sets:
set

(a) aα→o ∪ (bα→o ∩ cα→o ) = (a ∪ b) ∩ (a ∪ c) is valid in Mβ .
∗
(b) aα→o ∪ (bα→o ∩ cα→o ) = (a ∪ b) ∩ (a ∪ c) is valid in Mβξb but not in model classes
without ξ and b.
set
(c) ℘(∅α→o ) = {∅α→o } is valid in Mβfb but not in model classes without f and b.
The example is not valid in Mβ due to the embedded equation introduced by the
definition of a singleton set {.}.
∗
(d) and ℘(∅α→o ) = {∅α→o } is valid in Mβfb but not in model classes without f and b.
These examples motivate pre-processing in higher-order theorem proving in which
the definitions are fully expanded and in which the extensionality principles are employed es early as possible. After pre-processing, many problems of this kind can be
automatically translated from their concise and human readable higher-order representation into first-order or even propositional logic representations to be easily checked
by respective specialist systems.
5.3 Set Comprehension
One of the advantages of Church’s type theory is that instead of assuming comprehension axioms one can simply use terms defining sets for set instantiations. Such set
instantiations make use of logical constants in the signature Σ. As in [14] one can vary
the signature of logical constants in order to vary the set comprehension assumed in
Σ-models. With different amounts of set comprehension, different examples will be
valid.
Generating set instantiations is one of the toughest challenges for the automation of
higher-order logic. (In fact set instantiations can be employed to simulate the cut-rule
as soon as one of the following prominent axioms of higher-order logic is available
in the search space: comprehension, induction, extensionality, choice, description.) Set
instantiations are often generated during automated search using an enumeration technique involving primitive substitutions.
For each example below, we note restrictions on the signature Σ under which the
example is either valid or not valid. Since we would like to distinguish between signatures which contain primitive equality (at various types) and those which do not, we
consider classes of models which do not necessarily satisfy property q. In particular,
−q
(Σ) be the set of all Σ-models
let Mβ−q (Σ) be the set of all Σ-models and let Mβfb
satisfying properties f and b (without requiring property q).
As in Example 8 one can focus on the use of logical constants in Σ for instantiations and ignore certain uses of logical constants to express the formula. For example,
/ Σ. While (¬A) ∈
/ wffo (Σ), we can
suppose A ∈ cwffo (Σ), M is a Σ-model and ¬ ∈
consider (¬A) to be a Σ-external proposition and define M |= ¬A to mean M |= A.
Intuitively, the negation is used externally in (¬A). We can inductively define the set
of Σ-external propositions M and the meaning of M |= M for Σ-models M. After
doing so, most of the examples below are Σ-external propositions even if Σ contains
no logical constants. Only Examples 30 and 33 in this section make nontrivial uses of
certain logical constants to express the propositions. Due to space considerations, we
refer the reader to [14] for details.
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−q
If Σ is sufficiently small, then one can construct two trivial models in Mβfb
(Σ)
where Do is either simply {T} or {F}. (This possibility was ruled out in [8] since we
assumed ¬ ∈ Σ.)

Example 23. ∃P P is valid in Mβ−q (Σ) if either  ∈ Σ or ¬ ∈ Σ. The example is not
−q
valid in Mβfb
(Σ) if Σ ⊆ {⊥, ∧, ∨} ∪ {Πα , Σα |α ∈ T }. (Any proof must use a set
instantiation involving either , ¬, ⇒, ⇔ or some primitive equality.)
Example 24. ¬∀P P is valid in Mβ−q (Σ) if either ⊥ ∈ Σ or ¬ ∈ Σ. The example is
−q
not valid in Mβfb
(Σ) if Σ ⊆ (Σ \ {⊥, ¬}). (Any proof must use a set instantiation
involving either ⊥ or ¬.)
Example 25 characterizes when an instantiation satisfying the property of negation is possible. This can be either because the signature supplies negation or supplies
enough constants to define negation.
Example 25. ∃No→o ∀Po N P ⇔ ¬P is valid in Mβ−q (Σ) if ¬ ∈ Σ. The example is
also valid in Mβ−q (Σ) if ⊥ ∈ Σ and {⇒, ⇔} ∩ Σ = ∅ since one can consider either
−q
the term λXo X ⇒ ⊥ or the term λXo X ⇔ ⊥. The example is not valid in Mβfb
(Σ)
α
α
if Σ ⊆ {, ⊥, ∧, ∨} ∪ {Π , Σ |α ∈ T }.
One possibility we did not cover in Example 25 is if Σ is {⊥, =o }. Consider the
term (λXo X =o ⊥). This only defines negation if we assume Boolean extensionality.
−q
Hence we obtain the interesting fact that Example 25 is valid in Mβfb
({⊥, =o}), but is
−q
o
not valid in Mβ ({⊥, = }).
One can modify Example 25 in a way that requires not only a set instantiation for
negation, but also extensionality.
∗

−q
(Σ) if ¬ ∈ Σ. The example is
Example 26. ¬∀Fo→o ∃X (F X) = X is valid in Mβfb
−q
not valid in Mβ (Σ) regardless of the signature Σ. Also, the example is not valid in
−q
Mβfb
(Σ) if Σ ⊆ {, ⊥, ∧, ∨} ∪ {Πα , Σα |α ∈ T }.

Example 27 characterizes when an instantiation can essentially define disjunction
and Example 28 characterizes when an instantiation can essentially define the universal quantifier at type α. Clearly one can modify these examples for any other logical
constant.
Example 27. ∃Do→o→o ∀Po ∀Qo DP Q ⇔ (P ∨ Q) is valid in Mβ−q (Σ) if ∨ ∈ Σ. The
example is also valid in Mβ−q (Σ) if {¬, ∧} ⊆ Σ.
Example 28. ∃Q(α→o)→o) ∀Pα→o QP ⇔ ∀Xα P X is valid in Mβ−q (Σ) if Πα ∈ Σ.
Recall that Example 8 already provided an example in which one might require a
set instantiation involving primitive equality (depending on how the calculus relates
Leibniz equality to primitive equality).
A few interesting set instantiations involve no logical constants, but do make use of
projections (see [18]). Sometimes such projections can be obtained from higher-order
unification, as in Example 29.
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Example 29. ∃No→o ∀Po N P ⇔ P is valid in Mβ−q (∅).
However, one cannot expect higher-order unification to always provide projection
terms when they are needed. Example 30 was studied extensively in [2] (see THM104)
in order to demonstrate this fact. In this example, we make use of the abbreviation
{.} which was defined in Example 22. If the definition of {.} makes use of primitive
equality, one must assume =ι ∈ Σ to express the proposition. If {.} is defined using
Leibniz equality, then one must assume ¬, Πι→o ∈ Σ to express the proposition.
˙
⇒ X =Z
˙ is valid in Mβ−q (Σ) so long as Σ is suffiExample 30. ∀Xι ∀Zι {X}={Z}
cient to express the proposition.
The examples above are straightforward examples designed to ensure completeness
of theorem provers with respect to set comprehension. A more natural theorem which
requires set instantiations is Cantor’s Theorem. Two forms of Cantor’s Theorem were
studied with respect to set comprehension in [14]. Example 31 is the surjective form of
Cantor’s Theorem discussed in [4].
Example 31. (Surjective Cantor Theorem) ¬∃Gα→α→o ∀Fα→o ∃Jα GJ =α→o F is
−q
−q
valid in Mβfb
(Σ) if ¬ ∈ Σ. The example is not valid in Mβfb
(Σ) if Σ ⊆ {, ⊥, ∧, ∨}∪
α
α
{Π , Σ |α ∈ T } (see Theorem 6.7.8 in [14]).
An alternative formulation of Cantor’s Theorem (see [5,14]) is the injective form
shown in Example 32. Almost any higher-order theorem prover complete for the corresponding model class should be capable of proving the previous examples in this
subsection. Example 32 is far more challenging. At the present time, no theorem prover
has found a proof of Example 32 automatically.
Example 32. (Injective Cantor Theorem) ¬∃H(ι→o)→ι ∀Pι→o ∀Qι→o HP =ι HQ ⇒
−q
(Σ) if {¬, ∧, =ι , Πι→o } ⊆ Σ (see Lemma 6.7.2 in [14]).
P =ι→o Q is valid in Mβfb
−q
The example is not valid in Mβfb
(Σ) if Σ ⊆ {, ⊥, ¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒, ⇔, Πι , Σι , =ι→o }.
(This fact follows from the results in Section 6.7 of [14].)
One of the difficulties of proving Example 32 is that certain set instantiations seem
to be needed beneath other set instantiations (see [5]). The next family of examples
illustrates that nontrivial set instantiations can occur within set instantiations with an
arbitrary number of iterations.
Example 33. Assume Σ contains ¬ and Πα for every type α. Fix a constant cι . We will
define a theorem Dno for each natural number n. By induction on n, define simple types
τ n and abbreviations Anτn →o as follows.
(a) Let τ 0 be the type ι and τ n+1 be τ n → o for each natural number n.
(b) Let A0ι→o be λZ (Z =c
˙ ι ) ∧  and An+1 be λZτ n+1 (Z =A
˙ n ) ∧ ∃Tτ n ZT for each
natural number n.
Finally, for each n, let Dno be ∃Sτ n An S. Each Dn is a valid in Mβ−q (Σ). The constant
cι is the obvious witness for D0 . For each n, An is the witness for Dn+1 . Note that
a subgoal of showing An is the witness for Dn+1 involves showing An is nonempty
(which was Dn ). Hence this proof of Dn+1 involves all the previous instantiations
A0 , . . . , An .
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6 More Complex Examples
Here we present technically or proof theoretically challenging examples. First we consider a class of hard problems simply involving β-reduction.
Example 34. Let α0 be ι and αn+1 be (αn → αn ) for each n. Note that the Church
αn

αn αn−1

α0

· · · 2 ) of type
numeral 2 has type αn+2 . For any n we can form the term (2 2
(ι → ι) → ι → ι. The size of the β-normal form of this term is approximately of size
2(2

· · · 2)

containing n + 1 ‘2s’. (This is a well-known example, mentioned in [27].) For
2
22

n ≥ 4 it becomes infeasible to β-normalize such a term (since 22 is 265536 , a number
much larger than google). One can express relatively simple theorems using this term
such as
αn αn−1
α0
∗
(2 2
· · · 2 )(λXι X) = (λXι X).
If one avoids eager β-normalization and allows lemmas, then there is a reasonably short
proof using higher-order logic. We first define the set C2α of Church numerals (over α)
greater than or equal to 2:
α

λN(α→α)→α→α ∀P (P 2 ∧ (∀M P M ⇒ P (sM ))) ⇒ P N.
(Technically, (0 2) is β-equal to (λFι→ι F ), which is not equal to 1. We work with the
set of Church numerals greater than or equal to 2 to avoid this problem.) One can prove
two results with little trouble (where the lengths of the proofs do not depend on the
type α):
α

(a) ∀N((α→α)→α→α)→(α→α)→α→α C2α→α N ⇒ C2α (N 2 )
(b) ∀N(α→α)→α→α C2α N ⇒ (N (λXα X)) = (λXα X)
Using (a) at several types and (b) at type ι, we can prove, e.g.,
α4 α3 α2 α1 α0

∗

(2 2 2 2 2 )(λXι X) = (λXι X)
in higher-order logic without β-normalizing.
In [13, Chapter 25, p. 376–382] Boolos presents a related example of a first-order
problem which has only a very long (practically infeasible) derivation in first-order
logic, but which has a short derivation in a second-order logic, by making use of comprehension axioms.
Example 35. (Boolos’ Curious Inference)
(∀n f (n, 1) = s(1) ∧ ∀x f (1, s(x)) = s(s(f (1, x)))
∧ ∀n ∀x f (s(n), s(x)) = f (n, f (s(n), x))
∧ D(1) ∧ ∀x (D(x) ⇒ D(s(x))))
⇒ D(f (s(s(s(s(1)))), s(s(s(s(1))))))
If there were an appropriate (first-order) induction principle available, then there
should be a short proof of this example. Note that the example specifies f to be the Ackermann function which grows extremely fast and hence f (s(s(s(s(1)))), s(s(s(s(1)))))
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is a very big number. Actually, there is long first-order proof which is relatively easy
· · · 2)

to describe. Boolos argues that any first-order proof must be of size at least 2(2
containing 64K ‘2s’ in all (far more enormous than the number 264K in Example 34).
There is no chance of formally representing such a proof with all computation power
ever. Boolos presents a short alternative proof in second-order logic that makes use of
higher-order lemmas obtained from comprehension axioms. Formulating the appropriate lemmas (as with the lemmas in Example 34) requires human ingenuity that goes
beyond the capabilities of what can be supported with primitive substitution and lemma
speculation techniques in current theorem proving approaches.
As discussed in [3], there is a family of theorems A1 , A2 , . . . which are all of the
same low order such that An is not provable unless one uses set instantiations involving
nth -order quantifiers. To obtain concrete examples from the argument, one must use
Gödel numbering. A family of simpler examples displaying this phenomenon would
likely be enlightening.

7 Conclusion
We have presented a first set of higher-order test examples that may support the development of higher-order proof systems. This set of examples has been structured according
to technical aspects and the semantic properties of extensionality and set comprehension. Future work is to add examples and include them in either the TPTP library or
an appropriate higher-order variant. Many more examples are particularly needed to
illustrate properties of different forms of equality.
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HIGHER-ORDER SEMANTICS AND EXTENSIONALITY
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Abstract. In this paper we re-examine the semantics of classical higher-order logic with the purpose
of clarifying the role of extensionality. To reach this goal, we distinguish nine classes of higher-order
models with respect to various combinations of Boolean extensionality and three forms of functional
extensionality. Furthermore, we develop a methodology of abstract consistency methods (by providing the
necessary model existence theorems) needed to analyze completeness of (machine-oriented) higher-order
calculi with respect to these model classes.

§1. Motivation. In classical first-order predicate logic, it is rather simple to assess
the deductive power of a calculus: first-order logic has a well-established and
intuitive set-theoretic semantics, relative to which completeness can easily be verified
using, for instance, the abstract consistency method (cf. the introductory textbooks
[6, 22]). This well understood meta-theory has supported the development of calculi
adapted to special applications—such as automated theorem proving (cf. [16, 47]
for an overview).
In higher-order logics, the situation is rather different: the intuitive set-theoretic
standard semantics cannot give a sensible notion of completeness, since it does
not admit complete (recursively axiomatizable) calculi [24, 6]. There is a more
general notion of semantics [26], the so-called Henkin models, that allows complete
(recursively axiomatizable) calculi and therefore sets the standard for deductive
power of calculi.
Peter Andrews’ Unifying Principle for Type Theory [1] provides a method of
higher-order abstract consistency that has become the standard tool for completeness proofs in higher-order logic, even though it can only be used to show completeness relative to a certain Hilbert style calculus Tâ . A calculus C is called complete
relative to a calculus Tâ iff (if and only if) C proves all theorems of Tâ . Since Tâ is
not complete with respect to Henkin models, the notion of completeness that can
be established by this method is a strictly weaker notion than Henkin completeness.
The differences between these notions of completeness can largely be analyzed in
terms of availability of various extensionality principles, which can be expressed
axiomatically in higher-order logic.
As a consequence of the limitations of Andrew’s Unifying Principle, calculi for
higher-order automated theorem proving [1, 32, 33, 34, 42, 36, 37] and the corresponding theorem proving systems such as Tps [7, 8], or earlier versions of the
Leo [14] system are not complete with respect to Henkin models. Moreover, they
Received February 23, 1998; final version March 29, 2004.
c 2004, Association for Symbolic Logic
0022-4812/04/6904-0004/$7.20
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are not even sound with respect to Tâ , since they (for the most part) employ
ç-conversion, which is not admissible in Tâ . In other words, their deductive power
lies somewhere between Tâ and Henkin models. Characterizing exactly where reveals important theoretical properties of these calculi that have direct consequences
for the adequacy in various application domains (see the discussion in section 8.1).
Unlike calculi without computational concerns, calculi for mechanized reasoning
systems cannot be made complete by simply adding extensionality axioms, since
the search spaces induced by their introduction grow prohibitively. Being able to
compare and characterize the methods and computational devices used instead is a
prerequisite for further development in this area.
In this situation, the aim of this article is to provide a semantical meta theory
that will support the development of higher-order calculi for automated theorem
proving just as the corresponding methodology does in first-order logic. To reach
this goal, we need to establish:
(1) classes of models that adequately characterize the deductive power of existing
theorem-proving calculi (providing semantics with respect to which they are
sound and complete), and
(2) a methodology of abstract consistency methods (by providing for these model
classes the necessary model existence theorems, which extend Andrews’ Unifying Principle), so that the completeness analysis for higher-order calculi
will become almost as simple as in first-order logic.
We fully achieve the first goal in this article, and take a large step towards the
second. In the model existence theorems presented in this article, we have to
assume a new condition called saturation, which limits their utility in completeness
proofs for machine-oriented calculi. Fortunately, the saturation condition can be
lifted by extensions of the methods presented in this article (see the discussion in
the conclusion 8.2 and [12]).
Due to the inherent complexity of higher-order semantics we first give an informal
exposition of the issues covered and the techniques applied. In Section 4, we will
investigate the properties of the model classes introduced in Section 3 in more detail
and corroborate them with example models in Section 5. We prove model existence
theorems for the model classes in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we will apply
the model existence theorems from Section 6 to the task of proving completeness
of higher-order natural deduction calculi. Section 8 concludes the article with a
discussion of related work, possible applications, and the saturation assumption we
introduced for the model existence theorems.
The work reported in this article is based on [15] and significantly extends the
material presented there.
§2. Informal exposition. Before we turn to the exposition of the semantics in
Section 2.3, let us specify what we mean by “higher-order logic”: any simply typed
logical system that allows quantification over function and predicate variables.
Technically, we will follow tradition and employ a logical system HOL based on
the simply typed ë-calculus as introduced in [18]; this does not restrict the generality
of the methods reported in this article, since the ideas can be carried over. A related
logical system is discussed in detail in [6].
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2.1. Simply typed ë-calculus. To formulate higher-order logic we start with a
collection of types T. We assume there are some basic types in T and that whenever
α, â ∈ T, then the function type (α → â) is in T. Furthermore, we assume the
types are generated freely, so that (α1 → â1 ) ≡ (α2 → â2 ) implies α1 ≡ α2 and
â1 ≡ â 2 .
HOL -formulae (or terms) are built up from a set V of (typed) variables and
a signature Σ (a set of typed constants) as applications and ë-abstractions. We
assume the set Vα of variables of type α is countably infinite for each type α. The
set wff α (Σ) of well-formed formulae consists of those formulae which have type α.
The type of formula Aα will be annotated as an index, if it is not clear from the
context. We will denote variables with upper-case letters (Xα , Y, Z, Xâ1 , Xã2 , . . . ),
constants with lower-case letters (cα , fα→â , . . . ) and well-formed formulae with
upper-case bold letters (Aα , B, C 1 , . . . ). Finally, we abbreviate multiple applications
and abstractions in a kind of vector notation, so that AU k denotes k-fold application
(associating to the left), ëX k A denotes k-fold ë-abstraction (associating to the
right) and we use the square dot ‘ ’ as an abbreviation for a pair of brackets, where
‘ ’ stands for the left one with its partner as far to the right as is consistent with the
bracketing already present in the formula. We may avoid full bracketing of formulas
in the remainder if the bracketing structure is clear from the context.
We will use the terms like free and bound variables or closed formulae in their
standard meaning and use free(A) for the set of free variables of a formula A. In
particular, alphabetic change of names of bound variables is built into HOL : we
consider alphabetic variants to be identical (viewing the actual representation as a
representative of an alphabetic equivalence class) and use a notion of substitution
that avoids variable capture by systematically renaming bound variables. 1 We denote
a substitution that instantiates a free variable X with a formula A with [A/X ] and
write ó, [A/X ] for the substitution that is identical with ó but instantiates X with
A. For any term A we denote by A[B]p the term resulting by replacing the subterm
at position p in A by B.
A structural equality relation of HOL terms is induced by âç-reduction
(ëX A)B →â [B/X ]A

(ëX CX ) →ç C

where X is not free in C. It is well-known that the reduction relations â, ç, and
âç are terminating and confluent on wff (Σ), so that there are unique normal forms

(cf. [9] for an introduction). We will denote the â-normal form of a term A by Ayâ ,
and the âç-normal form of A by A↓âç . If we allow both reduction and expansion
steps, we obtain notions of â-conversion, ç-conversion, and âç-conversion. We say
A and B are â-equal [ç-equal, âç-equal] (written A≡â B [A≡ç B, A≡âç B]) when A is
â-convertible [ç-convertible, âç-convertible] to B.
2.2. Higher-order logic (HOL ). In HOL , the set of base types is {o, é} for truth
values and individuals. We will call a formula of type o a proposition, and a sentence
if it is closed. We will assume that the signature Σ contains logical constants for
negation (¬o→o ), disjunction (∨o→o→o ), and universal quantification (Πα(α→o)→o ) for
each type α. Optionally, Σ may contain primitive equality (= αα→α→o ) for each type
1 We could also have used de Bruijn’s indices [19] as a concrete implementation of this approach at
the syntax level.
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α. All other constants are called parameters, since the argumentation in this article
is parametric in their choice.
We write disjunctions and equations, i.e., terms of the form ((∨A)B) or ((= A)B),
in infix notation as A ∨ B and A = B. As we only assume the logical constants ¬,
∨, and Πα (and possibly =α ) as primitive, we will use formulae of the form A ∧ B,
A ⇒ B, and A ⇔ B as shorthand for the formulae ¬((¬A) ∨ (¬B)), and (¬A) ∨ B,
and (A ⇒ B)∧(B ⇒ A), respectively. For each A ∈ wff o (Σ), the standard notations
∀Xα A and ∃Xα A for quantification are regarded as shorthand for Πα (ëXα A) and
¬(Πα (ëXα ¬A)). Finally, we extend the vector notation for ë-binders to k-fold
quantification: we will use ∀X k A and ∃X k A in the obvious way.
We often need to distinguish between atomic and non-atomic formulae in wff o (Σ).
A non-atomic formula is any formula whose â-normal form is either of the form
¬A, A∨B, or Πα C (where A, B ∈ wff o (Σ) and C ∈ wff α→o (Σ)). An atomic formula
is any other formula in wff o (Σ)—including primitive equations A =α B in case of
the presence of primitive equality.
It is matter of folklore that equality can directly be expressed in HOL . A
prominent example is the Leibniz formula for equality
Qα : = (ëXα Yα ∀Pα→o PX ⇒ PY ).
With this definition, the formula (Qα AB) (expressing equality of two formulae A
and B of type α) â-reduces to ∀Pα→o (PA) ⇒ (PB), which can be read as: formulae
A and B are not equal iff there exists a discerning property P.2 In other words, A and
.α
B are equal, if they are indiscernible. We will use the notation A = B as shorthand
α
for the â-reduct ∀Pα→o (PA) ⇒ (PB) of (Q AB) (where P ∈
/ free(A) ∪ free(B)).3
There are alternative ways to define equality in terms of the logical connectives
([6, p. 203]) and the techniques for equality introduced in this article carry over to
them (cf. Remark 4.4).
In this article we use several different notions of equality. In order to prevent
misunderstandings we explain these different notions together with their syntactical
representation here:
If we define a concept we use : = (e.g., let D : = {T, F}). ≡ represents identity.
We refer to a representative of the identity relation on Dα as an object of the
semantical domain Dα→α→o with qα . Note that we possibly have one, several, or
no qα in Dα→α→o for each domain Dα . The remaining two notions are related to
syntax. =α may occur as a constant symbol of type α → α → o in a signature Σ.
.α
Finally, = and Qα are used for Leibniz equality as described above.
2.3. Notions of models for HOL . A model of HOL is a collection of non-empty
domains Dα for all types α together with a way of interpreting formulae. The
model classes discussed in this article will vary in the domains and specifics of
the evaluation of formulae. The relationships between these classes of models are
depicted as a cube in Figure 1. We will discuss the model classes from bottom to
top, from the most specific notion of standard models (ST) to the most general
notion of õ-complexes, motivating the respective generalizations as we go along. In
Section 3, where we develop the theory formally based on the intuitions discussed
2 Note that this is symmetric by considering complements and hence it is sufficient to use ⇒ instead
of ⇔.
.α
3 Note that A =
B is â-normal iff A and B are â-normal. The same holds for âç-equality.
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Figure 1. The landscape of higher-order semantics.
here, we will proceed the other way around, specializing the notion of a Σ-model
more and more.
The symbols in the boxes in Figure 1 denote model classes, the symbols labeling
the arrows indicate the properties inducing the corresponding specialization, and
the ∇-symbols next to the boxes indicate the clauses in the definition of abstract
consistency classes (cf. Definition 6.5) that are needed to establish a model existence
theorem for this particular class of models (cf. Theorem 6.34).
2.3.1. Standard and Henkin models [ST, H, Mâfb ]. A standard model (ST, cf.
Definition 3.51) for HOL provides a fixed set Dé of individuals and a set Do : = {T, F}
of truth values. All the domains for the function types are defined inductively: D α→â
is the set of functions f : Dα −→ Dâ . The evaluation function Eϕ with respect to an
assignment ϕ of variables is obtained by the standard homomorphic construction
that evaluates a ë-abstraction with a function.
One can reconstruct the key idea behind Henkin models (H isomorphic to Mâfb ,
cf. Definitions 3.50, and Theorem 3.68) by the following observation. If the set D é is
infinite, the set Dé→o of sets of individuals must be uncountably infinite. On the other
hand, any reasonable semantics of a language with a countable signature that admits
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sound and complete calculi must have countable models. Leon Henkin generalized
the class of admissible domains for functional types [26]. Instead of requiring
Dα→â (and thus in particular, Dé→o ) to be the full set of functions (predicates), it is
sufficient to require that Dα→â has enough members that any well-formed formula
can be evaluated (in other words, the domains of function types are rich enough to
satisfy comprehension). Note that with this generalized notion of a model, there are
fewer formulae that are valid in all models (intuitively, for any given formula there
are more possibilities for counter-models). The generalization to Henkin models
restricts the set of valid formulae sufficiently so that all of them can be proven by a
Hilbert-style calculus [26].
Of course our picture in Figure 1 is not complete here; we can axiomatically
require the existence of particular (classes of) functions, e.g., by assuming the description or choice operators. We will not pursue this here; for a detailed discussion
of the semantic issues raised by the presence of these logical constants see [3]. Note
that even though we can consider model classes with richer and richer function
spaces, we can never reach standard models where function spaces are full while
maintaining complete (recursively axiomatizable) calculi.
2.3.2. Models without boolean extensionality [Mâ , Mâî , Mâç , Mâf ]. The next generalization of model classes comes from the fact that we want to have logics where
the axiom of Boolean extensionality can fail. For instance, in the semantics of natural language we have so-called verbs and adjectives of “propositional attitude” like
believe or obvious. We may not want to commit ourselves to a logic where the sentence “John believes that Phil is a woodchuck” automatically entails “John believes
that Phil is a groundhog” since John might not be aware that “woodchuck” is just
another word for “groundhog”. The axiom of Boolean extensionality does just that;
it states that whenever two propositions are equivalent, they must be equal, and can
be substituted for each other. Similarly, the formulae obvious(O) and obvious(F)
where O : = 2 + 2 = 4 and F : = ∀n > 2 x n + y n = z n ⇒ x = y = z = 0 should
not be equivalent, even if their arguments are. (Both O and F are true over the natural numbers, but Fermat’s last theorem F is non-obvious to most people). These
phenomena have been studied under the heading of “hyper-intensional semantics”
in theoretical semantics; see [39] for a survey.
To account for this behavior, we have to generalize the class of Henkin models
further so that there are counter-models to the examples above. Obviously, this
involves weakening the assumption that Do ≡ {T, F} since this entails that the values
of O and F are identical. We call the assumption that Do has two elements property
b. In our Σ-models without property b (Mâ , Mâî , Mâç , Mâf , cf. Definitions 3.41
and 3.49) we only insist that there is a division of the truth values into “good” and
“bad” ones, which we express by insisting on the existence of a valuation õ of D o ,
i.e., a function õ : Do −→ {T, F} that is coordinated with the interpretations of the
logical constants ¬, ∨, and Πα (for each type α). Thus we have a notion of validity:
we call a sentence A valid in such a model if õ(a) ≡ T, where a ∈ Do is the value
of the sentence A. For example, there is a Σ-model (see Examples 5.4 and 5.5)
where woodchuck(phil), groundhog(phil) and believe(john, woodchuck(phil)) are
all valid, but believe(john, groundhog(phil)) is not. In this model, the value of
woodchuck(phil) is different from the value of groundhog(phil) in Do .
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2.3.3. Models without functional extensionality [Mâ , Mâç , Mâî , Mâb , Mâçb ,
Mâîb ]. In mathematics (and as a consequence in most higher-order model theories), we assume functional extensionality, which states that two functions are
equal, if they return identical values on all arguments. In many applications we
want to use a logic that allows a finer-grained modeling of properties of functions.
For instance, if we want to model programs as (higher-order) functions, we might
be interested in intensional4 properties like run-time complexity. Consider for instance the two functions I : = ëX X and L : = ëX rev(rev(X )), where rev is the
self-inverse function that reverses the order of elements in a list. While the identity
function has constant complexity, the function rev is linear in the length of its argument. As a consequence, even though L behaves like I on all inputs, they have
different time complexity. A logic with a functionally extensional model theory
(which is encoded as property f, cf. Definitions 3.5, 3.41 and 3.46) would conflate I
and L semantically and thus hide this difference rendering the logic unsuitable for
complexity analysis.
To arrive at a model theory which does not require functional extensionality
(which we will a call non-functional model theory in the remainder) we need to
generalize the notion of domains at function types and evaluation functions. This
is because the usual construction already uses sets of (extensional) functions for the
domains of function type and the property of functionality to construct values for
ë-terms.
We build on the notion of applicative structures (cf. Definition 3.1) to define Σevaluations (cf. Definition 3.18), where the evaluation function is assumed to respect
application and â-conversion. In such models, a function is not uniquely determined by its behavior on all possible arguments. Such models can be constructed,
for example, by labeling for functions (e.g., a green and a red version of a function f) in order to differentiate between them, even though they are functionally
equivalent (cf. Example 5.6). Property b may or may not hold for non-functional
Σ-Models.
We can factor functional extensionality (property f) into two independent properties, property ç and property î. A model satisfies property ç if it respects çconversion. A model satisfies property î if we can conclude the values of ëX M and
ëX N are identical whenever the values of M and N are identical for any assignment
of the variable X . We will show that a model satisfies property f iff it satisfies both
property ç and property î (cf. Lemma 3.24).
2.3.4. Andrews’ models and õ-complexes [Mâ , Mâç ]. Peter Andrews has pioneered the construction of non-functional models with his õ-complexes in [1] based
on Kurt Schütte’s semi-valuation method [50]. These constructions, where both
functional and Boolean extensionality fail, are Σ-models as defined in Definition 3.41. (Typically they will not even satisfy the property that Leibniz equality
corresponds to identity in the model, but they will have a quotient by Theorem 3.62
which does satisfy this property.)
2.4. Characterizing the deductive power of calculi. These model classes discussed
in the previous section characterize the deductive power of many higher-order
4 Just as in the linguistic application, the word “intensional” is used as a synonym for “non-extensional”
even though totally different properties are intended.
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theorem provers on a semantic level. For example, Tps [8] can be used in modes
in which the deductive power is characterized by Mâç (or even Mâ if ç-conversion
is disallowed). Note that in particular Tps is not complete with respect to Henkin
models. It is not even complete for Mâçb , although it can be used in modes with
some ‘extensionality treatment’ built into the proof procedure.
The incompleteness of Tps for Henkin models5 can be seen from the fact that
it fails to refute formulae such as cAo ∧ ¬c(¬¬A), where c is a constant of type
o → o, or to prove formulae like p(ëXα BX ∧ AX ) ⇒ p(ëXα AX ∧ BX ), where
p is a constant of type (α → o) → o. The problem in the former example is that
the higher-order unification algorithm employed by Tps cannot determine that A
and ¬¬A denote identical semantic objects (by Boolean extensionality as already
mentioned before), and thus returns failure instead of success. In the second
example both functional and Boolean extensionality are needed in order to prove
the theorem.
[21] discusses a presentation of higher-order logic in a first-order logic based on
an approach called theorem proving modulo. It is easy to check that this approach
is also incomplete for model classes with property b. For instance the approach
cannot prove the formula
∀Po→o Xo Yo (PX ∧ PY ) ⇒ P(X ∧ Y )
which is valid in Henkin models and which requires b. As a result, the theorem
proving modulo approach of representing higher-order logic in a first-order logic [21]
can only be used for logics without Boolean extensionality in its current form.
2.4.1. Model existence theorems. For all the notions of model classes (except,
of course, for standard models, where such a theorem cannot hold for recursively
axiomatizable logical systems) we present model existence theorems tying the differentiating conditions of the models to suitable conditions in the abstract consistency
classes (cf. Section 6.3).
A model existence theorem for a logical system S (i.e., a logical language L S
together with a consequence relation |=S ⊆ LS × LS ) is a theorem of the form:
If a set of sentences Φ of S is a member of an abstract consistency class
Γ, then there exists a S -model for Φ.
For the proof we can use the classical construction in all cases: abstract consistent
sets are extended to Hintikka sets (cf. Section 6.2), which induce a valuation on
a term structure (cf Definition 3.35). We then take a quotient by the congruence
induced by Leibniz equality in the term model.
2.4.2. Completeness of calculi. Given a model existence theorem as described
above we can show the completeness of a particular calculus C (i.e., the derivability
relation `S ⊆ LS × LS ) by proving that the class Γ of sets of sentences Φ that are
C -consistent (i.e., cannot be refuted in C ) is an abstract consistency class. Then the
model existence theorem tells us that C -consistent sets of sentences are satisfiable
in S . Now we assume that a sentence A is valid in S , so ¬A does not have a
S -model and is therefore C -inconsistent. Hence, ¬A is refutable in C . This shows
5 In case the extensionality axioms are not available in the search space. Note that one can add
extensionality axioms to the calculus in order to achieve—at least in theory—Henkin completeness. But
this increases the search space drastically and is not feasible in practice.
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refutation completeness of C . For many calculi C , this also shows A is provable,
thus establishing completeness of C .
Note that with this argumentation the completeness proof for C condenses to
verifying that Γ is an abstract consistency class, a task that does not refer to S models. Thus the usefulness of model existence theorems derives from the fact that
it replaces the model-theoretic analysis in completeness proofs with the verification
of some proof-theoretic conditions. In this respect a model existence theorem is
similar to a Herbrand Theorem, but it is easier to generalize to other logic systems
like higher-order logic. The technique was developed for first-order logic by Jaakko
Hintikka and Raymond Smullyan [29, 52, 53].
§3. Semantics for higher-order logic. In this section we will introduce the semantical constructions and discuss their relationships. We will start out by defining
applicative structures and Σ-evaluations to give an algebraic semantics for the simply typed ë-calculus. To obtain a model for higher-order logic, we use a Σ-valuation
to determine whether propositions are true or false.
3.1. Applicative structures.
Definition 3.1 ((Typed) Applicative structure). A collection D : = D T : =
{ Dα | α ∈ T } of non-empty sets Dα , indexed by the set T of types, is called
a typed collection (of sets). Let DT and ET be typed collections, then a collection f : = { fα : Dα −→ Eα | α ∈ T } of functions is called a typed function
f : DT −→ ET . We will write F (A; B) for the set of functions from A to B and
F T (DT ; ET ) for the set of typed functions. In the following we will also use the
notion of a typed function extended to the n-ary case in the obvious way.
We call the pair (D , @) a (typed) applicative structure if D ≡ DT is a typed
collection of sets and
@ : = { @αâ : Dα→â × Dα −→ Dâ | α, â ∈ T }.
Each (non-empty) set Dα is called the domain of type α and the family of functions
@ is called the application operator. We write simply f@a for f@ αâ a when f ∈ Dα→â
and a ∈ Dα are clear in context.
Remark 3.2. Often an applicative structure is defined to also include an interpretation of the constants in a given signature (for example, in [44]). We prefer this
signature-independent definition (as in [30]) for our purposes.
Remark 3.3 (Currying). The application operator @ in an applicative structure
is an abstract version of function application. It is no restriction to exclusively use
a binary application operator, which corresponds to unary function application,
since we can define higher-arity application operators from the binary one by setting
f@(a1 , . . . , an ) : = (. . . (f@a1 ) . . . @an ) (“Currying”).
Definition 3.4 (Frame). An applicative structure (D , @) is called a frame, if
Dα→â ⊆ F (Dα ; Dâ ) and @αâ is application for functions for all types α and â.
Definition 3.5 (Functional/full/standard applicative structures). Let A : =
(D , @) be an applicative structure. We say that A is functional if for all types
α and â and objects f, g ∈ Dα→â , we have f ≡ g whenever f@a ≡ g@a for every
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a ∈ Dα .6 We say A is full if for all types α and â and every function f : Dα −→ Dâ
there is an object f ∈ Dα→â such that f@a ≡ f(a) for every a ∈ Dα . Finally, we say
A is standard if it is a frame and Dα→â ≡ F (Dα ; Dâ ) for all types α and â. Note
that these definitions impose restrictions on the domains for function types only.
Remark 3.6. It is easy to show that every frame is functional. Furthermore, an
applicative structure is standard iff it is a full frame.
Example 3.7 (Applicative singleton structure). We choose a single element a and
define Dα : = {a} for all types α. The pair (DT , @a ), where a@a a = a is a (trivial)
example of a functional applicative structure. It is called the singleton applicative
structure.
Example 3.8 (Applicative term structures). If we define A@B : = (AB) for A ∈
wff α→â (Σ) and B ∈ wff α (Σ), then @ : wff α→â (Σ) × wff α (Σ) −→ wff â (Σ) is a
total function. Thus (wff (Σ), @) is an applicative structure. The intuition behind
this example is that we can think of the formula A ∈ wff α→â (Σ) as a function
A : wff α (Σ) −→ wff â (Σ) that maps B to (AB).
Analogously, we can define the applicative structure (cwff (Σ), @) of closed formulae (when we ensure Σ contains enough constants so that cwff α (Σ) is non-empty
for all types α).
Definition 3.9 (Homomorphism). Let A 1 : = (D 1 , @1 ) and A 2 : = (D 2 , @2 )
be applicative structures. A homomorphism from A 1 to A 2 is a typed function
1
κ : D 1 −→ D 2 such that for all types α, â ∈ T , all f ∈ Dα→â
, and a ∈ Dα1 we have
2
1
1
2
κ(f)@ κ(a) ≡ κ(f@ a). We write κ : A −→ A . The two applicative structures
A 1 and A 2 are called isomorphic if there are homomorphisms i : A 1 −→ A 2 and
j : A 2 −→ A 1 which are mutually inverse at each type.
The most important method for constructing structures (and models) with given
properties in this article is well-known for algebraic structures and consists of
building a suitable congruence and passing to the quotient structure. We will now
develop the formal basis for it.
Definition 3.10 (Applicative structure congruences). Let A : = (D , @) be an applicative structure. A typed equivalence relation ∼ is called a congruence on A iff
for all f, f0 ∈ Dα→â and a, a0 ∈ Dα (for any types α and â), f ∼ f0 and a ∼ a0 imply
f@a ∼ f0 @a0 .
The equivalence class [[a]]∼ of a ∈ Dα modulo ∼ is the set of all a0 ∈ Dα , such that
a ∼ a0 . A congruence ∼ is called functional iff for all types α and â and f, g ∈ D α→â ,
we have f ∼ g whenever f@a ∼ g@a for every a ∈ Dα .
Lemma 3.11. The â-equality and âç-equality relations ≡ â and ≡âç are congruences
on the applicative structures wff (Σ) and cwff .
Proof. The congruence properties are a direct consequence of the fact that âçreduction rules are defined to act on subterm positions.
a
6 This is called “extensional” in [44]. We use the term “functional” to distinguish it from other forms
of extensionality.
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Definition 3.12 (Quotient applicative structure). Let A : = (D , @) be an applicative structure, ∼ a congruence on A , and Dα∼ : = {[[a]]∼ | a ∈ Dα }. Furthermore, let @∼ be defined by [[f]]∼ @∼ [[a]]∼ : = [[f@a]]∼ . (To see that this definition
only depends on equivalence classes of ∼, consider f0 ∈ [[f]]∼ and a0 ∈ [[a]]∼ . Then
f ∼ f0 and a ∼ a0 imply f@a ∼ f0 @a0 . Thus, [[f@a]]∼ ≡ [[f0 @a0 ]]∼ . So, @∼ is
well-defined.) A /∼ : = (D ∼ , @∼ ) is also an applicative structure. We call A /∼ the
quotient structure of A for the relation ∼ and the typed function ð∼ : A −→ A /∼
that maps a to [[a]]∼ its canonical projection.
Theorem 3.13. Let A be an applicative structure and let ∼ be a congruence on A ,
then the canonical projection ð∼ is a surjective homomorphism. Furthermore, A /∼ is
functional iff ∼ is functional.
Proof. Let A : = (D , @) be an applicative structure. To convince ourselves
that ð∼ is indeed a surjective homomorphism, we note that ð∼ is surjective by the
definition of D ∼ . To see that ð∼ is a homomorphism let f ∈ Dα→â , and a ∈ Dâ ,
then ð∼ (f)@∼ ð∼ (a) ≡ [[f]]∼ @∼ [[a]]∼ ≡ [[f@a]]∼ ≡ ð∼ (f@a).
The quotient construction collapses ∼ to identity, so functionality of ∼ is equivalent to functionality of A /∼. Formally, suppose [[f]]∼ and [[g]]∼ are elements of
∼
Dα→â
such that [[f]]∼ @∼ [[a]]∼ ≡ [[g]]∼ @∼ [[a]]∼ for every [[a]]∼ in Dα∼ . This is equivalent to [[f@a]]∼ ≡ [[g@a]]∼ for every a ∈ Dα and hence f@a ∼ g@a for all a ∈ Dα .
By functionality of ∼, we have f ∼ g. That is, [[f]]∼ ≡ [[g]]∼ .
a
Lemma 3.14. ≡âç is a functional congruence on wff (Σ). If Σα is infinite for all
types α ∈ T , then ≡âç is also functional on cwff .
Proof. By Lemma 3.11, ≡âç is a congruence relation. To show functionality let
A, B ∈ wff ã→α (Σ) such that AC≡âç BC for all C ∈ wff ã (Σ) be given. In particular,
for any variable X ∈ Vã that is not free in A or B, we have AX ≡âç BX and
ëX AX ≡âç ëX BX . By definition we have A≡ç ëXã AX ≡âç ëXã BX ≡ç B.
To show functionality of âç-equality on closed formulae, suppose A and B are
closed. With the same variable X as above, let M and N be the âç-normal forms of
AX and BX , respectively. We cannot conclude that M ≡ N since X is not a closed
term. Instead, choose a constant cã ∈ Σã that does not occur in A or B. (Such a
constant must exist, since we have assumed that Σã is infinite.) An easy induction
on the length of the âç-reduction sequence from AX to M shows that c does not
occur in M and Ac ≡ [c/X ](AX ) âç-reduces to [c/X ]M. Similarly, c does not
occur in N and Bc âç-reduces to [c/X ]N. Since c is a constant, substituting c for
X cannot introduce new redexes. So, simple inductions on the sizes of M and N
show [c/X ]M and [c/X ]N are âç-normal. By assumption, we know Ac≡âç Bc.
Since normal forms are unique, we must have [c/X ]M ≡ [c/X ]N. Using the fact
that c does not occur in either M or N, an induction on the size of M readily shows
M ≡ N. So, we have A≡ç ëXã AX ≡âç ëXã M ≡ ëXã N≡âç ëXã BX ≡ç B
a
Remark 3.15. Suppose we have a signature Σ with a single constant cé . In this
case, c is the only closed âç-normal form of type é. Since ëX X 6≡âç ëX c even
though (ëX X )c≡âç c≡âç (ëX c)c we have a counterexample to functionality of ≡âç
on cwff . The problem here is that we do not have another constant dé to distinguish
the two functions. In wff (Σ) we could always use a variable.
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Remark 3.16 (Assumptions on Σ). From now on, we assume Σα to be infinite for
each type α. Furthermore, we assume there is a particular cardinal ℵs such that Σα
has cardinality ℵs for every type α. Since V is countable, this implies wff α (Σ) and
cwff α have cardinality ℵs for each type α. Also, whether or not primitive equality
is included in the signature, there can only be finitely many logical constants in Σ α
for each particular type α. Thus, the cardinality of the set of parameters in Σ α is
also ℵs . In the countable case, ℵs is ℵ0 .
3.2. Σ-evaluations. Σ-evaluations are applicative structures with a notion of evaluation for well-formed formulae in wff (Σ).
Definition 3.17 (Variable assignment). Let A : = (D , @) be an applicative
structure. A typed function ϕ : V −→ D is called a variable assignment into A .
Given a variable assignment ϕ, variable Xα , and value a ∈ Dα , we use ϕ, [a/X ] to
denote the variable assignment with (ϕ, [a/X ])(X ) ≡ a and (ϕ, [a/X ])(Y ) ≡ ϕ(Y )
for variables Y other than X .
Definition 3.18 (Σ-evaluation). Let E : F T (V ; D ) −→ F T (wff (Σ), D ) be a
total function, where F T (V ; D ) is the set of variable assignments and F T (wff (Σ),
D ) is the set of typed functions mapping terms into objects in D. We will write the
argument of E as a subscript. So, for each assignment ϕ, we have a typed function
Eϕ : wff (Σ) −→ D. E is called an evaluation function for A if for any assignments
ϕ and ø into A , we have
(1) Eϕ V ≡ ϕ.
(2) Eϕ (FA) ≡ Eϕ (F)@Eϕ (A) for any F ∈ wff α→â (Σ) and A ∈ wff α (Σ) and types
α and â.
(3) Eϕ (A) ≡ Eø (A) for any type α and A ∈ wff α (Σ), whenever ϕ and ø coincide
on free(A). 
(4) Eϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ (Ayâ ) for all A ∈ wff α (Σ).

We call J : = (D , @, E ) a Σ-evaluation if (D , @) is an applicative structure and E is
an evaluation function for (D , @). We call Eϕ (Aα ) ∈ Dα the denotation of Aα in J
for ϕ. (Note that since E is a function, the denotation in J is unique. However, for
a given applicative structure A , there may be many possible evaluation functions.)
If A is a closed formula, then Eϕ (A) is independent of ϕ, since free(A) = ∅. In
these cases we sometimes drop the reference to ϕ from Eϕ (A) and simply write
E (A).
We call a Σ-evaluation J : = (D , @, E ) functional [full, standard] if the applicative
structure (D , @) is functional [full, standard]. We say J is a Σ-evaluation over a
frame if (D , @) is a frame.
Σ-evaluations generalize Σ-evaluations over frames, which are the basis for Henkin
models, to the non-functional case. The existence of an evaluation function that
meets the conditions above seems to be the weakest situation where one would like to
speak of a model. We cannot in general assume the evaluation function is uniquely
determined by its values on constants as this requires functionality. For example,
two evaluation functions E and E 0 on the same applicative structure may agree on
all constants, but give a different value to the term (ëXé X ). Such an example is
constructed and discussed later in Remark 5.7.
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Remark 3.19 (Σ-evaluations respect â-equality). Let J : = (D , @, E ) be a Σevaluation
and A≡

 â B. For all assignments ϕ into (D , @), we have Eϕ (A) ≡
Eϕ (Ayâ ) ≡ Eϕ (Byâ ) ≡ Eϕ (B).

We can easily show Σ-evaluations satisfy a Substitution-Value Lemma.
Lemma 3.20 (Substitution-value lemma). Let J : = (D , @, E ) be a Σ-evaluation
and ϕ be an assignment into J . For any types α and â, variables X â , and formulae
A ∈ wff α (Σ) and B ∈ wff â (Σ), we have Eϕ,[Eϕ (B)/X ] (A) ≡ Eϕ ([B/X ]A).
Proof. Using the fact that E respects â-equality (cf. Remark 3.19) and the other
properties of E (cf. Definition 3.18), we can compute
Eϕ,[Eϕ (B)/X ] (A) ≡ Eϕ,[Eϕ (B)/X ] ((ëX A)X )
≡ Eϕ,[Eϕ (B)/X ] (ëX A)@Eϕ,[Eϕ (B)/X ] (X )
≡ Eϕ (ëX A)@Eϕ (B)
≡ Eϕ ((ëX A)B)
≡ Eϕ ([B/X ]A).

a

We will consider two weaker notions of functionality. These forms are often
discussed in the literature (cf. [28]).
Definition 3.21 (Weakly functional evaluations). Let J ≡ (D , @, E ) be a Σevaluation. We say J is ç-functional if Eϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ ( A↓âç ) for any type α, formula
A ∈ wff α (Σ), and assignment ϕ. We say J is î-functional if for all α, â ∈ T ,
M, N ∈ wff â (Σ), assignments ϕ, and variables Xα , Eϕ (ëXα Mâ ) ≡ Eϕ (ëXα Nâ )
whenever Eϕ,[a/X ] (M) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (N) for every a ∈ Dα .
We will now establish that functionality is equivalent to ç-functionality and îfunctionality combined. We prepare for this by first proving two lemmas about
functional Σ-evaluations.
Lemma 3.22. Let J : = (D , @, E ) be a functional Σ-evaluation. For any assignment ϕ into J and F ∈ wff α→â (Σ) where Xα ∈
/ free(F), we have
Eϕ (ëXα FX ) ≡ Eϕ (F).
Proof. Let a ∈ Dα be given. Since Xα ∈
/ free(F), we have Eϕ,[a/X ] (F) ≡ Eϕ (F).
Since E respects â-equality (cf. Remark 3.19), we can compute
Eϕ (ëX FX )@a ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] ((ëX FX )X ) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (FX ) ≡ Eϕ (F)@a.
a
Generalizing over a, we conclude Eϕ (ëX FX ) ≡ Eϕ (F) by functionality.
Lemma 3.23. Let J : = (D , @, E ) be a functional Σ-evaluation. If a formula A
ç-reduces to B in one step, then for any assignment ϕ into J , E ϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ (B).
Proof. We prove this by induction on the structure of the term A. For the
base case when A is the ç-redex which is reduced, we apply Lemma 3.22. When
A ≡ (FC), then the ç-reduction either occurs in F or C. So, B ≡ (GD) where F
ç-reduces to G in one step (or G ≡ F) and D ≡ C (or C ç-reduces to D in one
step). So, by induction we have Eϕ (F) ≡ Eϕ (G) and Eϕ (C) ≡ Eϕ (D). It follows
that Eϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ (B).
When A is a ë-abstraction, we must use functionality. Suppose for some type α,
A ≡ (ëXα C) (and this is not the ç-redex reduced to obtain B). Then B ≡ (ëXα D)
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where C ç-reduces in one step to D. By the induction hypothesis, for any a ∈ Dα ,
Eϕ,[a/X ] (C) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (D). Since E is an evaluation function, we have
Eϕ (ëX C)@a ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] ((ëX C)X ) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (C)
≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (D) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] ((ëX D)X ) ≡ Eϕ (ëX D)@a.
By functionality, Eϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ (ëX C) ≡ Eϕ (ëX D) ≡ Eϕ (B).
a
Lemma 3.24 (Functionality). Let J : = (D , @, E ) be a Σ-evaluation. Then J is
functional iff it is both ç-functional and î-functional.
Proof. The fact that functionality implies ç-functionality now follows from a
simple induction on the number of âç-reduction steps using Lemma 3.23 and
Remark 3.19.
To show functionality implies î-functionality, let M, N ∈ wff â (Σ), an assignment
ϕ and a variable Xα be given. Suppose Eϕ,[a/X ] (M) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (N) for every a ∈ Dα .
We need to show Eϕ (ëX M) ≡ Eϕ (ëX N). This follows from functionality since
Eϕ (ëX M)@a ≡ Eϕ,[a,X ] ((ëX M)X ) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (M)
≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (N) ≡ Eϕ,[a,X ] ((ëX N)X ) ≡ Eϕ (ëX N)@a
for every a ∈ Dα .
To show functionality from ç-functionality and î-functionality, let f, g ∈ D α→â
such that f@a ≡ g@a for all a ∈ Dα be given. We need to show that f ≡ g. Let
Fα→â , Gα→â and Xα be variables and ϕ be any assignment such that ϕ(F ) ≡ f
and ϕ(G) ≡ g. Then for any a ∈ Dα we have Eϕ,[a/X ] (FX ) ≡ f@a ≡ g@a ≡
Eϕ,[a/X ] (GX ), and thus Eϕ (ëX FX ) ≡ Eϕ (ëX GX ) by î-functionality. Hence,
f ≡ Eϕ (F ) ≡ Eϕ (ëX FX ) ≡ Eϕ (ëX GX ) ≡ Eϕ (G) ≡ g
by ç-functionality.
a
Lemma 3.25 (î-functionality and replacement). Let J : = (D , @, E ) be a î-functional Σ-evaluation and B, C ∈ wff â (Σ). Suppose Eϕ (B) ≡ Eϕ (C) for every assignment ϕ into J . Then for all formulae A ∈ wff α (Σ), positions p, and assignments ϕ
into J , Eϕ (A[B]p ) ≡ Eϕ (A[C]p ).
Proof. We show the assertion by an induction on the structure of A. If p is the
top position, we have
Eϕ (A[B]p ) ≡ Eϕ (B) ≡ Eϕ (C) ≡ Eϕ (A[C]p ).
In particular, if A is a constant or a variable, then p must be the top position and
we are done. Otherwise, assume p is not the top position. If A is an application FD,
we have to consider two cases: A[B]p = F[B]q D and A[B]p = F(D[B]r ) for some
positions q and r. Since the second case is analogous we only show the first case.
By the inductive hypothesis we have
Eϕ (A[B]p ) ≡ Eϕ (F[B]q D) ≡ Eϕ (F[B]q )@Eϕ (D)
≡ Eϕ (F[C]q )@Eϕ (D) ≡ Eϕ (F[C]q D) ≡ Eϕ (A[C]p ).
If A[B]p = ëXã D[B]q , then we get the assertion from î-functionality. By the inductive hypothesis, we know Eø (D[B]q ) ≡ Eø (D[C]p ) for every assignment ø. In particular, for any assignment ϕ and c ∈ Dã , we have Eϕ,[c/X ] (D[B]q ) ≡ Eϕ,[c/X ] (D[C]p ).
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By î-functionality, we have
Eϕ (A[B]p ) ≡ Eϕ (ëX D[B]q ) ≡ Eϕ (ëX D[C]q ) ≡ Eϕ (A[C]p ).
Thus we have completed all the cases and proven the assertion.

a

Example 3.26 (Singleton evaluation). The singleton applicative structure (cf. Example 3.7) is a Σ-evaluation if for any assignment ϕ and formula A we take
Eϕ (A) ≡ a, where a is the (unique) member of Dα . Note that in this Σ-evaluation
E (ëX X ) ≡ Eϕ (ëX Y ) for any assignment ϕ.
For a detailed discussion on the closure conditions needed for the domains for
function types to be rich enough for evaluation functions to exist, we refer the reader
to [2, 4].
Note that the applicative term structure wff (Σ) from Example 3.8 cannot be made
into a Σ-evaluation by providing an evaluation function. To see this, suppose E is
an evaluation function for wff (Σ) and F : = E (ëXα X ) ∈ wff α→α (Σ). Since E is
assumed to be an evaluation function, we must have
Eϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ ((ëXα X )A) ≡ F@A ≡ FA
for every A ∈ wff α (Σ). In particular, for any constant aα ∈ Σα , we must have
Fa ≡ Eϕ (a) ≡ E ((ëXα X )a) ≡ E (ëXα X )@E (a) ≡ F(Fa). But clearly Fa 6≡
F(Fa) no matter what F ∈ wff α→α (Σ) we choose. In particular, the “obvious”
choice of E (ëXα X ) ≡ (ëXα X ) does not work. This example suggests that we need
to consider â-convertible terms equal before we can obtain a term evaluation (cf.
Definition 3.35).
Definition 3.27 (Σ-evaluation congruences). A congruence on a Σ-evaluation
J ≡ (D , @, E ) is a congruence on the underlying applicative structure (D , @).
Given any two variable assignments ϕ and ø into (D , @), we will use the notation
ϕ ∼ ø to indicate that ϕ(X ) ∼ ø(X ) for every variable X .
A typed equivalence relation was defined to be a congruence if it respects application. In order to form a quotient of a Σ-evaluation, we must be able to define
an evaluation function E ∼ on the quotient structure. But E ∼ interprets all terms,
including ë-abstractions. It is not obvious that one can find a well-defined E ∼ that
is really an evaluation function. In fact, the property one needs in order to show
E ∼ will be a well-defined evaluation function is Eϕ (A) ∼ Eø (A) for all A ∈ wff α (Σ)
and assignments ϕ and ø with ϕ ∼ ø. One can show this by an easy induction
on the term A if the congruence ∼ is functional. However, without the assumption
that ∼ is functional, this direct proof will fail when A is a ë-abstraction. This is a
general problem with trying to prove properties of evaluations since many objects
in Dα→â may represent the same function from Dα to Dâ . Fortunately, there is a
way to use combinators to reduce such inductions to terms which only have very
special ë-abstractions.
Definition 3.28 (SK-combinatory formulae). For all types α, â, and ã, we define
two families of closed formulae we call combinators:
Kα→â→α : = ëXα Yâ X
S(α→â→ã)→(α→â)→α→ã : = ëUα→â→ã Vα→â Wα (UW (VW )).
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We define the set of SK-combinatory formulae to be the least subset of the set
S
α∈T wff α (Σ) containing every K and S, every constant c ∈ Σ and every variable,
that is closed under application.
As shown in [3], every formula can be â-expanded to an SK-combinatory formula.
Lemma 3.29. For every type α and A ∈ wff α (Σ), there is an SK-combinatory
formula A0 ∈ wff α (Σ) such that A0 â-reduces to A.
Proof. See Proposition 1 in [3]. The main difference to this setup is the signature,
and this plays no role in the proof.
a
Now, we can show Eϕ (A) ∼ Eø (A) for SK-combinatory A whenever ϕ ∼ ø.
Lemma 3.30. Let J ≡ (D , @, E ) be a Σ-evaluation, ∼ a congruence on J , and ϕ
and ø assignments into J with ϕ ∼ ø. For every SK-combinatory formula A, we
have Eϕ (A) ∼ Eø (A).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the SK-combinatory formula A. If A is
a variable X , we have Eϕ (X ) ≡ ϕ(X ) ∼ ø(X ) ≡ Eø (X ). If A is closed (e.g., a
constant in Σ or a combinator), then Eϕ (A) ≡ Eø (A), so certainly Eϕ (A) ∼ Eø (A).
Finally, if A is an application of two SK-combinatory formulae F and B, then by
the inductive hypothesis we have Eϕ (F) ∼ Eø (F) and Eϕ (B) ∼ Eø (B). Since ∼
respects application, Eϕ (FB) ≡ Eϕ (F)@Eϕ (B) ∼ Eø (F)@Eø (B) ≡ Eø (FB).
a
We can use this result to show the same property holds for all formulae.
Lemma 3.31. Let J ≡ (D , @, E ) be a Σ-evaluation, ϕ and ø assignments into J
with ϕ ∼ ø, and ∼ a congruence on J . For every formula A, we have E ϕ (A) ∼ Eø (A).
Proof. Let A ∈ wff α (Σ) for some type α. By Lemma 3.29 there is an SKcombinatory formula A0 that â-reduces to A. By Remark 3.19 and Lemma 3.30,
we have Eϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ (A0 ) ∼ Eø (A0 ) ≡ Eø (A).
a
Remark 3.32 (Correspondence with logical relations). Lemma 3.31 is essentially
an instance of the “Basic Lemma” for logical relations (Lemma 8.2.5 in [44]). In
fact, ∼ is functional, iff ∼ is a logical relation over the applicative structure. If ∼
is not functional, it still satisfies this “Basic Lemma” property, which makes it a
pre-logical relation in the sense of [31].
Definition 3.33 (Quotient Σ-evaluation). Let J ≡ (D , @, E ) be a Σ-evaluation,
∼ a congruence on J and let (D ∼ , @∼ ) be the quotient applicative structure of
(D , @) with respect to ∼.
For each A ∈ Dα∼ , we choose a representative A∗ ∈ A. So, [[A∗ ]]∼ ≡ A. Note
that [[a]]∗∼ ∼ a for every a ∈ Dα . For any assignment ϕ into J /∼ , let ϕ ∗ be the
assignment into J given by ϕ ∗ (X ) : = ϕ(X )∗ . Note that ϕ ≡ ð∼ ◦ ϕ ∗ . So we can
define Eϕ∼ as ð∼ ◦ Eϕ ∗ , and call J /∼ : = (D ∼ , @∼ , E ∼ ) the quotient Σ-evaluation of
J modulo ∼. (By Lemma 3.31, the definition of E ∼ does not depend on the choice
of representatives.)
This definition is justified by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.34 (Quotient Σ-evaluation theorem). If J is a Σ-evaluation and ∼ is
a congruence on J , then J /∼ is a Σ-evaluation.
Proof. We prove that E ∼ is an evaluation function by verifying the conditions
in Definition 3.18. For any assignment ϕ into the quotient applicative structure, let
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ϕ ∗ be the assignment with ϕ ≡ ð∼ ◦ ϕ ∗ as in Definition 3.33. First, we compute
Eϕ∼ V ≡ (ð∼ ◦ Eϕ ∗ ) V ≡ ð∼ ◦ Eϕ ∗ V ≡ ð∼ ◦ ϕ ∗ ≡ ϕ. Since ð∼ is a homomorphism
we have
Eϕ∼ (FA) ≡ ð∼ (Eϕ ∗ (FA))
≡ ð∼ (Eϕ ∗ (F)@Eϕ ∗ (A))
≡ ð∼ (Eϕ ∗ (F))@∼ ð∼ (Eϕ ∗ (A))
≡ Eϕ∼ (F)@∼ Eϕ∼ (A).
If ϕ and ø coincide on free(A), then Eϕ∼ (A) ≡ [[Eϕ ∗ (A)]]∼ ≡ [[Eø∗ (A)]]∼ ≡ Eø∼ (A)
since this entails that ϕ ∗ and ø ∗ coincide on free(A) too (as we have chosen particular 
representativesfor each equivalence class). Finally, E ϕ∼ (A) ≡ [[Eϕ ∗ (A)]]∼ ≡
[[Eϕ ∗ (Ayâ )]]∼ ≡ Eϕ∼ (Ayâ ).
a

Definition 3.35 (Term evaluations for Σ). Let cwff (Σ)yâ be the collection of

closed well-formed formulae in â-normal form and A@â B be (AB)yâ . For the

definition of an evaluation function let ϕ be an assignment into cwff (Σ)yâ . Note
that ó : = ϕ free(A) is a substitution, since free(A) is finite. Thus we can choose


â
Eϕâ (A) : = ó(A)y . We call TE(Σ) : = (cwffy , @â , E â ) the â-term evaluation
â

â

for Σ.
âç
Analogously, we can define TE(Σ) : = ( cwff↓âç , @âç , E âç ) the âç-term evaluation for Σ.
The name term evaluation in the previous definition is justified by the following
lemma.
â

âç

Lemma 3.36. TE(Σ) is a Σ-evaluation and TE(Σ) is a functional Σ-evaluation.

Proof. The fact that (cwff (Σ)yâ , @â ) is an applicative structure is immediate:

For each type α, cwff α (Σ)yâ is non-empty (by the assumption in Remark 3.16) and



@â : cwff α→â (Σ)yâ × cwff α (Σ)yâ −→ cwff â (Σ)yâ .
We next check that E â is an evaluation function.
(1) Eϕâ (X ) ≡ ϕ

free(X )

(X ) ≡ ϕ(X ).

Eϕâ

 


respects application since ó(FA)yâ ≡ ó(F)yâ ó(A)yâ yâ where ó ≡
ϕ free(FA) .


â
â
(3) Eϕ (A) ≡ ϕ free(A) (A) yâ ≡ ϕ 0 free(A) (A) yâ ≡ Eϕ 0 (A) whenever ϕ and ϕ 0
coincide on free(A).

 

(4) Eϕâ (A) ≡ ó(A)yâ ≡ ó(Ayâ )yâ ≡ Eϕâ (Ayâ ) where ó ≡ ϕ free(A) .
(2)

âç

A similar argument shows that TE(Σ) is a Σ-evaluation. Also, one can show
âç
TE(Σ) is functional using an argument similar to Lemma 3.14 since Σ is infinite
at all types by Remark 3.16. (Alternatively, one can simply apply Lemma 3.14
and Theorem 3.13 to note that the applicative structure cwff (Σ)/≡âç is functional.
The applicative structure cwff (Σ)/≡âç is isomorphic to the applicative structure
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( cwff (Σ)yâç , @âç ). One can easily show that functionality is preserved under isomorphism.)
a
â

Remark 3.37. Note that TE(Σ) is not a functional Σ-evaluation since, for instance, for any constant hã→ä ∈ Σ
(ëXã hã→ä X )@â Cã ≡ h@â C
â

for all C in TEã (Σ) but ëX hX 6≡ h.
Remark 3.38. One can show that an evaluation function E for an applicative
structure (D , @) is uniquely determined by its values E (c) on the constants c ∈ Σ
and its values E (S) and E (K) on the combinators S and K. When the applicative
structure is functional, even the values of each E (S) and E (K) are determined, so
that E is uniquely determined by its values E (c) for c ∈ Σ.
Definition 3.39 (Homomorphism on Σ-evaluations). Let J 1 : = (D 1 , @1 , E 1 )
and J 2 : = (D 2 , @2 , E 2 ) be Σ-evaluations. A Σ-homomorphism is a typed function
κ : D 1 −→ D 2 such that κ is a homomorphism from theapplicative structure
2
(D 1 , @1 ) to the applicative structure (D 2 , @2 ) and κ Eϕ1 (A) ≡ Eκ◦ϕ
(A) for every
1
A ∈ wff α (Σ) and assignment ϕ for J .
3.3. Σ-models. The semantic notions so far are independent of the set of base
types. Now, we specialize these to obtain a notion of models by requiring specialized
behavior on the type o of truth values. For this we use the notion of a Σ-valuation
which gives a truth-value interpretation to the domain Do of a Σ-evaluation consistent with the intuitive interpretations of the logical constants. Since models are
semantic entities that are constructed primarily to make a statement about the truth
or falsity of a formula, the requirement that there exists a Σ-valuation is perhaps the
most general condition under which one wants to speak of a model. Thus we will
define our most general notion of semantics as Σ-evaluations that have Σ-valuations.
Definition 3.40. Fix two values T 6≡ F. Let J : = (D , @, E ) be a Σ-evaluation and õ : Do −→ {T, F} be a (total) function. We define several properties that
characterize logical operators with respect to õ in the table shown in Figure 2.
prop.
L¬ (n)
L∨ (d)
L∧ (c)
L⇒ (i)
L⇔ (e)
Lα∀ (ð)
Lα∃ (ó)
Lα= (q)

where

holds when

n ∈ Do→o
d ∈ Do→o→o
c ∈ Do→o→o
i ∈ Do→o→o
e ∈ Do→o→o
ð ∈ D(α→o)→o
ó ∈ D(α→o)→o
q ∈ Dα→α→o

õ(n@a) ≡ T
õ(d@a@b) ≡ T
õ(c@a@b) ≡ T
õ(i@a@b) ≡ T
õ(e@a@b) ≡ T
õ(ð@f) ≡ T
õ(ó@f) ≡ T
õ(q@a@b) ≡ T

for all
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff

õ(a) ≡ F
õ(a) ≡ T or õ(b) ≡ T
õ(a) ≡ T and õ(b) ≡ T
õ(a) ≡ F or õ(b) ≡ T
õ(a) ≡ õ(b)
∀a ∈ Dα õ(f@a) ≡ T
∃a ∈ Dα õ(f@a) ≡ T
a≡b

a ∈ Do
a, b ∈ Do
a, b ∈ Do
a, b ∈ Do
a, b ∈ Do
f ∈ Dα→o
f ∈ Dα→o
a, b ∈ Dα

Figure 2. Logical properties in Σ-models.
Definition 3.41 (Σ-model). Let J : = (D , @, E ) be a Σ-evaluation. A function
õ : Do −→ {T, F} is called a Σ-valuation for J if L¬ (E (¬)) and L∨ (E (∨)) hold,
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and for every type α Lα∀ (E (Πα )) holds. In this case, M : = (D , @, E , õ) is called a
Σ-model.
For the case of (the optional) primitive equality, i.e., when =α ∈ Σα→α→o for all
types α, we say M is a Σ-model with primitive equality if L α= (E (=α )) holds for every
type α.
We say that ϕ is an assignment into M if it is an assignment into the underlying
applicative structure (D , @). Furthermore, ϕ satisfies a formula A ∈ wff o (Σ) in M
(we write M |=ϕ A) if õ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ T. We say that A is valid in M (and write M |= A)
if M |=ϕ A for all assignments ϕ. When A ∈ cwff o (Σ), we drop the reference to the
assignment and use the notation M |= A. Finally, we say that M is a Σ-model for a
set Φ ⊆ cwff o (Σ) (we write M |= Φ) if M |= A for all A ∈ Φ.
A Σ-model M : = (D , @, E , õ) is called functional [full, standard] if the applicative
structure (D , @) is functional [full, standard]. Similarly, M is called ç-functional
[î-functional] if the evaluation (D , @, E ) is ç-functional [î-functional]. We say M
is a Σ-model over a frame if (D , @) is a frame.
Remark 3.42 (Adding primitive equality). In the definition of Σ-model above,
the addition of property Lα= (E (=α )) addressing the case of primitive equality above
has a purely practical motivation: calculi with a primitive treatment of equality,
see for instance [10, 11], may provide a more effective approach to equational
reasoning in higher-order logic than the exclusive use of Leibniz equality. Therefore
we enrich our theory to automatically also address the situation where (always builtin) Leibniz equality and (optional) primitive equality are simultaneously present
in the language. The generalization to primitive equality is less trivial than the
generalization to other (optional) primitive logical connectives such as ∧ or ⇒.
This is the main reason why we built primitive equality directly into our theory
while we omit other logical primitives (cf. also Remarks 3.47 and 6.9).
Lemma 3.43 (Truth and falsity in Σ-models). Let M : = (D , @, E , õ) be a Σmodel and ϕ an assignment. Let To : = ∀Po P ∨ ¬P and Fo : = ¬To . Then õ(Eϕ (To ))
≡ T and õ(Eϕ (Fo )) ≡ F.
Proof. Let P be a variable of type o. We have õ(Eϕ (To )) ≡ T, iff õ(Eϕ (P ∨¬P)) ≡
T for every assignment ϕ. The properties of õ show that this statement is equivalent
to õ(ϕ(P)) ≡ T or õ(ϕ(P)) ≡ F, which is always true since õ maps into {T, F}. Note
further that õ(Eϕ (Fo )) ≡ F since õ(Eϕ (To )) ≡ T.
a
Remark 3.44. Let M : = (D , @, E , õ) be a Σ-model. By Lemma 3.43, Do must
have at least the two elements Eϕ (To ) and Eϕ (Fo ), and õ must be surjective.
Remark 3.45. In contrast to the case of Henkin models, Definition 3.41 only
constrains the functional behavior of the values of the logical constants with respect
to õ. This does not fully specify these values since
• M need not be functional,
• and there can be more than two truth values.
We will now introduce semantical properties called q, ç, f, and b, which we will
use to characterize different classes of Σ-models.
Definition 3.46 (Properties q, ç, î, f and b). Given a Σ-model M : = (D , @, E ,
õ), we say that M has property
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iff for all α ∈ T there is some qα ∈ Dα→α→o such that Lα= (qα ) holds.
iff M is ç-functional.
iff M is î-functional.
iff M is functional. (This is generally associated with functional extensionality.)
iff Do has at most two elements. By Lemma 3.44 we can assume without loss
of generality that Do ≡ {T, F}, õ is the identity function, Eϕ (To ) ≡ T and
Eϕ (Fo ) ≡ F. (This is generally associated with Boolean extensionality.)

Remark 3.47 (Choice of logical constants). The work presented in this article is
based on the choice of the primitive logical constants ¬, ∨, and Πα . We have
also introduced shorthand for formulas constructed using ∧, ⇒, ⇔, and existential
quantification. One can (easily; cf. Lemma 3.48) verify that in any Σ-model M ≡
(D , @, E , õ), each of the properties L∧ (E (ëXo Yo X ∧Y )), L⇒ (E (ëXo Yo X ⇒ Y )),
L⇔ (E (ëXo Yo X ⇔ Y )) and Lα∃ (E (ëPα→o ∃Xα PX )) (for each type α) hold with
respect to õ. In this sense, our choice of logical constants and shorthand for
other logical constants is sufficient. However, Leibniz equality Q α will only satisfy
Lα= (E (Qα )) for each type α iff the model satisfies property q (cf. Remark 3.52 and
Theorem 3.63).
On the other hand, in the absence of extensionality, one can gain some (limited)
expressive power by including extra logical constants such as ∧ in the signature.
This is the case since there may be several objects in c ∈ Do→o→o such that L∧ (c)
holds. So, one could have a Σ-model M ≡ (D , @, E , õ) (where ∧ is also in Σ) such
that L∧ (E (∧)) holds, but E (∧) 6≡ E (ëXo Yo ¬(¬X ∨ ¬Y )). We will not investigate
this possibility here.
Our choice of logical constants differs from Andrews’ choice [6] who considers
primitive equality as the only logical primitive from which all other logical operators
are defined using the definitions in Figure 3. For the sake of clarity, we write
qα for =α when =α is not being written in infix notation. For Henkin models,
the definitions in Figure 3 are appropriate. However, without extensionality, the
situation is quite different. Suppose J ≡ (D , @, E ) is a Σ-evaluation where = α ∈ Σ
for every type α. Let õ : Do −→ {T, F} be a function such that Lα= (E (=α )) holds for
o→o→o
each type α. The fact that õ(E (To )) ≡ T follows directly from L=
(E (=o→o→o ))
and reflexivity of (meta-level) equality. Unfortunately, this is the last definition
which is clearly appropriate without further assumptions. So long as Do has more
than one element, one can show õ(E (Fo )) ≡ F. So, let us explicitly assume Do
To
Fo
¬o→o
Πα
∧o→o→o
⇒o→o→o
∨o→o→o
Σα

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

qo =o→o→o qo
(ëXo To ) =o→o (ëXo X )
q o Fo
qα→o (ëXα To )
ëXo Yo (ëGo→o→o GTo To ) =(o→o→o)→o (ëGo→o→o GXY )
ëXo Yo (X =o (X ∧ Y ))
ëXo Yo ¬(¬X ∧ ¬Y )
ëPα→o (¬Πα ëXα ¬(PX ))

Figure 3. A definition of logical constants from equality in
Henkin models.
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has more than one element, which is anyway met by Σ-models (cf. Remark 3.44).
Next, we investigate whether L¬ (E (¬)) holds. Let a ∈ Do be given. By Lo= (E (=o )),
we know õ(E (=o )@E (Fo )@a) ≡ T is equivalent to E (Fo ) ≡ a. So, if õ(E (=o )@
E (Fo )@a) ≡ T, then õ(a) ≡ õ(E (Fo )) ≡ F. For the converse, suppose õ(a) ≡ F.
This, in general, does not imply E (Fo ) ≡ a. However, if we assume a is the
unique member of Do such that õ(a) ≡ F, then we can conclude E (Fo ) ≡ a. In
particular, if Do has only two elements, then õ must be injective and we can conclude
E (Fo ) ≡ a. So, Boolean extensionality is required to ensure that L¬ (E (¬)) holds
for this definition of ¬.
We now investigate whether Lα∀ (E (Πα )) holds for Πα defined as in Figure 3.
Let f ∈ Dα→o be given. Suppose õ(E (=α→o )@E (ëXα To )@f) ≡ T. Then, by
Lα→o
(E (=α→o )), we know E (ëXα To ) ≡ f. This does guarantee E (To ) ≡ f@a and
=
hence õ(f@a) ≡ T for every a ∈ Dα . However, showing the converse requires that
M is functional (i.e., strong functional extensionality is given). Suppose õ(E (= α )@
E (ëXα To )@f) ≡ F. We can conclude E (ëXα To ) 6≡ f, but this is of little value. If J
is not functional, then these may be different representatives in Dα→o of the same
function. If J is functional, there must be some a ∈ Dα such that E (To ) 6≡ f@a.
However, this still does not imply õ(f@a) ≡ F. If Do has only two elements, then the
facts that E (To ) 6≡ f@a and E (To ) 6≡ E (Fo ) imply E (Fo ) ≡ f@a, hence õ(f@a) ≡ F.
Similar observations apply to the other definitions in Figure 3. These definitions
do show that at least To and Fo are definable from primitive equality (so long as Do
has at least two elements). Furthermore, if Do has exactly two elements ¬ is definable
from primitive equality. We conjecture that this is as much as one can define in terms
of primitive equality without extensionality assumptions. That is, we conjecture
that without assuming Do has two elements, there may be no object n ∈ Do→o such
that L¬ (n) holds. Furthermore, we conjecture that without assuming functionality
and that Do has two elements, there may be no object d ∈ Do→o→o such that L∨ (d)
holds, and there may be no object ð ∈ D(α→o)→o such that Lα∀ (ð) holds.
The next lemma formally verifies that L⇔ (E (ëXo Yo X ⇔ Y )) holds with respect
to the valuation of a Σ-model, as indicated in the remark above.
Lemma 3.48 (Equivalence). Let M : = (D , @, E , õ) be a Σ-model, ϕ an assignment into M , and A, B ∈ wff o (Σ). õ(Eϕ (A ⇔ B)) ≡ T iff õ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ õ(Eϕ (B)).
Proof. Suppose õ(Eϕ (A ⇔ B)) ≡ T. This implies õ(Eϕ (¬A ∨ B)) ≡ T and
õ(Eϕ (¬B∨A)) ≡ T. If õ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ T, then õ(Eϕ (¬A∨B)) ≡ T implies õ(Eϕ (B)) ≡ T,
so õ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ T ≡ õ(Eϕ (B)). If õ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ F, then õ(Eϕ (¬B ∨ A)) ≡ T implies
õ(Eϕ (B)) ≡ F, so õ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ F ≡ õ(Eϕ (B)). Since these are the only two possible
values for õ(Eϕ (A)), we have õ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ õ(Eϕ (B)).
Suppose õ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ õ(Eϕ (B)). Either õ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ õ(Eϕ (B)) ≡ T or õ(Eϕ (A)) ≡
õ(Eϕ (B)) ≡ F. An easy consideration of both cases verifies õ(Eϕ (¬A ∨ B)) ≡ T and
õ(Eϕ (¬B ∨ A)) ≡ T. Hence, õ(Eϕ (A ⇔ B)) ≡ T.
a
We next define classes of Σ-models in which certain properties hold. These classes
are denoted by M∗ where ∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb}. The subscript â is
always included to emphasize that â-equal terms are interpreted to be identical
elements in all models (cf. Remark 3.19). The subscripts ç, î, f and b indicate when
the corresponding properties must hold (cf. Definition 3.46). Note that we are not
including property q as an explicit subscript. The only Σ-models we need to consider
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which do not satisfy property q are term models. It will turn out (cf. Theorem 3.62)
that we can obtain a model satisfying property q from a model that does not by taking
a quotient. However, this may not preserve properties î or f. Consequently, we omit
q as a subscript and define the sets M∗ (for ∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb}) so
that every model in M∗ satisfies property q. (This choice will be discussed further
in Remark 3.52.)
Definition 3.49 (Higher-order model classes). We will denote the class of Σmodels that satisfy property q by Mâ , and we will use subclasses of Mâ depending
on the validity of the properties ç, î, f, and b. We obtain the specialized classes
of Σ-models Mâç , Mâî , Mâf , Mâb , Mâçb , Mâîb , and Mâfb by requiring that the
properties specified in the index are valid.
If primitive equality is in the signature, i.e., if =α ∈ Σα→α→o , then we require the
models to be Σ-models with primitive equality. Note that in this case property q is
automatically ensured.
We can group these eight classes in two dimensions as in Figure 4 based on the
“amount of extensionality” required.
functional

Boolean

none
b

none weak (ç) weak (î) strong (f)
Mâ
Mâç
Mâî
Mâf
Mâb
Mâçb
Mâîb
Mâfb

Figure 4. Extensional model classes.
Definition 3.50 (Σ-Henkin models). A Σ-Henkin model is a model M over a
frame with M ∈ Mâfb . We denote the class of all Σ-Henkin models by H. (Such
models are called general models in [2] and [6]. We avoid this terminology here since
we consider models which are more general than these.)
Definition 3.51 (Σ-standard models). A Σ-standard model is a Σ-Henkin model
that is also full (i.e., a model M ∈ Mâfb over a standard frame). The class of all
Σ-standard models is denoted by ST.
Remark 3.52 (Property q). The purpose of property q is to ensure that for all
types α there is an object qα in Dα→α→o representing meta equality for the domain Dα . This ensures the existence of objects representing unit sets {a} for each
a ∈ Dα in the domains Dα→o , which in turn makes Leibniz equality the intended
equality relation. This is because membership in these unit sets can be used as
an appropriately strong criterion to distinguish between different elements of D α .
This aspect is discussed in detail by Peter Andrews in [2]. He notes that Leon
Henkin unintentionally introduced in [26] a class of models which need not satisfy
property q instead of the class of Henkin models in the sense above. As Andrews
shows, a consequence is that such a model may fail to satisfy the principle of strong
functional extensionality (cf. Definition 4.5) given by the formula
.é
. é→é
G
∀Fé→é ∀Gé→é (∀Xé FX = GX ) ⇒ F =
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even though the model (as a model over a frame) is functional. Andrews fixed
this problem by introducing property q. Here, we have followed this by requiring
property q in all our model classes M∗ .
Now let us extend the notion of a quotient evaluation to Σ-models.
Definition 3.53 (Σ-model congruences). A congruence on a Σ-model M ≡ (D ,
@, E , õ) is a congruence on the underlying Σ-evaluation (D , @, E ) such that õ(a) ≡
õ(b) for all a, b ∈ Do with a ∼ b.
Definition 3.54 (Quotient Σ-model). Let M ≡ (D , @, E , õ) be a Σ-model, ∼ be
a congruence on M , and (D ∼ , @∼ , E ∼ ) be the quotient Σ-evaluation of (D , @, E )
with respect to ∼ (cf. Definition 3.33). Using the notation for representatives A∗ ∈ A
for A ∈ Dα∼ as in Definition 3.33, we define õ ∼ : Do∼ −→ {T, F} by õ ∼ (A) : = õ(A∗ )
for every A ∈ Do∼ . (Since õ(a) ≡ õ(b) whenever a ∼ b in Do , this definition
of õ ∼ does not depend on the choice of representatives and õ ∼ ([[a]]∼ ) ≡ õ(a) for
every a ∈ Do .) We call M /∼ : = (D ∼ , @∼ , E ∼ , õ ∼ ) the quotient Σ-model of M with
respect to ∼.
Theorem 3.55 (Quotient Σ-model theorem). Let M ≡ (D , @, E , õ) be a Σmodel and ∼ be a congruence on M . The quotient M /∼ is a Σ-model.
Furthermore, if for every type α, =α ∈ Σα and we have õ(E (=α )@a@b) ≡ T iff
a ∼ b for every a, b ∈ Dα , then M /∼ is a Σ-model with primitive equality.
Proof. We check the conditions of Definition 3.41, again using the A ∗ notation
for representatives. To check condition L¬ (E ∼ (¬)) for õ ∼ , for all A ∈ Do∼ we
need to show that õ ∼ (E ∼ (¬)@∼ A) ≡ T iff õ ∼ (A) ≡ F. Let A ∈ Do∼ be given.
Since M is a Σ-model we have õ(E (¬)@A ∗ ) ≡ T iff õ(A∗ ) ≡ F. Since [[A∗ ]]∼ ≡ A
and [[E (¬)@A∗ ]]∼ ≡ E ∼ (¬)@∼ A, we have õ ∼ (E ∼ (¬)@∼ A) ≡ T iff õ ∼ (A) ≡ F.
Checking condition L∨ (E ∼ (∨)) for õ ∼ is analogous.
∼
To check condition Lα∀ (E ∼ (Πα )) for õ ∼ , suppose we have G ∈ Dα→o
. For every
∗
∗
∼ ∼
∼
∼
∼
A ∈ Dα , õ (G@ A) ≡ õ(G @A ). So, if õ (G@ A) ≡ T for every A ∈ Dα∼ , then
õ(G∗ @a) ≡ õ(G∗ @[[a]]∗∼ ) ≡ T for every a ∈ Dα , and we conclude õ(E (Πα )@G∗ ) ≡
T. Hence, õ ∼ (E ∼ (Πα )@∼ G) ≡ T. Conversely, suppose õ ∼ (E ∼ (Πα )@G) ≡ T.
Then õ(E (Πα )@G∗ ) ≡ T and hence õ ∼ (G@A) ≡ õ(G∗ @A∗ ) ≡ T for every A ∈ Dα∼ .
Suppose primitive equality is in the signature and õ(E (=α )@a@b) ≡ T iff a ∼ b
for every a, b ∈ Dα . To verify Lα= (E ∼ (=α )) holds for õ ∼ , we simply note that
õ ∼ (E ∼ (=α )@∼ A@∼ B) ≡ T, iff õ(E (=α )@A∗ @B∗ ) ≡ T, iff A∗ ∼ B∗ , iff A ≡ B. a
We can define properties of a congruence analogous to those defined for models
in Definition 3.46.
Definition 3.56 (Properties ç, î, f and b for congruences). Given a Σ-model
M : = (D , @, E , õ) and a congruence ∼ on M , we say ∼ has property
ç: iff Eϕ (A) ∼ Eϕ ( A↓âç ) for any type α, A ∈ wff α (Σ), and assignment ϕ.
î: iff for all α, â ∈ T , M, N ∈ wff â (Σ), assignment ϕ, and variables Xα ,
Eϕ (ëXα Mâ ) ∼ Eϕ (ëXα Nâ ) whenever Eϕ,[a/X ] (M) ∼ Eϕ,[a/X ] (N) for every
a ∈ Dα .
f: iff ∼ is functional.
b: iff Do has at most two equivalence classes with respect to ∼. (By Remark 3.44
there are always at least two.)
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Remark 3.57. It follows trivially from reflexivity of congruences that if a model
satisfies property ç, then any congruence on the model satisfies property ç. Similarly,
if a model has only two elements in Do , then Do can have at most two equivalence
classes with respect to any congruence ∼. So, if a model satisfies property b, then
any congruence on the model satisfies property b. This is not true for properties î
or f. For an example, we refer to the functional model (satisfying property f, hence
property î) constructed by Andrews in [2]. Using the results we prove below, one
can show Leibniz equality must induce a congruence failing to satisfy properties î
and f on this functional model.
Lemma 3.58. Let M be a Σ-model, Φ ⊆ cwff o (Σ), and ∼ be a congruence on M .
We have M /∼ |= Φ iff M |= Φ. Furthermore, if ∗ ∈ {ç, î, f, b} and ∼ satisfies
property ∗, then M /∼ satisfies property ∗.
Proof. Let Ao ∈ Φ. Since A is closed, M |= A, iff õ(E (A)) ≡ T, iff õ ∼ (E ∼ (A)) ≡
T, iff M /∼ |= A. So, M |= Φ iff M /∼ |= Φ.
Suppose ∼ satisfies property ç. Let A ∈ wff α (Σ), and an assignment ϕ into M /∼
be given. Let ϕ ∗ be a corresponding assignment into M (cf. Definition 3.33). Since
∼ satisfies property ç, we know Eϕ ∗ (A) ∼ Eϕ ∗ ( A↓âç ). Taking equivalence classes,
we have Eϕ∼ (A) ≡ Eϕ∼ ( A↓âç ).
Suppose ∼ satisfies property î. Let M, N ∈ wff â (Σ), a variable Xα and an
assignment ϕ into M /∼ be given. Again, let ϕ ∗ be a corresponding assignment
∼
∼
∼
into M . Suppose Eϕ,[A/X
] (M) ≡ Eϕ,[A/X ] (N) for every A ∈ Dα . This means
∼
Eϕ ∗ ,[A∗ /X ] (M) ∼ Eϕ ∗ ,[A∗ /X ] (N) for every A ∈ Dα . For any a ∈ Dα , using
Lemma 3.31, we know
Eϕ ∗ ,[a/X ] (M) ∼ Eϕ ∗ ,[A∗ /X ] (M) ∼ Eϕ ∗ ,[A∗ /X ] (N) ∼ Eϕ ∗ ,[a/X ] (N)
where A ∈ Dα∼ is the equivalence class of a. Since ∼ satisfies property î, we
know that Eϕ ∗ (ëX M) ∼ Eϕ ∗ (ëX N). Taking equivalence classes, we see that
Eϕ∼ (ëX M) ≡ Eϕ∼ (ëX N).
If ∼ is functional (satisfies property f), we know M /∼ is functional (satisfies
property f) by Theorem 3.13.
Finally, if ∼ satisfies property b, then clearly Do∼ has only two elements. So, M /∼
satisfies property b.
a
.

Definition 3.59 (Congruence relation ∼). Let M ≡ (D , @, E , õ) be a Σ-model.
Let qα ∈ Dα→α→o be E (Qα ), i.e., the interpretation of Leibniz equality at type α.
.
We define a ∼ b in Dα iff õ(qα @a@b) ≡ T.
.

Before checking ∼ is a congruence, we first show that it is at least reflexive.
.
Lemma 3.60. Let M be a Σ-model. For each type α and a ∈ Dα , we have a ∼ a.
Proof. We need to check õ(E (Qα )@a@a) ≡ T. Let Xα be a variable of type α
and ϕ be some assignment with ϕ(X ) ≡ a. Let r : = Eϕ (ëPα→o ¬(PX ) ∨ PX )).
For any p ∈ Dα→o , since E is an evaluation function, we have
õ(r@p) ≡ õ(Eϕ,[p/P] (¬(PX ) ∨ PX )).
As M is a Σ-model, we have õ(Eϕ,[p/P] (¬(PX ) ∨ PX )) ≡ T since either
õ(Eϕ,[p/P] (PX )) ≡ T or õ(Eϕ,[p/P] (¬(PX ))) ≡ T.
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So, again since M is a Σ-model, õ(E (Πα→o )@r) ≡ T. By the definitions of r and
.α
.α
.α
= , we have õ(Eϕ (X = X )) ≡ T. As X = X is a â-reduct of Qα XX , we have
α
õ(Eϕ (Q XX )) ≡ T as well. Using ϕ(X ) ≡ a, we see that õ(E (Q α )@a@a) ≡ T. a
.

In order to check that ∼ is a congruence, it is useful to unwind the definitions to
.
better characterize when a ∼ b for a, b ∈ Dα .
.

Lemma 3.61 (Properties of ∼). Let M be a Σ-model. For each type α and a, b ∈
Dα , the following are equivalent:
.

(1) a ∼ b.
(2) For all variables Xα and Yα and assignments ϕ such that ϕ(X ) ≡ a and
.α
ϕ(Y ) ≡ b, we have õ(Eϕ (X = Y )) ≡ T.
(3) For every p ∈ Dα→o , õ(p@a) ≡ T implies õ(p@b) ≡ T.
(4) For every p ∈ Dα→o , õ(p@a) ≡ õ(p@b) .
Proof. At each type α, let qα ∈ Dα→α→o be the interpretation E (Qα ) of Leibniz
.
equality. By definition, a ∼ b iff õ(qα @a@b) ≡ T.
.
To show (1) implies (2), suppose a ∼ b and ϕ is an assignment with ϕ(Xα ) ≡ a
α
and ϕ(Yα ) ≡ b. Since õ(q @a@b) ≡ T, we have õ(Eϕ (Qα XY )) ≡ T. Since E
.α
respects â-equality (cf. Remark 3.19), we have õ(Eϕ (X = Y )) ≡ T.
.α
To show (2) implies (3), suppose õ(Eϕ (X = Y )) ≡ T whenever ϕ is an assignment with ϕ(X ) ≡ a and ϕ(Y ) ≡ b. Let X and Y be particular distinct
variables of type α and ϕ be any such assignment with ϕ(X ) ≡ a and ϕ(Y ) ≡ b.
Let p ∈ Dα→o with õ(p@a) ≡ T and a variable Pα→o be given. By assumption,
õ(Eϕ (∀Pα→o ¬(PX ) ∨ (PY ))) ≡ T. Since õ(Eϕ,[p/P] (PX )) ≡ õ(p@a) ≡ T, we have
õ(p@b) ≡ õ(Eϕ,[p/P] (PY )) ≡ T.
To show (3) implies (4), let p ∈ Dα→o be given. If õ(p@a) ≡ T, then we have
õ(p@b) ≡ T by assumption. So, õ(p@a) ≡ õ(p@b) in this case. Otherwise, we
must have õ(p@a) ≡ F. Let q : = Eϕ (ëXα ¬(Pα→o X )) where ϕ is some assignment
with ϕ(P) : = p. Since M is a model, õ(q@a) ≡ õ(E (¬)@(p@a)) ≡ T. Applying
the assumption to q, we have õ(q@b) ≡ T and so õ(E (¬)@(p@b)) ≡ T. Thus,
õ(p@b) ≡ F and õ(p@a) ≡ õ(p@b) in this case as well.
To show (4) implies (1), suppose õ(p@a) ≡ õ(p@b) for every p ∈ Dα→o . In particular, this holds for p : = qα @a ∈ Dα→o . Since õ(qα @a@a) ≡ T by Lemma 3.60,
.
we must have õ(qα @a@b) ≡ T. That is, a ∼ b.
a
.

Theorem 3.62 (Properties of M /∼. ). Let M be a Σ-model. Then ∼ is a congruence
relation on the model M and M /∼. satisfies property q. Furthermore, if for every type
.
α, =α ∈ Σα and õ(E (=α )@a@b) ≡ T iff a ∼ b for all a, b ∈ Dα , then M /∼. is a
Σ-model with primitive equality.
.

Proof. We first verify that ∼ is an equivalence relation on each Dα . Reflexivity
was shown in Lemma 3.60. To check symmetry and transitivity we use condition
.
(4) in Lemma 3.61. For symmetry, let a ∼ b in Dα and p ∈ Dα→o be given. So,
.
.
õ(p@a) ≡ õ(p@b). Generalizing over p, we have b ∼ a. For transitivity, let a ∼ b
.
and b ∼ c in Dα and p ∈ Dα→o be given. So, õ(p@a) ≡ õ(p@b) ≡ õ(p@c).
.
Generalizing over p, we have a ∼ c.
.
.
.
We next verify that ∼ is a congruence. Suppose f ∼ g in Dα→â and a ∼ b ∈ Dα .
.
To show f@a ∼ g@b we use condition (3) in Lemma 3.61. Let p ∈ Dâ→o with
õ(p@(f@a)) ≡ T be given. Let ϕ be an assignment with ϕ(Pâ→o ) ≡ p, ϕ(Xα ) ≡ a
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and ϕ(Gα→â ) ≡ g for variables P, X and G. We can use Lemma 3.61(3)
.
with Eϕ (ëFα→â (P(FX ))) and f ∼ g to verify that õ(p@(g@a)) ≡ T. Using
.
Lemma 3.61(3) with Eϕ (ëXα (P(GX ))) and a ∼ b verifies õ(p@(g@b)) ≡ T. So,
.
f@a ∼ g@b.
.
.
It remains to check that õ(a) ≡ õ(b) whenever a ∼ b for a, b ∈ Do . Let a ∼ b
in Do be given. Applying Lemma 3.61(4) to E (ëXo X ) ∈ Do→o we have õ(a) ≡
.
õ(E (ëXo X )@a) ≡ õ(E (ëXo X )@b) ≡ õ(b) as desired. So, ∼ is a congruence
relation on M .
Now, we show M /∼. satisfies property q. At each type α, let qα ∈ Dα→α→o be the
interpretation E (Qα ) of Leibniz
equality. To check property q, we show that [[qα ]]∼.
.
∼
is the appropriate object in Dα→α→o for each α ∈ T . Let a, b ∈ Dα be given. Note
.
that [[a]]∼. ≡
[[b]]∼. is equivalent
to a ∼ b.
.
.
.
∼
α .
∼
∼
Also, õ ([[q ]]∼ @ [[a]]∼. @ [[b]]∼. ) ≡ T is equivalent to õ(qα @a@b) ≡ T. So, we
.
need to show that õ(qα @a@b) ≡ T if and only if a ∼ b. But this is precisely the
.
definition of ∼.
The statement for primitive equality follows immediately by Theorem 3.55.
a
.
Now, we know that when one takes a quotient of a model M by ∼, one obtains
a model satisfying property q. It is worthwhile to note the following relationship
.
between ∼ and property q.
Theorem 3.63. Let M ≡ (D , @, E , õ) be a Σ-model. The following are equivalent:
(1) M satisfies property q.
(2) For any congruence ∼ on M , type α, and a, b ∈ Dα , a ∼ b implies a ≡ b.
.
(3) For any type α, and a, b ∈ Dα , a ∼ b implies a ≡ b.
(4) For any type α, Lα= (E (Qα )) holds for õ.
Proof. To show (1) implies (2), suppose M satisfies q, ∼ is a congruence on M ,
and a ∼ b for a, b ∈ Dα . Let qα ∈ Dα→α→o be the object at type α guaranteed to
exist by property q. Since a ∼ b, we have (qα @a@a) ∼ (qα @a@b). By property q,
we have õ(qα @a@a) ≡ T (since a ≡ a). Since ∼ is a congruence on the model, we
have õ(qα @a@b) ≡ T. By property q, this means a ≡ b.
.
Since ∼ is a particular congruence on M , we know (2) implies (3).
To show (3) implies (4), we need to show Lα= (E (Qα )) holds for each type α. By
.
the definition of ∼, for every a, b ∈ Dα we have õ(E (Qα )@a@b) ≡ T, if and only if
.
.
a ∼ b, iff a ≡ b. The last equivalence holds by our assumption that a ∼ b implies
that a ≡ b, and by Lemma 3.60.
For each type α, Lα= (E (Qα )) implies E (Qα ) is the witness required to show
property q. So, we know (4) implies (1).
a
Remark 3.64 (Congruences for Σ-models with primitive equality).
Theorem
3.63 shows that once we have a model M which satisfies property q, there are no
nontrivial congruences on M . Hence, there are no nontrivial quotients of M . In
particular, the only possible congruence for a Σ-model with primitive equality is
the trivial congruence given by the identity relation ≡. Consequently, the quotient
construction in the case of a Σ-model with primitive equality leads to essentially the
same model again. We therefore do not consider quotients of models with primitive
equality.
3.4. Σ-models over frames. In this section, we define the notion of an isomorphism between two models and show every functional Σ-model is isomorphic to a
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model over a frame. In particular, this shows that the model class Mâfb is simply
the closure of the class H of Henkin models under isomorphism of Σ-models.
Definition 3.65 (Σ-model homomorphism/isomorphism). Let M 1 ≡ (D 1 , @1 ,
E , õ 1 ) and M 2 ≡ (D 2 , @2 , E 2 , õ 2 ) be Σ-models. A homomorphism from M 1 to
M 2 is a typed function κ : D 1 −→ D 2 such that κ is a homomorphism from the
evaluation (D 1 , @1 , E 1 ) to the evaluation (D 2 , @2 , E 2 ) and õ 1 (a) ≡ õ 2 (κ(a)) for
every a ∈ Do1 .
A homomorphism i from M 1 to M 2 is called an isomorphism iff there is a homomorphism j from M 2 to M 1 where jα : Dα2 −→ Dα1 is the inverse of iα : Dα1 −→ Dα2
at each type α. Two models are said to be isomorphic if there is such an isomorphism. (It is clear from the definition that this is a symmetric relationship between
models.)
1

Remark 3.66. The class H of Henkin models is not closed under isomorphism
of models. Neither is the class ST of standard models. This is because Henkin
and standard models require that the domains Dα→â consist of functions from
F (Dα ; Dâ ). We may, however, take a given Henkin model and appropriately modify it to obtain an isomorphic model that is not in the class of Henkin models. For
0
example, we may choose Dα→â
: = { (0, f) | f ∈ Dα→â } and define @ appropriately (cf. Example 5.6 for a similar construction).
Lemma 3.67. Let M 1 and M 2 be isomorphic Σ-models.
(1) For any set of sentences Φ, M 1 |= Φ, iff M 2 |= Φ.
(2) If M 1 is a Σ-model with primitive equality, then M 2 is a Σ-model with primitive
equality.
(3) If ∗ ∈ {q, ç, î, f, b} and M 1 satisfies ∗, then M 2 satisfies ∗.
In particular, each model class M∗ is closed under isomorphism of models.
Proof. Let i be a homomorphism from M 1 ≡ (D 1 , @1 , E 1 , õ 1 ) to M 2 ≡ (D 2 ,
2
@ , E 2 , õ 2 ) and j be its inverse.
Let Φ be a set of sentences with M 1 |= Φ. That is, for every A ∈ Φ, õ 1 (E 1 (A)) ≡ T.
So, for every A ∈ Φ, õ 2 (E 2 (A)) ≡ õ 1 (j(E 2 (A))) ≡ õ 1 (E 1 (A)) ≡ T (since A is closed,
we can ignore the variable assignment). This shows M 2 |= Φ; the other direction is
obtained by switching indices.
1
Suppose qα ∈ Dα→α→o
is such that Lα= (qα ) holds for õ 1 . We show that Lα= (i(qα ))
2
holds for õ . Given a, b ∈ Dα2 . We have a ≡ b, iff j(a) ≡ j(b), iff õ 1 (qα @1 j(a)@1
j(b)) ≡ T, iff õ 2 (i(qα @1 j(a)@1 j(b))) ≡ T, iff õ 2 (i(qα )@2 a@2 b)) ≡ T.
In particular, suppose M 1 is a Σ-model with primitive equality. Then, we have
α
L= (E 1 (=α )) for õ 1 at each type α. So, Lα= (i(E 1 (=α ))) holds for õ 2 at each type α.
Since i(E 1 (=α )) ≡ E 2 (=α ), we know M 2 is a Σ-model with primitive equality.
Next, suppose M 1 satisfies property q. Let α be a type and qα be the witness for
property q in M 1 at α. That is, Lα= (qα ) holds for õ 1 . We have shown Lα= (i(qα ))
holds for õ 2 . Hence, M 2 satisfies property q.
Suppose M 1 satisfies property ç. To show M 2 satisfies ç, let A ∈ wff α (Σ) and an
assignment ϕ into M 2 be given. We compute
1
Eϕ2 (A) ≡ (i ◦ j)(Eϕ2 (A)) ≡ i(Ej◦ϕ
(A))
1
≡ i(Ej◦ϕ
( A↓âç )) ≡ (i ◦ j)(Eϕ2 ( A↓âç )) ≡ Eϕ2 ( A↓âç ).
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So, M 2 satisfies property ç.
M 2 satisfies î, let M, N ∈ wff â (Σ), a variable Xα , and an assignment ø into M 2
2
2
2
1
be given. Suppose Eø,[b/X
] (M) ≡ Eø,[b/X ] (N) for all b ∈ Dα . For any a ∈ Dα , we
compute
1
2
2
Ej◦ø,[a/X
] (M) ≡ j(Ei◦j◦ø,[i(a)/X ] (M)) ≡ j(Eø,[i(a)/X ] (M))
2
1
≡ j(Eø,[i(a)/X
] (N)) ≡ Ej◦ø,[a/X ] (N).
1
1
Since M 1 satisfies property î, we know Ej◦ø
(ëX N). Finally, we
(ëX M) ≡ Ej◦ø
compute
1
1
Eø2 (ëX M) ≡ i(Ej◦ø
(ëX M)) ≡ i(Ej◦ø
(ëX N)) ≡ Eø2 (ëX N).

So, M 2 satisfies property î.
2
Suppose M 1 satisfies property f and we are given f, g ∈ Dα→â
for types α and
2
2
2
â. Suppose further that f@ b ≡ g@ b for every b ∈ Dα . It is enough to show
j(f) ≡ j(g). This follows from property f in M 1 if we can show j(f)@1 a ≡ j(g)@1 a
for every a ∈ Dα1 . So, let a ∈ Dα1 be given. We finish the proof by computing
j(f)@1 a ≡ j(f)@1 (j ◦ i)(a) ≡ j(f@2 i(a))
≡ j(g@2 i(a)) ≡ j(g)@1 (j ◦ i)(a) ≡ j(g)@1 a.
Finally, if M 1 satisfies property b, then Do1 has two elements. Since io : Do1 −→ Do2
has inverse jo , Do2 must also have two elements. Thus, M 2 satisfies property b. a
Theorem 3.68 (Models over frames). Let M ≡ (D , @, E , õ) be a Σ-model which
satisfies property f (i.e., M is functional ). Then there is an isomorphic model M fr
over a frame.
Proof. We define the model M fr : = (D fr , @fr , E fr , õfr ) by defining its components.
We first define the domains D fr for M fr by induction on types. We simultaneously
define functions iα : Dα −→ Dαfr and jα : Dαfr −→ Dα which will witness that the
two models are isomorphic. At each step of the definition, we check that iα and jα
are mutual inverses. For base types α ∈ {é, o} let Dαfr : = Dα and iα and jα be the
identity functions (clearly mutual inverses).
Given two types α and â, we assume we have Dαfr , mutual inverses iα : Dα → Dαfr
and jα : Dαfr −→ Dα , as well as Dâfr and mutual inverses iâ : Dâ → Dâfr and
jâ : Dâfr −→ Dâ . We define

fr
Dα→â
: = f : Dαfr −→ Dâfr ∃f ∈ Dα→â ∀a ∈ Dαfr f(a) ≡ iâ (f@jα (a)) .

fr
fr
Note that Dα→â
⊆ F (Dαfr ; Dâfr ). To define the map iα→â : Dα→â −→ Dα→â
, we let

iα→â (f) be the function taking each a ∈ Dαfr to iâ (f@jα (a)). This choice for iα→â (f)
fr
fr
is clearly in Dα→â by definition. To define the inverse map jα→â : Dα→â −→ Dα→â ,
fr
we must use the fact that M is functional. Given any f ∈ Dα→â
, by definition there

is some f ∈ Dα→â such that f(a) ≡ iâ (f@jα (a)) for every a ∈ Dαfr . (Note that
the function f and object f are different in general.) By functionality and the fact
that the i and j at types α and â are already inverses, this f is unique, since if
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iâ (f@jα (a)) ≡ iâ (g@jα (a)) for every a ∈ Dαfr , then f@jα (iα (a)) ≡ g@jα (iα (a))
fr
fr
fr
for every a ∈ Dα . That is, f@a ≡ g@a for every a ∈ Dα . So, for every f ∈ Dα→â ,
we define jα→â (f) to be the unique f such that f(a) ≡ iâ (f@jα (a)). It is easy to
check that iα→â and jα→â are mutually inverse.
For the applicative structure (D fr , @fr ) to be a frame, we are forced to let the
fr
application operator @fr to be function application. That is, for every f ∈ Dα→â
and a ∈ Dαfr , f@fr a : = f(a). We define the evaluation function E fr simply by
Eϕfr (A) : = i(Ej◦ϕ (A)) for every A ∈ wff α (Σ) and assignment ϕ into the applicative
structure (D fr , @fr ). Since Dofr ≡ Do , we can let õfr : = õ.
We only sketch the remainder of the proof. First one can show that i and j
preserve application. One can use this fact to verify that E fr is an evaluation
function so that (D fr , @fr , E fr ) is a Σ-evaluation, and that õfr ≡ õ is a valuation
function for this evaluation. This verifies M fr is a model. Finally, to verify one has
an isomorphism, one can easily check the remainder of the conditions for i and j
to be homomorphisms between the models. These are isomorphisms since they are
mutually inverse on the domains of each type.
a
We can conclude that Mâfb is simply the closure of the class of H of Henkin
models under isomorphism. Given any M ∈ Mâfb , by Theorem 3.68, there is an
isomorphic model M fr over a frame. By Lemma 3.67, this model M fr satisfies q, f,
and b (since M does). Also, if primitive equality is present in the signature, by the
same lemma we know M fr is a model with primitive equality. That is, M fr ∈ H.
§4. Properties of model classes. In this section we discuss some properties of the
model classes introduced in section 3. Our interest is in the properties of Leibniz
equality and primitive equality.
Definition 4.1 (Extensionality for Leibniz equality). We call a formula of the
form
.â
. α→â
α→â
EXT=.
: = ∀Fα→â ∀Gα→â (∀Xα FX = GX ) ⇒ F =
G
an axiom of (strong) functional extensionality for Leibniz equality, and refer to the
set
α→â
.
EXT→
| α, â ∈ T }
.
= : = { EXT=

as the axioms of (strong) functional extensionality for Leibniz equality. Note that
.
.
EXT→
= specifies functionality of the relation corresponding to Leibniz equality =.
We call the formula
.o
EXTo=.
: = ∀Ao ∀Bo (A ⇔ B) ⇒ A = B
o
.
.
the axiom of Boolean extensionality. We call the set EXT →
= ∪ {EXT= } the axioms
of (strong) extensionality for Leibniz equality.

In Examples 5.4 to 5.8 below we give concrete models in which EXTo=. and
EXTα→â
fail in various ways. First, we prove relationships between properties q, b
.
=
.
and f and the statements EXTo=. and EXT→
= .
Lemma 4.2 (Leibniz equality in Σ-models). Let M : = (D , @, E , õ) be a Σ-model,
ϕ be an assignment, α ∈ T , and A, B ∈ wff α (Σ).
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.α
(1) If Eϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ (B), then õ(Eϕ (A = B)) ≡ T.
.α
(2) If M satisfies property q and õ(Eϕ (A = B)) ≡ T, then Eϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ (B).
Proof. Let ϕ be any assignment into M . For the first part, suppose Eϕ (A) ≡
Eϕ (B). Given r ∈ Dα→o , we have either õ(r@Eϕ (A)) ≡ õ(r@Eϕ (B)) ≡ F or
õ(r@Eϕ (B)) ≡ õ(r@Eϕ (A)) ≡ T. In either case, for any variable Pα→o not in
.α
free(A) ∪ free(B), we have õ(Eϕ,[r/P] (¬(PA) ∨ PB)) ≡ T. So, we have Eϕ (A = B) ≡
T.
.α
To show the second part, suppose õ(Eϕ (A = B)) ≡ T. By property q, there is
some qα ∈ Dα→α→o such that for a, b ∈ Dα we have õ(qα @a@b) ≡ T iff a ≡ b.
.α
Let r ≡ qα @Eϕ (A). From õ(Eϕ (A = B)) ≡ T, we obtain Eϕ,[r/P] (¬PA ∨ PB) ≡ T
(where Pα→o ∈
/ free(A) ∪ free(B)). Since Eϕ,[r/P] (PA) ≡ qα @Eϕ (A)@Eϕ (A) ≡ T,
we must have õ(Eϕ,[r/P] (PB)) ≡ T. That is, õ(qα @Eϕ (A)@Eϕ (B)) ≡ T. By the
choice of qα , we have Eϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ (B).
a
Theorem 4.3 (Extensionality in Σ-models). Let M ≡ (D , @, E , õ) be a Σ-model.
.
(1) If M satisfies property q but not property f, then M 6|= EXT→
= .
(2) If M satisfies property q but not property b, then M 6|= EXT o=. .
.
(3) If M satisfies properties q and f, then M |= EXT →
= .
(4) If M satisfies property b, then M |= EXT o=. .
Thus we can characterize the different semantical structures with respect to Boolean
and functional extensionality by the table in Figure 5. 7
in
formula
.
EXT→
=
EXTo=.

Mâ , Mâç , Mâî
valid?
by
—
1.
—
2.

Mâf
valid? by
+
3.
—
2.

Mâb ,Mâçb ,Mâîb
valid?
by
—
1.
+
4.7

Mâfb
valid? by
+
3.
+
4.7

Figure 5. Extensionality in Σ-models.
Proof. Suppose M satisfies property q but does not satisfy property f. Then there
must be types α and â and objects f, g ∈ Dα→â such that f 6≡ g but f@a ≡ g@a
for every a ∈ Dα . Let Fα→â , Gα→â ∈ Vα→â be distinct variables, Xα ∈ Vα , and
ϕ be any assignment with ϕ(F ) ≡ f and ϕ(G) ≡ g. For any a ∈ Dα , f@a ≡ g@a
.â
implies õ(Eϕ,[a/X ] (FX = GX )) ≡ T by Lemma 4.2(1). Using the fact that õ is a
.â
valuation, we have õ(Eϕ (∀X (FX = GX ))) ≡ T. On the other hand, since f 6≡ g
. α→â
and M satisfies property q, we have õ(Eϕ (F =
G)) ≡ F by contraposition of
α→â
Lemma 4.2(2). This implies M 6|= EXT=. .
Suppose M satisfies property q but does not satisfy property b. Then, there must
be at least three elements in Do . Since õ maps into a two element set, there must
be two distinct elements a, b ∈ Do such that õ(a) ≡ õ(b). Let Ao , Bo ∈ Vo be
distinct variables and ϕ be any assignment into M with ϕ(A) ≡ a and ϕ(B) ≡ b.
By Lemma 3.48, we know õ(Eϕ (A ⇔ B)) ≡ T. Since a 6≡ b and property q holds,
7 The cases in the figure corresponding to Theorem 4.3(4) are actually special cases. In Theorem 4.3(4),
we can infer a model satisfies EXTo=. even if property q does not hold. However, the models in Mâb ,
Mâçb , Mâîb and Mâfb do satisfy property q by the definition of these model classes.
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.o
by contraposition of Lemma 4.2(2), we know õ(Eϕ (A = B)) ≡ F. It follows that
o
M 6|= EXT=. .
.
Let ϕ be any assignment into M . From õ(Eϕ (∀Xα FX = GX )) ≡ T we
.
know õ(Eϕ,[a/X ] (FX = GX )) ≡ T holds for all a ∈ Dα . By Lemma 4.2(2)
we can conclude that Eϕ,[a/X ] (FX ) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (GX ) for all a ∈ Dα and hence
Eϕ,[a/X ] (F )@Eϕ,[a/X ] (X ) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (G)@Eϕ,[a/X ] (X ) for all a ∈ Dα . That is,
Eϕ,[a/X ] (F )@a ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (G)@a for all a ∈ Dα . Since X does not occur free in
F or G, by property f and Definition 3.18(3) we obtain Eϕ (F ) ≡ Eϕ (G). This
. α→â
finally gives us that õ(Eϕ (F =
G)) ≡ T with Lemma 4.2(1). It follows that
α→â
→
.
M |= EXT=.
and M |= EXT= , since α and â were chosen arbitrarily. Note that
we certainly need the assumption that M satisfies property q (which is employed
within the application of Lemma 4.2(2). As explained in Remark 3.52, there is a
.
functional model in which property q fails and EXTé→é
= is not valid.
Let Ao , Bo ∈ Vo be distinct variables and ϕ be any assignment into M . Since
property b holds, we can assume Do ≡ {T, F} and õ is the identity function. Suppose
õ(Eϕ (A ⇔ B)) ≡ T. By Lemma 3.48, we have Eϕ (A) ≡ õ(Eϕ (A)) ≡ õ(Eϕ (B)) ≡
.o
Eϕ (B). By Lemma 4.2(1), we have õ(Eϕ (A = B)) ≡ T. It follows that M |=
o
EXT=. .
a
Remark 4.4 (Alternative definitions of equality). Leibniz equality is a very
prominent way of defining equality in higher-order logic. However, there are alternative definitions such as (cf. [6, p. 203])
..

=α : = ëXα Yα ∀Qα→α→o (∀Zα QZZ) ⇒ QXY.
An important question is whether an alternative definition of equality is equivalent
to the Leibniz definition in particular model classes. As Remark 3.47 shows, this
has to be carefully investigated for each equality definition and each model class
..
.
in question. We can show that for all Aα , Bα ∈ cwff α (Σ) A = B and A = B are
equivalent modulo õ for all M ∈ Mâ (and thus for all other model classes). That
..
.α
is, we can show õ(E (A =α B)) ≡ õ(E (A = B)). Note that this is weaker than
.. α
.α
..
showing E (A = B) ≡ E (A = B). The key idea is to reduce the definition of = to
.
= (and vice versa) by instantiating the universally quantified set variables Q and P
..
.α
appropriately. We may, for instance, show A =α B implies A = B by choosing the
instantiation [ëUα Vα ∀Pα→o PU ⇒ PV ] for Q and the converse by choosing the
instantiation [ëVα ∀Qα→α→o (∀Zα QZZ) ⇒ QAV ] for P. As a consequence the
..
properties of Leibniz equality with respect to extensionality also apply to =.
Definition 4.5 (Extensionality for primitive equality). Analogous to the extensionality axioms for Leibniz equality, we can define the axioms of strong (functional
and Boolean) extensionality for primitive equality:
EXTα→â
: = ∀Fα→â ∀Gα→â (∀Xα FX =â GX ) ⇒ F =α→â G
=
EXTo= : = ∀Ao ∀Bo (A ⇔ B) ⇒ A =o B.
α→â
As before we refer to the set EXT→
| α, â ∈ T } as the axioms of
= : = {EXT=
(strong) functional extensionality for primitive equality.

The following lemma shows that in a Σ-model with primitive equality for each
.α
α ∈ T the denotations of =α and = are identical modulo õ.
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Lemma 4.6 (Primitive and Leibniz equality). If M : = (D , @, E , õ) ∈ M ∗ is a
Σ-model with primitive equality where ∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb}, then we
.α
have õ(Eϕ (A =α B)) ≡ õ(Eϕ (A = B)) for all assignments ϕ into M , types α ∈ T ,
and A, B ∈ wff α (Σ).
Proof. Since property q holds for M ∈ M∗ , by Lemma 4.2 parts (1) and (2), we
.α
have õ(Eϕ (A = B)) ≡ T iff Eϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ (B). Since M is a Σ-model with primitive
equality, we know Eϕ (A) ≡ Eϕ (B) is equivalent to õ(E (=α )@Eϕ (A)@Eϕ (B)) ≡ T,
and hence to õ(Eϕ (A =α B)) ≡ T.
a
Remark 4.7. Lemma 4.6 implies that for all models in our model classes M ∗ the
extensionality axioms for primitive equality are equivalent to the corresponding
extensionality axioms for Leibniz equality. Thus, the analysis for the Leibniz
versions applies directly to the versions using primitive equality. Also, Lemma 4.6
reinforces that (provided property q holds) we can indeed use Leibniz equality to
treat equality as a defined notion (relative to models in M∗ ). Thus, we principally
do not need to assume the constants =α to be in our signature. The critical part
in this choice is that for ensuring the correct meaning for Q α we have to require
the existence of an object representing the identity relation for each type in each
Σ-model (cf. [2] for a discussion in the context of Henkin models). This requirement
is automatically met if we consider primitive equality. Hence it seems natural to
treat equality as primitive.
Remark 4.8 (Properties ç and î). We have shown, in the presence of property
.
q, a model M satisfies property f iff M |= EXT→
= . Similarly, we have shown that
property b corresponds to a model satisfying EXTo=. . A corresponding analysis can
be done for properties ç and î (cf. Definition 3.46). Assume M satisfies property
.α
q. Then, M satisfies property ç iff M |= A = ( A↓âç ) for every type α and closed
formula A ∈ cwff α (Σ). Also, M satisfies property î iff
.â
. α→â
(ëX GX )
M |= ∀Fα→â ∀Gα→â (∀Xα FX = GX ) ⇒ (ëX FX ) =
for all types α and â.
§5. Example models. We now sketch the construction of models in the model
classes M∗ to demonstrate concretely how properties for Boolean, strong and weak
functional extensionality can fail. We need this to show that the inclusions (cf.
Figure 1) of the model classes defined in Section 3 are proper, and we indeed need
all of them.
We start with the simplest example of a Henkin model, which we will call the
singleton model, since the domain of individuals is a singleton. Note that the underlying evaluation of this model is not the singleton evaluation from Example 3.26
since Do has two elements. In this model, all forms of extensionality are valid.
Example 5.1 (Singleton model—M âfb ∈ ST ⊆ H ⊆ Mâfb ). Let (D , @) be the
full frame with Do : = {T, F} and Dé : = {∗}. One can easily define an evaluation
function E for this frame by induction on terms, using functions to interpret ëabstractions. The identity function õ : Do −→ {T, F} is a valuation, assuming the
logical constants are interpreted in the standard way (including primitive equality,
if present in Σ). So, M âfb : = (D , @, E , õ) defines a model. This model clearly
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satisfies all our properties b, f (hence ç and î) and q (since the frame is full). So,
M âfb ∈ ST ⊆ H ⊆ Mâfb .
Remark 5.2. In particular, all our model classes are non-empty. By parts (3)
.
and (4) of Theorem 4.3, we have M âfb |= EXTo=. and M âfb |= EXT→
= .
We can use the singleton model M âfb to construct another model which makes
the importance of property q clear.
â

Remark 5.3. Let M âfb ≡ (D , @, E , õ) as above and TE(Σ) ≡ (D â , @â , E â )
be the â-term evaluation as defined in Definition 3.35. Let õ 0 : Doâ −→ {T, F}
be the function õ 0 (A) : = õ(E (A)) for every A ∈ cwff o (Σ)yâ . One can show

M 0 : = (D â , @â , E â , õ 0 ) is a Σ-model such that M 0 |= A iff M âfb |= A for every
.
sentence A. In particular, M 0 |= EXTo=. and M 0 |= EXT→
= .
Nevertheless, M 0 fails
to
satisfy
properties
q,
b,
ç
and
f.
Property b does not hold

since Doâ ≡ cwff o (Σ)yâ is infinite. Property ç does not hold since, for example,
E â (ëFé→é Xé FX ) ≡ ëFé→é Xé FX 6≡ ëFé→é F ≡ E â (ëFé→é F ).

Property f cannot hold since property ç does not hold. (On the other hand, property
î does hold since the underlying evaluation is a term evaluation.)
We know now by Theorem 4.3, either part (1) or part (2), that property q must
not hold. A concrete way to see that property q fails is to consider two distinct
.é
constants aé , bé ∈ Σé . We must have M âfb |= a = b (since Dé has only one element),
.é
0
and so M |= a = b. On the other hand a and b are distinct elements (as distinct
â-normal forms) in Déâ .
The model M 0 shows that property q is needed in the proofs of parts (1) and (2)
of Theorem 4.3.
Example 5.4 (Failure of b—M âf ∈ Mâf \ Mâfb ). Let (D , @) be the full frame
with Do = {a, b, c} and Dé = {0, 1}. We define an evaluation function E for
this frame by defining E (¬), E (∨), and E (Πα ) to be the functions given in the
following table:
E (¬)

α

E (Π )@f =

E (∨) a b
a
a a
b
a a
c
a a

c
a
a
c

a b
c c

c
a



if f@g ∈ {a, b} for all g ∈ Dα ,
if f@g = c for some g ∈ Dα .

a,
c,

We can choose E (w) to be arbitrary for parameters w ∈ Σ. Since the applicative
structure (D , @) is a frame, hence functional, this uniquely determines E on all
formulae. Also, since the frame is full, we are guaranteed that there will be enough
functions to interpret ë-abstractions.
Let the map õ : Do −→ {T, F} be defined by õ(a) : = T, õ(b) : = T and õ(c) : = F.
It is easy to check that M âf : = (D , @, E , õ) is indeed a Σ-model. Since this is a
model over a frame, we automatically know it satisfies property f. Since the frame
is full, we know property q holds. (By the same argument, if primitive equality is
in the signature, we can ensure E (=α ) is interpreted appropriately for each type
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α.) Clearly property b fails, so we have M âf ∈ Mâf \ Mâfb . By Theorem 4.3(2),
M âf 6|= EXTo=. .
In this model one can easily verify, if d : = Eϕ (Do ) and e : = Eϕ (Eo ), then the
values Eϕ (D ∧ E), Eϕ (D ⇒ E), and Eϕ (D ⇔ E) are given by the following tables:
E (D ∧ E)
d: a
b
c

e:
a
a
a
c

b c
a c
a c
c c

E (D ⇒ E)
d: a
b
c

e:
a
a
a
a

b
a
a
a

c
c
c
a

E (D ⇔ E)
d: a
b
c

e:
a
a
a
c

b
a
a
c

c
c
c
a

Note that one can properly model the woodchuck / groundhog example from [39]
referred to in the introduction in M âf .
Example 5.5 (Groundhogs and woodchucks). Let M âf be given as above and
suppose woodchucké→o , groundhogé→o , johné , and philé are in the signature Σ. Let
E (phil) : = 0 and E (john) : = 1. Let E (woodchuck) be the function w ∈ Dé→o
with w(0) ≡ b and w(1) ≡ c. Let E (groundhog) be the function g ∈ Dé→o with
g(0) ≡ a and g(1) ≡ c. One can show that the sentence ∀Xé (woodchuck X ) ⇔
(groundhog X ) is valid. Also, E (woodchuck phil) ≡ b and E (groundhog phil) ≡ a,
so the propositions (woodchuck phil) and (groundhog phil) are valid. Next, suppose believeé→o→o ∈ Σ and E (believe) is the (Curried) function bel ∈ Dé→o→o such
that bel(1)(b) ≡ b and bel(1)(a) ≡ bel(1)(c) ≡ bel(0)(a) ≡ bel(0)(b) ≡ bel(0)(c) ≡
c (Intuitively, John believes propositions with value b, but not those with value a or
c). So, believes john(woodchuck phil) is valid, while believes john(groundhog phil)
is not.
As we have seen, Boolean extensionality fails when one has more than two values
in Do . We can generalize the construction defining Do : = {F} ∪ B , where B is
any set with T ∈ B and F ∈
/ B . The model will satisfy Boolean extensionality iff
B ≡ {T}. In this way, we can easily construct models for the case with property b
and the case without property b simultaneously. We will use this idea to parameterize
the remaining model constructions by B . These semantic constructions are similar
to those in multi-valued logics, which have been studied for higher-order logic
in [38]. In contrast to these logics where the logical connectives are adapted to talk
about multiple truth values, in our setting we are mainly interested in multiple truth
values as diverse õ-pre-images of T and F.
Example 5.6 (Failure of f and ç—M âîb ∈ Mâîb \ Mâfb ). We start by constructing a non-functional applicative structure by attaching distinguishing labels to functions without changing their applicative behavior. Let B be any set with T ∈ B
and F ∈
/ B . Let Do : = {F} ∪ B and Dé : = {∗} with ∗ as singleton element. For
each function type α → â, let
Dα→â : = { (i, f) | i ∈ {0, 1} and f : Dα −→ Dâ }.
Technically, we should write D B for D , but to ease the notation, we wait until
the model is defined to make its dependence on B explicit. We define application
by (i, f)@a : = f(a) whenever (i, f) ∈ Dα→â and a ∈ Dα . It is easy to see that
(D , @) is an applicative structure and is not functional. Consider, for example, the
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unique function u : Dé −→ Dé . For both (0, u), (1, u) ∈ Dé→é we have (i, u)@∗ ≡ ∗,
although (0, u) 6≡ (1, u).
We can define an evaluation function by induction on terms. We must begin by interpreting the constants. For the logical constants, let E (¬) : = (0, n)
where n(b) : = F for every b ∈ B and n(F) : = T. Let E (∨) : = (0, d ) where
d (b) : = (0, k T ) for every b ∈ B , d (F) : = (0, id ), k T is the constant T function and
id is the identity function from Do to Do . For each type α, let d (Πα ) : = (0, ðα )
where for each (i, f) ∈ Dα→o , ðα ((i, f)) : = T if f(a) ∈ B for all a ∈ Dα and
ðα (i, f) : = F otherwise. For each type α, let qα : = (0, q α ) ∈ Dα→α→o where
q α (a) : = (0, s a ) and s a (b) : = T if a ≡ b and s a (b) : = F otherwise. If primitive
equality is present in the signature, let E (=α ) : = qα . Let E (w) ∈ Dα be arbitrary
for parameters w ∈ Σα .
For variables, we must define Eϕ (X ) : = ϕ(X ). Similarly, for application, we
must define Eϕ (FA) : = Eϕ (F)@Eϕ (A). For ë-abstractions, we have a choice. To
be definite, we choose Eϕ (ëXα Bâ ) : = (0, f) where f : Dα −→ Dâ is the function
such that f(a) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (B) for all a ∈ Dα .
With some work (which we omit), one can show that this E is an evaluation
function. Furthermore, taking õ to be the function such that õ(b) : = T for every b ∈ B and õ(F) : = F, one can easily show that this is a valuation. Hence,
M B : = (D , @, E , õ) is a Σ-model.
The objects qα witness property q for M B (and also show that this is a model
with primitive equality, when primitive equality is in the signature). Note that the
objects (1, q α ) also witness property q. So, in the non-functional case such witnesses
are not unique.
We have already noted that property f fails, since the applicative structure is
not functional. One may question whether properties ç or î hold. In fact, property ç does not, as one may verify by computing, for example, E (ëFα→â F ) and
E (ëFα→â Xα FX ) for types α and â. We have E (ëFα→â F ) ≡ (0, id ) where id is
the identity function from Dα→â to Dα→â . However, E (ëFα→â Xα FX ) ≡ (0, p)
where p is the function from Dα→â to Dα→â such that p((i, f)) ≡ (0, f) for each
f : Dα −→ Dâ . Property î does hold.8 The reason is that if Eϕ,[a/X ] (M) ≡
Eϕ,[a/X ] (N) for every a ∈ Dα , then Eϕ (ëXα M) ≡ (0, f) ≡ Eϕ (ëX N) where
f(a) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (M) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (N) for every a ∈ Dα .
Since M B is satisfies property q but not property f, by Theorem 4.3(1) we have
M B 6|= EXTα→â
for some types α and â. (One can easily check that, in fact,
.
=
M B 6|= EXTα→â
for all types α and â by considering the witnesses (0, f) and
.
=
(1, f) in Dα→â where f : Dα −→ Dâ is any function.)
If B ≡ {T}, then the model M âîb : = M {T} satisfies property b. So, we know
M âîb ∈ Mâîb \ Mâfb . On the other hand, if b is any value with b ∈
/ {T, F}, and
âî
{T,b}
B ≡ {T, b}, then the model M : = M
does not satisfy property b. In this
case, we know M âî ∈ Mâî \ (Mâf ∪ Mâîb ).

8 This construction is an example of how one constructs models for the simply typed ë-calculus using
retractions. Such constructions will always yield models satisfying property î, but only yield models
satisfying property ç when each retraction is an isomorphism, in which case the applicative structure is
functional.
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Remark 5.7. Let M B be the Σ-model (D , @, E , õ) constructed in Example 5.6.
We can define an alternative evaluation function E 0 by induction on terms. For
all w ∈ Σ, let E 0 (w) : = E (w). For variables, we define Eϕ0 (X ) : = ϕ(X ). For
application, we must define Eϕ0 (FA) : = Eϕ0 (F)@Eϕ0 (A). For ë-abstractions, we
choose Eϕ0 (ëXα Bâ ) : = (1, f) where f : Dα −→ Dâ is the function such that f(a) ≡
Eϕ,[a/X ] (B) for all a ∈ Dα . We omit checking E 0 is an evaluation function, but the
verification is that same is checking E is an evaluation function. Notice that E and
E 0 agree on all constants (by definition). However, they are different evaluation
functions. For example,
E (ëXé X ) ≡ (0, id) 6≡ (1, id) ≡ E 0 (ëXé X )
where id : Dé −→ Dé is the identity function.This example shows that evaluation
functions are not uniquely determined by their values on constants in non-functional
models.
In Lemma 3.14, we have shown that âç-equality induces a functional congruence
if the Σα is infinite for all types α. As a result, with such signatures, the term
âç
evaluation TE(Σ) is functional (cf. Lemma 3.36). As noted in Remark 3.15, if Σ
is finite, we cannot show that functionality holds. Nevertheless, even if Σ is finite,
âç
the evaluation TE(Σ) interprets âç-convertible terms the same. We can use this
idea to construct non-functional models which satisfy property ç.
Example 5.8 (Failure of î—Instances of Mâ , Mâç , Mâb , Mâçb ). Again, let B be
0
any set with T ∈ B and F ∈
/ B . Choose constants
let Σ : = {cé , co }.
 cé , co ∈ Σ and
0y
0
0y
By induction on types, we define Cα ∈ cwff α (Σ ) âç ⊆ cwff α (Σ ) â . At base types,
0
let Cé0 : = cé and Co0 : = co . At function types, let Cα→â
: = ëXα Câ0 . (Thus each Cα0


is of the form ëX câ where â ∈ {é, o}.) In particular, cwff α (Σ0 )yâç and cwff α (Σ0 )yâ
are non-empty for each type α.
We can now inductively define a map ñ from wff α (Σ) to wff α (Σ0 ) which collapses
terms to the smaller signature. For variables, let ñ(X ) : = X . For constants w α ∈ Σ
(including logical constants), let ñ(wα ) : = Cα0 . For application and ë-abstraction,
we simply use ñ(FA) : = ñ(F)ñ(A) and ñ(ëX A) : = ëX ñ(A). By induction on
the formula A, one can show [ñ(B)/X ]ñ(A) ≡ ñ([B/X ]A) for any A ∈ wff α (Σ),
B ∈ wff â (Σ) and Xâ . From this, one can show ñ(A)≡âç ñ(B) whenever A≡âç B for
every A, B ∈ wff α (Σ). Note also that ñ(A0 ) ≡ A0 for every A0 ∈ wff α (Σ0 ).
We can construct a non-functional applicative structure using an indexing technique similar to Example 5.6. In this case, instead of indexing with i ∈ {0, 1}, we
use terms in cwff α (Σ0 )↓∗ as indices. (Here A↓∗ means the â-normal form if ∗ ≡ â
and the âç-normal form if ∗ ≡ âç.) In essence, this index records some information about the “implementation” of the function. Note that cwff é (Σ0 )↓∗ ≡ {cé } and
cwff o (Σ0 )↓∗ ≡ {co }. Let Dé : = {(cé , 0)} and Do : = {(co , F)} ∪ {(co , b) | b ∈ B }. For
0
function types, let Dα→â be the set of pairs (Fα→â
, f), where F 0 ∈ cwff α→â (Σ0 )↓∗
0
and f : Dα −→ Dâ is any function such that f(A , a) ≡ ((F 0 A0 )↓∗ , b) for some value
b. Application is defined as in Example 5.6: (F, f)@a : = f(a). The construction
of this applicative structure closely follows Andrews’ õ-complexes in [1], except we
have a very restricted signature Σ0 which does not include logical constants.
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To show that each domain is non-empty, we construct a particular element cα ∈
Dα for each type α. (This element will also be used to interpret parameters.) Let
0
cé : = (cé , 0), co : = (co , F), and cα→â : = (Cα→â
, k) where k : Dα −→ Dâ is the
â
constant function k(a) : = c for every a ∈ Dα . The fact that cα→â ∈ Dα→â follows
0
from (Cα→â
A)↓∗ ≡ Câ0 .
One can see that the applicative structure is non-functional by noting (ëXé X, f)
and (ëXé cé , f) are distinct members of Dé→é , where f is the unique function taking
Dé into itself. However, (ëXé X, f)@cé ≡ cé ≡ (ëXé cé , f)@cé . In fact, once we
define the evaluation function, this same example will show that property î will fail.
Let õ : Do −→ {T, F} be õ((co , F)) : = F and õ((co , b)) : = T for each b ∈ B . This
will be the valuation function on the model.
We only sketch the definition of the evaluation function E and the proof that this
gives a model M ∗,B : = (D , @, E , õ). We can define E by induction on terms. First,
we interpret parameters wα ∈ Σ by E (wα ) : = cα . For logical constants aα ∈ Σ, we
choose the first component of E (aα ) to be Cα0 and the second component to be an
appropriate function. We can define the witnesses qα in a similar way and use these
to interpret primitive equality, if it is present in the signature.
We are forced to let Eϕ (X ) : = ϕ(X ) and Eϕ (FA) : = Eϕ (F)@Eϕ (A). For the ëabstraction step, we choose Eϕ (ëXα Bâ ) : = ((ó(ñ(ëX B)))↓∗ , f), where f : Dα −→
Dâ satisfies f(a) ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (B) for all a ∈ Dα and ó is the substitution defined by
letting ó(Y ) be the first component of ϕ(Y ) for each Y ∈ free(ëX B). In order
to show E is well-defined, one shows the first component of Eϕ (A) is (ó(ñ(A)))↓∗
(where ó is the substitution for free(A) defined from the first components of the
values of ϕ) for every formula A.
The fact that E evaluates variables and application properly is immediate from
the definition. The fact that Eϕ (A) depends only the free variables in A follows by
an induction on the definition of E . To show E respects â-conversion if ∗ ≡ â and
âç-conversion if ∗ ≡ âç (so that the model will also satisfy property ç), one first
shows E respects a single â[ç]-reduction, then does an induction on the position of
the redex, and finally does an induction on the number of â[ç]-reductions.
Once these details are checked, we know M ∗,B is a model (with primitive equality,
if present) satisfying property q. We already know the model will not satisfy property
f since the applicative structure is not functional. We can also check that the
model will not satisfy property î by considering E (ëXé X ) and E (ëXé cé ). We
know E (ëXé X ) 6≡ E (ëXé cé ) since the first components ((ëXé X ) and (ëXé cé )) are
not equal. However, Dé has only one element, cé ≡ (cé , 0). So, we must have
Eϕ,[a/X ] (X ) ≡ cé ≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (cé ) for every a ∈ Dé . This shows property î fails.
If ∗ ≡ âç, then we have noted above that E respects âç-conversion. So, in
this case, the model satisfies property ç. If ∗ ≡ â, then we can easily check
E (ëFé→é Xé FX ) 6≡ E (ëFé→é F ) since the first components will differ. So, in this
case, the model does not satisfy property ç.
As in Example 5.6, if B ≡ {T}, then M âb : = M â,{T} and M âçb : = M âç,{T} satisfy
property b. So, we know M âb ∈ Mâb \ (Mâçb ∪ Mâîb ) and M âçb ∈ Mâçb \ Mâfb . If
B ≡ {T, b} where b is any value with b ∈
/ {T, F}, then the models M â : = M â,{T,b}
âç
âç,{T,b}
and M : = M
do not satisfy property b, so M â ∈ Mâ \ (Mâç ∪ Mâî ∪ Mâb )
and M âç ∈ Mâç \ (Mâf ∪ Mâçb ).
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In particular, the models M âç and M âçb show that respecting ç-conversion does
not guarantee strong functional extensionality.
Thus we have given (sketches of) concrete models that distinguish model classes
and shown that the inclusions between the M∗ model classes in Figure 1 are proper.
§6. Model existence. In this section we present the model existence theorems
for the different semantical notions introduced in Section 3. The model existence
theorems have the following form, where ∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb}:
Theorem (Model existence). For a given abstract consistency class ΓΣ ∈ Acc∗ (cf.
Definition 6.7) and a set Φ ∈ ΓΣ there is a Σ-model M of Φ, such that M ∈ M∗ (cf.
Definition 3.49).
The most important tools used in the proofs of the model existence theorems are
the so-called Σ-Hintikka sets. These sets allow computations that resemble those in
the considered semantical structures (e.g., Henkin models) and allow us to construct
â
appropriate valuations for the term evaluation TE(Σ) defined in Definition 3.35.
The key step in the proof of the model existence theorems is an extension lemma,
which guarantees a Σ-Hintikka set H for any sufficiently Σ-pure set of sentences Φ
in ΓΣ .
6.1. Abstract consistency. Let us now review a few technicalities that we will need
for the proofs of the model existence theorems.
Definition 6.1 (Compactness). Let C be a class of sets.
(1) C is called closed under subsets if for any sets S and T , S ∈ C whenever
S ⊆ T and T ∈ C .
(2) C is called compact if for every set S we have S ∈ C iff every finite subset of
S is a member of C .
Lemma 6.2. If C is compact, then C is closed under subsets.
Proof. Suppose S ⊆ T and T ∈ C . Every finite subset A of S is a finite subset
of T , and since C is compact we know that A ∈ C . Thus S ∈ C .
a
We will now introduce a technical side-condition that ensures that we always have
enough witness constants.
Definition 6.3 (Sufficiently Σ-pure). Let Σ be a signature and Φ be a set of Σsentences. Φ is called sufficiently Σ-pure if for each type α there is a set P α ⊆ Σα of
parameters with equal cardinality to wff α (Σ), such that the elements of Pα do not
occur in the sentences of Φ.
This can be obtained in practice by enriching the signature with spurious parameters. Another way would be to use specially marked variables (which may never
be instantiated) as in [36]. Note that for any set to be sufficiently Σ-pure, Σα must
be infinite for each type α, since we have assumed that Vα ⊆ wff (Σ) are infinite.
Recall that in Remark 3.16 we assumed every Σα has a common (infinite) cardinality
ℵs for every type α. (One could easily show that no set of Σ-sentences could be
sufficiently pure if, for example, Σé is countable while Σé→é is uncountable. In such a
case wff α (Σ) is uncountable for every type α so one could not satisfy the sufficient
purity condition at type é.)
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Notation 6.4. For reasons of legibility we will write S ∗ a for S ∪ {a}, where S
is a set. We will use this notation with the convention that ∗ associates to the left.
Definition 6.5 (Properties for abstract consistency classes). Let ΓΣ be a class of
sets of Σ-sentences. We define the following properties of ΓΣ , where Φ ∈ ΓΣ , α,
â ∈ T , A, B ∈ cwff o , F ∈ cwff α→o , and G, H, (ëXα M), (ëXα N) ∈ cwff α→â are
arbitrary.
∇c : If A is atomic, then A ∈
/ Φ or ¬A ∈
/ Φ.
∇¬ : If ¬¬A ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ .
∇â : If A≡â B and A ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ .
∇ç : If A≡âç B and A ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ .
∇∨ : If A ∨ B ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ .
∇∧ : If ¬(A ∨ B) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ .
∇∀ : If Πα F ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ FW ∈ ΓΣ for each W ∈ cwff α .
∇∃ : If ¬Πα F ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬(Fw) ∈ ΓΣ for any parameter wα ∈ Σα which does
not occur in any sentence of Φ.
.o
∇b : If ¬(A = B) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ A ∗ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ .
. α→â
.â
ëXα N) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬([w/X ]M = [w/X ]N) ∈ ΓΣ for
∇î : If ¬(ëXα M =
any parameter wα ∈ Σα which does not occur in any sentence of Φ.
. α→â
.â
∇f : If ¬(G =
H) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬(Gw = Hw) ∈ ΓΣ for any parameter
wα ∈ Σα which does not occur in any sentence of Φ.
∇sat : Either Φ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ ¬A ∈ ΓΣ .
For the optional case of primitive equality, i.e., when =α ∈ Σα→α→o for all types
α, we now add a set of further properties. While our first choice will be to combine
.
the ∇=r property with ∇== , we will later show that other pair combinations from this
set are equivalent.
Definition 6.6 (Properties for abstract consistency classes). Suppose = α ∈
Σα→α→o for all types α. Let ΓΣ be a class of sets of Σ-sentences. We define for
Φ ∈ ΓΣ , A, B ∈ cwff α and F ∈ cwff o where F has a subterm of type α at position p:
∇=r : ¬(A =α A) ∈
/ Φ.
∇=s : If F[A]p ∈ Φ and A =α B ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ F[B]p ∈ ΓΣ .9
.
.α
∇== : If A =α B ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ A = B ∈ ΓΣ .
.α
=
∇=. : If A = B ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ A =α B ∈ ΓΣ .
.−
.α
∇==− : If ¬(A =α B) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬(A = B) ∈ ΓΣ .
−
.α
∇=.=− : If ¬(A = B) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬(A =α B) ∈ ΓΣ .
Definition 6.7 (Abstract consistency classes). Let Σ be a signature and ΓΣ be a
class of sets of Σ-sentences that is closed under subsets. If ∇c , ∇¬ , ∇â , ∇∨ , ∇∧ , ∇∀
and ∇∃ are valid for ΓΣ , then ΓΣ is called an abstract consistency class for Σ-models.
.
Furthermore, when =α ∈ Σα→α→o for all types α and the properties ∇=r and ∇==
are valid then ΓΣ is called an abstract consistency class with primitive equality. In
the following we often simply use the phrase abstract consistency class to refer to
an abstract consistency class with or without primitive equality. We will denote
9 Although this resembles Lemma 3.25 which required property î, it is far weaker since A and B must
be closed.
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the collection of abstract consistency classes (with primitive equality) by Accâ .
Similarly, we introduce the following collections of specialized abstract consistency
classes (with primitive equality): Accâç , Accâî , Accâf , Accâb , Accâçb , Accâîb , Accâfb ,
where we indicate by indices which additional properties from {∇ç , ∇î , ∇f , ∇b } are
required.
Remark 6.8. If primitive equality is not in the signature, Accâ corresponds to
the abstract consistency property discussed by Andrews in [1]. The only (technical)
differences correspond to αâ-conversion. In [1], α-conversion is handled in the ∇â
rule using α-standardized forms. Also, we have defined the ∇â rule to work with
â-conversion instead of â-reduction.We prefer this stronger version of ∇â over the
weaker option “If A ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ Ayâ ∈ ΓΣ ” since it helps to avoid the use of ∇sat
in several proofs below. (Note that ∇â follows from the weaker option and ∇sat .)
Furthermore, in practical applications, e.g., proving completeness of calculi, the
stronger property is typically as easy to validate as the weaker one. An analogous
argument applies to ∇ç .
Remark 6.9. While the work presented in this article is based on the choice of
the primitive logical connectives ¬, ∨, and Πα (and possibly primitive equality), a
means to generalize the framework over the concrete choice of logical primitives
is provided by the uniform notation approach as, for instance, given in [22]. It is
clearly possible to achieve such a generalization for our framework as well. This
can be done in straightforward manner: ∇∧ becomes an α-property, ∇∨ becomes a
â-property, ∇∀ becomes a ã-property, and ∇∃ becomes a ä-property. Thus they will
have the following form:
α-case: If α ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ α1 ∗ α2 ∈ ΓΣ .
â-case: If â ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ â1 ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ â2 ∈ ΓΣ .
ã-case: If ã ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ãW ∈ ΓΣ for each W ∈ cwff α .
ä-case: If ä ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ äw ∈ ΓΣ for any parameter wα ∈ Σ which does not occur
in any sentence of Φ.
We often refer to property ∇c as “atomic consistency”. The next lemma shows
that we also have the corresponding property for non-atoms.
Lemma 6.10 (Non-atomic consistency). Let ΓΣ be an abstract consistency class
and A ∈ cwff o (Σ), then for all Φ ∈ ΓΣ we have A ∈
/ Φ or ¬A ∈
/ Φ.
Proof following a similar argument in [1], Lemma 3.3.3. If for some Φ ∈ ΓΣ and
A ∈ cwff o (Σ) we have A ∈ Φ and ¬A ∈ Φ, then {A, ¬A} ∈ ΓΣ since ΓΣ is closed
under subsets. Furthermore, using ∇â and closure under subsets we can assume
such an A is â-normal. We prove {A, ¬A} ∈
/ ΓΣ for any â-normal A ∈ cwff o (Σ) by
induction on the number of logical constants in A.
If A is atomic (which includes primitive equations), this follows immediately from
∇c . Suppose A ≡ ¬B for some B ∈ cwff o (Σ) and {¬B, ¬¬B} ∈ ΓΣ . By ∇¬ and
closure under subsets, we have {¬B, B} ∈ ΓΣ , contradicting the induction hypothesis
for B. Suppose A ≡ B ∨ C for some B, C ∈ cwff o (Σ) and {B ∨ C, ¬(B ∨ C)} ∈ ΓΣ .
By ∇∨ , ∇∧ and closure under subsets, we have either {B, ¬B} ∈ ΓΣ or {C, ¬C} ∈ ΓΣ ,
contradicting the induction hypotheses for B and C. Suppose A ≡ Πα B for some
B ∈ cwff α→o (Σ) and {Πα B, ¬(Πα B)} ∈ ΓΣ . Since Σα is assumed to be infinite (by
Remark 3.16), there is a parameter wα ∈ Σα which does not occur in A. Since
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w is a parameter, the sentence Bw clearly has one less logical constant than Π α B.
However, we cannot directly apply the induction hypothesis as Bw may not be
â-normal. Since B is â-normal, the only way Bw can fail to be â-normal is if B
has the form ëXα C for some C ∈ wff o (Σ) where free(C) ⊆ {Xα }. In this case, it
is easy to show that the reduct [w/X ]C is â-normal and contains the same number
of logical constants as B. In either case, we can let N be the â-normal form of Bw
and apply the induction hypothesis to obtain {N, ¬N} ∈
/ ΓΣ . On the other hand,
∇∃ , ∇∀ , ∇â and closure under subsets implies {N, ¬N} ∈ ΓΣ , a contradiction.
a
Remark 6.11. Note that for the connectives ∨ and Πα there is a positive and a
negative condition given in the definition above, namely ∇∨ /∇∧ for ∨ and ∇∀ /∇∃ for
.o
. α→â
Πα . For = and =
the situation is different since we need only conditions for
the negative cases. Positive counterparts can be inferred by expanding the Leibniz
definition of equality (cf. Lemma 6.12).
Lemma 6.12 (Leibniz equality). Let ΓΣ be an abstract consistency class. The following properties are valid for all Φ ∈ ΓΣ , A, B ∈ cwff o (Σ), C ∈ cwff α (Σ) and
F, G ∈ cwff α→â (Σ).
.α
∇=.r : ¬(C = C) ∈
/ Φ.
. α→â
.â
→
∇=. : If F =
G ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ FW = GW ∈ ΓΣ for any closed W ∈ cwff α (Σ).
.o
o
∇=. : If A = B ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ A ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ .
.
.
Proof. To show ∇=.r , assume ¬(C = C) ∈ Φ. By subset closure {¬(C = C)} ∈ ΓΣ
and by ∇∃ with some parameter p which does not occur in C and ∇â we get
.
{¬(C = C), ¬(¬pC ∨ pC)} ∈ ΓΣ . The contradiction follows by ∇∧ , ∇¬ and ∇c . So,
∇=.r holds.
. α→â
.
To show ∇=.→ , suppose F =
G ∈ Φ. By application of ∇∀ with ëXα→â FW =
.
.
X W and ∇â we have Φ ∗ (¬(FW = FW) ∨ FW = GW) ∈ ΓΣ . By ∇∨ and subset
.
.
closure we get Φ ∗ ¬(FW = FW) ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ FW = GW ∈ ΓΣ . The latter proves
the assertion since the first option is ruled out by ∇=.r (shown above).
.o
To show ∇=.o , suppose A = B ∈ Φ. Applying ∇∀ with ëY Y we have Φ ∗
(ëPo→o ¬PA ∨ PB)(ëY Y ) ∈ ΓΣ . By ∇â and subset closure we get Φ ∗ ¬A ∨ B ∈
ΓΣ . Similarly, we further derive by ∇∀ with ëY ¬Y , ∇â , and subset closure that
Φ ∗ ¬A ∨ B ∗ ¬¬A ∨ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ . By applying ∇∨ twice and subset closure we get
the following four options: (i) Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ ¬¬A ∈ ΓΣ , (ii) Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ , (iii)
Φ ∗ B ∗ ¬¬A ∈ ΓΣ , or (iv) Φ ∗ B ∗ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ . Cases (i) and (iv) are ruled out by
non-atomic consistency. In case (iii) we furthermore get by ∇¬ and subset closure
that Φ ∗ B ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ . Thus, Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ B ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ .
a
We could easily add respective properties for symmetry, transitivity, and congruence to the previous lemma. They can be shown analogously, i.e., they also follow
from the properties of Leibniz equality.
In contrast to [1], we work with saturated abstract consistency classes in order
to simplify the proofs of the model existence theorems. For a discussion of the
consequences of this decision, see Section 8.2.
Definition 6.13 (Saturatedness). We call an abstract consistency class ΓΣ saturated if it satisfies ∇sat .
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Remark 6.14. Clearly, not all abstract consistency classes are saturated, since the
empty set is one that is not (cwff o (Σ) is certainly non-empty since ∀Po P ∈ cwff o (Σ)).
Remark 6.15. The saturation condition ∇sat can be very difficult to verify in
practice. For example, showing that an abstract consistency class induced from a
sequent calculus (as in [1]) is saturated corresponds to showing cut-elimination (cf.
[12]). Since Andrews [1] did not use saturation, he could use his results to give a
model-theoretic proof of cut-elimination for a sequent calculus. We cannot use the
results of this article to obtain similar cut-elimination results.
We now investigate derived properties of primitive equality.
Lemma 6.16 (Primitive equality). Let ΓΣ be an abstract consistency class with prim.
itive equality, i.e., =α ∈ Σα→α→o for all types α ∈ T , where ∇=r and ∇== hold. Then
.
−
−
∇=.= and ∇=s are valid. Furthermore, ∇==− and ∇=.=− are valid if ΓΣ is saturated.
.α
Proof. To show ∇=.= we derive from (A = B) ∈ Φ by ∇∀ with ëXα A =α X , ∇â ,
and subset closure that Φ ∗ ¬(A = A) ∨ A = B ∈ ΓΣ . By ∇∨ and subset closure we
get Φ ∗ ¬(A = A) ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ A = B ∈ ΓΣ . The assertion follows from the latter
option since the former is ruled out by ∇=r .
.
In order to show ∇=s let F[A]p ∈ Φ, we derive from A =α B ∈ Φ by ∇== that
.
Φ ∗ (A = B) ∈ ΓΣ . By ∇∀ with ëX F[X ]p (where X ∈ Vα does not occur bound in
F[A]p ), ∇â , and subset closure we furthermore get that Φ ∗ (¬F[A]p ∨ F[B]p ) ∈ ΓΣ .
Application of ∇∨ and subset closure gives us Φ∗¬F[A]p ∈ ΓΣ or Φ∗F[B]p ∈ ΓΣ . The
assertion follows from the latter option since the former is ruled out by F[A]p ∈ Φ
and non-atomic consistency.
.
−
The straightforward proof for ∇=.=− employs saturation, ∇== , and non-atomic
.−
consistency. Similarly, the proof for ∇==− employs saturation, ∇=.= , and atomic
consistency.
a
.=
The next theorem provides some alternatives to our choice of ∇= and ∇=r in
the definition of abstract consistency classes with primitive equality provided that
saturation holds. In practical applications the user may therefore choose the combination that suits best.
Theorem 6.17 (Alternative properties for primitive equality). Let ΓΣ be an abstract consistency class and let =α ∈ Σα→α→o for all types α ∈ T . If ΓΣ is saturated
.
and validates one of the following combinations of properties, then it also validates ∇==
and ∇=r . The combinations are:
(1) ∇=s and ∇=r .
.
(2) ∇== and ∇=.= .
.−
−
(3) ∇==− and ∇=.=− .

.
Proof. To prove (1) we only have to show ∇== . Let (A = B) ∈ Φ and suppose
.
.
Φ ∗ (A = B) ∈
/ ΓΣ . Then by saturation Φ ∗ ¬(A = B) ∈ ΓΣ and by application of ∇=s
we get a contradiction to ∇=.r (cf. Lemma 6.12).
.
To prove (2) we only have to show ∇=r . Since Φ ∗ ¬(A = A) ∈
/ ΓΣ by ∇=.r we get by
.
=
saturation Φ ∗ A = A ∈ ΓΣ . By ∇=. and subset closure, we have Φ ∗ A = A ∈ ΓΣ . By
atomic consistency, we have ¬(A = A) ∈
/ Φ.
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.
=−

For (3) we first show ∇=r . Suppose ¬(A = A) ∈ Φ. Then by ∇=− we get
.
.
Φ ∗ ¬(A = A) ∈ ΓΣ contradicting ∇=.r . To show ∇== let A = B ∈ Φ and suppose
.
.
Φ∗A = B ∈
/ ΓΣ . By saturation we get Φ ∗ ¬(A = B) ∈ ΓΣ and by application of
=−
∇=. − we get a contradiction to atomic consistency.
a
Lemma 6.18 (Compactness of abstract consistency classes). For each abstract consistency class ΓΣ there exists a compact abstract consistency class ΓΣ0 satisfying the same
∇∗ properties such that ΓΣ ⊆ ΓΣ0 .
Proof (following and extending [6], Proposition 2506). We choose ΓΣ0 : = { Φ ⊆
cwff o | every finite subset of Φ is in ΓΣ }. Now suppose that Φ ∈ ΓΣ . ΓΣ is closed
under subsets, so every finite subset of Φ is in ΓΣ and thus Φ ∈ ΓΣ0 . Hence ΓΣ ⊆ ΓΣ0 .
Next let us show that ΓΣ0 is compact. Suppose Φ ∈ ΓΣ0 and Ψ is an arbitrary
finite subset of Φ. By definition of ΓΣ0 all finite subsets of Φ are in ΓΣ and therefore
Ψ ∈ ΓΣ0 . Thus all finite subsets of Φ are in ΓΣ0 whenever Φ is in ΓΣ0 . On the other
hand, suppose all finite subsets of Φ are in ΓΣ0 . Then by the definition of ΓΣ0 the finite
subsets of Φ are also in ΓΣ , so Φ ∈ ΓΣ0 . Thus ΓΣ0 is compact. Note that by Lemma 6.2
we have that ΓΣ0 is closed under subsets.
Next we show that if ΓΣ satisfies ∇∗ , then ΓΣ0 satisfies ∇∗ .
∇c : Let Φ ∈ ΓΣ0 and suppose there is an atom A, such that {A, ¬A} ⊆ Φ. {A, ¬A}
is clearly a finite subset of Φ and hence {A, ¬A} ∈ ΓΣ contradicting ∇c for ΓΣ .
∇¬ : Let Φ ∈ ΓΣ0 , ¬¬A ∈ Φ, Ψ be any finite subset of Φ ∗ A, and Θ : = (Ψ \ {A}) ∗
¬¬A. Θ is a finite subset of Φ, so Θ ∈ ΓΣ . Since ΓΣ is an abstract consistency
class and ¬¬A ∈ Θ, we get Θ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ by ∇¬ for ΓΣ . We know that Ψ ⊆ Θ ∗ A
and ΓΣ is closed under subsets, so Ψ ∈ ΓΣ . Thus every finite subset Ψ of Φ ∗ A
is in ΓΣ and therefore by definition Φ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ0 .
∇â , ∇ç , ∇∨ , ∇∧ , ∇∀ , ∇∃ : Analogous to ∇¬ .
. α→â
ëX N) ∈ Φ and Ψ be any finite subset of
∇î : Let Φ ∈ ΓΣ0 , ¬(ëXα M =
.â
Φ∗¬([w/X ]M = [w/X ]N), where w ∈ Σα is a parameter that does not occur
.â
in any sentence of Φ. We show that Ψ ∈ ΓΣ . Clearly Θ : = (Ψ\{¬([w/X ]M =
. α→â
ëX N) is a finite subset of Φ and therefore
[w/X ]N)}) ∗ ¬(ëX M =
. α→â
Θ ∈ ΓΣ . Since ΓΣ satisfies ∇î and ¬(ëX M =
ëX N) ∈ Θ, we have
.â
.â
Θ ∗ ¬([w/X ]M = [w/X ]N) ∈ ΓΣ . Furthermore, Ψ ⊆ Θ ∗ ¬([w/X ]M =
[w/X ]N) and ΓΣ is closed under subsets, so Ψ ∈ ΓΣ . Thus every finite subset
.â
Ψ of Φ ∗ ¬([w/X ]M = [w/X ]N) is in ΓΣ , and therefore by definition we have
.α
Φ ∗ ¬([w/X ]M = [w/X ]N) ∈ ΓΣ0 .
∇f : Analogous to ∇î .
.
∇b : Let Φ ∈ ΓΣ0 with ¬(A = B) ∈ Φ. Assume Φ ∗ A ∗ ¬B ∈
/ ΓΣ and Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ B ∈
/ ΓΣ .
Then there exists finite subsets Φ1 and Φ2 of Φ, such that Φ1 ∗ A ∗ ¬B ∈
/ ΓΣ
.
and Φ2 ∗ ¬A ∗ B ∈
/ ΓΣ . Now we choose Φ3 : = Φ1 ∪ Φ2 ∗ ¬(A = B). Obviously
Φ3 is a finite subset of Φ and therefore Φ3 ∈ ΓΣ . Since ΓΣ satisfies ∇b , we have
that Φ3 ∗ A ∗ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ or Φ3 ∗ ¬A ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ . From this and the fact that ΓΣ is
closed under subsets we get that Φ1 ∗ A ∗ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ or Φ2 ∗ ¬A ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ , which
contradicts our assumption.
∇sat : Let Φ ∈ ΓΣ0 . Assume neither Φ ∗ A nor Φ ∗ ¬A is in ΓΣ0 . Then there are
finite subsets Φ1 and Φ2 of Φ, such that Φ1 ∗ A ∈
/ ΓΣ and Φ2 ∗ ¬A ∈
/ ΓΣ .
As Ψ : = Φ1 ∪ Φ2 is a finite subset of Φ, we have Ψ ∈ ΓΣ . Furthermore,
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Ψ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ or Ψ ∗ ¬A ∈ ΓΣ because ΓΣ is saturated. ΓΣ is closed under subsets,
so Φ1 ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ or Φ2 ∗ ¬A ∈ ΓΣ . This is a contradiction, so we can conclude
that if Φ ∈ ΓΣ0 , then Φ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ0 or Φ ∗ ¬A ∈ ΓΣ0 .
In case primitive equality is present in the signature, we check the corresponding
properties.
∇=r : Let Φ ∈ ΓΣ0 and assume ¬(A =α A) ∈ Φ. {¬(A =α A)} is clearly a finite
subset of Φ and hence {¬(A =α A)} ∈ ΓΣ contradicting ∇=r in ΓΣ .
.= s = =. − =−
a
∇= , ∇= , ∇=. , ∇=− , ∇=. − Analogous to ∇¬ .
6.2. Hintikka sets. Hintikka sets connect syntax with semantics as they provide
the basis for the model constructions in the model existence theorems. We have
defined eight different notions of abstract consistency classes by first defining properties ∇∗ , then specifying which should hold in Acc∗ . Similarly, we define Hintikka
sets by first defining the desired properties.
Definition 6.19 (Σ-Hintikka properties). Let H be a set of sentences. We define
the following properties which H may satisfy, where A, B ∈ cwff o , C, D ∈ cwff α ,
F ∈ cwff α→o , and (ëXα M), (ëX N), G, H ∈ cwff α→â :
~c : A ∈
∇
/ H or ¬A ∈
/ H.
~
∇¬ : If ¬¬A ∈ H , then A ∈ H .
~â : If A ∈ H and A≡â B, then B ∈ H .
∇
~ç : If A ∈ H and A≡âç B, then B ∈ H .
∇
~
∇∨ : If A ∨ B ∈ H , then A ∈ H or B ∈ H .
~∧ : If ¬(A ∨ B) ∈ H , then ¬A ∈ H and ¬B ∈ H .
∇
~∀ : If Πα F ∈ H , then FW ∈ H for each W ∈ cwff α .
∇
~∃ : If ¬Πα F ∈ H , then there is a parameter wα ∈ Σα such that ¬(Fw) ∈ H .
∇
.o
~b : If ¬(A =
∇
B) ∈ H , then {A, ¬B} ⊆ H or {¬A, B} ⊆ H .
. α→â
~î : If ¬(ëXα M =
∇
ëX N) ∈ H , then there is a parameter wα ∈ Σα such that
.â
¬([w/X ]M = [w/X ]N) ∈ H .
. α→â
.â
~f : If ¬(G =
∇
H) ∈ H , then there is a parameter wα ∈ Σα such that ¬(Gw =
Hw) ∈ H .
~sat : Either A ∈ H or ¬A ∈ H .
∇
~=r : ¬(C =α C) ∈
∇
/ H.
.
.α
~== : If C =α D ∈ H , then C =
∇
D ∈ H.
Definition 6.20 (Σ-Hintikka set). A set H of sentences is called a Σ-Hintikka
~c , ∇
~¬ , ∇
~â , ∇
~∨ , ∇
~∧ , ∇
~∀ and ∇
~∃ . When primitive equality is present
set if it satisfies ∇
.
~=r and ∇
~== we call H a Σin the signature and H is a Hintikka set satisfying ∇
Hintikka set with primitive equality. We define the following collections of Hintikka sets (with primitive equality): Hintâ , Hintâç , Hintâî , Hintâf , Hintâb , Hintâçb ,
Hintâîb , and Hintâfb , where we indicate by indices which additional properties from
~ç , ∇
~î , ∇
~f , ∇
~b } are required. If primitive equality is in the signature, we require
{∇
H ∈ Hint∗ to be a Hintikka set with primitive equality.
We will construct Hintikka sets as maximal elements of abstract consistency
~∃ (and ∇
~î
classes. To obtain a Hintikka set, we must explicitly show the property ∇
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~f when appropriate). This will ensure that Hintikka sets have enough parameters
or ∇
which act as witnesses.
Lemma 6.21 (Hintikka lemma). Let ΓΣ be an abstract consistency class in Acc∗ .
Suppose a set H ∈ ΓΣ satisfies the following properties:
(1) H is subset-maximal in ΓΣ (i.e., for each sentence D ∈ cwff o such that H ∗ D ∈
ΓΣ , we already have D ∈ H ).
~∃ .
(2) H satisfies ∇
~î holds in H .
(3) If ∗ ∈ {âî, âîb}, then ∇
~
(4) If ∗ ∈ {âf, âfb}, then ∇f holds in H .
~sat .
Then, H ∈ Hint∗ . Furthermore, if ΓΣ is saturated, then H satisfies ∇
~∃ by assumption. Also, if ∗ ∈ {âî, âîb} (∗ ∈ {âf, âfb}), then
Proof. H satisfies ∇
~î (∇
~f ). The fact that H ∈ ΓΣ satisfies ∇
~c
we have explicitly assumed H satisfies ∇
follows directly from non-atomic consistency (Lemma 6.10). Similarly, if primitive
~=r since H ∈ ΓΣ and ΓΣ satisfies ∇=r .
equality is in the signature, then H satisfies ∇
~∗ property follows directly from the corresponding ∇∗ property and
Every other ∇
~¬ , suppose ¬¬A ∈ H . By ∇¬ ,
maximality of H in ΓΣ . For example, to show ∇
~â , ∇
~ç
we know H ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ . By maximality of H , we have A ∈ H . Checking ∇
.
=
~
~
~
(if ∗ ∈ {âç, âçb}), ∇∧ , ∇∀ , and ∇= hold for H follows exactly this same pattern.
~∨ , ∇
~b (if ∗ ∈ {âb, âçb, âfb}) and ∇
~sat (if ΓΣ is saturated) follows a
Checking ∇
~sat , given
similar pattern, but with a simple case analysis. For example, to check ∇
A ∈ cwff o (Σ), ∇sat implies H ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ or H ∗ ¬A ∈ ΓΣ . So, either A ∈ H or
¬A ∈ H .
a
.
=
~
It is worth noting that the converse of ∇= also holds in Hintikka sets with
primitive equality.
Lemma 6.22. Suppose primitive equality is in the signature and H is a Hintikka
set with primitive equality. Then, we have the following property for every type α and
A, B ∈ cwff α (Σ):
.
=
.α
∇= : A =α B ∈ H iff A = B ∈ H .
.
.α
~== . For the converse direction
Proof. If A =α B ∈ H , then A = B ∈ H by ∇
.α
~∀ with ëX A = X and ∇â that
assume that A = B ∈ H . From this we get by ∇
~=r , ∇
~∨ implies A =α B ∈ H . a
¬(A = A) ∨ A = B ∈ H . Since ¬(A = A) ∈
/ H by ∇
It is helpful to note the following properties of Leibniz equality in Hintikka sets.
Lemma 6.23. Suppose H is a Hintikka set. For any F, G ∈ cwff α→â (Σ) and
A, B, C ∈ cwff α (Σ) ( for types α and â), we have the following:
.α
~ .r : ¬(A =
∇
A) ∈
/ H.
=
.
.α
.α
α
tr
~
∇=. : If A = B ∈ H and B = C ∈ H , then A = C ∈ H .
. α→â
.α
.â
~ .→ : If (F =
∇
G) ∈ H and (A = B) ∈ H , then (FA = GB) ∈ H .
=
.α
~ .r , suppose ¬(A =
~∃ and ∇
~â , there must be
Proof. To show ∇
A) ∈ H . By ∇
=
~∧ , we have ¬¬qA ∈ H
some parameter qα→o such that ¬(¬qA ∨ qA) ∈ H . By ∇
~
and ¬qA ∈ H , contradicting ∇c .
.α
.α
~ .tr , suppose A =
To show ∇
B ∈ H and B = C ∈ H . Let Qα→o be the
=
.α
.α
~∀ to B =
C ∈ H and Q, we know
closed formula (ëXα A = X ). Applying ∇
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~∨ , we know ¬(QB) ∈ H or QC ∈ H . If ¬(QB) ∈ H , then
¬(QB) ∨ QC ∈ H . By ∇
.α
.α
~â , contradicting ∇
~c . So, QC ∈ H and hence A =
¬(A = B) ∈ H by ∇
C ∈ H as
desired.
.â
~ .→ , let P(α→â)→o be the closed formula (ëHα→â FA =
H A), Applying
To show ∇
=
.
α→â
~∀ to (F =
~∨ , we know
∇
G) ∈ H and P, we have ¬(PF) ∨ PG ∈ H . By ∇
.â
~â , which
¬(PF) ∈ H or PG ∈ H . If ¬(PF) ∈ H , then ¬(FA = FA) ∈ H by ∇
.â
r
~
contradicts ∇=. . So, we must have PG ∈ H and hence (FA = GA) ∈ H . Let Qα→o
.â
.α
~∀ and ∇
~∨ to (A =
B) ∈ H ,
be the closed formula (ëXα FA = GX ). Applying ∇
.â
~â ,
we know ¬(QA) ∈ H or QB ∈ H . If ¬(QA) ∈ H , then ¬(FA = GA) ∈ H by ∇
.
â
~c . So, QB ∈ H and hence (FA = GB) ∈ H as desired.
contradicting ∇
a
~sat , we can prove far more closure properties.
Whenever a Hintikka set satisfies ∇
.
~¬ , ∇
~â , ∇
~∨ , ∇
~∧ , ∇
~∀ , ∇
~∃ and ∇
~== (when
For example, we can prove converses of ∇
~ç , ∇
~b , ∇
~î or ∇
~f hold, we can
primitive equality is in the signature). Also, if any of ∇
←

prove the corresponding converse. (We could call these properties ∇∗ .) The proofs
of the stronger properties ∇¬ and ∇∨ in Lemma 6.25 indicate how one would prove
any of these converse properties.
Definition 6.24 (Saturated set). We say a set of sentences H is saturated if it
~sat .
satisfies ∇
By Lemma 6.21, any Hintikka set constructed as a maximal member of a saturated
abstract consistency class will be saturated. However, it is also possible for a
maximal member of an abstract consistency class ΓΣ to be saturated without ΓΣ
being saturated.
Lemma 6.25 (Saturated sets lemma). Suppose H is a saturated Hintikka set. Then
we have the following properties for every A, B ∈ cwff o (Σ), F ∈ cwff α→o (Σ), and
C ∈ cwff α (Σ) ( for any type α):
∇¬ : ¬A ∈ H iff A ∈
/ H.
∇∨ : (A ∨ B) ∈ H iff A ∈ H or B ∈ H .
∇∀ : (Πα F) ∈ H if and only if FD ∈ H for every D ∈ cwff α (Σ).


â
∇∀ : (Πα F) ∈ H iff (FD)yâ ∈ H for every D ∈ cwff α (Σ)yâ .
.α
∇r : (C = C) ∈ H .
~c . If A ∈
Proof. If ¬A ∈ H , then A ∈
/ H by ∇
/ H , then ¬A ∈ H since H is
saturated. So, ∇¬ holds.
~∨ . We prove the converse by
If (A ∨ B) ∈ H , then A ∈ H or B ∈ H by ∇
contraposition. Suppose (A ∨ B) ∈
/ H . By saturation we have ¬(A ∨ B) ∈ H , and
~∧ we get ¬A ∈ H and ¬B ∈ H . So, by ∇
~c , A ∈
by ∇
/ H and B ∈
/ H . Thus, ∇∨
holds.
~∀ . For one direction of ∇∀â , note that if (Πα F) ∈ H , then
One direction of ∇∀is ∇

~∀ and ∇
~â .
for any D ∈ cwff α (Σ)yâ we have (FD)yâ ∈ H by ∇
~∃ , there is a parameter
Suppose (Πα F) ∈
/ H . By saturation, ¬(Πα F) ∈ H . By ∇
~
wα ∈ Σα such that ¬(Fw) ∈ H . By ∇c , we know (Fw)
/ H . This shows the
 other
∈
~â we know ¬(Fw)y ∈ H and so (Fw)y ∈
direction of ∇∀ . Furthermore, by ∇
/ H.
â
â
â

Since w is â-normal, we also have the other direction of ∇∀ .
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Lemma 6.26 (Saturated sets lemma for b). Suppose H ∈ Hint∗ where ∗ ∈ {âb,
âçb, âîb, âfb}. If H is saturated, then the following property holds for all A, B ∈
cwff o (Σ).
.o
.o
∇b : A = B ∈ H or A = ¬B ∈ H .
.o
.o
.o
Proof. Suppose (A = B) ∈
/ H and (A = ¬B) ∈
/ H . By saturation, ¬(A =
.o
~b , we must have {A, ¬B} ⊆ H or {¬A, B} ⊆
B) ∈ H and ¬(A = ¬B) ∈ H . By ∇
H . We must also have {A, ¬¬B} ⊆ H or {¬A, ¬B} ⊆ H . Each of the four cases
~c .
leads to an immediate contradiction to ∇
a
Lemma 6.27 (Saturated sets lemma for ç). Suppose H ∈ Hint∗ where ∗ ∈ {âç,
âçb}. If H is saturated, then the following property holds for every type α and
A ∈ cwff α (Σ):
.α
∇ç : (A = A↓âç ) ∈ H .
.
.
~ç we
Proof. If (A = A↓âç ) ∈
/ H , then by saturation ¬(A = A↓âç ) ∈ H . So, by ∇
.α
r
~. .
have ¬( A↓âç = A↓âç ) ∈ H . But this contradicts ∇
a
=

Lemma 6.28 (Saturated sets lemma for î). Suppose H ∈ Hint∗ where ∗ ∈ {âî,
âîb}. If H is saturated, then the following properties hold for all α, â ∈ T and
(ëXα M), (ëX N) ∈ cwff α→â (Σ):
. α→â
.â
∇î : (ëX M =
ëX N) ∈ H iff ([A/X ]M = [A/X ]N) ∈ H for every A ∈
cwff α (Σ).

â
. α→â
.â
∇î : (ëX M =
ëX N) ∈ H iff ([A/X ]M = [A/X ]N)yâ ∈ H for every A ∈

cwff α (Σ)y .
â

. α→â
~∀
Proof. Suppose (ëX M =
ëX N) ∈ H and A ∈ cwff α (Σ). We can apply ∇
.â
~
and ∇â using the closed formula (ëKα→â [A/X ]M = KA) to obtain
.â
.â
(¬([A/X ]M = [A/X ]M) ∨ [A/X ]M = [A/X ]N) ∈ H .
.â
.â
~ .r ), we know ([A/X ]M =
Since ¬([A/X ]M = [A/X ]M) ∈
/ H (by ∇
[A/X ]N) ∈
=

.
â
~â we have ([A/X ]M = [A/X ]N)y ∈ H .
H . This shows one direction of ∇î . By ∇
â

Since this holds in particular for any A ∈ cwff α (Σ)yâ , this shows one direction of
â

∇î .
. α→â
Suppose (ëX M =
ëX N) ∈
/ H . We show that there is a (â-normal) A ∈
.â
. α→â
cwff α (Σ) with [A/X ]M = [A/X ]N ∈
/ H . By saturation, ¬(ëX M =
ëX N) ∈
.
â
~
H . By ∇î , there is a parameter wα ∈ Σα such that ¬([w/X ]M = [w/X ]N) ∈ H .
.â
~c , [w/X ]M =
By ∇
[w/X ]N ∈
/ H . Choosing A : = w we have the other direction

.â
~â ), we have
/ H (using ∇
of ∇î . Since w is â-normal and ([w/X ]M = [w/X ]N)yâ ∈
â

the other direction of ∇î .

a

Lemma 6.29 (Saturated sets lemma for f). Suppose H ∈ Hint∗ where ∗ ∈ {âf, âfb}.
If H is saturated, then the following property holds for any types α and â and
G, H ∈ cwff α→â (Σ).
. α→â
.â
∇f : G =
H ∈ H iff GA = HA ∈ H for every A ∈ cwff α (Σ).
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â
. α→â
.â
∇f : G =
H ∈ H iff (GA = HA)yâ ∈ H for every A ∈ cwff α (Σ)yâ .
. α→â
.α
Proof. Suppose (G =
H) ∈ H and A ∈ cwff α (Σ). Since (A = A) ∈ H by
.â
~ .→ (cf. Lemma 6.23). This shows one direction
∇r we have (GA = HA) ∈ H by ∇
=
.
â
~â we have (GA = HA)y ∈ H . Since this holds in particular for any
of ∇f . By ∇
â

â
A ∈ cwff α (Σ)yâ , this shows one direction of ∇f .
. α→â
. α→â
~f , there is
Suppose (G =
H) ∈
/ H . By saturation, ¬(G =
H) ∈ H . By ∇
.â
.
â
~c , (Gw = Hw) ∈
a parameter wα ∈ Σα such that ¬(Gw = Hw) ∈ H . By ∇
/ H.
Choosing A : = w we have the other direction of ∇f . Since w is â-normal and

.â
~â ), we have the other direction of ∇fâ .
(Gw = Hw)y ∈
/ H (using ∇
a
â

In Lemma 3.24, we compared properties ç, î and f of models by showing f
~ç , ∇
~î , and ∇
~f as
is equivalent to ç plus î. Similarly, Theorem 6.31 compares ∇
~
~
properties of Hintikka sets. Showing ∇f implies ∇ç requires saturation and must be
shown in several steps reflected by Lemma 6.30.
~f .
Lemma 6.30. Let H be a saturated Hintikka set satisfying ∇
. α→â
F ∈ H.
(1) For all F ∈ cwff α→â we have (ëXα FX ) =
.α
(2) For all A, B ∈ cwff α (Σ), if A ç-reduces to B in one step, then A = B ∈ H .
.α
(3) For all A ∈ cwff α (Σ), A = A↓âç ∈ H .
(4) For all A ∈ cwff o (Σ), if A ∈ H , then A↓âç ∈ H .
. α→â
Proof. To show part (1), suppose (ëXα FX ) =
F ∈
/ H . By saturation,
. α→â
~f , there is a parameter wα such that
¬((ëXα FX ) =
F) ∈ H . By ∇
.â
¬(((ëXα FX )w) = (Fw)) ∈ H .

.â
~â , ¬((Fw) =
~ .r (cf. Lemma 6.23).
By ∇
(Fw)) ∈ H , which contradicts ∇
=
We prove part (2) by induction on the position of the ç-redex in A. If A is the çredex reduced to obtain B, then this follows from part (1). Suppose A ≡ (Fã→α Cã )
and B ≡ (Gã→α C) where F ç-reduces to G in one step. By induction, we know
. ã→α
.ã
.α
~ .→ , we have (FC) =
F =
G ∈ H . By ∇r , C = C ∈ H . By ∇
(GC) ∈ H as
=
desired. The case in which A ≡ (Fã→α Cã ) and B ≡ (FDã ) where C ç-reduces to D
in one step is analogous.
Suppose A ≡ (ëYâ Cã ) and B ≡ (ëYâ Dã ) where C ç-reduces to D in one
. â→ã
step. Let p be the position of the redex in C. Assume A =
B ∈
/ H . By
. â→ã
~f , there is some parameter wâ such that
saturation, ¬(A =
B) ∈ H . By ∇
.ã
.ã
~â , we know ¬([w/Y ]C =
¬(Aw = Bw) ∈ H . By ∇
[w/Y ]D) ∈ H . Note that
[w/Y ]C ç-reduces to [w/Y ]D in one step by reducing the redex at position p in
.ã
[w/Y ]C. So, by the induction hypothesis, [w/Y ]C = [w/Y ]D ∈ H , contradicting
~c .
∇
Part (3) follows by induction on the number of âç-reductions from A to A↓âç . If
.α
A is âç-normal, we have A = A ∈ H by ∇r . If A reduces to A↓âç in n + 1 steps,
then there is some Bα such that A reduces to B in one step and B reduces to A↓âç in
.α
n steps. By induction, we have B = A↓âç ∈ H . If A â-reduces to B in one step,
.α
.α
~â . If A ç-reduces to B in one step, then A =
then A = B ∈ H by ∇r and ∇
B∈H
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.α
.α
.α
~ .tr , A =
by part (2). Using ∇
B ∈ H and B = A↓âç ∈ H imply A = A↓âç ∈ H
=
as desired.
.o
~∀ ,
Finally, to show part (4), suppose A ∈ H . By part (3), A = A↓âç ∈ H . By ∇
~
~
¬(ëXo X )A ∨ (ëXo X ) A↓âç ∈ H . By ∇â and ∇∨ , we have ¬A ∈ H (contradicting
~c ) or A↓âç ∈ H . Hence, A↓âç ∈ H .
∇
a
Theorem 6.31. Let H be a Hintikka set.
~ç and ∇
~î , then H satisfies ∇
~f .
(1) If H satisfies ∇
~
~
(2) If H satisfies ∇f , then H satisfies ∇î .
~f , then H satisfies ∇
~ç .
(3) If H is saturated and satisfies ∇
. α→â
~ç and ∇
~î . Assume ¬(F =
~ç ,
Proof. Suppose H satisfies ∇
G) ∈ H . By ∇
. α→â
~î , there is a parameter wα such that
(ëX GX )) ∈ H . By ∇
¬((ëXα FX ) =
.â
~
¬((Fw) = (Gw)) ∈ H . Thus, ∇f holds.
. α→â
~f and ¬(ëXα M =
~f , there is
Suppose H satisfies ∇
ëX N) ∈ H . By ∇
.â
~
a parameter wα such that ¬((ëXα M)w = (ëX N)w) ∈ H . By ∇â , we have
.â
~î holds.
¬([w/X ]M = [w/X ]N) ∈ H . Thus, ∇
~f . Assume A ∈ H , B ∈ cwff o (Σ), A≡âç B
Suppose H is saturated and satisfies ∇
and B ∈
/ H . By saturation, we know ¬B ∈ H . By Lemma 6.30(4), we know
~c .
A↓âç ∈ H and ¬ B↓âç ∈ H . Since A↓âç ≡ B↓âç , this contradicts ∇
a
6.3. Model existence theorems. We shall now present the proof of the abstract
extension lemma, which will nearly immediately yield the model existence theorems.
For the proof we adapt the construction of Henkin’s completeness proof from [26,
27].
Lemma 6.32 (Abstract extension lemma). Let Σ be a signature, ΓΣ be a compact
abstract consistency class in Acc∗ , where ∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb}, and let
Φ ∈ ΓΣ be sufficiently Σ-pure. Then there exists a Σ-Hintikka set H ∈ Hint ∗ , such
that Φ ⊆ H . Furthermore, if ΓΣ is saturated, then H is saturated.
Proof. In the following argument, note that α, â, and ã are types as usual, while
ä, å, ó and ô are ordinals.
By Remark 3.16, there is an infinite cardinal ℵs which is the cardinality of Σα for
each type α. This easily implies cwff α (Σ) is of cardinality ℵs for each type α. Let
å be the first ordinal of this cardinality. (In the countable case, å is ù.) Since the
cardinality of cwff o (Σ) is ℵs , we can use the well-ordering principle to enumerate
cwff o (Σ) as (Aä )ä<å .
Let α be a type. For each ä < å, let Uαä be the set of constants of type α which
occur in a sentence in the set { Aó | ó ≤ ä }. Since ä < å, the set { Aó | ó ≤ ä }
has cardinality less than ℵs . Hence, Uαä has cardinality less than ℵs . By sufficient
purity, we know there is a set of parameters Pα ⊆ Σα of cardinality ℵs such that
the parameters in Pα do not occur in the sentences of Φ. So, Pα \ Uαä must have
cardinality ℵs for any ä < å. Using the axiom of choice, we can find a sequence
(wαä )ä<å where for each ä < å, wαä ∈ Pα \ (Uαä ∪ { wαó | ó < ä }). That is, for each
type α, we know wαä is a parameter of type α which does not occur in any sentence
in Φ ∪ { Aó | ó ≤ ä }. As a consequence, if wαä occurs in Aó , then ä < ó. Also, we
have ensured that if wαä ≡ wαó , then ä ≡ ó for any ä, ó < å.
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The parameters wαä are intended to serve as witnesses. To ease the argument,
we define two sequences of witnessing sentences related to the sequence (Aä )ä<å .
For each ä < å, let E ä : = ¬(Bwαä ) if Aä is of the form ¬(Πα B), and let E ä : = Aä
. α→â
.â
otherwise. If ∗ ∈ {âf, âfb} and Aä is of the form ¬(F =
G), let X ä : = ¬(Fwαä =
. α→â
Gwαä ). If ∗ ∈ {âî, âîb} and Aä is of the form ¬((ëXα M) =
(ëX N)), let
.
â
ä
ä
ä
ä
ä
X : = ¬([wα /X ]M = [wα /X ]N). Otherwise, let X : = A . (Notice that any
. α→â
sentence ¬(F =
G) is also of the form ¬(Πã B), where ã is (α → â) → o. So,
ä
ä
whenever X 6≡ A , we must also have E ä 6≡ Aä .)
We construct H by inductively constructing a transfinite sequence
(H ä )ä<å such
S
ä
that H ∈ ΓΣ for each ä < å. Then the Σ-Hintikka set is H : = ä<å H ä . We define
S
H 0 : = Φ. For limit ordinals ä, we define H ä : = ó<ä H ó .
In the successor case, if H ä ∗ Aä ∈ ΓΣ , then we let H ä+1 : = H ä ∗ Aä ∗ E ä ∗ X ä . If
H ä ∗ Aä ∈
/ ΓΣ , we let H ä+1 : = H ä .
We show by induction that for every ä < å, type α and parameter wαô which
occurs in some sentence in H ä , we have ô < ä. The base case holds since no wαô
occurs in any sentence in H 0 ≡ Φ. For any limit ordinal ä, if wαô occurs in some
sentence in H ä , then by definition of H ä , wαô already occurs in some sentence in
H ó for some ó < ä. So, ô < ó < ä.
For any successor ordinal ä + 1, suppose wαô occurs in some sentence in H ä+1 . If
it already occurred in a sentence in H ä , then we have ô < ä < ä + 1 by the inductive
assumption. So, we need only consider the case where wαô occurs in a sentence in
H ä+1 \ H ä . Note that (H ä+1 \ H ä ) ⊆ {Aä , E ä , X ä }. In any case, note that if ô is ä,
then we are done, since ä < ä + 1. If wαô is any parameter with ô 6≡ ä and occurs in
E ä or X ä , then it must also occur in Aä (by noting that wαô 6≡ wαä and inspecting the
possible definitions of E ä and X ä ), in which case ô < ä < ä + 1.
In particular, we now know wαä does not occur in any sentence of H ä for any
ä < å and type α.
Next we show by induction that H ä ∈ ΓΣ for all ä < å. The base case holds by
the assumption that H 0 ≡ ΦS∈ ΓΣ . For any limit ordinal ä, assume H ó ∈ ΓΣ for
every ó < ä. We have H ä ≡ ó<ä H ó ∈ ΓΣ by compactness, since any finite subset
of H ä is a subset of H ó for some ó < ä.
For any successor ordinal ä + 1, we assume H ä ∈ ΓΣ . We have to show that
H ä+1 ∈ ΓΣ . This is trivial in case H ä ∗ Aä ∈
/ ΓΣ (for all abstract consistency classes)
since H ä+1 ≡ H ä . Suppose H ä ∗ Aä ∈ ΓΣ . We consider three sub-cases:
(i) If E ä ≡ Aä and X ä ≡ Aä , then H ä ∗ Aä ∗ E ä ∗ X ä ∈ ΓΣ since H ä ∗ Aä ∈ ΓΣ .
(ii) If E ä 6≡ Aä and X ä ≡ Aä , then Aä is of the form ¬Πα B and E ä ≡ ¬Bwαä .
We conclude that H ä ∗ Aä ∗ E ä ∈ ΓΣ by ∇∃ since wαä does not occur in Aä
or any sentence of H ä . Since X ä ≡ Aä , this is the same as concluding
H ä ∗ Aä ∗ E ä ∗ X ä ∈ ΓΣ .
(iii) If X ä 6≡ Aä , then ∗ ∈ {âî, âf, âîb, âfb} (by the definition of X ä ). H ä ∗ Aä ∗
ä
E ä ∈ ΓΣ by ∇∃ since w(α→â)→o
does not occur in Aä or any sentence in H ä .
ä
since it has a different type) does
Now, wαä (which is different from w(α→â)→o
ä
not occur in any sentence in H ∗ Aä ∗ E ä . We have H ä ∗ Aä ∗ E ä ∗ X ä ∈ H
by ∇î (if ∗ ∈ {âî, âîb}) or by ∇f (if ∗ ∈ {âf, âfb}).
Since ΓΣ is compact, we also have H ∈ ΓΣ .
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Now we know that our inductively defined set H is indeed in ΓΣ and that Φ ⊆ H .
~∃ , ∇
~î (if
In order to apply Lemma 6.21, we must check H is maximal, satisfies ∇
~
∗ ∈ {âî, âîb}), and ∇f (if ∗ ∈ {âf, âfb}). It is immediate from the construction
~∃ holds since if ¬(Πα F) ∈ H , then ¬(Fwαä ) ∈ H where ä is the ordinal
that ∇
~î holds since
such that Aä ≡ ¬(Πα F). If ∗ ∈ {âî, âîb}, then we have ensured ∇
. α→â
.â
ä
ä
(ëX N)) ∈ H
¬([wα /X ]M = [wα /X ]N) ∈ H whenever ¬((ëXα M) =
. α→â
where ä is the ordinal such that Aä ≡ ¬((ëXα M) =
(ëX N)). Similarly, we
.â
~f holds when ∗ ∈ {âf, âfb} since ¬(Fwαä =
have ensured ∇
Gwαä ) ∈ H whenever
. α→â
. α→â
ä
¬(F =
G) ∈ H where ä is the ordinal such that A ≡ ¬(F =
G).
It only remains to show that H is maximal in ΓΣ . So, let A ∈ cwff o and H ∗A ∈ ΓΣ
be given. Note that A ≡ Aä for some ä < å. Since H is closed under subsets we
know that H ä ∗ Aä ∈ ΓΣ . By definition of H ä+1 we conclude that Aä ∈ H ä+1 and
hence A ∈ H .
So, Lemma 6.21 implies H ∈ Hint∗ and H is saturated if ΓΣ is saturated.
a
We now use the Σ-Hintikka sets, guaranteed by Lemma 6.32, to construct a
Σ-valuation for the Σ-term evaluation that turns it into a model.
Theorem 6.33 (Model existence theorem for saturated sets). For all ∗ ∈ {â, âç,
âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb} we have: If H is a saturated Hintikka set in Hint ∗ (cf. Definition 6.20), then there exists a model M ∈ M∗ (cf. Definition 3.49) that satisfies H .
Furthermore, each domain Dα of M has cardinality at most ℵs .
Proof. We start with the construction of a Σ-model M1H for H based on the
â
term evaluation TE(Σ) . This model may not be in the model class M∗ as it may
not satisfy property q. However, we will be able to use Theorem 3.62 to obtain a
model of H which is.
â
Note that since H is saturated, by Lemma 6.25, H satisfies ∇¬ , ∇∨ , and ∇∀ .
â
The domain of type α of the evaluation TE(Σ) (cf. Definition 3.35 and
Lemma 3.36) is cwff α (Σ)yâ , which has cardinality ℵs . To construct M1H , we simply
need to give a valuation function
for this evaluation. This valuation function should

be a function õ : cwff o (Σ)yâ −→ {T, F}. We define

T if A ∈ H ,
õ(A) : =
F if A ∈
/ H.
To show õ is a valuation, we must 
check the logical constants are interpreted
appropriately. For each A ∈ cwff o (Σ)yâ , we have õ(¬A) ≡ T iff õ(A) ≡ F since

¬A ∈ H iff A ∈
/ H by ∇¬ . For each A, B ∈ cwff o (Σ)y , we have õ(A ∨ B) ≡ T iff
â

õ(A) ≡ T or õ(B) ≡ T, since (A ∨ B) ∈ H iff A ∈ H or B ∈ H by ∇∨ . Finally,


â
for each type α and F ∈ cwff α→o (Σ)yâ , ∇∀ implies (Πα F) ∈ H iff (FA)yâ ∈ H

for every A ∈ cwff α (Σ)yâ . Thus, we have õ(Πα F) ≡ T iff õ(F@â A) ≡ T for every

A ∈ cwff α (Σ)yâ .

This verifies M1H : = (cwffyâ , @â , E â , õ) is a Σ-model. Clearly, M1H |= H since
õ(A) ≡ T for every A ∈ H by definition.
.
By Theorem 3.62, we have a congruence relation ∼ on M1H induced by Leibniz
equality. Note that by Lemma 3.61 in the term model M1H , for every type α and
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.
.
.α
every A, B ∈ cwff α (Σ)yâ , we have Aα ∼ Bα , iff õ(A = B) ≡ T, iff (A = B) ∈ H .
Furthermore, if primitive equality is in the signature, then H ∈ Hint∗ is a Hintikka
.
=
.
set with primitive equality. Hence, H satisfies ∇= by Lemma 6.22. We have A ∼ B,
.
=
.α
iff (A = B) ∈ H , iff (by ∇= ) (A =α B) ∈ H , iff õ(E â (=α )@â A@â B) ≡ T.
H .
Let M : = M1 /∼ . Each domain of this model has cardinality at most ℵs as it
is the quotient of a set of cardinality ℵs . By Theorem 3.62, we know the quotient
model M models H , satisfies property q, and is a model with primitive equality
(if primitive equality is in the signature). Hence, M ∈ Mâ . Now, we can use
.
Lemma 3.58 to check M ∈ M∗ by checking certain properties of ∼.
.
When ∗ ∈ {âb, âçb, âîb, âfb}, we must check that ∼ has only two equivalence
classes in Doâ . To show this, first note that ∇b holds for H by Lemma 6.26.Choose
~c , ¬B ∈
any â-normal B ∈ H . By ∇
/ H . By ∇b , for every A ∈ cwff o (Σ)yâ either

.o
.o
(A = B) or (A = ¬B). That is, in M1H , for every A ∈ cwff o (Σ)yâ we either have
.
.
A ∼ B or A ∼ ¬B. So, we know M satisfies property b.
.
When ∗ ∈ {âç, âçb}, the fact that ∼ satisfies property ç follows from ∇ç which
holds for H by Lemma 6.27.
.
When ∗ ∈ {âî, âîb}, we must show that ∼ satisfies property î. Let M, N ∈
.
â
wff â (Σ), an assignment ϕ and a variable Xα be given. Suppose Eϕ,[A/X
] (M) ∼

Eâ
(N) for every A ∈ cwff α (Σ)y . Let è be the substitution defined by
ϕ,[A/X ]

â

è(Y ) : = ϕ(Y) for each variable Y ∈ (free(M) ∪ free(N)) \ {X }. So, for each
A ∈ cwff α (Σ)yâ ,


.
â
â
y
([A/X ]è(M))yâ ≡ Eϕ,[A/X
] (M) ∼ Eϕ,[A/X ] (N) ≡ ([A/X ]è(N)) â .



â
.â
That is, ([A/X ]è(M) = [A/X ]è(N))yâ ∈ H for every A ∈ cwff α (Σ)yâ . By ∇î

. α→â
(Lemma 6.28), we have ((ëX è(M)) =
ëX è(N))yâ ∈ H . So,
.

 .

Eϕâ (ëX M) ≡ (ëX è(M))yâ ∼ (ëX è(N))yâ ≡ Eϕâ (ëX N).

Thus, ∼ satisfies î as desired.
.
When ∗ ∈ {âf, âfb},
Letα and â be
 types and
 we must show ∼ is functional.
.
.
y
G, H ∈ cwff α→â (Σ) â . We need to show G ∼ H iff (GA)yâ ∼ (HA)yâ for every

â
A ∈ cwff α (Σ)yâ . This follows directly from ∇f .
This verifies the fact that M ∈ M∗ whenever H ∈ Hint∗ .
a
Theorem 6.34 (Model existence theorem). Let ΓΣ be a saturated abstract consistency class and let Φ ∈ ΓΣ be a sufficiently Σ-pure set of sentences. For all
∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb} we have: If ΓΣ is an Acc∗ (cf. Definition 6.7),
then there exists a model M ∈ M∗ (cf. Definition 3.49) that satisfies Φ. Furthermore,
each domain of M has cardinality at most ℵs .
Proof. Let ΓΣ be an abstract consistency class. We can assume without loss of
generality (cf. Lemma 6.18) that ΓΣ is compact, so the preconditions of Lemma 6.32
are met. Therefore, there exists a saturated Hintikka set H ∈ Hint∗ with Φ ⊆ H .
The proof is completed by a simple appeal to the Theorem 6.33.
a
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Theorem 6.35 (Model existence for Henkin models). Let ΓΣ be a saturated abstract consistency class in Accâfb and let Φ ∈ ΓΣ be a sufficiently Σ-pure set of sentences.
Then there is a Henkin model (cf. Definition 3.50) that satisfies Φ. Furthermore, each
domain of the model has cardinality at most ℵs .
Proof. By Theorem 6.34, there is a model M ∈ Mâfb with M |= Φ. By Theorem 3.68, there is a Henkin model M fr ∈ Mâfb isomorphic to M . By the isomorphism, we have M fr |= Φ and that each domain of M fr has the same cardinality as
the corresponding domain of M .
a
Remark 6.36. The model existence theorems show there are “enough” models
in each class M∗ to model sufficiently pure sets in saturated abstract consistency
classes in Acc∗ . These results are abstract forms of completeness. To complete the
analysis, we can show abstract forms of soundness. One way to show this is to
define a class of sentences
ΓΣ∗ : = { Φ ⊆ cwff o | ∃M ∈ M∗ M |= Φ }
for each ∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb} and show ΓΣ∗ is a (saturated) Acc∗ . We
only sketch the proof here.
The fact that each ΓΣ∗ satisfy ∇c , ∇â , ∇¬ , ∇∨ , ∇∧ , ∇∀ , and ∇sat is straightforward.
The proof that ∇∃ holds has the technical difficulty that one must modify the
evaluation of a parameter. Showing ∇b [∇ç ] holds when considering models with
property b [ç] is also easy.
When showing ∇f holds in ΓΣâf [ΓΣâfb ], one sees the importance of assuming prop. α→â
erty q holds. Suppose Φ ∈ ΓΣâf [ΓΣâfb ] and ¬(F =
G) ∈ Φ. Then there
is a model M ≡ (D , @, E , õ) ∈ Mâf [Mâfb ] such that M |= Φ. This implies
. α→â
M |= ¬(F =
G). Without using property q, it follows by Lemma 4.2(1) that
E (F) 6≡ E (G). By functionality, there is an a ∈ Dα such that E (F)@a 6≡ E (G)@a.
Let ϕ be any assignment into M . Then Eϕ,[a/X ] (FX ) 6≡ Eϕ,[a/X ] (GX ). Now, using
.â
property q, we can conclude Mϕ,[a/X ] |= ¬((FX ) = (GX )) by Lemma 4.2(2). Let
wα ∈ Σ be a parameter that does not occur in any sentence of Φ. With some
technical work which we omit, one can change the evaluation function to E 0 so that
E 0 (A) ≡ E (A) for all A ∈ Φ, and E 0 (w) ≡ a. In the new model M 0 ≡ (D , @, E 0 , õ),
.â
we have M 0 |= Φ and M 0 |= ¬(Fw = Gw). Also, M 0 ∈ Accâf [Accâfb ]. This shows
.â
Φ ∗ ¬(Fw = Gw) ∈ ΓΣâf [ΓΣâfb ]. The proof that ∇î holds in ΓΣâî [ΓΣâîb ] is analogous.
We have now established a set of proof-theoretic conditions that are sufficient to
guarantee the existence of a model.
§7. Characterizing higher-order natural deduction calculi. In this section we apply
the model existence theorems above to prove some classical higher-order calculi of
natural deduction sound and complete with respect to the model classes introduced
in Section 3. The first calculus for such a formulation of higher-order logic was a
Hilbert-style system introduced by Alonzo Church in [18]10 . Leon Henkin proves
completeness (with respect to Henkin models) for a similar calculus with full extensionality in [26]. Peter Andrews introduced a weaker calculus Tâ [1], which lacks all
10 Church included functional extensionality axioms but only mentions the Boolean extensionality
axiom as an option.
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A∈Φ
Φ`
`A

A≡â B

NK(Hyp)

Φ∗A`
` Fo
Φ`
` ¬A

Φ`
`B

Φ`
`A∨B

Φ`
`C
Φ`
`B

NK(∨IL )

Φ`
`A∨B

Φ`
`A∨B

Φ∗A`
`C

Φ∗B `
`C

Φ`
`C
Φ`
` Gwα

NK(â)

Φ`
` ¬A Φ `
`A

NK(¬I)

Φ`
`A

Φ`
`A

NK(¬E)

NK(∨IR )

NK(∨E)

w parameter not occurring in Φ or G
α

Φ`
`Π G
Φ`
` Πα G
Φ`
` GA

NK(ΠE)

Φ ∗ ¬A `
` Fo
Φ`
`A

NK(ΠI)

w

NK(Contr)

Figure 6. Inference rules for NKâ .
forms of extensionality. This calculus has been widely used as a syntactic measure
of completeness for machine-oriented calculi [1, 32, 33, 34, 42, 36, 37].
Instead of applying our methods to Hilbert-style calculi, we will use a collection
of natural deduction calculi to avoid the tedious details of proving a deduction
theorem and propositional completeness. Moreover, natural deduction calculi are
more relevant in practice. They form the logical basis for semi-automated theorem
proving systems such as HOL [25], Isabelle [46], or Ωmega [51].
Definition 7.1 (The calculi NK∗ ). The calculus NKâ consists of the inference
rules11 in Figure 6 for the provability judgment `
` between sets of sentences Φ and
sentences A. (We write `
` A for ∅ `
` A.) The rule NK(â) incorporates â-equality
into `
`. The others characterize the semantics of the connectives and quantifiers.
For ∗ ∈ {âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb} we obtain the calculus NK∗ by adding the
rules shown in Figure 7 when specified in ∗.
Remark 7.2. It is worth noting that there is a derivation of `
` To (i.e., `
` ∀P0
P ∨ ¬P) which only uses the rules in Figure 6. Let p be a parameter of type o. A
derivation of ¬(p ∨ ¬p) `
` (p ∨ ¬p) is shown in Figure 8. Using NK(Hyp) and
11 Recall that F

o

is defined to be ¬(∀Po (P ∨¬P)) and M 6|= Fo for each Σ-model M (cf. Lemma 3.43).
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A≡âç B

.â
Φ`
` ∀Xα M = N
NK(î)
. α→â
Φ`
` (ëXα M) =
(ëXα N)

Φ`
`A

Φ`
`B

NK(ç)

.â
Φ`
` ∀Xα GX = HX
NK(f)
. α→â
Φ`
`G=
H
Φ∗A`
`B

Φ∗B `
`A
NK(b)
.o
Φ`
`A= B

Figure 7. Extensional inference rules.

¬(p ∨ ¬p), p `
` ¬(p ∨ ¬p)

NK(Hyp)

¬(p ∨ ¬p), p `
`p

NK(Hyp)

¬(p ∨ ¬p), p `
` (p ∨ ¬p)

¬(p ∨ ¬p), p `
` Fo
¬(p ∨ ¬p) `
` ¬p

NK(∨IL )
NK(¬E)

NK(¬I)

¬(p ∨ ¬p) `
` (p ∨ ¬p)

NK(∨IR )

Figure 8. Derivation of ¬(p ∨ ¬p) `
` (p ∨ ¬p).
NK(¬E), we obtain ¬(p ∨ ¬p) `
` Fo . So, we can conclude `
` (p ∨ ¬p) using
p
NK(Contr). Finally, we obtain a derivation of `
` To using NK(ΠI) . Hence, `
` To
is derivable in each calculus NK∗ where ∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb}. Also,
we can apply the rule NK(ΠE) to the end of this derivation with any sentence A to
derive `
` (A ∨ ¬A).
Note that NKâ and NKâfb correspond to the extremes of the model classes discussed in Section 3 (cf. Figure 1 in the introduction). Standard models do not admit
(recursively axiomatizable) calculi that are sound and complete, NK âfb is complete
for Henkin models, and NKâ is complete for Mâ . We will now show soundness and
completeness of each NK∗ with respect to each corresponding model class M∗ by
using the model existence theorems in Section 6.
Theorem 7.3 (Soundness). NK∗ is sound for M∗ for ∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb,
âîb, âfb}. That is, if Φ `
`NK∗ C is derivable, then M |= C for all models M ≡
(D , @, E , õ) in M∗ such that M |= Φ.
Proof. This can be shown by a simple induction on the derivation of Φ `
`NK∗ C.
We distinguish based on the last rule of the derivation. The only base case is
NK(Hyp), which is trivial since M |= C whenever M |= Φ and C ∈ Φ.
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NK(â): Suppose Φ `
` C follows from Φ `
` A and A≡â C. Let M ∈ M∗ be a
model of Φ. By induction, we know M |= A and so M |= C using
Remark 3.19.
NK(Contr): Suppose M ∈ M∗ , M |= Φ and Φ `
` C follows from Φ ∗ ¬C `
` Fo . By
Lemma 3.43, M 6|= Fo . So, we must have M 6|= ¬C. Hence, M |= C.
NK(¬I): Analogous to NK(Contr).
NK(¬E): Suppose Φ `
` C follows from Φ `
` ¬A and Φ `
` A. By induction, any
model in M∗ of Φ would have to model both A and ¬A. So, there is
no such model of Φ and we are done.
NK(∨IL ): Suppose M ∈ M∗ , M |= Φ, C is (A ∨ B) and Φ `
` C follows from
Φ`
` A. By induction, M |= A and so M |= (A ∨ B).
NK(∨IR ): Analogous to NK(∨IL ).
NK(∨E): Suppose Φ `
` C follows from Φ `
` (A ∨ B), Φ ∗ A `
` C and Φ ∗ B `
` C.
Let M ∈ M∗ be a model of Φ. By induction, M |= A ∨ B. If M |= A,
then by induction M |= C since Φ ∗ A `
` C. If M |= B, then by
induction M |= C since Φ ∗ B `
` C. In either case, Φ `
` C.
NK(ΠI): Suppose C is (Πα G) and Φ `
` (Πα G) follows from Φ `
` Gw where
wα is a parameter which does not occur in any sentence of Φ or in G.
Let M ≡ (D , @, E , õ) ∈ M∗ be a model of Φ. Assume M 6|= Πα G.
Then there must be some a ∈ Dα such that õ(E (G)@a) ≡ F. From
the evaluation function E , one can define another evaluation function
E 0 such that E 0 (w) ≡ a and Eϕ0 (Aα ) ≡ Eϕ (Aα ) if w does not occur in
A. Let M 0 : = (D , @, E 0 , õ). One can check M 0 ∈ M∗ using the fact
that M ∈ M∗ . Since M 0 |= Φ, by induction we have M 0 |= Gw. This
contradicts õ(E 0 (G)@a) ≡ õ(E (G)@a) ≡ F. Thus, M |= Πα G.
NK(ΠE): Suppose C is (GA) and Φ `
` C follows from Φ `
` (Πα G). Let M ≡
(D , @, E , õ) ∈ M∗ be a model of Φ. By induction, M |= (Πα G) and
thus õ(E (G))@a ≡ T for every a ∈ Dα . In particular, M |= GA.
We now check soundness of the rules in Figure 7 with respect to their model classes:
NK(ç): Analogous to NK(â) using property ç.
. α→â
(ëXα N) and Φ `
` C follows from Φ `
`
NK(î): Suppose C is (ëXα M) =
.â
∀Xα M = N. Let M ≡ (D , @, E , õ) ∈ M∗ be a model of Φ. By
.â
induction, we have M |= ∀Xα M = N. So, for any assignment ϕ
.â
and a ∈ Dα , M |=ϕ,[a/X ] M = N. Note that property q holds in M
since M ∈ M∗ (cf. Definition 3.49). By Lemma 4.2(2), Eϕ,[a/X ] (M) ≡
Eϕ,[a/X ] (N). By property î, Eϕ (ëXα M) ≡ Eϕ (ëXα N) and thus M |=
C by Lemma 4.2(1).
. α→â
.â
NK(f): Suppose C is G =
H and Φ `
` C follows from Φ `
` ∀Xα GX = HX .
Let M ∈ M∗ be a model of Φ. By induction, we know M |=
.â
∀Xα GX = HX . Note that property q holds for M since M ∈ M∗ .
. α→â
By Theorem 4.3(3), we must have M |= (G =
H).
.o
NK(b) Suppose C is A = B and Φ `
` C follows from Φ∗A `
` B and Φ∗B `
` A.
Let M ≡ (D , @, E , õ) ∈ M∗ be a model of Φ. If M |= A, then M |= B
by induction. If M |= B, then M |= A by induction. These facts imply
õ(E (A)) ≡ õ(E (B)). By Lemma 3.48, we have M |= (A ⇔ B). By
.o
Theorem 4.3(4), we must have M |= (A = B).
a
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Definition 7.4 (NK∗ -consistent). A set of sentences Φ is NK∗ -inconsistent if
Φ`
`NK∗ Fo , and NK∗ -consistent otherwise.
Now, we use the model existence theorems for HOL to give short and elegant
proofs of completeness for NK∗ .
Lemma 7.5. The class ΓΣ∗ : = {Φ ⊆ cwff o | Φ is NK∗ -consistent} is a saturated
Acc∗ .
Proof. Obviously ΓΣ∗ is closed under subsets, since any subset of an NK∗ consistent set is NK∗ -consistent. We now check the remaining conditions. We
prove all the properties by proving their contrapositive.
∇c : Suppose A, ¬A ∈ Φ. We have Φ `
` Fo by NK(Hyp) and NK(¬E).
∇â : Let A ∈ Φ, A≡â B and Φ ∗ B be NK∗ -inconsistent. That is, Φ ∗ B `
` Fo . By
NK(¬I), we know Φ `
` ¬B. Since A ∈ Φ, we know Φ `
` B by NK(Hyp) and
NK(â). Using NK(¬E), we know Φ `
` Fo and hence Φ is NK∗ -inconsistent.
∇¬ : Suppose ¬¬A ∈ Φ and Φ ∗ A is NK∗ -inconsistent. From Φ ∗ A `
` Fo and
NK(¬I), we have Φ `
` ¬A. Since ¬¬A ∈ Φ, we can apply NK(Hyp) and
NK(¬E) to obtain Φ `
` Fo .
∇∨ : Suppose (A ∨ B) ∈ Φ and both Φ ∗ A and Φ ∗ B are NK∗ -inconsistent. By
NK(Hyp) and NK(∨E), we have Φ `
` Fo .
∇∧ : Suppose ¬(A ∨ B) ∈ Φ and Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ ¬B is NK∗ -inconsistent. By NK(Contr)
and NK(∨IR ), we have Φ, ¬A `
` A ∨ B. Using NK(¬E) with ¬(A ∨ B) ∈ Φ,
we have Φ, ¬A `
` Fo . By NK(Contr) and NK(∨IL ), we have Φ `
` A ∨ B. Using
NK(¬E) with ¬(A ∨ B) ∈ Φ, Φ is NK∗ -inconsistent.
∇∀ : Suppose (Πα G) ∈ Φ and Φ ∗ (GA) is NK∗ -inconsistent. By NK(¬I), Φ `
`
¬(GA). By NK(Hyp) and NK(ΠE), Φ `
` GA. Finally, NK(¬E) implies
Φ`
` Fo .
∇∃ : Suppose ¬(Πα G) ∈ Φ, wα is a parameter which does not occur in Φ, and
w
Φ ∗ ¬(Gw) is NK∗ -inconsistent. By NK(Contr), Φ `
` Gw. By NK(ΠI) ,
α
α
Φ`
` (Π G). Using NK(¬E) with ¬(Π G) ∈ Φ, Φ is NK∗ -inconsistent.
∇sat : Let Φ∗A and Φ∗¬A be NK ∗ -inconsistent. We show that Φ is NK∗ -inconsistent.
Using NK(¬I), we know Φ `
` ¬A and Φ `
` ¬¬A. By NK(¬E), we have Φ `
` Fo .
Thus we have shown that ΓΣâ is saturated and in Accâ . Now let us check the
conditions for the additional properties ç, î, f, and b.
∇ç : If ∗ includes ç, then the proof proceeds as in ∇â above, but with the rule NK(ç).
. α→â
.â
ëX N) ∈ Φ, and Φ ∗ ¬([w/X ]M =
∇î : Suppose ∗ includes î, ¬(ëX M =
[w/X ]N) is NK∗ -inconsistent for some parameter wα which does not occur in
.â
any sentence of Φ. By NK(Contr), we have Φ `
` ([w/X ]M = [w/X ]N). By
.â
.â
` (∀X M = N).
NK(â), we have Φ `
` ((ëX M = N)w). By NK(ΠI), Φ `
. α→â
By NK(î), Φ `
` (ëX M =
ëX N). By NK(¬E), Φ is NK∗ -inconsistent.
.
∇f : This case is analogous to the previous one, generalizing ëX M = ëX N to
.
arbitrary G = H and using the extensionality rule NK(f) instead of NK(î).
.o
∇b : Suppose ∗ includes b. Assume that ¬(A = B) ∈ Φ but both Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ B ∈
/ ΓΣ∗
∗
and Φ ∗ A ∗ ¬B ∈
/ ΓΣ . So both are NK∗ -inconsistent and we have Φ ∗ A `
`B
.o
and Φ ∗ B `
` A by NK(Contr). By NK(b), we have Φ `
` (A = B). Since
.o
¬(A = B) ∈ Φ, Φ is NK∗ -inconsistent.
a
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Theorem 7.6 (Henkin’s theorem for NK∗ ). Let ∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb,
âfb}. Every sufficiently Σ-pure NK∗ -consistent set of sentences has an M∗ -model.
Proof. Let Φ be a sufficiently Σ-pure NK∗ -consistent set of sentences. By Theorem 7.5 we know that the class of sets of NK∗ -consistent sentences constitute a
saturated Acc∗ , thus the Model Existence Theorem (Theorem 6.34) guarantees an
M∗ model for Φ.
a
Corollary 7.7 (Completeness theorem for NK∗ ). Let Φ be a sufficiently Σ-pure
set of sentences, A be a sentence, and ∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb}. If A is
valid in all models M ∈ M∗ that satisfy Φ, then Φ `
`NK∗ A.
Proof. Let A be given such that A is valid in all M∗ models that satisfy Φ. So,
Φ ∗ ¬A is unsatisfiable in M∗ . Since only finitely many constants occur in ¬A,
Φ ∗ ¬A is sufficiently Σ-pure. So, Φ ∗ ¬A must be NK∗ -inconsistent by Henkin’s
theorem above. Thus, Φ `
`NK∗ A by NK(Contr).
a
Finally we can use the completeness theorems obtained so far to prove a compactness theorem for our semantics.
Corollary 7.8 (Compactness theorem for NK∗ ). Let Φ be a sufficiently Σ-pure
set of sentences and ∗ ∈ {â, âç, âî, âf, âb, âçb, âîb, âfb}. Φ has an M ∗ -model iff
every finite subset of Φ has an M∗ -model.
Proof. If Φ has no M∗ -model, then by Theorem 7.6 Φ is NK∗ -inconsistent. Since
every NK∗ -proof is finite, this means some finite subset Ψ of Φ is NK∗ -inconsistent.
Hence, Ψ has no M∗ -model.
a
Remark 7.9 (Calculi with primitive equality). If primitive equality is included in
the signature, a simple way of extending the calculi NK∗ in a sound and complete
way is to include the rules NK(=r ) and NK(=l ) in Figure 9. These rules are clearly
sound for models with primitive equality. One can argue completeness by showing
ΓΣ∗ : = {Φ ⊆ wff o (Σ) | Φ is NK∗ -consistent} is a saturated Acc∗ with primitive
equality. By Lemma 7.5, we already know ΓΣ∗ is a saturated Acc∗ . To show the
conditions for primitive equality, one can show ΓΣ∗ satisfies ∇=r using NK(=r ) and
.
∇== using NK(=l ).

Φ`
` A =α A

NK(=r )

Φ`
` C =α D
l
. α NK(= )
Φ`
`C = D

Figure 9. Primitive equality in NK∗ .
§8. Conclusion. In this article, we have given an overview of the landscape of
semantics for classical higher-order logics. We have differentiated nine different
possible notions and have tied the discerning properties to conditions of corresponding abstract consistency classes. The practical relevance of these notions has
been illustrated by pointing to application scenarios within mathematics, programming languages, and computational linguistics.
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Our model existence theorems are strong proof tools connecting syntax and
semantics. A standard application is in completeness analysis of higher-order
calculi. A calculus C is shown to be complete for a model class M∗ by showing
that the class of C -consistent or C -irrefutable sets of sentences is in Acc∗ . Then
completeness follows from the model existence results. We have given an example
of this by showing completeness for natural deduction calculi in Section 7.
8.1. Applications and related work. The generalized model classes M ∗ have many
possible applications. An example is higher-order logic programming [45] where
the denotational semantics of programs can induce non-standard meanings for
the classical connectives. For instance, given an SLD-like search strategy as in
ë-PROLOG [43], conjunction is not commutative any more. Therefore, various authors have proposed model-theoretic semantics where property b fails. David Wolfram, for instance, uses Andrews’ õ-complexes [58] as a semantics for ë-PROLOG
and Gopalan Nadathur uses “labeled structures” for the same purpose in [45].
Mary DeMarco [20] also develops a model theory for intuitionistic type theory
and ë-prolog in which property b may fail (James Lipton and Mary DeMarco are
continuing this work). Till Mossakowski and Lutz Schröder have been studying
non-functional Henkin models for a partial ë-calculus in the context of the HasCasl specification language [48, 49]. It is plausible to assume that the results of this
article will be useful for further development in this direction. Further relevance
of model-theoretic semantics where property q fails, however, is not sufficiently
investigated yet, but seems a promising line of research.
The article also provides a basis for the investigation of hyper-intensional semantics of natural languages. In fact early versions of this article have already influenced
the work of Lappin and Pollard [40]. Hyper-intensional semantics provide theories
for logics where Boolean extensionality (and thus the substitutability of equivalents)
can fail. Linguistically motivated theories like the ones presented in [56, 17, 41, 40]
introduce intensional (non-standard) variants of the connectives and quantifiers
acting on a generalized domain of truth values. Interestingly, only [41] and [40]
present formal model-theoretic semantics. The model construction in [41] strongly
resembles Peter Andrew’s õ-complexes (semantic objects are paired with syntactic
representations; in this case linguistic parse trees). In [40], Do is taken to be a
pre-Boolean algebra, and possible worlds are associated with ultrafilters. A direct
comparison is aggravated by the fact that Lappin and Pollard’s work is situated in a
Montague-style intensional (i.e., modal) context. A generalization of our work by
techniques from [23] seems the way to go here.
8.2. Relaxing the saturation assumption. Unfortunately, the model existence theorems presented in this article do not support completeness proofs for most higherorder machine-oriented calculi, such as higher-order resolution [33, 13], higherorder paramodulation [11], or tableau-based calculi [5, 37]. This is because we had
to assume saturation of abstract consistency classes to prove the model existence
theorems. The problem is that machine oriented calculi are typically, in some sense,
cut-free. This makes saturation very difficult to show.
For the same reason the results of this article also do not apply to another
prominent application of model existence theorems: relatively simple (but nonconstructive) cut-elimination theorems. In [1] Peter Andrews applies his “Unifying
Principle” to cut-elimination in a cut-free non-extensional sequent calculus, by
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proving the calculus complete (relative to Tâ ). He concludes that cut-elimination
is valid for this calculus. Again, the saturation condition prevents us from obtaining variants of the extensional cut-elimination theorems in [54, 55] by Andrews’
approach using our model existence theorem for Henkin models. In fact one can
prove (cf. [12]) that the problem of showing that an abstract consistency class can
be extended to a saturated one is equivalent to showing cut elimination for certain
sequent or resolution calculi.
To account for the saturation problem we have additionally investigated model
existence for the model classes presented in this article using an extension of Peter
Andrews’ õ-complexes (cf. [12]). The model construction in this technique requires
an abstract consistency class to satisfy certain acceptability conditions which are
much weaker than saturation. (For example, the acceptability conditions can be
shown to hold for abstract consistency classes obtained from certain cut-free sequent
calculi.) Because this technique is much more complex and subtle than the relatively
simple quotients of term evaluations used in this article, we did not include the
extended results here. The unsaturated model existence theorems imply that every
acceptable abstract consistency class can be extended to a saturated one. Armed
with this fact, we can use the model existence theorems presented here to rescue the
general completeness and cut elimination results mentioned above. To show, for
example, completeness of a higher-order machine-oriented calculus C , we define the
class Γ of C -irrefutable sentences and show that it is an acceptable (but unsaturated)
abstract consistency class. By the extension result in [12] there is a saturated abstract
consistency class Γ0 ⊇ Γ. By application of saturated model existence from this
article we obtain a suitable model for every (sufficiently Σ-pure) Φ ∈ Γ0 and thus for
every (sufficiently Σ-pure) Φ ∈ Γ. This immediately gives us completeness. Hence,
the leverage added by this article together with [12] is that we can now extend
non-extensional cut-elimination results to extensional cases.
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Abstract. We investigate cut-elimination and cut-simulation in impredicative (higher-order) logics. We illustrate that adding simple axioms
such as Leibniz equations to a calculus for an impredicative logic — in
our case a sequent calculus for classical type theory — is like adding cut.
The phenomenon equally applies to prominent axioms like Boolean- and
functional extensionality, induction, choice, and description. This calls
for the development of calculi where these principles are built-in instead
of being treated axiomatically.

1

Introduction

One of the key questions of automated reasoning is the following: “When does a
set Φ of sentences have a model?” In fact, given reasonable assumptions about
calculi, most inference problems can be reduced to determining (un)-satisfiability
of a set Φ of sentences. Since building models for Φ is hard in practice, much
research in computational logic has concentrated on finding sufficient conditions
for satisfiability, e.g. whether there is a Hintikka set H extending Φ.
Of course in general the answer to the satisfiability question depends on the
class of models at hand. In classical first-order logic, model classes are wellunderstood. In impredicative higher-order logic, there is a whole landscape of
plausible model classes differing in their treatment of functional and Boolean
extensionality. Satisfiability then strongly depends on these classes, for instance,
the set Φ := {a, b, qa, ¬qb} is unsatisfiable in a model class where the universes
of Booleans are required to have at most two members (see property b below),
but satisfiable in the class without this restriction.
In [5] we have shown that certain (i.e. saturated ) Hintikka sets always have
models and have derived syntactical conditions (so-called saturated abstract consistency properties) for satisfiability from this fact. The importance of abstract
consistency properties is that one can check completeness for a calculus C by
verifying proof-theoretic conditions (checking that C-irrefutable sets of formulae
have the saturated abstract consistency property) instead of performing modeltheoretic analysis (for historical background of the method in first-order logic,
cf. [10, 13, 14]). Unfortunately, the saturation condition (if Φ is abstractly consistent, then one of Φ ∪ {A} or Φ ∪ {¬A} is as well for all sentences A) is very
difficult to prove for machine-oriented calculi (indeed as hard as cut elimination).
In this paper we investigate further the relation between the lack of the
subformula property in the saturation condition (we need to “guess” whether

to extend Φ by A or ¬A on our way to a Hintikka set for all sentences A) and
the cut rule (where we have to “guess, i.e. search for in an automated reasoning
setting” the cut formula A). A side result is the insight that there exist “cutstrong” formulae which support the effective simulation of cut in calculi for
impredicative logics.
In Section 2, we will fix notation and review the relevant results from [5]. We
define in Section 3 a basic sequent calculus and study the correspondence between saturation in abstract consistency classes and cut-elimination. In Section 4
we introduce the notion of “cut-strong” formulae and sequents and show that
they support the effective simulation of cut. In Section 5 we demonstrate that
the pertinent extensionality axioms are cut-strong. We develop alternative extensionality rules which do not suffer from this problem. Further rules are needed
to ensure Henkin completeness for this calculus with extensionality. These new
rules correspond to the acceptability conditions we propose in Section 6 to ensure the existence of models and the existence of saturated extensions of abstract
consistence classes.

2

Higher-Order Logic

In [5] we have re-examined the semantics of classical higher-order logic with the
purpose of clarifying the role of extensionality. For this we have defined eight
classes of higher-order models with respect to various combinations of Boolean
extensionality and three forms of functional extensionality. We have also developed a methodology of abstract consistency (by providing the necessary model
existence theorems) needed for instance, to analyze completeness of higher-order
calculi with respect to these model classes. We now briefly summarize the main
notions and results of [5] as required for this paper. Our impredicative logic of
choice is Church’s classical type theory.
Syntax: Church’s Simply Typed λ-Calculus. As in [9], we formulate higher-order
logic (HOL) based on the simply typed λ-calculus. The set of simple types T is
freely generated from basic types o and ι using the function type constructor →.
For formulae we start with a set V of (typed) variables (denoted by Xα , Y, Z,
Xβ1 , Xγ2 . . .) and a signature Σ of (typed) constants (denoted by cα , fα→β , . . .).
We let Vα (Σα ) denote the set of variables (constants) of type α. The signature
α
for
Σ of constants includes the logical constants ¬o→o , ∨o→o→o and Π(α→o)→o
each type α; all other constants in Σ are called parameters. As in [5], we assume
there is an infinite cardinal ℵs such that the cardinality of Σα is ℵs for each type
α (cf. [5](3.16)). The set of HOL-formulae (or terms) are constructed from typed
variables and constants using application and λ-abstraction. We let wffα (Σ) be
the set of all terms of type α and wff(Σ) be the set of all terms.
We use vector notation to abbreviate k-fold applications and abstractions as
AUk and λX k A, respectively. We also use Church’s dot notation so that stands
for a (missing) left bracket whose mate is as far to the right as possible (consistent
with given brackets). We use infix notation A ∨ B for ((∨A)B) and binder

notation ∀Xα A for (Π α (λXα Ao )). We further use A ∧ B, A ⇒ B, A ⇔ B
and ∃Xα A as shorthand for formulae defined in terms of ¬, ∨ and Π α (cf. [5]).
.α
Finally, we let (Aα = Bα ) denote the Leibniz equation ∀Pα→o (P A) ⇒ P B.
Each occurrence of a variable in a term is either bound by a λ or free. We
use f ree(A) to denote the set of free variables of A (i.e., variables with a free
occurrence in A). We consider two terms to be equal if the terms are the same
up to the names of bound variables (i.e., we consider α-conversion implicitly).
A term A is closed if f ree(A) is empty. We let cwffα (Σ) denote the set of
closed terms of type α and cwff(Σ) denote the set of all closed terms. Each term
A ∈ wffo (Σ) is called a proposition and each term A ∈ cwffo (Σ) is called a
sentence.
We denote substitution of a term Aα for a variable Xα in a term Bβ by
[A/X]B. Since we consider α-conversion implicitly, we assume the bound variables of B avoid variable capture.
Two common relations on terms are given by β-reduction and η-reduction.
/
A β-redex (λX A)B β-reduces to [B/X]A. An η-redex (λX CX) (where X ∈
f ree(C)) η-reduces to C. For A, B ∈ wffα (Σ), we write A≡β B to mean A can
be converted to B by a series of β-reductions and expansions. Similarly, A≡βη B
means A can be converted to B using both β and η. For each A ∈ wff(Σ) there
is a unique β-normal form (denoted A↓β ) and a unique βη-normal form (denoted
A↓βη ). From this fact we know A≡β B (A≡βη B) iff A↓β ≡ B↓β ( A↓βη ≡ B↓βη ).
A non-atomic formula in wffo (Σ) is any formula whose β-normal form is of
the form [cAn ] where c is a logical constant. An atomic formula is any other
formula in wffo (Σ).
Semantics: Eight Model Classes. For each ∗ ∈ {β, βη, βξ, βf, βb, βηb, βξb, βfb} (the
latter set will be abbreviated by in the remainder) we define M∗ to be the class
of all Σ-models M such that M satisfies property q and each of the additional
properties {η, ξ, f, b} indicated in the subscript ∗ (cf. [5](3.49)). Special cases of
Σ-models are Henkin models and standard models (cf. [5](3.50 and 3.51)). Every
model in Mβfb is isomorphic to a Henkin model (see the discussion following
[5](3.68)).
Saturated Abstract Consistency Classes and Model Existence. Finally, we review
the model existence theorems proved in [5]. There are three stages to obtaining a model in our framework. First, we obtain an abstract consistency class
ΓΣ (usually defined as the class of irrefutable sets of sentences with respect to
some calculus). Second, given a (sufficiently pure) set of sentences Φ in the abstract consistency class ΓΣ we construct a Hintikka set H extending Φ. Third,
we construct a model of this Hintikka set (and hence a model of Φ).
A Σ-abstract consistency class ΓΣ is a class of sets of Σ-sentences. An abstract
consistency class is always required to be closed under subsets (cf. [5](6.1)).
Sometimes we require the stronger property that ΓΣ is compact, i.e., a set Φ is
in ΓΣ iff every finite subset of Φ is in ΓΣ (cf. [5](6.1,6.2)).
To describe further properties of abstract consistency classes, we use the
notation S ∗ a for S ∪ {a} as in [5]. The following is a list of properties a class
ΓΣ of sets of sentences can satisfy with respect to arbitrary Φ ∈ ΓΣ (cf. [5](6.5)):

∇c
∇¬
∇β
∇η
∇∨
∇∧
∇∀
∇∃

If A is atomic, then A ∈
/ Φ or ¬A ∈
/ Φ.
If ¬¬A ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ .
If A≡β B and A ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ .
If A≡βη B and A ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ .
If A ∨ B ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ .
If ¬(A ∨ B) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ .
If Π α F ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ FW ∈ ΓΣ for each W ∈ cwffα (Σ).
If ¬Π α F ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬(Fw) ∈ ΓΣ for any parameter wα ∈ Σα which does
not occur in any sentence of Φ.
.o
∇b If ¬(A = B) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ A ∗ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ .
. α→β
.β
λXα N) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬([w/X]M = [w/X]N) ∈ ΓΣ for
∇ξ If ¬(λXα M =
any parameter wα ∈ Σα which does not occur in any sentence of Φ.
. α→β
.β
∇f If ¬(G =
H) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬(Gw = Hw) ∈ ΓΣ for any parameter
wα ∈ Σα which does not occur in any sentence of Φ.
∇sat Either Φ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ ¬A ∈ ΓΣ .

We say ΓΣ is an abstract consistency class if it is closed under subsets and
satisfies ∇c , ∇¬ , ∇β , ∇∨ , ∇∧ , ∇∀ and ∇∃ . We let Accβ denote the collection of all
abstract consistency classes. For each ∗ ∈
we refine Accβ to a collection
Acc∗ where the additional properties {∇η , ∇ξ , ∇f , ∇b } indicated by ∗ are required
(cf. [5](6.7)). We say an abstract consistency class ΓΣ is saturated if ∇sat holds.
Using ∇c (atomic consistency) and the fact that there are infinitely many
parameters at each type, we can show every abstract consistency class satisfies
non-atomic consistency. That is, for every abstract consistency class ΓΣ , A ∈
cwffo (Σ) and Φ ∈ ΓΣ , we have either A ∈
/ Φ or ¬A ∈
/ Φ (cf. [5](6.10)).
In [5](6.32) we show that sufficiently Σ-pure sets in saturated abstract consistency classes extend to saturated Hintikka sets. (A set of sentences Φ is sufficiently Σ-pure if for each type α there is a set Pα of parameters of type α with
cardinality ℵs and such that no parameter in P occurs in a sentence in Φ.)
In the Model Existence Theorem for Saturated Sets [5](6.33) we show that
these saturated Hintikka sets can be used to construct models M which are members of the corresponding model classes M∗ . Then we conclude (cf. [5](6.34)):
Model Existence Theorem for Saturated Abstract Consistency Classes:
For all ∗ ∈ , if ΓΣ is a saturated abstract consistency class in Acc∗ and Φ ∈ ΓΣ
is a sufficiently Σ-pure set of sentences, then there exists a model M ∈ M∗ that
satisfies Φ. Furthermore, each domain of M has cardinality at most ℵs .
In [5] we apply the abstract consistency method to analyze completeness
for different natural deduction calculi. Unfortunately, the saturation condition
is very difficult to prove for machine-oriented calculi (indeed as we will see in
Section 3 it is equivalent to cut elimination), so Theorem [5](6.34) cannot be
easily used for this purpose directly.
In Section 6 we therefore motivate and present a set of extra conditions for
Accβfb we call acceptability conditions. The new conditions are sufficient to
prove model existence.

A atomic (and β-normal)

Basic Rules

∆ ∗ A ∗ ¬A
∆ ∗ ¬A

∆ ∗ ¬B

∆ ∗ ¬(A ∨ B)
?
∆ ∗ ¬ (AC)yβ

∆ ∗ ¬¬A
∆∗A∗B

G(∨− )

∆ ∗ (A ∨ B)

?
∆ ∗ (Ac)yβ

C ∈ cwffα (Σ)

∆ ∗ ¬Π α A

∆∗A

G(init)

G(Π−C )

G(Π+c )

∆ ∗ ¬¬A
∆∗A
∆

Weakening and Cut Rules

∆ ∪ ∆′

G(weak )

G(∨+ )

cα ∈ Σ new

∆ ∗ Π αA

Inversion Rule

G(¬)

∆∗C

G(Inv ¬ )

∆ ∗ ¬C

G(cut)

∆

Fig. 1. Sequent Calculus Rules

3

Sequent Calculi, Cut and Saturation

We will now study cut-elimination and cut-simulation with respect to (one-sided)
sequent calculi.
Sequent Calculi G. We consider a sequent to be a finite set ∆ of β-normal
sentences from cwffo (Σ). A sequent calculus G provides an inductive definition
for when ⊢
⊢G ∆ holds. We say a sequent calculus rule
∆1

···
∆

∆n

r

is admissible in G if ⊢
⊢G ∆ holds whenever ⊢
⊢G ∆i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For any
natural number k ≥ 0, we call an admissible rule r k-admissible if any instance
of r can be replaced by a derivation with at most k additional proof steps. Given
a sequent ∆, a model M, and a class M of models, we say ∆ is valid for M (or
valid for M), if M |= D for some D ∈ ∆ (or ∆ is valid for every M ∈ M). As
for sets in abstract consistency classes, we use the notation ∆ ∗ A to denote the
set ∆ ∪ {A} (which is simply ∆ if A ∈ ∆). Figure 1 introduces several sequent
calculus rules. Some of these rules will be used to define sequent calculi, while
others will be shown admissible (or even k-admissible).
Abstract Consistency Classes for Sequent Calculi. For any sequent calculus G
we can define a class ΓΣG of sets of sentences. Under certain assumptions, ΓΣG is
an abstract consistency class. First we adopt the notation ¬Φ and Φ↓β for the
sets {¬A|A ∈ Φ} and { A↓β |A ∈ Φ}, resp., where Φ ⊆ cwffo (Σ). Furthermore,
we assume this use of ¬ binds more strongly than ∪ or ∗, so that ¬Φ ∪ ∆ means
(¬Φ) ∪ ∆ and ¬Φ ∗ A means (¬Φ) ∗ A.

Definition 1 Let G be a sequent calculus. We define ΓΣG to be the class of all
finite Φ ⊂ cwffo (Σ) such that ⊢
⊢G ¬ Φ↓β does not hold.
In a straightforward manner, one can prove the following results (see [7]).
Lemma 2 Let G be a sequent calculus such that G(Inv ¬ ) is admissible. For any
finite sets Φ and ∆ of sentences, if Φ ∪ ¬∆ ∈
/ ΓΣG , then ⊢
⊢G ¬ Φ↓β ∪ ∆↓β holds.
Theorem 3 Let G be a sequent calculus. If the rules G(Inv ¬ ), G(¬), G(weak ),
G(init ), G(∨− ), G(∨+ ), G(Π−C ) and G(Π+c ) are admissible in G, then ΓΣG ∈ Accβ .
We can furthermore show the following relationship between saturation and
cut (see [7]).
Theorem 4 Let G be a sequent calculus.
1. If G(cut ) is admissible in G, then ΓΣG is saturated.
2. If G(¬) and G(Inv ¬ ) are admissible in G and ΓΣG is saturated, then G(cut )
is admissible in G.
Since saturation is equivalent to admissibility of cut, we need weaker conditions than saturation. A natural condition to consider is the existence of saturated extensions.
Definition 5 (Saturated Extension) Let ∗ ∈
and ΓΣ , ΓΣ′ ∈ Acc∗ be ab′
stract consistency classes. We say ΓΣ is an extension of ΓΣ if Φ ∈ ΓΣ′ for every
sufficiently Σ-pure Φ ∈ ΓΣ . We say ΓΣ′ is a saturated extension of ΓΣ if ΓΣ′ is
saturated and an extension of ΓΣ .
There exist abstract consistency classes Γ in Accβfb which have no saturated
extension.
Example 6 Let ao , bo , qo→o ∈ Σ and Φ := {a, b, (qa), ¬(qb)}. We construct an
abstract consistency class ΓΣ from Φ by first building the closure Φ′ of Φ under
relation ≡β and then taking the power set of Φ′ . It is easy to check that this ΓΣ is
in Accβfb . Suppose we have a saturated extension ΓΣ′ of ΓΣ in Accβfb . Then Φ ∈ ΓΣ′
.o
since Φ is finite (hence sufficiently pure). By saturation, Φ ∗ (a = b) ∈ ΓΣ′ or
.o
Φ ∗ ¬(a = b) ∈ ΓΣ′ . In the first case, applying ∇∀ with the constant q, ∇∨ and ∇c
contradicts (qa), ¬(qb) ∈ Φ. In the second case, ∇b and ∇c contradict a, b ∈ Φ.
Existence of any saturated extension of a sound sequent calculus G implies
admissibility of cut. The proof uses the model existence theorem for saturated
abstract consistency classes (cf. [5](6.34)). The full proof is in [7].
Theorem 7 Let G be a sequent calculus which is sound for M∗ . If ΓΣG has a
saturated extension ΓΣ′ ∈ Acc∗ , then G(cut ) is admissible in G.

Sequent Calculus Gβ . We now study a particular sequent calculus Gβ defined by
the rules G(init ), G(¬), G(∨− ), G(∨+ ), G(Π−C ) and G(Π+c ) (cf. Figure 1). It is
easy to show that Gβ is sound for the eight model classes and in particular for
class Mβ .
The reader may easily prove the following Lemma.
Lemma 8 Let A ∈ cwffo (Σ) be an atom, B ∈ cwffα (Σ), and ∆ be a sequent.
In Gβ
1. ∆ ∗ A ⇔ A := ∆ ∗ ¬(¬(¬A ∨ A) ∨ ¬(¬A ∨ A)) is derivable in 7 steps and
.α
2. ∆ ∗ B = B := ∆ ∗ Π α (λPα→o ¬(P B) ∨ (P B) is derivable in 3 steps.
The proof of the next Lemma is by induction on derivations and is given in
[7].
Lemma 9 The rules G(Inv ¬ ) and G(weak ) are 0-admissible in Gβ .
Theorem 10 The sequent calculus Gβ is complete for the model class Mβ and
the rule G(cut ) is admissible.
G

⊢Gβ ∆ does not
Proof: By Theorem 3 and Lemma 9, ΓΣ β ∈ Accβ . Suppose ⊢
hold. Then ¬∆ ∈ Accβ by Lemma 2. By the model existence theorem for Accβ
(cf. [6](8.1)) there exists a model for ¬∆ in Mβ . This gives completeness of Gβ .
We can use completeness to conclude cut is admissible in Gβ .
Andrews proves admissibility of cut for a sequent calculus similar to Gβ in [1].
The proof in [1] contains the essential ingredients for showing completeness.
We will now show that G(cut ) actually becomes k-admissible in Gβ if certain
formulae are available in the sequent ∆ we wish to prove.

4

Cut-Simulation

Cut-Strong Formulae and Sequents. k-cut-strong formulae can be used to effectively simulate cut. Effectively means that the elimination of each application of
a cut-rule introduces maximally k additional proof steps, where k is constant.
Definition 11 Given a formula A ∈ cwffo (Σ), and an arbitrary but fixed number k > 0. We call formula A k-cut-strong for G (or simply cut-strong) if the
cut rule variant
∆ ∗ C ∆ ∗ ¬C
G(cut A )
∆ ∗ ¬A
is k-admissible in G.
Our examples below illustrate that cut-strength of a formula usually only
weakly depends on calculus G: it only presumes standard ingredients such as
β-normalization, weakening, and rules for the logical connectives.
We present some simple examples of cut-strong formulae for our sequent
calculus Gβ . A corresponding phenomenon is observable in other higher-order
calculi, for instance, for the calculi presented in [1, 4, 8, 11].

Example 12 Formula ∀Po P := Π o (λPo P ) is 3-cut-strong in Gβ . This is justified by the following derivation which actually shows that rule G(cut A ) for this
specific choice of A is derivable in Gβ by maximally 3 additional proof steps. The
only interesting proof step is the instantiation of P with formula D := ¬C∨C in
rule G(Π−D ). (Note that C must be β-normal; sequents such as ∆∗C by definition
contain only β-normal formulae.)
∆∗C
G(¬)
∆ ∗ ¬¬C
∆ ∗ ¬C
G(∨− )
∆ ∗ ¬(¬C ∨ C)
D
G(Π
− )
∆ ∗ ¬Π o (λPo P )

Clearly, ∀Po P is not a very interesting cut-strong formula since it implies falsehood, i.e. inconsistency.
Example 13 The formula ∀Po P ⇒ P := Π o (λPo ¬P ∨ P ) is 3-cut-strong in
Gβ . This is an example of a tautologous cut-strong formula. Now P is simply
instantiated with D := C in rule G(Π−D ). Except for this first step the derivation
is identical to the one for Example 12.
.α
Example 14 Leibniz equations M = N := Π α (λP ¬P M ∨ P N) (for arbitrary formulae M, N ∈ cwffα (Σ) and types α ∈ T ) are 3-cut-strong in Gβ . This
.α
includes the special cases M = M. Now P is instantiated with D := λXα C in
rule G(Π−D ). Except for this first step the derivation is identical to the one for
Example 12.
Example 15 The original formulation of higher-order logic (cf. [12]) contained
comprehension axioms of the form C := ∃Pα1 →···→αn →o ∀X n P X n ⇔ Bo where
Bo ∈ wffo (Σ) is arbitrary with P ∈
/ f ree(B). Church eliminated the need for such
axioms by formulating higher-order logic using typed λ-calculus. We will now
.ι
show that the instance C I := ∃Pι→o ∀Xι P X ⇔ X = X is 16-cut-strong in Gβ
(note that G(weak ) is 0-admissible). This motivates building-in comprehension
principles instead of treating comprehension axiomatically.
3 steps; see Lemma 8
..
..
.ι
.ι
∆ ∗ ¬(pa ⇒ a = a) ∗ a = a
G(¬)
.ι
.ι
∆ ∗ ¬(pa ⇒ a = a) ∗ ¬¬(a = a)
D
G(∨− )
.ι
.ι
∆ ∗ ¬(pa ⇒ a = a) ∗ ¬(¬(a = a) ∨ pa)
G(∨
+)
.ι
.ι
∆ ∗ ¬(pa ⇒ a = a) ∨ ¬(a = a ⇒ pa)
G(¬)
.ι
.ι
∆ ∗ ¬¬(¬(pa ⇒ a = a) ∨ ¬(a = a ⇒ pa))
G(Π−aι )
.ι
∆ ∗ ¬Π ι (λXι pX ⇔ X = X)
G(Π+pι→o )
.ι
∆ ∗ Π ι→o (λP ι→o ¬Π ι (λXι pX ⇔ X = X))
G(¬)
∆ ∗ CI

Derivation D is:
∆∗C

∆ ∗ ¬C
..
.. 3 steps; see Example 14
.o
G(init)
∆ ∗ ¬(a = a)
∆ ∗ pa ∗ ¬pa
G(weak )
G(¬)
.ι
∆ ∗ ¬¬pa ∗ ¬pa
∆ ∗ ¬(a = a) ∗ ¬pa
G(∨− )
.ι
∆ ∗ ¬(¬pa ∨ a = a) ∗ ¬pa

As we will show later, many prominent axioms for higher-order logic also
belong to the class of cut-strong formulae.
Next we define cut-strong sequents.
Definition 16 A sequent ∆ is called k-cut-strong (or simply cut-strong) if
there exists a a k-cut-strong formula A ∈ cwffo (Σ) such that ¬A ∈ ∆.
Cut-Simulation. The cut-simulation theorem is a main result of this paper. It
says that cut-strong sequents support an effective simulation (and thus elimination) of cut in Gβ . Effective means that the size of cut-free derivation grows only
linearly for the number of cut rule applications to be eliminated.
We first fix the following calculi: Calculus Gβcut extends Gβ by the rule G(cut )
A

and calculus Gβcut extends Gβ by the rule G(cut A ) for some arbitrary but fixed
cut-strong formula A.
Theorem 17 Let ∆ be a k-cut-strong sequent such that ¬A ∈ ∆ for some kcut-strong formula A. For each derivation D: ⊢
⊢Gβcut ∆ with d proof steps there
exists an alternative derivation D′ : ⊢
⊢G cutA ∆ with d proof steps.
β

Proof: Note that the rules G(cut ) and G(cut A ) coincide whenever ¬A ∈ ∆.
Intuitively, we can replace each occurrence of G(cut ) in D by G(cut A ) in order
to obtain a D′ of same size. Technically, in the induction proof one must weaken
to ensure ¬A stays in the sequent and carry out a parameter renaming to make
sure the eigenvariable condition is satisfied.
Theorem 18 Let ∆ be a k-cut-strong sequent such that ¬A ∈ ∆ for some k-cutstrong formula A. For each derivation D: ⊢
⊢G cutA ∆ with d proof steps and with
β

n applications of rule G(cut ) there exists an alternative derivation D′ : ⊢
⊢Gβ ∆
with maximally d + nk proof steps.
Proof: A is k-cut-strong so by definition G(cut A ) is k-admissible in Gβ .
This means that G(cut A ) can be eliminated in D and each single elimination
of G(cut A ) introduces maximally k new proof steps. Now the assertion can be
easily obtained by a simple induction over n.
Corollary 19 Let ∆ be a k-cut-strong sequent. For each derivation D: ⊢
⊢Gβcut ∆
with d proof steps and n applications of rule G(cut ) there exists an alternative
cut-free derivation D′ : ⊢
⊢Gβ ∆ with maximally d + nk proof steps.

5

The Extensionality Axioms are Cut-Strong

We have shown comprehension axioms can be cut-strong (cf. Example 15). Further prominent examples of cut-strong formulae are the Boolean and functional
extensionality axioms. The Boolean extensionality axiom (abbreviated Bo in the
remainder) is
.o
∀Ao ∀Bo (A ⇔ B) ⇒ A = B
The infinitely many functional extensionality axioms (abbreviated Fαβ ) are parameterized over α, β ∈ T .
.β
. α→β
∀Fα→β ∀Gα→β (∀Xα F X = GX) ⇒ F =
G
These axioms usually have to be added to higher-order calculi to reach
Henkin completeness, i.e. completeness with respect to model class Mβfb . For
example, Huet’s constrained resolution approach as presented in [11] is not
Henkin complete without adding extensionality axioms. For instance, the need
for adding Boolean extensionality is actually illustrated by the set of unit literals Φ := {a, b, (qa), ¬(qb)} from Example 6. As the reader may easily check, this
clause set Φ, which is inconsistent for Henkin semantics, cannot be proven by
Huet’s system without, e.g, adding the Boolean extensionality axiom. By relying
on results in [1], Huet essentially shows completeness with respect to model class
Mβ as opposed to Henkin semantics.
We will now investigate whether adding the extensionality axioms to a machineoriented calculus in order to obtain Henkin completeness is a suitable option.
Theorem 20 The Boolean extensionality axiom Bo is a 14-cut-strong formula
in Gβ .
Proof: The following derivation justifies this theorem (ao is a parameter).
7 steps; see Lemma 8
..
..
∆∗a⇔a
G(¬)
∆ ∗ ¬¬(a ⇔ a)

∆∗C

∆ ∗ ¬C
..
.. 3 steps; see Example 14
.o
∆ ∗ ¬(a = a)
G(∨− )
.o
∆ ∗ ¬(¬(a ⇔ a) ∨ a = a)
2 × G(Π−a )
∆ ∗ ¬Bo

Theorem 21 The functional extensionality axioms Fαβ are 11-cut-strong formulae in Gβ .
Proof: The following derivation justifies this theorem (fα→β is a parameter).
3 steps; see Lemma 8
..
..
.β
∆ ∗ fa = fa
G(Π+aα ) ∆ ∗ C .∆ ∗ ¬C
.β
.. 3 steps; see Example 14
∆ ∗ (∀Xα f X = f X)
.
G(¬)
.β
. α→β
∆ ∗ ¬¬∀Xα f X = f X
∆ ∗ ¬(f =
f)
G(∨− )
.β
. α→β
∆ ∗ ¬(¬(∀Xα f X = f X) ∨ f =
f)
2 × G(Π−f )
∆ ∗ ¬Fαβ

∆ ∗ ¬Fαβ

α→β∈T
∆

G(Fαβ )

∆ ∗ ¬Bo

G(B)

∆

Fig. 2. Axiomatic Extensionality Rules

In [4] and [8] we have already argued that the extensionality principles should
not be treated axiomatically in machine-oriented higher-order calculi and there
we have developed resolution and sequent calculi in which these principles are
built-in. Here we have now developed a strong theoretical justification for this
work: Theorems 20, 21 and 19 tell us that adding the extensionality principles
Bo and Fαβ as axioms to a calculus is like adding a cut rule.
In Figure 2 we show rules that add Boolean and functional extensionality in
an axiomatic manner to Gβ . More precisely we add rules G(Fαβ ) and G(B) allowing
to introduce the axioms for any sequent ∆; this way we address the problem
of the infinitely many possible instantiations of the type-schematic functional
extensional axiom Fαβ . Calculus Gβ enriched by the new rules G(Fαβ ) and G(B)
is called GβE . Soundness of the the new rules is easy to verify: In [5](4.3) we show
that G(Fαβ ) and G(B) are valid for Henkin models.
Replacing the Extensionality Axioms. In Figure 3 we define alternative extensionality rules which correspond to those developed for resolution and sequent
−
calculi in [4] and [8]. Calculus Gβ enriched by G(f) and G(b) is called Gβfb
. Soundness of G(f) and G(b) for Henkin semantics is again easy to show.
Our aim is to develop a machine-oriented sequent calculus for automating
Henkin complete proof search. We argue that for this purpose G(f) and G(b) are
more suitable rules than G(Fαβ ) and G(B).
Our next step now is to show Henkin completeness for GβE . This will be
relatively easy since we can employ cut-simulation. Then we analyze whether
−
calculus Gβfb
has the same deductive power as GβE .
First we extend Theorem 3. The proof is given in [7].
Theorem 22 Let G be a sequent calculus such that G(Inv ¬ ) and G(¬) are admissible.
1. If G(f) and G(Π+c ) are admissible, then ΓΣG satisfies ∇f .
2. If G(b) is admissible, then ΓΣG satisfies ∇b .
Theorem 23 The sequent calculus GβE is Henkin complete and the rule G(cut )
is 12-admissible.
Proof: G(cut ) can be effectively simulated and hence eliminated in GβE by
combining rule G(Fαβ ) with the 11-step derivation presented in the proof of
Theorem 21.
GE
Let ΓΣ β be defined as in Definition 1. We prove Henkin completeness of
GE

GβE by showing that the class ΓΣ β is a saturated abstract consistency class in

?
.β
?
∆ ∗ (∀Xα AX = BX)y
. α→β
∆ ∗ (A =
B)

β

G(f)

∆ ∗ ¬A ∗ B

∆ ∗ ¬B ∗ A
G(b)
.o
∆ ∗ (A = B)

Fig. 3. Proper Extensionality Rules

Accβfb . We here only analyze the crucial conditions ∇b , ∇f and ∇sat . For the
other conditions we refer to Theorem 3. Note that 0-admissibility of G(Inv ¬ )
and G(weak ) can be shown for GβE by a suitable induction on derivations as in
Lemma 9.
∇f G(Π+c ) is a rule of GβE and thus admissible. According to Theorem 22 it is
thus sufficient to ensure admissibility of rule G(f) to show ∇f . This is justified
. α→β
.β
by the
B and M := (∀Xα AX =
 following derivation where N := A =
y
BX) β (for β-normal A, B).
?
.β
?
∆ ∗ (∀Xα AX = BX)y

derivable
β
..
G(weak )
..
∆∗N∗M
G(¬)
∆ ∗ N ∗ ¬¬M
∆ ∗ N ∗ ¬N
G(∨− )
∆ ∗ N ∗ ¬(¬M ∨ N)
G(Π−A ), G(Π−B )
∆ ∗ N ∗ ¬Fαβ
G(Fαβ )
. α→β
∆∗A=
B

∇b With a similar derivation using G(B) we can show that G(b) is admissible.
We conclude ∇b by Theorem 22.
∇sat Since G(cut ) is admissible we get saturation by Theorem 4.
−
−
Does Gβfb
have the same deductive strength as GβE ? I.e., is Gβfb
Henkin complete? We show this is not yet the case.
−
Theorem 24 The sequent calculus Gβfb
is not complete for Henkin semantics.

We illustrate the problem by a counterexample.
Example 25 Consider the sequent ∆ := {¬a, ¬b, ¬(qa), (qb)} where ao , bo ,
qo→o ∈ Σ are parameters. For any M ≡ (D, @, E, υ) ∈ Mβfb , either υ(E(a)) ≡ F,
υ(E(b)) ≡ F or E(a) ≡ E(b) by property b. Hence sequent ∆ is valid for every
M ∈ Mβfb . However, ⊢
⊢G − ∆ does not hold. By inspection, ∆ cannot be the
βfb
conclusion of any rule.
In order to reach Henkin completeness and to show cut-elimination we thus
need to add further
rules. Our example motivates the two rules presented in
.
.o
Figure 4. G(Init = ) introduces Leibniz equations such as qa = qb as is needed in
.o
our example and G(d ) realizes the required decomposition into a = b.

.o
∆ ∗ (A = B)

(†)

∆ ∗ ¬A ∗ B
(†)

.

.α
.α
∆ ∗ (A1 = 1 B1 ) · · · ∆ ∗ (An = n Bn )

=

G(Init )

A,B atomic

.β
∆ ∗ (hAn = hBn )
(‡)

(‡)

G(d )

n ≥ 1, β ∈ {o, ι}, hαn →β ∈ Σ parameter

.
Fig. 4. Additional Rules G(Init = ) and G(d )
−
We thus extend sequent calculus Gβfb
to Gβfb by adding the decomposition
.=
rule G(d ) and the rule G(Init ) which generally checks if two atomic sentences
of opposite polarity are provably equal (as opposed to syntactically equal).
Is Gβfb complete for Henkin semantics? We will show in the next Section that
this indeed holds (cf. Theorem 28).
With G E and Gβfb we have thus developed two Henkin complete calculi and
both calculi are cut-free. However, as our exploration shows “cut-freeness” is
not a well-chosen criterion to differentiate between their suitability for proof
search automation: G E inherently supports effective cut-simulation and thus
cut-freeness is meaningless.
The criterion we propose for the analysis of calculi in impredicative logics is
“freeness of effective cut-simulation”.

Other Rules for Other Model Classes. In [6] we developed respective complete
and cut-free sequent calculi not only for Henkin semantics but for five of the eight
model classes. In particular, no additional rules are required for the β, βη and
βξ case. Meanwhile, the βf case requires additional rules allowing η-conversion.
The limited space does not allow us to present and analyze these cases here.

6

Acceptability Conditions

We now turn our attention again to the existence of saturated extension of
abstract consistency classes.
As illustrated by the Example 6, we need some extra abstract consistency
properties to ensure the existence of saturated extensions. We call these extra
properties acceptability
conditions. They actually closely correspond to ad.
ditional rules G(Init = ) and G(d ).
Definition 26 (Acceptability Conditions) Let ΓΣ be an abstract consistency
class in Accβfb . We define the following properties:
.o
∇m If A, B ∈ cwffo (Σ) are atomic and A, ¬B ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬(A = B) ∈ ΓΣ .
.β
∇d If ¬(hAn = hBn ) ∈ Φ for some types αi where β ∈ {o, ι} and hαn →β ∈ Σ is
. αi
a parameter, then there is an i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that Φ ∗ ¬(Ai = Bi ) ∈ ΓΣ .
We now replace the strong saturation condition used in [5] by these acceptability conditions.

Definition 27 (Acceptable Classes) An
abstract
consistency
class
ΓΣ ∈ Accβfb is called acceptable in Accβfb if it satisfies the conditions ∇m and
∇d .
One can show a model existence theorem for acceptable abstract consistency classes in Accβfb (cf. [6](8.1)). From this model existence theorem, one can
conclude Gβfb is complete for Mβfb (hence for Henkin models) and that cut is
admissible in Gβfb .
Theorem 28 The sequent calculus Gβfb is complete for Henkin semantics and
the rule G(cut ) is admissible.
Proof: The argumentation is similar to Theorem 10 but here we employ the
acceptability conditions ∇m and ∇d .
One can further show the Saturated Extension Theorem (cf. [6](9.3)):
Theorem 29 There is a saturated abstract consistency class in Accβfb that is
an extension of all acceptable ΓΣ in Accβfb .
Given Theorem 7, one can view the Saturated Extension Theorem as an
abstract cut-elimination result.
The proof of a model existence theorem employs Hintikka sets and in the
context of studying Hintikka sets we have identified a phenomenon related to
cut-strength which we call the Impredicativity Gap. That is, a Hintikka set
.
H is saturated if any cut-strong formula A (e.g. a Leibniz equation C = D)
is in H. Hence we can reasonably say there is a “gap” between saturated and
unsaturated Hintikka sets. Every Hintikka set is either saturated or contains no
cut-strong formulae.

7

Conclusion

We have shown that adding cut-strong formulae to a calculus for an impredicative logic is like adding cut. For machine-oriented automated theorem proving
in impredicative logics — such as classical type theory — it is therefore not recommendable to naively add cut-strong axioms to the search space. In addition
to the comprehension principle and the functional and Boolean extensionality
axioms as elaborated in this paper the list of cut-strong axioms includes:
.. α

Other Forms of Defined Equality Formulas A = B are 4-cut-strong in Gβ
.. α
where = is λXα λYα ∀Qα→α→o (∀Zα (Q Z Z)) ⇒ (Q X Y ) (cf. [3]).
Proof: Instantiate Q with λXα λYα C.
Axiom of Induction The axiom of induction for the naturals ∀Pι→o P 0 ∧
(∀Xι P X ⇒ P (sX)) ⇒ ∀Xι P X is 18-cut-strong in Gβ . (Other well-founded
ordering axioms are analogous.)
.o
Proof: Instantiate P with λXι a = a for some parameter ao .

Axiom of Choice ∃I(α→o)→o ∀Qα→o ∃Xα QX ⇒ Q(IQ) is 7-cut-strong in Gβ .
Proof: Instantiate Q with λXα C.
Axiom of Description The description axiom ∃I(α→o)→o ∀Qα→o (∃1 Yα QY ) ⇒
.
Q(IQ) (see [2]), where ∃1 Yα QY stands for ∃Yα QY ∧ (∀Zα QZ ⇒ Y = Z)
is 25-cut-strong in Gβ .
.α
Proof: Instantiate Q with λXα a = X for some parameter aα .
As Example 15 shows, comprehension axioms can be cut-strong. Church’s formulation of type theory (cf. [9]) used typed λ-calculus to build comprehension
principles into the language. One can view Church’s formulation as a first step in
the program to eliminate the need for cut-strong axioms. For the extensionality
axioms a start has been made by the sequent calculi in this paper (and [6]),
for resolution in [4] and for sequent calculi and extensional expansion proofs
in [8]. The extensional systems in [8] also provide a complete method for using primitive equality instead of Leibniz equality. For improving the automation
of higher-order logic our exploration thus motivates the development of higherorder calculi which directly include reasoning principles for equality, extensionality, induction, choice, description, etc., without using cut-strong axioms.
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CHRISTOPH BENZMÜLLER

COMPARING APPROACHES TO RESOLUTION BASED
HIGHER-ORDER THEOREM PROVING

ABSTRACT. We investigate several approaches to resolution based automated theorem
proving in classical higher-order logic (based on Church’s simply typed λ-calculus) and
discuss their requirements with respect to Henkin completeness and full extensionality.
In particular we focus on Andrews’ higher-order resolution (Andrews 1971), Huet’s constrained resolution (Huet 1972), higher-order E-resolution, and extensional higher-order
resolution (Benzmüller and Kohlhase 1997). With the help of examples we illustrate the
parallels and differences of the extensionality treatment of these approaches and demonstrate that extensional higher-order resolution is the sole approach that can completely
avoid additional extensionality axioms.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is a well known consequence of Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem
that there cannot be complete calculi for higher-order logic with respect to
standard semantics. However, Henkin (1950) showed that there are indeed
complete calculi if one gives up the intuitive requirement of full function
domains in standard semantics and considers Henkin’s general models instead. For higher-order calculi therefore Henkin completeness constitutes
the most interesting notion of completeness.
A very challenging task for a calculus aiming at Henkin-completeness
is to provide a suitable extensionality treatment. Unfortunately the importance of full extensionality in higher-order theorem proving, i.e., the
suitable combination of functional and Boolean extensionality, has widely
been overlooked so far. This might be due to the fact that (weak) functional extensionality is already built-in in the pure simply typed λ-calculus
and that Boolean extensionality or the subtle interplay between Boolean
and functional extensionality does simply not occur in this context. However, the situation drastically changes as soon as one is interested in a
higher-order logic based on the simply typed λ-calculus, as now Boolean
extensionality is of importance too.
We therefore investigate the extensionality treatment of several resolution based approaches to Henkin complete higher-order theorem proving:
Synthese 133: 203–235, 2002.
© 2002 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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Andrews’ higher-order resolution (Andrews 1971), Huet’s constrained
resolution (Huet 1972), higher-order E-resolution, and extensional higherorder resolution (Benzmüller and Kohlhase 1998a). In order to ease the
comparison we present them in a uniform way. Even though we focus on
the resolution method in this paper the main results on the feasibility of
extensionality reasoning in higher-order theorem proving do nevertheless
apply to other theorem proving approaches as well.
For Andrews’ and Huet’s approach it is well known that generally infinitely many extensionality axioms are required in the search space in order
to reach Henkin completeness. With the help of rather simple examples
we will point out the shortcomings of this kind of extensionality treatment; namely a fair amount of non-goal directed search which contrasts
the general idea of resolution based theorem proving.
Whereas the use of higher-order E-unification (cf. Snyder 1990; Nipkow and Qian 1991; Wolfram 1993; Qian and Wang 1996) instead of
simple syntactical higher-order unification partially improves the situation,
this idea nevertheless fails to provide a general solution and still requires
additional extensionality axioms to ensure Henkin completeness.
The first calculus that generally takes into account, that higher-order
theory unification with respect to theories including full extensionality is
as hard as Henkin complete higher-order theorem proving itself, is the
extensional higher-order resolution approach (Benzmüller and Kohlhase
1998a). This calculus very closely integrates higher-order unification and
resolution by allowing for mutual recursive calls (instead of hierarchical
calls solely from resolution to unification as in first-order). With its close
integration of unification and resolution this approach ensures Henkin
completeness without requiring additional extensionality axioms. With the
help of our examples we show that this aspect is not only of theoretical but
also of practical importance as proof problems requiring non-trivial extensionality reasoning can be solved in the extensional higher-order resolution
approach in a more goal directed way.
As a theoretical result the paper presents Henkin completeness proofs
for the resolution approaches of Andrews and Huet which have been examined in literature so far only with respect to Andrews’ rather weak
semantical notion of V -complexes.
The paper is organised as follows: Syntax and semantics of higher-order
logic and a proof theoretic tool for analysing Henkin completeness are
sketched in Section 2. Various resolution based calculi are then introduced
in Sections 3 and their extensionality treatment is investigated with the
help of examples in Section 4. Related work is addressed in Section 5, and
Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF HIGHER - ORDER LOGIC

2.1. Classical Type Theory
We consider a higher-order logic based on Church’s simply typed λcalculus (Church 1940) and choose BT := {ι, o} as base types, where ι
denotes the set of individuals and o the set of truth values. Functional
types are inductively defined over BT . A signature
contains for each
type an infinite set of variables and constants, and particularly it provides
the logical constants ¬o→o , ∨o→o→o , and (α→o)→o for every type α. As
all other logical operators can be defined (e.g., A ∧ B := ¬(¬A ∨ ¬B),
∀Xα P X := ((α→o)→o)(λXα P X), and ∃Xα P X := ¬∀Xα ¬(P X)))
the given logical constants are sufficient to define a classical higher-order
logic.
The set of all -terms (closed -terms) of type α is denoted by wffα
(cwffα ). Variables are printed as upper-case (e.g., Xα ), constants as lowercase letters (e.g., cα ), and arbitrary terms appear as bold capital letters (e.g.,
Tα ). If the type of a symbol is uniquely determined by the given context we
omit it. We abbreviate function applications by hα1 →···→αn →β Unαn , which
stands for (· · · (hα1 →···→αn →β U1α1 ) · · · Unαn ). For α-, β-, η-, βη-conversion
and the definition of β-normal, βη-normal, long βη-normal, and headnormal form we refer to Barendregt (1984) as well as for the definition of
free variables, closed formulas (also called sentences), and substitutions.
Substitutions are represented as [T1 /X1 , . . . , Tn /Xn ] where the Xi specify the variables to be replaced by the terms Ti . The application of a
substitution σ to a term (resp. literal or clause) C is printed Cσ .
Higher-order unification and sets of partial bindings GB hγ are well
explained in Snyder and Gallier (1989).
A calculus R provides a set of rules {rn | 0 < n ≤ i} defined on clauses.
We write  rn C (C  rn C) iff clause C is the result of a one step
application of rule rn ∈ R to premise clauses Ci ∈  (to C  respectively).
Multiple step derivations in calculus R are abbreviated by 1 R k (or
C1 R Ck ).
2.2. Clauses, Literals, and Unification Constraints
The approaches studied in this paper are presented using a uniform notation for clauses, literals, and unification constraints (the notation is due to
Kohlhase (1994)). Literals, e.g., [A]µ , consist of a literal atom A and a
polarity µ ∈ {T , F }. For all rules presented in this paper we assume that
the polarity specifiers µ, ν ∈ {T , F } refer to complementary polarities,
i.e., µ  = ν. In particular we distinguish between proper literals and preliterals. The (normalised) atom of a pre-literal has a logical constant at
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head position, whereas this must not be the case for proper literals. For
instance, [A ∨ B]T is a pre-literal and [po→o (A ∨ B)]T is a proper literal.
Furthermore a literal is called flexible if its atom contains a variable at head
position.
A unification problem between two terms T1 and T2 (between n terms
1
T , . . . , Tn ) generated during the refutation process is called an unification
constraint and is represented as [T1  =? T2 ] (resp. [ =? (T1 , . . . , Tn )]). A
unification constraint is called a flex-flex pair if both unification terms have
flexible heads, i.e., variables at head position.
Clauses consist of disjunctions of literals or unification constraints. The
unification constraints specify conditions under which the other literals are
valid. For instance the clause [pα→β→o T1α T2β ]T ∨[T1α  =? S1α ]∨[T2β  =? S2β ]
can be informally read as: if T1 is unifiable with S1 and T2 with S2 then
(p T1 T2 ) holds. We implicitly treat the disjunction operator ∨ in clauses
as commutative and associative, i.e., we abstract from the particular order of the literals. Additionally we presuppose commutativity of  =? and
implicitly identify any two α-equal constraints or literals. Furthermore we
assume that any two clauses have disjoint sets of free variables, i.e., for
each freshly generated clause we choose new free variables.
If a clause contains at least one pre-literal we call it a pre-clause, otherwise a proper clause. A clause is called empty, denoted by , if it consists
only of (possibly none) flex-flex pairs.
An important aspect of clause normalisation is Skolemisation. In
this paper we employ Miller’s sound adaptation of traditional first-order
Skolemisation (Miller 1983), which associates with each Skolem function the minimum number of arguments the Skolem function has to be
applied to. Higher-order Skolemisation becomes sound, if any Skolem
function f n only occurs in a Skolem term, i.e., a formula S ≡ f n An ,
where none of the Ai contains a bound variable. Thus the Skolem terms
only serve as descriptions of the existential witnesses and never appear as functions proper. Without this additional restriction the calculi
do not really become unsound, but one can prove an instance of the
axiom of choice. Andrews (1973) investigates the following instance:
∃E(ι→o)→o ∀Pi→o (∃Xι P X) ⇒ P (E P )), which we want to treat as an
optional axiom for the resolution calculi presented in this paper; for further
details we refer to Miller (1983).
2.3. Standard and Henkin Semantics
A standard model for HOL provides a fixed set Dι of individuals, and a set
Do := {, ⊥} of truth values. The domains for functional types are defined
inductively: Dα→β is the set of all functions f : Dα → Dβ . Henkin models
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only require that Dα→β has enough members that any well-formed formula
can be evaluated. Thus, the generalisation to Henkin models restricts the
set of valid formulas sufficiently, such that complete calculi are possible.
The following figure illustrates the sketched connection between standardand Henkin semantics.

In Henkin and standard semantics Leibniz equality (which is defined as

.
=α := λXα λYα ∀Pα→o P X ⇒ P Y ) denotes the intuitive identity relation

and the (type parameterised) functional extensionality principles
.
.
∀Mα→β ∀Nα→β (∀X M X = N X) ⇒ (M = N)
as well as the Boolean extensionality principle
.
∀Po ∀Qo (P ⇔⇒ (P = Q)
are valid (cf. Benzmüller 1999a; Benzmüller and Kohlhase 1997). Satisfiability and validity (M |= F or M |= ) of a formula F or set of formulas
 in a model M are defined as usual.
We want to point out that the above statements on equality and extensionality do not apply to general models as originally introduced by Henkin
(1950). Andrews (1972) showed that the sets Dα→o may be so sparse in
Henkin’s original notion of general models that Leibniz equality may denote a relation, which does not fulfil the functional extensionality principle.
Due to lack of space we cannot present this general model here but refer to
Andrews (1972) for further details. The solution suggested by Andrews is
to presuppose the presence of the intuitive identity relations in all domains
Dα→α→o , which ensures the existence of unit sets {a} ∈ Dα→o for all
elements a ∈ Dα . The existence of these unit sets in turn ensures that
Leibniz equality indeed denotes the intended (fully extensional) identity
relation.
In this paper, “Henkin semantics” means the corrected version of
Henkin’s original notion as given in Andrews (1972).
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2.4. Proving Completeness
The abstract consistency proof principle (also called unifying principle)
is a strong tool supporting the analysis of the connection between syntax
and semantics for higher-order calculi. This proof principle has originally
been introduced by Smullyan (1963) for first-order logic and has been
adapted to higher-order logic by Andrews (1971). However, Andrews’
adaptation allows completeness proofs only for the rather weak semantical
notion of V -complexes (in which the axioms of extensionality may fail, cf.
Benzmüller 1991; Benzmüller and Kohlhase 1997).
The following proof principle adapts Andrews abstract consistency
proof principle to Henkin semantics.
DEFINITION 1 (Acc for Henkin Models). Let be a signature and ,
a class of sets of -sentences. If the following conditions hold for all
A, B ∈ cwffo , F, G ∈ cwffα→β , and  ∈ , , then we call , an abstract
consistency class for Henkin models, abbreviated by Acc. (We want to
point out that we assume an implicit treatment of α-convertibility here,
whereas Andrews treats α-convertibility explicit in his notion of η-wffs;
cf. Andrews (1971, 3.1.2, 2.7.5).)
 ∪ {A} ∈ , or  ∪ {¬A} ∈ , .

saturated
∇c

If A is atomic, then A ∈
/  or ¬A ∈
/ .

∇¬

If ¬¬A ∈ , then  ∪ {A} ∈ , .

∇β

If A ∈  and B is the β-normal form of A, then  ∪ {B} ∈ , .

∇η

If A ∈  and B is the η-long form of A, then  ∪ {B} ∈ , .

∇∨

If A ∨ B ∈ , then  ∪ {A} ∈ , or  ∪ {B} ∈ , .

∇∧

If ¬(A ∨ B) ∈ , then  ∪ {¬A, ¬B} ∈ , .

∇∀

If

∇∃

If ¬

∇b

.o
If ¬(A = B) ∈ , then  ∪ {A, ¬B} ∈ , or  ∪ {¬A, B} ∈ , .

∇q

. α→β
.β
If ¬(F =
G) ∈ , then  ∪ {¬(F w = G w)} ∈ , for any new
constant w ∈ α .

α

F ∈ , then  ∪ {F W} ∈ , for each W ∈ cwffα .
α

F ∈ , then ∪{¬(F w)} ∈ , for any new constant w ∈

α.
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This definition extends Andrews notion of abstract consistency classes
for V -complexes by the new requirements saturated, ∇η , ∇b , and ∇q . Saturatedness turns the partial V -complexes into total structures and the latter
two conditions ensure that Leibniz equality indeed denotes a fully extensional relation (which may not be the case in V -complexes, where Leibniz
equality simply not necessarily denotes the intended identity relation; cf.
Benzmüller 1991; Benzmüller and Kohlhase 1997).
The following model existence theorem is due to Andrews (1971).
THEOREM 2 (Henkin Model Existence (Andrews 1971)). Let  be a set
of closed -formulas, , be an abstract consistency class for V -complexes
(i.e., , fulfils ∇c , ∇¬ , ∇β , ∇∨ , ∇∧ , ∇∀ , ∇∃ ), and let  ∈ , . There exists a
V -complex M, such that M |= .
The following related theorem addressing Henkin semantics (and additional ones addressing several notions in between Henkin semantics
and V -complexes) is presented in Benzmüller (1999a); Benzmüller and
Kohlhasse (1997).
THEOREM 3 (Henkin Model Existence (Benzmüller and Kohlhase
1998)). Let  be a set of closed -formulas, , be an abstract consistency
class for Henkin models, and let  ∈ , . There exists a Henkin model M,
such that M |= .
The complicated task of proving Henkin completeness for a given (resolution) calculus R can now be reduced to showing that the set of all sets
 containing R-consistent closed formulas is an abstract consistency class
for Henkin models, i.e., to verify the (syntactically checkable) conditions
given in Definition 1.
3. HIGHER - ORDER RESOLUTION

In this section we introduce several higher-order resolution calculi. Additional approaches not mentioned here are briefly sketched and related to
the presented ones in Section 5. The sketched approaches will be compared
with respect to their extensionality treatment in Section 4.
3.1. Andrews’ Higher-Order Resolution R
We transform Andrews’ higher-order resolution calculus (Andrews 1971)
in our uniform notation. In the remainder of this paper we refer to this
calculus with R. Extending Andrews (1971) we show that R is Henkin
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complete if one adds infinitely many extensionality axioms into the search
space.
λ-Conversion. Calculus R provides two explicit rules addressing αconversion and β-reduction (cf. Andrews 1971, 5.1.1) but does not provide
.
a rule for η-conversion. Consequently η-equality of two terms (e.g., fι→ι =
λXι f X) cannot be proven in this approach without employing the
functional extensionality axiom of appropriate type; cf. Section 4.1.
In our presentation we omit explicit rules for α- and β-convertibility
and instead treat them implicitly, i.e., we assume that the presented rules
operate on input and generate output in β-normal form and we automatically identify terms which differ only with respect to the names of bound
variables.
Clause Normalisation. R introduces only four rules belonging to clause
normalisation: negation elimination, conjunction elimination, existential
elimination, and universal elimination (cf. Andrews 1971, 5.1.4.–5.1.7.).
As our presentation of clauses in contrast to Andrews (1971) explicitly
mentions the polarities of clauses and brackets the literal atoms we have to
provide additional structural rules, e.g., the rule ∨T .
C ∨ [¬A]T T
¬
C ∨ [A]F

• Negation elimination:

C ∨ [¬A]F F
¬
C ∨ [A]T

• Conjunction1 /disjunction elimination:
C ∨ [A ∨ B]T
∨T
C ∨ [A]T ∨ [B]T

C ∨ [A ∨ B]F F
∨l
C ∨ [A]F

C ∨ [A ∨ B]F F
∨r
C ∨ [B]F

• Existential2 /universal elimination:
C ∨ [ α A]T
C ∨ [A Xα ]T

T

C ∨ [ α A]F
C ∨ [A sα ]F

F

Xα is a new free variable and sα is a new Skolem term
Additionally Andrews presents rules addressing commutativity and associativity of the ∨-operator connecting the clauses literals (cf. Andrews
1971, 5.1.2.). We have already mentioned the implicit treatment of these
aspects in Section 2.2.
In the remainder of this paper Cnf(A) denotes the set of clauses obtained from formula A by clause normalisation. It is easy to verify that
clauses produced with Andrews’ original normalisation rules can also be
obtained with the rules presented here (and vice versa).
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Resolution and Factorisation. Instead of a resolution and a factorisation
rule – which work in connection with unification – Andrews presents a
simplification and a cut rule. The cut rule is only applicable to clauses with
two complementary literals which have identical atoms. Similarly Sim is
defined only for clauses with two identical literals. In order to generate
identical literal atoms during the refutation process these two rules have to
be combined with the substitution rule Sub presented below.
• Simplification:
• Cut:

[A]µ ∨ [A]µ ∨ C
Sim
[A]µ ∨ C
[A]µ ∨ C [A]ν ∨ D
Cut
C∨D

Unification and Primitive Substitution. As higher-order unification was
still an open problem in 1971 calculus R employs the British Museum
Method instead, i.e., it provides a substitution rule that allows to blindly
instantiate free variables by arbitrary terms. As the instantiated terms
may contain logical constants, instantiation of variables in proper clauses
may lead to pre-clauses, which must be normalised again with the clause
normalisation rules.
• Substitution of arbitrary terms:

C
Sub
C[Tα /Xα ]
Xα is a free variable occurring in C.

Extensionality Treatment. Calculus R does not provide rules addressing
the functional and/or Boolean extensionality principles. Instead R assumes that the following extensionality axioms are (in form of respective
clauses) explicitly added to the search space. And since the functional
extensionality principle is parameterised over arbitrary functional types
infinitely many functional extensionality axioms are required3 .
.
.
.
∀Fα→β ∀Gα→β (∀Xβ F X = G X) ⇒ F = G
EXT=
α→β :
.=
.o
∀Ao ∀Bo (A ⇔ B) ⇒ A = B
EXTo :
These are the crucial directions of the extensionality principles and the
backward directions are not needed. The extensionality clauses derived
from the extensionality axioms have the following form (note the many
free variables, especially at literal head position, that are introduced into
the search space – they heavily increase the amount of blind search in any
attempt to automate the calculus):
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E1

α→β

: [p (F s)]T ∨ [Q F ]F ∨ [Q G]T

E2

α→β

: [p (G s)]F ∨ [Q F ]F ∨ [Q G]T

E1o : [A]F ∨ [B]F ∨ [P A]F ∨ [P B]T
E2o : [A]T ∨ [B]T ∨ [P A]F ∨ [P B]T

pβ→o , sα are Skolem terms and P(α→β)→o , Q(α→β)→o are new free
variables.
Proof Search. Initially the proof problem is negated and normalised. The
main proof search then starts with the normalised clauses and applies
the cut and simplification rule in close connection with the substitution
rule. An intermediate application of the clause normalisation rules may be
needed to normalise temporarily generated pre-clauses. The extensionality
treatment in R simply assumes to add at the beginning of the refutation
process the above clauses obtained from the extensionality axioms.
When abstracting from the initial and intermediate normalisations the
proof search can be illustrated as follows:

Completeness Results. Andrews (1971) gives a completeness proof for
calculus R with respect to the semantical notion of V -complexes. As
the extensionality principles are not valid in this rather weak semantical
structures, the extensionality axioms are not needed in this completeness
proof.
THEOREM 4 (V -completeness of R). The calculus R is complete with
respect to the notion of V -complexes.
Proof. We sketch the proof idea: 4(i) First show that the set of nonrefutable sentences in R is an abstract consistency class for V -complexes.
4(ii) Then prove completeness of R with respect to V -complexes in
an indirect argument: assuming non-completeness of R leads to an
contradiction by 4(i) and Theorem 3.

We now extend this result and prove Henkin completeness of calculus
R.
THEOREM 5 (Henkin completeness of R). The calculus R is complete with respect to Henkin semantics provided that the infinitely many
extensionality axioms are given.
Proof. 5(i) The crucial aspect is to prove that the set of non-refutable
sentences in R enriched by the extensionality axioms is an abstract con-
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sistency class for Henkin models. 5(ii) An indirect argument analogous to
4(ii) employing 5(i) and Theorem 3 ensures completeness.
In order to show 5(i) we have to verify the additional abstract consistency properties saturated, ∇η , ∇b , and ∇q as specified in Definition
1.
saturated We show that  ∪ {A}  R  or  ∪ {¬A}  R . Assume
  R  but  ∪ {A} R  and  ∪ {¬A} R . By Lemma 6
(cf. below) we get {A ∨ ¬A} ER , and hence, since A ∨ ¬A is
a tautology, it must be the case that  ER , which contradicts our
assumption.
∇η Assuming A ∈  and  ∪ {B} R , we get  R  by Lemma 7
(cf. below). This ensures the assertion by contraposition.
∇b We first apply rule Sub and instantiate the variables A and B in the
Boolean extensionality axioms E1o and E2o with terms A and B. Now
.o
assume that ¬(A = B) ∈  and  ∪ {A, ¬B} R  and  ∪
{¬A, B} R . Employing the instantiated Boolean extensionality
axioms it is easy to see that  R , which ensures the assertion by
contraposition.
∇q Can be shown analogously to ∇b when appropriately instantiating the
α→β
α→β
functional extensionality axioms E1 , E2 .
LEMMA 6. Let  be a set of sentences and A, B be sentences. If  ∪
{A} R  and  ∪ {B} R , then  ∪ {A ∨ B} R .
Proof. We first verify that Cnf( ∗ A ∨ B) = Cnf() ∪ (Cnf(A) 
Cnf(B)), where ,  3 = := {C ∨ D|C ∈ Cnf(A)}, D ∈ Cnf(B)}. Then we
use that ∪(,1 ,2 ) R , provided that ∪,1 R  and ∪,2 R .

LEMMA 7. Let  be a set of sentences and let A, B be sentences in βnormal form, such that A can be transformed into B by (i) a one step ηexpansion or (ii) a multiple step η-expansion. Then  ∪ {B} R  implies
 ∪ {A} R .
Proof. Case (ii) can be proven by induction on the number of ηexpansion steps employing (i) in the base case. To prove case (i) note that
A and B differ (apart from α-equality) only with respect to a single subterm
Tα→β . More precisely, A[(λX T X)/T] is equal to B. Normalising sentences
A (resp. B) may result in several clauses A1 , . . . , An (resp. B1 , . . . , Bn )
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with duplicated occurrences of subterm T (resp. λX T X). We approα→β
α→β
and
priately instantiate the functional extensionality axioms E1 , E2
derive the (Leibniz equation) clauses C1 : [Q f ]T ∨ [Q (λX f X)]F and
C2 : [Q f ]F ∨ [Q (λX f X)]T (the latter can be obtained from the
former by substituting λX ¬Q X for Q). Obviously, we can derive for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ n the clause Bi from its counterpart Ai with the help of C1
and C2 (formally we apply an induction on the occurrences of term T in

Ai ).
3.2. Huet’s Higher-Order Constrained Resolution CR
In this section we transform Huet’s constrained resolution approach (Huet
1972, 1973a) to our uniform notation. The calculus here is the unsorted fragment of the variant of Huet’s approach as presented in Kohlhase
(1994). In the remainder of this paper we refer to this calculus as CR. We
extend (Huet 1972, 1973a) and show that CR is Henkin complete if we
add infinitely many extensionality axioms to the search space.
λ-Conversion. Like R calculus CR assumes that terms, literals, and
clauses are implicitly reduced to β-normal form. Furthermore we assume
that α-equality is treated implicitly, i.e., we identify all terms that differ
only with respect to the names of bound variables.
Clause Normalisation. Huet (1972) does not present clause normalisation
rules but assumes that they are given. Here we employ the rules ¬T , ¬F ,
∨T , ∨Fl , ∨Fr , T , and F as already defined for calculus R in Section 3.1.
Resolution and Factorisation. As first-order unification is decidable and
unitary it can be employed as a strong filter in first-order resolution
(Robinson 1965). Unfortunately higher-order unification is not decidable (cf. Lucchesi 1972; Huet 1973b; Goldfarb 1981) and thus it can
not be applied in the sense of a terminating side computation in higherorder theorem proving. Huet therefore suggests in Huet (1972, 1973a) to
delay the unification process and to explicitly encode unification problems occurring during the refutation search as unification onstraints. In
his original approach Huet presented a hyper-resolution rule which simultaneously resolves on the resolution literals A1 , . . . An (1 ≤ n) and
B1 , . . . Bm (1 ≤ m) of two given clauses and adds the unification constraint
[ =? (A1 , . . . An , B1 , . . . Bm )] to the resolvent.
[A1 ]µ ∨ . . . ∨ [An ]µ ∨ C[B1 ]µ ∨ . . . ∨ [Bm ]µ ∨ D
Hres
C ∨ D ∨ [ =? (A1 , . . . An , B1 , . . . Bm )]
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In order to ease the comparison with the two other approaches discussed
in this paper we instead employ a resolution rule Res and a factorisation
rule Fac. Like Hres both rules encode the unification problem to be solved
as a unification constraint.
[A]µ ∨ C [B]ν ∨ D
Res
• Constrained resolution:
C ∨ D ∨ [A  =? B]
• Constrained factorisation:

[A]µ ∨ [B]µ ∨ C
Fac
[A]µ ∨ C ∨ [A  =? B]F

One can easily prove by induction on n + m that each proof step
applying rule Hres can be replaced by a corresponding derivation employing Res and Fac. For a formal proof note that the unification constraint
[ =? (A1 , . . . An , B1 , . . . Bm )] is equivalent to [A1  =? A2 ] ∨ [A2  =?
A3 ] ∨ . . . ∨ [An−1  =? An ] ∨ [An  =? B1 ] ∨ [B1  =? B2 ] ∨ [B2  =?
B3 ] ∨ . . . ∨ [Bn−1  =? Bn ].
Unification and Splitting. Huet (1975) introduces higher-order unification and higher-order pre-unification and shows that higher-order preunification is sufficient to verify the soundness of a refutation in which
the occurring unification problems have been delayed until the end. The
higher-order pre-unification rules presented here are discussed in detail
in Benzmüller (1999a). They furthermore closely reflect the rules as
presented in Snyder and Gallier (1989).
• Elimination of trivial pairs:

C ∨ [Aα→β Cα  =? Bα→β Dα ]

• Decomposition
•

C ∨ [A  =? A]
Triv
C
C ∨ [A  =? B] ∨ [C  =? D]

Elimination of λ-binders:
(weak functional extensionality)

C ∨ [Mα→β  =? Nα→β ]
C ∨ [M sα  =? N sα ]

Dec
Func

sα is a new Skolem term.
• Imitation of rigid heads:

C ∨ [Fγ Un  =? h Vm ] G ∈ GB hγ
C ∨ [F  =? G] ∨ [F Un  =? h Vm ]

FlexRigid

GB hγ is the set of partial bindings of type γ for head h as defined in
Snyder and Gallier (1989).
Huet points to the usefulness of eager unification to filter out clauses
with non-unifiable unification constraints or to back-propagate the solutions of easily solvable constraints (e.g., in case of first-order unification
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problems occurring during the proof search). Many of the higher-order unification problems occurring in practice are decidable and have only finitely
many solutions. Hence, even though higher-order unification is generally
not decidable it is sensible in practice to apply the unification algorithm
with a particular resource4 , such that only those unification problems
which may have further solutions beyond this bound need to be delayed.
In our presentation of calculus CR we explicitly address the aspect of
eager unification and substitution by rule Subst. This rule back-propagates
eagerly computed unifiers to the literal part of a clause.
• Eager unification and substitution:
/ free(A)
C ∨ [X  =? A] X ∈
Subst
C[A/X]
Rule Subst is applicable provided that [X  =? A] is solved with respect
to the other unification constraints in C, i.e., that there is no conflict
with other unification constraints.
The literal heads of our clauses may consist of set variables and it may
be necessary to instantiate them with terms introducing new logical constant at head position in order to find a refutation. Unfortunately not all
appropriate instantiations can be computed with the calculus rules presented so far. To address this problem Huet’s approach provides the following
splitting rules:
1. Instantiate set variables:

[P
∨C
ST F
∨ C ∨ [P A =? ¬Qo ] ¬
A]µ

[Q]ν

[P A]T ∨ C
ST
[Q]T ∨ [R]T ∨ C ∨ [P A  =? (Qo ∨ Ro )] ∨
[P A]F ∨ C
SF∨
∨ C ∨ [P A =? (Qo ∨ Ro )]
[R]F ∨ C ∨ [P A =? (Qo ∨ Ro )]

[Q]F

[Mα→o

[P Aα→o ]T ∨ C
Z]T ∨ C ∨ [P A =?

[Mα→o

[P Aα→o ]F ∨ C
s]F ∨ C ∨ [P A =?

α M]

α M]

ST
SF

ST and SF are infinitely branching as they are parameterised over
type α. Qo , Ro , Mα→o , Zα are new variables and sα is a new Skolem
constant.
A theorem which is not refutable in CR if the splitting rules are not
available is ∃Ao .A. After negation this statement normalises to clause C1 :
[A]F , such that none but the splitting rules are applicable. With the help of
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rule ST¬F and eager unification, however, we can derive C2 : [A ]T which
is then successfully resolvable against C1 .
Extensionality Treatment. On the one hand η-convertibility is built-in in
higher-order unification, such that calculus CR already supports functional extensionality reasoning to a certain extent. On the other hand CR
nevertheless fails to address full extensionality as it does not realise the required subtle interplay between the functional and Boolean extensionality
principles. For example, without employing additional Boolean and functional extensionality axioms CR cannot prove the rather simple Examples
presented in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.
Proof Search. Initially the proof problem is negated and normalised. The
main proof search then operates on the generated clauses by applying the
resolution, factorisation, and splitting rules. Despite the possibility of eager
unification CR generally foresees to delay the higher-order unification
process in order to overcome the undecidability problem. When deriving an empty clause CR then tests whether the accumulated unification
constraints justifying this particular refutation are solvable. Like R, the
extensionality treatment of CR requires the addition of infinitely many
extensionality axioms to the search space. The following figure graphically
illustrates the main ideas of the proof search in CR.

Completeness Results. Huet (1972, 1973a) analyses completeness of CR
only with respect to Andrews V -complexes, i.e., Huet verifies that the set
of non-refutable sentences in CR is an abstract consistency class for V complexes.
THEOREM 8 (V -completeness of CR). The calculus CR is complete with
respect to the notion of V -complexes.
We now extend this result and prove Henkin completeness of calculus
CR.
THEOREM 9 (Henkin completeness of CR). The calculus CR is complete
wrt. Henkin semantics provided that the infinitely many extensionality
axioms are given.
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Proof. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 5 we can reduce the problem to verifying that the set of non-refutable sentences in R enriched by
the extensionality axioms is an abstract consistency class for Henkin models. The assertion then follows in an indirect argument employing Theorem
3. In addition to the abstract consistency properties already examined in
Huet (1972, 1973a) for Theorem 8 we have to verify saturatedness, ∇η ,
∇b , and ∇q as specified in Definition 1. The proofs of all four statements
are analogous to the corresponding parts in the proof of Theorem 5. For
saturatedness and ∇η we use analogues of Lemmas 6 and 7.
LEMMA 10. Let  be a set of sentences and A, B be sentences. If  ∪
{A} CR  and  ∪ {B} CR , then  ∪ {A ∨ B} CR 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.

LEMMA 11. Let  be a set of sentences and let A, B be sentences in
β-normal form, such that A can be transformed into B by (i) a one step ηexpansion or (ii) a multiple step η-expansion. Then ∪{B} CR  implies
 ∪ {A} CR .
Proof. The proof is analogous to Lemma 7. The main difference is
with regard to the derivability of the clauses Bi from its counterparts Ai
with the help of C1 and C2 obtained from the (suitably instantiated) functional extensionality axioms. It might be the case that the terms T occur
inside flexible literals of the clauses Ai . Resolving these flexible literals
against C1 and C2 results then in flex-flex pairs that cannot be solved
eagerly but have to be delayed. E.g., let Aj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) be of form
[R (p T)]ν ∨ D. Instead of Bj := [R (p (λX T X))]ν ∨ D we can derive
only Bj := [Q (λX T X)]ν ∨ D ∨ [Q T  =? R (p (λX T X))]. Hence,
we have to show (in a technically rather complicated inductive proof on the
length of the derivation) that each refutation employing Bj can be replaced

by a corresponding one employing Bj .

3.3. Higher-Order E-Resolution CRE
Some more recent approaches to higher-order theorem proving employ
equational higher-order unification instead of syntactical higher-order unification in order to ease and shorten proofs on the resolution layer by
relocating particular computation or reasoning tasks to the unification
process. For instance, equational higher-order unification has been investigated within the contexts of higher-order rewriting and narrowing (cf.
Nipkow and Prehofer 1998; Prehofer 1998), and within the context of
restricted higher-order E-resolution (Wolfram 1993).
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In this Section we will sketch a higher-order E-resolution approach
based on calculus CR. In contrast to the other investigated calculi the aim
thereby is not to provide a detailed description of the particular rules and
the functioning of the calculus, but to provide a sufficient basis for the investigation to what extent equational higher-order unification can improve
the extensionality reasoning in a higher-order theorem prover.
Generally unification of two (or several) terms S and T aims at computing sets of unifiers, i.e., substitutions σ , such that Sσ equals Tσ (Sσ = Tσ ).
Equational unification thereby extends syntactical unification in the sense
that it tries to equalise Sσ and Tσ modulo a fixed equational theory E
(written as Sσ =E Tσ ) instead of equalising them syntactically. A survey to
unification theory is given in Baader and Siekmann (1994), and Siekmann
(1989).
Within our higher-order context we assume that an equational theory E
is defined by a fixed set of equations between closed λ-terms. For instance,
equations expressing commutativity and associativity of the ∧-operator are
(λXo λYo X∧Y ) = (λXo λYo Y ∧X) and (λXo λYo λZo (X∧Y )∧Z) =
(λXo λYo λZo X ∧ (Y ∧ Z)).
And within this particular theory E (to be more precise modulo the
congruence relation defined by this equations) the following two terms are
unifiable by [a/X]: (po→o (bo ∧ Xo ) ∧ (Xo ∧ bo )) and (po→o ao ∧ (ao ∧
(bo ∧ bo ))).
We want to point out that Huet’s unification approach as presented for
calculus CR is of course not a pure syntactical one as it already takes αβηequality into account. We nevertheless call Huet’s approach syntactical
higher-order unification in this paper in order to distinguish it from equational higher-order unification in the sense of this Subsection, where the
theory E may contain additional higher-order equations.
Several, often restricted, approaches to higher-order E-unification have
been discussed in literature. Wolfram (1993) a general higher-order Eunification approach which employs higher-order rewriting techniques. An
approach restricted to first-order theories is given in Snyder (1990) and another restricted one, where as much computation as possible is pushed to a
first-order E-unification procedure, is discussed in Qian and Wang (1996)
and Nipkow and Qian (1991). Dougherty and Johann (1992) presents a
restricted combinatory logic approach.
We now sketch our higher-order E-resolution approach CRE .
Clause Normalisation, Resolution and Factorisation, and Splitting. We
assume that calculus CRE coincides with calculus CR in all but the uni-
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fication part. Thus CR provides the clause normalisation, resolution and
factorisation, and splitting rules as introduced in Section 3.2.
Equational Unification. Instead of presenting a concrete set of rules for
higher-order E-unification we refer to the respective approaches given in
Snyder (1990), Nipkow and Qian (1991), Wolfram (1993), and Qian and
Wang (1996). For our investigation of CRE it will be of minor importance
which particular approach we choose and how general this approach is.
Whereas higher-order E-unification can indeed partially improve the
extensionality treatment in CRE , we will present simple theorems in
Section 4 which cannot be proven in CRE (or in any of the related
approaches mentioned above) without additional extensionality axioms.
These counterexamples do not depend on the concrete choice of an
equational theory E.
3.4. Extensional Higher-Order Resolution ER
We now present the extensional higher-order resolution approach as introduced in Benzmüller and Kohlhase (1998a), Benzmüller (1991a). In the
remainder of this paper we refer to this calculus as ER. ER is Henkin
complete without requiring additional extensionality axioms.
λ-Conversion. In contrast to R and CR calculus ER assumes that all terms,
literals, and clauses are implicitly reduced to long βη-normal form.
Clause Normalisation, Resolution and Factorisation, and Unification and
Splitting. ER employs the normalisation rules ¬T , ¬F , ∨T , ∨Fl , ∨Fr , T ,
F
, the resolution and factorisation rules Res, Fac, and the unification
rules Triv, Dec, Func, FlexRigid, Subst as already defined for calculus CR
in Section 3.2.
Additionally ER employs the infinitely branching unification rule
FlexFlex, which guesses instances in case of flex-flex pairs (cf. Conjecture
13 in Section 3.4).
• Guess

C ∨ [Fγ n →α Un = Hδ m →α Vm ]F

G ∈ GB hγ n →α

C ∨ [F Un = H Vm ]F ∨ [F = G]F

FlexFlex

GB hγ n →α is the set of partial bindings of type γ for a constant h in the
given signature.
The splitting rules presented for CR in Section 3.2 are replaced in
ER by the more elegant primitive substitution rule as first introduced by
Andrews (1989).
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• Primitive substitution

[Qγ Uk ]α ∨ C

P ∈ GB γ{¬,∨}∪{

[Qγ Uk ]α ∨ C ∨ [Q = P]F

β |β∈T

}

Prim

|β∈T }
is the set of partial bindings of type o for a logical
GB {¬,∨}∪{
γ
constant in the signature.
β

Extensionality Treatment. Instead of adding infinitely many extensionality axioms to the search space CR provides two new extensionality rules
which closely connect refutation search and eager unification. The idea
is to allow for recursive calls from higher-order unification to the overall refutation process. This turns the rather weak syntactical higher-order
unification approach considered so far into a most general approach for
dynamic higher-order theory unification.
C ∨ [Mo  =? No ]
Equiv
C ∨ [Mo ⇔ No ]F
C ∨ [Mα  =? Nα ]
• Unification and Leibniz equality:
Leib
C ∨ [∀Pα→o P M ⇒ P N]F

• Unification and equivalence:

Proof Search. Initially the proof problem is negated and normalised. The
main proof search then closely interleaves the refutation process on resolution layer and unification, i.e., the main proof search rules Res, Fac,
and Prim and the unification rules are integrated at a common conceptual
level. The calls from unification to the overall refutation process with rules
Leib and Equiv introduce new clauses into the search space which can be
resolved against already given ones.
This close interplay between unification and refutation search compensates the infinitely many extensionality axioms required in R and CR
by a more goal-directed approach to full extensionality reasoning.
The following picture graphically illustrates the main ideas of the proof
search in ER.

Completeness Results. Henkin completeness of the presented approach
with rule FlexFlex is analysed in detail in Benzmüller (1999a) and
Benzmüller and Kohlhase (1998a). Here we only mention the main result:
THEOREM 12 (Henkin completeness of ER). The calculus ER is complete with respect to Henkin semantics.
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Benzmüller (1999a) presents but does not prove the following interesting claims which are of major practical importance as they will lead to an
enormous reduction of the search spaces in ER.
CONJECTURE 13 (FlexFlex-rule is not needed). Rule FlexFlex can be
avoided in ER without affecting Henkin completeness.
CONJECTURE 14 (Base type restriction of rule Leib). Rule Leib can be
restricted to base types α in ER without affecting Henkin completeness.

4. E XAMPLES

In this section we compare the extensionality treatment provided by the
calculi R, CR, CRE , and ER with the help of simple examples. Despite their simplicity the latter two of these examples are nevertheless
challenging with respect to their automisation in a higher-order theorem
prover.
4.1. η-Equality
.
EXAMPLE 15. fι→ι = λXι f X
Solution in R. In order to prove Example 15, which normalises after
negation and expansion of Leibniz equality to C1 : [q f ]F and C2 :
[q (λX f X)]T where q(ι→ι)→o is a new Skolem term, we first have to
α→β
appropriately instantiate the two functional extensionality clauses E1
α→β
and E2
with the help of rule Sub:
E1ι→ι : [p (f s)]T ∨ [Q f ]F ∨ [Q (λX f X)]T
E2ι→ι : [p (f s)]F ∨ [Q f ]F ∨ [Q (λX f X)]T
Employing cut and simplification we can derive
C3 : [Q f ]F ∨ [Q (λX f X)]T
which corresponds to the Leibniz equation between f and (λX f X).
With rule Sub we then substitute the term λMι→ι ¬(q M) for the predicate
variable Q, re-normalise the generated pre-clause, and obtain
C4 : [q f ]T ∨ [q (λX f X)]F
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By applying the cut rule to C4 , C1 , and C2 we then derive .
Solution in CR, CRE, and ER. We first sketch the proof of Example 15
in CR. Initially we resolve on C1 : [q f ]F and C2 : [q (λX f X)]T and
thereby obtain the unification constraint C3 :  ∨ [f  =? (λX f X)]F . The
η-equality of the two unification terms is shown with the help of the unification rule Func which derives the trivial unification constraint C4 :  ∨
[f s  =? f s]F (where sι is new Skolem term). This unification constraint
can be subsequently eliminated with rule Triv. Our examples illustrates
higher-order unification already addresses weak functional extensionality
(η-equality).
An analogous refutation can clearly be employed in calculus CRE as
weak functional extensionality is built-in in higher-order E-unification as
well.
Example 15 is trivially solvable in ER due to the fact that we implicitly
assume all terms to be in long βη-normal form, i.e., the clauses to be
refuted are C1 : [q(λX f X)]F and C2 : [q(λX f X)]T . Clearly, when
considering long βη-normal forms instead of β-normal forms the problem
is trivially solvable in calculi R, CR, and CRE as well.
4.2. Set Descriptions
In higher-order logic sets can be elegantly encoded by characteristic functions. An interesting problem then is to investigate whether two encodings
describe the same set. The following trivial example demonstrates the
importance of the extensionality principles for this purpose.
EXAMPLE 16. The set of all red balls equals the set of all balls that are
red: {X|red X ∧ ball X} = {X|ball X ∧ red X}. This problem can be
encoded as (λXι red X ∧ ball X) = (λXι ball X ∧ red X).
Negation, expansion of Leibniz equality, and clause normalisation leads
to the following clauses (where p(ι→o)→o is a new Skolem constant):
C1 : [p (λX red X ∧ ball X)]F

C2 : [p (λX ball X ∧ red X)]T

Solution in R. As no rule is applicable to C1 and C2 Example 16 is not
refutable in R without employing extensionality axioms. The only way to
derive a contradiction is to employ suitable instances of the extensionality
clauses in a rather complicated derivation:
1. With rule Sub instantiate the Boolean extensionality axioms E1o and E2o
with the terms (red Y ∧ ball Y ) and (ball Y ∧ red Y ) for variables A
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and B. By normalising and employing simplification exhaustively to
the resulting pre-clauses we obtain among others:
C3 : [red Y ]F ∨ [ball Y ]F ∨ [P F1 ]F ∨ [P G1 ]T
C4 : [red Y ]T ∨
[P F1 ]F ∨ [P G1 ]T
C5 :
[ball Y ]T ∨ [P F1 ]F ∨ [P G1 ]T
where F1 stands for the term (red Y ∧ ball Y ) and G1 for (ball Y ∧
red Y ).
From C3 –C5 we derive C6 : [P F1 ]F ∨ [P G1 ]T by cut and
simplification, where C6 corresponds to the clause normal form of
.
∀Y ((λX red X ∧ ball X) Y ) = ((λX ball X ∧ red X) Y ).
2. With rule Sub we now instantiate the functional extensionality axioms
E1ι→o and E2ι→o with terms F2 := (λX red X ∧ ball X) for variable F
and G2 := (λX ball X ∧ red X) for variable G.
C7 : [q (red s ∧ ball s)]T ∨ [Q F2 ]F ∨ [Q G2 ]T
C8 : [q (ball s ∧ red s)]F ∨ [Q F2 ]F ∨ [Q G2 ]T
3. Applying substitution [(λZ q Z)/P , s/Y ] with rule Sub to clause C6
leads to:
C9 : [q (red s ∧ ball s)]F ∨ [q (ball s ∧ red s)]T
Applying cut and simplification we combine the results of the above
steps and derive from C7 , C8 , and C9
C10 : [Q (λX red X ∧ ball X)]F ∨ [Q (λX ball X ∧ red X)]T
which represent the Leibniz equation between (λX red X ∧ ball X)
and (λX ball X ∧ red X). With the help of C1 and C2 we can now
derive  after appropriately instantiating C10 with [p/Q].
Note that in Steps 1 and 2 we had to guess the right instantiations of the
extensionality axioms and to apply non-goal directed forward reasoning.
Solution in CR. The only rule that is applicable to C1 and C2 in calculus
CR is the resolution rule Res leading to the following unification constraint
C3 :  ∨ [p (λX red X ∧ ball X)  =? p (λX ball X ∧ red X)]
As this unification constraint is obviously not solvable by syntactical
higher-order unification we cannot find a refutation on this derivation path.
As in calculus R the only way to find a refutation is to guess appropriate instances of the extensionality axioms and to derive from them clause
C10 representing the Leibniz equation between (λX red X ∧ ball X) and
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(λX ball X ∧ red X). A concrete derivation can be carried out analogously to the above derivation in R. The only difference is that we employ
resolution and factorisation instead of cut and simplification. In contrast
to R we thereby gain additional guidance with respect to finding some
of the required instantiations when combining the resolution/factorisation
steps with eager unification attempts. But note that this only holds for the
instantiation of non-formulas, e.g., as given in Step 3. The key step in
the proof, namely the instantiation of the extensionality axioms in Step 1
with appropriate formulas as arguments, is not supported by unification.
Instead the splitting rules have to be employed in order to guess the right
instances. The problem with the splitting rules (or analogously the primitive substitution rule) is that each application introduces new clauses with
flexible literals into the search space (in case of ST and SF even infinitely
many) such that the splitting rules become recursively applicable to the
new clauses as well.
Consequently, the extensionality treatment in CR is analogously to the
one in R rather hard to guide in practice. Overwhelming the search space
with extensionality clauses and applying forward reasoning to them furthermore principally contrasts the intended character of resolution based
theorem proving.
Solution in CRE. Analogous to the unsuccessful initial attempt in CR we
first resolve between C1 and C2 and obtain
C3 :  ∨ [p (λX red X ∧ ball X)  =? p (λX ball X ∧ red X)]
Whereas syntactical unification as employed in CR clashes on this unification constraint, calculus CRE can solve this E-unification problem
provided that the employed E-unification algorithm covers associativity
of the ∧-operator (i.e., E |= (λXo λYo X ∧ Y ) = (λXo λYo Y ∧ X)).
Hence, depending on the peculiarity of unification theory E calculus
CRE can provide more goal directed solutions to particular examples and
avoid applications of the extensionality axioms. However, the examples
below will demonstrate that E-unification does not provide a general
solution.
Solution in ER. Calculus ER provides another goal directed solution
avoiding the extensionality axioms. Instead of employing equational unification calculus ER analyses the unifiability of the unification constraint
C3 with the help of a recursive call from within its unification algorithm
to its own overall refutation process. Clearly, this idea can be seen as a
very general form of equational unification, namely equational unification
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modulo the theory defined by the given clause context and full higher-order
logic.
Like above we initially resolve between C1 and C2 and obtain clause
C3 . Then we transform C3 with the unification rules Dec and Func into
C4 :  ∨ [red s ∧ ball s  =? ball s ∧ red s]
and apply a recursive call to the overall refutation process with the
Boolean extensionality rule Equiv. After normalisation and elimination of
identical literals we thereby obtain the following trivially refutable set of
propositional clauses
C5 : [red s]F ∨ [ball s]F

C6 : [red s]T

C7 : [ball s]T

4.3. Reasoning with Classical Logic
The following theorem states that all unary logical operators Oo→o which
map the propositions a and b to  consequently also map a ∧ b to .
EXAMPLE 17. ∀Oo→o (O ao ) ∧ (O bo ) ⇒ (O (ao ∧ bo )).
Negation and normalisation leads to (oo→o is a Skolem constant for O)
C1 : [o a]T

C2 : [o b]T

C3 : [o (a ∧ b)]F

Solution in R. Obviously there is no rule applicable to C1 – C3 . As in
Section 4.2 we are forced to appropriately instantiate the extensionality
axioms. In particular we employ the .following two instantiations of the
Boolean extensionality principle EXT=
o:
.o
(a ⇔ (a ∧ b)) ⇔ (a = (a ∧ b))
and
.o
(b ⇔ (a ∧ b)) ⇔ (b = (a ∧ b))
That means we guess the substitutions [a/A, (a ∧ b)/B], [b/A, (a ∧ b)/B]
and then instantiate the Boolean extensionality clauses E1o and E2o with rule
Sub. From the instantiated clauses we can now derive
C4 : [P a]F ∨ [P (a ∧ b)]T ∨ [Q b]F ∨ [Q (a ∧ b)]T
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.
.
which represents that (a = (a ∧ b)) ∨ (b = (a ∧ b)). By instantiating P
and Q with o and simplification we obtain:
C5 : [o a]F ∨ [o b]F ∨ [o (a ∧ b)]T
Resolving against C1 , C2 , and C3 leads to .
Solution in CR and CRE. There are only two possible proof steps at
the very beginning: resolve between C1 and C3 and between C2 and C3 .
Thereby we get
C4 :  ∨ [p a  =? p (a ∧ b)]

C5 :  ∨ [p b  =? p (a ∧ b)]

Both unification constraints are neither solvable by syntactical higherorder unification nor by higher-order E-unification.
Successful refutations in CR and CRE therefore require the application
of appropriately instantiated extensionality clauses as demonstrated within
the refutation in calculus R above. Note that higher-order (E-)unification
does not even provide any support for choosing the right instantiations of
the extensionality axioms.
Hence both calculi, CR as well as CRE , cannot be Henkin complete
without additional extensionality axioms.
Solution in ER. ER allows for a straightforward refutation of the clauses
C1 – C3 . Like in CR and CRE the only possible steps at the beginning are
to resolve between C1 and C3 and between C2 and C3 . Thereby we get
C4 :  ∨ [p a  =? p (a ∧ b)]

C5 :  ∨ [p b  =? p (a ∧ b)]

Decomposing both the unification constraints in both clauses leads to
C6 :  ∨ [a  =? (a ∧ b)]

C7 :  ∨ [b  =? (a ∧ b)]

When regarding both unification constraints isolated they are obviously
neither syntactically nor semantically solvable. When considering them
simultaneously, however, it is easy to see that at least one of both unification constraints must be solvable. Such a non-constructive reasoning
on the simultaneous solvability/non-solvability of unification constraints
is handled in ER by recursive calls from unification to the overall proof
search. In this sense ER intuitively first assumes that the unification
constraints are simultaneously not solvable and then tries to refute this
assumption. More concretely, the recursive calls with rule Equiv applied
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to C6 and C7 introduce after normalisation and factorisation the following clauses into the search space (note the importance of the fact that the
generated clauses are analysed in a common context):
C5 : [a]F ∨ [b]F

C6 : [a]T ∨ [b]T

C7 : [a]T

C8 : [b]T

Clauses C5 –C8 can be refuted immediately, which contradicts the assumption of the simultaneous semantical non-unifiability of the unification
constraints in C6 and C7 . Hence, either C6 or C7 must already be the empty
clause, which justifies the proof.
4.4. Mappings from Booleans to Booleans
We already mentioned in Section 2.3 that in Henkin semantics the domain Do of all Booleans contains exactly the truth values ⊥ and .
Consequently the domain of all mappings from Booleans to Booleans
contains exactly5 the denotations of the following four functions: λXo Xo ,
λXo ¬Xo , λXo ⊥, and λXo . This theorem can be formulated as follows
(where fo→o is a constant):
(f = λXo Xo ) ∨ (f = λXo ¬Xo ) ∨ (f = λXo ⊥) ∨ (f = λXo )
By unfolding the definition of Leibniz equality, negating the theorem,
and applying clause normalisation we obtain the following clauses (where
p 1 , . . . , p 4 are Skolem constants):
D1 : [p 1 f ]T D2 : [p 1 λXo Xo ]F D3 : [p 2 f ]T D4 : [p 2 λXo ¬Xo ]F
D5 : [p 3 f ]T D6 : [p 3 λXo ⊥]F D7 : [p 4 f ]T D8 : [p 4 λXo ]F
Solution in R, CR, and CRE. As the reader may easily check, none of the
applicable resolution steps leads to a unification constraint that is solvable
by higher-order unification or higher-order E-unification (independent
from theory E).
In order to find a refutation appropriate instances of the extensionality
principles are needed, just as illustrated in the previous example. Because
of lack of space we do not present the quite lengthy refutation here.
Solution in ER. In ER we can find the following goal directed refutation
of the clauses D1 , . . . , D8 . We first resolve between the related clauses
D1 and D2 , D3 and D4 , D5 and D6 , and D7 and D8 , and immediately
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decompose the head symbols in the unification pairs. Thereby we obtain
the following four clauses consisting of exactly one unification constraint.
C1 : [p = λx x]F C2 : [p = λx ¬x]F C3 : [p = λx ⊥]F
C4 : [p = λx ]F
Whereas none of these unification constraints is solvable taken alone
(even not by E-unification), it is possible in calculus ER to refute the
assumption that these unification constraints are simultaneously not solvable. Like in the previous example the idea of the following derivation is to
show that always one of these unification constraints must be solvable even
though one cannot specify which one. The proof presented here has been
automatically generated by the prototypical higher-order theorem prover
L EO (Benzmüller and Kohlhase 1998b) (which implements calculus ER)
within 25 seconds on a Pentium II with 400MHz. Each line presented below introduces a new clause (the line numbering thereby corresponds to the
clause numbering) by applying the specified calculus rules to previously
derived clauses. For instance, line 32 describes that clause C32 is derived
from clauses C17 and C16 by resolution with rule Res and immediate elimination of trivial unification constraints with rule Triv. In the proof below
s 1 , . . . , s 4 are new Skolem constants of Boolean type introduced by the
functional extensionality rule Func at the very beginning of the refutation.
5:

Func(C4 )

C5 : [(p s 3 ) = ]F

6:

Func(C3 )

C6 : [(p s 2 ) = ⊥]F

7:

Func(C2 )

C7 : [(p s 4 ) = (¬ s 4 )]F

8:

Func(C1 )

C8 : [(p s 1 ) = s 1 )]F

10 :

Equiv+Cnf(C5 )

C10 : [(p s 3 )]F

13 :

Equiv+Cnf(C6 )

C13 : [(p s 2 )]T

16 :

Equiv+Cnf(C7 )

C16 : [s 4 ]T ∨ [(p s 4 )]F

17 :

Equiv+Cnf(C7 )

C17 : [(p s 4 )]T ∨ [s 4 ]F

20 :

Equiv+Cnf(C8 )

C20 : [(p s 1 )]F ∨ [s 1 ]F

21 :

Equiv+Cnf(C8 )

C21 : [s 1 ]T ∨ [(p s 1 )]T

32 :

Res+Triv(C17 ; C16 )

C32 : [(p s 4 )]T ∨ [(p s 4 )]F

36 :

Res(C20 ; C17 )

C36 : [s 4 ]F ∨ [s 1 ]F ∨ [(p s 1 ) = (p s 4 )]F

42 :

Dec(C36 )

C42 : [s 1 ]F ∨ [s 4 ]F ∨ [s 1 = s 4 ]F

56 :

Equiv+Cnf(C42 )

C56 : [s 1 ]F ∨ [s 4 ]F
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76 :

Res(C32 ; C21 )

C76 : [s 1 ]T ∨ [(p s 4 )]T ∨ [(p s 4 ) = (p s 1 )]F

85 :

Dec(C76 )

C85 : [(p s 4 )]T ∨ [s 1 ]T ∨ [s 4 = s 1 ]F

134 :

Equiv+Cnf(C85 )

C134 : [(p s 4 )]T ∨ [s 1 ]T ∨ [s 4 ]T

141 :

Res+Triv(C56 ; C16 )

C141 : [(p s 4 )]F ∨ [s 1 ]F

144 :

Res+Triv(C56 ; C21 )

C144 : [(p s 1 )]T ∨ [s 4 ]F

163 :

Res+Triv(C141 ; C21 )

C163 : [(p s 1 )]T ∨ [(p s 4 )]F

211 :

Res(C163 ; C13 )

C211 : [(p s 1 )]T ∨ [(p s 4 ) = (p s 2 )]F

237 :

Dec(C211 )

C237 : [(p s 1 )]T ∨ [s 4 = s 2 ]F

250 :

Res+Triv(C134 ; C16 )

C250 : [s 4 ]T ∨ [s 1 ]T

255 :

Res+Triv(C134 ; C17 )

C255 : [s 1 ]T ∨ [(p s 4 )]T

387 :

Res+Triv(C255 ; C20 )

C387 : [(p s 4 )]T ∨ [(p s 1 )]F

458 :

Res(C387 ; C10 )

C458 : [(p s 1 )]F ∨ [(p s 4 ) = (p s 3 )]F

459 :

Res(C387 ; C13 )

C459 : [(p s 4 )]T ∨ [(p s 1 ) = (p s 2 )]F

492 :

Dec(C458 )

C492 : [(p s 1 )]F ∨ [s 4 = s 3 ]F

493 :

Dec(C459 )

C493 : [(p s 4 )]T ∨ [s 1 = s 2 ]F

519 :

Equiv+Cnf(C493 )

C519 : [(p s 4 )]T ∨ [s 1 ]F ∨ [s 2 ]F

523 :

Equiv+Cnf(C492 )

C523 : [(p s 1 )]F ∨ [s 4 ]F ∨ [s 3 ]F

558 :

Res+Triv(C519 ; C141 )

C558 : [s 2 ]F ∨ [s 1 ]F

592 :

Res+Triv(C558 ; C21 )

C592 : [(p s 1 )]T ∨ [s 2 ]F

610 :

Res+Triv(C558 ; C250 )

C610 : [s 4 ]T ∨ [s 2 ]F

664 :

Res(C592 ; C10 )

C664 : [s 2 ]F ∨ [(p s 1 ) = (p s 3 )]F

706 :

Dec(C664 )

C706 : [s 2 ]F ∨ [s 1 = s 3 ]F

783 :

Res+Triv(C523 ; C144 )

C783 : [s 3 ]F ∨ [s 4 ]F

820 :

Res+Triv(C783 ; C610 )

C820 : [s 2 ]F ∨ [s 3 ]F

824 :

Res+Triv(C783 ; C16 )

C824 : [(p s 4 )]F ∨ [s 3 ]F

912 :

Res(C824 ; C13 )

C912 : [s 3 ]F ∨ [(p s 4 ) = (p s 2 )]F

952 :

Dec(C912 )

C952 : [s 3 ]F ∨ [s 4 = s 2 ]F

1078 :

Equiv+Cnf(C952 )

C1078 : [s 2 ]T ∨ [s 4 ]T ∨ [s 3 ]F

1144 :

Res+Triv(C1078 ; C783 )

C1144 : [s 2 ]T ∨ [s 3 ]F

1218 :

Res+Triv(C1144 ; C820 )

C1218 : [s 3 ]F

1302 :

Equiv+Cnf(C706 )

C1302 : [s 3 ]T ∨ [s 1 ]T ∨ [s 2 ]F
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1363 :

Res+Triv(C1302 ; C558 )

C1363 : [s 3 ]T ∨ [s 2 ]F

1377 :

Res+Triv(C1363 ; C1218 )

C1377 : [s 2 ]F

1454 :

Equiv+Cnf(C237 )

C1454 : [(p s 1 )]T ∨ [s 2 ]T ∨ [s 4 ]T

1502 :

Res+Triv(C1454 ; C144 )

C1502 : [s 2 ]T ∨ [(p s 1 )]T

1521 :

Res+Triv(C1502 ; C1377 )

C1521 : [(p s 1 )]T

1560 :

Res(C1521 ; C10 )

C1560 : [(p s 1 ) = (p s 3 )]F

1565 :

Res+Triv(C1521 ; C20 )

C1565 : [s 1 ]F

1576 :

Dec(C1560 )

C1576 : [s 1 = s 3 ]F

1643 :

Equiv+Cnf(C1576 )

C1643 : [s 3 ]T ∨ [s 1 ]T

1646 :

Res+Triv(C1643 ; C1218 )

C1646 : [s 1 ]T

1655 :

Res+Triv(C1646 ; C1565 )

C1655 : 
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4.5. Additional Examples and Case Studies
Benzmüller (1999a) discusses several additional examples that require full
extensionality reasoning – such as the following example on sets:
℘ (∅) = {∅}
It furthermore reports on case studies with the higher-order theorem prover
L EO (Benzmüller and Kohlhase 1998) that demonstrate the feasibility of
calculus ER in practice.

5. RELATED WORK

Related to calculus CR is the higher-order resolution approach of Jensen
and Pietrzykowski (1972, 1976) which also employs a higher-order unification algorithm in order to guide the proof search. The undecidability
problem of higher-order unification is thereby tackled by dove-tailing the
generation of resolvents. Like CR this approach requires the extensionality
axioms in the search space to ensure Henkin completeness.
Kohlhase (1994) presents a sorted variant of Huet’s constrained resolution approach. Kohlhase (1995) discusses a higher-order tableaux calculus
that is quite closely related to calculus ER, as it already introduces additional calculus rules in order to improve its extensionality treatment. As
is illustrated in detail in Benzmüller (1999a) the presented extensionality
rules are unfortunately not sufficient to completely avoid additional extensionality axioms. The first sufficient set of extensionality rules in this sense
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is presented in Benzmüller (1997), which introduces a variant of calculus
ER as presented here.
The theorem proving modulo approach described in Dowek et al. (1998)
is a way to remove computational arguments from proofs by reasoning
modulo a congruence on propositions that is handled via rewrite rules and
equations. In their paper the authors present a higher-order logic as a theory
modulo.
Equality is usually treated as a defined notion in approaches and
systems for automated higher-order theorem proving. This is probably
the main reason why the problem of mechanising primitive equality in
higher-order logic while preserving Henkin completeness has rarely been
addressed in literature so far. Approaches to integrate primitive equality in
a Henkin complete higher-order theorem proving approach are discussed
in Snyder and Lynch (1991), Benzmüller (1999a, b). Of course, the field
of higher-order term rewriting and narrowing (Prehofer 1998; Nipkow and
Prehofer 1998; Nipkow 1995) is very active. But calculi developed in this
context typically only address functional extensionality and do not focus
on the subtle interplay between functional and Boolean extensionality that
is required in a Henkin complete theorem proving approach.
The most powerful automated higher-order theorem prover currently
available is (to the best knowledge of the author) the T PS-system (Andrews
1996) which employs the mating method (Andrews 1976) as inference
mechanism. T PS employs a clever extensionality pre-processing mechanism which transforms embedded equations in input formulas into more
appropriate ones in order to avoid later applications of the extensionality
axioms. However, this does not provide a general solution and many theorems requiring non-trivial extensionality reasoning, such as Examples 3.4
and 4.4, cannot be proven this way.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we investigated four approaches to resolution based higherorder theorem proving: Andrews’ higher-order resolution approach R,
Huet’s constrained resolution approach CR, higher-order E-resolution
CRE , and extensional higher-order resolution ER. Thereby we focused
on the extensionality treatment of these approaches and pointed to the
crucial role of full extensionality for ensuring Henkin completeness. The
investigated examples demonstrate that simply adding (infinitely many)
extensionality axioms to the search space – as suggested for R and CR
– increases the amount of blind search and is thus rather infeasible in
practice.
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Whereas higher-order E-unification and E-resolution indeed improves
the situation in particular contexts, it does still not provide a general
solution.
Calculus ER is the sole studied approach that can completely avoid
the extensionality axioms. It’s extensionality treatment is based on goal
directed extensionality rules which closely connect the overall refutation
search with unification by allowing for mutual recursive calls. This suitably
extends the higher-order E-unification and E-resolution idea, as it turns
the unification mechanism into a most general, dynamic theory unification mechanism. Unification may now itself employ a Henkin complete
higher-order theorem prover as a subordinated reasoning system and the
considered theory (which is defined by the sum of all clauses in the actual
search space) dynamically changes. Due to the close connection of unification and refutation search it is even possible in ER to realise a kind of
non-constructive reasoning on E-unifiability, as was demonstrated in this
paper.
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NOTES
F
1. Conjunction elimination is provided by the rules ∨F
l and ∨r . We note that conjunction
is defined with the help of disjunction and negation; cf. Section 2.1.
2. Existential elimination is realised by the rule F . For this note that existential
quantification is defined with the help of universal quantification (and universal
quantification with the help of ); cf. Section 2.1.
3. It is still an open problem whether it is possible to restrict the required instances of the
functional extensionality axioms in dependence of a given proof problem.
4. One may choose a bound on the allowed number of nested branchings in the search
tree with rule FlexRigid.
5. Since Do contains two elements, Do→o contains in each Henkin model at most four
elements. And because of the requirement, that the function domains in Henkin models
must be rich enough such that every term has a denotation, it follows that Do→o
contains exactly the pairwise distinct denotations of the four presented function terms.
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Abstract. This paper presents two approaches to primitive equality
treatment in higher-order (HO) automated theorem proving: a calculus
EP adapting traditional ﬁrst-order (FO) paramodulation [RW69] , and
a calculus ERUE adapting FO RUE-Resolution [Dig79] to classical type
theory, i.e., HO logic based on Church’s simply typed λ-calculus. EP and
ERUE extend the extensional HO resolution approach ER [BK98a]. In
order to reach Henkin completeness without the need for additional extensionality axioms both calculi employ new, positive extensionality rules
analogously to the respective negative ones provided by ER that operate
on uniﬁcation constraints. As the extensionality rules have an intrinsic
and unavoidable diﬀerence-reducing character the HO paramodulation
approach loses its pure term-rewriting character. On the other hand examples demonstrate that the extensionality rules harmonise quite well
with the diﬀerence-reducing HO RUE-resolution idea.

1

Introduction

Higher-Order (HO) Theorem Proving based on the resolution method has been
ﬁrst examined by Andrews [And71] and Huet [Hue72]. Whereas the former avoids
uniﬁcation the latter generally delays the computation of uniﬁers and instead
adds uniﬁcation constraints to the clauses in order to tackle the undecidability
problem of HO uniﬁcation. More recent papers concentrate on the adaption of
sorts [Koh94] or theory uniﬁcation [Wol93] to HO logic. Common to all these
approaches is that they do not suﬃciently solve the extensionality problem in
HO automated theorem proving, i.e., all these approaches require the extensionality axioms to be added into the search space in order to reach Henkin
completeness (which is the most general notion of semantics that allows complete calculi [Hen50]). This leads to a search space explosion that is awkward
to manage in practice. A solution to the problem is provided by the extensional
HO resolution calculus ER [BK98a]. This approach avoids the extensionality axioms and instead extends the syntactical (pre-)uniﬁcation process by additional
extensionality rules. These new rules allow for recursive calls during the (pre-)
uniﬁcation process to the overall refutation search whenever pure syntactical
HO uniﬁcation is too weak to show that two terms can be equalised modulo the
extensionality principles. ER has been implemented in Leo [BK98b] and case
studies have demonstrated its suitability, especially for reasoning about sets.
There are many possibilities to improve the extensional HO resolution approach and the probably most promising one concerns the treatment of equality. ER assumes that equality is deﬁned by the Leibniz principle (two things
H. Ganzinger (Ed.): CADE-16, LNAI 1632, pp. 399–413, 1999.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999
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are equal iﬀ they have the same properties) or by any other valid deﬁnition
principle, and thus provides no support for primitive equality. But a primitive
equality treatment seems to be more appropriate as it avoids the many ﬂexible literals introduced when using deﬁned equality, which unfortunately increase
the amount of blind search with ER’s primitive substitution rule Prim. Therefore we adapt two well known ﬁrst-order (FO) approaches to primitive equality:
the paramodulation approach [RW69] (the basis of many successful reﬁnements
such as the superposition approach) and the RUE-resolution approach [Dig79]
(a generalisation of E-resolution [Dar68]). The main goal thereby is to preserve
Henkin completeness. We will show that therefore positive extensionality rules
are needed (which operate on positive equation literals) as in contrast to FO
logic single positive equations can be contradictory by themselves in HO logic.1
This paper summarises the Chapt. 6, 7, and 8 of [Ben99] and because of lack
of space the preliminaries and the formal proofs can only be sketched here.
The preliminaries are concisely presented in Sect. 2 and calculus ER is reviewed in 3. Section 4 discusses interesting aspects on primitive and deﬁned equality, before the extensional HO paramodulation calculus EP and the extensional
HO RUE-resolution approach ERUE are discussed in 5 and 6. Both approaches
are brieﬂy compared by examples in 7 and the conclusion is presented in 8.

2

Higher-Order (HO) Logic

We consider a HO logic based on Church’s simply typed λ-calculus [Chu40] and
choose BT := {ι, o} as base types, where ι denotes the set of individuals and
o the set of truth values. Functional types are inductively deﬁned over BT . A
signature Σ (Σ = ) contains for each type an inﬁnite set of variables and constants and provides the logical connectives ¬o→o , ∨o→o→o , and Π(α→o)→o (additionally =α := =α→α→o ) for every type α. The set of all Σ-terms (closed
Σ-terms) of type α is denoted by wﬀα (cwﬀα ). Variables are printed as uppercase (e.g. Xα ), constants as lower-case letters (e.g. cα ) and arbitrary terms
appear as bold capital letters (e.g. Tα ). If the type of a symbol is uniquely
determined by the given context we omit it. We abbreviate function applications by hα1→···→αn →β Unαn , which stands for (· · · (hα1 →···→αn →β U1α1 ) · · · Unαn ).
For α-, β-, η-, βη-conversion and the deﬁnition of βη- and head-normal form
(hnf ) for a term T we refer to [Bar84] as well as for the deﬁnition of free variables, closed formulas, and substitutions. Uniﬁcation and sets of partial bindings ABhγ are well explained in [SG89]. An example for a pre-clause, i.e., not
in proper clause normal form, consisting of a positive literal, a negative literal, and a special negative equation literal (also called uniﬁcation constraint)
is C : [¬(Pι→o Tι )]T ∨ [hγ→o Yγnn ]F ∨ [Qι→ι aι = Yι→ι bι ]F . The corresponding
proper clause, i.e., properly normalised, is C  : [P T]F ∨ [h Y n ]F ∨ [Q a = Y b]F .
The uniﬁcation constraint in C and C  is called a ﬂex-ﬂex pair as both uniﬁcation
terms have ﬂexible heads. A clause is called empty, denoted by , if it consists
1

Consider, e.g. the positive literal [ao = ¬ao ]T or [G X = f ]T (resulting from the
following formulation of Cantor’s theorem: ¬∃Gι→ι→o ∀Pι→o ∃Xι G X = P ).
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only of ﬂex-ﬂex uniﬁcation constraints. A clause C1 generalises a clause C2 , iﬀ
there is a substitution σ, such that the βη-normal form of σ(C1 ) is an α-variant
of the βη-normal form of C2 .
A calculus R provides a set of rules {rn | 0 < n ≤ i} deﬁned on clauses. We
write Φ rn C (C  rn C) iﬀ clause C is the result of an one step application of rule
rn ∈ R to premise clauses Ci ∈ Φ (to C  respectively). Multiple step derivations
in calculus R are abbreviated by Φ1 R Φk (or C1 R Ck ).
A standard model for HOL provides a ﬁxed set Dι of individuals, and a set
Do := {, ⊥} of truth values. The domains for functional types are deﬁned inductively: Dα→β is the set of all functions f: Dα → Dβ . Henkin models only
require that Dα→β has enough members that any well-formed formula can be
evaluated. Thus, the generalisation to Henkin models restricts the set of valid
formulae suﬃciently, such that complete calculi are possible. In Henkin and
.
standard semantics Leibniz equality (=α := λXα λYα ∀Pα→o P X ⇒ P Y ) denotes the intuitive equality relation and the functional extensionality principles
(∀Mα→β ∀Nα→β (∀X (M X) = (N X)) ⇔ (M = N )) as well as the Boolean extensionality principle (∀Po ∀Qo (P = Q) ⇔ (P ⇔ Q)) are valid (see [Ben99,BK97]).
Satisﬁability and validity (M |= F or M |= Φ) of a formula F or set of formulas
Φ in a model M is deﬁned as usual.
The completeness proofs employ the abstract consistency method of [BK97]&
[Ben99] which extends Andrews’ HO adaptation [And71] of Smullyan’s approach
[Smu63] to Henkin semantics. Here we only mention the two main aspects:
Deﬁnition 1 (Acc for Henkin Models). Let Σ be a signature and ΓΣ a class
of sets of Σ-sentences. If the following conditions (all but ∇e∗ ) hold for all A, B ∈
cwﬀo , F, G ∈ cwﬀα→β , and Φ ∈ ΓΣ , then we call ΓΣ an abstract consistency
class for Henkin models with primitive equality, abbreviated by Acc=
(resp. abstract consistency class for Henkin models, abbreviated by Acc).
Saturated
Φ ∪ {A} ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∪ {¬A} ∈ ΓΣ .
∇c
If A is atomic, then A ∈
/ Φ or ¬A ∈
/ Φ.
∇¬
If ¬¬A ∈ Φ, then Φ ∪ {A} ∈ ΓΣ .
∇f
If A ∈ Φ and B is the βη-normal form of A, then Φ ∪ {B} ∈ ΓΣ .
∇∨
If A ∨ B ∈ Φ, then Φ ∪ {A} ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∪ {B} ∈ ΓΣ .
∇∧
If ¬(A ∨ B) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∪ {¬A, ¬B} ∈ ΓΣ .
∇∀
If Π α F ∈ Φ, then Φ ∪ {F W} ∈ ΓΣ for each W ∈ cwﬀα .
∇∃
If ¬Π α F ∈ Φ, then Φ ∪ {¬(F w)} ∈ ΓΣ for any new constant w ∈ Σα .
.o
∇b
If ¬(A = B) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∪ {A, ¬B} ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∪ {¬A, B} ∈ ΓΣ .
. α→β
.β
∇q
If ¬(F =
G) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∪ {¬(F w = G w)} ∈ ΓΣ for any new constant
w ∈ Σα .
r
∇e ¬(Aα = A) ∈
/ Φ.
∇es If F[A]p ∈ Φ and A = B ∈ Φ, then Φ ∪ {F[B]p } ∈ ΓΣ .2

Theorem 1 (Henkin Model Existence). Let Φ be a set of closed Σ-formulas
(Σ = -formulas), ΓΣ (ΓΣ = ) be an Acc (Acc= ) and Φ ∈ ΓΣ . There exists a Henkin
model M, such that M |= Φ.
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C ∨ [A ∨ B]T

∨

C ∨ [A]T ∨ [B]T
C ∨ [¬A]T
C ∨ [A]

F

¬

T

C ∨ [A ∨ B]F

T

C ∨ [A]F

C ∨ [¬A]F
C ∨ [A]

C ∨ [Π γ A]F

T

¬

F

C ∨ [A ∨ B]F

∨F
l

C ∨ [B]F

C ∨ [Π γ A]T

∨F
r

Xγ new variable

C ∨ [A X]T

skγ is a Skolem term for this clause
C ∨ [A skγ ]F

ΠT

ΠF

Fig. 1. Clause Normalisation Calculus CNF
Clause Normalisation:

D

C ∈ CNF (D)
Cnf
C

Resolution: (deﬁned on proper clauses only)
[A]α ∨ C

[B]β ∨ D

α=β

C ∨ D ∨ [A = B]
[Qγ Uk ]α ∨ C

F

Res

[A]α ∨ [B]α ∨ C

α ∈ {T, F }

[A] ∨ C ∨ [A = B]F
α

{¬,∨}∪{Π β |β∈T k }

P ∈ ABγ

, α ∈ {T, F }

[Qγ Uk ]α ∨ C ∨ [Q = P]F

F ac

P rim

Extensional (Pre-)Uniﬁcation:
C ∨ [Mγ→β = Nγ→β ]F

sγ Skolem term for this clause

C ∨ [M s = N s]F
C ∨ [Aγ→β Cγ = Bγ→β Dγ ]F
C ∨ [A = B]F ∨ [C = D]F
C ∨ [A = A]F
T riv
C

C ∨ [X = A]F

C ∨ [Fγ Un = h Vm ]F



C ∨ [Mo ⇔ No ]F

Equiv

C ∨ [Fγ n→γ Un = Hδm →γ Vm ]F

Dec

X does not occur in A
Subst
C{A/X}

G ∈ ABhγ

C ∨ [F Un = h Vm ∨ [F = G]F ]F
C ∨ [Mo = No ]F

F unc

F lexRigid

C ∨ [Mγ = Nγ ]F
C ∨ [∀Pγ→o P M ⇒ P N]F
G ∈ ABhγn →γ for a constant hτ

C ∨ [F Un = H Vm ]F ∨ [F = G]F

Leib


F lexF lex

ABhγ speciﬁes the set of partial bindings of type γ for head h as deﬁned in [SG89]

Fig. 2. Extensional HO Resolution Calculus ER
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ER: Extensional HO Resolution

F
T
F
T
F
Figure 1 presents calculus CNF := {∨T , ∨F
l , ∨r , ¬ , ¬ , Π , Π } for clause normalisation. These rules are deﬁned on (pre-)clauses and are known to preserve
validity or satisﬁability with respect to standard semantics.3
The syntactical uniﬁcation rules (cf. Fig. 2) provided by ER which operate on
uniﬁcation constraints are UNI := {F unc, Dec, T riv, Subst, F lexRigid}. These
rules realise a sound and complete approach to HO pre-uniﬁcation. Note the
double role of extensionality rule Func: on the one hand this rule works as a
syntactical uniﬁcation rule and subsumes the α- and η-rule as, e.g. presented
in [BK98a]; on the other hand Func applies the functional extensionality principle if none of the two terms is a λ-abstraction. Apart from rule Func, ER
provides the extensionality rules Equiv and Leib (cf. Fig. 2). The former applies
the Boolean extensionality principle and the latter simply replaces a negative
uniﬁcation constraint (encoded as a negative equation) by a negative Leibniz
equation. The extensionality rules operate on uniﬁcation constraints only and
do in contrast to the respective axioms not introduce ﬂexible heads into the
search space.
The main proof search is performed by the resolution rule Res and the factorisation rule Fac. It is furthermore well known for HO resolution, that the
primitive substitution rule Prim is needed to ensure Henkin completeness.
For the calculi presented in this paper we assume that the result of each rule
application is transformed into hnf4 , where the hnf of uniﬁcation constraints is
deﬁned special and requires both uniﬁcation terms to be reduced to hnf. A set
of formulas Φ is refutable in calculus R, iﬀ there is a derivation ∆ : Φcl R ,
where Φcl := {[F ]T |F hnf of F ∈ Φ} is the clause-set obtained from Φ by simple
pre-clausiﬁcation. More details on ER are provided by [BK98a,Ben99].
Whereas completeness of ER has already been analysed in [BK98a] this paper
(and [Ben99]) presents an alternative completeness proof for a slightly extended
version of ER (this version, e.g. employs the instantiation guessing FlexFlexrule). The new proof is motivated as follows: (i) it eases the proof of the lifting
lemma and avoids the quite complicated notion of clause isomorphisms as used
in [BK98a,Koh94], (ii) it can be reused to show the completeness for calculi EP
and ERUE as well, (iii) it prepares the analysis of non-normal form resolution
calculi, and (iv) it emphasises interesting aspects on rule FlexFlex, uniﬁcation,
and clause normalisation wrt. ER, EP, and ERUE.
One such interesting aspect is that diﬀerent to Huet [Hue72] eager uniﬁcation
is essential within our approach. This is illustrated by the argumentations for ∇b
and ∇q in the completeness proofs (cf. [Ben99,BK98a]) as well as the examples
presented in Sec. 7 or [Ben99]. However, we claim that rule FlexFlex can still be
delayed until the end of a refutation, i.e., FlexFlex can be completely avoided.
The author has not been able to prove the latter claim yet. And thus the
completeness proofs for ER (and EP, ERUE) still depends on the FlexFlex-rule.
2
3
4

A does not contain free variables.
For Skolemisation we employ Miller’s sound HO correction [Mil83].
One may also βη-normal form here.
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We now sketch the main results on ER as discussed in detail in [Ben99].
Deﬁnition 2 (Extensional HO Resolution). We deﬁne three calculi:
ER := {Cnf, Res, F ac, P rim} ∪ UNI ∪ {Equiv, Leib} employs all rules
(except FlexFlex) displayed in Fig. 2.
ERf := ER ∪ {F lexF lex} uses full HO uniﬁcation instead of pre-uniﬁcation.
ERfc := (ERf \{Cnf}) ∪ CNF employs unfolded and stepwise clause normalisation instead of exhaustive normalisations with rule Cnf.
These calculi treat equality as a deﬁned notion only (e.g. by Leibniz equality) and
primitive equations are not allowed in problem formulations. Although uniﬁcation
constraints are encoded as negative equation literals, no rule but the uniﬁcation
rules are allowed to operate on them.
Theorem 2 (Soundness). The calculi ER, ERf , and ERfc are Henkin-sound
(H-sound).
Proof. Preservation of validity or satisﬁability with respect to Henkin semantics
is proven analogously to the standard FO argumentation. For Skolemisation
(employed in rule Π F and Func) we use Miller’s sound HO version [Mil83].
Soundness of the extensionality rules Equiv, Func, and Leib is obvious as they
simply apply the valid extensionality principles.
Lemma 1 (Lifting of ERfc ). Let Φ be clause set, D1 a clause, and σ a substitution. If σ(Φ) ERfc D1 , then Φ ERfc D2 for a clause D2 generalising D1 .
Proof. One can easily show that each instantiated derivation can be reused on
the uninstantiated level as well. In blocking situations caused by free variables
at literal head position or at uniﬁcation term head position, either rule Prim or
rule FlexFlex can be employed in connection with rule Subst to introduce the
missing term structure. The rather unintuitive clause isomorphisms of [BK98a]
or [Koh94] are thereby avoided.
Theorem 3 (Completeness). Calculus ERfc is Henkin complete.
Proof. Analogously to the proof in [BK98a] we show that the set of closed formulas that are not refutable in ERfc (i.e., ΓΣ := {Φ ⊆ cwﬀo |Φcl ERfc }) is a
saturated abstract consistency class for Henkin models (cf. Def. 1). This entails
Henkin completeness for ERfc by Thm. 1.
Lemma 2 (Theorem Equivalence). The calculi ERfc and ERf are theorem
equivalent, i.e., for each clause set Φ holds that Φ ERfc  iﬀ Φ ERf .
Proof. We can even prove a more general property: For each proper clause C
holds Φ ERfc C implies Φ ERf C. The proof idea is to show that the unfolded
clause normalisations can be grouped together and then replaced by rule Cnf.
Question 1 (Theorem Equivalence). The author claims that the calculi ER and
ERfc (or ERf ) are theorem equivalent. A formal proof has not been carried
out yet. Some evidence is given by the case studies carried out with the Leoprover [BK98b] and the direct completeness proof for ER in [BK98a].
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Primitive Equality

Treating equality as a deﬁned notion in HO logic (e.g. by the Leibniz principle)
is convenient in theory, but often ineﬃcient and unintuitive in practical applications as many free literal heads are introduced into the search space, which
increases the degree of blind search with primitive substitution rule Prim.5 This
is the main motivation for the two approaches to primitive equality presented in
the next sections. Before we discuss these approaches in detail we point to the
following interesting aspects of deﬁned equality in HO logic:
– There are inﬁnitely many diﬀerent valid deﬁnitions of equality in HO logic.6
.
For instance: Leibniz equality (=α := λXα λYα ∀Pα→o P X ⇒ P Y ), Reﬂex..
ivity deﬁnition7 (=α := λXα λYα ∀Qα→α→o (∀Zα (Q Z Z)) ⇒ (Q X Y )),
...
and inﬁnitely many artiﬁcial modiﬁcations to all valid deﬁnitions (e.g., =α
:= λXα λYα ∀Pα→o ((ao ∨ ¬ ao ) ∧ P X) ⇒ ((bo ∨ ¬ bo ) ∧ P Y )). The latter
deﬁnition is obviously equivalent to Leibniz deﬁnition as it just adds some
tautologies to the embedded formulas.
– The artiﬁcially modiﬁed deﬁnitions demonstrate, that it is generally not
decidable whether a formula is a valid deﬁnition of equality (as the set of
tautologies is not decidable). Hence, it is not decidable whether an input
problem to one of our proof procedures contains a valid deﬁnition of equality,
and we cannot simply replace all valid deﬁnitions embedded in a problem
formulation by primitive equations as one might wish to.
If we are interested in Henkin completeness, we therefore have to ensure that the
paramodulation and RUE-resolution approaches presented in the next sections
can handle all forms of deﬁned equality (like the underlying calculus ER) and
can additionally handle primitive equality.8

5

EP: Extensional HO Paramodulation

In this section we adapt the well known FO paramodulation approach [RW69]
to our HO setting and examine Henkin completeness. A straightforward adaptation of the traditional FO paramodulation rule is given by rule Para in Fig. 3.
Analogous to the ER rules Res and Fac, (pre-)uniﬁcation is delayed by encoding
the respective uniﬁcation problem (its solvability justiﬁes the rewriting step) as
5
6

7
8

This is illustrated by the examples that employ deﬁned equality in [BK98a] and the
examples that employ primitive equality in Sect. 7.
For this statement we assume Henkin or standard semantics as underlying semantical notion. In weaker semantics things get even more complicated as, e.g., Leibniz
equality does not necessary denote the intended equality relation. For a detailed
discussion see [Ben99,BK97].
As presented in Andrews textbook [And86], p. 155.
The author admits, that in practice one is mainly interested in ﬁnding proofs rather
than in the theoretical notion of Henkin completeness. Anyhow, our motivation in
this paper is to clarify the theoretical properties of our approaches.
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[A[Tγ ]]α ∨ C

[Lγ = Rγ ]T ∨ D

[A[R]]α ∨ C ∨ D ∨ [T = L]F

P ara

[A]α ∨ C

[Lγ = Rγ ]T ∨ D

[Pγ→o R]α ∨ C ∨ D ∨ [A = P L]F

P ara

We implicitly assume the symmetric application of [Lγ = Rγ ]T .
T (in Para) does not contain free variables which are bound outside of T.

Fig. 3. Adapted Paramodulation Rule and a HO speciﬁc reformulation

a uniﬁcation constraint. Rule Para’ is an elegant HO speciﬁc reformulation9 of
paramodulation that has a very simple motivation: It describes the resolution
step with the clause [P L]F ∨ [P R]T ∨ D, i.e., the clause obtained when replacing the primitive equation [L = R]T by its Leibniz deﬁnition. Note that the
paramodulant of Para’ encodes all possible single rewrite steps, all simultaneous rewrite-steps with rule Para, and in some sense even the left premise clause
itself. This is nicely illustrated by the following example: C1 : [p (f (f a))]T and
C2 : [f = h]T , where pι→o , fι→ι , hι→ι are constants. Applying rule Para’ to C1
and C2 from left to right leads to C3 : [P(ι→ι)→ι h]T ∨[p (f (f a)) = P(ι→ι)→ι f]F .
Eager uniﬁcation computes the following four solutions for P , which can be backpropagated to literal [P h]T with rule Subst :
[λZι→ι p (f (f a))/P ] the pure imitation solution encodes C1 itself.
[λZι→ι p (Z (f a))/P ] encodes the rewriting of the ﬁrst f ([p (h (f a))]T ).
[λZι→ι p (f (Z a))/P ] encodes the rewriting of the second f ([p (f (h a))]T ).
[λZι→ι p (Z (Z a))/P ] encodes the simult. rewr. of both f ([p (h (h a))]T ).
Rule Para’ introduces ﬂexible literal heads into the search space such that rule
Prim becomes applicable. Thus, a probably suitable heuristics in practice is to
avoid all primitive substitution steps on ﬂexible heads generated by rule Para’.
Note that reﬂexivity resolution10 and paramodulation into uniﬁcation constraints11 are derivable in our approach and can thus be avoided.

9
10

11

This rule was ﬁrst suggested by Michael Kohlhase.
In FO a reﬂexivity resolution rule is needed to refute negative equation literals
[T1 = T2 ]F if T1 and T2 are uniﬁable. As such literals are automatically treated as
uniﬁcation constraints reﬂexivity resolution is not needed in our approach.
Let C1 : C ∨ [A[T] = B]F and C2 : [L = R]T ∨ D. The rewriting step P ara(C1 , C2 ) :
C3 : C ∨ D ∨ [A[R] = B]F ∨ [L = T]F can be replaced by derivation Leib(C1 ) :
C4 : [p A[T]]T ∨ C, C5 : [p B]F ∨ C; P ara(C4 , C2 ) : C6 : [p A[R]]T ∨ C ∨ D ∨ [L =
T]F ; Res(C6 , C5 ), F ac, T riv : C7 : C ∨ D ∨ [p A[R] = p B]F ∨ [L = T]F ; Dec(C7) : C3 .
Notational remark: Res(C6 , C5 ), F ac, T riv describes the application of rule Res to
C6 and C5 , followed by applications of Fac and Triv to the subsequent results.
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In the following discussion we will use the traditional paramodulation rule
Para only.12 As Para’ is obviously more general than Para we obtain analogous
completeness results if we employ Para’ instead.
Deﬁnition 3 (Simple HO Paramodulation). EP naive := ER ∪ {P ara} extends the extensional HO resolution approach by rule Para. Primitive equations
in input problems are no longer expanded by Leibniz deﬁnition. Para operates on
proper clause only and omits paramodulation into uniﬁcation constraints.
Whereas soundness of rule Para can be shown analogously to the FO case,
it turns out that our simple HO paramodulation approach is incomplete:
Theorem 4 (Incompleteness). Calculus EP naive is Henkin incomplete.
ara
: ¬∃Xo (X = ¬X), i.e.,
Proof. Consider the following counterexamples: EP
1
the negation operator is ﬁx-point free, which is obviously the case in Henkin
semantics. Negation and clause normalisation leads to clause C1 : [a = ¬a]T ,
where ao is a new Skolem constant. The only rule that is applicable is selfparamodulation at positions 1, 2, and , leading to the following clauses
(including the symmetric rewrite steps):
P ara(C1, C1 ) at 1 : C2 : [a = ¬a]T ∨ [¬a = a]F , C3 : [¬a = ¬a]T ∨ [a = a]F
P ara(C1 , C1 ) at 2 : C4 : [a = ¬a]T ∨ [a = ¬a]F , C5 : [a = a]T ∨ [¬a = ¬a]F
P ara(C1 , C1 ) at  : C6 : [a]T ∨ [¬a = (a = ¬a)]F , C7 : [a]F ∨ [a = (a = ¬a)]F
A case distinction on the possible denotations {, ⊥} for a shows that all clauses
are tautologous, such that no refutation is possible in EP naive. Additional exara
: [G X = p]T , which stems from a
amples are discussed in [Ben99], e.g. EP
2
simple version of cantor’s theorem ¬∃Gι→ι→o ∀Pι→o ∃Xι G X = P , or example
ara
EP
: [M = λXo ⊥]T , which stems from ∃Mo→o M = ∅.
3

The problem is that in HO logic even single positive equation literals can be
contradictory. And the incompleteness is caused as the extensionality principles
are now also needed to refute such positive equation literals.13 Hence, we add
the positive counterparts Func’ and Equiv’ (cf. Fig. 4) to the already present
negative extensionality rules Func and Equiv. The completeness proof and the
examples show that a positive counterpart for rule Leib can be avoided.
Deﬁnition 4 (Extensional HO Paramodulation). Analogously to the extensional HO resolution case we deﬁne the calculi EP := ER ∪ {P ara, Equiv ,
F unc}, EPf := EP ∪ {F lexF lex}, and EPfc := (EPf \{Cnf}) ∪ CNF.
Theorem 5 (Soundness). The calculi EP, EPf , and EPfc are H-sound.
12

13

It has been pointed out by a unknown referee of this paper that rule Para’ already
captures full functional extensionality and should therefore be preferred over Para.
Example Ef1 unc discussed in Sec. 10.6 of [Ben99] illustrates that this is generally not
true.
In contrast to EP, the underlying calculus ER does not allow positive equation literals as the equality symbol is only used to encode uniﬁcation constraints. Therefore
the pure extensional HO resolution approach ER does not require a positive extensionality treatment.
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C ∨ [Mo = No ]T
C ∨ [Mo ⇔ No ]

T

Equiv 

C ∨ [Mγ→β = Nγ→β ]T

X new variable

C ∨ [M Xγ = N Xγ ]T

F unc

Fig. 4. Positive Extensionality Rules

Proof. Soundness of rule Para with respect to Henkin semantics can be proven
analogously to the FO case and soundness of Equiv’ and Func’ is obvious, as they
simply apply the extensionality principles, which are valid in Henkin semantics.
Lemma 3 (Lifting of EPfc ). Let Φ be a clause set, D1 a clause, and σ a substitution. If σ(Φ) ERfc D1 , then Φ EPfc D2 for a clause D2 generalising D1 .
Proof. Analogous to Lemma 1. The additional rules do not cause any problems.
The main completeness theorem 6 for EPfc below is proven analogously to
Thm. 3, i.e., we employ the model existence theorem for Henkin models with
primitive equality (cf. Thm. 1). As primitive equality is involved, we additionally
have to ensure the abstract consistency properties ∇er and ∇es (cf. Def. 1), i.e.,
the reﬂexivity and substitutivity property of primitive equality. Whereas the
reﬂexivity property is trivially met, we employ the following admissible14 — and
moreover even weakly derivable (i.e., modulo clause normalisation and lifting)
— paramodulation rule to verify the substitutivity property.
Deﬁnition 5 (Generalised Paramodulation). The generalised paramodulation rule GPara is deﬁned as follows:
[T[Aβ ]]α ∨ C [Aβ = Bβ ]T
GP ara
[T[B]]α ∨ C

This rule extends Para as it can be applied to non-proper clauses and it restricts
Para as it can only be applied in special clause contexts, e.g. the second clause
has to be a unit clause. GPara is especially designed to verify the substitutivity
property of primitive equality ∇es in the main completeness theorem 6.
Weak derivability (which obviously implies admissibility) of GPara is shown
with the help of the following weakly derivable generalised resolution rules.
Deﬁnition 6 (Generalised Resolution). The generalised resolution rules
GRes1 , GRes2 , and GRes3 are deﬁned as follows (for all rules we assume
/ free(A)):
α, β ∈ {T, F } with α = β, and for GRes2 we assume that Y n ∈
14

Rule r is called admissible (derivable) in R, iﬀ adding rule r to calculus R does not
increase the set of refutable formulas (iﬀ each application of rule r can be replaced
by an alternative derivation in calculus R).
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α
[Aγ→o Tn
γ] ∨ C

[Aγ→o Xγn ]β ∨ D

(C ∨ D)[T n /X n ]

GRes1
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[Aγ Y n ]α ∨ C [Xγ Tn ]β ∨ D
GRes2
(C ∨ D)[A/X,Tn /Y n ]

[Aγ Tn ]α ∨ C [Xγ Y n ]β ∨ D
GRes3
(C ∨ D)[A/X,Tn /Y n ]

These rules extend Res as they can be applied to non-proper clauses, and they
restrict Res as they are only deﬁned for special clause contexts. The rules are
designed just strong enough to prove weak derivability of GPara.
Lemma 4 (Weak Derivability of GRes1,2,3). Let C1 , C2 , C3 be clauses and
r ∈ {GRes1 , GRes2 , GRes3 }. If {C1 , C2 } r C3 CNF C4 for a proper clause C4 ,
then {C1 , C2 } EPfc C5 for a clause C5 which generalises C4 .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of logical connectives in the
resolution literals. It employs generalised (and weakly derivable) versions of the
factorisation rule Fac and primitive substitution rule Prim (see [Ben99]), which
are not presented here because lack of space. GRes2 and GRes3 are needed to
prove weak derivability for GRes1 . As the rules Para, Equiv’, Func’ are not
employed in the proof, this lemma analogously holds for calculus ERfc .
Lemma 5 (Weak Derivability of GP ara). Let C1 : [T[A]p]α ∨ D1 , C2 : [A =
B]T , C3 : [T[B]p]α ∨D1 be clauses. If ∆ : {C1 , C2} GP ara C3 CNF C4 for a proper
clause C4 , then {C1 , C2 } EPfc C5 for a clause C5 generalising C4 .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of ∆ and employs the (weakly
derivable) generalised resolution rule GRes1 and the standard paramodulation
rule Para in the quite complicated base case.
Theorem 6 (Completeness). Calculus EPfc is Henkin complete.
Proof. Let ΓΣ be the set of closed Σ-formulas that cannot be refuted with calculus EPfc (i.e., ΓΣ := {Φ ⊆ cwﬀo |Φcl EPfc }). We show that ΓΣ is a saturated
abstract consistency class for Henkin models with primitive equality (cf. Def. 1).
This entails completeness by the model existence theorem for Henkin models
with primitive equality (cf. Thm. 1).
First we have to verify that ΓΣ validates the abstract consistency properties
∇c, ∇¬ , ∇β , ∇∨ , ∇∧ , ∇∀, ∇∃ , ∇b , ∇q and that ΓΣ is saturated. In all of these cases
the proofs are identical to the corresponding argumentations in Thm. 3.
Thus, all we need to ensure is the validity of the additional abstract consistency properties ∇er and ∇es for primitive equality:
(∇er ) We have that [A =α A]F T riv , and thus ¬(A =α A) cannot be in Φ.
(∇es ) Analogously to the cases in Sec. 3 we show the contrapositive of the assertion, and thus we assume that there is derivation ∆ : Φcl ∪{[F[B]]T } EPfc . Now
consider the following EPfc -derivation: ∆ : Φcl ∪ {[F[A]]T , [A = B]T } GP ara
Φcl ∪ {[F[A]]T , [A = B]T , [F[B]]T } EPfc . By Lemma 5 GPara is weakly derivable (hence admissible) for calculus EPfc , such that there is a EPfc-derivation
∆ : Φcl ∪ {[F[A]]T , [A = B]T } EPfc Φcl ∪ {[F[A]]T , [A = B]T , [F[B]]T } EPfc 
which completes the proof.
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Lemma 6 (Theorem Equivalence). EPfc and EPf are theorem equivalent.
Proof. Analogous to Lemma 2. The additional rules do not cause any problems.
Question 2 (Theorem Equivalence). The author claims that the calculi EP and
EPfc (or EPf ) are theorem equivalent. The formal proof will most likely be analogous to the one for question 1.

6

ERUE: Extensional HO RUE-Resolution

In this section we will adapt the Resolution by Uniﬁcation and Equality approach [Dig79] to our higher-order setting. The key idea is to allow the resolution and factorisation rules also to operate on uniﬁcation constraints (which is
forbidden in ER and EP). This implements the main ideas of FO RUE-resolution
directly in our higher-order calculus. More precisely our approach allows to compute partial E-uniﬁers with respect to a speciﬁed theory E by resolution on
uniﬁcation constraints within the calculus itself (if we assume that E is speciﬁed
in form of an available set of unitary or even conditional equations in clause
form). This is due to the fact that the extensional higher-order resolution approach already realises a test calculus for general higher-order E-pre-uniﬁcation
(or higher-order E-uniﬁcation in case we also add the rule FlexFlex ). Furthermore, each partial E-(pre-)uniﬁer can be applied to a clause with rule Subst,
and, like in the traditional FO RUE-resolution approach, the non-solved uniﬁcation constraints are encoded as (still open) uniﬁcation constraints, i.e., negative
equations, within the particular clauses.
Deﬁnition 7 (Extensional HO RUE-Resolution). We now allow the factorisation rule Fac and resolution rule Res to operate also on uniﬁcation constraints and deﬁne the calculi ERUE := ER ∪ {Equiv , F unc }, ERUEf := ERUE ∪
{F lexF lex}, and ERUEfc := (ERUEf \{Cnf}) ∪ CNF.
Theorem 7 (Soundness). The calculi ERUEfc , ERUEf , and ERUE are H-sound.
Proof. Uniﬁcation constraints are encoded as negative literals, such that soundness of the extended resolution and factorisation rules with respect to Henkin
semantics is obvious.
Lemma 7 (Lifting of ERUEfc ). Let Φ be a clause set, D1 a clause, and σ a
substitution. If σ(Φ) ERfc D1 , then Φ ERUEfc D2 for a clause D2 generalising D1 .
Proof. Analogous to Lemmata 1 and 3.
Within the main completeness proof we proceed analogously to previous section and employ the generalised paramodulation rule GPara to verify the crucial
substitutivity property ∇es . Thus, we need to show that GPara is admissible in
calculus ERUEfc . Note that in Lemma 5 we were even able to show a weak derivability property of rule GPara for calculus EPfc . Whereas GPara is not weakly
derivability for calculus ERUEfc , we can still prove admissibility of this rule here.
As in Lemma 5, we employ the generalised resolution rules which are weakly
derivable in ERUEfc as well.
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Lemma 8 (Weak Derivability of GRes1,2,3). Let C1 , C2 , C3 be clauses and
r ∈ {GRes1 , GRes2 , GRes3 }. If {C1 , C2 } r C3 CNF C4 for a proper clause C4 ,
then {C1 , C2 } ERUEfc C5 for a clause C5 which generalises C4 .
Proof. Analogous to Lemma 4.
Lemma 9 (Admissibility of GP ara). Let Φ be a clause set, such that ∆ : Φ
GP ara Φ ERUEfc , then there exists a refutation Φ ERUEfc .
Proof. The proof is (analogous to Lemma 5) by induction on the length of ∆
and employs the weakly derivable generalised resolution rule GRes1 . The applications of rule Para in the proof of Lemma 5 are replaced by corresponding
derivations employing resolution and factorisation on uniﬁcation constraints.
The latter causes the loss of the weak derivability property.
Theorem 8 (Completeness). Calculus ERUEfc is Henkin complete.
Proof. Analogously to Lemma 6 we show that the set of closed Σ-formulas which
cannot be refuted by the calculus ERUEfc (i.e., ΓΣ := {Φ ⊆ cwﬀo |Φcl ERUEfc }) is
a saturated abstract consistency class for Henkin models with primitive equality
(cf. Def. 1). This entails the assertion by Thm. 1.
The proof is analogous to Lemma 6. Even the abstract consistency properties
∇er and ∇es are proven analogously by employing the generalised paramodulation
rule GPara, which is by Lemma 9 admissible in ERUEfc .
Lemma 10 (Theorem Equiv.). ERUEfc and ERUEf are theorem equivalent.
Proof. Analogous to Lemma 2. The additional or modiﬁed rules do not cause
any problems.
Question 3 (Theorem Equivalence). The author claims that the calculi ERUE
and ERUEfc (or ERUEf ) are theorem equivalent. A formal proof will most likely
be analogous to questions 1 and 2.

7

Examples

The ﬁrst (trivial FO) example illustrates the main ideas of EP and ERUE: aι ∈
mι→o ∧ a = b ⇒ b ∈ m. Sets are encoded as characteristic functions and
∈ := λXα , Mα→o M X , such that the negated problem normalises to: C1 : [m a]T ,
C2 : [a = b]T , C3 : [m b]F . An obvious term-rewriting refutation in EP: P ara(C1 , C2 ),
T riv : C4 : [m b]T ; Res(C3 , C4 ), T riv : .15 A diﬀerence-reducing refutation in ERUE:
Res(C1 , C3 ) : C4 : [m a = m b]F ; Dec(C4 ), T riv : C5 : [a = b]F ; Res(C2 , C5 ), T riv : .
We now examine the examples mentioned in Thm. 4 in calculus EP: EP2 ara :
[(G Xι ) = pι→o ]T (Cantor’s theorem)
15

ara
F unc (EP
), Equiv  : C1 : [G X Yι ]F ∨
2

Notation (as already used before): Res(C6 , C5 ), F ac describes a paramodulation step
between C6 and C5 followed by factorisation of the resulting clause. P rim(C1 |C2 )
denotes the parallel application of rule P rim to Cj and Ck .
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[p Yι ]T , C2 : [G X Yι ]T ∨ [p Yι ]F ; P rim(C1 |C2 ), Subst : C3 : [G X Y ]T ∨ [p Y ]T , C4 :
[G X Y ]F ∨ [p Y ]F ; F ac(C3 |C4 ), UNI : C5 : [p Y ]T , C6 : [p Y ]F ; Res(C5 , C6 ), UNI :
ara
ara
C7 : . EP
and EP
can be proven analogously. The key idea is to employ
1
3



the positive extensionality rules ﬁrst. As paramodulation rule is not employed,
these proofs are obviously also possible in ERUE.
focuses on reasoning about sets: ({X| odd X ∧ num X} =
Example Eset
2
{X| ¬ ev X ∧ num X}) ⇒ (2{X| odd X∧X>100∧num X} = 2{X| ¬ ev X∧X>100∧num X} ),
where the powerset-operator is deﬁned by λNα→o λMα→o ∀Xα M X ⇒ N X.

T
CNF(Eset
and
2 ), F unc, F unc : C1 : [(odd X ∧ num X) = (¬ ev X ∧ num X)]
C2 : [(∀X n X ⇒ ((odd X ∧X > 100)∧num X)) = (∀X n X ⇒ ((¬ ev X ∧X > 100)∧
num X))]F where n is a Skolem constant. The reader may check that an applica-

tion of rule Para does not lead to a successful refutation here as the terms in the
powerset description do unfortunately not have the right structure. Instead of following the term-rewriting idea we have to proceed with diﬀerence-reduction and
a recursive call to the overall refutation search from within the uniﬁcation process: Dec(C2), T riv, F unc, Dec, T riv : C3 : [((odd s∧s > 100)∧num s) = ((¬ ev s∧s >
100)∧num s)]F ; Equiv(C3 ), CNF , F ac, UNI : C4 : [odd s]T ∨[ev s]F , C5 : [s > 100]T , C6 :
[num s]T , C7 : [odd s]F ∨ [s > 100]F ∨ [num s]F ∨ [ev s]T ; Equiv  (C1 ), CNF , F ac, UNI :
C8 : [odd X]F ∨ [num X]F ∨ [ev X]F , C9 : [odd X]T ∨ [num X]F ∨ [ev X]T . The rest of

the refutation is a straightforward resolution proof on C4 − C9 . It is easy to check
that an elegant term-rewriting proof is only possible if we put the succedent of
in the right order : 2{X| (odd X∧num X)∧X>100} = 2{X| (¬ ev X∧num X)∧X>100} .
Eset
2
Thus this example nicely illustrates the unavoidable mixed term-reducing and
diﬀerence-reducing character of extensional higher-order paramodulation.
On the other hand a very interesting goal directed proof is possible within
the RUE-resolution approach ERUE by immediately resolving between C1 and
the uniﬁcation constraint C2 and subsequently employing syntactical uniﬁcation
in connection with recursive calls to the overall refutation process (with the
extensionality rules) when syntactical uniﬁcation is blocked.
[Ben99] provides a more detailed discussion of these and additional examples.

8

Conclusion

We presented the two approaches EP and ERUE for extensional higher-order
paramodulation and RUE-resolution which extend the extensional higher-order
resolution approach ER [BK98a] by a primitive equality treatment. All three
approaches avoid the extensionality axioms and employ more goal directed extensionality rules instead. An interesting diﬀerence to Huet’s original constraint
resolution approach [Hue72] is that eager (pre-)uniﬁcation becomes essential and
cannot be generally delayed if an extensionality treatment is required.
Henkin completeness has been proven for the slightly extended (by the additional rule FlexFlex ) approaches ERf , EPf and ERUEf . The claim that rule
FlexFlex is admissible in them has not been proven yet. All three approaches
can be implemented in a higher-order set of support approach as presented
in [Ben99]. [Ben99] also presents some ﬁrst ideas how the enormous search space
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of the introduced approaches can be further restricted in practice, e.g. by introducing redundancy methods.
It has been motivated that some problems cannot be solved in the paramodulation approach EP by following the term-rewriting idea only, as they unavoidably require the application of the diﬀerence-reducing extensionality rules. In
contrast to EP the diﬀerence-reducing calculus ERUE seems to harmonise quite
well with the diﬀerence-reducing extensionality rules (or axioms), and thus this
paper concludes with the question: Can HO adaptations of term-rewriting approaches be as successful as in FO, if one is interested in Henkin completeness
and extensionality, e.g., when reasoning about sets, where sets are encoded as
characteristic functions? Further work will be to examine this aspect with the
help of the Leo-system [BK98b] and to investigate the open questions of this
paper.
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Abstract. In this paper we present an extensional higher-order resolution calculus that is complete relative to Henkin model semantics. The
treatment of the extensionality principles – necessary for the completeness result – by specialized (goal-directed) inference rules is of practical
applicability, as an implentation of the calculus in the Leo-System shows.
Furthermore, we prove the long-standing conjecture, that it is suﬃcient
to restrict the order of primitive substitutions to the order of input formulae.

1

Introduction

The history of building automated theorem provers for higher-order logic is almost as old as the ﬁeld of deduction systems itself. The ﬁrst successful attempts
to mechanize and implement higher-order logic were those of Huet [Hue73] and
Jensen and Pietrzykowski [JP76]. They combine the resolution principle for
higher-order logic (ﬁrst studied in [And71]) with higher-order uniﬁcation. The
uniﬁcation problem in typed λ-calculi is much more complex than that for ﬁrstorder terms, since it has to take the theory of αβη-equality into account. In
particular the higher-order uniﬁcation problem is undecidable and sets of solutions need not to have most general elements that represent them. Thus the
calculi for higher-order logic have to take special measures to circumvent the
problems posed by the theoretical complexity of higher-order uniﬁcation.
Experiments like the Tps system [And89,ABI+ 96] (which uses a higher-order
matings calculus) or our own Leo system [BK98,Ben97] (which uses a variant of
Huet’s resolution calculus [Hue73]) have shown the practical feasibility of higherorder automated theorem proving based on these ideas. Establishing completeness for higher-order calculi is more problematic than in ﬁrst-order logic. The
intuitive set-theoretic standard semantics cannot give a sensible notion of completeness, since it does not admit complete calculi [Göd31]. But there is a more
general notion of semantics due to Henkin [Hen50] that allows complete calculi
and therefore sets the standard for the deductive power of calculi.
The core of higher-order resolution (HORES, see [Hue73,Koh94] for details)
is a simple extension of the ﬁrst-order resolution method to the higher-order
language: the only signiﬁcant diﬀerence is that βη-equality has to be build in
by keeping formulae in normal form and that ﬁrst-order uniﬁcation has to be
replaced by higher-order uniﬁcation (i.e. uniﬁcation with respect to the theory
C. Kirchner and H. Kirchner (Eds.): Automated Deduction, CADE-15
c Springer–Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
LNAI 1421, pp. 56–71, 1998. 
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of βη-equality). Since this is a semi-decidable search process itself, it cannot
simply be used as a sub-procedure that is invoked during the application of
the resolution or factoring rules. Rather resolution and factorization rules are
modiﬁed, so that they record the induced uniﬁcation problem in a uniﬁcation
constraint instead of trying to compute a complete set of uniﬁers. Furthermore,
the calculus is augmented with the inference rules of higher-order uniﬁcation
that are lifted to act on the uniﬁcation constraints of clauses. With this trick
the search for empty clauses and that for higher-order uniﬁers are interleaved,
which alleviates the undecidability problem.
Unfortunately, neither HORES nor the Tps procedure are complete with
respect to Henkin semantics, since they fail to capture substitutivity of equivalence. In [Koh95], the ﬁrst author has presented a higher-order tableau calculus
that addresses the problem with a new inference rule that uses substitutivity of
equivalence in a goal-oriented way, but still fails to capture functional extensionality of Leibniz equality.
For our extensional higher-order resolution calculus ER we extend higherorder resolution by ideas from [Koh95] and a suitable treatment of Leibniz
equality and prove the resulting calculus sound and complete with respect to
Henkin’s general model semantics [Hen50]. Furthermore, we show that we can
restrict the set of primitive substitutions that are necessary for ﬂexible literals
to a ﬁnite set.
Before we begin with the exposition, let us specify what we mean by “higherorder logic”: any simply typed logical system that allows quantiﬁcation over
function variables. In this paper, we will employ a system HOL, which is based on
the simply typed λ-calculus; for an introduction see for instance [And86,Bar84].

2

Higher-Order Logic (HOL)

The set wﬀα (Σ) of well-formed formulae of type α is build up from the
set V of variables, and the signature Σ (a set of typed constants) as applications and λ-abstractions. We will denote variables with upper-case letters
(Xα , Y, Z, Xβ1 , Xγ2 . . .), constants with lower-case letters (cα , fα→β , . . .), and wellformed formulae with upper-case bold letters (Aα , B, Ci , . . .)1 . Furthermore, we
abbreviate multiple applications and abstractions in a kind of vector notation,
so that AUk denotes k-fold application (associating to the left) and λX k A denotes k-fold λ-abstraction (associating to the right) and use the square dot as
an abbreviation for a pair of brackets, where stands for the left one with its
partner as far to the right as is consistent with the bracketing already present
in the formula.
We will use the terms like free and bound variables in their standard meaning
and we use Free(A) for the set of free variables of a formula A. In particular
alphabetic change of names of bound variables is build into our HOL: we consider alphabetic variants to be identical (viewing the actual representation as a
representative of an alphabetic equivalence class) and use a notion of substitution that avoids variable capture, systematically renaming bound variables. We
1

We will denote the types of formulae as indices, if it is not clear from the context.
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could also have used de Bruijn’s indices [dB72] as a concrete implementation of
this approach at the syntax level.
By wﬀcl
α (Σ) ⊆ wﬀα (Σ) we denote the set of all closed well-formed formulae,
i.e. which contain no free variables and we call the members of wﬀo (Σ) sentences.
We denote a substitution that instantiates a variable X with a formula A
with [A/X] and write σ, [A/X] for the substitution that is identical with σ but
instantiates X with A.
The structural equality relation of HOL is induced by βη-reduction
(λX A)B −→β [B/X]A

(λX CX) −→η C

where X is not free in C. It is well-known, that the reduction relations β, η, and
βη are terminating and conﬂuent, so that there are unique normal forms.
In HOL, the set of base types is {o, ι} for truth values and individuals, and the
signature Σ contains logical constants for negation ¬o→o , conjunction ∧o→o→o ,
and quantiﬁcation2 Πα
(α→o)→o . All other constants are called parameters, since
the argumentation in this paper is parametric in their choice3 .
It is matter of folklore that equality can directly be expressed in HOL e.g.
by the Leibniz deﬁnition, so that a primitive notion of equality (expressed by a
primitive constant = in Σ) is not strictly needed; we will use this observation
in this paper to treat equality as a deﬁned notion. Leibniz equality deﬁnes two
terms to be equal, iﬀ they have the same properties. Hence equality can be
deﬁned as
.α
= := λXα λYα ∀Pα→o P X ⇒ P Y
A standard model for HOL provides a ﬁxed set Dι of individuals, and a set
Do := {T, F} of truth values. All the domains for the complex types are deﬁned
inductively: Dα→β is the set of functions f : Dα → Dβ . The evaluation Iϕ with
respect to an interpretation I: Σ → D of constants and an assignment ϕ of
variables is obtained by the standard homomorphic construction that evaluates
a λ-abstraction with a function, whose operational semantics is speciﬁed by βreduction.
Henkin models only require that Dα→β has enough members that any
well-formed formula can be evaluated4 . Note that with this generalized notion
of a model, there are less formulae that are valid in all models (intuitively, for
any given formulae there are more possibilities for counter-models). Thus the
generalization to Henkin models restricts the set of valid formulae suﬃciently,
so that all of them can be proven by the resolution calculus presented in this
paper. For our completeness proofs, we will use the abstract consistency method
ﬁrst introduced by Raymond Smullyan in [Smu63] for ﬁrst-order logic and later
2
3

4

With this quantiﬁcation constant, standard quantiﬁcation of the form ∀Xα A can be
regained as an abbreviation for Πα (λXα A).
In particular, we do not assume the existence of description or choice operators. For
a detailed discussion of the semantic issues raised by the presence of these logical
constants see [And72].
In other words: the functional universes are rich enough to satisfy the comprehension
axioms.
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extended to higher-order logic by Peter Andrews [And71]. The model existence
theorem below is a variant of the latter for Henkin models. For the proof we
refer to [BK97].
Theorem 1 (Henkin Model Existence). Let ΓΣ be a saturated abstract consistency class for Henkin models (see the deﬁnition below), and Φ ∈ ΓΣ , then
there is a Henkin model M such that M |= Φ.

Deﬁnition 1 (Abstract Consistency Class for Henkin Models). We call
a class ΓΣ of sets of sentences an abstract consistency class for Henkin
Models, iﬀ ΓΣ is closed under subsets and such that for all sets Φ ∈ ΓΣ (we use
Φ ∗ A as an appreviation for Φ ∪ {A}):
∇c
∇¬
∇βη
∇∨
∇∧
∇∀
∇∃
∇b
∇q

A is atomic, then A ∈
/ Φ or ¬A ∈
/ Φ.
¬¬A ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ .
A ∈ Φ and B is the βη-normal form of A, then B ∗ Φ ∈ ΓΣ .
A ∨ B ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∗ B ∈ ΓΣ .
¬(A ∨ B) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬A ∗ ¬B ∈ ΓΣ .
Πα F ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ FG ∈ ΓΣ for each G ∈ wﬀcl
α (Σ).
¬Πα F ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬(Fw) ∈ ΓΣ for a fresh parameter wα ∈ Ωα .
.o
¬(A = B) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∪ {A, ¬B} ∈ ΓΣ or Φ ∪ {¬A, B} ∈ ΓΣ .
. α→β
.β
¬(F =
G) ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ ¬(Fw = Gw) ∈ ΓΣ for a fresh parameter
wα ∈ Ωα .
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If

We will call ΓΣ saturated, iﬀ for all sentences A ∈ wﬀo (Σ) we have Φ ∗ A ∈ ΓΣ
or Φ ∗ ¬A ∈ ΓΣ .

Remark 1 (Counterparts for ∇b ,∇q ). In Deﬁnition 1 positive counterparts for the
two conditions ∇b ,∇q are not needed, since these conditions are automatically met
.
(note that = is a deﬁned construct). For details see [BK97].
In this paper the extensionality principles will play a major role. These formalize fundamental mathematical intuitions about functions and truth values.
The functional extensionality principle says, that two functions are equal,
iﬀ they are equal on all arguments. This principle can be formulated by the
following schematic λ-term:
.
.
∀Mα→β ∀Nα→β (∀X (M X) = (N X)) ≡ (M = N )
The extensionality principle for truth values states that on the set of truth
.
values equality and equivalence relation coincide: ∀Po ∀Qo (P = Q) ≡ (P ≡ Q).
Note that in Henkin models both extensionality principles are valid and that
Leibniz equality indeed denotes equality relation (see [BK97] for details).
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The Calculus ER

3

Now we introduce the higher-order resolution calculus ER. Therefore we will review standard higher-order resolution HORES and use the extensionality principles to discuss why it is not complete. From the deﬁciencies we will develop the
necessary extensions and give an intuition by exhibiting refutations that become
possible.
HORES is a refutation calculus that manipulates sets of clauses, i.e. sets
(which we will represent as disjunctions) of literals (e.g. C := [qα→o Xα ]T ∨
[pα→o Xα ]F ∨ [cα = Xα ]F ).
Deﬁnition 2 (Literal). Literals are atomic propositions labeled with an intended truth value. We call a literal a uniﬁcation constraint, iﬀ it is negative
(i.e. annotated by the truth value F ) and the head is =, all the others we call
proper literals. Clauses existing entirely of uniﬁcation constraints are called
almost empty. Since instantiation of a head variable will convert a literal into a
general labeled propositions, we will sometimes call these pre-literals.
Clause normalization is very similar to the ﬁrst-order case, except for the treatment of existential quantiﬁcation. Therefore, we will not present the transformation rules here, but simply discuss the diﬀerences and assume that each given
higher-order proof problem P can be transformed into a set of clauses CNF(P).
A naive treatment with Skolemization results in a calculus that is not sound with
respect to Henkin models, since Skolem functions are special choice functions5 ,
which are not guaranteed to exist in Henkin models. A solution due to [Mil83]
is to associate with each Skolem constant the minimum number of arguments
the constant has to be applied to. Skolemization becomes sound, if any Skolem
function f n only occurs in a Skolem term, i.e. a formula S = f n An , where
none of the Ai contains a bound variable. Thus the Skolem terms only serve as
descriptions of the existential witnesses and never appear as functions proper.
When we speak of a Skolem term Sα for a clause C, where {Xα1 1 · · · Xαnn } is
the set of free variables occurring in C, then Sα is an abbreviation for the term
(fαn1 →···→αn →α X 1 · · · X n ), where f is a new constant from Cα1 →···→αn →α and n
speciﬁes the number of necessary arguments for f .
Remark 2 (Leibniz Equality). We assume that before applying clause normalization each primitive equality symbol is replaced by its corresponding Leibniz
deﬁnition. Hence after normalizing a given input problem, the resulting clause
set does not contain any equality symbol. However, during the refutation process,
equality symbols may be introduced again as we code uniﬁcation constraints by
negated equation literals.

3.1

Higher-Order Uniﬁcation in ER

Higher-order uniﬁcation is a process of recursive deterministic simpliﬁcation
(rules α, η, Dec, Triv, and Subst in ﬁgure 1) and non-deterministic variable
binding (rule Flex/Rigid ). The rules α and η are licensed by the functional
5

They choose an existential witness from the set of possible witnesses for an existential
formula.
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C ∨ [(λXα A) = (λYα B)]F

sα Skolem term for this clause

C ∨ [[s/X]A = [s/Y ]B]F
C ∨ [(λXα A) = B]F

sα Skolem term for this clause

C ∨ [[s/X]A = (Bs)]F
C ∨ [hUn = hVn ]F
C ∨ [U1 = V1 ]F ∨ . . . ∨ [Un = Vn ]F

Dec
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α

η

C ∨ [A = A]F
T riv
C

C ∨ E E solved for C
Subst
CNF(substE (C))
C ∨ [Fγ Un = hV]F

G ∈ GB hγ

C ∨ [F = G]F ∨ [F U = hV]F

F lex/Rigid

Fig. 1. Lifted Higher-Order (pre-)uniﬁcation rules

extensionality principle and eliminate the top λ-binder in uniﬁcation constraints
of functional type. The Skolem term sα is an existential witness for the fact
that the functions are diﬀerent. Since clauses are implicitly universally quantiﬁed, this witness may depend on the values of all free variables occurring in the
clauses, so it must be a Skolem term for this clause. Decomposition (rule Dec)
is analogous to the ﬁrst-order case and the rule Triv allows to remove reﬂexivity
pairs. Rule Dec will be discussed again in connection with the extensionality
rules in section 3.3.
The rule Subst eliminates variables that are solved in a clause: we call a
uniﬁcation constraint U := [Xα = Nα ]F or U := [Nα = Xα ]F solved iﬀ Xα is
not free in Nα . In this case X is called the solved variable of U . Let C := L1 ∨
· · · ∨ Ln ∨ U 1 ∨ · · · ∨ U m be a clause with uniﬁcation constraints U 1 ∨ · · · ∨ U m
(1 ≤ m). Then a disjunction U i1 ∨ · · · ∨ U ik (ij ∈ {1, · · · , m}; 1 ≤ j ≤ k)
of solved uniﬁcation constraints occurring in C is called solved for C iﬀ for
every U ij (1 ≤ j ≤ k) holds: the solved variable of U ij does not occur free in
any of the U il for l = j; 1 ≤ l ≤ k. Note that each solved set of uniﬁcation
constraints E for a clause C can be associated with a substitution substE which
is the most general uniﬁer of E. Thus the rule Subst essentially propagates the
information from the uniﬁcation constraints to the proper clause parts. Since the
instantiation of ﬂexible literals (i.e. literals, where the head is a free variable)
may result in pre-literals, the result of this propagation may cease to be a clause,
therefore it needs to be reduced to clause normal form.
Remark 3 (Eager Uniﬁcation). The set of rules described up to now is terminating and conﬂuent, so that higher-order uniﬁcation applies it eagerly to ﬁlter
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out all clauses with an unsolvable uniﬁcation constraint6 . It leads to uniﬁcation
constraints, where both sides are applications and where at least one side is ﬂexible, i.e. where the head is a variable. In this case, the higher-order uniﬁcation
problem can be reduced to the problem of ﬁnding most general formulae of a
given type and a given head symbol.
Deﬁnition 3 (General Binding). Let α = (β l → γ), and h be a constant
or variable of type (δm → γ) in Γ, then G := λXβl l hVm is called a general

binding of type α and head h, if Vi = H i Xβl l . The H i are new variables of

types β l → δ i ]. It is easy to show that general bindings indeed have the type and
head claimed in the name and are most general in the class of all such terms.
General bindings, where the head is a bound variable Xβj j are called projection bindings (we write them as Gαj ) and imitation bindings (written Gαh )
else. Since we need both imitation and projection bindings for higher-order uniﬁcation, we collect them
in the set of approximating bindings for h and α

h
h
j 
(GB α := {Gα } ∪ {Gα j ≤ l}).
Since there are only ﬁnitely many general bindings (one imitation binding
and at most l projection bindings) the Flex/Rigid rule is ﬁnitely branching. We
never have to consider the so-called Flex/Flex literals7 , since Flex/Flex equations can always be solved by instantiating the head variables with suitable constant functions that absorb their arguments. This observation is due to Gérard
Huet [Hue73] and deﬁnes higher-order pre-uniﬁcation, a computationally more
feasible (but still undecidable) variant of higher-order uniﬁcation. However, even
if Flex/Flex pairs are solvable, we cannot simply delete them like trivial pairs,
since one or both of the heads may be instantiated making the term rigid, so
that the pair has to be subject to pre-uniﬁcation again.

3.2

Higher-Order Resolution

Deﬁnition 4 (Higher-Order Resolution). The higher-order resolution
calculus HORES consists of the inference rules in ﬁgure 2 together with the
uniﬁcation rules in ﬁgure 1. We call a clause empty, iﬀ it consists entirely of
Flex/Flex uniﬁcation constraints and say hat a HORES-derivation of an empty
clause from a set Φ of clauses is a refutation of Φ. For a sentence Ao we call
a refutation of CNF(¬A) a refutation for A.
As in ﬁrst-order we have resolution and factorization rules Res and Fac. But
instead of solving the uniﬁcation problems immediately within a rule application
we delay their solution and incorporate them explicitly as uniﬁcation constraints
in the resulting clauses. Note that the resolution rule as well as the factorization
rule are allowed to operate on uniﬁcation constraints.
6

7

As we will see later this solution is too strong if we want to be complete in Henkin
models since an unsolvable uniﬁcation constraint might be solvable by using the
extensionality rules.
For a refutation, we do not need to enumerate all uniﬁers for a given uniﬁcation
problem but to seek for one possible instantiation of a given problem which leads to
the contradiction.
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[N]α ∨ C

[M]β ∨ D

α = β
F

C ∨ D ∨ [N = M]

[Qγ Uk ]α ∨ C

[N]α ∨ [M]α ∨ C

Res

α ∈ {T, F }

α

[N] ∨ C ∨ [N = M]F
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F ac

{¬,∨}∪{Πβ |β∈T k }

P ∈ GB γ

[Qγ Uk ]α ∨ C ∨ [Q = P]F

P rimk

Fig. 2. Higher-order resolution rules

To ﬁnd a refutation for a given problem we may have to instantiate the head
variables of ﬂexible literals by material that contains logical constants. Unfortunately these instantiations cannot be generated by the uniﬁcation rules, since
all logical constants have been eliminated from the clause set by normalization,
thus they enter the refutation by uniﬁcation. Therefore the rule Prim allows
to instantiate head variables Qγ by general bindings P of type γ and head in
{¬, ∨} ∪ {Πβ |β ∈ T }. Thus the necessary logical constants are introduced into
the refutation one by one, hence the name primitive substitutions.
For instance the sentence A := ∃Xo X is valid in all Henkin models, but
CNF(¬A) = {[X]F } cannot be refuted without some kind of a primitive substitution rule, since none of the other rules apply. With Prim, we can deduce
[X]F ∨ [X = ¬H]F and then [Y ]T by Subst. These two unit literals can be resolved to [X = Y ]F , which is an empty clauses, since [X = Y ]F is a Flex/Flex
uniﬁcation constraint.
The primitive substitution rules have originally been introduced by Peter
Andrews in [And89] (Gérard Huet uses a set of so-called “splitting rules” for
the same purpose in [Hue73]). Note that the set of general bindings is inﬁnite,
since we need one for every quantiﬁer Πα and the set of types is inﬁnite. Thus
in contrast to the goal-directed search for instantiations in uniﬁcation, the rule
Prim performs blind search and even worse, is inﬁnitely branching. Therefore,
the problem of ﬁnding instantiations for predicate variables is conceived as the
limiting factor to higher-order automated theorem proving.
It has been a long-standing conjecture that in machine-oriented calculi it is
suﬃcient to restrict the order of primitive quantiﬁer substitutions to the order
of the input formulae. In [BK97], we have established a ﬁner-grained variant
of theorem 1 that we can use as a basis to prove this conjecture. Let us now
introduce the necessary deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 5 (Order). For a type α ∈ T , we deﬁne the order ord(α) of α as
ord(ι) = ord(o) = 0, and ord(α → β) = max{ord(α), ord(β)} + 1. Note that
the set T k = {α ∈ T  ord(α) ≤ k} is ﬁnite for any order k. We will take the
order of a formula to be the highest order of any type of any of its subterms, and
the order of a set of formulae to be the maximum of the orders of its members.
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Theorem 2 (Model Existence with Order). The model existence theorem
holds even if we weaken the condition ∇∀ of an abstract consistency class to
If Πα F ∈ Φ, then Φ ∗ FG ∈ ΓΣ for each G ∈ wﬀcl
∇∀k
α (Σ) with ord(G) ≤
ord(Φ).
In [BK97] we establish this theorem for arbitrary well-founded orderings on
types such that ord(α), ord(β) ≤ ord(α → β). This allows us to restrict instantiation in ER to formulae of the order of the input formulae. Note that this
only eﬀects the primitive substitution rule, since all other instantiations are performed by uniﬁcation, which is order-restricted by construction. In particular,
the non-standard deﬁnition of order above ensures ﬁnite branching of the primitive substitution rule. This ordering, that takes the lengths of argument lists into
account leads to an increased order of the input set compared to the standard
deﬁnition of order (ord(αn → β) = maxn {αi } + 1) and eﬀectively restricts the
number of necessary instantiations.
Our result justiﬁes the practice of higher-order theorem provers to restrict
the search for primitive substitutions and gives a road-map towards complete
procedures. Of course there is still a lot of room for experimentation with the
respective orderings.

3.3

Extensionality

The higher-order resolution calculus HORES deﬁned above is not complete with
respect to Henkin models, as the following example will show.
Example 1. The following formulae E1-E58 are not provable in HORES without
using additional axioms for functional extensionality and/or extensionality on
truth values.
E1 ao ≡ bo ⇒ (∀Po→o P a ⇒ P b)
This is the non-trivial direction of the extensionality property for truth values: if ao is equivalent to bo then ao is equal to bo (ao ≡ bo ⇒ a = b).
E2 ∀Po→o P (ao ∧ bo ) ⇒ P (b ∧ a).
Any property which holds for a ∧ b also holds for b ∧ a (or simply that
a ∧ b = b ∧ a).
E3 (po→o ao ∧ pbo ) ⇒ p(b ∧ a)
In other words, an arbitrary property po→o which coincidently holds for ao
and bo also holds for their conjunction.
E4 (∀Xι ∀Pι→o (P (mι→ι X) ⇒ P (nι→ι X))) ⇒ (∀Q(ι→ι)→o Q(λXι mX) ⇒
Q(λXι nX))
This formula can be interpreted as an instance of the ξ-rule (∀Xι mι→ι X =
nι→ι X) ⇒ (λXι mX) = (λXι nX) (See for instance [Bar84]).
E5 (∀Xι ∀Pι→o P (mι→ι X) ⇒ P (nι→ι X)) ⇒ (∀Q(ι→ι)→o Qm ⇒ Qn)
This is an instance of the non-trivial direction of the functional extensionality
axiom for type ι → ι: (∀Xι (mι→ι X) = (nι→ι X) ⇒ m = n).
8

In Problems E1, E2, E4, and E5 we have used Leibniz deﬁnition of equality to remove
the intuitive equality symbols.
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C ∨ [Mo = No ]F
F

CNF(C ∨ [Mo ≡ No ] )

Equiv

C ∨ [Mα→β = Nα→β ]F

C ∨ [Mα = Nα ]F

α ∈ {o, ι}

CNF(C ∨ [∀Pα→o P M ⇒ P N ]F )
sα Skolem term for this clause

C ∨ [Ms = Ns]F
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F unc

Fig. 3. Extensionality rules

For a proof of E1 note that the clause normal form of the succedent consists
of the two unit clauses [p0 a]F and [p0 b]T , where p0 is the Skolem constant for
the variable P . These can be resolved upon to obtain the clause [p0 a = p0 b]F ,
which can be decomposed to [ao = bo ]F . Obviously, this uniﬁcation constraint
cannot be solved by higher-order uniﬁcation, and hence the refutation fails. In
this situation, we need the principle of extensionality on truth values, which
allows to replace each negated equality on type o by an equivalence. This leads
to the clause normal form of [ao ≡ bo ]F , which contradicts the antecedent of E1
and ﬁnally gives us the refutation.
Similar investigations show that the other examples cannot be proven by
HORES too.
Our aim is to ﬁnd an extension of HORES, which is both Henkin-complete
and adequate for an implementation. Surely, the introduction of axioms for the
extensionality principles can solve the completeness problem in theory, but this
will lead to an explosion of the search space which has to be avoided in practice. In particular, we do not change the purely negative spirit of the resolution
calculus by introducing axioms but introduce special inference rules.
Deﬁnition 6 (Extensional Higher-Order Resolution). The extensional
higher-order resolution calculus ER is HORES extended with the inference
rules in ﬁgure 3.
The Rule Leib instantiates the equality symbol by its Leibniz deﬁnition and
applies clause normalization. Rule Equiv is directly motivated by the proof attempt of E1 discussed in example 1. Thus rule Equiv reﬂects the extensionality
property for truth values but in a negative way: if two formulas are not equal
then they are also not equivalent. Rule Func does the same for functional extensionality: if two functions are not equal then there exists an argument sα on
which these functions diﬀer. To ensure soundness sα has to be a new Skolem
term which contains all the free variables occurring in the given clause.
The new rules strongly connect the uniﬁcation part of our calculus with
the resolution part. In some sense, they make the uniﬁcation part extensional,
since they allow to modify uniﬁcation problems, which are not solvable by preuniﬁcation alone in an extensional appropriate way and to translate them back
into usual literals, such that we can try to ﬁnd the right argumentation for
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the solvability of the uniﬁcation constraints in the general refutation process by
possibly respecting the additionally given clauses in the search space.
Remark 4 (Rule Func). Note that we have already introduced two rules – α and
η in uniﬁcation (see ﬁgure 1) – which are very similar to this one. In fact we can
restrict rule Func to the case were N and M are non-abstractions or vice-versa,
we can remove the α and η rules from simpliﬁcation as they are subsumed by
the rule Func as purely type-based and apply β-reduction to both sides of the
modiﬁed uniﬁcation constraint.

Remark 5 (Uniﬁcation Constraints). We have lifted the uniﬁcation constraints
to clause level by coding them into negated equation literals. Hence the question
arises whether or not resolution and factorization rules are allowed to be applied
on these uniﬁcation constraints. In order to obtain a Henkin complete calculus
this is not necessary – as our completeness proof shows – if we add the three extensionality rules discussed in the next subsection. Consequently the uniﬁcation
constraints do not necessarily have to be coded as negative equation literals, any
other form will work as well.
The coding of uniﬁcation constraints as negated equation literals becomes
important if one considers an alternative version of extensional higher order
resolution – which we will also motivate below –, where the rule Leib is avoided.
Note that none of the three new extensionality rules introduces any ﬂexible
literal and even better, they introduce no new free variable at all; even if they
heavily increase the search space for refutations, they behave much better –
as experiments show with the LEO theorem prover [BK98,Ben97] – than the
extensionality axioms, which introduce lots of ﬂexible literals in the refutation
process.

3.4

Examples

We now demonstrate the idea of the extensional resolution calculus on examples
E3 and E5:
E3 ∀Po→o (P ao ∧ P bo ) ⇒ P (a ∧ b)
CNF(¬E3) (po→o is a new Skolem constant):
c2: [pb]F
c1: [pa]T
F
Res(c3,c1 ):
c4: [p(a ∧ b) = pa]
Res(c3,c2 ):
c5: [p(a ∧ b) = pb]F
Dec(c4 ):
c6: [(a ∧ b) = a]F
Dec(c5 ):
c7: [(a ∧ b) = b]F
Equiv (c6 ):
c8: [a]F ∨ [b]F
c9: [a]T ∨ [b]T
F
F
Equiv (c7 ):
c11: [a] ∨ [b]
c12: [a]T ∨ [b]T

c3: [p(a ∧ b)]F

c10: [a]T
c13: [b]T

The rest is obvious: Resolve c10 and c13 against c8 (or c11 ).
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E5 (∀Xι ∀Pι→o P (mι→ι X) ⇒ P (nι→ι X)) ⇒ (∀Q(ι→ι)→o Qm ⇒ Qn)
CNF(¬E5) (q is a new Skolem constant):
c1: [P (mX)]F ∨ [P (nX)]T
Res(c2,c3 ):
Dec(c4 ):
Func(c5 ) (sι is a new Skolem constant):
Leib(c6 ) (pι→o is a new Skolem constant):

c2: [qm]T
c3: [qn]F
c4 : [qm = qn]F
c5 : [m = n]F
c6 : [ms = ns]F
c7 : [p(ms)]T
c8 : [p(ns)]F

Note that resolving c2 and c3 immediately against c1 does not lead to a solvable uniﬁcation constraint. Instead we made a detour to the pre-uniﬁcation
part of the calculus and modiﬁed the clauses c2 and c3 in an extensionally
appropriate way. Now c2 and c3 have their counterparts in c7 and c8, but
in contrast to c2 and c3 the new clauses can successfully be resolved against
c1. 
The proofs of the other examples are discussed in [Ben97].

Remark 6 (Optimization of Extensionality). Note the order in which the extensionality rules were applied in the examples above. For a practical implementation these examples suggest the following extensionality treatment of
uniﬁcation constraints: First decompose the uniﬁcation constraint as much as
possible. Then use rule Func to add as many arguments as possible to both
hand sides of the resulting uniﬁcation constraints. And last use rule Leib and/or
Equiv to ﬁnish the extensionality treatment. In this sense the above rules can
be combined to form only one rule Ext-Treat.

Remark 7 (Rule Leib). Due to an idea of Frank Pfenning every refutation which
uses rule Leib can possibly be done without this rule by resolving against the
extensional modiﬁed uniﬁcation constraint instead, and hence rule Leib may be
superﬂuous. For example the application of rule Leib in the proof of example E5
can be replaced by an immediate resolution step between clause c1 and c6 :
c7 : [P (mX)]F ∨[P (nX) = (ms = ns)]F . And by pre-uniﬁcation (P ← λYι (ms =
Y ) and X ← s) we immediately get the empty clause. Note that in this case it
is essential that uniﬁcation constraints are encoded as negative equality literals
(see Remark 5).
However, there are two reasons why rule Leib seems to be very appropriate.
First the completeness proof with respect to Henkin models seems to be more
complicated without rule Leib and isn’t done yet. Additionally the experience
from the implementation work of the system Leo is, that rule Func eases the
implementation and the integration of heuristics. See [Ben97] for a more detailed
discussion.
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Soundness and Completeness

Theorem 3 (Soundness of ER). The calculus ER is sound with respect to
Henkin semantics.
Proof. The soundness of HORES is discussed in detail in [Koh94], the only
major diﬀerence to the ﬁrst-order case is the treatment of Skolemization, which
has been discussed in [Mil83].
The soundness of the three new extensionality rules are obvious, as they do
only apply the two extensionality principles and the Leibniz deﬁnition, which
are valid in Henkin models.
For the completeness result, we will need a series of disjunction Lemmata,
which are well-known for ﬁrst-order logic, and which can be proven with the same
techniques, only considering the extra inference rules of ER in the inductions.
Lemma 1. Let Φ, ∆, Γ1 , Γ2 ⊆ wﬀcl (Σ) and A, B ∈ wﬀcl (Σ). We have
1. If CNF(Φ ∗ A) ER

 and CNF(Φ ∗ B) ER , then CNF(Φ ∗ A ∨ B) ER 

2. If CNF(Φ∗¬A∗B) ER
B)) ER 

 and CNF(Φ∗A∗¬B) ER , then CNF(Φ∗¬(A ≡

Proof. For the proof of the ﬁrst assertion we ﬁrst verify that CNF(Φ ∗ A ∨ B) =
CNF(Φ) ∪ CNF(A)  CNF(B), where Γ  ∆ = := {C ∨ D|C ∈ CNF(A)}, D ∈
CNF(B)}. Then we use that Φ ∪ Γ1  Γ2 ER , provided that Φ ∪ Γ1 ER  and
Φ ∪ Γ2 ER . The second involves a tedious but straightforward calculation.
Lemma 2 (Lifting Lemma). Let Φ be a set of clauses and σ a substitution,
then Φ is refutable by ER, provided that θ(Φ) is.
Proof. The claim is proven by an induction on the structure of the refutation
Dθ : θ(Φ) ER  be a refutation of θ(Φ) constructing a refutation D for Φ that
is isomorphic to Dθ .
For this task it is crucial to maintain a tight correspondence ω: Φ −→ θ(Φ)
between the respective clause sets. This is formalized by a clause set isomorphism, i.e. a bijection of clause sets, that corresponding clauses are isomorphic,
i.e. for a ω respects literal polarities and is compatible with θ, i.e. for any literal Nα we have ω(N) = θ(N). The main diﬃculty with lifting properties in
higher-order logic is the fact that due to the existence of predicate variables at
the head of formulae, the propositional structure of formulae can change during
instantiation. For instance if θ(F ) = λXα GX ∨ p, and AT = F aT , then the
pre-literal θ(F ) is split Dθ but not in the ER-derivation already constructed.
The solution of this problem is to apply the rule Prim with a suitable general
∨
= λXα (H 1 X) ∨ (H 2 X) and obtain a pre-literal (H 1 a ∨ H 2 a)T ,
binding Gα→o
∨
to which can be split in order to regain a clause set isomorphism. Since Gα→o
∨
is more general than θ(F ) there is a substitution ρ, such that θ(F ) = ρ(Gα→o ),
therefore ω((H 1 a ∨ H 2 a)T ) = θ ((H 1 a ∨ H 2 a)T ) where θ = θ ∪ ρ.
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Theorem 4 (Completeness of ER). The calculus ER is complete with respect
to Henkin semantics.
Proof. Let ΓΣ be the set of Σ-sentences which cannot be refuted by calculus ER
(ΓΣ := {Φ ⊆ wﬀcl
o (Σ)|CNF(Φ) ER }), then we show that ΓΣ is a saturated
abstract consistency class for Henkin models. This entails completeness of ER
by theorem 1.
Let Φ ∈ ΓΣ . We show that Φ mets the conditions required in deﬁnition 1:
∇c

Suppose that A, ¬A ∈ Φ. Since A is atomic we have CNF(Φ ∗ A ∗ ¬A) =
CNF(Φ) ∗ [A]T ∗ [A]F and hence we can derive  with Res and T riv. This
contradicts our assumption.

In all of the remaining cases, we show the contrapositive, e.g. in the next case
/ ΓΣ , then Φ ∗ ¬¬A ∈
/ ΓΣ , which
we prove, that for all Φ ∈ ΓΣ , if Φ ∗ ¬¬A ∗ A ∈
entails the assertion.
If CNF(Φ ∗ ¬¬A ∗ A) ER , then also CNF(Φ ∗ ¬¬A) ER , since
CNF(Φ ∗ ¬¬A ∗ A) = CNF(Φ ∗ ¬¬A).
∇βη Analog to ∇¬ , since CNF(Φ ∗ A ∗ A↓βη ) = CNF(Φ ∗ A).
∇∨ If CNF(Φ ∗ A ∨ B ∗ A) ER  and CNF(Φ ∗ A ∨ B ∗ B) ER , then
CNF(Φ ∗ A ∨ B) ER  by lemma 1(3).
∇∧ If CNF(Φ ∗ ¬(A ∨ B) ∗ ¬A ∗ ¬B) ER , then CNF(Φ ∗ ¬(A ∨ B)) ER ,
since CNF(Φ ∗ ¬(A ∨ B) ∗ ¬A ∗ ¬B) = CNF(Φ ∗ ¬(A ∨ B)).
∇∀ By the lifting lemma 2.
∇∃ Let CNF(Φ ∗ ¬ΠF ∗ ¬Fw) D
ER  and note that CNF(Φ ∗ ¬ΠF ∗ ¬Fw) =
CNF(Φ ∗ ¬Fw ∗ ¬Fw). Now let w be any new constant symbol which does
not occur in Φ or F. Since also w and w do not occur in Φ or F it is

easy to verify that their is a derivation CNF(Φ ∗ ¬Fw ) D
ER , where each
occurrence of ¬Fw or ¬Fw is replaced by ¬Fw . Hence CNF(Φ ∗ ¬ΠF) ER
.
.o
.o
We show that if CNF(Φ∗¬(A = B)∗¬A∗B) ER  and CNF(Φ∗¬(A =
∇b
.
B) ∗ A ∗ ¬B) ER , then CNF(Φ ∗ ¬(A = B) ER . Note that CNF(Φ ∗
.
¬(A = B)) = CNF(Φ ∗ ¬Π(λP ¬P A ∨ P B)) = CNF(Φ) ∗ [rA]T ∗ [rB]F , with
Skolem constant ro→o . Now consider the following derivation
∇¬

[rA]T

[rB]F
Res
.
[rA = rB]F
Dec
.
[A = B]F
Equiv
CNF(¬(A ≡ B))
.
.
Hence CNF(Φ ∗ ¬(A = B)) ER CNF(Φ ∗ ¬(A = B)) ∪ CNF(¬(A ≡ B))
and we get the conclusion as a simple consequence of lemma 1(4).
. α→β
.β
We show that if CNF(Φ ∗ ¬(F =
G) ∗ ¬(Fw = Gw)) ER , then
∇q
.
.
.
CNF(Φ∗¬(F = G)) ER . Note that CNF(Φ∗¬(F = G)∗¬(Fw = Gw)) =
CNF(Φ∗¬Π(λQ ¬QF∨QG)∗¬Π(λP ¬P (Fw)∨P (Gw))) = CNF(Φ)∗[qF]T ∗
.
[qG]F ∗[p(Fw)]T ∗[p(Gw)]F and that CNF(Φ∗¬(F = G)) = CNF(Φ)∗[rF]T ∗
[rG]F , where pβ→o , q(α→β)→o and r(α→β)→o are new Skolem constants. Now
consider the following derivation:
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[rF]T

[rG]F
Res
.
[rF = rG]F
Dec
.
[F = G]F
F unc
.
[Fs = Gs]F
Leib
[t(Fs)]T
[t(Gs)]F

Here again sα and tβ→o are new Skolem constants. Hence CNF(Φ) ∗ [rF]T ∗
[rG]F ER CNF(Φ) ∗ [rF]T ∗ [rG]F ∗ [t(Fs)]T ∗ [t(Gs)F .
Now the conclusion follows from the assumption since s, t and r are only
renamings of the Skolem symbols w, p and q and all do not occur in Φ.
To see that ΓΣ is saturated let A ∈ wﬀo (Σ) and Φ ⊆ wﬀcl
o (Σ) with Φ ER . We
have to show that Φ ∗ A ER  or Φ ∗ ¬A ER . For that suppose Φ ER , but
Φ ∗ A ER  and Φ ∗ ¬A ER . By lemma 1(3) we get that Φ ∗ A ∨ ¬A ER ,
and hence, since A ∨ ¬A is a tautology, it must be the case that Φ ER , which
contradicts our assumption.

5

Conclusion

We have presented an extensional higher-order resolution calculus that is complete relative to Henkin model semantics. The treatment of the extensionality
principles – necessary for the completeness result – by specialized (goal-directed)
inference rules practical applicability, as an implentation of the calculus in the
Leo-System [BK98] shows.
Acknowledgments The work reported here was funded by the Deutsche
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Abstract. State-of-the-art ﬁrst-order automated theorem proving systems have reached considerable strength over recent years. However, in
many areas of mathematics they are still a long way from reliably proving theorems that would be considered relatively simple by humans. For
example, when reasoning about sets, relations, or functions, ﬁrst-order
systems still exhibit serious weaknesses. While it has been shown in the
past that higher-order reasoning systems can solve problems of this kind
automatically, the complexity inherent in their calculi and their ineﬃciency in dealing with large numbers of clauses prevent these systems
from solving a whole range of problems.
We present a solution to this challenge by combining a higher-order and a
ﬁrst-order automated theorem prover, both based on the resolution principle, in a ﬂexible and distributed environment. By this we can exploit
concise problem formulations without forgoing eﬃcient reasoning on ﬁrstorder subproblems. We demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our approach on
a set of problems still considered non-trivial for many ﬁrst-order theorem
provers.

1

Introduction

When dealing with problems containing higher-order concepts, such as sets, functions, or relations, today’s state-of-the-art ﬁrst-order automated theorem provers
(ATPs) still exhibit weaknesses on problems considered relatively simple by humans (cf. [14]). One reason is that the problem formulations use an encoding
in a ﬁrst-order set theory, which makes it particularly challenging when trying
to prove theorems from ﬁrst principles, that is, basic axioms. Therefore, to aid
ATPs in ﬁnding proofs, problems are often enriched by hand-picked additional
lemmata, or axioms of the selected set theory are dropped leaving the theory
incomplete. This has recently motivated extensions of state-of-the-art ﬁrst-order
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calculi and systems, as for example presented in [14] for the Saturate system.
The extended Saturate system can solve some problems from the SET domain
in the TPTP [24] which Vampire [21] and E-Setheo’s [23] cannot solve.
While it has already been shown in [6,2] that many problems of this nature
can be easily proved from ﬁrst principles using a concise higher-order representation and the higher-order resolution ATP Leo, the combinatorial explosion
inherent in Leo’s calculus prevents the prover from solving a whole range of
possible problems with one universal strategy. Often higher-order problems require only relatively few but essential steps of higher-order reasoning, while the
overwhelming part of the reasoning is ﬁrst-order or even propositional level. This
suggests that Leo’s performance could be improved when combining it with a
ﬁrst-order ATP to search eﬃciently for a possible refutation in the subset of
those clauses that are essentially ﬁrst-order.
The advantages of such a combination — further discussed in Sec. 2 — are
not only that many problems can still be eﬃciently shown from ﬁrst principles
in a general purpose approach, but also that problems can be expressed in a
very concise way. For instance, we present 45 problems from the SET domain
of the TPTP-v3.0.1, together with their entire formalisation in less than two
pages in this paper, which is diﬃcult to achieve within a framework that does
not provide λ-abstraction. We use this problem set, which is an extension of the
problems considered in [14], in Sec. 4 to show the eﬀectiveness of our approach.
While many of the considered problems can be proved by Leo alone with some
strategy, the combination of Leo with the ﬁrst-order ATP Bliksem [11] is not
only able to show more problems, but also needs only a single strategy to solve
them. Several of our problems are considered very challenging by the ﬁrst-order
community and ﬁve of them (of which Leo can solve four) have a TPTP rating
of 1.00, saying that they cannot be solved by any TPTP prover to date.
Technically, the combination — described in more detail in Sec. 3 — has been
realised in the concurrent reasoning system Oants [22,8] which enables the cooperation of hybrid reasoning systems to construct a common proof object. In
our past experiments, Oants has been successfully employed to check the validity of set equations using higher-order and ﬁrst-order ATPs, model generation,
and computer algebra [5]. While this already enabled a cooperation between
Leo and a ﬁrst-order ATP, the proposed solution could not be classiﬁed as a
general purpose approach. A major shortcoming was that all communication of
partial results had to be conducted via the common proof object, which was
very ineﬃcient for hard examples. Thus, the solved examples from set theory
were considered too trivial, albeit they were often similar to those still considered challenging in the TPTP in the ﬁrst-order context. In this paper we now
present a novel approach to the cooperation between Leo and Bliksem inside
Oants by decentralising communication. This leads not only to a higher overall
eﬃciency — Sec. 4 details our results — but also to a general purpose approach
based on a single strategy in Leo.
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Why Linking Higher-Order and First-Order?

Existing higher-order ATPs generally exhibit deﬁcits in eﬃciently reasoning with
ﬁrst-order problems for several reasons. Unlike in the case of ﬁrst-order provers,
for which sophisticated calculi and strategies, as well as advanced implementation techniques, such as term indexing [19], have been developed, fully mechanisable higher-order calculi are still at a comparably early stage of development. Some problems are much harder in higher-order, for instance, uniﬁcation
is undecidable, strong constraining term- and literal-orderings are not available,
extensionality reasoning and set variable instantiation has to be addressed. Nevertheless, for some mathematical problem domains, such as naive set theory, for
instance, automated higher-order reasoning performs very well.
We motivate the need for linking higher-order and ﬁrst-order ATPs with some
examples from Table 1. It contains a range of challenging problems taken from
the TPTP, against which we will evaluate our system in Sec. 4. The problems are
given by the identiﬁers used in the SET domain of the TPTP, and are formalised
in a variant of Church’s simply typed λ-calculus with preﬁx polymorphism. In
classical type theory terms and all their sub-terms are typed. Polymorphism
allows the introduction of type variables such that statements can be made for
all types. For instance, in problem SET014+4 the universally quantiﬁed variable
Xoα denotes a mapping from objects of type α to objects of type o. We use
Church’s notation oα, which stands for the functional type α → o. The reader is
referred to [1] for a more detailed introduction. In the remainder, o will denote
the type of truth values, and small Greek letters will denote arbitrary types.
Thus, Xoα (resp. its η-longform λyα Xy) is actually a characteristic function
denoting the set of elements of type α, for which the predicate associated with
X holds. As further notational convention, we use capital letter variables to
denote sets, functions, or relations, while lower case letters denote individuals.
Types are usually only given in the ﬁrst occurrence of a variable and omitted if
inferable from the context.
The problems in Table 1 employ deﬁned concepts that are speciﬁed in a
knowledge base of hierarchical theories that Leo has access to. All concepts
necessary for deﬁning our problems in Table 1 are given in Table 2. Concepts are
deﬁned in terms of λ-expressions and they may contain other, already speciﬁed
concepts. For presentation purposes, we use customary mathematical symbols
∪, ∩, etc., for some concepts like union, intersection, etc., and we also use inﬁx
notation. For instance, the deﬁnition of union on sets can be easily read in
its more common mathematical representation A ∪ B := {x|x ∈ A ∨ x ∈ B}.
Before proving a problem, Leo always expands — recursively, if necessary — all
occurring concepts. This straightforward expansion to ﬁrst principles is realised
by an automated preprocess in our current approach.
SET171+3 We ﬁrst discuss example SET171+3 to contrast our formalisation to
a standard ﬁrst-order one. After recursively expanding the input problem, that is,
completely reducing it to ﬁrst principles, Leo turns it into a negated unit clause.
Since this initial clause is not in normal form, Leo ﬁrst normalises it with explicit
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Table 1. Problems from TPTP for the evaluation of Oants
SET
014+4
017+1
066+1
067+1
076+1
086+1
096+1
143+3
171+3
580+3
601+3
606+3
607+3
609+3
611+3
612+3
614+3
615+3
623+3
624+3
630+3
640+3
646+3
647+3
648+3
649+3
651+3
657+3
669+3
670+3
671+3
672+3
673+3
680+3
683+3
684+3
686+3
716+4
724+4
741+4
747+4
752+4
753+4
764+4
770+4

Problem Formalisation
∀Xoα , Yoα , Aoα [[X ⊆ A ∧ Y ⊆ A] ⇒ (X ∪ Y ) ⊆ A]
∀xα , yα , zα [UnOrderedPair (x, y) = UnOrderedPair (x, z) ⇒ y = z]
∀xα , yα [UnOrderedPair (x, y) = UnOrderedPair (y, x)
∀xα , yα [UnOrderedPair (x, x) ⊆ UnOrderedPair (x, y)]
∀xα , yα ∀Zoα x ∈ Z ∧ y ∈ Z ⇒ UnOrderedPair (x, y) ⊆ Z
∀xα ∃yα [y ∈ Singleton(x)]
∀Xoα , yα [X ⊆ Singleton(y) ⇒ [X = ∅ ∨ X = Singleton(y)]]
∀Xoα , Yoα , Zoα [(X ∩ Y ) ∩ Z = X ∩ (Y ∩ Z)]
∀Xoα , Yoα , Zoα [X ∪ (Y ∩ Z) = (X ∪ Y ) ∩ (X ∪ Z)]
∀Xoα , Yoα , uα [u ∈ ExclUnion(X, Y ) ⇔ [u ∈ X ⇔ u ∈ Y ]]
∀ Xoα , Yoα , Zoα [(X ∩ Y ) ∪ ((Y ∩ Z) ∪ (Z ∩ X)) = (X ∪ Y ) ∩ ((Y ∪ Z) ∩ (Z ∪ X))]
∀Xoα , Yoα [X\(X ∩ Y ) = X\Y ]
∀Xoα , Yoα [X ∪ (Y \X) = X ∪ Y ]
∀Xoα , Yoα , Zoα [X\(Y \Z) = (X\Y ) ∪ (X ∩ Z)]
∀Xoα , Yoα [X ∩ Y = ∅ ⇔ X\Y = X]
∀Xoα , Yoα , Zoα [X\(Y ∪ Z) = (X\Y ) ∩ (X\Z)]
∀Xoα , Yoα , Zoα [(X\Y )\Z = X\(Y ∪ Z)]
∀Xoα , Yoα , Zoα [(X ∪ Y )\Z = (X\Z) ∪ (Y \Z)]
∀Xoα , Yoα , Zoα [ExclUnion(ExclUnion(X, Y ), Z) = ExclUnion(X, ExclUnion(Y, Z))]
∀Xoα , Yoα , Zoα [Meets(X, (Y ∪ Z)) ⇔ [Meets(X, Y ) ∨ Meets(X, Z)]]
∀Xoα , Yoα [Misses(X ∩ Y, ExclUnion(X, Y ))]
∀Roβα , Qoβα [Subrel(R, Q) ⇒ Subrel(R, (λuα ) × (λvβ ))]
∀xα , yβ [Subrel(Pair (x, y), (λuα ) × (λvβ )) ]
∀Roβα , Xoα [(RDom(R) ⊆ X) ⇒ Subrel(R, X × RCodom(R))]
∀Roβα , Yoβ [(RCodom(R) ⊆ Y ) ⇒ Subrel(R, RDom(R) × Y )]
∀Roβα , Xoα , Yoβ [[RDom(R) ⊆ X ∧ RCodom(R) ⊆ Y ] ⇒ Subrel(R, X × Y )]
∀Roβα [RDom(R) ⊆ Aoα ⇒ Subrel(R, A × (λuβ ))]
∀Roβα [F ield(R) ⊆ ((λuα ) ∪ (λvβ ))]
∀Roαα [Subrel(Id(λuα ), R) ⇒ [(λuα ) ⊆ RDom(R) ∧ (λuα ) = RCodom(R)]]
∀Zoα , Roβα , Xoα Yoβ [IsRelOn(R, X, Y ) ⇒ IsRelOn(RestrictRDom(R, Z), Z, Y )]
∀Zoα , Roβα , Xoα , Yoβ [[IsRelOn(R, X, Y ) ∧ X ⊆ Z] ⇒ RestrictRDom(R, Z) = R]
∀Zoβ , Roβα , Xoα Yoβ [IsRelOn(R, X, Y ) ⇒ IsRelOn(RestrictRCodom(R, Z), X, Z)]
∀Zoβ , Roβα , Xoα , Yoβ [[IsRelOn(R, X, Y ) ∧ Y ⊆ Z] ⇒ RestrictRCodom(R, Z) = R]
∀Roβα , Xoα , Yoβ [IsRelOn(R, X, Y ) ⇒
[∀uα u ∈ X ⇒ [u ∈ RDom(R) ⇔ ∃vβ v ∈ Y ∧ R(u, v)]]]
∀Roβα , Xoα , Yoβ [IsRelOn(R, X, Y ) ⇒
[∀vβ v ∈ Y ⇒ [v ∈ RCodom(R) ⇒ ∃uα u ∈ X ∧ u ∈ RDom(R)]]]
∀Poβα , Roγβ , xα , zγ [RelComp(P, R)xz ⇔ ∃yβ P xy ∧ Ryz]
∀Zoα , Roγβ , xα [x ∈ InverseImageR(R, Z) ⇔ ∃yα Rxy ∧ x ∈ Z]
∀Fβα , Gγβ [[Inj (F ) ∧ Inj (G)] ⇒ Inj (G ◦ F )]
∀Fβα , Gγβ , Hγβ [[F ◦ G = F ◦ H ∧ Surj (F )] ⇒ G = H]
∀Fβα , Gγβ , Hαγ [[Inj ((F ◦ G) ◦ H) ∧ Surj ((G ◦ H) ◦ F ) ∧ Surj ((H ◦ F ) ◦ G)] ⇒ Bij (H)]
∀Fβα , Gγβ , 1oαα , 2oββ , 3oγγ [[IncreasingF (F, 1 , 2 ) ∧ DecreasingF (G, 2 , 3 )] ⇒
DecreasingF (F ◦ G, 1 , 3 )]
∀Xoα , Yoα , Fβα [ImageF (F, X ∪ Y ) = ImageF (F, X) ∪ ImageF (F, Y )]
∀Xoα , Yoα , Fβα [ImageF (F, X ∩ Y ) ⊆ ImageF (F, X) ∩ ImageF (F, Y )]
∀Fβα [InverseImageF (F, ∅) = ∅]
∀Roβα , Qoβα [[EquivRel(R) ∧ EquivRel(Q)] ⇒
[EquivClasses(R) = EquivClasses(Q) ∨ Disjoint(EquivClasses(R), EquivClasses(Q))]]

clause normalisation rules to reach some proper initial clauses. In our concrete
case, this normalisation process leads to the following unit clause consisting of a
(syntactically not solvable) uniﬁcation constraint (here Boα , Coα , Doα are Skolem
constants and Bx is obtained from expansion of x ∈ B):
[(λxα Bx ∨ (Cx ∧ Dx)) =? (λxα (Bx ∨ Cx) ∧ (Bx ∨ Dx))]
Note that negated primitive equations are generally automatically converted
by Leo into uniﬁcation constraints. This is why [(λxα Bx ∨ (Cx ∧ Dx)) =?
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Table 2. Deﬁned concepts occurring in problems from Table 1
∈
⊆
∪
∩

ExclUnion(
Disjoint(
Meets(
Misses(

,
,
,
,

∅

\
)
)
)
)

UnOrderedPair ( , )
Singleton( )
Pair ( , )
×
RDom( )
RCodom( )
Subrel( , )
Id( )
F ield( )
IsRelOn( , , )
RestrictRCodom( , )
RelComp( , )
InverseImageR( , )
Ref lexive( )
Symmetric( )
T ransitive( )
EquivRel( )
EquivClasses( )
Inj ( )
Surj ( )
Bij ( )
ImageF ( , )
InverseImageF ( , )
◦
IncreasingF ( , , )
DecreasingF ( , , )

Deﬁned Notions in Theory Typed Set
:= λxα , Aoα [Ax]
:= [λxα ⊥]
:= λAoα , Boα [∀xα x ∈ A ⇒ x ∈ B]
:= λAoα , Boα [λxα x ∈ A ∨ x ∈ B]
:= λAoα , Boα [λxα x ∈ A ∧ x ∈ B]
:= λAoα [λxα x ∈
/ A]
:= λAoα , Boα [λxα x ∈ A ∧ x ∈
/ B]
:= λAoα , Boα [(A\B) ∪ (B\A)]
:= λAoα , Boα [A ∩ B = ∅]
:= λAoα , Boα [∃xα x ∈ A ∧ x ∈ B]
:= λAoα , Boα [¬∃xα x ∈ A ∧ x ∈ B]
Deﬁned Notions in Theory Relation
:= λxα , yα [λuα u = x ∨ u = y]
:= λxα [λuα u = x]
:= λxα , yβ [λuα , vβ u = x ∧ v = y]
:= λAoα , Boβ [λuα , vβ u ∈ A ∧ v ∈ B]
:= λRoβα [λxα ∃yβ Rxy]
:= λRoβα [λyβ ∃xα Rxy]
:= λRoβα , Qoβα [∀xα ∀yα Rxy ⇒ Qxy]
:= λAoα [λxα , yα x ∈ A ∧ x = y]
:= λRoβα [RDom(B) ∪ RCodom(R)]
:= λRoβα , Aoα λBoβ [∀xα , yβ Rxy ⇒ (x ∈ A ∧ x ∈ B)]
:= λRoβα , Aoα [λxα , yβ x ∈ A ∧ Rxy]
:= λRoβα , Qoγβ [λxα , zγ ∃yβ Rxy ∧ Ryz]
:= λRoβα , Boβ [λxα ∃yβ y ∈ B ∧ Rxy]
:= λRoβα [∀xα Rxx]
:= λRoβα [∀xα ∀yα Rxy ⇒ Ryx]
:= λRoβα [∀xα ∀yα ∀zα Rxy ∧ Ryz ⇒ Rxz]
:= λRoβα [Ref lexive(R) ∧ Symmetric(R) ∧ T ransitive(R)]
:= λRoαα [λAoα ∃uα u ∈ A ∧ ∀vα v ∈ A ⇔ Ruv]
Deﬁned Notions in Theory Function
:= λFβα [∀xα , yβ F (x) = F (y) ⇒ x = y]
:= λFβα [∀yβ ∃xα y = F (x)]
:= λFβα Surj (F ) ∧ Inj (F )
:= λFβα , Aoα [λyβ ∃xα x ∈ A ∧ y = F (x)]
:= λFβα , Boβ [λxα ∃yβ y ∈ B ∧ y = F (x)]
:= λFβα , Gγβ [λxα G(F (x))]
:= λFβα , 1oαα , 2oββ [∀xα , yα x 1 y ⇒ F (x) 2 F (y)]
:= λFβα , 1oαα , 2oββ [∀xα , yα x 1 y ⇒ F (y) 2 F (x)]

(λxα (Bx ∨ Cx) ∧ (Bx ∨ Dx))] is generated, and not [(λxα Bx ∨ (Cx ∧ Dx)) =
(λxα (Bx ∨ Cx) ∧ (Bx ∨ Dx))]F . Observe, that we write [.]T and [.]F for positive
and negative literals, respectively. Leo then applies its goal directed functional
and Boolean extensionality rules which replace this uniﬁcation constraint by the
negative literal (where x is a Skolem constant):
[(Bx ∨ (Cx ∧ Dx)) ⇔ ((Bx ∨ Cx) ∧ (Bx ∨ Dx))]F
This unit clause is again not normal; normalisation, factorisation and subsumption yield the following set of clauses:
[Bx]F

[Bx]T ∨ [Cx]T

[Bx]T ∨ [Dx]T

[Cx]F ∨ [Dx]F

This set is essentially of propositional logic character and trivially refutable. Leo
needs 0.56 seconds for solving the problem and generates a total of 36 clauses.
Let us consider now this same example SET171+3 in its ﬁrst-order formulation from the TPTP (see Table 3). We can observe that the assumptions provide
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Table 3. TPTP problem SET171+3 — distributivity of ∪ over ∩
Assumptions: ∀B, C, x [x ∈ (B ∪ C) ⇔ x ∈ B ∨ x ∈ C]

(1)

∀B, C, x [x ∈ (B ∩ C) ⇔ x ∈ B ∧ x ∈ C]

(2)

∀B, C [B = C ⇔ B ⊆ C ∧ C ⊆ B]

(3)

∀B, C [B ∪ C = C ∪ B]

(4)

∀B, C [B ∩ C = C ∩ B]

(5)

∀B, C [B ⊆ C ⇔ ∀x x ∈ B ⇒ x ∈ C]

(6)

∀B, C [B = C ⇔ ∀x x ∈ B ⇔ x ∈ C]

(7)

Proof Goal: ∀B, C, D [B ∪ (C ∩ D) = (B ∪ C) ∩ (B ∪ D)]

(8)

only a partial axiomatisation of naive set theory. On the other hand, the speciﬁcation introduces lemmata that are useful for solving the problem. In particular,
assumption (7) is trivially derivable from (3) with (6). Obviously, clausal normalisation of this ﬁrst-order problem description yields a much larger and more diﬃcult set of clauses. Furthermore, deﬁnitions of concepts are not directly expanded
as in Leo. It is therefore not surprising that most ﬁrst-order ATPs still fail to
prove this problem. In fact, very few TPTP provers were successful in proving
SET171+3. Amongst them are Muscadet 2.4. [20], Vampire 7.0, and Saturate. The natural deduction system Muscadet uses special inference rules for
sets and needs 0.2 seconds to prove this problem. Vampire needs 108 seconds.
The Saturate system [14] (which extends Vampire with Boolean extensionality rules that are a one-to-one correspondence to Leo’s rules for Extensional
Higher-Order Paramodulation [3]) can solve the problem in 2.9 seconds while
generating 159 clauses. The signiﬁcance of such comparisons is clearly limited
since diﬀerent systems are optimised to a diﬀerent degree. One noted diﬀerence
between the experiments with ﬁrst-order provers listed above, and the experiments with Leo and Leo-Bliksem is that ﬁrst-order systems often use a case
tailored problem representation (e.g., by avoiding some base axioms of the addressed theory), while Leo and Leo-Bliksem have a harder task of dealing with
a general (not speciﬁcally tailored) representation.
For the experiments with Leo and the cooperation of Leo with the ﬁrst-order
theorem prover Bliksem, λ-abstraction as well as the extensionality treatment
inherent in Leo’s calculus [4] is used. This enables a theoretically4 Henkincomplete proof system for set theory. In the above example SET171+3, Leo generally uses the application of functional extensionality to push extensional uniﬁcation constraints down to base type level, and then eventually applies Boolean
extensionality to generate clauses from them. These are typically much simpler
and often even propositional-like or ﬁrst-order-like (FO-like, for short), that is,
they do not contain any ‘real’ higher-order subterms (such as a λ-abstraction or
4

For pragmatic reasons, such as eﬃciency, most of Leo’s tactics are incomplete. Leo’s
philosophy is to rely on a theoretically complete calculus, but to practically provide
a set of complimentary strategies so that these cover a broad range of theorems.
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embedded equations), and are therefore suitable for treatment by a ﬁrst-order
ATP or even a propositional logic decision procedure.
SET624+3 Sometimes, extensionality treatment is not required and the originally higher-order problem is immediately reduced to only FO-like clauses. For
example, after expanding the deﬁnitions, problem SET624+3 yields the following
clause (where Boα , Coα , Doα are again Skolem constants):
[(∃xα (Bx ∧ (Cx ∨ Dx)) ⇔ ((∃xα Bx ∧ Cx) ∨ (∃xα Bx ∧ Dx))]F
Normalisation results in 26 FO-like clauses, which present a hard problem for
Leo: it needs approx. 35 seconds (see Sec. 4) to ﬁnd a refutation, whereas ﬁrstorder ATPs only need a fraction of a second.
SET646+3 Sometimes, problems are immediately refuted after the initial clause
normalisation. For example, after deﬁnition expansion in problem SET646+3 we
get the following clause (where Boα , Coα , xα are again Skolem constants):
[Ax ⇒ (∀yβ By ⇒ (∀uα ∀vβ (u = x ∧ v = y) ⇒ ((¬⊥) ∧ (¬⊥))))]F
Normalisation in Leo immediately generates a basic refutation (i.e., a clause
[⊥]T ∨ [⊥]T ) without even starting proof search.
SET611+3 The examples discussed so far all essentially apply extensionality
treatment and normalisation to the input problem in order to immediately generate a set of inconsistent FO-like clauses. Problem SET611+3 is more complicated as it requires several reasoning steps in Leo before the initially consistent
set of available FO-like clauses grows into an inconsistent one. After deﬁnition
expansion, Leo is ﬁrst given the input clause:
[∀Aoα , Boα (λxα (Ax ∧ Bx)) = (λxα ⊥)) ⇔ (λxα (Ax ∧ ¬Bx)) = (λxα Ax)]F
which it normalises into:
[(λxα (Ax ∧ Bx)) =? (λxα ⊥)] ∨ [(λxα (Ax ∧ ¬Bx)) =? (λxα Ax)] (9)
[(λxα (Ax ∧ Bx)) = (λxα ⊥)]T ∨ [(λxα (Ax ∧ ¬Bx)) = (λxα Ax)]T (10)
As mentioned before, the uniﬁcation constraint (9) corresponds to:
[(λxα (Ax ∧ Bx)) = (λxα ⊥)]F ∨ [(λxα (Ax ∧ ¬Bx)) = (λxα Ax)]F

(11)

Leo has to apply to each of these clauses and to each of their literals appropriate extensionality rules. Thus, several rounds of Leo’s set-of-support-based
reasoning procedure are required, so that all necessary extensionality reasoning
steps are performed, and suﬃciently many FO-like clauses are generated which
can be refuted by Bliksem.
In summary, each of the examples discussed in this section exposes a motivation for our higher-order/ﬁrst-order cooperative approach to theorem proving.
In particular, they show that:
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– Higher-order formulations allow for a concise problem representation which
often allows easier and faster proof search than ﬁrst-order formulations.
– Higher-order problems can often be reduced to a set of ﬁrst-order clauses
that can be more eﬃciently handled by a ﬁrst-order ATP.
– Some problems are trivially refutable after clause normalisation.
– Some problems require in-depth higher-order reasoning before a refutable
ﬁrst-order clause set can be extracted.

3

Higher-Order/First-Order Cooperation via Oants

The cooperation between higher-oder and ﬁrst-order reasoners, which we investigate in this paper, is realised in the concurrent hierarchical blackboard architecture Oants [7]. We ﬁrst describe in Sec. 3.1 the existing Oants architecture.
In order to overcome some of its problems, in particular eﬃciency problems, we
devised within Oants a new and improved cooperation method for the higherorder ATP Leo and ﬁrst-order provers (in particular, Bliksem) – we describe
this in Sec. 3.2. We address the question of how to generate the necessary clauses
in Sec. 3.3, and discuss soundness and completeness of our implementation of
the higher-order/ﬁrst-order cooperation in Sec. 3.4.
3.1

Oants

Oants was originally conceived to support interactive theorem proving but was
later extended to a fully automated proving system [22,8]. Its basic idea is to
compose a central proof object by generating, in each proof situation, a ranked
list of potentially applicable inference steps. In this process, all inference rules,
such as calculus rules or tactics, are uniformly viewed with respect to three
sets: premises, conclusions, and additional parameters. The elements of these
three sets are called arguments of the inference rule and they usually depend
on each other. An inference rule is applicable if at least some of its arguments
can be instantiated with respect to the given proof context. The task of the
Oants architecture is now to determine the applicability of inference rules by
computing instantiations for their arguments.
The architecture consists of two layers. On the lower layer, possible instantiations of the arguments of individual inference rules are computed. In particular,
each inference rule is associated with its own blackboard and concurrent processes, one for each argument of the inference rule. The role of every process is
to compute possible instantiations for its designated argument of the inference
rule, and to record these on the blackboard. The computations are carried out
with respect to the given proof context and by exploiting information already
present on the blackboard, that is, argument instantiations computed by other
processes. On the upper layer, the information from the lower layer is used for
computing and heuristically ranking the inference rules that are applicable in
the current proof state. The most promising rule is then applied to the central
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proof object and the data on the blackboards is cleared for the next round of
computations.
Oants employs resource reasoning to guide search.5 This enables the controlled integration (e.g., by specifying time-outs) of full-ﬂedged external reasoning systems such as automated theorem provers, computer algebra systems,
or model generators into the architecture. The use of the external systems is
modelled by inference rules, usually one for each system. Their corresponding
computations are encapsulated in one of the independent processes in the architecture. For example, an inference rule modelling the application of an ATP
has its conclusion argument set to be an open goal. A process can then place
an open goal on the blackboard, where it is picked up by a process that applies
the prover to it. Any computed proof or partial-proof from the external system
is again written to the blackboard from where it is subsequently inserted into
the proof object when the inference rule is applied. While this setup enables
proof construction by a collaborative eﬀort of diverse reasoning systems, the cooperation can only be achieved via the central proof object. This means that all
partial results have to be translated back and forth between the syntaxes of the
integrated systems and the language of the proof object. Since there are many
types of integrated systems, the language of the proof object — a higher-order
language even richer than Leo’s, together with a natural deduction calculus —
is expressive but also cumbersome. This leads not only to a large communication
overhead, but also means that complex proof objects have to be created (large
clause sets need to be transformed into large single formulae to represent them in
the proof object; the support for this in Oants to date is ineﬃcient), even if the
reasoning of all systems involved is clause-based. Consequently, the cooperation
between external systems is typically rather ineﬃcient [5].

3.2

Cooperation via a Single Inference Rule

In order to overcome the problem of the communication bottleneck described
above, we devised a new method for the cooperation between a higher-order
and a ﬁrst-order theorem prover within Oants. Rather than modelling each
theorem prover as a separate inference rule (and hence needing to translate
the communication via the language of the central proof object), we model the
cooperation between a higher-order (concretely, Leo) and a ﬁrst-order theorem
prover (in our case study Bliksem) in Oants as a single inference rule. The
cooperation between these two theorem provers is carried out directly and not via
the central proof object. This avoids translating clause sets into single formulae
and back. While in our previous approach the cooperation between Leo and
an FO-ATP was modelled at the upper layer of the Oants architecture, our
new approach presented in this paper models their cooperation by exploiting the
lower layer of the Oants blackboard architecture. This is not an ad hoc solution,
5

Oants provides facilities to deﬁne and modify the processes at run-time. But notice
that we do not use these advanced features in the case study presented in this paper.
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but rather, it demonstrates Oants’s ﬂexibility in modelling the integration of
cooperative reasoning systems.
Concretely, the single inference rule modelling the cooperation between Leo
and a ﬁrst-order theorem prover needs four arguments to be applicable: (1) an
open proof goal, (2) a partial Leo proof, (3) a set of FO-like clauses in the
partial proof, (4) a ﬁrst-order refutation proof for the set of FO-like clauses.
Each of these arguments is computed, that is, its instantiation is found, by
an independent process. The ﬁrst process ﬁnds open goals in the central proof
object and posts them on the blackboard associated with the new rule. The
second process starts an instance of the Leo theorem prover for each new open
goal on the blackboard. Each Leo instance maintains its own set of FO-like
clauses. The third process monitors these clauses, and as soon as it detects a
change in this set, that is, if new FO-like clauses are added by Leo, it writes
the entire set of clauses to the blackboard. Once FO-like clauses are posted, the
fourth process ﬁrst translates each of the clauses directly into a corresponding
one in the format of the ﬁrst-order theorem prover, and then starts the ﬁrst-order
theorem prover on them. Note that writing FO-like clauses on the blackboard is
by far not as time consuming as generating higher-order proof objects. As soon
as either Leo or the ﬁrst-order prover ﬁnds a refutation, the second process
reports Leo’s proof or partial proof to the blackboard, that is, it instantiates
argument (2). Once all four arguments of our inference rule are instantiated, the
rule can be applied and the open proof goal can be closed in the central proof
object. That is, the open goal can be proved by the cooperation between Leo
and a ﬁrst-order theorem prover. When computing applicability of the inference
rule, the second and the fourth process concurrently spawn processes running
Leo or a ﬁrst-order prover on a diﬀerent set of FO-like clauses. Thus, when
actually applying the inference rule, all these instances of provers working on
the same open subgoal are stopped.
The cooperation can be carried out between any ﬁrst-order theorem prover
and Leo instantiated with any strategy, thus resulting in diﬀerent instantiations
of the inference rule discussed above. While several ﬁrst-order provers are integrated in Oants and could be used, Bliksem was suﬃcient for the case study
reported in this paper (see Sec. 4). In most cases, more than one Bliksem process was necessary. But as the problems were always concerned with only one
subgoal, only one Leo process had to be started.
Our approach to the cooperation between a higher-order and a ﬁrst-order
theorem prover has many advantages. The main one is that the communication
is restricted to the transmission of clauses, and thus it avoids intermediate translation into the language of the central proof object. This signiﬁcantly reduces
the communication overhead and makes eﬀective proving of more involved theorems feasible. A disadvantage of this approach is that we cannot easily translate
and integrate the two proof objects produced by Leo and Bliksem into the
central proof object maintained by Oants, as is possible when applying only
one prover per open subgoal. Providing such translation remains future work.
The repercussions will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 3.4.
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Extracting FO-Like Clauses from Leo

Crucial to a successful cooperation between Leo and a ﬁrst-order ATP is obviously the generation of FO-like clauses. Leo always maintains a heap of FO-like
clauses. In the current Leo system this heap remains rather small since Leo’s
standard calculus intrinsically avoids primitive equality and instead provides
a rule that replaces occurrences of primitive equality with their corresponding
Leibniz deﬁnitions which are higher-order. The Leibniz principle deﬁnes equality as follows =oαα := λxα λyα [∀Poα P x ⇒ P y]. Leo also provides a rule which
replaces syntactically non-uniﬁable uniﬁcation constraints between terms of nonBoolean base type by their respective representations that use Leibniz equality.
While the clauses resulting from these rules are still refutable in Leo, they are
not refutable by Bliksem without adding set theory axioms. We illustrate the
eﬀect by the following simple example, where aι , bι , and fιι are constants:
a = b ⇒ f (a) = f (b)
Depending on whether we work with primitive equality or Leibniz equality this
problem is reduced to the clause sets in either (12) or (13) respectively (in the
latter Poι is a new free variable, and Qoι is a new Skolem constant):
[Pa] ∨ [Pb]
F

T

[a = b]T
[Q(f (a))]T

[f (a) =? f (b)]
[Q(f (b))]F

(12)
(13)

While the former is obviously refutable in Bliksem, the latter is not. Leo, however, still ﬁnds a refutation for the latter and generates the crucial substitution
P ← λxα Q(f (x)) by higher-order pre-uniﬁcation.
To circumvent this problem, we adapted the relevant rules in Leo. Instead
of immediately constructing Leibniz representation of clauses, an intermediate
representation containing primitive equality is generated and dumped on the
heap of FO-like clauses. As a consequence, additional useful FO-like clauses are
accumulated and the heap can become quite large, in particular, since we do
not apply any subsumption to the set of FO-like clauses (this is generally done
more eﬃciently by a ﬁrst-order ATP anyway). Recent research has shown that
Leibniz equality is generally very bad for automating higher-order proof search.
Thus, future work in Leo includes providing support for full primitive equality
and avoiding Leibniz equations.
3.4

Soundness and Completeness of the Cooperation

Clearly, soundness and completeness properties depend on the corresponding
properties of the systems involved, in our case, of Leo and Bliksem.
Soundness: The general philosophy of Oants is to ensure the correctness of
proofs by the generation of explicit proof objects, which can be checked independently from the proof generation. In particular, reasoning steps of ATPs have
to be translated into Oants’s natural deduction calculus via the Tramp proof
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transformation system [17] to be machine-checkable. Since the cooperative proof
result of Leo-Bliksem cannot yet be directly inserted into the centralised proof
object, the generation of a machine-checkable proof object is not yet supported.
One possible solution is to insert Bliksem proofs into Leo proofs at the right
places. Then, the modiﬁed Leo proofs can be inserted into the centralised proof
object, and hence, explicit proof objects can be generated by Oants. In principle, there is no problem with this, however, it is not yet implemented.
While there are many advantages in guaranteeing correctness of proofs by
checking them, it is worth noting that the combination of Leo and Bliksem
is sound under the assumption that the two systems are sound. Namely, to
prove a theorem it is suﬃcient to show that a subset of clauses generated in
the proof is inconsistent. If Leo generates an inconsistent set of clauses, then
it does so correctly by assumption, be it a FO-like set or not. Assuming that
the translation from FO-like clauses to truly ﬁrst-order clauses preserves consistency/inconsistency, then a set of clauses that is given to Bliksem is inconsistent
only if Leo generated an inconsistent set of clauses in the ﬁrst place. By the assumption that Bliksem is sound follows that Bliksem will only generate the
empty clause when the original clause set was inconsistent.
Thus, soundness of our cooperative approach critically relies only on the
soundness of the selected transformational mapping from FO-like clauses to
proper ﬁrst-order clauses. We use the mapping from Tramp, which has been
previously shown to be sound and is based on [16]. Essentially, it injectively maps
expressions such as P (f (a)) to expressions such as @1pred (P, @1fun (f, a)), where
the @ are new ﬁrst-order operators describing function and predicate application for particular types and arities. The injectivity of the mapping guarantees
soundness, since it allows each proof step to be mapped back from ﬁrst-order to
higher-order. Hence, our higher-order/ﬁrst-order cooperative approach between
Leo and Bliksem is sound.
Completeness: Completeness (in the sense of Henkin completeness) can in principle be achieved in higher-order systems, but practically, the strategies used
are typically not complete for eﬃciency reasons. Let us assume that we use a
complete strategy in Leo. All that our procedure does is pass FO-like clauses
to Bliksem. Hence, no proofs can be lost in this process. That is, completeness
follows trivially from the completeness of Leo.
The more interesting question is whether particular cooperation strategies
will be complete as well. For instance, in Leo we may want to give higher
preference to real higher-order steps which guarantee the generation of ﬁrstorder clauses.

4

Experiments and Results

We conducted several experiments to evaluate our hybrid reasoning approach.
In particular, we concentrated on problems given in Table 1. We investigated
several Leo strategies in order to compare Leo’s individual performance with
the performance of the Leo-Bliksem cooperation. Our example set diﬀers from
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the one in [14] in that it contains some additional problems, and it also omits
an entry for problem SET108+1. This problem addresses the universal class and
can therefore not be formalised in type theory in the same concise way as the
other examples, but only in a way very similar to the one given in TPTP.
Table 4 presents the results of our experiments. All timings given in the
table are in seconds. The ﬁrst column contains the TPTP identiﬁer of the problem. The second column relates some of the problems to their counterparts in the
Journal of Formalized Mathematics (JFM; see mizar.org/JFM) where they originally stem from. This eases the comparison with the results in [6,2], where the
problems from the JFM article Boolean Properties of Sets were already solved:
the problems are named with preﬁx ‘B:’. Preﬁx ‘RS1:’ stands for the JFM article Relations Deﬁned on Sets. The third column lists the TPTP (v3.0.1 as of
20 January 2005, see http://www.tptp.org) diﬃculty rating of the problem,
which indicates how hard the problem is for ﬁrst-order ATPs (diﬃculty rating
1.00 indicates that no TPTP prover can solve the problem).
The fourth, ﬁfth and sixth columns list whether Saturate, Muscadet
(v2.4) and E-Setheo (csp04), respectively, can (+) or cannot (–) solve a problem. The seventh column lists the timing results for Vampire (v7). The results
for Saturate are taken from [14] (a ‘?’ in Table 4 indicates that the result
was not listed in [14] and is thus unavailable). The results for Muscadet and
E-Setheo are taken from the on-line version of the solutions provided with the
TPTP. Since the listed results were obtained from diﬀerent experiments on different platforms, their run-time comparison would be unfair, and was thus not
carried out. The timings for Vampire, on the other hand, are based on private
communication with A. Voronkov and they were obtained on a computer with a
very similar speciﬁcation as we used for the Leo-Bliksem timings. Note, that
the results for Vampire and E-Setheo reported in [14] diﬀer for some of the
problems to the ones in TPTP. This is probably due to diﬀerent versions of the
systems tested, for instance, the TPTP uses Vampire version 7, while the results
reported in [14] are based on version 5. The results in columns four through to
seven show that some problems are still very hard for ﬁrst-order ATPs, as well
as for the special purpose theorem prover Muscadet. Column eight and nine
in Table 4 list the results for Leo alone and Leo-Bliksem, respectively. Each
of these two columns is further divided into sub-columns to allow for a detailed
comparison.
All our experiments (for the values of Leo and Leo-Bliksem) were conducted on a 2.4 GHz Xenon machine with 1GB of memory and an overall time
limit of 100 seconds. For our experiments with Leo alone in column eight in
Table 4 we tested four diﬀerent strategies. Mainly, they diﬀer in their treatment of equality and extensionality. This ranges from immediate expansion of
primitive equality with Leibniz equality and limited extensionality reasoning,
STANDARD (ST), to immediate expansion of primitive equality and moderate
extensionality reasoning, EXT, to delayed expansion of primitive equality and
moderate extensionality reasoning, EXT-INPUT (EI), and ﬁnally to delayed expansion of primitive equality and advanced recursive extensionality reasoning,
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Table 4. Experimental data for the benchmark problems given in Table 1
TPTPProblem
SET014+4
SET017+1
SET066+1
SET067+1
SET076+1
SET086+1
SET096+1
SET143+3
SET171+3
SET580+3
SET601+3
SET606+3
SET607+3
SET609+3
SET611+3
SET612+3
SET614+3
SET615+3
SET623+3
SET624+3
SET630+3
SET640+3
SET646+3
SET647+3
SET648+3
SET649+3
SET651+3
SET657+3
SET669+3
SET670+3
SET671+3
SET672+3
SET673+3
SET680+3
SET683+3
SET684+3
SET686+3
SET716+4
SET724+4
SET741+4
SET747+4
SET752+4
SET753+4
SET764+4
SET770+4

Mizar
Diffi- Satu- Mus E-Se- VampLEO
Problem culty rate cadet theo ire 7 Strat. Cl. Time
.67
+
+
+
.01
ST 41
.16
.56
–
–
+
.03
EXT 3906 57.52
1.00
?
–
–
–
–
–
–
.56
+
+
+
.04
ST 6
.02
.67
+
–
+
.00
–
–
–
.22
+
–
+
.04
ST 4
.01
.56
+
–
+
.03
–
–
–
B:67
.67
+
+
+
68.71 EIR 37
.38
B:71
.67
+
+
–
108.31 EIR 36
.56
B:23
.44
+
+
+
14.71 EIR 25
.19
B:72
.22
+
+
+
168.40 EIR 145 2.20
B:77
.78
+
–
+
62.02 EIR 21
.33
B:79
.67
+
+
+
65.57 EIR 22
.31
B:81
.89
+
+
–
161.78 EIR 37
.60
B:84
.44
+
–
+
60.20 EIR 996 12.69
B:85
.89
+
–
–
113.33 EIR 41
.54
B:88
.67
+
+
–
157.88 EIR 38
.46
B:89
.67
+
+
–
109.01 EIR 38
.57
B:99
1.00
?
–
–
–
EXT 43
8.84
B:100
.67
+
–
+
.04
ST 4942 34.71
B:112
.44
+
–
+
60.39 EIR 11
.07
RS1:2
.22
+
–
+
70.41 EIR 2
.01
RS1:8
.56
+
–
+
59.63 EIR 2
.01
RS1:9
.56
+
–
+
64.21 EIR 26
.15
RS1:10 .56
+
–
+
64.22 EIR 26
.15
RS1:11 .33
–
–
+
63.77 EIR 45
.30
RS1:13 .44
–
–
+
63.88 EIR 20
.10
RS1:19 .67
+
–
+
1.44 EIR 2
.01
RS1:19 .22
–
–
+
.34
EI
35
.22
RS1:33 1.00
?
–
–
–
EXT 15
.17
RS1:34 .78
–
–
+
218.02 EIR 78
.64
RS1:35 1.00
?
–
–
–
EXT 27
.4
RS1:36 .78
–
–
+
47.86 EIR 78
.65
RS1:47 .33
+
–
+
.07
ST 185 .88
RS1:50 .22
+
–
+
.06
ST 46
.20
RS1:51 .78
–
–
+
.33
ST 275 2.45
RS1:53 .56
–
–
+
.11
ST 274 2.36
.89
+
+
–
–
ST 39
.45
.89
+
+
–
–
EXT 154 2.75
1.00
?
–
–
–
–
–
–
.89
–
+
–
–
ST 34
.46
.89
?
+
–
–
–
–
–
.89
?
+
–
–
–
–
–
.56
+
+
+
.02
EI
9
.05
.89
+
+
–
–
–
–
–

Cl.
34
25
26
13
10
4
27
33
25
6
55
17
17
26
72
18
19
17
23
54
6
2
2
13
14
29
11
2
35
17
7
30
14
29
35
46
46
18
18
–
25
50
15
8
–

LEO-Bliksem
Time FOcl FOtm
6.76 19
.01
8.54 16
.01
6.80 20
10
.32
16
.01
.47
18
.01
.01
N/A N/A
7.99 14
.01
7.93 18
.01
4.75 19
.01
2.73 8
.01
4.96 8
.01
10.8 15
.01
7.79 15
.01
6.50 19
10
32.14 38
.01
3.95 6
.01
4.34 16
.01
3.59 6
.01
9.54 10
.01
9.61 46
.01
.08
8
10
.01
N/A N/A
.01
N/A N/A
.30
13
.01
.30
13
.01
5.49 12
.01
.16
10
10
.01
N/A N/A
.23
N/A N/A
.36
16
.01
2.71 10
.01
.70
21
.01
5.66 14
.01
4.61 18
.01
8.90 18
10
5.95 26
.01
5.37 26
.01
3.81 18
.01
7.21 15
10
–
–
–
1.11 18
10
6.60 48
.01
3.07 12
10
.04
N/A N/A
–
–
–

GnCl
7
74
56
12
35
N/A
25
19
20
13
13
5
6
17
101
7
17
9
14
212
4
N/A
N/A
15
16
16
11
N/A
N/A
6
14
11
16
24
24
47
46
118
23
–
10
4363
19
N/A
–

EXT-INPUT-RECURSIVE (EIR). Column eight in Table 4 presents the fastest
strategy for a respective problem (Strat.), the number of clauses generated by
Leo (Cl.), and the total runtime (Time). While occasionally there were more
than one Leo strategy that could solve a problem, it should be noted that none
of the strategies was successful for all the problems solved by Leo.
In contrast to the experiments with Leo alone, we used only the EXT-INPUT
strategy for our experiments with the Leo-Bliksem cooperation. Column nine in
Table 4 presents the number of clauses generated by Leo (Cl.) together with the
time (Time), and in addition, the number of ﬁrst-order clauses sent to Bliksem
(FOcl), the time used by Bliksem (FOtm), and the number of clauses generated
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by Bliksem (GnCl). Note, that we give the data only for the ﬁrst instance that
Bliksem actually succeeded in solving the problem. This time also includes
the time needed to write and process input and output ﬁles over the network.
While Leo and instances of Bliksem were running in separate threads (each
run of Bliksem was given a 50 second time limit), the ﬁgures given in the
‘Time’ column reﬂect the overall time needed for a successful proof. That is,
it contains the time needed by all concurrent processes: Leo’s own process as
well as those processes administering the various instances of Bliksem. Since
all these processes ran on a single processor, there is potential to ameliorate the
overall runtimes by using real multiprocessing.
Note also, that the number of clauses in Leo’s search space is typically low
since subsumption is enabled. Subsumption, however, was not enabled for the
accumulation of FO-like clauses in Leo’s bag of FO-like clauses. This is why
there are usually more clauses in this bag (which is sent to Bliksem) than there
are available in Leo’s search space. Finally, observe that for some problems a
refutation was found after Leo’s clausal normalisation, and therefore Bliksem
was not applicable (N/A).
While Leo itself can solve a majority of the considered problems with some
strategy, the Leo-Bliksem cooperation can solve more problems and, moreover,
needs only a single Leo strategy. We can also observe that for many problems
that appear to be relatively hard for Leo alone (e.g., SET017+1, SET611+3,
SET624+3), the Leo-Bliksem cooperation solves them not only more quickly,
but also it sometimes reduces the problems to relatively small higher-order preprocessing steps with subsequent easy ﬁrst-order proofs, as for instance, in the
case of SET017+1.
From a mathematical viewpoint the investigated problems are trivial and,
hence, they should ideally be reliably and very eﬃciently solvable within a
proof assistant. This has been achieved for the examples in Table 4 (except for
SET741+4 and SET770+4) by our hybrid approach. While some of the proof
attempts now require slightly more time than when using Leo alone with a specialised strategy, they are, in most cases, still faster than when proving with a
ﬁrst-order system.

5

Related Work and Conclusion

Related to our approach is the Techs system [12], which realises a cooperation between a set of heterogeneous ﬁrst-order theorem provers. Similarly to our
approach, partial results in Techs are exchanged between the diﬀerent theorem provers in form of clauses. The main diﬀerence to the work of Denzinger
et al. (and other related architectures like [13]) is that our system bridges between higher-order and ﬁrst-order automated theorem proving. Also, unlike in
Techs, we provide a declarative speciﬁcation framework for modelling external systems as cooperating, concurrent processes that can be (re-)conﬁgured at
run-time. Related is also the work of Hurd [15] which realises a generic interface between HOL and ﬁrst-order theorem provers. It is similar to the solution
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previously achieved by Tramp [17] in Omega, which serves as a basis for the
sound integration of ATPs into Oants. Both approaches pass essentially ﬁrstorder clauses to ﬁrst-order theorem provers and then translate their results back
into HOL resp. Omega. Some further related work on the cooperation of Isabelle with Vampire is presented in [18]. The main diﬀerence of our work to
the related systems is that while our system calls ﬁrst-order provers from within
higher-order proof search, this is not the case for [15,17,18].
One of the motivations for our work is to show that the cooperation of higherorder and ﬁrst-order automated theorem provers can be very successful and effective. The results of our case study provide evidence for this: our non-optimised
system outperforms related work on state-of-the-art ﬁrst-order theorem provers
and their ad hoc extensions such as Saturate [14] on 45 mathematical problems
chosen from the TPTP SET category. Among them are four problems which
cannot be solved by any TPTP system to date. In contrast to the ﬁrst-order
situation, these problems can in fact be proved in our approach reliably from
ﬁrst principles, that is, without avoiding relevant base axioms of the underlying
set theory, and moreover, without the need to provide relevant lemmata and
deﬁnitions by hand.
The results of our case study motivate further research in the automation
of higher-order theorem proving and the experimentation with diﬀerent higherorder to ﬁrst-order transformation mappings (such as the ones used by Hurd)
that support our hybrid reasoning approach. They also provide further evidence
for the usefulness of the Oants approach as described in [8,5] for ﬂexibly modelling the cooperation of reasoning systems.
Our results also motivate the need for a higher-order extension of the TPTP
library in which alternative higher-order problem formalisations are linked with
their ﬁrst-order counterparts so that ﬁrst-order theorem provers could also be
evaluated against higher-order systems (and vice versa).
Future work is to investigate how far our approach scales up to more complex
problems and more advanced mathematical theories. In less trivial settings as
discussed in this paper, we will face the problem of selecting and adding relevant
lemmata to avoid immediate reduction to ﬁrst principles and to appropriately
instantiate set variables. Relevant related work for this setting is Bishop’s approach to selectively expand deﬁnitions as presented in [9] and Brown’s PhD
thesis on set comprehension in Church’s type theory [10].
Acknowledgements For advice and help we thank Chad Brown, Andreas
Meier, Andrei Voronkov, and Claus-Peter Wirth.
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Abstract: This paper reports on the integration of the higher-order theorem proving

environment Tps [Andrews et al., 1996] into the mathematical assistant mega [Benzmuller et al., 1997]. Tps can be called from mega either as a black box or as an
interactive system. In black box mode, the user has control over the parameters which
control proof search in Tps; in interactive mode, all features of the Tps-system are available to the user. If the subproblem which is passed to Tps contains concepts de ned in
mega's database of mathematical theories, these de nitions are not instantiated but
are also passed to Tps. Using a special theory which contains proof tactics that model
the ND-calculus variant of Tps within mega, any complete or partial proof generated
in Tps can be translated one to one into an mega proof plan. Proof transformation is
realised by proof plan expansion in mega's 3-dimensional proof data structure, and
remains transparent to the user.

1 Introduction
Current theorem proving systems, whether automatic or interactive, are usually
strong in some domains while lacking reasoning power in others. Furthermore,
there are no standardised formats for databases of higher-order problems, as
there are for rst-order problems [Sutcli e et al., 1994], and so higher-order theorem provers are generally unable to share databases of problems. In recent years
there have been several attempts to combine two or more systems and hence
to allow various theorem provers with di erent proof strategies to cooperate
on a problem [Giunchiglia et al., 1996], to allow users of an interactive system
to invoke an external automatic system on a subproblem [Slind et al., 1998a;
Slind et al., 1998b; Meier, 1997; Dahn et al., 1994] or to avoid duplication of
work by sharing databases [Felty and Howe, 1997].
In this paper we describe the integration of the higher-order theorem proving
system Tps into the mathematical assistant mega, and discuss the bene ts
that this provides for both systems. For a preliminary report on our work we
refer to [Benzmuller and Sorge, 1998b].
1
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1.1 The Tps system

Tps [Andrews et al., 1996] is a higher-order theorem proving system for classical type theory (Church's simply-typed -calculus). Proofs in Tps may be

constructed automatically using the matings method (connection method) [Andrews, 1981], or interactively using an extended variant of Gentzen's natural
deduction calculus [Gentzen, 1935]. Automatic proofs may be translated into
natural deduction format [Miller, 1984; Pfenning, 1987], and hence the user may
interleave the automatic and interactive proof methods by, for example, invoking
the automatic component on a subproblem of a partially-completed interactive
proof. This translation between automatic and natural deduction proofs provides
the basis for the integration of Tps and mega.
There are several built-in automatic search procedures in Tps, each of which
is governed by a set of parameters (known as ags ) which may be adjusted by
the user or even automatically by Tps itself. Furthermore Tps can expand de nitions using the dual instantiation strategy described in [Bishop and Andrews,
1998]; this provides an e ective way to decide which abbreviations to instantiate during a proof. Tps provides a library for storing objects such as theorems,
de nitions and modes (groups of ag settings), and can also store and retrieve
les containing sequences of commands (work les ) or natural deduction proofs
(proof les ). All of these facilities are also used in the integration of mega and
Tps.
A more complete description of the capabilities of Tps is provided in [Andrews et al., 1997], or online at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~andrews/tps.html.

1.2 The

mega

system

The mega-system [Benzmuller et al., 1997] is designed as an interactive mathematical assistant system, aimed at supporting proof development in mainstream
mathematics. It consists of a variety of tools including a proof planner [Huang et
al., 1994], a graphical user interface L UI [Siekmann et al., 1998], the Proverb
system [Huang and Fiedler, 1997] for translating proofs into natural language,
and a variety of external systems such as computer algebra systems [Kerber
et al., 1998], automated theorem provers [McCune, 1994; Baumgartner and Furbach, 1994; Weidenbach et al., 1996] and constraint solvers. mega also provides
the built-in higher-order theorem prover Leo [Benzmuller and Kohlhase, 1998],
which specialises in reasoning about higher-order equality and extensionality.
mega is, like Tps, a theorem proving system for classical type theory
(Church's simply-typed -calculus) which uses a ND calculus variant as its basic
inference mechanism. However the set of basic ND rules in Tps is larger than
that in mega, in order to keep Tps proofs concise and readable. Therefore certain rules in Tps abstract over small subproofs (such as RuleP, which abstracts
over proofs in propositional logic, cf. Section 3). In mega, however, the set of
basic ND-rules is just large enough to ensure completeness, and all extensions to
the basic ND-calculus (e.g. equality substitution) are de ned as tactics. Nevertheless, proofs can be both constructed and displayed on several abstract levels
by using a 3-dimensional data structure (see Section 2) for representing (partial)
proofs. The structure on the one hand enables the user to freely switch back and
forth between di erent abstract levels and on the other hand provides a means
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for directly integrating results of external reasoners while leaving the expansion
to the calculus level to mega's tactic mechanism.
Further information and an online version of mega are available over the
Internet at http://www.ags.uni-sb.de/~omega/.

1.3 Bene ts of integrating Tps and

mega

2 Natural Deduction Proofs in

mega

Both Tps and mega use a higher-order logic based on Church's simply-typed
-calculus, and both use a Gentzen-style natural deduction calculus; this makes
the integration somewhat easier and more natural than it might otherwise have
been. However, the two systems are still di erent enough for each to bene t
considerably from the other.
mega is designed to be a mathematical assistant, and so contains a small
basic set of natural deduction rules, plus many de ned tactics. mega provides
facilities such as a database of mathematical theories, a proof planner, proof
verbalisation, integration of computer algebra systems and rst-order theorem
provers, and a graphical display in which the level of detail provided may be
varied by the user. Since many of the prede ned theories contain higher-order
concepts, problems formulated in these theories will naturally lie beyond the
capabilities of the rst-order theorem provers which have already been integrated
into mega, and so the principal bene t of the integration for mega is the
addition of a powerful higher-order automated theorem prover as an external
reasoning component.
Tps, on the other hand, is designed to be a system for proving theorems in
a speci c logic (as well as a tool for research into automated theorem proving).
Tps must keep its proofs as concise as possible, since it has a command-line
interface rather than the graphical interface of mega, and so it contains a
larger range of natural deduction rules than mega. Tps has comparatively
few prede ned theories, since all but the smallest such theories contain far too
many axioms for any of its automatic search procedures to cope with. Furthermore, Tps cannot invoke any external reasoning components. For Tps, then,
the principal bene ts of integration with mega are the addition of a graphical
interface, proof verbalisation, and the ability to use external reasoning systems
(although the present integration does not allow Tps to call such systems itself,
it can in e ect call them through mega, since mega can call both Tps and
the other systems, and any proof known to mega can be passed to Tps).
The essential prerequisite for a smooth integration of Tps proofs into mega
proofs is mega's ability to expand abstract inference steps into inferences in
its own calculus. This enables the de nition of abstract inference methods that
can incorporate both decision procedures and partial proofs from other systems.
In this section we will elaborate further on this issue by giving an overview of
the core of the mega system.
The entire process of theorem proving in mega can be viewed as an interleaving process of proof planning, plan execution, and veri cation, centred
around the so-called Proof Plan Data Structure (PDS ). A PDS is a hierarchical
data structure which represents a (partial) proof at di erent levels of abstraction
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(called proof plans ). It is represented as a directed acyclic graph, where the nodes
are justi ed by tactics or methods. Conceptually, each justi cation represents
a proof plan (the expansion of the justi cation) at a lower level of abstraction
that is computed when the justi cation is expanded. A proof plan can be recursively expanded until a fully explicit proof on the calculus level (ND) has been
reached. In mega, the original proof plan is kept in a 3-dimensional expansion
hierarchy (cf. Figure 1). Thus the PDS makes explicit the hierarchical structure
of proof plans and retains it for further applications such as proof explanation
or analogical transfer of plans.
Once a proof plan is completed, its justi cations can successively be expanded
to verify the well-formedness of the resulting PDS . When the expansion process
is completed, the establishment of correctness of the ND proof relies solely on
the correctness of the veri er and the calculus. This approach also provides a
basis for a controlled integration of external reasoning components { such as an
automated theorem prover or a computer algebra system { if each reasoner's
results can (on demand) be transformed into a sub-PDS .
A PDS can be constructed by automated or mixed-initiative planning, or
by pure user interaction. In particular, new pieces of the PDS can be added by
directly calling tactics, by inserting facts from a data base, or by calling some
external reasoner.
In order to demonstrate the basic expansion mechanism we consider the NDrule 8E and the simple tactic 8E :
8x1 ; : : : ; xn :A
8x:A

[t=x]A 8E (t) [t1 =x1 ; : : : ; tn =xn ]A 8E (t1 ; : : : ; tn )
The application of the latter would be on an abstract level in the PDS and
its expansion to ND-level would result in a sequence of applications of the 8E rule. Besides providing a means for handling the application and expansion of
these rather small abstractions, the PDS is also the foundation for integrating
deductions from external reasoning components into mega on a very abstract
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Figure 2: The integration architecture
level. We exploit this possibility for the integration of Tps by specifying three
di erent abstraction levels for Tps's deductions:
1. A single justi cation expressing that a proof for a particular subproblem has
been found by Tps.
2. A second expansion level incorporates the original Tps proof into mega's
PDS . On this level the justi cations for the respective proof lines contain
the justi cations of the original Tps proof.
3. A third level where the Tps justi cations are mapped to corresponding
mega tactics. However, this level does not correspond to a proof on the
calculus level, as some of the tactics might need to be expanded even further.

3 The Integration
The general integration approach, as illustrated in Figure 2, is divided into ve
steps A{E. Currently the integration is still one-directional; Tps can be used
from within mega, but mega cannot be used from within Tps. We start with
a partial proof plan, on an arbitrary abstraction level in mega, that contains an
open subproblem we want to prove with Tps. In step A the focused subproblem
is extracted and, together with the relevant concepts from mega's knowledge
base, translated into Tps syntax. In step B Tps reads the translated problem and
either tries to nd a proof automatically (when called in automatic mode from
mega) or pops up its command interface for interactive proof development
(when called in interactive mode from mega; see the screen-shot in Example 3
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in the appendix). The result is a complete or partial proof that is mirrored oneto-one as an mega proof plan in step C. In step D, this proof plan is inserted
into mega's proof data structure (PDS ) in order to ll the given gap. Finally, a
Tps proof which has been modelled on mega's proof tactic level is transformed
into a proper proof in mega's basic ND-calculus by proof plan expansion in step
E. This transformation may require support from the other external reasoners
already integrated into mega. Since all of the particular expansion steps in
the proof transformation are stored in mega's 3-dimensional PDS , mega's
expansion/contraction mechanism for proof tactics allows the user to move freely
between the Tps proof on an abstract level, the proof on mega's basic NDcalculus level, and all of the intermediate levels of abstraction. This ensures that
proof transformation is transparent to the user, and remains so even as the user
examines the proof on di erent levels of abstraction.
In the following we will discuss the particular integration steps in more detail,
using the following example as an illustration:
Example 1. (THM136) 8ro :transitive (transitive-closure r)
This example states that the transitive closure of a relation is transitive2.

This problem is de ned within mega's theory RELATION, which also provides the recursively entailed de ned concepts which are transitive-closure, transitive and sub-relation. These are de ned as follows:
transitive-closure := ro :x :y :8qo :
(sub-relation r q ^ transitive q) ) q x y
transitive := ro :8x ; y ; z :(r x y ^ r y z ) ) r x z
sub-relation := ro :qo :8x ; y :r x y ) q x y

3.1 A: Calling Tps from

mega

When calling Tps within mega the user speci es the subgoal to be proved,
some parameters which specify the proof heuristic to be used by Tps, and a time
limit for this proof attempt. Furthermore the user may specify de nitions that
are entailed in the problem but which are not to be passed to Tps, in order to
force Tps to treat them as uninterpreted constants.
Firstly, the focused subproblem is extracted from mega's PDS , by identifying the open subgoal explicitly mentioned as a parameter and determining
its support nodes. Then mega computes the set of all de ned concepts that
are recursively entailed in the extracted subproblem, and eliminates from this
set all those concepts which the user has explicitly prohibited from being passed
to Tps. Thus for THM136 we get exactly the three de nitions shown above,
assuming that the user has permitted all de nitions to be passed to Tps. In the
next step both this subproblem and the selected de nitions are translated into
Tps syntax. As both systems implement a logic based upon Church's simplytyped -calculus, and even their representations of types are very similar, this
translation process is rather trivial, and we shall not discuss it in much detail.
However, there are some minor considerations to be taken care of:
2

Information on the syntax: In Tps the type ( ! ) ! is denoted ( ( )). In
particular, the type o (i.e. ((o ) )) is the type ! ! o of a binary relation
on objects of type .
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1. Tps uses a small set of constant symbols with a xed semantics (e.g. the
logical connectives), and these symbols must not be rede ned.
2. The polymorphic types which are allowed in mega must usually be renamed in order for Tps to interpret them correctly.
3. It is important to maintain a mapping between the initial Tps proof lines in
the translated subproblem and their counterparts in mega's PDS .
Problems 1 and 2 are solved by setting up hash-tables within mega which store
the necessary information about renamings of constant symbols (in 1) and the
correspondence between the polymorphic type-symbols (in 2). As the line numbering in Tps steadily changes, we can not use another hash-table for solving 3.
Fortunately, Tps allows the user to attach arbitrary additional information to
each proof line; we use this feature to mark the Tps proof lines in the translated
subproblem with the names of their counterparts on the mega side.
Apart from the above-mentioned hash-tables, the most important results of
phase A are two les containing all the necessary information for TPS. The
rst le | which we call the problem- le | contains the information on the
subproblem in focus and the recursively embedded de ned concepts. The second
le | the command- le | contains a sequence of commands to be executed by
Tps. These commands tell Tps to read the problem- le, to set the proof tactic as
speci ed by the user and, in the case that Tps is called in automatic mode (see
phase B), to invoke Tps's mating-search procedure. The problem- le created by
mega for our example THM136 is presented in the appendix of this paper (see
Example 2).

3.2 B: Automatic or Interactive Proof Search in Tps
Tps can be called from mega in either automatic or interactive mode. In the
former case the Tps core image is started as a black box and the only information
visible to the user is the time resource allocated to Tps's proof attempt. Tps

executes only the commands which are speci ed in the command- le created by
mega.
When Tps is called in interactive mode, an xterm with Tps's command user
interface pops up (see Example 3 in the appendix) and the interactive session
is initialised by the commands stored in the command- le. The user can then
interactively use all the available features of Tps in order to construct a complete
or partial ND-style proof.
Tps's built-in proof transformation procedure [Miller, 1984; Pfenning, 1987]
translates mating proofs into ND-calculus such that, in both interactive and
automatic modes, the nal result of the proof attempt is either a complete or
partial proof in Tps's ND-calculus variant. This (partial) proof is then stored in
a tps-output le3 and passed back to mega.
A very important feature of our approach is that Tps can use its mechanism
for dual instantiation [Bishop and Andrews, 1998] within its mating-search procedure. This is possible because we do not expand all de ned concepts before
3

Actually there are two les produced by Tps, one containing the (partial) proof in
ASCII format and one containing the same proof in a Lisp-like presentation. The
former is only used to present the original Tps proof within mega and the latter,
which is the more important of the two, is used in phase C to translate the Tps
proof to mega.
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passing the subproblem to Tps, but instead pass these concepts as additional
information and leave the subproblem as it is. Thus Tps can decide on its own
whether it is necessary to expand particular de ned concepts or not. Example 1,
above, is a good example of a theorem which cannot be proven by Tps if all
the de nitions are expanded before the mating-search procedure is called4. For
a detailed discussion see [Bishop and Andrews, 1998]. The proof generated by
Tps for THM136 is presented in Example 3 in the appendix.

3.3 C & D: Representing Tps Proofs as
Insertion of Proof Plans

mega-Proof

Plans and

One main idea of our approach is to provide as transparent a translation mechanism as possible, by modelling Tps's ND-calculus variant on mega's proof
tactic level. We implement this modelling by de ning a special theory TPS in
mega's knowledge base. For each possible Tps ND justi cation, the theory
TPS introduces a corresponding mega-tactic; the expansion contents of some
of these tactics are presented in Example 5 in the appendix. There is one additional black box tactic tps, which will be used to provide the most abstract
view of subproblems proven by Tps. The concrete proof translation proceeds as
follows:
1. A proof generated by Tps is mirrored one to one as a proof plan in mega
by mapping the particular proof justi cations in the Tps proof to the corresponding proof tactics provided by the special theory TPS in mega's
knowledge base. In order to guarantee a correct mapping of the entailed
constants and type symbols, the translation process uses the hash-tables constructed by mega in phase A. Furthermore, the correspondence between
the proof lines of the focused mega-subproblem and the corresponding
Tps proof lines is given as explicit information in the Tps proof. The proof
plan we obtain for THM136 is presented as Example 4 in the appendix.
2. The resulting proof plan is then stored in mega with a reference to the
subproblem on which Tps has been called. Some additional information
is also stored, such as the original Tps proof in ASCII format, the proof
parameters and some proof statistics.
In phase D the open line itself is rst closed and justi ed by using the special
black box tactic tps, thereby providing the most abstract view of the proof for
our subproblem in focus. By expanding this special tactic the corresponding
proof plan is inserted in mega's PDS , and the structure of the original Tps
proof can be visualised in mega's graphical user interface L UI [Siekmann et
al., 1998]. Example 6 in the appendix presents the proof structure of the original
Tps proof for THM136 (see Examples 3 and 4), graphically visualised in L UI.

3.4 E: Transparent Proof Transformation by Proof Plan Expansion

It remains to transform the abstract proof plan representing the Tps proof
into mega's own basic ND-calculus variant. Such a proof transformation is
4

This theorem is still a challenging problem for current ATP's. Apart from a proof
constructed by mega's proof planner using very special control information [Sehn,
1995], Tps is the only system known to the authors that can automatically nd a
proof.
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necessary, as mega's philosophy on integrated systems is not to trust any
externally-produced proof until it can be transformed and proof checked on
mega's basic ND-calculus level. The transformation problem for Tps proofs
has a very simple solution since the ND-calculus variants of both systems are
very similar, and the other external reasoners already integrated to mega
(e.g. Otter [McCune, 1994]) can fruitfully support the transformation in nontrivial cases.
Proof transformation is realised via tactic expansion. Each proof tactic dened in mega's special TPS theory contains speci c expansion information
that maps any concrete application of this particular tactic onto a proof on a
lower, more detailed proof level in mega's PDS . Thus, by stepwise tactic expansion, the original Tps proof mirrored in mega can nally be transformed
into mega's basic ND-calculus level. A nice side e ect of this approach is
that the original Tps proof, the corresponding mega ND-proof and all intermediate levels of the proof transformation process are permanently stored in
mega's PDS . Consequently the exible tactic expansion/contraction mechanism in mega allows users to analyse the proof on whatever level interests
them. Example 6 in the appendix presents two di erent layers in mega's PDS .
We distinguish four categories of expansion tactics de ned in the TPS theory,
as follows:
I Simple mapping: Many rules of the ND-calculus variant of Tps have direct
counterparts in mega. Examples are presented in Figure 3. Here tactic
tps*ForallE is mapped to mega's basic ND-calculus rule 8E and the tactic
tps*Conj is mapped to the tactic ^E , which itself expands into the basic NDcalculus rules ^E and ^E . The expansion content of the tactic tps*ForallE
is presented in Example 5 in the appendix.
II Case Distinction: Some tactics of the TPS theory need case distinctions in
their expansion mapping. For example, the tactic tps*Neg justi es applications of the push negation as well as the pull negation principle; see Figure 3.
mega provides the corresponding tactics Pushneg and Pullneg, and thus
the expansion of tps*Neg simply analyses the situation and maps to either
Pushneg or Pullneg, as appropriate. Both Pushneg and Pullneg are tactics
that expand with case distinction mappings to a lower level in mega's
PDS . By subsequent tactic expansion we nally get a medium-sized derivation in mega's basic ND-calculus. The de nition of the tactic tps*Neg is
presented in Example 5 in the appendix.
III Restructuring: Existential quanti cation elimination in TPS (the particular
rule in TPS is called RuleC) structures a proof slightly di erently from the
corresponding rule 9E in mega; see Figure 3. Consequently the expansion
of the tactic tps*RuleC into rule 9E requires some simple restructuring of
the proof with respect to the dependencies between some proof lines.
IV External Reasoners: Tps abbreviates pure propositional logic derivations in
a complex ND proof with a single-step justi cation, called RuleP, and hides
the boring details from the user. Thus both RuleP and the mega-tactic
tps*RuleP mean that a particular proof line follows from some premise lines
by propositional logic. We need a way to expand this rather general justi cation, with so little detailed information available, into a concrete derivation
in mega's basic ND-calculus. An extravagant solution would be to implel

r
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Figure 3: Transparent transformation of Tps proofs into mega proofs, as realised by mega's tactic expansion mechanism.
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ment a propositional logic prover in mega and to employ this prover in the
expansion of tps*RuleP. Fortunately there are already several systems integrated to mega, such as the rst-order provers Otter [McCune, 1994],
Spass [Weidenbach et al., 1996] or Protein [Baumgartner and Furbach,
1994], which can be used instead. In fact, Tps itself also provides a special
propositional logic mode that can be used to construct detailed propositional logic proofs. Hence no additional implementation e ort with respect
to the expansion of tps*RuleP is necessary; we simply map tps*RuleP to a
recursive call of an arbitrary system, already integrated to mega, that is
able to construct propositional logic derivations (see Figure 3). In the rst
implementation we used Otter in connection with a special mapping from
higher-order to propositional logic. We can also map tps*RuleP back to a call
of Tps in propositional logic mode. Then, by expanding tps*RuleP, mega's
tactic mechanism automatically performs a recursive call to Tps. The de nition of the tactic tps*RuleP is presented in Example 5 in the appendix.

4 Examples
Our integration approach does not restrict the set of examples that can be proved
by Tps. If one introduces the necessary de nitions in mega's knowledge base
then generally all the theorems provable by Tps alone should be provable by
calling Tps from mega as well. Among the Tps examples that have already
been proven by calling Tps from mega (where they can be fully expanded and
proof checked) are5:
Cantor's theorem: 8go :g <card (P g)
The cardinality of the powerset of a set g is greater than the cardinality of g.
THM15b: 8f:(9g :(iteratep+ f g)
^ (9x :(g x) = x ^ (8z :(g z ) = z ) z = x)
) (9y :((f y ) = y ))
This theorem is discussed in detail in [Andrews et al., 1996]. It states that if
some positive iterate of f has a unique xed point, then f has a xed point.
THM48: 8f:8g:(injectivep f ) ^ (injectivep g) ) (injectivep (f  g))
The composition of injective functions is injective.
THM134: 8z:8g:(iteratep+ (x :z ) g) ) (8x:(g x) = z )
The only positive iterate of a constant function is that function.
THM135: 8f:8g1 :8g2 :(iteratep f g1 ) ^ (iteratep f g2 ) ) (iteratep f (g1  g2))
The composition of two iterates of a function f is an iterate of f .
5

These examples from the Tps library are also discussed in [Andrews et al., 1996].The
de nitions occurring in the above examples are de ned in mega's knowledgebase
(analogously to Tps's library) as follows:
<card := go :ho ::9f :(surjective g h f )
surjective := fo :go :h :8x :(gx) ) (9y :(fy) ^ (x = (hy)))
P := superset , superset := uo :vo :8x (u x) ) (v x)
iteratep := f :g :8po :(p (u :u) ^ (8j :(p j ) ) (p (f  j )))) ) (p g)
iteratep+ := f :g :8po :(p f ) ^ (8j :(p j ) ) (p (f  j ))) ) (p g)
injectivep := f :8x :8y :((f x) = (f y)) ) (x = y)
 := f  :g :x :g (f x)
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THM270: 8f :8g :8h : (8x :h (f x) = g x) ^ (8y :9x :f x = y)
^ (8x :8y :f (x 1 y ) = (f x) 2 (f y ))
^ (8x :8y :g (x 1 y ) = (g x) 3 (g y ))
) (8x :8y :h (x 2 y ) = (h x) 3 (h y ))
If f is a surjective homomorphism, g is a homomorphism, and h is any function
such that for all x, h (f x) = g x, then h is a homomorphism.
In the following we present two examples, which are not automatically provable in either Tps or mega alone, and which motivate a cooperation between
the two systems.6
THM262: 8po(o):partition p
) 9q(o) :equivalence-rel q ^ (equivalence-classes q ) = p
This states that if p is a partition, then there is an equivalence relation q whose
equivalence classes are exactly the elements of p. We now demonstrate how a
partly interactive and partly automatic proof can be constructed, and show how
the integration of Tps and mega can help with this task.
Suppose that the user begins by providing the appropriate instantiation for
q (namely x :y :9so:p s ^ s x ^ s y).This reduces the problem to two subgoals:
proving that this lambda-term de nes an equivalence relation, and proving that
the equivalence classes of this relation are exactly p. In both cases, we have the
hypothesis that p is a partition. The former subgoal can be proven automatically
by Tps in about 35 seconds. The latter subgoal is harder for Tps; however, by
using the interactive tactics for extensionality and universal generalisation, the
user can reduce it to (equivalence-classes (x :y :9s:p s ^ s x ^ s y) bo)  p b.
This equivalence can in turn be reduced interactively to a pair of implications,
of which one (the right-to-left direction) can be proven automatically by Tps in
about 30 seconds. This leaves the left-to-right direction of the equivalence as the
only remaining subgoal to be proven. The automatic procedures of Tps cannot
produce a proof of this subgoal, due to the complexity of the equality reasoning
which is required, and so a user constructing this proof from within Tps would
have to complete the proof interactively. The proof of this subgoal is non-trivial,
and requires a signi cant amount of work on the part of the user.
However, with the integrated system, the user can begin proving THM262
in mega, exactly as above, calling Tps to complete two of the three subgoals
(none of the other systems integrated to mega is known to be able to complete
either subproof). For the remaining subgoal, instead of laboriously constructing
an interactive proof, the user now has the additional option of invoking one of
the other automated provers which are integrated to mega or to0 call mega's
proof planner. It is very likely that an improved version of mega s own higherorder theorem prover Leo, which specialises in reasoning about equality and
extensionality, will be able to nd an automatic proof of this subgoal.7
6
The de nitions used in this examples are as follows:
partition := so(o):(8po:s p ) (9:z p z))^(8x :9p:s p^p x^(8qo :s q ^q x ) q = p))
equivalence-rel := ro :re exive r ^ symmetric r ^ transitive r
equivalence-classes := ro :so :(9z :s z) ^ (8x:s x ) (8y:s y  r x y))
re exive := ro:8x :r x x
symmetric := ro:8x :8y :r x y ) r y x
transitive := ro:8x :8y :8z :r x y ^ r y z ) r x z
; := X :?
7
In principle Leo provides exactly the required extensionality treatment to solve this
subgoal, but due to its prototypical implementation Leo can still handle only small
search spaces; the search space de ned by this problem is rather large because many
free predicate variables are involved. A technically improved and heuristically better-
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The following statement (which we admit is rather contrived) serves to illustrate some of the strengths and weaknesses of Tps and Leo, as it is only
provable when both systems cooperate.8
(9 ooo :>  > ^ :(?  ?) ^ :(?  >) ^ :(>  ?)) ^ (8moo:> 2 m  (> ) >) 2 m)
The rst conjunct claims the existence of the logical connective ^ which is speci ed by its truth table. In order to prove this statement primitive substitution9
has to be employed, which is strongly supported in Tps but widely avoided in
Leo. For the proof of the second statement, on the other hand, the uni cation of
> 2 m and (> ) >) 2 m requires a recursive call to the higher-order theorem
prover from within higher-order uni cation. This most general form of extensionality treatment is supported in Leo but not in Tps. Hence this conjunction
is provable in the combined system with three straightforward interactions.
Both examples illustrate that the integrated system of Tps and mega allows the user to complete some proofs in much fewer interactions than would be
required by either system alone. In fact, the few interactions which are required
are already supported by the suggestion mechanism in mega [Benzmuller and
Sorge, 1998a]. While this in itself is already a major bene t to the user, it also
suggests that it should be possible to use the built-in proof planner of mega to
oversee the cooperation of the various external systems, and to produce proofs
such as the one above without the necessity of user interaction.

5 Conclusion
Our objective was to integrate the two knowledge-based higher-order theorem
proving environments Tps and mega in a way that would be as transparent to
the user as possible. We believe that the approach to integration described above,
although designed speci cally for these two systems, provides some generally
interesting and elegant ideas.
Our work (see also [Benzmuller and Sorge, 1998b]) is closely related to,
and was developed simultaneously with, the approach for integrating the proof
planner CLaM and the interactive theorem prover HOL [Slind et al., 1998a;
Slind et al., 1998b]. Although we must admit that our work was simpli ed by
the fact that mega and Tps are much more similar than are HOL and CLaM,
we believe that our approach provides some additional features, e.g. the communication of de nitions between the two systems, and a more transparent proof
transformation process.
In conclusion, we now summarise some of the more interesting general properties of our integration method.
{ The integration of mega and Tps also includes the communication of
system-speci c knowledge de ned in the systems' knowledge bases. Tps and
guided version of Leo, which is currently being re-implemented, will most likely be
able to nd the proof.
8
Although this example looks rather trivial at rst glance, to the knowledge of the
authors it is currently not automatically provable by any system.
9
The primitive substitution principle guesses instantiations for free predicate variables. In this case the prover has to guess the instantiation ^ for  and then to verify
the conditions speci ed by the truth table.
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mega, which are both based on classical higher-order logic, do not need
to agree on common de nitions, rules or other logical concepts (apart from
the logical connectives which are in any case identical in both systems), as
is necessary for the integration of, for example, CLaM and HOL [Slind et
al., 1998a; Slind et al., 1998b]. Instead, mega need only communicate to
Tps all of the potentially important de nitions and concepts belonging to
the the speci c subproblem to be solved. Most importantly, mega does not
expand any de nition in the focused subproblem, but leaves the decision as
to whether this is useful or necessary to Tps, which can use its mechanism
for selectively instantiating de nitions [Bishop and Andrews, 1998]. The user
may even actively prevent some de ned concepts from being passed to Tps.
{ Tps is not only integrated as a fully automated black box system, but can
also be called as an interactive theorem prover. Thus mega, with its hierarchically structured knowledge base, can be seen in the integrated system as
a second user interface to the Tps system, with its own knowledge base. As
an automated black box system, Tps can be called from mega either alone
or concurrently with other integrated theorem provers such as the rst-order
systems Otter, Spass and Protein.
{ The mega system models the particular ND-calculus variant used by Tps
by providing corresponding tactics in a special theory TPS which introduces
one mega tactic for each Tps justi cation. Hence any Tps proof can be
translated one to one into a corresponding mega proof plan using the
tactics from theory TPS. As the structure of the resulting proof plans can be
visualised graphically in mega's graphical user interface L UI [Siekmann
et al., 1998] Tps thereby gains a visualisation tool and graphical interface
for free.
{ Proof transformation of Tps proofs (mirrored as proof plans in mega)
into proofs in mega's basic ND-calculus is realised by tactic expansion. As
mega's 3-dimensional proof data structure (PDS ) permanently stores all
di erent abstraction levels of a proof (the mega basic ND-level proof at
the bottom layer, the mirrored Tps proof at an abstract level, and all intermediate abstraction levels between those), proof transformation becomes
and remains transparent to the user, who can freely move between di erent
levels of abstraction in the proof.
{ Non-trivial tactic expansions (such as the one for RuleP) are supported by
other external reasoners that are already integrated to mega, or even by
Tps itself. This saves us from having to de ne and implement complicated
tactic expansions from scratch. Indeed, this can serve as a general approach
for a tactic-based proof transformation within a system like mega that
already provides other integrated systems: as soon as a particular expansion step seems overly complicated, one can recursively call other integrated
systems that are suited to support this particular expansion step.
{ The reuse of mirrored Tps proof plans within an analogy-based theorem
proving approach [Melis and Carbonell, 1998] is supported by our integration, as these proof plans are explicitly stored and thus available in mega's
PDS . They can also be stored in mega's knowledge base.
We are currently investigating whether Tps, mega's own higher-order theorem prover Leo (which is specialised in reasoning about extensionality) and the
various rst-order theorem provers which have been integrated with mega can
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fruitfully cooperate. We hope to use mega's PDS as the central data structure
for the necessary information exchange between the cooperating systems, and
mega's planning mechanism to guide the cooperation between them.
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In the appendix we illustrate the integration architecture by presenting some concrete information on the interaction between mega and Tps when proving THM136
(see Example 1).

A: Translating from

mega to Tps
Example 2 Problem- le. This is the content of the problem- le for THM136 generated
by mega and passed to Tps. The line with keyword ASSERTION de nes the theorem
to be proved and the line with keyword LINES introduces the initial partial proof to be
completed by Tps, which here consists only of one line. A reference to the corresponding
open proof line in mega (the entry \(OMEGA-LABEL THM136)") and some further
information belonging to mega can be found at the end of this proof line. Note that
the de ned concepts transitive, transitive-closure and sub-relation are not expanded in
this initial partial proof; they are passed to Tps as de ned abbreviations (in the three
lines with keyword DEF-ABBREV).
(DEFSAVEDPROOF OMEGA-SUBPROBLEM-THM136 (1998 9 30)
(ASSERTION
"[FORALL R(OaA)[TRANSITIVE(O(OAA))[TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE(OAA(OAA))R(OAA)] ] ] ")
(NEXT-PLAN-NO 2) (PLANS ((1)))
(LINES
(1 NIL "[FORALL R(OAA)[TRANSITIVE [TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R(OAA)] ] ] "
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PLAN1 NIL NIL "((OMEGA-LABEL THM136) (OMEGA-JUSTIFICATION OPEN))"))
0
((DEF-ABBREV TRANSITIVE (TYPE "O(OAA)") (TYPELIST ("A"))
(PRINTNOTYPE T) (FACE TRANSITIVE) (FO-SINGLE-SYMBOL T)
(DEFN
"[LAMBDA DC-50(OAA)
[FORALL DC-51(A)
[FORALL DC-52(A)
[FORALL DC-53(A)
[IMPLIES [AND [DC-50(OAA)DC-51(A)DC-52(A)] [DC-50(OAA)DC-52(A)DC-53(A)]]
[DC-50(OAA)DC-51(A)DC-53(A)]]]]]]")
(MHELP
"Definition of the predicate for transitivity. (transitive R) is true, iff Rxy and Ryz imply Rxz. "))
(DEF-ABBREV SUB-RELATION (TYPE "O(OAA)(OAA)") (TYPELIST ("A"))
(PRINTNOTYPE T) (FACE SUB-RELATION) (FO-SINGLE-SYMBOL T)
(DEFN
"[LAMBDA DC-54(OAA)
[LAMBDA DC-55(OAA)
[FORALL DC-56(A)
[FORALL DC-57(A)[IMPLIES [DC-54(OAA)DC-56(A)DC-57(A)] [DC-55(OAA)DC-56(A)DC-57(A)]]]]]]")
(MHELP
"Definition of the predicate for sub-relations. (sub-relation R R') is true, iff Rxy implies R'xy. "))
(DEF-ABBREV TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE (TYPE "OAA(OAA)") (TYPELIST ("A"))
(PRINTNOTYPE T) (FACE TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE) (FO-SINGLE-SYMBOL T)
(DEFN
"[LAMBDA DC-58(OAA)
[LAMBDA DC-59(A)
[LAMBDA DC-60(A)
[FORALL DC-61(OAA)
[IMPLIES [AND [SUB-RELATION(O(OAA)(OAA))DC-58(OAA)DC-61(OAA)] [TRANSITIVE DC-61(OAA)]]
[DC-61(OAA)DC-59(A)DC-60(A)]]]]]]")
(MHELP "Definition of the transitive closure as in TPS. ")))
(COMMENT "OMEGA proof (report problems to the OMEGA group)")
(LOCKED (1)))

B: Proof Construction in Tps

Example 3 Tps Proof. Figure 4 presents a screenshot of the Tps interface displaying
the Tps proof for THM136. This proof is discussed in detail in [Bishop and Andrews,
1998].

C & D: Translating from Tps to

mega and Inserting the Proof Plan
Example 4 mega Proof Plan. mega's special theory TPS provides one proof tactic
for each Tps justi cation. Thus the proof presented in Example 3 can be translated
one to one into a proof plan using the proof tactics of this theory. Tactics de ned
in this special theory have the pre x \TPS". The structure of this proof plan can
be graphically visualised in mega's graphical user interface L UI, as presented in
Example 6.
THM136 ()
L23

()

L22

()

L21

()

! (FORALL [R:(O BB BB)]
(TRANSITIVE (TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R)))
! (TRANSITIVE (TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R))
! (FORALL [DC-51:BB,DC-52:BB,DC-53:BB]
(IMPLIES
(AND (TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-51 DC-52)
(TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-52 DC-53))
(TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-51 DC-53)))
! (FORALL [DC-52:BB,DC-53:BB]
(IMPLIES

TPS*UGEN: (R) (L23)
TPS*EQUIVWFFS: (L22)
TPS*UGEN: (DC-51) (L21)

TPS*UGEN: (DC-52) (L20)

(AND (TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-51 DC-52)
(TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-52 DC-53))
(TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-51 DC-53)))
L20

()

! (FORALL [DC-53:BB]
(IMPLIES

TPS*UGEN: (DC-53) (L19)

(AND (TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-51 DC-52)
(TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-52 DC-53))
L19

()

(TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-51 DC-53)))
! (IMPLIES
(AND (TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-51 DC-52)
(TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-52 DC-53))
(TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-51 DC-53))

TPS*DEDUCT: (L18)
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Figure 4: Tps-Xterm with the proof of THM136
L18
L17

(L1)
(L1)

! (TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-51 DC-53)
! (FORALL [DC-61:(O BB BB)]
(IMPLIES
(AND (SUB-RELATION R DC-61)
(TRANSITIVE DC-61))
(DC-61 DC-51 DC-53)))

L16

(L1)

L15

(L1 L6)

! (IMPLIES
(AND (SUB-RELATION R DC-61)
(TRANSITIVE DC-61))
(DC-61 DC-51 DC-53))
! (DC-61 DC-51 DC-53)

L14

(L1)

L13

(L1)

L12

(L6)

! (IMPLIES
(AND (SUB-RELATION R DC-61)
(TRANSITIVE DC-61))
(DC-61 DC-52 DC-53))
! (IMPLIES
(AND (SUB-RELATION R DC-61)
(TRANSITIVE DC-61))
(DC-61 DC-51 DC-52))
! (IMPLIES

TPS*EQUIVWFFS: (L17)
TPS*UGEN: (DC-61) (L16)

TPS*DEDUCT: (L15)

TPS*RULEP: (L7 L8 L12 L13 L14)
TPS*UI: (DC-61) (L4)

TPS*UI: (DC-61) (L5)

TPS*UI: (DC-53) (L11)

(AND (DC-61 DC-51 DC-52) (DC-61 DC-52 DC-53))
L11

(L6)

L10

(L6)

(DC-61 DC-51 DC-53))
! (FORALL [DC-53^1:BB]
(IMPLIES
(AND (DC-61 DC-51 DC-52)
(DC-61 DC-52 DC-53^1))
(DC-61 DC-51 DC-53^1)))
! (FORALL [DC-52^1:BB,DC-53^1:BB]
(IMPLIES
(AND (DC-61 DC-51 DC-52^1)
(DC-61 DC-52^1 DC-53^1))
(DC-61 DC-51 DC-53^1)))

TPS*UI: (DC-52) (L10)

TPS*UI: (DC-51) (L9)
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! (FORALL [DC-51^1:BB,DC-52^1:BB,DC-53^1:BB]
(IMPLIES

TPS*EQUIVWFFS: (L8)

(AND (DC-61 DC-51^1 DC-52^1)
(DC-61 DC-52^1 DC-53^1))
L8
L7
L6

(L6)
(L6)
(L6)

L5

(L1)

(DC-61 DC-51^1 DC-53^1)))
! (TRANSITIVE DC-61)
! (SUB-RELATION R DC-61)
! (AND (SUB-RELATION R DC-61) (TRANSITIVE DC-61))
! (FORALL [DC-61^1:(O BB BB)]
(IMPLIES
(AND (SUB-RELATION R DC-61^1)

TPS*RULEP: (L6)
TPS*RULEP: (L6)
TPS*HYP
TPS*EQUIVWFFS: (L2)

(TRANSITIVE DC-61^1))
(DC-61^1 DC-51 DC-52)))
L4

(L1)

! (FORALL [DC-61^1:(O BB BB)]

TPS*EQUIVWFFS: (L3)

(IMPLIES
(AND (SUB-RELATION R DC-61^1)
(TRANSITIVE DC-61^1))
(DC-61^1 DC-52 DC-53)))
L3
L2

(L1)
(L1)

! (TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-52 DC-53)
! (TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-51 DC-52)

L1

(L1)

! (AND (TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-51 DC-52)
(TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE R DC-52 DC-53))

TPS*RULEP: (L1)
TPS*RULEP: (L1)
TPS*HYP

E: Transparent Proof Transformation by Proof Plan Expansion

Example 5 Modelling Tps's calculus in mega's theory TPS . The tactics in mega's
special theory Tps contain expansion information that allows proof plans constructed
in this theory to be mapped to mega proofs on a lower abstraction level. We present
some sample expansions here. The simplest is tps*Conj, which is simply mapped to
the mega tactic ande. The expansion of tps*Neg rst analyses the given situation
and then maps either to Pushneg or Pullneg. tps*RuleP recursively invokes an external
propositional logic prover integrated to mega.
(defun tpstac=expand-tps*Conj (outline parameters)
(tacl~init outline)
(tacl~apply 'ande outline nil)
(tacl~end))
(defun tpstac=expand-tps*Neg (outline parameters)
(tacl~init outline)
(cond ((tpstac=pushneg-a-p (node~formula (car outline)) (node~formula (cadr outline)))
(tacl~apply 'pushneg outline nil))
((tpstac=pullneg-a-p (node~formula (cadr outline)) (node~formula (car outline)))
(tacl~apply 'pullneg outline nil))
(t (warn "Something went wrong while expanding justification tps*Neg")))
(tacl~end))
(defun tpstac=expand-tps*RuleP (outline parameters)
(declare (ignore parameters))
(let* ((node (car outline))
(premises (just~premises (node~justification node))))
(tacl~init outline)
(tpstac=call-external-atp node premises)
(tacl~end)
(setf (pdsj~status (node~justification node)) "untested")))

Example 6 mega-proof. Finally, we present in gure 5 the visualization of the original
Tps proof (as a proof plan) in mega's graphical user interface L UI. By expanding
all nodes exactly one step, we reach another layer in mega's 3-dimensional PDS
which is visualized in the second screenshot. Here the squares represent the recursive
calls to a propositional theorem prover which are obtained by the expansion of tactic
tps*RuleP.
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Figure 5: Transparent proof transformation within
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mega's 3-dimensional PDS .
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Abstract
Classical automated theorem proving of today is based on ingenious search techniques to find
a proof for a given theorem in very large search spaces—often in the range of several billion clauses.
But in spite of many successful attempts to prove even open mathematical problems automatically,
their use in everyday mathematical practice is still limited.
The shift from search based methods to more abstract planning techniques however opened up
a paradigm for mathematical reasoning on a computer and several systems of that kind now employ
a mix of interactive, search based as well as proof planning techniques.
The MEGA system is at the core of several related and well-integrated research projects of the
MEGA research group, whose aim is to develop system support for a working mathematician as
well as a software engineer when employing formal methods for quality assurance. In particular,
MEGA supports proof development at a human-oriented abstract level of proof granularity. It is a
modular system with a central proof data structure and several supplementary subsystems including
automated deduction and computer algebra systems. MEGA has many characteristics in common
with systems like N U P R L, C O Q, H OL, P VS, and I SABELLE. However, it differs from these systems
with respect to its focus on proof planning and in that respect it is more similar to the proof planning
systems C LAM and λC LAM at Edinburgh.
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1. Introduction
The vision of computer-supported mathematics and a system which provides integrated support for all work phases of a mathematician has always fascinated researchers
in artificial intelligence, particularly in the deduction systems area, and more recently in
mathematics as well. The dream of mechanizing (mathematical) reasoning dates back to
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz in the 17th century with the touching vision that two philosophers engaged in a dispute would one day simply code their arguments into an appropriate
formalism and then calculate (Calculemus!) who is right. At the end of the 19th century
modern mathematical logic was born with Frege’s Begriffsschrift and an important milestone in the formalization of mathematics was Hilbert’s program and the 20th century
Bourbakism.
With the logical formalism for the representation and calculation of mathematical arguments emerging in the first part of the twentieth century it was but a small step to implement
these techniques now on a computer as soon as it was widely available.
In 1954 Martin Davis’ Presburger Arithmetic Program was reported to the US Army
Ordnance and the Dartmouth Conference in 1956, which is not only known for giving
birth to artificial intelligence in general but also more specifically for the demonstration of
the first automated reasoning programs for mathematics by Herb Simon and Alan Newell.
However, after the early enthusiasm of the 1960s, in particular the publication of the
resolution principle in 1965 [84], and the developments in the 70s a more sober realization
of the actual difficulties involved in automating everyday mathematics set in and the field
increasingly fragmented into many subareas which all developed their specific techniques
and systems.1
It is only very recently that this trend appears to be reversed, with the C ALCULE MUS 2 and M KM 3 communities as driving forces of this movement. In C ALCULEMUS
the viewpoint is bottom-up, starting from existing techniques and tools developed in the
computer-algebra and deduction systems communities. M KM3 approaches the goal of
computer-based mathematics for the new millennium by a complementary top-down approach starting from existing, mainly pen and paper based mathematical practice down to
system support.
The  MEGA project aims at an integrated approach since its start in the mid 80s and it
is deeply rooted in both initiatives. The  MEGA system is at the core of the project and it
has many characteristics in common with systems like N U P R L [1], C O Q [34], H OL [47],
P VS [79], and I SABELLE [80,78]. However, it differs from these systems with respect to its
focus on proof planning and in that respect it is more similar to the proof planning systems
C LAM and λC LAM at Edinburgh [83,29]. In this article we shall first provide an overview
of the main developments of the  MEGA project and then point to current research and
some future goals.
1 The history of the field is presented in a classical paper by Martin Davis [35] and also in [36] and more
generally in his history of the first electronic computers [37]. Another source is Jörg Siekmann [86] and more
recently [87].
2 http://www.calculemus.org.
3 http://www.mkm-ig.org.
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2.  MEGA
The  MEGA project represents one of the major attempts to build an all encompassing
assistance tool for the working mathematician or for the formal work of a software engineer. It is a representative of systems in the paradigm of proof planning and combines
interactive and automated proof construction for domains with rich and well-structured
mathematical knowledge. The inference mechanism at the lowest level of granularity is
an interactive theorem prover based on a higher-order natural deduction (ND) variant of a
soft-sorted version of Church’s simply typed λ-calculus [33]. The logical language, which
also provides some support for partial functions, is called POST , for partial functions
and order sorted type theory. The search for a proof, however, is usually conducted at a
higher level of granularity defined by tactics and methods. Automated proof search at this
‘abstract’ (i.e., less granular) level is called proof planning (see Section 2.3). Proof construction is also supported by already proven assertions, i.e., theorems and lemmata, and
by calls to external systems to simplify or solve subproblems. Resource-guided search for
applicable tactics, methods, and external systems is conducted by A NTS, an agent-based
reasoning system.
2.1. System overview
At the core of  MEGA is the proof plan data structure PDS [32], in which proofs and
proof plans are represented at various levels of granularity (see Fig. 1). The PDS is a di-

Fig. 1. The proof plan datastructure PDS is at the core of the  MEGA system.
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rected acyclic graph, where open nodes represent unjustified propositions that still need to
be proved and closed nodes represent propositions that are already proved. The proof plans
are developed and classified with respect to a taxonomy of mathematical theories in the
mathematical knowledge base MBASE [42,56]. The user of  MEGA, or the proof planner
M ULTI [73,64], or else the agent-based reasoning system A NTS [19] modify the PDS
during proof development until a complete proof plan, where all nodes are closed, has been
found. They can also invoke external reasoning systems, whose results are included in the
PDS after appropriate transformation. Once a complete proof plan at an appropriate level
of granularity has been found, this plan must be expanded by sub-methods and sub-tactics
into lower levels of granularity until finally a proof at the level of the logical calculus is
established. After expansion of these high-level proofs to the underlying ND-calculus, the
PDS can be checked by  MEGA’s proof checker.
Hence, there are two main tasks supported by this system, namely (i) to find a proof
plan, and (ii) to expand this proof plan into a calculus-level proof; and both jobs can be
equally difficult and time consuming. Task (ii) employs a combination of an LCF-style
tactic based expansion mechanism as well as deductive proof search in order to generate
a lower-level proof object. It is a design objective of the PDS that various proof levels
coexist with their respective dynamic relationships being maintained.
The graphical user interface LUI [90] provides both a graphical and a tabular view
of the proof under consideration, and the interactive proof explanation system P.rex [40,
39,41] generates a natural language presentation of the proof (see Figs. 5 and 6).
The previously monolithic system has been split up and separated into several independent modules (see Fig. 2), which are connected via the mathematical software bus
M ATH W EB -SB [99]. An important benefit is that M ATH W EB -SB modules can be distributed over the Internet and are then remotely accessible by other research groups as well.
There is now a very active MathWeb user community with sometimes several thousand
theorems and lemmata being proven per day. Many theorems are generated automatically
as (currently non-reusable and non-indexed) subproblems in natural language processing
(see the Doris system4 ), proof planning and verification tasks.
2.2. Proof objects
The central data structure for the overall search is the proof plan data structure PDS
in Fig. 1 and the subsystems cooperate to construct a proof whose status is stored again
in the PDS. The facilities provided by the subsystems include support for interactive and
mixed-initiative theorem proving by the user, the proof planner, and by external systems
such as automated theorem provers and computer algebra systems. These facilities require,
in particular, the representation of proof steps at different levels of granularity ranging from
abstract, human-oriented reasoning to logic-level justifications.
Therefore  MEGA provides a hierarchical proof plan data structure that represents a
(partial) proof at different levels of granularity (called partial proof plans). Technically, the
PDS is a directed acyclic graph consisting of nodes, justifications and hierarchical edges
4 http://www.cogsci.ed.ac.uk/~jbos/doris/.
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Fig. 2. The vision of an all encompassing mathematical assistance environment: we have now modularized and
out-sourced many of the support tools (whose names are printed in red) such that they can also be used by other
systems via the M ATH W EB -SB software bus. (For interpretation of the references in color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(see [32] for more details). Each node represents a sequent and can be open or closed. An
open node corresponds to a sequent that is to be proved and a closed node to a sequent
k
which is already proved or reduced to other sequents using an inference rule R := A1 ...A
B ;
where R may represent a calculus rule, a tactic, a method, or a call to an external system. Such a rule denotes that we can conclude B from A1 , . . . , Ak or reading it the other
way round that B can be reduced to A1 , . . . Ak . Thus, an inference step is represented by
a justification R which connects a node nb containing the sequent B to nodes n1 , . . . , nk
containing the sequents A1 , . . . Ak . If a node has more than one outgoing justification,
each of them represents a proof attempt of the sequent stored in the source node, but at
different granularity. These justifications are ordered with respect to their granularity using hierarchical edges. A hierarchical edge connects two justifications j1 and j2 with the
meaning that justification j1 represents a more detailed proof attempt than justification j2 .
Thus,  MEGA’s PDS explicitly maintains the original proof plan as well as intermediate
expansion layers in an expansion hierarchy.
Normally, the user wants to see the proof only at a specific level of granularity and
therefore he can chose the granularity by selecting the justification for each node in the
PDS. Fig. 3 shows an example of how the selection of a justification of a node determines
the level of granularity. It shows a node n with two outgoing justifications j1 and j2 , which
are connected by a hierarchical edge h from j1 to j2 indicating that j1 is a more granular
justification than j2 . The user can decide whether he wants to see the more detailed version
of the proof given by j1 (and its subtree t1 ) or the more abstract version given by j2 (and
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Fig. 3. Representation of a PDS node with justifications at different levels of granularity.

Fig. 4. Possible views of proofs at different levels of granularity inside a PDS.

its subtree t2 ). The two different possible selections are shaded. Selecting the justifications
for each node the user gets a view into the PDS-graph, called a PDS-view (see Fig. 4),
at the selected level of granularity.
Note that in contrast to the traditional LCF approach, it is not mandatory to immediately expand a high-level proof plan to a lower-level, because we explicitly represent the
high-level proof plans in the PDS and thus conceptually separate plan formation from
plan validation (by recursive expansion). Validation of proof plans can thus be postponed
and executed at any time later on. In case of an unsuccessful expansion attempt,  MEGA’s
PDS provides mechanisms which change the status of the affected proof nodes from justified, i.e., closed, to open and then consistently clean up all structures, which depend on
these nodes. Thus, failing expansion may in particular introduce new gaps into a previously
closed proof plan and hence proof planning has to start again in order to fill the gaps and
search for a new plan.
Because the PDS represents the dependencies among goals and subgoals as well as
between high-level inference rules and lower-level inference rules, we can traverse the
datastructure in many ways for different purposes like visualization, proof explanation,
natural language generation and dependency-directed pruning of the proof object.
In summary, coexistence of several granularity levels and the dynamical maintenance
of their relationship is a central and distinguishing design objective of  MEGA’s PDS.
The PDS makes the hierarchical structure of proof plans explicit and retains it for further
applications such as proof expansion, proof explanation with P.rex or an analogical transfer
of plans.
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Currently, however, we cannot change the representation inside of a proof node, which is
still something to be desired. For example, it would be nice to be able to change the logical
propositions in naive set theory into Venn diagrams such that a diagrammatic reasoning
system could be used. Support for representational shifts of this kind in combination with
different levels of granularity is future work.
√
The proof object generated by  MEGA for the theorem “ 2 is irrational”, which has
a well known human proof of less than a dozen lines, is recorded in a technical report
[14], where the unexpanded and the expanded proof objects are presented in great detail: The most abstract proof at the level of the proof plan has about twenty steps and the
fully expanded proof has about 750. The final proof in natural language generated by the
 MEGA-system is shown in Fig. 6. A general presentation of this interesting case study
is [88].
2.3. Proof planning
 MEGA’s main focus is on knowledge-based proof planning [25,26,74], where proofs
are not conceived in terms of low-level calculus rules, but at a less detailed granularity, i.e.,
a more abstract level, that highlights the main ideas and de-emphasizes minor logical or
mathematical manipulations on formulae.
Knowledge-based proof planning is a paradigm in automated theorem proving,
which swings its motivational pendulum back to the AI origins in that it employs
and further develops many AI principles and techniques such as hierarchical planning, knowledge representation in frames and control rules, constraint solving, tactical theorem proving, and meta-level reasoning. It differs from traditional search based
techniques in automated theorem proving not least in its level of granularity: The
proof of a theorem is planned at an abstract-level where an outline of the proof
is found first. This outline, that is, the abstract proof plan, can be recursively expanded to construct a proof within a logical calculus provided the expansion of the
proof plan does not fail. The plan operators, called methods, represent mathematical
techniques familiar to a working mathematician. While the knowledge of a mathematical domain as represented by methods and control rules is specific to the mathematical field, the representational techniques and reasoning procedures are generalpurpose. For example, one of our first case studies [74] used the limit theorems proposed by Woody Bledsoe [23] as a challenge to automated reasoning systems. The
general-purpose planner makes use of the mathematical domain knowledge of –δ-proofs
and of the guidance provided by declaratively represented control rules, which correspond to mathematical intuition about how to prove a theorem in a particular situation.
These rules are the basis for our meta-level reasoning and the goal-directed behavior.
Domain knowledge is encoded into methods, control rules, and strategies. Moreover,
methods and control rules can employ external systems (e.g., one method is to call one of
the computer algebra systems) and make use of the knowledge in these systems.  MEGA’s
multi-strategy proof planner M ULTI [73,64] searches then for a plan using the acquired
methods and strategies guided by the control knowledge in the control rules.
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2.3.1. AI principles in proof planning
A planning problem is a formal description of an initial state, a goal, and some operators that can be used to transform the initial state via some intermediate states to a state that
satisfies the goal. Applied to a planning problem, a planner returns a sequence of actions,
that is, instantiated operators (i.e., methods), which reach a goal state from the initial state
when executed. Such a sequence of actions is called a solution plan.
Proof planning considers mathematical theorems as planning problems [25]. The initial
state of a proof planning problem consists of the proof assumptions of the theorem, whereas
the goal is the theorem itself. The operators in proof planning are the methods, traditionally
they are tactics augmented by pre- and postconditions.
In  MEGA, proof planning is the process that computes actions, that is, instantiations
of methods, and assembles them sequentially in order to derive a theorem from a set of
assumptions. The effects and the preconditions of an action in proof planning are formulae
in the higher-order language POST , where the effects are considered as logically inferable
from the preconditions using this method. A proof plan under construction is represented
in the proof plan data structure PDS, which consists initially of an open node containing
the conjecture to be proven, and closed, i.e., justified nodes for the proof assumptions.
The introduction of a method changes the PDS by adding new proof nodes and justifying
the effects of the method by applications of the method to its premises. The aim of the
proof planning process is to reach a closed PDS, that is, a PDS without open nodes.
The solution proof plan produced is then a record of the sequence of actions that lead to a
closed PDS.
By allowing for forward and backward methods,  MEGA’s proof planner M ULTI combines forward and backward state-space planning. Thus, a planning state in M ULTI is a
pair of the current world state and the current goal state. The initial world state consists of
the given proof assumptions and is transferred by forward methods into a new world state.
The goal state consists of the initial open node and is transferred by backward methods
into a new goal state containing new open nodes. From this point of view the aim of proof
planning is to compute a sequence of actions that derives a current world state in which all
the goals are satisfied.
As opposed to precondition achievement planning (e.g., see [96]), effects of methods
in proof planning do not cancel each other. For instance, a method with effect ¬F introduced for an open node L1 does not threaten the effect F introduced by another method
for an open node L2 . Dependencies among open nodes result from shared variables for
witness terms and their constraints. Constraints can, for instance, be instantiations for the
variables but they can also be mathematical constraints such as x < c, which states that,
whatever the instantiation for x is, it has to be smaller than c. The constraints created during
the proof planning process are collected in the constraint store of the CoSIE system [76,
100], which is a domain-independent extension of existing propagation-based constraint
solvers. The extension turned out to be necessary, since proof planning has peculiar requirements that are not met by off-the-shelf constraint solvers: CoSIE computes symbolic
constraint inferences while respecting the logical side-conditions of proof planning, for instance, the Eigenvariable condition and the logical dependencies between constraints and
their context. The search procedure of CoSIE computes logically correct instantiations for
the meta-variables.
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A proof-planning method is applicable only if its constraints are consistent with the
constraints collected so far. Dependencies among goals with shared variables are difficult
to analyze and can cause various kinds of failures in a proof planning attempt (see [63] for
more details).
2.3.2. Methods, control rules, and strategies
Methods are traditionally perceived as tactics in tactical theorem proving [78] augmented with preconditions and effects, called premises and conclusions, respectively.
A method represents a large inference of the conclusion from the premises based on the
body of the tactic. For instance, NotI-m is a (very low-level) method whose purpose is to
prove a goal Γ  ¬P by contradiction. If NotI-m is applied to a goal Γ  ¬P then it closes
this goal and introduces the new goal to prove falsity, ⊥, under the assumption P , that
is, Γ, P ⊥. Thereby, Γ  ¬P is the conclusion of the method, whereas Γ, P ⊥ is the
premise of the method. NotI-m is a backward method, which reduces a goal (the conclusion) to new goals (the premises). Forward methods, in contrast, derive new conclusions
from given premises. For instance, =Subst-m performs equality substitutions, for example, by deriving from the two premises Γ  P [a] and Γ  a = b the conclusion Γ  P [b],
where an occurrence of a is replaced by an occurrence of b. Note that NotI-m and =Substm are simple examples of domain-independent, logic-related methods, which are needed in
addition to domain-specific, mathematically motivated methods as illustrated below in Section 2.3.3. Knowledge-based proof planning expands on these ideas and allows for more
general mathematical methods to be encapsulated into the proof planning methods.
Control rules represent mathematical knowledge about how to proceed in the proof
planning process. They can influence the planner’s behavior at choice points (e.g., which
goal to tackle next or which method to apply next) by preferring members of the corresponding list of alternatives (e.g., the list of possible goals or the list of possible methods).
This way promising search paths are preferred and the search space can be pruned.
Strategies employ a fixed set of methods and control rules and, thus, tackle a theorem
by some mathematical standard that happens to be typical for this theorem. The reasoning
as to which strategy to employ on a problem is an explicit choice point in M ULTI. In particular, M ULTI can backtrack from a chosen strategy and commence search with different
strategies.
Detailed discussions of  MEGA’s method and control rule language can be found in
[63,65]. A detailed introduction to proof planning with multiple strategies is given in [73,
64] and more recently in [69]. In the following we briefly sketch how proof planning with
generic and domain specific methods
along with domain specific control strategies can be
√
applied to plan “irrationality of j l ”-conjectures for arbitrary natural numbers j and l (see
also [88]).
√
2.3.3. Exploiting domain specific knowledge: proof planning j l-problems √
 MEGA can successfully proof plan and proof/disprove the irrationality of j l for arbitrary natural numbers j and l. In order to find
√ a general approach to tackle these problems,
2 is irrational”
(see [97]) and then analyzed
we first showed the challenge
problem
“
√
√ √
proofs for statements such as 8,√ (3 · 3) − 1, or 3 2. We found that some of the concepts
and inference steps we used for 2 are particular to this problem and do not generalize
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whereas others do. Thus, the analysis led to some generalized concepts, theorems, and
proof steps, which we encoded into methods and control rules, which together form one
planner strategy for this kind of problems. We shall now discuss the acquired methods and
control rules.
The essential idea of the proofs is as follows:
1. Use the MBASE-theorem RAT-CRITERION (it states that for each rational number x,
there are integers y and z, such that x · y = z, where y and z have no common divisor
besides 1) and construct an indirect proof.
2. In order to derive the contradiction show that the two witnesses (i.e., the existential
variables y and z) in RAT-CRITERION, which are supposed to have no common
divisor, actually do have a common divisor d.
√
3. In order to find a common divisor transform equations (for example, 2 · n = m →
2 · n2 = m2 ), derive new divisor statements (for example, from 2 · n2 = m2 derive that
m2 has divisor 2, or from the statement that m2 has divisor 2 derive that m has divisor
2), and derive from given divisor statements new representations of terms, which can
be used again for equational transformations (for example, from the statement that m
has divisor 2 derive that m = 2 · k for some k).
Note that we are particularly interested in prime divisors, since only for prime numbers
d is it true that if d is a divisor of mj then d is also a divisor of m. A corresponding
theorem is available in  MEGA’s knowledge base MBASE.
To realize the first idea (1), the planner M ULTI has to decide for an indirect proof, apply
n, which are
the theorem RAT-CRITERION, and derive l · nj = mj for integers m and √
supposed to have no common divisor. These steps are canonical for arbitrary j l problems.
Hence, we could implement them all into one method. However, to avoid the well known
problem of over-fitting methods, i.e., to make them special just for a particular theorem, we
decided to employ already existing methods from other domains: NotI-m (contradiction of
negated statements), MAssertion-m (apply a theorem or an axiom from the theory), ExistsESort-m (decompose existentially quantified formulae), AndE-m (decompose conjunctions).
The application of the methods ExistsE-Sort-m, AndE-m, and NotI-m do not need any
further control, but the application of MAssertion-m has to be guided by selecting the theorem or axiom to be applied. This is achieved by a control rule apply-ratcriterion,
which determines that the theorem
√ RAT-CRITERION should be used for MAssertion-m,
whenever there is a goal formula j l.
The second idea (2) is realized with the method ContradictionCommonDivisor-m. When
M ULTI tries to apply the method it searches first for an assumption stating that two terms
t1 , t2 have no common divisor, and then it searches for two (derived) assumptions stating
that t1 and t2 both have a divisor d. This method is not guided by control rules, but M ULTI
tries to apply it to some derived assumptions in each planning cycle.
The third idea (3) of the proof technique is encoded into several collaborating
methods: TransFormEquation-m, =Subst-m, PrimeFacsProduct-m, PrimeDivPower-m, and
CollectDivs-m. The method TransFormEquation-m contains knowledge about suitable
equational transformations for our problem domain. It is applied to an equation √
and derives
a new equation. For instance, TransFormEquation-m derives l · nj = mj from j l · n = m,
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or it derives n2 = 2 · k 2 from 2 · n2 = (2 · k)2 . The method =Subst-m performs equality
substitutions.
PrimeFacsProduct-m and PrimeDivPower-m encapsulate the knowledge of how to derive
divisor statements. PrimeFacsProduct-m is applied to equations x = l · y (or l · y = x)
and derives a new assumption which is a conjunction of statements that x has particular
prime divisors. The method employs M APLE to compute the prime divisors of l using
M APLE’s function with(numtheory, factorset). It derives that x has to have all
prime divisors of l. For instance, from 2 · n2 = m2 PrimeFacsProduct-m derives that m2
has the prime divisor 2, from 6 · n2 = m2 it derives that m2 has the prime divisors 2 and 3.
PrimeDivPower-m is applied to an assumption that states that y j has prime divisor d and
derives that y has prime divisor d.
For a term t CollectDivs-m searches for assumptions stating that t has some prime divisors. Then, it computes different possible representations of t based on the set of the prime
divisors {p1 , . . . , pn }. That is, for each subset {p1 , . . . , pn  } of {p1 , . . . , pn } it adds a new
assumption t = p1 · · · pn  · c for some integer c .
TransFormEquation-m, PrimeFacsProduct-m and PrimeDivPower-m are applied whenever possible and no guidance is required. The application of the method CollectDivs-m,
however, is guided by the control rule apply-collectdivs, which prefers CollectDivsm with respect to a term t as soon as there are assumptions stating that t has some prime
divisors. The application of =Subst-m is guided by the control rule apply-=subst,
which states that, after an application of CollectDivs-m, the method =Subst-m should be
applied in order to use the equations resulting from CollectDivs-m. When a method such as
=Subst-m, PrimeFacsProduct-m, or PrimeDivPower-m is applied to some premises, then
the same method is afterwards applicable again to the same premises, deriving the same
result. To avoid endless loops of such methods, we added the control rule reject-loop,
which blocks the repeated application of a forward method to the same premises.
2.4. A NTS: agent-oriented theorem proving
A NTS has originally been developed to support interactive theorem proving [18] and
later its was extended to a fully automated reasoning system [19,92]. The basic idea of
A NTS is to encapsulate each inference rule into a pro-active agent, which checks automatically for its own applicability. For each proof situation the PDS is continuously
checked by these agents and thus composes a ranked list of potentially applicable inference
rules. In this process all calculus rules, tactics, external system calls and methods, collectively called inference rules, are uniformly viewed with respect to three sets: premises,
conclusions, and additional parameters. The elements of these three sets are called arguments of the inference rule and they usually depend on each other. An inference rule is
applicable if at least some of its arguments can be instantiated with respect to the given
proof context. The task of the A NTS-system is now to determine the applicability of
inference rules by computing instantiations for their arguments.
The A NTS-architecture consists of two layers. On the bottom layer, possible instantiations of the arguments of individual inference rules are computed. In particular, each
inference rule is associated with a blackboard and some concurrent processes, one for
each argument of the inference rule. The role of every process is to compute possible in-
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stantiations for its designated argument of the inference rule, and to record these on the
blackboard. The computation is carried out with respect to the given proof context and
exploits the information already present on the blackboard, that is, argument instantiations
computed by other processes. On the upper layer, the information from the lower layer
is used for computing and heuristically ranking the inference rules that are applicable in
the current proof state. The heuristically most promising rule is then applied to the central
proof object and the data on the blackboards is cleared for the next round of computation.
A NTS uses resource reasoning to guide the search [22]. The integration of external
reasoning systems such as automated theorem provers, computer algebra systems, or model
generators into the architecture of A NTS presupposes the declaration of some resource
limits these reasoning agents are allowed to spend (e.g., by specifying time-outs). The
external systems are encapsulated into inference rules, usually one for each system. For example, an inference rule modeling the application of an ATP has its conclusion argument
set as “open goal”. A process can then place this open goal onto the blackboard, where
it is picked up by a process that applies the prover to it. Any computed proof or partial
proof from the external system is again written onto the blackboard from where it is subsequently inserted into the PDS when the inference rule is applied. While this setup enables
proof construction by a collaborative effort of diverse reasoning systems, the cooperation is
achieved via the central PDS. This means that all partial results have to be translated back
and forth between the syntaxes of the integrated systems and the representation language
of the PDS. In some cases efficient communication between inference systems is difficult
to achieve [15]. Therefore we have recently developed an alternative model of cooperating
systems in A NTS which has been successfully applied to the combination of automated
higher-order and first-order theorem provers [20].
2.5. External systems
Proof problems require many different skills for their solution and it is desirable to have
access to several systems with complementary capabilities, to orchestrate their use, and
to integrate their results.  MEGA interfaces heterogeneous external systems such as computer algebra systems (CASs), higher- and first-order automated theorem proving systems
(ATPs), constraint solvers (CSs), and model generation systems (MGs).
Their use is twofold: they may provide a solution to a subproblem, or they may give
hints for the control of the search for a proof. In the former case, the output of an incorporated reasoning system is translated and inserted as a subproof into the PDS. This is
beneficial for interfacing systems that operate at different levels of granularity, and also
for a human-oriented display and inspection of a partial proof. In particular we can now
check the soundness of each contribution by expanding the inserted subproof to a basic
logic-level proof in the PDS and then verify it by  MEGA’s proof checker.
Currently, the following external systems are integrated and used in  MEGA:
CASs

provide symbolic computation, which can be used in two ways: first, to compute
hints to guide the proof search (e.g., witnesses for existential variables), and, second, to perform some complex algebraic computation such as to normalize or
simplify terms. In the latter case the symbolic computation is directly translated
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into proof steps in  MEGA. CASs are integrated via the transformation and translation module S APPER [91]. Currently,  MEGA uses the systems M APLE [30]
and GAP [85].
are employed to solve subgoals. Currently  MEGA uses the first-order provers
B LIKSEM [38], EQP [60], OTTER [61], P ROTEIN [10], S PASS [95], WALD M EIS TER [50], the higher-order systems T PS [2], and LEO [16,11], and we plan to
incorporate VAMPIRE [82]. The first-order ATPs are connected via T RAMP [62],
which is a proof transformation system that transforms resolution-style proofs into
assertion-level ND-proofs which can then be integrated into  MEGA’s PDS. T PS
already provides ND-proofs, which can be further processed and checked with little transformational effort [12].
provide either witnesses for free (existential) variables, or counter-models, which
show that some subgoal is not a theorem. Hence, they help to guide the proof
search. Currently,  MEGA uses the model generators S ATCHMO [58] and S EM
[98].
construct mathematical objects with theory-specific properties as witnesses for
free (existential) variables. Moreover, a constraint solver can help to reduce the
proof search by checking for inconsistencies of constraints. Currently,  MEGA
employs CoSIE [76,100], a constraint solver for inequalities and equations over
the field of real numbers.

2.6. Interface and system support
 MEGA’s graphical user interface LUI [90] displays the current PDS in multiple
modalities: a graphical map of the proof tree, a linearized presentation of the proof nodes
with their formulae and justifications, a term browser, and a natural language presentation
of the proof via P.rex (see Figs. 5 and 6).
When inspecting a part of a proof, the user can switch between alternative levels of
granularity coexisting in the PDS, for example, by expanding an abstract justification of
a proof node into its associated, less abstract partial subproof, which causes appropriate
changes in the other presentation modes. Moreover, an interactive natural language explanation of the proof is provided by the system P.rex [40,39,41], which is adaptive in the
following sense: it explains a proof step at the most abstract level (which the user is assumed to know) and then reacts flexibly to questions and requests, possibly at a lower level
of granularity, for example, by detailing some ill-understood subproof.
Another system support is the guidance mechanism provided by the suggestion module
A NTS (see Section 2.4), which searches pro-actively for possible actions that may be
helpful in finding a proof and presents them in a preference list.
2.7. Case studies
Early developments of proof planning in Alan Bundy’s group at Edinburgh used proofs
by induction as their favorite case studies [25]. The  MEGA system has been used in
several other case studies, which illustrate in particular the interplay of the various components, such as proof planning supported by heterogeneous external reasoning systems.
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Fig. 5. Multi-modal proof presentation in the graphical user interface LUI.

A typical example for a class of problems that cannot be solved by traditional automated
theorem provers is the class of –δ-proofs [74,71]. This class was originally proposed by
Woody Bledsoe [23] as a challenge and it comprises theorems such as LIM+ and LIM*,
where LIM+ states that the limit of the sum of two functions equals the sum of their limits and LIM* makes the corresponding statement for multiplication. The difficulty of this
domain arises from the need for arithmetic computation in order to find a suitable instantiation of free (existential) variables (such as a δ depending on an ). Crucial for the success
of  MEGA’s proof planning is the integration of suitable experts for these tasks: the arithmetic computation is done by the computer algebra system M APLE, and an appropriate
instantiation for δ is computed by the constraint solver CoSIE. We have been able to solve
all challenge problems suggested by Bledsoe and many more theorems in this class taken
from a standard textbook on real analysis [9].
Another class of problems we tackled with proof planning is concerned with residue
classes [67,66]. In this domain we showed theorems such as: “the residue class structure
(Z5 , +̄) is associative”, “it has a unit element”, and similar properties, where Z5 is the
set of all congruence classes modulo 5 (i.e., {0̄5 , 1̄5 , 2̄5 , 3̄5 , 4̄5 }) and +̄ is the addition on
residue classes. We have also investigated whether two given structures are isomorphic
or not and altogether we have proved more than 10,000 theorems of this kind (see [92]).
Although the problems in this domain are not too difficult and still within the success range
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Fig. 6. Natural language proof presentation by P.rex in LUI.

of a traditional automated theorem prover, it was nevertheless an interesting case study for
proof planning, since multi-strategy proof planning generated substantially different proofs
based on entirely different proof ideas.
Another important proof technique is Cantor’s diagonalization technique and we also
developed methods and strategies for this class [31]. Important theorems we have been able
to prove are the undecidability of the halting problem and Cantor’s theorem (cardinality of
the set of subsets), the non-countability of the reals in the interval [0, 1] and of the set of
total functions, and similar theorems.
Finally, a good example for a standard proof technique is the excess-literal-number
technique. This is routinely used for completeness proofs of refinements of resolution,
where the theorem is usually first shown at the ground level using the excess-literal-number
technique and then ground completeness is lifted to the predicate calculus level. We have
done this for many refinements of resolution with  MEGA [45].
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However,  MEGA’s main aim is to become a proof assistant for the working mathematician. Hence, it should support interactive proof development
at a human-oriented
√
level of granularity. The already mentioned theorem that 2 is irrational, and its wellknown proof dating back to the School of Pythagoras, provides an excellent challenge to
evaluate whether
this ambitious goal has been reached. In [97] seventeen systems that have
√
solved the 2-problem show their results. The protocols of their respective sessions have
been compared on a multi-dimensional scale in order to assess the “naturalness” by which
real mathematical problems of this kind can be shown. This represents an important shift of
emphasis in the field of automated deduction away from the somehow artificial problems
of the past—as represented, for example, in the test set of the TPTP library [93]—back to
real mathematical challenges. We participated in this case study essentially with three different contributions. Our initial contribution was an interactive proof in  MEGA without
adding any special domain knowledge to the system. This demonstrates the use of  MEGA
as a tactical theorem prover (see [14]). The most important albeit not entirely new lesson to
be learned from this experiment is that the level of granularity common in most automated
and tactical theorem proving environments is far too low. While our proof representation in
this first study is already an abstraction (called the assertion level in [51]) from the calculus
level typical for most ATPs, it is nevertheless clear that as long as a system does not hide
all these excruciating details, no working mathematician will feel inclined to use such a
system. In fact, this is in our opinion one of the critical impediments for using first-order
ATPs and one, albeit not the only one, of the reasons why they are not used as widely as
computer algebra systems. This is the crucial issue of the  MEGA project and our main
motivation for departing from the classical paradigm of automated theorem proving about
fifteen years ago.
√
Our second contribution to the case study of the 2-problem is based on interactive
island planning [70], a technique that expects an outline of the proof, i.e., the user provides
main subgoals,√called islands, together with their assumptions. In fact, we are able to proof
plan arbitrary j l-problems as sketched in Section 2.3.3. Hence, the user can write down
his proof idea in a natural way with as many gaps as there are open at this first stage of
the proof. Closing the gaps is ideally fully automatic, in particular, by exploiting external
systems. However, for difficult theorems it is necessary more often than not that the user
provides additional information and applies the island approach recursively. In comparison
to our first tactic-based solution the island style supports a much more abstract and userfriendly interaction level. The proofs are now at a level of granularity similar to proofs in
mathematical textbooks.
√
Our third contribution to the √
case study of the 2-problem are fully automatically
planned and expanded proofs of j l-problems for arbitrary natural numbers j and l. The
details of this important case study, that shows best what can (and what cannot) be achieved
with current proof planning technology are presented in [88,89,14].
2.8. Discussion
2.8.1. Proof-planning as an alternative approach to automated theorem proving?
The most important question to ask
√ here is: Can we find the essential and creative steps
automatically, for example, for the 2-problem discussed in Section 2.3.3? The answer is
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yes, as we have shown in [88]. However, while we can answer the question in the affirmative, not every reader may be convinced, as our solution touches upon a subtle point, which
opens the Pandora Box of critical issues in the paradigm of proof planning [28]: It is always
easy to write some specific methods, which perform just the steps in the interactively found
proof and then calls the proof planner M ULTI to fit the methods together into a proof plan
for the given problem. This, of course, shows nothing of substance: Just as we could write
down all the definitions and theorems required and sufficient for the problem in first-order
predicate logic and then hand them to a first-order prover,5 we would just hand-code the
final solution into appropriate methods.
Instead, the goal of the game is to find general methods for a whole class of theorems
within some theory that can solve not only this particular problem, but also all the other
theorems in that class. While our
√approach essentially follows the proof idea of the interactively constructed proof for the 2-problem, it relies essentially on more general concepts.
However, this is certainly not the end of the story. In order to evaluate the appropriateness of a proof planning approach we suggest the following four criteria:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

How general and how rich in mathematical content are the methods and control rules?
How much search is involved in the proof planning process?
What kind of proof plans, that is, what kind of proofs, can we find?
If the proof planning procedure fails on some given conjecture, how likely is it that the
given conjecture is not a theorem?

These criteria should allow us to judge how general and how robust our solution is. The
art of proof planning is to acquire domain knowledge that, on the one hand, comprises
meaningful mathematical techniques and powerful heuristic guidance, and, on the other
hand, is general enough to tackle a broad class of problems. For instance, as one extreme,
we could have methods that encode  MEGA’s ND-calculus and we could run M ULTI without any control. This approach would certainly be very general, but M ULTI would fail to
prove any interesting problems. As the other extreme, we could cut a known proof into
pieces, and code the pieces as methods. Guided by control rules that always pick the next
right piece of the proof, M ULTI would assemble the methods again to the original proof
without performing any search. However, in that case if M ULTI fails to find a proof then it
is not unlikely that the conjecture is nevertheless a theorem.
2.8.2. What lessons have we learned?
The problem domains on which proof planning has been applied so far are small but
nevertheless typical. Some interesting observations gained from this experience are the
following:
(1) The devil is in the detail, that is, it is always possible to hide the crucial creative step
(represented as a specific method or represented in the object language by an appropriate lemma) and to pretend a level of generality that has not actually been achieved.
5 This was done when OTTER tackled the

its replay with  MEGA.

√

2-problem; see [97] for the original OTTER case study and [14] for
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To evaluate a solution all tactics, methods, theorems, lemmata and definitions have to
be made explicit.
(2) The enormous distance between the well-known (top-level) proof of the Pythagorean
School, which consists of about a dozen proof steps in comparison to the final (nonoptimized) proof at  MEGA’s ND-calculus level with about 750 inference steps is
striking. This is, of course, not a new insight. While mathematics can in principle be
reduced to purely formal logic-level reasoning as demonstrated by Russell and Whitehead as well as the Hilbert School, nobody would actually want to do so in practice
as the Bourbaki group of French mathematicians states explicitly: The first quarter
of the first volume in the several dozen volume set on the foundation of mathematics starts with elementary, logic-level reasoning and then proceeds with the crucial
sentence [24]: “No great experience is necessary to perceive that such a project [of
complete formalization] is absolutely unrealizable: the tiniest proof at the beginning
of the theory of sets would already require several hundreds of signs for its complete
formalization”.
(3) Finally and more to the general point
√ of interest in mathematical support systems: Now
that we can prove theorems in the j l-problem class, the skeptical reader may still ask:
So what? Will this ever lead to a general system for mathematical proof assistance?
We have shown that the class of –δ-proofs for limit theorems can indeed be solved
with a few dozen mathematically meaningful methods and control rules (see [74,72,
63]). Similarly, the domain of group theory with its class of residue theorems can be
formalized with even fewer methods (see [68,66,67]).6 An interesting observation is
also that these methods by and large correspond to the kind of mathematical knowledge
a freshman would have to learn to master this level of professionalism.
√
Do the above observations now hold for our j l-problems? The unfortunate answer is
probably No! Imagine the subcommittee of the United Nations in charge of the maintenance of the global mathematical knowledge base in a hundred years
√ from now. Would
they accept the entry of our methods, tactics and control rules for the j l-problems? Probably not!
Factual mathematical knowledge is preserved in books and monographs, but the art of
doing mathematics [81,49] is passed on by word of mouth from generation to generation.
The methods and control rules of the proof planner correspond to important mathematical
techniques and “ways to solve it” [81], and they make this implicit and informal mathematical knowledge explicit
√ and formal.
The theorems about j l-problems are shown by contradiction, that is, the planner derives a contradiction from the equation l · nj = mj , where n and m are integers with no
common divisor. However, these problems belong to the more general class to determine
whether two complex mathematical objects X and Y are equal. A general mathematical
principle for comparison of two complex objects is to look at their characteristic properties,
for example, their normal forms or some other uniform notation in the respective theory.
6 The generally important observation is not, of course, whether we need a dozen or a hundred methods, but
that we don’t need a few thousand or a million. A few dozen methods seem to be generally enough for a restricted
mathematical domain.
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And this is the crux of the matter: to find general mathematical principles and encode
them into appropriate methods, control rules and strategies such that an appropriately large
class of problems can be solved with these methods.

3. The future: what next?
The longterm goal of the  MEGA project is an integrated environment of tools supporting a wide range of typical mathematical activities. Examples of mathematical activities are
computing, proving, solving, modeling, verifying, structuring, searching, inventing, publishing, explaining, illustrating, etc. We anticipate that in the long run assistance systems
for mathematics will change mathematical practice and they will have a strong societal
impact, not least in the sense that a powerful infrastructure for mathematical research and
education will become commercially available. Computer supported mathematical reasoning tools and integrated assistance systems will be further specialized to have a strong
impact also in many other theoretical fields such as safety and security verification of computer software and hardware, theoretical physics and chemistry and other related subjects.
The research questions we plan to investigate in the immediate future arise from the
following scenario of preparing a mathematical research article with formalized content in
a textbook style and in professional type-setting quality.
Mathematical research article preparation scenario. The author starts writing a new
mathematical document in a format suitable for publication by using mathematical concepts from different mathematical domains. New mathematical concepts or lemmata introduced in the paper should result in corresponding new formal objects. Furthermore,
when writing the document appropriate service tools can be used to compute intermediate results for an illustrating example, querying mathematical databases for mathematical
publications introducing similar concepts and send subproblems to be solved to special
reasoning or computation systems. Proofs of lemmata and theorems contained in the document should be amenable to formal proof checking techniques such that the submitted
paper can be proof checked semi-automatically by the journal. A long-term goal may be
fully automated verification.
3.1. Formalization and proving at a higher level of granularity
Mathematical reasoning with the  MEGA system is at the comparatively high level of
the proof planning methods. However, as these methods have to be expanded eventually
to our base-level ND-calculus, the system still suffers from the effect and influence this
logical representation has. In contrast, the proofs developed by a mathematician, say for
a mathematical publication, and the proofs developed by a student in a mathematical tutoring system are typically developed at a less fine-grained argumentative level. This level
has been formally categorized as proofs at the assertion level [51]. While so far assertion
level proofs needed to be constructed from the underlying ND-calculus proof in  MEGA,
the recently developed C O R E system [3,4] supports proof construction directly on the assertion level and defines a communication infrastructure, i.e., a mediator, between the user
and the automatic reasoning procedures. Currently, we exchange  MEGA’s ND-calculus
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by the C O R E calculus, which supports the presentation of the proof state via relevant
contextual information about possible proof continuations and also supports hierarchical
proof development. The proof theory of C O R E is uniform for a variety of logics and exploits proof-theoretic annotations in formulas for an assertion-level contextual reasoning
style.
An unfortunate aspect of typical mathematical proofs is their under-specification,7 for
example, missing references to premise assertions, to rule and instantiation specifications
or simply the specific part of the formula the author is talking about. One particular
challenge here is to define an appropriate proof format which allows to represent humanconstructed proofs as they are and to develop means to resolve the under-specification
later by deductive methods. First steps in that direction and a description of the types of
under-specifications can be found in [5,13].
3.2. Mathematical knowledge representation
A mathematical proof assistance system relies upon different kinds of knowledge: First,
of course, the formalized mathematical domain as organized in structured theories of definitions, lemmata, and theorems. Secondly, there is mathematical knowledge on how to
prove a theorem, which is encoded in tactics and methods, in A NTS agents, in control
knowledge and in strategies. This type of knowledge can be general, theory specific or even
problem specific.
The integration of a mathematical proof assistant into the typical and everyday activities
of a mathematician requires, however, other types of knowledge as well. For example,
a tutoring system for maths students may rely upon a database with different samples of
proofs and proof plans linked by meta-data in order to advise the student. Another example
is the support for mathematical publications: The documents containing both formalized
and non-formalized parts need to be related to specific theories, lemmata, theorems, and
proofs. This raises the research challenge on how the usual structuring mechanisms for
mathematical theories (such as theory hierarchies or the import of theories via renaming
or general morphisms) can be extended to tactics and methods as well as to proofs, proof
plans and mathematical documents. Furthermore, changing any of these elements requires
maintenance support as any change in one part may have consequences in other parts. For
example, the validity of a proof needs to be checked again after changing parts of a theory,
which in turn may affect the validity of the mathematical documents. Thus, technology
supporting the management of change [7,8,6,52,77], originally developed for evolutionary
formal software engineering at the DFKI,8 will now be integrated into the  MEGA system
as well.
Hierarchically structured mathematical knowledge, i.e., an ontology of mathematical theories and assertions has initially been stored in  MEGAs hardwired mathematical
7 “Under-specification” is a technical term borrowed from research on the semantics of natural language.
Roughly it means that certain aspects in the semantic representation of a natural language utterance are left uninterpreted, such that their proper treatment can be deferred to later stages of processing in which more contextual
information is available.
8 http://www.dfki.de.
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knowledge base. This mathematical knowledge base was later (end of the 90s) out-sourced
and linked to the development of MBASE [43]. We now assume that a mathematical
knowledge base also maintains domain specific control rules, strategies, and linguistic
knowledge. While this is not directly a subject of research in the  MEGA project, relying here on other groups of the MKM community and especially the O M D OC format,9 we
shall nevertheless concentrate on one aspect, namely how to find the appropriate information as outlined in the next paragraph.
3.2.1. Semantic mediators for mathematical knowledge bases
Knowledge acquisition and retrieval in the currently emerging large repositories of formalized mathematical knowledge should not be based purely on syntactic matching, but it
needs to be supported by semantic mediators.
To prove a mathematical theorem in a particular domain is initially blind. Indeed, in
order to prevent a search space explosion, only part of the relevant knowledge is made
available at the start. For instance, in the  MEGA system the proof planner M ULTI selects
a subset of the available knowledge which consists, for each theorem, of a set of assertions
(axioms, definitions, lemmata), tactics and proof-planning methods. As this selection is
naturally incomplete, there is the need to incrementally incorporate additional knowledge
if needed.
We are working on appropriately limited higher-order reasoning agents for domainand context-specific retrieval of mathematical knowledge from a mathematical knowledge
base. For this we shall adapt a two stage approach as in [17], which combines syntactically
oriented pre-filtering with semantic analysis. The pre-filter employ efficiently processable
criteria based on meta-data and ontologies that identify sets of candidate theorems of a
mathematical knowledge base that are potentially applicable to a focused proof context.
The higher-order agents then act as post-filters to exactly determine the applicable theorems of this set.
3.3. MathServ: a global web for mathematical services
The Internet provides a vast collection of data and computational resources. For example, a travel booking system combines different information sources, such as the search
engines, price computation schemes, and the travel information in distributed very large
databases, in order to answer complex booking requests. The access to such specialized
travel information sources has to be planned, the obtained results combined, and, in addition, the consistency of time constraints has to be guaranteed. We want to transfer and
apply this methodology to mathematical problem solving and develop a system that plans
the combination of several mathematical information sources (such as mathematical databases), computer algebra systems, and reasoning processes (such as theorem provers or
constraint solvers). Based on the well-developed M ATH W EB -SB network of mathematical services, the existing client-server architecture will be extended by advanced problem
solving capabilities and semantic brokering of mathematical services (see [101]).
9 http://www.mathweb.org/omdoc/.
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Fig. 7. Documents in TeXmacs: The user will be supported by different mathematical reasoning services that
“understand” the document content.

3.4. Support for mathematical activities
Proof construction is an important but only a small part of a much wider range of mathematical activities an assistance system for mathematics should support.
3.4.1. Certified mathematics texts
A mathematician or software engineer writes a paper usually in a LaTeX-like environment. The definitions, lemmata, theorems and especially their proofs give rise to extensions
of the original theory he started with. If the proofs of the new theorems and their consistency with previous assertions are computer checked, we have mathematical documents
in a publishable style which in addition are formally validated, hence obtaining certified
mathematical documents. A first step in that direction is currently under development by
linking the WYSIWYG mathematical editor T E X MACS [94] with the  MEGA system (see
Fig. 7).
The T E X MACS-system provides LaTeX-like editing and macro-definition features, and
we are defining macros for theory-specific knowledge such as types, constants, axioms, and
lemmata. This allows us to translate new textual definitions and lemmata into the formal
representation, as well as to translate (partial) textbook proofs into (partial) proof plans.
3.4.2. Mathematical advice in tutoring systems
We are also involved in the DFKI project ActiveMath [75], which develops an e-learning
tool for tutoring maths students, in particular in advising a student how to prove a theorem.
This scenario is currently also under investigation in the D IALOG10 project [13,21] and,
aside from all linguistic analysis problems, gives rise to the problem to bridge the gap
10 The D IALOG project is a collaboration between the Computer Science and Computational Linguistics departments of Saarland University as part of the Collaborative Research Center on Resource-Adaptive Cognitive
Processes, SFB 378 (http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/projects/sfb378/).
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between the human style of proofs and machine-oriented proof representations. Humanauthored proofs are often imprecise in several respects, namely (i) the used inference rule
is not mentioned, (ii) some of the premises needed for a step in the derivation are not
mentioned, and (iii) some steps of the derivation are completely omitted.
Another interesting and novel application for theorem proving systems in the D IALOG
project is proof step evaluation (see [21]): Each proof step uttered by a student within a
tutorial context has to be analyzed with respect to the following criteria:
Soundness: Can the proof step be reconstructed by a formal inference system and logically
and tutorially verified?
Granularity: Is the ‘argumentative complexity’ or ‘size’ of the proof step logically and
tutorially acceptable?
Relevance: Is the proof step logically and tutorially useful for achieving the final goal?
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1Ô ¹vª ¦ slm=a®wgjXbzpnxv_  b w  _sIpbu kvjÇÈîÉlÊeËe ÂoÙvÙdczãe bjzb{Ç È,ÉlÊgËe ÂoÙvÙ I  a%u _sIded
jbklc bpnau aojm)sVjklVapqXwgaoc¸kI}½mq_ba(sIp  _bwgmna  mnbpqa`kI}½mn_za¨¥%¦¨§z© ªu {u mnaortsIjun_bklc
u kvra1kV} w¬mu`jbklVaodz}aslmqbpnauXc%_bw  _wej  dgzba1}s  wedgwgmnweaou®mqks  aouqu®unavapsIdza±XmnapqjzsVd
pnasVunkVjbwejbxun{Xu mnaorusIjmqkwejvmqaxvpqsImnamn_zaweppqaounbd¬mu wejmnksunwgjzxVdea¢bpqkkV}`u mnpq  f
mnbpqa ã u bu|msIjmnwsIdu bzkvp m }kvpwejmnaps  mnweVabpqkXkI}(aoVadekVzraojm mn_bpqkVzxV_¸unkVra
jbkVjbfÌu mqsVjzbsIpwgjzuna  mqwgkvj}s  wedew¬mqwgausIj}kvp-xVzwebsVj  a`wejmn_ba1u asIp  _ }kVp®sbpnkXkV} ã
sIjzjzsIdedg{ra mq_bkbu(mqkaoVadekV$bpqkXkI}u1slm1s_XbrsVjfikvpnweajmqao¡b_zwgxv_bap1dgaoVadkI}
sIzu mnps  mnwekVjº
`

fhgCf

i=jlkdmndoqpsr]ndtdrlu ndv

^`_bay¥%¦1§z© ªbpqkI|a  m  bpqpnaojvmqdg{pqabpqaounajmqukVjba1kI}¡mq_ba1dsIpqxVau|mslm mqarmu®ckVpqdXf
c%webamqkZbzwgdDsVjsVuqunweu mqsVjvmmnkXkVd1}kVpmq_ba/ckVpqhXwgjzx¸rslmn_zarslmqw  wesVjº³ÍÌmwu$s
pnaobpqaounajmqsImnweVakI}-un{Xu mnaoru%wgjmn_ba jzac.zsIpsVbwgxvr kI}îç½ènéoé ê`ç½ÊgÉlëëzìëí$sVjz  kvrf
bwejbaou2wejmnaopqs  mnweVasIj°sVmnkvrslmnazpnkXkI}  kvjzu|mqpn  mnwekVj/}kVp bkVrsIwejzuc%wgmn_´pnw  _
sIjzcaded¬f¾u mnpq  mqbpnarsImn_baorslmnw  sVdºhXjbklc%deaoxvaV®^`_za wgjb}apqaj  a2ra  _zsIjzweunr sIm
mn_ba$deklc®au|mdeaVaod`kI}ysVzu mnps  mqwgkvj¸wusIj@wejmnaopqs  mnweVamn_zakVpqar zpnklvapzsVunao@kVj
s_zwgxv_bapnfikvpqbapyjzslmqbpqsVd)ao  mnwekVj£ ä Øy2sVpnwsIjmkI}`sunkI}mnfÌunkVpnmna w2vapu wekVj/kI}
× _Xbp  _ µ uu werbdg{ m|{Xao ` f  sId  bdezu  × _Xbp  _º ÂoÙVâ   t^`_ba/dgkvxVw  sVd(desVjbxVsIxVav
c%_bw  _¢sIdu k2unbbkVpnmqu-sIpnmnwsId}bj  mnwekVjuweu  sIdedeaoy xyz&{*|¢V}kV5p }®sIpnmnwsIdX}bj  mnwekVjzu
p Vkvp mqao
 {a1mn_baokVpq{V  _bwedgamq_bweu`pqazpnau aojvmu-mq_b
a  rs  _zwgjba  ka kV} mn_za
~ pa
u {u mnaorUmn_zazu aop c%wedgdunadkvr c`sIjmmnkunaaV mn_bau asIp  _}kVps$bpnkXkV}®wu2zunzsIdedg{
 ÇÈ z7é ?
Ó kvjz  mnao/slms¢_bwexV_baop1deavadîkI}®sVzu mnps  mqwgkvja jbao{´È¾dÉ È Bì sVjz
mqkVrslmqaozpnkXkI}-unaosVp  _sIm(mn_bwuysIzu mnps  m¨dgaoVaod wu  sIdedgaçènéé|ê(çÊeÉlëzëìëí5 u aoa
Æ a  mnwekVj Â  Úvõ¸ÝpnkXkV}  kVju|mqpn  mnwekVjZweusIdunk/unbbkVpnmnao@X{¸sIdepnasV{´bpqklVaoj¸sVu f
u aop mqwgkvjzu%sIjmq_bakvpnaoru(sIjzX{  sIdedeu%mnka ±XmqapqjzsIdºun{u|mqaru`mnk¢unwerzdgwg}{kvp¨unkVdeVa
u zbbpqkVbdearuobsVu`c%wedgdºa un_bklc%jwej Æ a  mnwekVj Â  
Ó mºmn_ba  kVpqa,kI}b¥%¦¨§z© ªwu¡mn_zaîçènéé|êºçÊgÉI
ë VÉlÈ¾É õÈ è È èqÇ x&{  × _zaweh_zpnkvb_bkV
sIjz Æ kvpnxvaVVVvlîwgj´c%_bw  _´bpqkkV}u2sIjzç½ènéoé êyçÊeÉlë sVpnapqabpqaounajmqao°slm lsIpnf
wgkvzu2deavadukI}%xVpsIjXbdsIpqw¬m|{sVjz´sIzu mnps  mnwekVjº^`_bs
a x&{8wu swepna  mna´s  {  dgw 
xVpsIb_ lc%_bapqaéçbÇëë½7é vÇ `pqabpqaounajmzjl|zu mnwgzaobpqkVkvunw¬mqwgkvjzumn_zsIm-u|mqwgdedjbaa mqk
abpqklVa¢sIj
 Êgé Ç ë½7é vÇ pqabpqaounajm`bpnkvku wgmnwekVju-mq_zslm(sIpqasIdepnasV{bpqklVa¡
^`_bazpnkXkI}%bdsIjusIpqaaoVaodgkva5sIjz  desvununwgzao°c%wgmn_@pqaouna  mmnk/smqsl±kvjbkVr{
kI}-rslmq_barsImnw  sIdmn_zakVpqweaouoc%_bw  _wu  bpqpnaojmnde{awejbxpnaobdes  a${mq_barsImn_baf
rslmnw  sVdzhXjbklc%deaoxva%zsVunay
¶ 19ª §   pqsVjbhVa(sVjz
 kV_zdg_zsvu avVVV ã kV_bde_zsvu a¨sVjz
 psIjbhvaV(Iv Â  8^`_bau aop¢kI}¥%¦1§z©ºª-%kVp¢mq_babpqkXkI}2bdsIjbjzap$¶@·º¹ »¡¼  ¿adewu
sIjz@¿aweapIvV  -kVpadu amn_ba$u zxVxVau|mqwgkvj5ra  _zsVjbweunrA¥®f¾yÅ ¡»   e ajzÁ
r b dedgaop
sIjz Æ kvpnxvaVºIvVl)rkwg}{mn_bya x&{8zpnwejbxbpnkXkV}aoVadekVzraojmybjmqwgds  kvrf
bdea mnabpqkXkI}zdesVj_zsvu1aaoj}kvbjz¡^`_ba{  sIj°sIdu kwgjXvkVhVaa ±XmnaopnjsIdîpnasVunkVjbwejbx
u {u mnaoruoc%_zkvunapqaounbdgmqusIpqawej  dgzbaoZwgjZmn_b
a x&{³sl}mqap¢sVbbpqkVbpqwesImnamnpsIjzu f
}kVpqrslmnwekVj  ß j  as  kvrzdgamnabpnkXkV}1bdsIj slmmn_ba$rkvu msIbbpqkVzpnwslmqadeaVaod%kI}
sIzu mnps  mnwekVj´_zsvu aaj¸}kVbjzº,mn_bwu bdsIj@rzu maa ±zsVjza´{5unbfÌra mn_zkXzu
 X"?B !'(1 '9"/'!C!'PD!B!"'!'*(''!"7" (C(¡U¢
D!B'(1¡£! !"¤ J D";'!'"(''"#¥";!  "C¦¡(' D7 B!'1¤
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sVjzunbfimqs  mnw  uwejmnk$deklc®aop1deavadu1kV}sVzu|mqpqs  mqwgkvjbjmnwed,zjzsVdgde{sbpqkXkI}®sImymq_ba
deavad-kV}mq_ba¢dekVxvw  sId  sId  bdezu2wu au|msIbdeweun_ba¡ Ó }mnaopa±XsIjzunwgkvj´kI}`mn_bau a_bwgxv_f
deavad`bpqkkV}umnk°mn_ba$bjapqdg{Xwejbx ä Ø  sId  bdezuo-mn_za¶x&·{  sIjZa  _ba  hVa5X{
¥%¦1§z©ºª-µ u`bpqkXkI}  _ba  hvap
æ(aoj  avXmn_baopnasIpqa(m|ckrsVwgjmqsVunhu®unbbkVpnmna¢X{mn_zweu%un{u|mqar$XjzsIrade{w-mnk
zj5sbpqkXkI}`bdesVjº)sIjzDwew2mnka±XsIjz°mq_bweubpqkXkI}%bdsIj5wejvmqk/s  sId  bdezu fideavad
bpqkXkI} ã sIj¸kImn_°|kvzu  sIj aaÀzsIdedg{¸bFw ¸  zd¬msVjz¸mqwgra  kvjzunbrwgjbxZ^îsVunh
wgw aorbdgkl{usI
j ¹ ×  f¾u m|{deams  mqw  a ±zsVjzu wekVj5ra  _zsIjbwunr)zpnkXkI}¨unaosVp  _´kvps
 kVrzwgjzsImnwekVj°kI}%kImn_5wej5kVpaopmnkxVaojbapslmqa¢s$dgklcapnfÌdgaoVad,bpqkXkI}`kV|a  mÍÌmwu
saounwexVj°kV|a  mnweVakI}®mn_bya x&{Nmn_slm lsIpqwgkvzu(çènéé|êÊg/Ç ºlÇ Ê   ka±weu m2c%w¬mq_mq_bawep
pqaouna  mqwgvapqadslmnwekVju _bwezu1aowgjzx{XjzsVrw  sIdedg{rsIwejmqsVwgjba¡  sVwgdewejbxa±XsIjzunwgkvjzu
kV}-bpnkXkV})u mnaozu¨m|{zw  sIdedg{$deaosVmnkkvaojjbkau1sImys¢deklcap¨zpnkXkI})deavad,sIjz$mq_Xzu
pqaounbdgmywej/sVjwej  kvrzdgamnabpqkkV}| ^`_bapnasVunkVjzu(}kVpymn_za}sVwgdebpqa  sIj/wgj/bpnwej  wgbdea
a¢sIjzsVdg{XÁoao/wgj°mn_z»
a x&{«wgj°mq_baunajzunakI}`bpnkXkV}  pqwgmnw  u  Í¾pnaodesVjz°sIjz e bjz{v
ÂÙVÙVá  _bklcavapvmq_bwu%kVmqwgkvj_sVu`jbkVm({Va m%aaoj}zp mq_bap(a±bdgkvpna¡
¼¨unap)wejmnaopqs  mnwekVjwu)u bzkvp mqaoX{2mn_ba%xvpqsVb_bw  sVdu aop)wgjmnaop }s  %
a ½§¥ ¾%¿  Æ weahf
rsIjzjZÇ È¨ÉIÊgËe ÂÙVÙVÙ  ¡c%_bw  _bpqklXweau(kImq_/s¢xvpqsVb_bw  sVdsIjsmsIbzdesVp1Xweac«kI}
mq_babpqkXkI}(bjap  kvjzunweaopqsImnwekVjº)sVjz´mn_zawejmnaps  mnweVabpnkXkV}`a±bdesVjzslmqwgkvj@un{Xu f
mqaÁ
r ÀË|èqÇ Â   wgadeap IV Â s ã  wgadeap IV Â  ¡c%_bw  _bpqklXweau(mq_bazu aopc%w¬mq_°s
jzsImnbpsIdgfÌdesVjbxVzsVxVa(zpnau aojvmslmqwgkvjkV} mn_za2bpnkXkV}|
^`_babpqaXwekVzundg{rkvjbkVdew¬mq_bw  un{u|mqarU_zsvuyaoaj5u zdgwgm2b°sVjz°u aozsIpslmqaowejmnk
unavapsId`wgjaajzbajmrkbdeaouoc%_zw  _KsVpna  kvjbjba  mna ws°mn_zarslmn_zarslmqw  sId
unkI}m|c`sIpqa2bzu2¶5ªh» ÃhÄ § Å ÆÇ]  È wgrrapysIjzÉ
 kv_bde_zsVunaV½IV   Ó j/wgrkVpnmqsIjm
ajbabmwumn_slm$¶¸ªO» ÃÄt§ ÅDrkXbbdgau  sVj7a/weu mnpqwebmna£klVaopmq_baÍ¾jmnaopnjza m
sVjz´sIpqamq_baj´pqarkImqade{/s  aununwebdgaX{kVmn_baop2pnau asIp  _xvpnkvbzu2sVucadedi^`_baopna
wu®sVaopn{s  mnweVa1zu aop  kVrrzjbw¬m|{c%wgmn_u kvra mnweraou`unaVaopqsVdbmq_bkVzuqsIjmn_baokVpqaru
sVjz¢dearrslms awejbxbpnklvaoap%bs{ ã rkvu m®mq_bakvpnaoru`sVpna1xVajzapslmna¢sIbmnkVrsIm f
w  sVdgde{svu  bpqpqajmnde{jzkVjfÌpnaozuqsIbdea sIjzjbkVjfÌwejza ±az(unbbbpqkVzdgaoru1wejjzslmqbpsId
dsIjbxvzsIxvabpqk  aununwgjzx£ u aoamn_baØ1kVpqweuun{u|mqar  Ø1kVpqweuo`VV Â e ®bpqkXkI}ybdesVjbjbwejbx
 ¿aweapÇÈÉIÊgËeVVl ã Æ kvpnxvaVbIv Â  zsIjzvapqw¬  slmqwgkvj¢mqsvu huo
fhg!Ê

ËÌOmndtÎÍ5Ï]Ð¥i=jlkdmndok

ÝpnkXkI}®bpnkvbdearuypnaÀvzwgpqarsVj{/w¬¯½apqajm unhwededeuy}kvp1mq_bawep unkVdemnwekVjº^`_baopna}kVpqaV
wgmweuau wepsIbdeamnk´_zsVa$s o aunumnk5unavapsId`u {u mnaruc%wgmn_  kvrbdgaorajmqsVpn{  slf
zsVbwedgwgmnweaouoºmqkkvp  _zaou mnpslmnamn_zawep zunaVsVjz/mnk$wejvmqaxvpqsImnamn_baowgppnau bdgmquo¥%¦¨§©ºª
wejmnapn}s  aou)_za mnaopnkvxVaojbakvzu,a ±XmnaopnjsIdun{u|mqaruun  _¢svué?¨ç]È¾Ç èÉlÊ íÇ7ÑènÉÒÓõÈÌÇ/Ò
ÔÕDÖ× !Øl_bwexV_baop f¡sIjz zpu|mnfikvpqaopÎÉ ÈÌÎé ÉIÈÌÇ ±È bÇélèqÇ DçènÎé ºoìëXP
í ÓõÈÌ/Ç Ò ÔBÖÙ À* Øl
élë õÈ ènÉIìëz5
È  éI£Ê ºlÇ è  ÔÕ9×  ØlzsIjz
 7é vÇ ÊívÇëÇènÉlÈiìél
ë ÓÈ¾/Ç · Ô!ÚÜÛ  Øl
^`_baowgpzu aweuºm|c®kV}kVd¡²½mn_bao{1rs{1bpnklXwa-s(unkVdemnwekVjmqk¨s%unbbbpqkVbdear$kVpºmn_bao{
rs{xVweVay_bwejmqu}kVp`mq_ba  kvjvmqpnkvd½kI} mq_ba2u asIp  _¢}kvp`sbpqkXkI}|,Í¾jmn_ba}kvpnrap  sVunaV
mq_bakvmnzm2kI}®sVjwej  kvpnkVpslmqao$pqaosVunkVjzwgjbxu {u mnar wu1mnpsIjzundslmnasVjzwejzu aop mqao
svu%su bzbpnkXkV}wejvmqkmn_bPa x&·{1^`_bwu%wu%ajba  wsId }kVp%wejvmqapn}s  wgjbxun{u|mqaru`mn_slm
kvaopqsImnaslm$wg¯aopnaojvmdgaoVaodeukI} sIzu mnps  mnwekVjº(sVjz7sIdunk5}kVps¸_XbrsIjfÌkVpqweajmna
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 wu bds{¢sIjwejzuna  mnwekVjkI})szsIpnmnwsId¡bpqkXkI}|,Í¾rkvp msIjmnde{VXwgm¨sIdu kajsIbdeaou`zumqk
 _ba  hmn_zaunkVbjzbjbaouqu%kI}-as  _  kVjmnpqwgzmnwekVjX{pnazjbwejbxmn_zawejzu aop mqaounbbbpqkXkI}
mnksdekVxVw  fÌdeaVaodzpnkXkI}mnka2VaopnwgzaoX{¥%¦¨§©ºª)µ u%bpqkXkI}  _ba  hvap
× bpnpqajmqdg{vXmn_ba}kvdgdeklc%wgjzxa±XmnapqjzsVdºu {u mnaru%sVpnaywgjmqaxVpslmqaowgj¥%¦1§z©ºª-²
ßÒàáDâ zpnklXwaun{XrkVdew ` kVrbmslmnwekVj Ic%_bw  _  sIja%zunaowejm|ckycs{uo²¡zpu|m
mqk  kvrzmna¢_zwgjmqu mnkxvbwamn_babpqkkV}`unaosVp  _£av xg,c%wgmnjbaununaou2}kVp a±Xwu f
mqajmnwsIdylsIpqwesVbdgauq %sIjz¡(una  kVjzº®mqk¸apn}kVpqr unkVra  kVrbdea ± sVdgxvabpsIw 
 kVrbmslmnwekVjun  _sVu,mqk2jbkVpqrsIdewgÁoa`kVpunwgrbdewg}{ mnaopnruoÍ¾jmq_ba%dslm mqap  sVuna
mq_baun{rkvdgw  kvrbmqsImnwekVj£wu¢wepna  mnde{¸mqpqsVjzundesImnaoZwejvmqk5bpqkkV}u mnaozuwej
¥%¦1§z©ºª- ×Ó1Æ uysIpqa2wgjmqaxVpslmqaoXwesmn_ba2mqpqsVjzu }kVpqrsImnwekVjsIjmnpsIjzundesImnwekVj
rkbde
a ÇDª ã ãb§bÑ  Æ kvpnxvaV-IvV   × bpnpqajmqdg{v)¥%¦1§z© ªKzunaoumn_ba$un{Xu mnaoru
¶¸Dª ãb¹§  × _zsVpÇ È%ÉlÊgËe ÂoÙvÙ   sIj ÜÓ Ý  Æ  _ kV jbaop m(sIjkVmn_baopquo ÂoÙvUÙ ä  
àPåæ&â sIpqaaorzdgkl{vao5mqk°unkVdeVau zbxVksIdu × bpqpqajmnde{¸¥%¦¨§z© ªDu aumq_bazpu|mnf
kvpqaop%bpqklVap%u y¹¼ ç§b¦  a ä wgvadedgav ÂoÙVÙvÙ  a¥èyÝ  ¿  × bjbav ÂoÙvêÙ é h ë]» Æ
»¡§bÑ  ¿  × bjbav ÂÙVÙVâ  Ð1Ñ½Õ »½§z¼   e sIbrxvsVp mqjbap$sIj  zpnzs  _º ÂoÙVÙVâ 
Ç]ã9
ª 7   aowebajXzs  _£Ç È¨ÉIÊgËe ÂÙVÙVÙ  Ä@ªU¹ ìî¶¸§b±¼ »¡§bÑ  æ(wedgdeajXbpsIjZÇÈ¨ÉlÊgËe
u íÐ Ç  Ó jzpqac(u Ç ÈÉlÊgËe ÂoÙvÙVá  sVjz
ÂÙVÙVÙ  mn_baZ_bwgxv_bapnfÌkVpapun{u|mqarW

½*î9z e ajbÁo
r z dgdeapsIjï
 kv_bdg_sVunaV ÂÙVUÙ cbã e ajbÁo
r z dgdeap ÂÙVÙvÙ  2sIjDca
bdsIj@mnk°wgj  kVpqkVpslmn
a ð®ª¦ ãb¼Ñ¡§  b wsIÁsIjbkl5sVjz5Þ)kVpqkVjzhVkl½-IV Â  ¸^`_za
zpu m fÌkVpap Ó ^%ÝusIpqa  kVjzjba  mnaoXwe
s í2Ñ½ª ¦ ã  ¿aweap IvV  ºc%_bw  _wu2s
bpqkXkI}1mnpsIjzu }kVpqrslmnwekVjZu {u mnarAmn_zsImmnpsIjzu }kVpqrupqaounkVdemnwekVjbfÌu m|{XdgabpnkXkV}u
wejmnksvununapnmnwekVjfÌdeaVaod ä ØbpqkkV}umnka¢wejmnaoxVpslmna°wgjmnk°¥%¦¨§z© ª)µ &u x&{¨
í
Ð ÇsIdepnasV{bpnklXwaou ä ØbpnkXkV}uvc%_bw  _  sIja%}bpnmn_zapbpnk  aouqu asVjz
_ ba  hVac%wgmn_$dew¬mnmndeamnpsIjzu }kVpqrslmnwekVjsId½a ¯½kVpnm  e ajzÁ
r b dedgaopÇ È%ÉlÊgËe ÂoÙvÙVÙ  
ñóò â bpqklwa¢aow¬mq_bapc%wgmnjbaununaou}kVp}pnaoa/a ±weu mnaojmnwsId lsIpqwsIbdeaouo,kVp  kVzjvmqapnf
rkaduoc%_bw  _$un_bklc7mn_slm%u kvra2unbbxvkvsIdwu®jzkIm(s mq_bakvpnaor$,æ¨aj  aVXmq_ba{
_baodgNmqkZxvbweba/mq_ba´bpqkkV}unaosIp  _º × zpnpqajmnde{V2¥%¦¨§©ºªtzunaoumn_ba5¿ Ü u
Çª» ô]Ãº¦yÕ  ¿sVjvmq_ba{KsVjz e pq{V ÂdÙ cUc  sVjzõ
 ÇÃ¶ È _zsVjbxZsVjz È _sIjbx
ÂÙVUÙ ä  
ßsáâ  kvjzu mnpq  m-rslmq_barsImnw  sIdzkV|a  mqu-c%w¬mq_mn_baokVpq{vf¾una  wg  bpnkvaop mqwgau-sVu,c%wgm f
jbaununaou¢}kVp}pqaaZa ±wu|mqajmnwsIdlsVpnwsIbdeaouo.¿kVpqaklvap®s ×`Æ  sIj7_baodg7mqk
pqao  a1mn_babpqkXkI}unaosVp  _¢X{  _ba  hXwgjbx}kVp`wej  kvjzu wu mnaj  weaoukI}  kVjzu mnpsIwejmquo
× bpqpqajmnde{V)¥%¦¨§z© ª7aorzdgkl{Pu ö÷{¿§î  ¿aodgwuÇÈ2ÉlÊgËeVVVI)s ×`Æ }kVpwgjbf
aÀvsIdew¬mqwgau(sIjzaoÀzsImnwekVjzu`klvapmn_zazadkV}îpqaosVd¡jXbrapu
fhg ø

ùÒtúlúûùÒÐBÏ]Í§Í§uCÍDü

¥%¦¨§z© ª)µ u rsIwej°}k  zu2wu kvj´hjzklc%dgaxVafizsvu abpqkXkI}`bdsIjbjbwejbx  e bjz{v ÂÙdcdczã
¿ adewu®sVjz Æ weahXrsIjbj  ÂÙVÙVÙ  Xc%_bapqa(bpqkXkI}usIpqa(jbkVm  kvj  aowgvaowejmnaopnru®kI}ºdeklc`f

dgaoVaod  sId  zdgzu,pqbdeaouoIbmslm-sr  __bwexV_baop)dgaoVaodkI}¡sIzu mnps  mnwekVj mq_zslm-_zwgxv_bdgwexV_mu
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mq_barsVwgj°webaosVusVjzafiaorb_zsVunweÁaouyrwejbkVpydgkvxVw  sVdîkvp1rsImn_baorsImnw  sVdîrsVjbwgzf
dslmqwgkvjzu`kVj}kVpqrbdsIav
jbklc%deaoxva fÌzsVunaobpqkXkI})bdsIjbjzwgjbxweuysjbaoc«zsIpsVbwgxvrwejsIbmnkVrsImnaomn_baokIf
pqar«bpqklXwgjzxzlc%_bw  _unc%wejbxvumn_zarkVmnwesImnwekVjzsVdaojzbdebrtzs  hmqkywgmqu Ó ÍkvpnwexVwejzu
wejmn_zsIm(w¬m(aorzdgkl{u(sVjz¢}zp mq_bap¨baVaodgkvzu`rsIjX{ Ó Í®zpnwej  webdeaou(sVjzmna  _zjbweÀbau
un  _svu`_bweapsIp  _bw  sIdbdsIjbjbwejbxhjzklc%dgaxVaypnaobpqaounajmqsImnwekVjwej}pqsVrau%sIjz  kvjf
mqpnkvd¡pnbdeaouo  kVjzu mnpsIwejm%unkVdeXwgjzxzms  mqw  sId½mq_bakvpnaor bpqklXwgjbxbsIjzra mslfÌdgaoVaodºpnaslf
unkVjbwejbxKÍÌmwg¯aopqu¢}pnkvrAmnpsVbw¬mqwgkvjzsId(unaosVp  _fÌzsvu a5mna  _bjbwÀbaouwejKsIbmnkVrsImnao
mq_bakvpnaortbpqklXwgjzx jbkImdgasVu m®wej¢wgmqudgaoVaodzkI} sVzu mnps  mqwgkvjº²mn_ba1bpnkXkV}ºkI} s2mq_bakvpnaor
wu`bdsIjbjbasIm(sIjsVzu mnps  m`deaVaod¡c%_bapqasIjkVmqdgwejbakI}mn_ba2bpqkXkI} wu}kVzjz¡-^`_bwu
kvmndewgjzaVlmq_zslm)wulmq_ba%sIzu mnps  mîzpnkXkI}bdsIjº  sIja`pqa  zpqunwgvade{a ±zsIjaomnk  kvjf
u mnpq  m-sybpqkXkI}c%wgmn_zwgjsydgkvxVw  sVd  sId  bdezu,bpqklXwebao2mq_ba%bpqkXkI}zdesVjbkau,jbkIm,}sVwgdi
^`_babdsIjkvaopqsImnkvpqu%pqazpnau aojvmyrslmn_zarslmqw  sIdmna  _zjbweÀbau(}sVrwgdewesVp¨mqksc®kvpnhf
wejbx$rslmn_zarslmqw  wesVjº  _bwgdeamn_zahXjbklc%deaobxVakI}%u   _´srslmn_zarslmqw  sId-kvrsVwgj
svu2pnaobpqaounajmna/c%wgmn_zwgj5ra mq_bkbusIjz  kvjmnpqkVd-pqbdeaou2wuuna  wg  mqkmn_barsImn_baf
rslmqw  sId½zaodeºmn_ba2pqazpnau aojvmslmqwgkvjzsIdmna  _bjbwÀbaou%sVjzpnasVunkVjbwejbxbpnk  aobpqaou`sVpna
xvajbaopqsVd¬fÌbbpqku av  kVpa ±bsIrbdeaVkvjba1kV} kVzp®pqu m  sVuna1u mnzbwgau  ¿aodgwu`sIjz Æ weahf
rsIjzjº ÂÙVÙvÙ  u amn_ba1dgwerw¬mmn_zakVpqaru®bpqkVkvunaoX{  kXk{ e dgabu kXa  e deaobunkXaV
ÂÙVÙ   sVu%s  _zsIdedeajbxva1mqk¢sImqkVrslmqaopnasVunkVjbwejbxu {u mnaoruo^`_ba2xvajbaopqsVd¬fÌbbpqkvuna
bdsIjzjbap®rsVhVau)zuna(kI}¡mq_bweu®rslmq_barslmqw  sIdkVrsIwejhXjbklc%deaoxva(sIjzkV}¡mn_ba1xVbwXf
sVj  a2bpqklXwebao{$a  dsIpslmnweVaodg{pqazpnau aojvmqao  kvjmnpqkVd¡pqbdgauzc%_bw  _  kVpqpnau kVj
mqk¨rslmq_barslmqw  sIdwgjmqbw¬mqwgkvjsVkvmî_zklc´mnk¨zpnklvas%mq_bakvpnaorNwejs¨zsIpnmnw  zdesVpunw¬mqf
sImnwekVjºî^`_baouna®pqbdeaouîbpqklXwea`s1zsVunweu }kVp,ra mslfÌdgaoVaodpqaosvu kvjbwejbx1sVjz xvkvsIdgf¾wgpqa  mna
a_zsXwekVp
Í¾j¥%¦¨§z© ª)kVrsIwej$hXjbklc%dgaxVaywu%aj  kaowejramn_bkbuo  kVjmnpqkVd¡pqbdeaouobsIjz
u mnpslmqaxVweaouo¿kVpqaklvapramn_bkbu sVjz  kVjmqpnkvdîpqbdeaou  sIj°arbdekl{a ±XmnaopnjsId-un{Xu f
mqaruaV xze  kVrbbmnapsIdexVaobpqsun{u|mqaru sIj´rsVhVa¢u akI}`mn_bahXjbklc%deaoxvawgj
mq_baounau {u mnaruoD¥%¦¨§z© ª)µ urzd¬mqw¬f¾u|mqpqsImnaoxV{¸bpqkXkI}ybdesVjbjbaop¶¸·º¹»½¼  ¿adewusIjz
¿aowgaopoVVVv  unaosVp  _zaou¡mq_baj}kVp)s1bdsIju wejbx1mn_ba`s  Àvzwgpqaoramn_bkbu,sVjzu mnpslmqa f
xvwgau®xvbwaoX{mn_za  kVjmqpnkvd¡hjzklc%dgaxVaywgjmq_ba  kvjvmqpnkvd½pnbdeaouo
Öþ Àèõìë]ì çÊeÇìëÀènéé|êÀÊeÉlëzëìëí

Í¾j Ó Íõzsç½ÊgÉlëëzìëXíç½ènédÑÊgÇ/wu(s}kVpqrsIdºau  pnwemnwekVjkI})sIj°ìëzìÈiìÉlÊDõÈÌÉIÈÌÇzsívéÉlÊ¬
sVjzu kvraéqçzÇ èqÉlÈ¾élè¨mq_zslm  sVja1zu amnkmnpsIjzu }kVpqr8mq_ba¨wejbwgmnwsId½u|mslmna1Xwes unkVra
wejmnapqraowslmqayu mqsImnaumnksu mqsImnaymn_slm(unsImnwu|aou®mn_baxvkvsIdi Ó bzdgweaomnksbdesVjbjbwejbx
bpqkVzdgaor½sç½ÊgÉlëëÇèpnamnbpqjzu¨su aÀbaj  akV}1dÉ È ìéIë õmn_zsIm1wu½wejzu|msIjmnwslmqaokvf
aopqsImnkVpuoIc%_bw  _pnas  _s2xVksIdzu mqsImna%}pqkVrtmn_za(wgjzw¬mqwesVdu mqsImna(c%_baoja ±a  mna¡ Æ   _
sunaoÀbaj  akI},s  mqwgkvjzu`wu(sIdu k  sVdgdeao
s él£Ê Èiìélë¢çÊgÉIëz
Ó unwerzdgavl{Va mîVaopn{ywgj ÿzbajmqwesVdvdsIjbxvzsIxva-wuºmq_ba Ç»¡Ñ¡¼ ã-pqabpqaounajmqsImnwekVj   wghvaou
sVjz ä wgdununkVj  ÂoZÙ éXÂvã  wehVaouÇÈÉlÊeËe ÂêÙ é l  kVpqrsIdewgÁoao¸wej bpnkvku wgmnwekVjsIddgkvxVw  
Ç»¡Ñ¡¼ ãaou  pqweaumn_zawgjzw¬mqwesVd1u mqslmqaX{ s@u amkI}2xVpqkVzjz dgwgmnaopqsVdeuo Ó xVksId(wu
au  pnweao°X{/s  kvjl|bj  mnwekVj´kI}%kvunw¬mqwgvadgwgmnaopqsVdeuo ß apslmqkVpuwgÞ
j Ç»¡Ñ¡¼ ã_zsVa
ç½ènÇ qéI]ë IìÈ ìéIë  sIjz5Ç ¨Ç È õc%_bw  _}kvpnrsVdgweÁaymnkc%_bw  _u|mslmqaoumn_za2kVapslmnkvp  sIj
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a(sVbbdewgasIjz_bklc¸mq_baouna(u mqslmqaou)sVpna  _zsIjzxVaoX{ wgmqu-sVbbdew  slmnwekVj Ipnau a  mnweVaodg{v
 _bapqaosvu®mn_babpqa  kVjzwgmnwekVjukV}îsIjkVapslmqkVp`sIpqa1pqabpqaounajmqaoX{¢s  kVjI|bj  mqwgkvj
kI}kvunwgmnweVadewgmnapsIduomq_baa ¯½a  musIpqapqabpqaounajmna$X{s  kvjl|bj  mnwekVj/kI}kvunw¬mqwgva
sIjzjbaoxvslmqwgva®dewgmnapsIduo^`_ba`kvunw¬mqwgvadewgmnapsIduîwgjmq_ba`kVapslmnkvpoµ ua ¯½a  mu-sIpqa  sIdedeao
mn_ba¢UÉ dÊàì õÈ®kV}mq_bakVapslmnkvpoXc%_bwedea1mq_ba2jbaoxvslmqwgva1dewgmnapsIdu`sIpqa  sIdedga¢mq_b´
a VÇÊgÇÈÌÇ
Êàì õÈ`kI} mq_ba2kVapslmqkVp
^`_ba  dsVuqunw  sIdsVbbpqkvs  _mnkDbdesVjbjbwejbxKbpqkVzdgaoruweuçènÇ élOë lìÈiìélë³dÉ Xì/Ç ºÇ
ÇëzÈzçÊeÉlëzëìëí  Ø¨pqbrrkVjzº ÂoÙvÙIâ vc%_zw  _xVkXau,zs  hmnkmn_za Ü ajbaopqsVdzÝ-pqkVzdgaor
Æ kVdeVaopo,Ä&Ð Ç  ä aoc®aodgd-sVjz Æ wgrkVj  ÂoÙvá Úli^`_babdsIjzjbwgjzxzpnk  aunuu mqsVp mu¨}pqkVr
mn_ba/xVksIdic%_zw  _Kwu  kVjzunwapqao7svusIj7zjzs  _bweavao£bpqa  kVjzbw¬mqwgkvjº  wgpu mo`mn_za
sVbdeweu m(kI})sIded¡kVapslmqkVpu®wu  _ba  hVamnk¢unaac%_bamn_baop(wgm  kVjmsIwejzu%sIja ¯½a  m%mn_zsIm
s  _bweavaou unkVradgwgmnaopqsVdkI}%mq_baxvkvsVd ^`_zajº)kvjbaun  _¸kvaopqsImnkVpweu  _bkvunaj¸sVjz
sIbzpnkvbpnwslmqade{2wgju|msIjmnwslmqao¡sIjzmn_za(pnau zd¬mqwgjbx s  mqwgkvjwu)wejzunapnmnaowejmnkmn_za(bdsIj
bjzaop2avadekVbrajm½mn_Xzu2uqslmnwu }{wejbxzsIpnmkI}-mq_baxVkvsVd  ^`_zazpna  kVjw¬mqwgkvjzuykI}
mn_ba`wejmnpqkXb  as  mnwekVj a  kVra`jbac@bjzuqslmnwu zaobpna  kvjzwgmnwekVjzukI}mn_babdsIjºVsVjz
mn_ba2zdesVjbjbwejbxbpnk  aouqu`pna  bpu aukVjmn_bku av
Ý-pqkkV}%bdesVjbjbwejbx kVjzunwebapu2rslmn_zarslmqw sId-mq_bakvpnaorusVubdsIjbjbwejbxzpnkvbdgaoru
 e bj{V ÂdÙ cdc )^`_ba wgjzw¬mqwesVd½u mqsImnaykI}sbpqkX kI} bdsIjzjbwgjzxbpqkVzdgaor  kVjzunwu|mu®kV}ºmn_za
bpqkkV}2?É l¨çÈiìélë ¢kI}mn_ba¢mn_baokVpqar$c%_zapqaosVuymq_ba¢xvkvsId)wu2mq_ba±È bÇélèqÇ Îw¬mu aod¬}|
^`_ba2kVapslmqkVpuwej$bpqkkV}bdsIjzjbwgjzxsVpnaymq_ba2ra mn_zkXzu
Í¾j¥%¦¨§z© ª)zzpnkXkI},bdsIjbjzwgjbxwu`mq_ba2bpqk  aouqu`mn_slm  kvrbmnau(s  mnwekVjzuomq_zslm¨wuo
wgju|msIjmnwslmqwgkvjzu-kV}½ramn_bkbuosIjz¢svununarbdeaou,mq_bar wej¢kVpap-mnkbapqwgva¨smn_zakVpqar
}pnkvr s2una m®kI}ºsVuqu zrbmnwekVjzuoî^`_za(a ¯½a  mqusVjzmn_za(bpqa  kvjzwgmnwekVjzu-kI}ºsIj¢s  mnwekVjwej
bpqkkV}îzdesVjbjbwejbx¢sIpqa2bpqkkV}îjzkXbaou%c%wgmn_$}kvpnrbdesVawgj$mq_ba _bwexV_baop fÌkVpaopdsIjzxVzsVxVa
xyzP{¥|¢Xc%_bapqa(mq_baa ¯½a  mqu`sIpqa  kVjzunwebapqaosVudekVxvw  sIdedg{wgjb}apsIbdea(}pqkVr mq_ba1zpnaf
 kvjzwgmnwekVjzuo Ó zpnkXkI}bdsIj£bjzbaÆ p  kVjzu mnpq  mqwgkvj£weupqazpnau aojvmqao wejZmq_babpqkXkI}
bdsIj´bslmsu mnpq  mqbpq·a x&{¤ u aoa a  mqwgkvj Â  ä õÍ¾jzw¬mqwesVdgde{V¡mq_bya x&{  kvjzu wu mquykI}
sIj´kVaj´jbka  kVjmsIwejbwgjzxmq_bau mqsImnaraojvm2mqkabpnklvao¡îsIjz  dgku a¡ºmq_zslmwuo
|zu mnwgzao¡,jbkau2}kvp2mn_babpnkXkV}`svununbrmnwekVju$^`_bawejvmqpnk  mnwekVj5kV}(sIj5s  mnwekVj
a x&{NX{svbwejbxjbac bpqkkV}jbkau2sIjz¢|zu|mqw¬}{Xwejbx$mn_zaa¯a  mu2kI}
 _zsIjzxVaou¨mn_zs
mn_ba2s  mnwekVjX{sIbzdgw  sImnwekVjzukI}mn_bara mq_bkkV} mq_ba2s  mqwgkvjmqkw¬mu`bpnaorweunaouoî^`_za
sIwer kI}¡mn_za1bpqkXkI}ºbdsIjzjbwgjzxbpqk  aouqu-wumnkpqaos  _¢¶
s Êgé Ç sx&·{1mn_zsIm®wus x&{
c%w¬mq_bkVbm1kVaj/jbkaouo1^`_z
a él£Ê Èiìélëç½ènéé|ê(çÊgÉIë°zpnk  aowu¨mn_baoj/s¢pqa  kVp$kI}
mn_ba unaoÀbaoj  akV},s  mnwekVjumq_zslm(deaosv¢mqk¢s  dekvunao´
 x&{¨
{e sVdgdeklc%wejbx¢}kvp1}kvpnc`sIpsVjzzs  hXcsVpqs  mnwekVjuy¥%¦1§z©ºª-µ ubpqkXkI}zdesVjbjbwejbx
 kvrbwejbaou}kVpqcsVpqZsIjz zs  hc`sIp@u mqsImnafÌunzs  a$bdesVjbjbwejbxzN^`_Xzu%s/ç½ÊgÉlëëzìëí
õÈÌÉIÈÌÇ¢weu szsVwgp2kV}®mq_ba  zpnpqajm2c®kvpnd°u|mslmna¢sVjzmn_ba  bpnpqajm2xVksId-u mqsImnaV¢^`_za
wgjzw¬mqwesVd¡c®kvpnd¢u mqslmqa  kVjzunwu|mu®kV} mq_ba1xvwgvajbpnkXkV}sVuqu zrbmnwekVjzu`sIj¢wumqpqsVjzu }apqao
X{}kVpqcsVpq/s  mnwekVjzuwejmnksjbac ckVpqde°u|mslmqaV¢^`_baxvkvsId)u mqsImna  kvjzu wu mqukI}mn_za
wgjzw¬mqwesVd%kVaj£jbkasIjzZwumnpsIjzu }apqao@{@zs  hXc`sIp¸s  mnwekVjzuwejmnk5s°jbacxVkvsVd
u|mslmqa  kVjmqsVwgjzwgjbxjbaockvaoj$jbkaouo  pqkVr³mq_bwu%kvwgjm(kV}XwgaocDmq_ba sIwer¤kV}îbpqkXkI}
bdsIjbjbwejbxweuymqk  kVrbmqasunaoÀbaoj  akI}`s  mqwgkvjzu¨mn_zsIm2bapqwgvaous  bpqpnaojvmckVpqde
u|mslmqaywej$c%_bw  _$sVdgd½mq_ba2xVksIduwgjmn_za  bpqpnaojm`xvkvsVd½u mqsImna2sIpqa2unsImnwu|ao¡
Ó uîkVbkvunao2mnkybpna  kvjzwgmnwekVjs  _bwgaoVaoraojm bdsIjbjbwejbxav xgIunaa   ad¡ ÂÙVÙIâ  õ
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a ¯a  mqukI}ºra mq_bkbu-wej¢bpqkXkI}¡bdsIjbjzwgjbxk jbkVm  sVj  aodzas  _kImq_bap  kVpwgjzu mqsVj  av
sVjs  mqwgkvjc%wgmn_a¯a  m NwejmnpqkXb  a}kVp)mq_ba(kVajjbka kXau)jbkIm)mq_bpqaoslmqaj
mq_ba¢a ¯½a  m wejvmqpnk  ao´X{´sIjbkVmn_baops  mnwekVj´}kvp mn_za¢kVaj¸w jzkXba VØ¨aoaojf
aoj  weaousIrkVjzxkVaj5jbkaupqaounbdgm }pqkVr u _sIpqao°lsIpqwesVbdgau2}kvpc%wgmnjbaunu mnapqru
sVjz/mn_baowgp  kVju|mqpqsVwgjmquo × kVjzu mnpsIwejmqu  sIj´av,}kVp wejzu mqsVj  avwejzu mqsIjmqwesImnwekVjzu }kVp
mq_ba2lsIpqwesVbdgau`bm(mq_ba{  sVj$sVdeunka2rsImn_baorsImnw  sVd  kvjzu|mqpqsVwgjmu%u   _svu
l
c%_bw  _u mqsImnaou¨mn_slmo¡c%_slmnaoVaop¨mq_bawejzu mqsVjvmqwesImnwekVj}kvp °wu½wgmy_zsvu1mnkau rsIdedeap
mq_zsIj l(^`_za  kvjzu|mqpqsVwgjmu  pqaosImnao$zpnwejbxmq_ba bpqkXkI})bdsIjbjbwejbx¢zpnk  aunu¨sIpqa  kVdgf
dea  mnao¢wgjs  kVju|mqpqsVwgjm®u mnkvpnav Ó js  mnwekVjwejvmqpnk  wejbxjbaoc  kVju|mqpqsVwgjmquweusIzbdgwgf
 sIbdea2kVjbde{wg})w¬mu  kVjzu mnpsIwejmqu%sIpqa  kvjzunweu mnaojvm(c%wgmn_$mq_ba  kVjzu mnpsIwejmqu  kvdgdea  mnau k
}sVpoîØ¨aoaojzaj  weaou-sVrkvjbxxVksIduc%wgmn_un_zsIpqaolsIpqwesVbdgau,sIpqa`bFw ¸  zd¬m)mqksVjzsIde{XÁa
sVjz  sVj  sVzunalsIpqwgkvzu1hwejzbuykV})}sIwedgbpqaou1wej/sbpnkXkV}-bdesVjbjbwejbxsIm mqarmo  wepqu m
pqaounbdgmqu sVkvm _bklctmnksVjzsIde{XÁasIjz5baosIdc%w¬mq_¸u   _°}sVwgdebpqaou sVpna¢wu  zuqu a°wgj
 ¿aweapzIvVÚI
 











Ç È zé7? Õ éIëzÈiènélÊ ÊeÇ ®ÉlëO × È ènÉIÈÌÇÌíVìÇ
Í¾j¥%¦1§z© ª)hÇÈ±bé  sIjayaop  aweVa¢sVumqs  mnw  u®wej¢mqs  mqw  sIdmn_baokVpqar bpqklXwgjbx
sVbxVrajmqaoc%wgmn_zpna  kVjw¬mqwgkvjzusVjz¢a¯a  mu  sVdgdeaoç½ènÇ/ì ÇysIjWélëO Ê£ZõìéIë õ
pqaouna  mqwgvade{V Ó ramn_bk$pqabpqaounajmumn_ba wej}aopnaoj  a kV},mn_ba  kVj  dgu wekVj}pnkvr mq_ba
bpqarwu au  kvpîwejzu mqsVj  av
Nwu)s¨ra mq_bkc%_bkvuna®zbpnkvuna`weuîmqkbpnklva®syxVksId
X{  kVjmnpsVw  mqwgkvjº ÍÌ}
weusVbbdewgamqk$sxVksId
mq_baj
wgm  dgku au2mn_zweuxVksId®sVjz5wejmnpqkXb  au2mn_zajbaoc³xVksId-mqkbpqklVa}sVdeunwgm|{V ,bjzaop
mq_ba¢sVuqu zrbmnwekVj  mq_zslm wuo
^`_baopnao{v
wumn_ba  kVj  dezu wekVj
kV}(mn_bara mq_bk¡c%_baopnasVu
wumn_babpqarwu akI}(mq_baramn_bk¡
wu1²
s ÑdÉ  ÉIè ramn_bk¡¡c%_zw  _/pna  au1sxVksId`mn_za  kVj  dgzunwekVj%mnkjbac8xvkvsVdeu
mn_baybpqarweunaouõ élè ÉIè ¢ramn_bkbuowgj  kvjmnpsVu moXapqwgva¨jbaoc  kvj  dezunwgkvjzu®}pnkvr
xvwgvajbpnaorweunaouo  kVp(wejzu mqsIj  aV
.aop }kvpnru%aÀzsIdew¬m|{u zzu|mqw¬mqmnwekVju%X{
  sVjz
aopnweXwgjzx5}pnkvr"m|ck¸bpqarwu au
mn_ba  kVj  dezu wekVj
  c%_bapqa¨sIjk o bpqpqaj  a(kI} wupqabds  aoX{sIj¢k o bpqpnaoj  a%kV}  ä kVmna
mq_zslm
sIjz
sIpqaunwgrbdea°a ±bsIrbdeaoukI}kvrsIwejfiwejzaoaojzaojvm
dekVxvw  fipqadslmqaoKramn_bkbuo c%_bw  _«sIpqa°jzaaobao.wej.svbwgmnwekVj.mqkKkVrsIwejf¾u a  w¬  
rslmq_barsImnw  sIdede{ZrkImqwglsImnao£ramn_bkbuo a)±bsVrzdgaukI}2mq_badslmnmnapc%wgdedya°weu f
 zununaowej$ba mqsVwgd¡wej Æ a  mnwekVjÚb
Õ élëÈ ènéIÊ-è ÊgÇ pnaobpnau aojmrsImn_baorsImnw  sVd)hjzklc%dgaxVasIkVbm _bklc8mqkbpnk  aao
wej´mn_babpnkXkV}bdsIjzjbwgjzxbpnk  aouqu^`_ba{  sVj°welj ÿzzaj  amn_babdsIjbjbaopoµ u2a_zsXwekVp
sIm  _bkVw  akvwgjmquav xg½c%_bw  _xVksId¡mqk¢mqs  hXdga jza ±Xm1kvp(c%_bw  _ra mn_zkXmnksVbbde{
jba±Xm`X{bpna}apqpnwejbxraraopqu¨kI})mq_ba  kvpnpqaounkVjzwejbxdeweu m¨kV})sVd¬mqapqjzslmqwgvaou aV xze
mq_ba®dewu|m,kI}zkvuqunwgbdeaxvkvsVdeu kVpmn_badgwu mîkV}zkununwebdgara mq_bkbuq î^`_zweuîc`s{1bpqkVrwu wejbx
unaosVp  _/zslmq_zu sIpqabpqa }aopnpqao°sIjz/mq_baunaosIp  _/unzs  a  sVj´abpqbjba¡  aun_zsIded
wu  zuqu`a ±bsIrbdeaou}kvp  kvjvmqpnkvd½pnbdeaou`wej Æ a  mnwekVj$Úb Â 
× ÈiènÉIÈÌÇÌíVìÇ arbdekl{$bw¬¯½apqajm2u amquykI}ramn_bkbusIj  kvjmnpqkVdîpnbdeaouysIj¡½mn_Xzuo
ms  hXdga`mq_ba1uqsIra(zpnkvbdgaortwejwg¯½apqajmc`s{Xuo,^`_ba(pqaosVunkVjzwgjbx svu,mnkc%_bw  _¢u|mqpqsIm f
aoxV{mnkarbdekl{kvjs zpnkvbdgaor weusIj¢a±bdgw  wgm  _bkVw  a1kvwgjm®wej$¶@·º¹ »¡¼i,Í¾jsIpnmnw  f
Ú
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 wgxvbpna
½¥§¾%¿¨

Â Z¿bdgmnwgfirkbsId%zpnkXkI}(zpnau aojvmslmqwgkvj@wej@mq_baxvpqsVb_bw  sVd®zunapwejmnapn}s  a

bdsIp¶@·º¹ »¡¼  sIj¢zs  hmnps  h }pqkVr  _bku aoju mnpslmnaoxVweaou®sIjz¢unaosVp  _¢sImmq_ba1deavadkI}
u|mqpqsImnaoxVweaouo
Ø¨amqsIwedeao´wu  zununwekVjzuykI}%¥%¦¨§z© ª)µ ura mn_zkX°sIj  kVjmnpqkVd,pqbdgadsIjbxvzsIxva  sIj
a1}kVzjz¢wej  ¿aweap ÇÈ®ÉlÊeËezIVIs   Ó amqsVwgdeaowgjmnpqk  mnwekVj¢mqkzpnkXkI}ºzdesVjbjbwejbx
c%w¬mq_$rbdgmnwebdea u|mqpqsImnaxvwgauweu%xvwgvajwgj  ¿adeweu¨sIjz¿aweapVVV  
fhg]\

ÎÍ§mndtCûUÏ`_?nWÏ]Íai=j kdmndo
^

i:bdcBc§útÎm

¥%¦¨§z© ª)µ uxVpsIb_zw  sId`zunapwejvmqapn}s  ¶
a ½`§¥ ¾%¿  Æ weahXrsIjzj.ÇÈÉlÊeËe ÂÙVÙvÙ (wu bds{u
nm _ba  bpqpqajmbpqkXkI} u mqslmqa¨wej¢rzd¬mqwgbdea¨rkbsVdgwgmnweaouo²)s2xVpsIb_zw  sIdzrsV¢kI}¡mq_ba¨bpqkXkI}
mnpqaavsdgwejbasIpqwgÁoao°bpqaounajmqsImnwekVjkV}®mq_babpqkXkI}`jbkaou2c%wgmn_°mq_bawep2}kVpqrzdesVasVjz
|zu mnwg  sImnwekVjzuosmqapqr bpqklc(u aopoºsVjz´s$jzslmqbpsId)dsIjbxvzsIxvabpqaounajmslmnwekVj°kI}mn_za
bpqkkV}Xw»
s ÀË ènÇ Â@ u aoa  wexz Â sVjzvõ
 _baj wejzuna  mqwgjbx1kvp mqwgkvjzu¡kV}zs`bpnkXkV}XX{1mn_bau a-}s  wedew¬mqwgaumn_zazunap  sIj unc%wgm  _
am|c®aoajsVd¬mqapqjzslmqwgva(deaVaodeukI} sVzu|mqpqs  mqwgkvjºI}kvp®a±sVrbdgavvX{a ±zsVjzwejbxs2jzkXba
wgj´mq_ba¢xvpqsVb_bw  sId)rsV5kI}mn_ba¢zpnkXkI}`mqpnaoaVîc%_bw  _  sIzunaou sVbbpqkVbpqwslmna  _zsVjbxVau
wgj¢mn_ba1kImn_zapzpnau aojvmslmqwgkvjrkau)¿kvpnaoklVaopoIsVj¢wgjmqaps  mqwgva%jzslmqbpsIdzdsIjzxVzsVxVa
Ç Â ç½ÊgÉlë½ÉlÈiìélë°kI}%mn_zabpqkXkI}(wuzpnklXwao´X{°mn_ba$un{Xu mnaor ÀË ènÇ Â   weaodeapIv Â s ã
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gw adgaopo½Iv Â ã  wgadgaopo¡Iv Â  c%_bw  _weu1sVbsVmnweVa2wejmn_za2}kVdedgklc%wejbx¢unajzunaV²wgm
a ±bdsIwejzu%sbpnkXkV}îu mna$slm%mq_barkvu m%sVzu mnps  m`deaVaod-c%_bw  _mn_bazunap%wu%sVuqunbrao
mnk5hXjbklc¨sVjzZmn_baoj7pnas  muyÿza ±webde{¸mnkZÀvzaou mnwekVjzusVjz£pnaÀbaou mquo®kvuqunwgbde{ZsIm
dgklcapdeavadukI}%sIzu mnps  mnwekVjzuo¡}kVp2a±bsIrbdeaV X{ba mqsVwgdewejbxu kvraweded¬fÌbjzaopqu mnkXk
u zbbpqkkV}|
Ó jbkVmn_baopun{u|mqar u zbkvp m}aosImnbpqakV}1¥%¦¨§z© ªKwu mq_baxVbwbsIj  a¢ra  _sIjbwu r
bpqklwaX{mn_zaunbxvxVaou mnwekVjrkzdga¥®f|ÒÅ ºh»   e ajbÁo
r z dgdeap sVjz Æ kVpqxVaV ÂÙVdÙ czã
r z dgdeapsIjz Æ kVpqxVavIVv ã Æ kVpqxVaV-VV Â  )c%_bw  _ZunaosVp  _zaou2bpqkvs  mqwgvade{}kvp
e ajbÁo
kununwebdgas  mqwgkvjzu`mq_zslmyrs{a _bade}bd,wej$zjzwejbxsbpqkkV},sVjzkvpqaopqumq_barSwej
sbpqa }aopnaoj  a2deweu mo a-±bsIrbdeaou`}kvp¨u   _s  mqwgkvjzu(sVpna sVjsIbbdew  slmqwgkvjkI}-szsVp mqw  f
bdsIp  sId  bdezu2pqbdeaVmn_ba  sIded-kI}%smqs  mqw  kvps$bpqkXkI}`ramn_bk5svu2c®aodgd®sVu s  sIded
kI}2sIj£a ±XmqapqjzsId%pqaosvu kvjbwgjzx°un{u|mqar$®kvpmn_ba/u asIp  _¸}kVp¢sVjz wgju aop mqwgkvj kV}1}s  mu
}pnkvr mq_bahXjbklc%deaobxVa¢zsvu a$
¶ yª o§½/^`_baxVajzapsIdwasweumn_za¢}kVdedeklc%wgjbx²aof
apq{wej}aopnaoj  apnbdeaVms  mqw  ½ramn_bkkVp¨a±XmnapqjzsVdun{Xu mnaorSwe¶
u nsVxVajmqw¬za wejmn_za
u aojzuna1mq_zslm(aoVaopn{kvuqu webdea¢dÉ È ìéIë/unaosIp  _bau  kVj  bpqpnaojvmqdg{}kvp`mn_ba}zd¬zdederaojm¨kI}
w¬musVbbdew  slmqwgkvj  kvjzwgmnwekVjzusIjz¸kVj  a¢mn_zaounasIpqauqslmqweu za5w¬munbxVxvaou mqu wgmqua ±af
 ¼¨unapnfÌba zjzsVbdea_zabpqweu mnw  u2unadea  m sIjz´wu zdes{$mq_ba¢u zxVxVau|mqwgkvjzu1mnkmn_za
 mqwgkvjº»
zunap,¥®f|ÒÅ ºh» `weu)sVunaokVj¢s_bweapsIp  _bw  sVdbdes  hXksIp¡lc%_bw  _  kVdedea  mu,mn_za¨bslms
sIkVm`mq_ba  bpqpqajm%bpnkXkV}îu mqslmqaV


fhgJg

ùÒtúlúûpih4jZn?_dmCk

^`_ba  ajmqpqsVdbsImqs1u|mqpn  mnbpqa®}kVpmn_baklVaopqsVdgdu asIp  _ weu mn_zazpnkXkI}bzdesVjbsImqs¨u mnpq  f
mnbpqa&x&{1`^`_zweu%wu¨s¢_bwgaopqsVp  _zw  sId¡bslms¢u mnpq  mqbpnamq_zslm1pnaobpnau aojmqu%szsIpnmnwsId
bpqkkV}(slmbw¬¯½apqajmdeavadu kV}¨sIzu mnps  mnwekVj7  sIdedga5zsIpnmnwsId®bpqkkV}%bdesVjzuõ/^a  _bf
jbw  sIdede{V,w¬mweusIj¸s  {  dew  xVpsIb_ºîc%_baopnamq_bajzkXbaousVpna|u|mqw¬za¸X{/mqs  mnw  sIbf
bdew  slmnwekVju × kvj  aomnsIdedg{v(aos  _Ku   _´|u|mqw¬  slmqwgkvjKpnaobpqaounajmqus5bpqkkV} bdsIj
mq_ba a ±zsVjzunwgkvjkV}îmq_ba`|zu mnwg  sImnwekVj(slm¨sdeklc®aop%dgaoVad kI})sIzu mnps  mnwekVjºc%_bw  _wu
 kvrzmna/c%_zaj°mn_bams  mnw  weu2a±a  bmnaoº¢Í¾j¸¥%¦¨§z© ª)îc®aa±Xzdgw  wgmnde{hvaa/mn_za
kVpqwgxvwgjsIdbbpqkXkI}ºbdsIjsVu-caded½sVu-wejmnaopnraobwesImna¨a±zsIjzunwekVjds{Vapu)wejsIja ±zsIju wekVj
_bweapsIp  _{v(^`_ba  ka±weu mnaoj  akI}unaVaopqsVd sIu|mqpqs  mnwekVj$deavadu¨sIj$mn_ba{XjzsIrw  sVd
rsIwejvmqajzsVj  akI}-mq_bawepypnaodesImnwekVjzun_bweweus  ajmqpqsVdîau wexVjkV|a  mnweVakI}®¥%¦1§z© ª)µ u
x&{¨^`_Xzu2mn_bs
a x&{8rsVhVaouymq_ba_bweapsIp  _bw  sId)u mnpq  mqbpqakV}zpnkXkI}bdsIjzu2a±Xf
bdew  w¬m¨sVjzpnamqsIwejzu`wgm%}kVp`}bpnmn_zap¨sVbbdew  slmnwekVju%u   _$sVu`zpnkXkI}îa ±bdsIjzsImnwekVjc%w¬mq_
ÀË|ènÇ Â@kVpsVjzsIdekVxvw  sIdîmnpsIjzu }apkI}`bdesVjzuo^`_badeklcaou m dgaoVadkI}%sIzu mnps  mnwekVj°kI}(s
x&{7pnaobpqaounajmqu®mn_za ä Ø  sId  bdezuo
^`_ba2bpqkkV}kv|a  m`xvajbaopqsImna¢X{¥%¦¨§©ºª/}kVp`mq_ba  wepqpqsImnwekVjzsVdgwgm|{kI}~ Î mq_ba f
kVpqar weu1pqa  kvpqbao$wejsmqa  _bjbw  sVdpqakVpnm  e ajbÁo
r z dgdeapÇ È¨ÉIÊgËe Ivvl½c%_bapqa2mn_za
bjba±XsIjzasIjmn_zaa±XsIjzabpqkXkI}-kVb|a  mu1sVpnabpqaounajmnawgj/xVpqaosIm1a msIwed 
mn_zsIm(weu`wejsdgwgm mqdga deaouqumn_sIj$smn_bkvzunsVjzbpnkXkV}îu mnau
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b pqkXkI}ºbdsIjbjzwgjbxwej Ó dsIj e bjz{½µ u®xvpnkvb¢slmabwgjXbbpqxV_
zunaobpnkXkV}u¨X{$wgj  mqwgkvj/svu(mq_bawep¨}svkVpqw¬mqa  svu au|mqzweaou  e zjz{V ÂÙdcdc 2^`_ba
¥%¦1§z©ºª/u {u mnaor³_zsVu®aoajzunao¢wejunavapsIdkImn_zap  svu ayu|mqzweaouoc%_bw  _wgdedezu|mqpqsImna
wej zsVp mqw  bdesVpºmq_ba®wejmnaopnbds{kI}mq_ba®lsVpnwekVzu  kvrkVjzajmquoIu   _sVubpqkkV}bdesVjbjbwejbx
unbbkVpnmnaX{¢_bamnaopnkvxVajzakVu®a±XmnapqjzsVd¡pnasVunkVjbwejbxu {u mnaruo
Ó m|{Xbw  sVda±bsIrbdea2}kVps  dsVuqu(kV}-bpqkVbdearu%mq_zslm  sVjbjbkIm1au kvdgvao$X{mnpslf
wgmnwekVjsId%sImqkVrslmqao´mq_bakvpnaor bpqklVapu wumn_ba  desvunukI} bpqkXkI}u  ¿aodgwusIjz
Æ weahXrsIjzjº ÂÙVÙVÙzã ¿aodgwu ÂoÙvdÙ c î^`_zweu  dsVuqu)c`sVu)kvpnwexVwejzsIdede{ bpqkVkvunaoX{  kXkXb{
u ¹ºÍ|¿ KsIjzy ¹ºÍ|¿ X
e deaobunkXa  e dgabu kXav ÂoÙvÙ lsIj wgm  kVrbpqwu auºmq_bakvpnaoru,un  _sV
c%_baopn
a ¹ Í|¿ u|mslmnaumn_slm mq_ba¢dewgrwgmkI}mn_zau zr kV}m|ck$}bj  mnwekVjzuaoÀzsVdeumq_ba
unbr kI}½mn_zawep®dewgrwgmqu`sIj»
 ¹ºÍ|¿ 2rsVhVau)mn_za  kvpnpqaounkVjzwejbx u mqsImnaraojvm®}kVp®rbdgmnwgf
bdew  slmqwgkvjº®^`_za;w ¸  bdgm|{kV}îmq_bwu¨kvrsVwgjsVpnwu au}pnkvr¤mq_ba jbaoao}kVp1sIpqw¬mq_bra mnw 
 kVrbmslmnwekVjwej kVpaop½mnk%zj2s(u zw¬msIbdea-wejz× u|msIjmnwslmqwgkvjkI}X}pnaoa¨a±weu mnaojvmqwesVd¡sVpnwgf
sVbdgau un  _svu(s aoaojzwejbxkvjsIj õõ pq  wesVd¡}kVp¨mn_bau  o aunu¨kI}¥%¦¨§z© ª)µ u
bpqkXkI}¨zdesVjbjbwejbx´weumq_bawgjmqaxVpslmqwgkvj@kV}yunbw¬msIbdea$a ±apnmqu}kVpmq_baounamqsvu huo²mq_ba
sVpnwgmn_bramnw ¢ kvrzmqsImnwekVj¸wukvjbaX{/mn_ba  kvrzmnaopsIdexVaobpsu {u mnar"¶¸Dª ãb¹§½
sVjzsVjsIzbpnkvbpqwesImna¨wejzu mqsVjvmqwesImnwekVj}kvp wu  kVrbmqaoX{mn_ba  kvjzu mnpsIwejvm`u kvdgvap
ö÷{¿§î  a_zsVaaoaj sIbdeamqk°unkVdeVasIded  _sIdedgaojbxVabpnkvbdearuunbxvxVaou mna´X{
e deaobunkXaysVjzrsVj{rkvpna1mn_zakVpqaru`wejmq_bwu  dsVuqu®mqsIhvaj}pnkvr su|msIjzbsVpq¢mna±mnf
kXkVh¢kvjpqaosVdºsIjzsVdg{unweu  e sVp mqdga2sVjz Æ _bapqaop m ÂoUÙ c l
Ó jzkImn_zap  desvunukV}®bpqkVbdearu2camqs  hdeao/c%wgmn_5bpqkXkI}®zdesVjbjbwejbx$weu  kVj  apqjbao
c%wgmn_pnau wba  dsVuqu au  ¿aweap2Ç ÈÉlÊgËezVVvI ã ¿aweap2Ç ÈÉIÊgËeIv Â ,Í¾j¢mn_zweu`kvrsVwgj
caun_bklcNmn_baokVpqaru¨un  _sVuoy² |mn_zapqaounweza  dsVuqu¨u mnpq  mqbpqa È È %wu¨svununk  wslf
mqwgv7a b wgm_zsvu-s2bjbwgmaodgaoraojm bXsIjunwerwedsIpzpnkvaop mqwgauIc%_zapqa È È wu)mn_za¨u amkI}
sVdgd  kvjbxVpqbaoj  a  dsVuqu aurkzdgk ä  Â  Ú â sIj Nwumn_za sVbwgmnwekVjkVj
pqaounwebba  desvununaouo  a_zsVaysIdu kwgjXvaou mnwexvslmqaoc%_bamn_baopm|c®kxVweVaoju|mqpn  mnzpnau®sVpna
wu kvrkVpqb_bw  kVpjbkIm)sIjzsIdgmnkVxva mq_bapc®a®_zsVa®bpnklvaorkVpqa)mq_zsIj Â b Vvmn_baokVpqaru
kV}îmq_bwu(hXwgj¸unaa  Æ kvpnxvaVVV Â eõ Ó d¬mq_bkVzxV_$mn_zabpqkVbdearu%wejmq_bweu1kVrsVwgjsVpna
u mnwedgd,c%wgmn_bwej°mn_bapsIjbxvakV}®;w ¸  bdgm|{s¢mqpqsvwgmnwekVjzsVd,sVmnkvrslmnamq_bakvpnaor bpnklvap
 sIj_zsIjdgavvwgmc`sVu)jzaVaop mq_badeaouqu)sIjwejmnaopnau|mqwgjbx  sVuna(u|mqz{}kVp-zpnkXkI}½bdsIjbjzwgjbx
unwgj  ayrbdgmnwgfÌu mnpslmqaxv{bpnkXkV}bdsIjbjzwgjbxxvajbaopqsImnaou zzu|msIjmnwsIdede{¢w¬¯½apqajm%bpqkXkI}u
zsvu akvjaojmnwepnaodg{bw¬¯½apqajm(bpqkXkI}wasVuo
Ó jzkImn_zapwerkvp msIjm-bpqkXkI}mna  _zjbweÀba¨weu × sVjmnkVpµ u-wsIxVkvjzsIdeweÁoslmqwgkvj mqa  _bjbwÀba
sVjzca2sIdu kaoVadekVaora mq_bkbu(sIju mnpslmqaxVweaou®}kvp`mn_bwu  dsVuqu  × _zaweh_zpnkvb_bkV
sVjz Æ weahXrsIjbjº ÂoÙvdÙ c  (Í¾rkvp msIjm(mq_bakvpnaoru¨c®a_zsVa aaojsIzdga2mqk¢bpqklVa sVpna
mq_ba`bjza  wbsIbwedew¬m|{kI}zmq_ba%_zsVd¬mqwgjbxbpqkVzdgaor8sIjz × sIjmqkVpµ u mn_baokVpqar   sVpqwejzsVdgwgm|{
kV}mq_bauna m(kI}-unbzuna muq mn_bajbkVjf  kvbjmqsVbwgdewgm|{¢kI},mn_za2pnasIdu%wgjmq_ba wejvmqapqlsId   Â 
sVjzkV}mq_ba una m%kI}îmnkVmqsId½}zj  mqwgkvjzusIjzu werwgdsIp`mq_bakvpnaoru
 wgjsIdedg{vsxVkXk  sIjzbwebsImna}kVp s$u mqsVjzbsIp/bpnkXkV}mna  _bjbwÀbasIpqa  kVrbdea mqa f
jbaunu`zpnkXkI}u}kvp(pqa zjbaorajmqu`kV}îpqaounkVdemnwekVj c%_bapqaymn_ba2mq_bakvpnaor¤wu%zunzsIdedg{¢zpqu m
un_bklc%j£slmmn_baxvpnkvbjzZdgaoVaod(zunwgjbx°mq_baa ±  aunu fÌdgwgmnaopqsVd¬fÌjXbrapmna  _bjbwÀbasIjz
mq_bajxVpqkVbj  kvrbdgamnaojbaouquweu`dew¬}mqaomnkmq_babpnaw  slmqa  sId  bdezuo  a2_zsva1kvjba
a®sIpqdg{avadekVbraojvmukV}
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mn_bwu`}kvp%rsVjX{¢pnazjbaoraojmqu`kI},pqaounkVdemnwekVjc%w¬mq_¥%¦1§z© ª  Ü a z_zsIp¡ ÂÙVÙVÙ 
 Ó ×Ó1Æ a Æ ^¼¨Ø ²½~ Í Æ ä ß ^ b¨Ó ^`Í ß ä Ó ¹
¥%¦¨§z© ª)µ ursVwgjNsIwer weumnk a  kvra/sZbpnkXkV}sVuqu wu|msIjm¢mqkkvdy}kVpmn_ba°c®kvpnhXwejbx
rslmn_zarslmqw  wesVjºæ¨aj  aVlwgm,un_bkVzdeu bzkvp mîwgjmnaopqs  mqwgvabpqkXkI}bavadekVbraojvm,slm)s
zunapnf }pqwgaojzde{2dgaoVaodkI}sVzu mnps  mqwgkvjº^`_zarsImn_baorsImnw  sVdvmq_bakvpnaor«mn_slm~ (wu)jbkVm
pqsImnwekVjzsVd sIjz¢w¬mucaded¬fÌhXjbklc%jbpqkXkI}ºbslmqwgjzxzs  hmqk mn_za Æ  _bkXkvdzkI} Ý{mn_zsVxVkVpsVuo
bpqklwau®sVja±  adedgaojm  _zsVdgdeajzxVa(mqkalsIdezslmqa1c%_za mn_zap`mn_zweu%sVrbwgmnwekVzuxvkvsId_zsvu
aoajZpnas  _ba¡´Í¾j@mq_bapqarsVwgjzbapkI}(mq_ba$zsIap)c®ac%wedgd`pqa }apmqkmq_bweubpqkXkI}
bpqkVbdearÎsVu2mq_ba ~  eç½èndé ÑÊg/Ç $Í¾j   weaobw |h½Ivvl)b}mnaoaj@un{u|mqarumn_slm_sVa
u kvdgvaomq_ba ~ fibpqkVzdgaor un_bklc£mq_bawep®pqaouna  mqwgva¨pqaounbdgmquo,^`_za1bpqkImqk  kVdu-kV}ºmn_zawep
pnau a  mnweVa-unaouqu wekVju¡_zsVa,aaoj  kVrzsVpnaykVj s`rzd¬mqw¬f¾weraojzunwgkvjzsIdu  sIdea)wgj2kvpqaop
mnk¨svununaouqumn_z·a  jslmnzpqsVdgjbaunu ®{yc%_bw  _2pnasIdIrsImn_baorsImnw  sVdVbpqkVbdearu¡kV}Xmn_bwuºhXwejz
 sVja2bpqklVaoc%w¬mq_bwejmq_ba2pqaouna  mnweVa2un{u|mqar$
^`_bweu`pqazpnau aojvmu`sIjwgrkVpnmqsIjm(un_bw¬}m%kV}arb_sVunweu`wejmq_bazaodekI},sImqkVrslmqao
aob  mqwgkvjsc`s{@}pqkVr mq_ba°unkVrao_bklcUsIpnmnwg  wsIdybpqkVbdearukI} mq_ba°zsVu m svu
pnaobpqaounajmna¡¡}kVpa ±bsIrbdeaVwgj°mn_zamnaou muna m kV}®mq_ba¢^%Ý^%ÝNdewgbpsIpq{  Æ m  dew¬¯½a/ÇÈ
ÉlÊgËe ÂoÙvÙIâ  zs  hmnkpqaosVd¡rsImn_baorslmnw  sVd  _zsIdedeajbxvaouo
 azsVp mqw  wgzsImnawgjmn_zweu  svu au mnz{aununajmqwesVdgde{c%w¬mq_mq_bpnaoa1wg¯½apqajm  kVjmqpnwgf
bmqwgkvjzu ß bp wejbwgmnwsId  kvjvmqpnwebmqwgkvj2csvu sVj2wgjmnaopqs  mqwgva-bpqkkV}wgj¥%¦1§z© ªc%w¬mq_bkVbm
sVbbwgjbxu a  wesVd¡kVrsIwejhXjbklc%deaobxVa(mqkmq_bau {u mnar$  kvp}bp mq_bap%amqsVwgdukvj¢mq_bweu
 svu au mnz{v c%_bw  _´zsIpnmnw  zdesVpnde{arkvjzu|mqpqsImnauymn_bazunakI}%¥%¦¨§z© ª£sVu szunzsVd
mqs  mnw  sVdmq_bakvpnaor bpqklVap,c®apna}apmnk  e aojbÁW
r b dedeapÇ ÈÉIÊgËe`VV¸^`_barkvu m
wgrkVpnmqsVjvmsIdeaow¬mjbkImaojmnwepnaodg{jbac£deaouqu kvjmnk a¨deaosVpnjzao}pqkVrtmn_bwua±aopnwerajm
weumn_zsImmn_badeavad%kV}2sVzu mnps  mqwgkvj  kVrrkVj£wgj£rkvu msIbmnkVrsImnao£sVjzZmqs  mnw  sVd
mn_baokVpqarSbpqklXwgjbxajXXwgpqkVjbraojvmu¨wu1}sIp1mnkXkdeklc2  _bwedgakVbpybpqkXkI}pqabpqaounajmslf
mnwekVj/weusIdepqaosVb{$sVj/sVzu|mqpqs  mqwgkvj¸  sVdgdeaomn_ba?É  ÇèõÈ ìéIë¸Êg/Ç ºÇÊwgj  æ¨zsIjbx ÂoÙvÙIâ 
}pnkvr mn_ba  sVd  bdgu¨deavadm|{zw  sId}kVpyrku|m Ó ^%Ýuo½w¬mwu¨jbaoVaop mq_badeaouqu  dgasIp¨mn_zsIm
sVudekVjbxsVu`su {u mnarkXaoujbkIm%_bwa2sIded½mn_zaouna1a±  pn  wslmnwejbxa msIwedeuojbkc®kvpnhXwejbx
rslmn_zarslmqw  wesVj¸c%wgded}aaod®wej  dewejbao¸mnk°zu au   _@sun{u|mqar$/Í¾j@}s  mo,mn_zweuwuwej
kVbp%kvbwejbwgkvjkvjbakI}mn_ba  pnwgmnw  sVd¡wgraowerajmqu`}kvp%zunwgjbx Ó ^%Ý®u%sIjzkVjzaVbsIdeawgm
jbkIm2mq_bakVjzdg{/kVjbavºkI}mn_bapnasVunkVjzuyc%_X{mn_za{/sVpnajbkVm zunao´sVuc%wade{/svuîuns{v
 kvrzmnaop(sIdexVazpqsu {u mnaoruo
^`_bweu¨weu%mn_ba  pn  wsId¡wununba2wej$mn_ba¥%¦1§z©ºª´zpnkV|a  m¨sVjzkVbp%rsVwgjrkImqwglsImnwekVj
}kVpaozsIpnmnwejbx/}pnkvr mn_ba  desvununw  sIdzsIpsVbwgxvr kI}1sVmnkvrsImna¸mq_bakvpnaor bpnklXwejbx
sIkVm`b}mqaaoj{VaosVpqu`sVxVkz
ß bpuna  kVjz  kVjmnpqwgzmnwekVj´mqkmn_ba  svu au mn{/kV}%mn_ba$~ fizpnkvbdgaor wu sVunao
kVjZwgjmnaopqs  mqwgva/ì õÊgÉI]ë ç½ÊgÉlëëzìëí  ¿adeweuo ÂÙVÙvá smqa  _bjbwÀbamn_zsIma ±a  musIj
kVmqdgwejbakI}mn_babpqkXkI},sIjz_zsVu®mq_ba2zunap`bpqklwayrsIwejunbbxvkvsIduo  sIdedgaì õÊgÉI]ë õ
mnkvxVa mq_bap`c%wgmn_mn_zawep(sVuqu brmqwgkvjzuo,^`_za a msIwedeu`kV} mn_za2bpnkXkV}|aVaojmnzsVdgde{¢klc%j
mnkmn_za2dgkvxVw  deavadibsIpqa1kvu mnkVjba¡-æ(aoj  avXmn_ba2u aop  sIjc%pnwgmna2klc%É
j Xì 2bpqkXkI}
webaoswej¢sjzslmqbpqsVdbc`s{ c%w¬mq_sVu-rsVjX{xvsVzu)sVu)mn_baopna(sVpna%kvaoj¢slm)mn_zweu-zpqu mu mqsIxva
}

~
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kV}-mn_babpqkXkI}| × dekvunwejbxmq_baxvsVzu¨wuwaosVdgde{$}bdedg{sVmnkvrslmnw  ¡wej°zsIpnmnw  bdsIp½X{
a±Xzdgkvw¬mqwgjbxmn_baa ±XmqapqjzsId`u {u mnaoruwejvmqapn}s  ao´mqk´¥%¦1§z©ºª-¸æ(klcaVaopoî}kvpw;¸f
 bd¬mmn_zakVpqaruw¬mwujba  aouqunsVpn{°rkVpqakV}mnaj@mn_zsVj@jbkVmmq_zslmmq_bau aopzpnklXwaou
svbwgmnwekVjzsVd¡wgj}kvpnrsImnwekVj$sIjzsIbzdgweaoumq_ba2weundsIjzsIbzpnks  _pqa  bpu weVaodg{v
Í¾j  kVrzsVpnwunkVjmqkkvbpzpu|m`mqs  mqw  fizsvu aunkVdemnwekVjmn_ba2wundesVjzu m|{Xdga2unbbkVpnmqu
sr  _5rkVpqa¢sIzu mnps  msIj´zu aop fi}pqwgaojzde{/wejmnaps  mnwekVj´deaVaod ^`_zabpqkXkI}u sVpna
jbklcNslm(sdgaoVaod¡kI})sIzu mnps  mnwekVjunwerwedsIp`mnkbpqkXkI}u`wej$rsImn_baorslmnw  sVd½mna±mqkXkvhXuo
ß bpmn_zwgp  kVjmnpqwebmnwekVj@mnk/mn_ba  sVunau mnzb{¸kI}(mq_ba ~ fÌbpnkvbdear wus/}bdede{
sVmnkvrsImnw  sVdgde{zdesVjbjbaosIjza±zsIjzbaobpqkXkI})kI}mn_bamn_baokVpqar sVu¨bpnau aojmnaowgj
Æ a  mqwgkvjÚz
Í¾j¸mq_ba¢}kvdgdeklc%wejbx/una  mnwekVjzuc®au _zsVdgd®zpu|maou  pqweamn_babpqkVbdearÎ}kVpqrsIdewgÁslf
mqwgkvj8 Æ a  mnwekVjDb Â õ«^`_baojº%c®a/u _zsVdgd1bpqaounajm¢zsIpnmkV}ymq_bams  mnw  fÌdgaoVad¨bpnkXkV}
 Æ a  mnwekVj V(sIjzmq_bawejmnaps  mnweVa2wu dsIjsIbbpqkvs  _5 Æ a  mnwekVju1 Úmnk$ ä    wgf
jzsVdgde{Vwej Æ a  mnwekVjÚc®aun_bklcNmn_za }bdedg{sVmnkvrsImnau kvdgbmnwekVjsIjc®abpnklXwas
xvajbaopqsVdgweÁosImnwekVj$kI}-wgm  klVaopnwejbx¢s¢c%_zkVdea  dsVuqu1kI}unwgrwedesVp1bpqkVzdgaoruo1^`_zas  mnsId
 _zsVdgdeajzxVaVsIm mnpqwebmnamnkmn_ba Ý{mn_zsVxVkVpqaosVj Æ  _bkXkvd wu(sVu}kvdgdeklc(uo²
^%æa ßb a®¿5z~ wu`wepnpslmqwgkvjzsIdi
 X{  kvjmnpsVw  mqwgkvj  Ó ununbra ~ ¨wupslmqwgkvjzsIdimn_zsImîwuomn_baopnaa ±wu|m,jzslmqbpsId
æ
jXbraopqu °c%w¬mq_jbk  kvrrkvjbwgXwu kvp(u   _mq_zslm~ 
)^`_baoj ~ 
°sVjzmn_Xzu
,æ¨aj  a wu-avaj¢sVjz¡Xu wej  a¨kXzjXbrapu-uqÀvsIpqa`mnk
kbbuo wu¨aoVaoj ã uns{
 ¡¨^`_baj´
i b â mq_zslmyweuo
 
^`_Xzuo wu®aoVaojmnkXkzsVjzunkwu )-^`_slm®rasIjzu®mn_slm`kVmn_ /sIjz sVpna1aVaojº
 kVjmnpsVw  mqwgjzxmq_ba}s  m%mn_zsImmq_ba{kjbkVm`_sVa2s  kVrrkVj$weXweunkVp
)?6
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^`_ba1mn_zakVpqar wuwgjbwgmnwsIdede{}kVpqrbdslmqaowej¥%¦1§z© ª)µ u`hXjbklc%deaobxVa(zsvu asVusIjkVaj
bpqkVzdgaor"wej7mn_bamn_baokVpq{
®^`_babpqkVbdear wu¢aj  kao£wej xyz&{*|Aun{Xjvmsl±¡
c%_bw  _weu`mq_ba2dekVxVw  sVd½wgjbzm(desVjbxVsIxVa1}kVp¨¥%¦1§z© ª)²
~~q

Z,IZI4¡¢£I¤¦¥§JZ¨Z©ª¡©4« ¬ª4Z«Z£®
°¯J¡ª¯J£±¥Z¬J¡ªi²ª¡³]4«°¥§JZ ¨®Z®Z®Z®
Z£ ´¥§JZ¦¨ ¬Z¥1ª¡¦««¬J¡ª«Z£ªZ±Z¤I¢ µ°´J®Z®

^`_ba  kVj  abmqu1kI})mn_zapslmnwekVjsId jXbraopqu b(sIj$mn_baunÀzsVpnapnkXkIm b
Vs pnaya zjzaowgjmn_bayhXjbklc%deaoxva1zsvu aysVucaded  Æ wej  aymq_ba{sVpna1jbkIm%jbaoaoa¢wejmq_ba
wejmnaps  mnweVa¨unaouqunwgkvjslm®mn_bwu`sIzu mnps  m®deaVaodsVjz¢a  sIzuna¨kV}ºdes  hkI}unzs  aVc®ayk
jbkVm(weunbds{mn_zar _zapqa  }|  e ajzÁrb dedgaopÇ È`ÉlÊgËe½IV½}kVp`mq_ba amqsIweduq 
^k2bpnklvamn_ba(xvwgvajbpqkVbdear$I}zp mq_bap®rsImn_baorslmnw  sVdbhXjbklc%deaoxvawu)pqaoÀbwepna¡
ß bp2zpnkXkI}`arbdekl{umn_za¢a zjzw¬mqwgkvj5kI}%avajbjbaunu zysIjz´unkVramn_baokVpqaru
sVkvmpslmqwgkvjzsIdjXbrapulaoVaojbjbaouquosVjz  kVrrkVjwgXwu kvpqu®
 
æ¨klc®aoVap¡mq_baazjbwgmnwekVj5kI} /weu jbkImjzaaobao°wgj´mq_ba¢rsIwej5bpqkXkI}|îa  sIu a
cau amn_ba  kvrbmnaop2sIdexVazpqsu {u mnar ¶¸Dª ãb¹§mqk|u|mqw¬}{mq_bamnpsIjzu }kVpqrslmqwgkvj
°¶d·X¸
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kI} ~ 
wgjmqk@
N^k¸k¸unkz`a ±bpqaouqunwgkvjzuwgjD¥%¦1§z© ª«u   _7svu
~ sVpna1rsVbaomnk  kVpqpqaounkvjzwejbx¶5ªãb¹v§pqabpqaounajmqsImnwekVjzuovsVjz¶¸ªDãb¹§¢u au
w¬mu¨klc%jbbwed¬mnfiwejhXjbklc%deaoxva2mnkrsVjbwebbdslmnamn_baor$¼1u wejbxsVjzvapqw¬}{Xwejbxmn_zaouna
kI}¶5Dª ãz¹v§½µ u  kVrbmslmnwekVjumnkmn_za
 kvrzmqsImnwekVju|mqazu`pqaoÀbwepqaouÓ mn_za2a ±zsIju wekVj
 sVd  bdgudes{vapwgj5¥%¦¨§©ºª) u un_bklc%j/wej  Æ kvpnxvaVVVvl mn_bwu  sVj/a¢kvjba{
pnaobds{wejbx¨¶5ª ãb¹v§¡µ u  kVrbbmqslmqwgkvj2X{1una  wsId  kVrbmslmqwgkvjzsIdlms  mnw  uºwej¥%¦¨§©ºª)
c%_bw  _@rs{5sIdu kzj}kVd@unkVra$a zjzw¬mqwgkvjzuun  _ sVu ½°^`_zaouna¢mqs  mqw  usVjz
mn_baowgpa±zsIjzunwekVjzusIpqasIpnmkV}(mn_b
a Çª ã ãb§bÑu {u mnaorAsIjz  kvpnpqaounkvjz¸wepqa  mqdg{
mnkmq_ba rslmq_barsImnw  sIdîa jbw¬mqwgkvjzu¨slsVwgdsIbdea2wej¥%¦¨§z© ª)µ u(hXjbklc%deaoxva2zsVunaV  kvp
a ±bsIrbdeaVmq_bajXbrap°weua zjzao£wej£mn_baokVpq{
´sVu   v   Ó xvsVwgj 
mn_bwuhXjbklc%deaoxvawukVjbde{pnaÀbwgpqaoc%_baj°a ±zsVjzwejbxmn_ba¢sVzu|mqpqs  mybpnkXkV}-mnkmn_za
zsVunw y sId  bdezu`ds{Vaop`sVjzw¬m(wu%jbkVm(Xweunwgzdgaymnkmq_ba2zunap(sIm%mn_bwu(u mqsIxvaV)æ(klcavap
ÇD
ª ã ãz§bÑ¢wu-u mnwedgdbmnkXk2c®asIh wejxVaojbapsIdimn_bwu)wu-s2unb|a  m)kI}}bp mq_bap®avadekVbrajm
 ajbklc7xvwgva¨a ±bsVrzdgau-}kvp`ba zjbwgmnwekVjusVjzmq_bakvpnaoruzunaowgjkVbpbpqkXkI}ukI}
mn_ba ~ lfibpqkVzdgaor
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ß jba°cs{ mnk  kvjzu mnpq  m$bpqkkV}uwgj.¥%¦¨§z© ª wejmnaopqs  mnweVaodg{£wuzsVunaoDkVjKmqpqsvwgf
mnwekVjzsVd-ms  mqw  sIdmn_baokVpqarÎbpnklXwejbxz  _baoj@aorzdgkl{vao°wgj¸mn_bwurka$¥%¦¨§z© ª7wu
rsVjX{5kImn_zapwejvmqaps  mnweVa$u {u mnarudewghvaÏ·¡ÐyÑ¡Ò  Ó dedeaj8Ç ÈÉlÊgËe
 kvrsIpsIbdeamq k´
IvVl )ÔyÕ,Ö × kÀØ1avadekVbrajm2^ asIr$ ÂoÙvÙVÙ f¾VVVÚIÛÕ¹  Ü kvpqbkVjsVjz/¿adgf
_zsIr$ ÂoÙVÙ Ú  Ý-Þ Æ  ß c%pqa Ç È-ÉlÊeËe ÂÙVÙVá  XsIjzÍ|uqsIadedga  Ý)sIbdunkVjº ÂÙVÙVâzãlä webhVklc«ÇÈ
ÉlÊgËe¡Ivv  ®æ¨klc®aoVaps  _zsIps  mnaopnwu|mqw  una  wsId¡mqk¥%¦¨§z© ª´weu%mn_zsIm1u aoVaopqsVdmqkXkVdu
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aV xzemn_basVpnwekVu`a ±XmnaopnjzsVd un{Xu mnaoruq`sVpna2slsIwedesVbdea1mqk¢u zbkvp m¨mn_ba2wejmnaps  mnweVa
bpqkXkI},avadekVbrajm%bpqk  aouqu  }| Æ a  mnwekVj Â  V 
ß bpîzpu|m  svu a`u mnz{2kvj mq_ba¨~ lfizpnkvbdgaor«zunao2mq_bamqs  mnw  sVdmn_baokVpqar«bpqklXwgjbx
sVbbpqkvs  _¢sVjzbpnklvaomq_bamn_zakVpqar³wej$ÚVÚwgjmnaopqs  mqwgva1u mnau-^`_bau au mnau`c®aopna
sVmnkvrsImnw  sVdgde{pna  kvpqaX{¥%¦¨§©ºª°wejsunkIf  sIdedeao¢pqazdes{zdeaVc%_zw  _  kvjvmsIwejzu
sVdgd)wej}kVpqrslmqwgkvjmq_zslm wu2jbaoaoamqksImqkVrslmqw  sIdedg{pqabds{sbpqkXkI}| æ¨apqaVc®a
kvjbdg{u hva m  _mq_ba¨wejmnaopqs  mnwekVju)pnaÀbwgpqao}kvp)mn_ba¨bpnkvbdear {bpqaounajmnwejbx2mq_ba  kvjf
mqajm2kI}-mq_bweupqazdes{zdeaV Ó ba mqsVwgdeao°au  pnwemnwekVj/kI}-mq_bawgjmqaps  mqwgvazpnkXkI}  sIj
a}kVbjwej  e ajzÁ
r b dedgaopÇ È`ÉlÊgËe½Ivv 
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sIklVav^`_bam|cksVbbdew  slmqwgkvjzuîkI} ÝKß p½GIH^ jqIG %mq_zslm¡|zu mnwg}{ ZÅ¤ÊsIj K«Å%sIpqa
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wu dsIjbusIpqa  kVbzdgaX{ms  mqw  uc%w¬mq_bkVbm  sIpqa}kVpmq_baa msIwedga/dekVxvw  sId)aoaojf
aoj  weaou®a m|caaj¢mn_baor ä a ±Xmomq_ba¨xsIzu®am|c®aoajmq_bayweundesVjzbu®sIpqa  dekvunaowej¢mq_ba
una  kVjzb_zsVunac%w¬mq_5a msIwedga ä Ø(fÌbpqkkV}`unaxvrajmquo Æ k}sVp2kVmn_°mqsvu huypqaoÀbwepna
}sVwgpqdg{amqsIwedeaozunap®wgjmnaopqs  mqwgkvjº²îsImmq_ba1sVzu|mqpqs  m-deavadbmq_bayzu aop_zsvu)mqk bpqklwa
mq_ba(wu dsIjzzu¨sVjzmnksIbbde{u kvra`ms  mnw  u ã sIjz}kvp)mn_za¨a ±zsVjzunwgkvjwejmnk2mq_ba(dekVxvw 
deavadb_ba¨_zsVu-mnkuna  bdslmqa%mn_za èõì¬í È-dearrslmqszVwerkvp m-mq_baèõì¬í XÈ,mq_bakvpnaorusIjz
bjb}kVdmq_baèõì¬í XÈ%a jbw¬mqwgkvjzu%bmnkmq_baèõì¬í XÈ`dgaoVaod 
^`_ba%rsIwejpnau asIp  _wej¢¥%¦¨§z© ª$weu  bpqpnaojmnde{2mnk2a mnmnap®sImqkVrslmqa`mn_bau a`msVunhXuo
^kmn_bwu%aj¡bcaya±bsIrwgjza1m|cksIbzpnks  _bau²
 wgpu moIbpqkXkI}bdesVjbjbwejbxc%w¬mq_¶¸·º¹»½¼  ¿aweapvIvVÚ  wuîmn_ba%rasIjzuîmqksVmnkvrslmnwgf
s Idedg{  pnaslmqawundesVjzbpnkXkV}u)slmszunapnf }pqweajzde{ deavadkI}¡sIu|mqpqs  mnwekVj  Í¾j Æ a  mnwekVjÚ
ca2u _zsVdgdu _bklcDmn_ba2hXjbklc%deaobxVa fÌajzxVwejbaaopnwejbxzpnk  aunumq_zslm1xVajzapsIdewgÁoaou®mn_ba2rsVwgj
waosvu¢bjapqdg{Xwejbx¸mq_bawejmnaopqs  mnweVabpnkXkV} wgjmnk  kvpnpqaounkvjzwejbx5bpqkXkI} ra mq_bkbu
sVjz  kvjvmqpnkvd¡hXjbklc%dgaxVa}kvp¶@·º¹ »¡¼i ¼¨unwejbxmn_zweu¨hjzklc%dgaxVa¶@·º¹ »¡¼îwu  sVzsIzdga
kV}1sImqkVrslmqw  sIdedg{´bdsIjzjbwgjzxmq_ba$bpnkXkV}u}kvpmq_bakvpnaorukV}(mn_zaxvajbaopqsVdgweÁaè
 ~ç é f
bpqkVzdgaoruoXmn_slm(wubc%_za mn_zaÌ
p ~ ç é weu`wepnpslmqwgkvjzsIdi  a sVdeunk_zsVaa±XsIjzunwgkvj¢ms  mqw  u
}kvp¨mq_baarbdekl{Vaora mn_zkXzuyun  _mn_zsImymq_baa ±zsVjzu wekVju¨kV}-mn_babpqkXkI}zdesVjzu1}kVp
~ ç é fÌbpqkVbdearu  sIja1kvjba¨sVmnkvrsImnw  sVdgde{sVjzca  sVjwgj}s  m-}zdgde{a ±zsIjsIjz
vapqw¬}{/mn_baor c%w¬mq_@kvbpbpqkXkI}  _ba  hVaopsVxvsVwgjº,rkbdekmq_ba  kVrbmqapsIdexVaobpqs
un{u|mqar  kVrbmslmnwekVjuq 
Æ a  kVj¡bu aorw¬f¾sImqkVrslmqaosIxvajm fÌzsVunaopnasVunkVjbwejbxc%w¬mq_¥®f|yÅ ¡» 1weu(sraosVjzu
mqkykvmqsVwgjdekVxvw  fideavadXbpqkkV}uî}kVp)mq_ba%wejvmqaps  mnweVade{ xvajbaopqsImnaowu dsIjzbpqkXkI}½bdesVjzu
c%wgmn_@}acapzunapwgjmqaps  mqwgkvjzuo²
 a-±zsIjzbwgjbx°sIjz  dekvunwgjzx/wu dsIj¸xvsVzuweukI}mqaj
rkVpqa  _zsVdgdeajbxvwgjzxmq_zsIj5wej5bpqkXkI}`bdesVjbjbwejbxz,unwgj  amn_zapqa¢weu jbkhXjbklc%deaoxvawerf
raobwesImnade{slsIwedesVbdgavÍ¾jxVaojbapsIdiVmq_baa ±zsVjzu wekVjkV}ºmn_za1ms  mnw  qO M Kp q3p
 kVpqpnau kVjzzu½mnkys  kvrzdgamnade{jbac¸mn_baokVpqar$c%_bw  _rs{yaunkVdeVa{bpqklXwebwgjbx
rkVpqa®una  wg  weundesVjzbuo^`_bawaos1weu mn_slm)sl}mnaop)u kvra®_bweapsIp  _bw  sIda  kVrku wgmnwekVj
mq_ba`xvsIua  kVra(unkyunrsIdedXmn_zsIm)mn_bao{  sVjazdgdeaowejsImqkVrslmqw  sIdedg{v^k1kvmqsVwgj
sa m mqapbaxVpqaakI}%sIbmnkVrsImnwekVj/}kVp  dekvunwejbxmn_bawu dsIjxsIzuoºcasVpnackVpqhXwgjbx
kvjmq_ba}kVdedgklc%wejbxwebaosVuo²
Å ¡» nsIxvajmnwgzau ramn_bkbuo-ms  mqw  u  sVd  bdgupqbdeaouo®sIj¸_bamnapqkVxva f
ê ¥®f¾y
jbakvzua ±XmqapqjzsId(pqaosvu kvjbapuwgj£mq_baunajzuna$mn_slm¢mq_baounaunaosIp  _ bpnks  mnweVade{
}kVp¢mq_baweppqaouna  mqwgvasIbzdgw  sVbwgdewgm|{V.ÍÌmun_bkVbd£akvuqu webdeamnk¸dewejbh@mq_ba
q3 M Kp jq3pc%w¬mq_sIbbpqkVzpnwslmqa¥®f|Ò
Å ºh» 2sIxVaojmqu%un  _mn_zsIm(mn_bau a sVf
mnkVjzkVrkVzunde{sIj  kXkVapslmqwgvade{2mnpq{mqk  dekvuna`mn_ba1xvsVzu)wejmn_ba(s  hXxVpqkVbj
c%_bwgdeamn_bazunapckVpqhu1kvjmq_bajba ±Xm2weundsIjz°u|mqazuoÍ¾j  svu a¥®f|ÒÅ ¡»   sVjf
jbkIm  dekvunas¢xsIsVmnkvrslmnw  sVdgde{Vmn_zazunapyc%wedgd,awej}kVpqraosVjz_bars{
pnamn_bwejbhmq_baweundesVjzu mnaokvp_zayrs{bpqklXweba(}bpnmn_baop%hXjbklc%dgaxVa¨mn_zsIm  sIj
a2zunaoX{¥®f|ÒÅ ºh» l
Å ¡» ra  _zsVjbweunrUsVusraowgf
ê  asIpqa  bpqpnaojmnde{sIdu ka ±bsIrwejbwgjzxmq_ba¥®f¾y
slmnkvp a m|caaj5s$hXjbklc%deaoxvazsVuna¢sIjz´zpnkXkI}bdsIjbjbwejbx@zpu|m pqaounbdgmqu sVpna
pnaokvp mqao wej  e ajzÁ
r b dedgaop¨Ç È,ÉlÊgËeXIVvÚ  õ,^`_ba`rawslmnkvp)u bzkvp mu mq_ba%waos
FX~Å Â+ÆF FÆ
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kV}zu aorsVjmnw  sIdede{1xvbwebao2pqa mqpnwealsIdVkI}brslmq_barslmqw  sIdvhjzklc%dgaxVa¨mn_baokVpqaruo
azjbwgmnwekVjzu®}pqkVr¤mq_ba bsImqsIsVuna2
¶ 19ª §½
ê ^`_bauna  zdesImnwekVj kI}yunbwgmqsVbdga$dearrslms  sIj aunbbkVpnmna@X{@s°rkad
xvajbaopqsImnkVp  kVp-wejzu mqsVj  avVc%_baoj¢sIbbde{Xwgjzxmn_ba1rkaodbxVaojbapslmqkVp®¶¸hª ô§kvp
Çª» ô]Ãº¦yÕmnk mn_ba%}sVwgdewejbx2bpqkkV}½sIm mqarmc%wgmn_ ë»½»¡§bÑ}kVp M«M¬2s  kVzjvmqapnf
rkadzweu)xvajbaopqsImna¡lwgjc%_bw  _¢1weu)jzkIm-sIjwgjmqaxVaopo Ó xVaojbapsIdXra  _sIjbwu r
mq_zslm)arbdekl{uîrkaodxVaojbapslmqwgkvj2}kVpîmn_za(u a  bdesImnwekVjkI}rwununwejbx1dearrslms
 u   _ZsVumq_bakvjba¢sVuqu aop mqwgjzx$mn_zsIm$wusIj5wejmnaoxVapõywu  aop msIwejbde{/kvuqu webdea
sVjzbpnkvrweunwgjzxz
ê Ó am mqap%u zbkvp m®}kVpbj}kvdewejbxa zjzw¬mqwgkvjzuweumnksVbsVm e wu _bkvsIj Ó jf
pqac2µ u¨unadea  mnweVa2bjb}kVdwgjzx¢ra  _zsVjbweunr  e weun_bkv$sVjz Ó jpnaoc(u ÂoÙvdÙ c ¡mqk
kvbp%bpqkkV}bdsIjzjbwgjzx  kVjmqa ±Xmo
1

Ú Ý b(ß2ß  Ý5¹ Ó ä¨ä Í ä Ü ^%æaK~ f¾Ý b(ß e ¹Da®¿
^`_bazunap2_zsvuymnksIbzdg{mq_baweundsIjzmqs  mnw  awexV_mmnweraouwej°mn_babpqkXkI}bweu  zuqunao
wgj Æ a  mnwekVjjzsVrade{¢wgj$u mnau á  é  c  ÂVÂ  Â  Â Úz Ââ sVjz Âä  ,^`_zaounasVpna1mn_za
 pq  wsIdºsVjz  pqaoslmqwgvayu mnaozu`mq_zslm(bpqklXweba¨mq_ba2aouqu aojmnwsId¡waoskI}îmn_zweu%zpnkXkI}|
ä klc2)mq_baÀbau|mqwgkvj¸wu² × sVj@ca¢zj¸mq_baouna  pnaslmnweVau|mqazusIbmnkVrsImnw  sIdede{Kë
^`_ba sIju cap%wu%{VausVu%ca u _sIded u _zklcDwej$mn_bwu(una  mqwgkvjº®æ¨klc®aoVaopoXc%_bwedgac®a  sIj
sIjzuncap%mq_baÀbau|mqwgkvjwgjmq_baÎs ¸pqrslmqwgvaVzjzkIm1aoVaopn{pnasVaop(rs{a  kvjXwej  ao
mn_zsIm mn_zweuweu2pqaosVdgde{mq_bazjzsVd®sVjzu capsvukVbpu kvdgmqwgkvj°mnkV  _baou2zkvj¸su bbmndea
kvwgjmîc%_zw  _5kvaojzu mq_baÝ)sVjzkVps e k±/kI}  pnwgmnw  sVdwununbau2wgj¸mn_bazsIpsVwexVr kI}
bpqkkV}(bdsIjbjbwejbx  e bjzb{V®VVv  °ÍÌmwuaosVun{/mnkc%pqwgmna$u kvrau a  w¬  ra mq_bkbu
c%_bw  _apn}kVpqr8|u|m(mq_bau mnaozu%wej$mn_ba2wejmnaps  mnweVaodg{}kvbjz$bpqkXkI})sIjzmq_baj  sIded
mn_babpqkkV}-bdsIjbjbaop2¶@·º¹ »¡¼mqk¢bmymn_bara mn_zkXzu¨mqkVxva mn_zap¨wejmnksbpqkkV}-bdsIj}kvp
kVbpbpqkVbdear$)^`_bwuXkV}  kVzpqunaVXu _zklc(ujbkVmn_bwejbxkI}unbzu mqsVj  av¹² ìvzu msvuca  kVbd
c%pnwgmna`klc%jsVdgdmq_baba zjbwgmnwekVjuîsVjz2mq_bakvpnaoru pqaoÀbwepna}kVpîmq_ba®zpnkvbdgaor«wgjzpu|mnf
kVpap,bpqaobw  slmnadekVxVw  sIjz_zsVjz mq_bar8mnk2s1zpqu m fÌkVpaopbpqklVaopîun  _sV¥u ë»½»¡§bÑî
c®ackVbd|zu|m(_sIjzXf  kaymq_bazjzsVd u kvdgbmnwekVjwgjmnksVbbpqkVbpqwesImnayra mn_zkXzu
Í¾jzu|mqaosv¡`mn_baxVkvsVd(kI}mq_baxsIraweu¢mnk5jzKívÇëÇènÉIÊyramn_bkbu}kVps¸c%_bkVdea
d sVuqu)kI}¡mq_bakvpnaoru)c%w¬mq_bweju kvra%mn_baokVpq{mq_zslm  sVj¢u kvdgva%jbkImkvjbde{mq_bweu®zsVp mqw  bdesVp
bpqkVbdear$bm¨sVdeunksIded½mn_ba2kVmn_baop®mq_bakvpnaoru`wgjmn_slm  dsVuqu  _bwedea2kVbp%sIzbpnks  _
aouqu aojmnwsIdedg{}kVdedeklc(u(mq_bazpnkXkI}®weas¢kV}-mn_bawejmnaps  mnweVaodg{  kvjzu|mqpn  mnabpqkXkI})}kvp
mn_ba~ fÌbpqkVbdear$Xw¬m%pqadewgauaouqu aojvmqwesVdgde{kVjrkvpnayxVaojbapsId  kvj  aomqu`un  _¢mq_zslm%ca
 sVjunkVdeVavv}kvp`a ±bsIrbdeaV ~ ç é fÌbpqkVbdearu®}kVp(sVpnbwgmnpsIpq{jzslmqbpsId½jXbrapÄu ísIj é 
æ(klcavapbsVu%ca u _sIded wu  zunu(wgj Æ a  mqwgkvjÚb â mq_bweu¨weu  apnmqsVwgjzdg{jbkIm(mq_ba aojz$kI}
mn_ba u mnkvpn{v
x
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Í¾j7kvpqaopmnk@zjzKs¸xVajzapsId¨sVbbpqkvs  _Z}kVpù~ ç é fizpnkvbdgaoru}kVpsIpqbw¬mqpqsVpn{@jzslmqf
psId®jzrapVu í°sIjz é ,c®a¢zpqu msVjzsIde{XÁa´bpnkXkV}u2}kVpu|mslmqarajmquun  _¸sVu~ c 
ú Þ
Ú vÚ¹ û Â `kVý
p ~ ü X  a$}kVbj@mq_zslmunkVra$kI}1mn_ba  kVj  abmqusIj@wej}apqaj  a
u mnaozu¨cazu a}kvp ~ sIpqazsVp mqw  bdesVp(mqkmq_bweuybpqkVzdgaorUsIjzbkjbkVmyxvajbaopqsVdgweÁa
c%_baopnasVukImq_bapu,kzî^`_ulmq_ba%sIjzsVdg{unweudeaomnku kvraxVaojbapsIdeweÁao  kvj  aomquomn_baf
kvpnaoruosVjz$bpqkXkI}-u|mqazuo½c%_bw  _c®aaj  kXbao$wejvmqkra mq_bkbuysIjz  kVjmnpqkVdpnbdeaouo
mq_zslm®mnkVxva mq_bap}kVpqr kvjba(bdsIjzjbap`u|mqpqsImnaoxV{}kVp-mq_bwu®hXwejzkV}ºbpnkvbdearu  ayun_zsIded
jbklcNwu  zunumq_ba s  Àbwgpqaora mn_zkXzu(sIjz  kVjmnpqkVd½pqbdgau
^`_ba2aununajmnwsId½waosvu`kI}îmn_ba2zpnkXkI}îwgj Æ a  mqwgkvj$sVpnasVu}kvdgdeklc(u²
Â¶
 ¼¨unamn_bamq_bakvpnaor
1p q qIG sIjz  kvjzu mnpq  m(sIjwejzwepna  m(bpqkXkI}|
iVÍ¾jkvpqbapmnk¢aopnweVa1mn_za  kVjmqpqsvw  mnwekVju _bklcDmn_zsIm%mn_bam|ck  kvjzu|msIjmqua ±Xf
weu mnaojvmqwesVd½sVpnwsIzdgauq-wgj
1p q qIG ½c%_bw  _sVpnayu bzku amnk_zsva(jbk
k VrrkVj$weXweunkVpbs  mnzsVdgde{k_zsvays  kVrrkVj$wgXwu kvp þz
 ÚvÍ¾jkVpap%mqkzjzs  kvrrkvj$bwgXwu kvp%mnpsIjzu }kVpqr aÀzslmqwgkvjzu}kVp¨a±bsIrbdeaV
 v
û  u
 v
 `bapqwgvajbac weXweunkVp¢u mqsImnaraojvmu}kvp
~ ÿ
a ±bsIrbdeaV}pqkVr  v
aopnweVa2mq_zslm _zsvu¨weXweunkVp½kVp¨}pnkvrmq_ba
u|mslmnaorajmmn_zsIm
_zsvubwgXwu kvp°aopnweVamn_slm _zsVubwgXwu kvpvõsIjz
apqwgva}pqkVr xVweVaj7weXweunkVpu|mslmqarajmqujbac pqazpnau aojvmslmqwgkvjzukI}mnaopnruo
c%_bw  _  sVja1zunaosIxsIwej}kVp`aoÀzsImnwekVjzsVdzmqpqsVjzu }kVpqrsImnwekVjzu1}kvpa±bsIrbdeaV
}pnkvr³mn_ba u mqsImnaoraojm%mn_zsIm _zsVu%weXweunkVp¨aopnweVaymq_zslm
 v b 
Ç
ä kImqa mq_zslm¨casVpna2sIpnmnw  bdsIpqdg{wgjmqapqaou mnao$wejbpqwerawewunkVpuzunwej  akVjbde{
}kVpzpnwerajXbrapÿ
u þ@weuw¬mmnpqbamn_slmwgË} þ@wus@wgXwu kvp¢kI} mn_bao
j þ
weusIdu k°sweXweunkVpkI} ° Ó  kVpqpnau kVjzbwgjbxmn_baokVpqar$)c%_bw  _¸xVaojbapsIdewgÁoaou
MÐ
M Vweu%jzklcslsIwedesVbdea1wej¥%¦¨§z© ª)µ u(bslmsIzsvu av²
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^kpnasIdewgÁoawebaos5 Â mq_ba¢bdsIjbjzap¶@·º¹ »¡¼®_zsvu2mnk/a  wea¢mnkmqpn{°sIj5wejzwepna  m
 }kVpywgjmnaf
bpqkXkI}|¡sIzbdg{$mq_bamn_baokVpqar
1p q qIG sVjzaopnweVa é v 
xvapu sIj )Xc%_bw  _sVpnayu bzku amnk_zsva¨jbk  kvrrkvjweXweunkVpî^`_zaounayu mnaozu
sVpna  sVjbkVjzw  sId½}kVp1sIpqbw¬mqpqsVpn{~ ç é bpqkVzdgaoruo®æ¨aj  aVc®a  kVbdwgrbdearajm1mn_baor
sVdgd®wgjmnkkVjba¢ramn_bk¡æ¨klc®aoVaopomnksvkVw/mn_bac®aodgd®hjzklc%j5bpnkvbdearÎkI}%klVaop f
bmnmnwejbxra mq_bkbu%caba  wamqkarbdekl{sIdepqaosVb{¢a ±wu|mqwgjbxra mq_bkbu`}pqkVrkImn_zap
kvrsIwejzu²
bpqklVaX{  kVjmqpqsvw  mnwekVj    
sVbbde{£s5mn_baokIf
pqar³kvp`sVjsI±wgkvr }pnkvr³mn_baymq_bakvpn{bõ    a  kVrku aa±Xwu mnajmqwesVdgde{
ÀzsVjvmqw¬ao}kVpqrbdsIaõ a  kvrkvuna  kvjl|bj  mnwekVjzuõ
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^`_basIzbdgw  sImnwekVjkI}îmn_baramn_bkbu    bsIjz
³k
jbkIm®jbaa¢sIjX{}bp mq_bap  kvjvmqpnkvd vbm®mn_baysIbbdew  slmqwgkvjkI}    «_sVu)mqk a
xVbwa X{ u aodga  mqwgjbx1mn_za®mq_bakvpnaor.kVp)sl±wekVrNmnkasVbbdewgaX{mn_za®ra mq_bk¡)^`_bwu
weuys  _zwgaoVao$X{s  kVjmnpqkVdpnbdea IL
c%_bw  _amnapqrwgjzaou¨mn_zsIm
mn_ba$mq_bakvpnaor
Ip q qIG /un_bkVzde azu aZ}kVp   
,c%_bajbaoVaop
mn_baopnawu(s}kVpqrbdÔ
s ~ç é 
Í|aos2iV½wu¡pqaosIdeweÁaoyc%wgmn_ymn_za-ra mn_zkX !#" $ 
%& '    _zaj
¶¸·º¹»¡¼bmqpnweaou-mnksVbbde{mq_ba(ra mq_bkw¬m`u asIp  _baouîpqu m-}kVp®s2bpqkkV}dewejba(mq_zslm®u mqsImnau
mn_zsIm,m|c®k1mnaopnru)( w ( _sVajbk  kVrrkVjwewunkVpIsIjzu a  kVj2}kVpîm|ck1zpnkXkI}dgwejbau
mn_zsIm`u mqsImna1mn_zsIm*( w sVjz+( pnau a  mnweVade{V_zsva1swgXwu kvp þ-^`_bwuramn_bkweujbkVm
xVbwa${  kvjmnpqkVdºpqbdeaouozbm2¶¸·º¹»½¼mqpnweaou(mnksVbbde{wgm(mqku kvraapqweVaobpqkXkI}
dgwejbau`wgj$aos  _zdesVjbjbwejbx  {  deaV
Í|aosÚv kI}mq_babpnkXkV}mqa  _bjzweÀbaweuaj  kao wgjmnkyu aoVaopqsVd  kvdgdsIkVpslmqwgjzx%ramn_f
kbu²,)#" .-  / "

012 3- "$ 04  $ 015 3%& '0 768 
osIjz9 :;: $ .%& '  ^`_ba)ra mq_bk<,)=" .-  / 7" >  kvjvmsIwejzumn_za-hXjbklc%d¬f
aoxvasIkVmu bwgmqsVbdeaaoÀzsImnwekVjzsVd`mnpsIjzu }kVpqrslmnwekVju}kVpkvbp¢bpqkVzdgaor0kvrsVwgj 
ÍÌmwusIbbdeweao£mqk sVjKaoÀzsImnwekVjKsIjDaopnweVaus¸jzac aoÀzsImnwekVjº  kvpwejzu mqsVj  av
°-kVpw¬m¢aopnweVau
,)=" .-  / 7" > UaopnweVau é v  +}pqkVr ~ ç é v
 v }pnkvr Þ v
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mq_bapqa }kvpnakXaou%jzkIm%kVmqwgrweÁamq_bazjzsVd¡bpnkXkV} }kVp%wgmqu¨u weÁav
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Í¾jZkVpapmnk°alsVdgzsImnamn_za$sVbbpqkVbpqwslmnaojbaouqu kV}1kvbpsIbbpqkvs  _¸caunbxVxvaou mmq_ba
}kvdgdeklc%wgjzxmq_bpnaoa  pqw¬mqapqwesz²
 Â æ(klc8xvajbaopqsVdsIj_bklc«pqw  _wgj°rslmn_zarslmqw  sId  kVjmqajmsVpnamn_bara mq_bkbu
sIjz  kvjmnpqkVd½pnzdgau ë
iVæ(klcDr  _u asIp  _wu`wgjXvkVdeVaowgjmq_ba2bpqkkV}bdsIjzjbwgjzxbpnk  aouqu ë
 Úv  _zslm(hXwejzkI}zpnkXkI}îbdsIjzuomn_slm(wuc%_zsIm(hXwgjzkV}bpqkXkI}uo  sIjca1jzÖ ë
^`_bau a  pnwgmnaopnwsu _zkVbd$sIdedgklcNzu%mqk|zxva _bklcNxVajzapsIdºsIj$_bklcpqkVzzu|m(kvbp
unkVdemnwekVjweuo-^`_basIpnm®kI}îbpqkkV}ºbdsIjbjbwejbxweu®mqks  ÀbwepnaykVrsIwejhXjbklc%deaobxVa(mq_zslm
kvj2mn_bakVjza_zsVjz¡  kvrbpnwunaouºrasIjbwejbxI}zdrsImn_baorsImnw  sVdVmqa  _bjbwÀbaouîsIj klc®aop f
}bd_baobpnwu mnw  xVbwbsVj  avvsIj¡vkvjmn_ba¨kImn_zap_sIjz¡wu-xVaojbapsIdzajbkvbxV_mqk2mqs  hdea¨s
bpqkvsv  dsVuqu-kI}¡bpqkVzdgaoruo  kvpwejzu|msIj  aVXsVukVjba(a±XmnpqaraVc®a  kVzde_zsva(ra mq_f
kbu mn_zsIm)aj  kXba¥%¦¨§©ºª)µ u ä Ø  sId  bdezuîsIjzc®a  kvbd2pnzj¶¸· ¹ »¡¼c%wgmn_bkvm)sIjX{
 kVjmnpqkVdi(^`_bwu1sVbbpqkvs  _$ckVbd  aop msIwejbde{avapq{xvajbaopqsVd bm ¶¸·º¹»½¼)c®kvbde
}sVwgd mnk¢bpqkXkI})bdsIjsVjX{wejvmqapqaou mnwejbx¢bpqkVzdgaoruo Ó u¨mn_za kImq_bap1a ±Xmnpqara  sVunaVc®a
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X{  kVjmnpqkVd,pqbdgauymn_zsImsIdecs{uybw  hmn_zajba ±Xm pqwgxv_vm2bwea  akI}mn_babpqkXkI}(¶¸·º¹»½¼
ckVbdsVuqu aorbdea`mn_za(ra mn_zkXzusIxsIwejmnk2mq_ba(kVpqwexVwejzsIdbpqkXkI}¡c%wgmn_bkvmapn}kVpqrwejbx
sVj{¢unaosVp  _ 
^`_baysIrkVbjmkV}ºu asIp  _sVjzmn_za¨lsIpqwgam|{kV}ºkVmnajmqwesVdzbpqkXkI}¡bdsIjzu-}kVp®s xVweVaj
bpqkVzdgaoråsVpnaraosVunbpqaou}kVpmn_zaxvajbaopqsVdgwgm|{´kI}(mq_ba$ramn_bkbusVjz@sVdeunk}kvpmq_ba
sVbbpqkVbpqwesImnaojbaouqu}kVpmqs  hXdewgjzx5mn_ba  dsVuqu¢kV} bpnkvbdearu¢X{£bdsIjbjbwejbx8ÍÌ}2mnwexV_m
 kVjmnpqkVdvpnbdeaoukVp_bwexV_bde{ u a  w¬  ra mq_bkbuîpnau|mqpnw  mmn_ba`u asIp  _mnk|zu|m,kVjzabpsIj  _
wejmq_bau asIp  _mnpqaav½mn_baojmn_zapqaounbdgmnwejbxbpnkXkV}-bdesVjzuyc%wgded)rapqade{wgju|msIjmnwslmqas
zsIm mqapqjº,Í¾j¢mn_zweu  svu avsu wejbxvdga1mqs  mnw  kvp®ramn_bkmn_zsImpqaosVdgweÁau)mn_za1bpqkXkI} u mnaozu
kV}mq_ba¨zjzapqde{wejbx slm mqapqj¢wu-rkVpqa¨unbw¬msIbdea(mq_zsIjbdesVjbjbwejbxz,^`_ba1kununwgzwgdew¬m|{kI}
 pnaslmnwejbxs¢sVpnwea m|{kI}-zpnkXkI}-zdesVjzu¨c%wgmn_mn_baxVweVaojramn_bkbuysIj  kvjvmqpnkvd pqbdeaou
wumn_Xzu(sVjwerkvp msIjm`}aosImnbpqaV
Í¾j5mq_ba}kvdgdeklc%wejbxz,caun_zsIded®wu  zuquzpnkXkI}(zdesVjbjbwejbx}kv|
p ~ ç é fÌbpnkvbdearu c%wgmn_
pqaouna  m`mnkmq_baounamn_bpqaa  pnwgmnaopnwsb
 g½Ã ^`_ba ra mn_zkXzu
   7 
ZsIjz
   ÎkI}ykVbp¢sVbbpqkvs  _@aj  kadekVxVw  fÌdeaVaod%u|mqazu 7 
ykvp´mqs  mnw  u|mqazu´vapq{  dekvuna mnkNmn_ba7dekVxvw  fideavad$   
   õº^`_Xzuo mq_ba{´sIpqaVaopn{xVajzapsIdi bmmn_bao{°kjzkImaoj  ka¢unaf
 w¬  kvrsIwej/hXjbklc%deaoxvaV sVjzmn_bao{sIpqawgj°}s   m u|mqwgded-wej/mq_ba¢unbwgpqwgmkV} Ü aopn_zsVpq
Ü aojvmqÁaojºµ u%sVjzsIde{u wukI},rslmn_zarslmqw  sId¡bpqkXkI}u Ü ajmnÁoajº ÂÙ Ú ä  
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045 3- "$ .01  7$ ³sVjzx >:;: $ .%& ' taj  ka kVrsVwgjhXjbklc%dgaxVa2sVkvm
wgjmqaxVaopquo045 3- "$ .01  $ aoj  kau(mq_baa ±Xmnps  mnwekVjkV}bpqwgrawewunkVpu(}kvp
wgjmqaxVaopqu(}pnkvr aoÀzsImnwekVjzu¨kVjwejmnaoxVapuoH :;: $ .%& '  kvrzmnauybw¬¯½apqajm1pqabf
pnau aojmqslmqwgkvjzu}kVp%wejvmqaxvapu}kVp`c%_bw  _$u kvraweXweunkVpu®sVpnayhXjbklc%jº)^`_bay}bj  mnwekVjf
sIdew¬mqwgau¨kV})mn_bau ara mn_zkXzu1sVpna  bpqpnaojmnde{pslmq_bap1pnau|mqpnw  mqaosIj$}k  zunaokvjkVzp
s  mnzsVd(bpqkVbdear"bkVrsIwej«aV xze3 >:;: $ .%& '
 kvbd baosId1sIdu k´c%wgmn_KweXweunkVpu
sIjz¢jbkImkvjbde{c%wgmn_bpnwera1weXweunkVpuo>012 3- "$ 04  $  kVbd_zsIjdgays2rkVpqa
xVaojbapsId  desvunukI}ºaÀvslmnwekVjuq îæ¨klc®aoVapvunbwgmqsVbdg{a±mqajzbao¡vmn_bau a¨m|c®kramn_bkbu
c%wgdedºa2zuna }bd¡}kvp%rsIjX{¢bpqkVbdear  dsVuqu aubaosIdewejbxc%w¬mq_wejmnaoxVapuo
045 3%& '0 768 DsVbbdewgauºmq_bamq_bakvpnao¾
r ½G Æ O q¤H Iq¤*qOKG q^`_bwu  kVbd
akVjzasIdu kX{mn_za   > ³ra mq_bk¡  a aj  kaomn_basIbbdew  slmqwgkvjkI}
mn_bwumq_bakvpnaor wejvmqksIj´a ±Xmnpsra mn_zkX°wej´kVpapmqk_bwebamn_ba¢unkVpnm2xVkvsVdeuo¢^`_Xzuo
045 3%& '0 768 7wus¨Vaopn{u a  w¬  ra mq_bk`|zu mzm mna2mqk(mn_za®zsVp mqw  bdsIp jzaaozu
kI} kvbpbpnkvbdear  dsVuquoî^`_ba2uqsIra¨_zkVdbu®}kVp*,)=" .-  / 7" > Ic%_bw  _apnf
}kVpqru¨a±s  mqdg{$mq_baaoÀzslmqwgkvjmnpsIju|}kvpnrslmqwgkvjzu%mq_zslm2cajzaaomnk$aosVd,c%w¬mq_kVzp
bpqkVbdear  desvunuo
> !#" $ 
>%& '  wu(jbkVmyuna  wg  mqkkVzp¨kVrsVwgjsVjzun_bkVbd
sIdu ka2zu a}bd¡}kvp%kImn_zap%bpqkVbdear  dsVuqu au`aosVdgwejbxc%w¬mq_wgXwu kvpquo
^`_ba  kVjmqpnkvdvpqbdeaou >I L 
 O L 1Û 7BP ½sIj R 
 kvjvmsIwej jbkUzsVp mqw  bdsIptbkVrsIwej hXjbklc%dgaxVav£bm }kVp  a ¶@·º¹ »¡¼ wejvmqk ß mn_za
pnwexV_mDunaosVp  _SbpsIj  _  æ¨aj  aV°mn_bao{ sVpna«u a}bd}kvpsIjX{ u asIp  _º jzdg{
I L
ZmnkV  _baou°sKunbmndea kvwgjmo²Nmq_bweu  kVjmnpqkVd pqbdea@aoj  kau
mn_bahjzklc%dgaxVamq_zslm(mq_ba mq_bakvpnaor
Ip q qIG un_bkvbdeasVbbdewga$wsmn_za
ra mn_zkX    «sVjzwu)_baoj  a`zm mnamnk2kVzp)zsIpnmnw  bdsIp)zpnkvbdgaor kvrsVwgj 
 a2sVpna  bpqpqajmnde{a ±bsIrwejbwgjzxsraowslmqkVp`ra  _zsVjbweunr³a m|caajkVzphXjbklc%deaobxVa
zsVunasIjzZbpqkXkI}¨bdsIjzjbwgjzx£zpu|m¢pqaounbdgmqusIpqa$pnaokvp mqao¸wej  e aojbÁ
r b dedgaopÇ ÈÉlÊgËe
IvVÚlõXc%_bw  _unbbkVpnmqusunarsIjmqw  sIdedg{xVbwa¢pqa mnpqwealsIdkI}ºmq_bakvpnaorusIj¢a }f
wgjzw¬mqwgkvjzu`^`_bwu¨sVbbpqkvs  _$un_bkVbdpnaobds  a2sIpnmnw  bdsIp  kVjmnpqkVdºpqbdeaou`}kvp%mn_zakVpqar
pnamnpqwgaolsId-un  _$sVu O L
bX{srkVpqaxVajzapsId½ra  _zsVjbweunr$
 njÃ ¶¸·º¹»¡¼¨apn}kVpqru¢aomn_fizpu|munaosVp  _ ®c%_bw  _ m|{Xbw  sIdedg{ZwgjXvkVdeVaous  hf
mnps  hXwejbx¢}pqkVrUunaosVp  _bpsIj  _baou1c%w¬mq_/jzkunkVdemnwekVju2Í¾j°kVbpkvrsVwgj°sIjzc%w¬mq_
mn_bayaou  pqwearamn_bkbusIj  kvjvmqpnkvdbpqbdgau_bklcavaplmn_baopna¨weu®jbk zs  hmnps  hXwgjzxz
b slmq_bap½mn_zaunaosVp  _  kVju wu|muykI}sVdgd,kvuqu webdeamqpqsVjzu }kVpqrsImnwekVjzuysIjaopnwelslmnwekVju
}kVp`zjwgjzxm|c®kbpqwgra2weXweunkVpu®mn_zsIm({weadmn_ba  kVjmnpsVbw  mnwekVjº
 kVpwgjzu mqsVj  avVc%_baojmqs  hdewejbxymn_bay~ á fibpqkVzdgaorX¶¸·º¹»½¼aopnweVauî}pnkvr á v
mn_zsIm "_zsvu2m|ckbpqwgraweXweunkVpu sVjz5Úb  w¬mq_¸pqaouna  m mqkmn_bau abpnwera
wewunkVpu2w¬m  kvrzmnau2mn_za¢}kVdedeklc%wgjbx$mq_bpqaa¢pqabpqaounajmslmnwekVju2kI} °²
 v 
x
Ú v 
Ë
 vËÚ v l½sIjzas  _pqabpqaounajmslmnwekVj$wu¨u a$mnku bu|mqw¬mqmna wej
Þ
mn_ba2aÀzslmqwgkvj á v
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µ,fI

ä kVmsIdedzpnkXkI}`bdsIjzu c®a}kvbjz5sVpna¢unwgrwedesVp2mnkmn_ba¢zpnkXkI}`bdsIj´}kvp2mn_ba ~ f
bpqkVzdgaor  kvp®wejzu mqsVj  avVmq_ba1zpnkXkI}¡bdsIj}kVpmn_ba ~ c fÌbpnkvbdear _zsVumn_ba¨}kVdedgklc%wejbx
u mnaozu²  pqkVr c v
¶¸· ¹ »¡¼baopnweVauºmq_zslm _zsVumq_ba`bpnwerabwgXwu kvp,b  wgmn_
pqaouna  mymnkmn_bwubpqwgrawewunkVp  sIj/ac%pqw¬mnmnaoj/sVu
xv  Æ bzu mnwgmnbmnwejbx
Awej5mq_ba¢wejbw¬mqwesVdaÀvslmnwekVj5sVjz5u werbdew¬}{Xwejbxmn_za¢aoÀzsImnwekVj5{Xwgaodezu(v

 pnkvr8mn_zweuaoÀzslmqwgkvjjbk bpqwgra(weXweunkVpu)kV}  sVja1apqwgvao¡vc%_bw  _ckVzdemq_baj
{Xweads  kvjmnpsVw  mqwgkvjc%w¬mq_mn_babpqwgrabwgXwu kvpqu¨kI} åsVu(wejmq_bazpnkXkI})bdsIj}kVp
mq_ba ~ fÌbpnkvbdear$)Í¾jzu mnaosv¡¶@·º¹ »¡¼apqwgvaoumq_zslm1wu(sbpqwgra2weXweunkVp%kV} sIjz
 v  Æ bzu mnwgmnmqwgjbx c%wgmn_pqaouna  m

 kVrbmqaou`sjzacDpqazpnau aojvmslmqwgkvj}kVp ²
mqkmn_bwuyaoÀzsImnwekVj$mn_zaj{Xweadbu%mq_zslm
 v }pnkvrc%_bw  _°¶@·º¹ »¡¼  sIjaopnweVa

mq_zslm _sVumn_babpnweraweXweunkVp$c%_bw  _¸{Xwgaodebumn_za  kvjmnpsVw  mqwgkvj/mqkmq_ba¢}s  m
mq_zslm U_zsvu%sIdu kmq_ba2bpqwgra2wewunkVp¨
Ó dgmn_zkVbxv_mq_ba%bpqkXkI}zdesVjzu,}kVp-bw¬¯½apqajm-bpqkVbdearu  sIja¨bw¬¯½apqajm)c®a`}kvbjz
mq_zslmmn_bao{lsIpq{kVjbde{Vapq{dgwgm mqdgav-^`_bayrsVwgjlsIpqwesImnwekVjzu®sIpqa¨c%wgmn_pnau a  m®mqkmq_ba
jXbraopqukIÉ
} nba mna  m$bpqwgra/bwgXwu kvpqu¢}kVp /  pqabpqaounajm svu
I v NM
qu bu|mqw¬mqmna wej°bpnwekVpyaoÀzsImnwekVjzu  {  deaouoÍ¾jsIpnmnw  bdsIp½mn_babpqkXkI}zdesVjzu1}kVp
aoVapq{ ~ I fÌbpnkvbdear$ºc%_baopna I weu2sbpqwgrajXbrapºdekXkVhuya ±bs  mnde{sVu1mn_zabpnkXkV}
bdsIj}kVp`mq_ba~ fÌbpqkVbdear$
 {Ã ^`_ba1jXbrap®kI}¡kVmnaojvmqwesVdzbpqkXkI}¡bdsIjzu®aajbukvjmn_ba¨zsIpnmnw  bdsIpbpnkvf
dear$  kvp-bpqwgra(jXbraopqu I mn_ba¨bpnkXkV}½zdesVjweu-mn_ba¨uqsIra¨svu,}kVpmn_ba~ fizpnkvbdgaor
rkzdgk´wejzu|msIjmnwslmqwgkvjzuõ  kvpjzrapu é mq_zslm¢_sVa$u aoVapsId`bpqwerabwgXwu kvpqu
mq_bapqasIpqam|{Xbw  sVdgde{unavapsId,bpqkkV}®bdsIjuymn_zsImlsIpq{c%w¬mq_5pnau a  mymqk$mn_ba  kVrf
rkVj$weXweunkVpu 
^`_bwu  kvj  dezaumn_zas  mnzsVdaou  pqwemnwekVjzu kI}`_bklc mq_ba~ fÌbpqkVbdear pqaouna  f
mqwgvade{¢w¬mu%xVaojbapsIdeweÁoslmqwgkvjºvmn_bÜ
a ~ ç é fÌbpqkVbdear¢®csvu`u kvdgvaoc%w¬mq_¥%¦1§z© ª)
 _zsIm xVaojbapsIdldeaouqu kvjzu  sIjc®a)deaosVpnjy}pqkVrNu rsIdedisVdgawgmºm|{Xbw  sIdvrslmn_zarslmqw  sId
_ zsVdgdeajzxVaoukV} mn_zweu%hXwejzÖ ë
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Â %^`_baaowedIwu¡wejmn_baba mqsVwgdiomn_zsIm weuow¬m wuºsVdgc`s{ukvuqunwgbdea,mnk¨_bweba,mn_ba  pn  wsId
 pqaoslmqwgvau mnaoZwej unkVra$u rsVdgd`bpqa fÌbpqkVxVpsIrrao5u mnaoZsVjz¸mqk/zpnamnajZs
dgaoVad¡kV}îxvajbaopqsVdgwgm|{mn_slm%_zsVu`jzkIm¨s  mnzsVdgde{¢aaoj$s  _bweaVa¡,^ kaosVdgslmna2s
u kvdgmqwgkvj@ÉlÊÊ)ms  mnw  uora mq_bkbuozmq_bakvpnaoru1sIjza zjzw¬mqwgkvjzu(_zsva2mnkrsva
a ±bdew  w¬m
Í¾jmn_bwu®zsIapvca(_zsva`mnpqwgamnku|mqpnwehVa¨s zsIdsIj  a¨sIjmnk bpqklXweba(ajbkvbxV_
wgj}kvpnrsImnwekVjmqk(|zxva¨mq_bau|mqpnaojbxImq_sVjzcaosIhXjbaunu)kV}¡mn_ba  zpnpqajm®u mqsImna
kI}mn_ba¢sVp mwgj°mq_bajbac zsVpqsvwgxvr kI}bpnkXkV}®bdsIjbjzwgjbxc%wgmn_zkVm bpqklXwebwgjbx
mnkXkrsVjX{a msIwedeuo
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%^`_baajzkVpqrkvzubweu mqsVj  aam|c®aoaj5mq_bacaded¬fÌhXjbklc%jKmqkVfÌdeaVaod bpqkkV}(kI}
mq_ba Ý-{mn_sIxVkvpnasIj Æ  _zkkvd Xc%_bw  _  kVju wu|mukI}sVkvm(skvÁaojunwgjzxVdea1bpqkXkI}
u mnaozuwej  kVrzsVpnwunkVj¸mqk´mn_ba$jzsId(zpnkXkI}slmmq_ba ä Ø dgaoVad¨c%w¬mq_ édä Ú°wu
u mnpqwghXwejbxz
^`_bwuîweuolkI}  kVbpunaVjbkIm,s(jbaoc¸wejzu wexV_m  _bwedgarslmq_barslmqw  u  sIj¢ìë2çèõì]ë ì
ç½ÊgÇaypqaob  amnkbbpqade{}kVpqrsVddekVxvw  fideavadpnasVunkVjbwejbxsvu®aorkVjzu mnpslmqao
X{ b zuqu aodgdsIjz  _bwgmnao_baosv8sVuc®aodgdsVumq_ba@æ¨wgdeaop m Æ  _bkXkVdi jbkvk{
ckVbd°s  mqzsIdede{csVjvmymnkk$unk°ìëç½èndÉ ÈiBì qÇsVu1mq_bawglj ÿbajmnwsId e kvbpnsIhXw
xvpnkvbun_bklcao¡²îkVjbde{mn_za¨zpu m`ÀzsVp mqapkI} mq_ba1zpqu m`VkVdebraywgjmn_baunaVaopqsVd
kvÁaoj°vkVdebrau am kVj°mn_ba}kvbjzbsImnwekVj´kI}`rslmq_barslmqw  u2u|msIpnmquc%wgmn_5aodgaf
rajmsIpq{VdgkvxVw  fÌdgaoVadpnasVunkVjbwejbx sVjzmn_zajzpnk  aoaobuc%w¬mq_¢mq_ba  pn  wsIdunajbf
mqaj  a  e kVzpnzsVhXw  ÂoÙvdá c &²  ä kxvpnaslm`a ±apqwgaoj  awu`jba  aouqunsVpn{mqkap  aowgva
mq_zslmu   _¸sbpnkV|a  m  kV}  kVrbdea mqa}kVpqrsIdewgÁslmqwgkvj  wusIu kvdgmqade{/zjbpnasIdgf
weÁosVbdgav²`mn_bamnwejbweaou mybpqkXkI}sIm¨mn_zaaxVwejbjbwejbxkI})mn_zamq_bakvpn{kI}una mu¨ckVbd
sVdgpqaosv{pqaoÀbwepnaunaVaopqsVd)_Xbjzpqaobu kI}%u wexVjzu2}kVp2wgmqu  kVrbdea mqa}kVpqrsVdgweÁosIf
mqwgkvjº
Úb  wejzsIdedg{7sVjz£rkVpqa$mnk¸mq_bakVwejmkI}mq_ba  kVj  pnamna  kvjmnpqwgbbmnwekVj7kI}mq_bweu
zsVaopo² ä klcKmq_zslm%ca  sIjbpqklVa1mn_baokVpqaruwgjmn_z
a ~ ç é fÌbpqkVbdear  dsVuqumn_za
unhVaomnw  sVdpqaosvap,rs{ u mnwedgdbsvu h × é bÉIÈ.  wgdedmq_bweu,aoVaopdeaosv mqkys2íÇ ë½Ç ènÉIÊ
un{u|mqar¤}kvp%rslmn_zarslmqw  sIdºsVuqunweu mqsVj  ¤a ë
 a_zsva-arkvjzu|mqpqsImnawgj  ¿adewu sIj Æ weahXrsIjbjº ÂoÙvÙVÙzã ¿adewu ÂoÙvÙdc lmn_zsIm
mq_ba  desvunukI} nf fÌbpqkXkI}u}kvpdewgrwgmmn_zakVpqaru  sIj5wejzaoao5aunkVdeVa´c%w¬mq_
s}ac kVÁoaj@rsImn_baorsImnw  sVdgde{5raosIjzwgjbxV}bd`ra mn_zkXzusIjz  kVjmqpnkvd®pqbdeaouo
Æ werwgdsIpqde{Vmn_ba®kVrsIwej2kI}XxVpqkVz1mq_bakvpn{1c%w¬mq_ wgmqu  desvunuºkI}pnau wba,mq_bakvpnaoru
 sIjay}kVpqrsIdewgÁoaoc%wgmn_avajdeaouqu  ¿aweap%sIjz Æ kVpqxVavXVVv ã ¿aweap Ç ÈÉlÊgËe
VV Âvã ¿aweapÇÈ%ÉlÊgËe½IVl zsIjzmq_ba  pq  wsId¡xvajbaopqsVd½kVzunapqlslmnwekVjwumn_zsIm
mq_baounara mn_zkXzu  kvpnpqaounkVjzmnk$mn_zahwejz´kV}rslmq_barsImnw  sId)hXjbklc%deaobxVas
}pqaoun_brsIj$ckVbd_sVa1mnkdeaosIpqj¢mqkrsVu mnap`mq_bwu%dgaoVaod¡kI}zpnkV}aouqu wekVjzsVdgwunr
Í|u mn_ba`uqsIra)mnpqba}kV
p ~ ç é fÌbpqkVbdearu ë¢^`_ba®bj}kvp mqbjzslmqa®sVjzu capweubpqkVzsVbde{
é2Í¾rsVxVwejbamn_ba¨unb  kvrrwgm mqaa%kI}mn_za ¼(jbwgmna ä sImnwekVjzu,wej  _zsIpqxVakI}mn_za
rsIwejmnaojzsIj  a¨kV}mq_ba¨xvdgkvzsIdrslmn_zarslmqw  sIdzhXjbklc%deaobxVa%zsvu a(wejs_zjzpqao
{vaosIpu}pnkvr¤jbklc2  kvbd¢mq_ba{s  ammn_baaojvmqpn{kV}kvbp`ramn_bkbuoXmqs  mqw  u
sVjz  kVjmqpnkvdpqbdeaou}kvp`mn_bÜ
a ~ ç é fÌbpqkVbdearu ë$Ý-pqkVzsVbdg{jbkVm


)>

n p

â ¿ Ó ^%æ a¿ Ó ^`Í ×Ó ¹Ü ä ß( ¹Da®Ø Ü aÞa ä Ü Í ä a*a b Í ä Ü
¿slmq_barsImnw  sIdhXjbklc%deaobxVawu,bpqaounapqVa wejkXkVhu)sIjzrkVjbkvxVpsIb_ubm)mq_ba%sIpnm
kI})kVwejbxrslmq_barsImnw  u  Ý,kVde{vsz ÂoÙêé Ú ã æ1sVbsVrsVpqº ÂoÙIâvâ ºwu(zsvununaokVj$X{c®kvpq
kI}¨rkvmn_@}pnkvrÎxvajbaopqsImnwekVj5mqk/xvajbaopqsImnwekVjº´^`_bara mn_zkXzusVjz  kVjmnpqkVd®pnzdgau
kI}ºmq_baybpnkXkV}ºbdesVjbjbaop  kVpqpnau kVjzmnkwerkvp msIjm`rsImn_baorslmnw  sVdzmqa  _bjzweÀbausVjz
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µ,f,e

ncs{u®mnk¢unkVdeVayw¬m bsIjzmn_za{rsVhVaymn_bwu%werbdgw  wgm1sVjzwgj}kvpnrsVdºrslmn_zarslmqw  sId
hXjbklc%deaoxva1a±bdgw  wgm¨sIj¢}kvpnrsId w 
^`_ba®mn_baokVpqaru,sIkVÀ
m ~ ç é fÌbpnkvbdearusVpnau _zklc%j X{  kVjmqpqsvw  mnwekVjºmq_zslm,wulmq_ba
bdsIjzjbapîapqwgvaouîs  kVjmnpsVw  mqwgkvj}pnkvrNmn_baaoÀzsImnwekVj é v  +Vlc%_zapqa ¢sIj
sVpna-wejmnaoxVapu¡c%wgmn_jbk  kVrrkVj weXweunkVp æ(klcavapmq_baounazpnkvbdgaoruºadekVjbx¨mnk(mq_ba
rkVpqa`xVaojbapsId  desvunuîmqk a mqapqrwejba%c%_bamn_baop-m|ck  kVrbdea ±rslmn_zarslmqw  sIdbkv|a  mqu
 sIjKsVpna`aÀvsIdi Ó xvajbaopqsVdrsImn_baorslmnw  sVdbpqwgj  wgzdga`}kvp  kvrsIpqweunkVjkI}m|c®k
 kVrbdea ±´kV|a  mquweu mnkdekXkVh´slm mq_bawep  _zsIps  mnapqwu|mqw  bpqkVapnmnweaouoî}kVpa±bsIrbdeaV
mq_bawepjbkvpnrsVd}kVpqru)kVpu kvra%kVmn_baopbjzw¬}kvpnr jbkImslmqwgkvjwgjmq_ba(pqaouna  mnweVa(mn_baokVpq{V
ÍÌ}îmn_baopna2wu%s  _zsVpqs  mnaopnwu mnw  bpqkVapnm|{mn_slm¨wu|mqwgjzxVbwu _zaou`mq_bam|c®kkv|a  mqu`mq_baj
mq_ba{  sIjbjzkIm(a2aoÀzsIdi
Í¾j5kVpaop2mnkms  hXdeý
a ~ ç é fÌbpqkVbdearu2ca¢_zsvamnkzj5sbpqkVapnm|{mn_slmwu mnwejf
xvbweun_baumn_bawgjmqaxVaopqu é v ¢sVjz V Æ wgj  a¢aos  _5wgjmqaxVaop  sVj5apnaobpnau aojmnao
svu%sbpnk  m(kI},bpqwgrajXbrapuomn_bajbkVpqrsId½}kVpqru`wgjmq_ba wejvmqaxvap`mn_zakVpq{sVpna
bpqk  mqukI}¨bpqwerau5ÍÌ}    ajbkVmnaumq_babpnwerazpnk  mkV}  )mn_zaj@ca  sIj
c%pqw¬mqa é v sVjz +2sVu  é  v    sVjz      kVp%wejzu mqsVj  av}kVp é 1 í 
mq_bweuywu2Ë v   sIjz    Ó  _zsVpqs  mnaopnwu mnw  bpqkVapnm|{$bweu mnwejbxVzweun_bwejbxmq_baouna
m|ck1wejmnaoxVapuîweuîmq_ba%ÀzsIjmnwgm|{ kV}bpqwgra`jXbrapuîwgjmn_za%jbkVpqrsId}kVpqr$  kVp  
sVjz   c®a`kjbkVmîhXjbklc5mq_ba`a ±bs  m,ÀzsVjmnwgm|{VIbbm,ca`khjzklc5}kVp,kImn_mn_slm
mq_baÀvsIjmnwgm|{wu1aoVaojº unwgj  aaos  _/k  zpnpqaj  awej   weu2bbbdew  slmnawej   
^`_ba ÀzsVjmnwgm|{¢kI},bpqwgra2jXbrapu}kVp¨wu Â Xmn_XzuozcayhXjbklcDmn_zsIm%mn_baÀvsIjmnwgm|{
kV}bpqwera%jXbraopqu,wejs v   wu)kb¡Vc%_zapqaosVuîmq_ba¨ÀzsVjvmqw¬m|{kI}½bpqwgra%jXbrapu
wej   wu`avajº)^`_XzuoXmn_bao{  sVjbjbkIm%a2aoÀzsVd  ä kVmnaymn_slm%}kVp`mq_bwu%sIpqxVbrajm
mq_ba2bpqarweunaymn_zsIm /sVjz _zsVayjbk  kvrrkvjbwgXwu kvpwu%jbkVm%jba  aouqunsVpn{v
^`_bazunakV}(jbkVpqrsId®}kVpqrusVjz  _zsVpqs  mnaopnwu mnw  bpqkVapnmnweaousVuwgj@mn_basIklVa
sVpnxvbrajm)weu®s  kvrrkvjrsImn_baorsImnw  sVdzbpqwgj  webdgav  kVp-a±bsIrbdeaVwgjkVde{XjbkVrwsId
pqwgjzxvu1klVap¨zjbwgmnazadbuywepnpqao  webdgakvdg{XjbkvrwesVdeu1bds{mq_bapnkvdgakI}zpnwerajXbrf
apu,^`_zsImwuXas  _¢kVde{XjbkVrwsId  sIjaya ±bpqaouqu a¢sVu®szpnk  m®kV} wgpqpqao  wgzdga
kVde{XjbkVrwsIdu  kVpwgju|msIj  aV¡mq_bawgpqpna  wgbdeakvdg{XjbkvrwsIdu1kI}®xvpqsva Â wej/ Í  
sVpna Â sIjz b × sIj mn_baopna®a®m|c®k¨kvdg{XjbkvrwsIdu   sVjz   wej  Í   u   _
mq_zslm Â j v    /Vj v   ë^`_baysIjzuncap-wujzkzXsIjzmq_ba1sVpnxvbrajmwu
aununajmnwsIdede{2mn_bayunsVra(sVu,}kvpwejvmqaxvapu)sIjzmq_bawepbpqwera%jXbraoppqabpqaounajmslmnwekVju
 _baopnasVu®mn_za ÀvsIjmnwgm|{¢kI}îk  zpnpqaj  aoukI}mn_ba2wepqpna  webdea1kVde{XjbkVrwsId Â wgj
sjbkVpqrsId}kVpqr³pnaobpnau aojmqslmqwgkvjkI}® ´vZ v   _zsvu®mnkayavajºXwgmwukXz¢wejs
jbkvpnrsVd}kvpnr pnaobpnau aojmqslmqwgkvjkV}` Â ª v   
Ó u werwgdsIp$sIpqxVzraojmwuzu aKwej ÇÈÈ zÇélè Ólyc%_bapqamq_ba´pnasVunkVjbwejbx@sVkvm
m|ckuna mu  sIj°u kvra mnweraouyapqaob  amnkmq_bawep  sIpwejzsIdewgm|{V½mn_slm2weuoºsbjbwg}kVpqr
pqabpqaounajmslmnwekVjkI}îmn_bam|cku amqu`bjzbap¨u  pqmnwejX{V
æ(aoj  av,c®a_zsvajbklc sxVaojbapsId)bpqwej  webdeasIjz5sVpnxvbrajm2zunao´wej¸u am mn_baf
kvpn{vjXbraopmn_baokVpq{¢sIjzkvdg{XjbkvrwesVdpqwejbxvusVjzbpnkvzsIzdg{¢sVdeunkkVmn_baop%sIpqaosVu®kI}
rslmq_barsImnw  uõ½}pqkVrSc%_bw  _mn_zasVpnxvbrajm¨}kvp¨mq_bawgpqpslmnwekVjsIdew¬m|{kI}`~ weu®|zu m
suna  wsIdwgjzu mqsVj  av  asIpqa  bpqpnaojmnde{ckVpqhwejbxkVjramn_bkbuozms  mnw  u¨sVjz  kvjf
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mnpqkVd¡pqbdeaou®mnkra  _sIjbweÁa1mn_bwu%rkVpqayxVajzapsId¡sIbzpnks  _ºsIj¢mqkbarkVjzu mnpslmqa1wgmqu
}aosvu webwedgwgm|{¢wejr  _$desVpnxvap`sIjz$weVaopquna1zadbu%kV}rslmq_barslmqw  u
^`_ba¨xvajbaopqsVdbwebaos2_baopna%wumnk pqabpqaounajm-kv|a  mqu-XwsjbkVpqrsIdz}kVpqrusIjzmqkzuna
bpqkI|a  mnwekVj5wej¸kVpaop mnk/pnaoc%pnwgmna¢mn_bau apnaobpnau aojmqslmqwgkvjzu zjvmqwgd`sbweu mnwejbxVzweun_bwejbx
bpqkVapnm|{a  kvraou(kvXwekVu  kvp(kVbp¨bpnkvbdear  dsVuqu(slm¨_sIjzs¢bweu mnwejbxVzweun_bwejbx
bpqkVapnm|{  sVja  kvrzmnasVu%}kvdgdeklc(uo² × kVrbbmna2mq_babpqwerabpnk  m1jzkVpqrsVd
}kVpqr«kI} é ^`_zweu  sIja(kvjba®c%wgmn_s  kvrzmnaop,sVdgxvabps¨un{u|mqar$ ¹ºa m é  I w K v
á&á=á vV I  mn_slm%weuo ÷,wu`mn_ba2ÀzsVjvmqw¬m|{kI}k o bpqpnaoj  aukV} mq_ba2bpqwgra I -^`_bajº
mn_baopnaa±Xwu mqu%sI
j ÷¡ ÷ á&á&á ÷  c%_bw  _wu`jbkIm¨weXweunwebdgaX{(íbunwgj  akImn_zapqc%weuna
~ ç é c®kvbdea pqsImnwekVjzsVd)w sIxsIwejmq_ba weXweunwgzwgdew¬m|{}kVp%as  
_ ÷  sVja  _ba  hvaoc%w¬mq_
s  kvrbmnaopysVdgxvabpsun{Xu mnaor¢õ ¹ a m I amn_babpqwgra jXbraop  kVpqpnau kVjzbwgjbxmqk
÷X  kVpsIj¢wejmnaoxVap dea m ¢b a(mn_za1jXbraopkI}ºk o bpqpnaoj  au)kI} I wgjmq_baybpnwera
bpqkXb  mkI}  ¢/wus/_zkVrkVrkVpqb_bwunrÎc%wgmn_£pqaouna  mmnk´rzd¬mqwgbdew  slmqwgkvj sVjz
sVbbw¬mqwgkvjºlmn_slm-wu !¢z v·rb ¢z ½ !¢b¨ rbõ,¿kVpqaklvapca`hXjbklc¸mq_zslm !¢ £V
rUv !¢b   ^`_basVbbdew  slmnwekVjkI} !¢mqkkImq_/unweau1sVjzpqaaosImnasIbzdgw  sImnwekVjzu1kI}
mn_bau a2aÀzslmqwgkvjzupnaoc%pnwgmnaymn_za2wgjbwgmnwsId aoÀzslmqwgkvjsvu}kVdedgklc(uo²
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ä klc2,w¬mweu  deaosVpnde{Xwu webdea¢mq_zslm mq_badea }m_zsVjz5u wakI}`mn_baaoÀzsImnwekVj5wujbkVm
wewunwgbdea2X{(íc%_baopnasVumq_ba2pnwexV_m%_zsVjzunwa2weuo
^`_bweu1wu¨s}sIp1rkVpqa2xVajzapsId sVbbpqkvs  _$sIjmn_ba  kVpqpqaounkvjzwejbxramn_bkbuysIpqa
a op msIwejbdg{$rkVpqadewehVade{  sVjzwbslmqaou1}kVpsIj/ajmnpq{$wgjmnkmn_zawejmnapqjzsImnwekVjzsVdhXjbklc%dgf
aoxvazsVunakVjrsImn_baorslmnw  u(wgjmn_ba  ajmnzpnweaoumqk  kVrav
 a`sIpqajbklc5ckVpqhXwgjzx(kVj2}kvpnrsVdgweÁwejbx(mq_baounaramn_bkbuîwejpslmn_zapîxVajzapsIdImqapqru
sIjz°mq_baj5wejzu mqsVjvmqwesImnamq_baråc%wgmn_¸sVbbpqkVbpqwesImnazsVpqsVra mnaopquymqkmn_zakvrsVwgj´wej
Àbaou mnwekVj$jXbraop)mn_baokVpq{VVuna m,mq_bakvpn{vIkVp)kVde{XjbkVrwsIdpqwgjbxuq sVjz mq_ba  pq  wesVd
 pqaosImnweVa1u mnaokV}ºmn_ba2un{u|mqar ¶¸·º¹»¡¼¡wumq_bajmnkzjz¢mn_bawejzu mqsIjmqwesImnwekVj¢X{¢unkVra
xVaojbapsId½_baobpnwu mnw  uo
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 a mq_zsIjbh × desVzu|f¾Ý,a mqap  wgpnmn_5sVjzÞ)kvdghvap Æ kVpqxVa}kVpymq_bawep2xVaojbapqkVzuunbbkVpnm
wgj´c%pqw¬mqwgjzx$mn_bwu2zsVaop sIjz°rsIjX{}pqbwgm }bdwu  zununwekVjzuykVj°mq_babpqkkV}zdesVjbjbwejbx
mnkvbw  upsIwunao5wej5mn_zweuzsVaopo´¿kVpqaklvapcasVpnaxVpslmqa }bd®mnkmn_ba$sIjbkvjX{rkvzu
pnaoXwgaoc®aopqu®}kVp`mq_bawep`mn_zkVbxv_vmnfizpnklvkVhXwgjzx  kvrraojmquo
^`_bweu,ckVpqh_zsVu,aaojunbbkVpnmna zsVp mqwesVdgde{2X{mn_ba a*¼@mqpqsVwgjzwgjbxyjbam|c®kvpnhÔ¨ª d¹ Æ
ô·º¹v§z¦¨·D æ¨Ý b ä f × ^f¾VVVIfÌv Â vV`sVjz°zsIpnmnwsIdede{{mn_ba Æ kvjzaop }kvpqu  _Xbjbxvu f
aopnaow  _$Ú éÎc kV}mq_ba Ø1amu  _ba  kVpu  _XbjzxvunxVaraowgjzu  _zsI}mØ  Ü 
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Abstract
We study challenges that are imposed to mathematical
domain reasoning in the context of natural language tutorial dialog on mathematical proofs. The focus is on
proof step evaluation:
(i) How can mathematical domain reasoning support
the resolution of ambiguities and underspecified parts
in proof steps uttered by a student?
(ii) How can mathematical domain reasoning support
the evaluation of a proof step with respect to the criteria
soundness, granularity, and relevance?

Introduction
The final goal of the D IALOG project1 is a natural tutorial
dialog on mathematical proofs between a student and an assistance system for mathematics. Natural language (NL) tutorial dialog on mathematical proofs is a multi-disciplinary
scientific challenge situated between (i) advanced NL processing, (ii) flexible tutorial dialog, and (iii) dynamic, abstract level mathematical domain reasoning (MDR2 ). There
is still relatively few data available that can guide research
in this area. We, therefore, approached the project by using
a methodology with a strong initial emphasis on empirical
investigations and a top-down modeling of the over-all architecture followed by refinements of the architecture, down
to implementation.
First a relevant corpus has been collected and analyzed in
the D IALOG project. The phenomena that have been identified through corpus analysis demonstrate, for instance, the
need for deep semantical analysis, the importance of a tight
∗
We thank Manfred Pinkal, Jörg Siekmann, Ivana KruijffKorbayová, Armin Fiedler, Magdalena Wolska, Helmut Horacek,
Serge Autexier, Dimitra Tsovaltzis, Marvin Schiller, and Mark
Buckley.
Copyright c 2005, American Association for Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
1
The D IALOG project is a collaboration between the Computer Science and Computational Linguistics departments of Saarland University as part of the Collaborative Research Center
on Resource-Adaptive Cognitive Processes, SFB 378 (http://
www.coli.uni-saarland.de/projects/sfb378/).
2
We use ‘MDR’ in the remainder as an abbreviation for both
’mathematical domain reasoning’ and ’mathematical domain reasoner’; the precise meaning will be clear in each context.

integration of NL processing and MDR, and the relevancy
of dynamic, abstract-level proof development techniques
supporting human-oriented MDR. In particular, the explicit
abstract-level representation of proof steps (logically sound
or unsound) as uttered by the students is a crucial prerequisite for their subsequent analysis by MDR means in a tutorial dialog setting. Additionally, from a logical point of view,
proof steps are highly underspecified (e.g. logically relevant
references are left implicit) causing an additional challenge
for bridging the gap between NL analysis and MDR.
In this paper we focus on the challenges imposed to MDR:
(i) How can MDR support the resolution of ambiguities
and underspecified parts in proof steps uttered by a student?
(ii) How can MDR support the evaluation of a student
proof step with respect to the criteria soundness, granularity,
and relevance?
In the next section we present an example dialog from our
D IALOG corpus and point to some revealed phenomena. We
then discuss the MDR challenges from a general viewpoint.
Subsequently we present our first concrete approach to solve
these challenges. Finally, we discuss some related work and
conclude the paper.

Phenomena and Challenges
A Wizard-of-Oz experiment (Dahlbäck, Jönsson, & Ahrenberg 1993) has been performed in the D IALOG project in
order to obtain a corpus of tutorial dialogs on mathematical
proofs. Twenty four subjects with varying background in humanities and sciences participated in this experiment. Their
prior mathematical knowledge ranged from little to fair. The
experiment employed typed user and tutor (wizard) input as
opposed to spoken language. This experiment and the corpus
obtained is discussed in more details in (Wolska et al. 2004).
The complete corpus comprises 66 recorded dialogs containing on average 12 turns and is available from the D IALOG
web-page3 . It contains 1115 sentences in total, of which 393
are student sentences. An example dialog is shown in Fig. 1.
Investigation of the corpus resulted in an overwhelming
list of key phenomena raising interesting and novel research
challenges (Benzmüller et al. 2003). This was not expected,
in particular, because of the simplicity of the mathematical
domain (naive set theory) chosen for this experiment. Many
3
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T1: Bitte zeigen Sie: K((A ∪ B) ∩ (C ∪ D)) = (K(A) ∩ K(B)) ∪
(K(C) ∩ K(D))!
[Engl.: Please show: K((A ∪ B) ∩ (C ∪ D)) =
(K(A) ∩ K(B)) ∪ (K(C) ∩ K(D))!]

S1: nach deMorgan-Regel-2 ist K((A ∪ B) ∩ (C ∪ D)) = (K(A ∪
B) ∪ K(C ∪ D)).
[Engl.: by deMorgan-Rule-2 K((A ∪ B) ∩ (C ∪
D)) = (K(A ∪ B) ∪ K(C ∪ D)) holds.]

T2: Das ist richtig!
[Engl.: This is correct!]
S2: K(A ∪ B) ist laut deMorgan-1 K(A) ∩ K(B)

[Engl.: K(A ∪

B) is K(A) ∩ K(B) according to deMorgan-1]

T3: Das stimmt auch.
[Engl.: That is also right.]
S3: und K(C ∪ D) ist ebenfalls laut deMorgan-1 K(C) ∩ K(D)
[Engl.: and K(C ∪ D) is also K(C) ∩ K(D) according to deMorgan-1]

T4: Auch das stimmt.
[Engl.: That also is right.]
S4: also folgt letztendlich: K((A ∪ B) ∩ (C ∪ D)) = (K(A) ∩
K(B)) ∪ (K(C) ∩ K(D)).
[Engl.: hence follows finally: K((A ∪
B) ∩ (C ∪ D)) = (K(A) ∩ K(B)) ∪ (K(C) ∩ K(D)).]
T5: Das stimmt . . .
[Engl.: This is correct . . . ]

Figure 1: An example dialog. T and S mark tutor (i.e. wizard)
and student turns respectively. ‘K’ refers to the ‘set complement’
relation. German has been the language of choice.

of the identified phenomena are relevant not only for the tutorial NL dialog context but have a much wider impact for
NL interactions in human-oriented theorem proving. This
paper focuses on phenomena that are relevant for MDR:
Notion of Proof. For analyzing the notion of humanoriented mathematical proofs, primarily shaped-up textbook
proofs have been investigated in the deduction systems community (Zinn 2004). The D IALOG corpus provides an important alternative view on it, since textbook proofs neither
reveal the actual dynamics of proof construction nor do they
show the weaknesses and inaccuracies of the student’s utterances, i.e., the student’s proof step directives. The corpus
also illustrates the style and logical granularity of humanconstructed proofs. The style is mainly declarative, for example, the students declaratively described the conclusions
and some (or none) of the premises of their inferences. This
is in contrast to the procedural style employed in many proof
assistants where proof steps are invoked by calling rules, tactics, or methods, i.e., some proof refinement procedures.
The hypothesis that assertion level reasoning (Huang
1994) plays an essential role in this context has been confirmed. The phenomenon that assertion level reasoning may
by highly underspecified in human-constructed proofs, however, is a novel finding (Autexier et al. 2003).
Underspecification is a well known phenomenon in linguistic analysis. The corpus reveals that underspecification also occurs in the content and precision of mathematical utterances (proof step specification) and thus carries
over to MDR. Interestingly underspecification also occurs in
shaped-up textbook proofs but has only very recently been
addressed (Zinn 2004). To illustrate the underspecification
aspect we use example utterance S4 in Fig. 1: Utterance S4
is logically strongly underspecified. Here, it is neither mentioned from what assertion(s) in the discourse this statement
exactly follows nor how these assertions are used. However,
such detailed information is typically required in proof assistants to execute the student’s proof step directive, i.e., to
‘understand’ and ‘logically follow’ the student’s argumentation.

Proof Step Evaluation (PSE) is an interesting novel application for theorem proving systems. A (next) proof step
uttered by a student within a tutorial context has to be analyzed with respect to the following criteria:
Soundness: Can the proof step be reconstructed by a formal
inference system and logically and tutorially verified?
Granularity: Is the ‘argumentative complexity’ or ’size’ of
the proof step logically and tutorially acceptable?
Relevance: Is the proof step logically and tutorially useful
for achieving the goal?
Resolution of underspecification and PSE motivate a specific module supporting these tasks in tutorial NL dialog on
proofs; in the remainder we call such a module proof manager (PM).

MDR Challenges from a General Viewpoint
Ambiguity and Underspecification Resolution The corpus reveals that ambiguities may arise at different phases of
processing between the linguistic analysis and MDR. Consider, for instance, the following student utterance:
S: A enthaelt B

[Engl.: A contains B]

In this utterance ‘enthaelt’ (‘contains’) is ambiguous as it
may refer to the set relations ‘element-of’ and ‘subset-of’.
The ambiguity arises during linguistic analysis. It can be resolved, for instance, by type-checking provided that type information on A and B is available: if both symbols are of
the same ‘set type’ then ‘enthaelt’ means ‘subset-of’. However, type checking cannot differentiate between ‘⊂’ and
‘⊆’ as potential readings. The phenomenon is even better
illustrated by the following two utterances in which important bracketing information is missing (‘K’ refers to the ‘set
complement’ operation and ‘P ’ to the ‘Power set’ operation):
S’: P ((A ∪ C) ∩ (B ∪ C)) = P C ∪ (A ∩ B)
S”: K((A ∪ C) ∩ (B ∪ C)) = KC ∪ (A ∩ B)
In S’ type information (if available) can be employed to rule
out the reading P (C) ∪ (A ∩ B) for the term to the right.
However, type information is not sufficient to differentiate
between the readings K(C) ∪ (A ∩ B) and K(C ∪ (A ∩ B))
in S”. Here only MDR can detect that the first reading leads
to a logically wrong statement and the second reading to a
correct one. As we cannot assume that the domain model
statically represents all correct mathematical statements this
calls for dynamic MDR support in the resolution of ambiguities that, as given here, may arise during linguistic analysis.
Now consider the following slight modification (wrt. reference to deMorgan rule) of utterances T1 and S1 from Fig. 1.
T1: Please show : K((A ∪ B) ∩ (C ∪ D)) = (K(A) ∩
K(B)) ∪ (K(C) ∩ K(D))
S1’: by the deMorgan rule we have K((A∪B)∩(C∪D)) =
(K(A ∪ B) ∪ K(C ∪ D)).
S1’ does not lead to an ambiguity during linguistic analysis.
It nevertheless leads to an ambiguity in the domain reasoner
since the suggested proof step is highly underspecified from
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Proof State
(A1) A ∧ B.
(A2) A ⇒ C.
(A3) C ⇒ D.
(A4) F ⇒ B.
(G) D ∨ E.

Some Student Utterances
(a) From the assertions follows D.
(b) B holds.
(c) It is sufficient to show D.
(d) We show E.

Figure 2: PSE example scenario: (A1)-(A4) are assertions that
have been introduced in the discourse and that are available to
prove the proof goal (G). (a)-(d) are examples for possible proof
step directives of the student in this proof situation.

a proof construction viewpoint: S1’ can be obtained directly
from the deMorgan rule ∀X, Y.K(X ∩Y ) = K(X)∪K(Y )
(denoted as deMorgan-2) by instantiating X with (A ∪
B) and Y with (C ∪ D). Alternatively it could be inferred
from T1 when applying deMorgan rule ∀X, Y.K(X ∪ Y ) =
K(X)∩K(Y ) (denoted as deMorgan-1) from right to left
to the subterms of T1: K(A) ∩ K(B) and K(C) ∩ K(D).
Differentiating between such alternatives could be crucial in
tutoring mathematical proofs.
Proof Step Evaluation: PSE supports the dynamic stepby-step analysis (with criteria soundness, granularity, relevance) of the proof constructed by the student. All three criteria have a pure logical dimension and additionally a tutorial dimension. For instance, a proof step may be formally
relevant by pure logical means but it may be considered as
not relevant when additional tutorial aspects are taken into
account. On the other hand, a student utterance which is sufficiently close to a valid next proof step may be considered
tutorially relevant while being logically irrelevant. In this paper we mainly focus on the logical dimension; the hypothesis is that their solution is one important prerequisite for
solving the general PSE problem involving also the tutorial
dimension. Much further research in this direction is clearly
needed. The PSE challenge will now be further illustrated
using the artificially simplified example in Fig. 2.
Soundness: Determining whether an uttered proof step is
sound requires that the MDR can represent, reconstruct and
validate the uttered proof step (including all the justifications
used by the student) within the MDR’s representation of the
proof state. Consider, for instance, utterance (a) in Fig. 2:
Verification of the soundness of this utterance boils down to
adding D as a new assertion to the proof state and to proving
that: (P1) (A ∧ B), (A ⇒ C), (C ⇒ D), (F ⇒ B) ` D.
Solving this proof task confirms the logical soundness of utterance (a). If further explicit justifications are provided in
the student’s utterance (e.g. a proof rule) then we have to
take them into consideration and, for example, prove (P1)
modulo these additional constraints. Soundness is a fairly
tractable criterion for which different techniques are readily
available (Zinn 2004). PSE with respect to the criteria granularity and relevance, however, is novel and challenging.
Granularity evaluation requires analyzing the ‘complexity’ or ‘size’ of proofs instead of asking for the mere existence of proofs. For instance, evaluating utterance (a) above

boils down to judging the complexity of the generated proof
task (P1). Let us, for example, use Gentzen’s natural deduction (ND) calculus as the proof system `. As a first and naive
logical granularity measure, we may determine the number
of `-steps in the smallest `-proof of the proof task for the
proof step utterance in question; this number is taken as the
argumentative complexity of the uttered proof step. For example, the smallest ND proof for utterance (a) has ‘3’ proof
steps: we need one ‘Conjunction-Elimination’ step to extract
A from A ∧ B, one ‘Modus Ponens’ step to obtain C from
A and A ⇒ C, and another ‘Modus Ponens’ step to obtain
D from C and C ⇒ D. On the other hand, the smallest
ND proof for utterance (b) requires only ‘1’ step: B follows from assertion A ∧ B by ‘Conjunction-Elimination’.
If we now fix a threshold that tries to capture, in this sense,
the ‘maximally acceptable size of an argumentation’ then
we can distinguish between proof steps whose granularity
is acceptable and those which are not. This threshold may
be treated as a parameter determined by the tutorial setting.
However, the ND calculus together with naive proof step
counting doesn’t always provide a cognitively adequate basis for granularity analysis. The reason is that two intuitively
very similar student proof steps (such as (i) from A = B and
B = C infer A = C and (ii) from A ⇔ B and B ⇔ C infer
A ⇔ C) may actually expand into base-level ND proofs of
completely different size. Also related literature has pointed
out that standard ND calculus does not adequately reflect
human-reasoning (Rips 1994). This problem could become
even worse if we chose a machine-oriented calculus such as
resolution. Two important and cognitively interesting questions thus concern the appropriate choice of a proof system
` and ways to measure the ‘argumentative complexity’ of a
proof step.
Relevance. Relevance asks questions about the usefulness
and importance of a proof step with respect to the original
proof task. For instance, in utterance (c) the proof goal D∨E
is refined to the new proof goal D using backward reasoning,
i.e., the previously open goal D∨E is closed and justified by
a new goal. Answering the logical relevance question in this
case requires to check whether a proof can still be generated
in the new proof situation. In our case, the task is thus identical to proof task (P1). A backward proof step that is not relevant according to this criterion is (d) since it reduces to the
proof task: (P2) (A ∧ B), (A ⇒ C), (C ⇒ D), (F ⇒ B) `
E for which no proof can be generated. Thus, (d) is a sound
refinement step that is not relevant. This simple approach
appears plausible but needs to be refined. The challenge is
to exclude detours and to take tutorial aspects into account
(in a tutorial setting we are often interested in teaching particular styles of proofs, particular proof methods, etc.). This
also applies to the more challenging forward reasoning case
to identify that, for instance, utterance (b) describes a nonrelevant proof step.
Relevance and granularity are interesting, ambitious and
important challenges for tutoring of proofs. To address these
problems, it’s not sufficient to merely establish the existence
of proofs but the system has to construct proofs with particular properties. It may be the case that evaluating different criteria requires different ‘suitable’ theorem provers.
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Moreover, the system also needs to closely mirror and reflect
reasoning steps as they are typically performed by humans.
Generally, the system will need to adapt to the capabilities of
individual students and the requirements of varying tutorial
settings.

PSE in the D IALOG Demonstrator
We have implemented a demonstrator version of a PM which
provides dynamic support for resolution of underspecification and PSE based on heuristically guided abstract-level
MDR realized on top of the ΩMEGA-C O R E framework (Autexier 2003). The PM has been integrated into the overall
demonstrator of the D IALOG project in which it communicates with other components of the system including the linguistic analyzer, the dialog manager, the tutorial manager,
and the NL generator. More information on the role of the
PM in the D IALOG demonstrator system and on its interplay with other modules is given in (Buckley & Benzmüller
2005). Note that we do not address tutoring aspects directly
in the PM. Instead the result of the PM’s proof step analysis is passed to the tutorial manager which then proposes
a tutoring move to the dialog manager of the overall system. Tutoring aspects of the D IALOG project are discussed
in (Fiedler & Tsovaltzi 2003).
The complete system has been applied to several example dialogs from the D IALOG corpus and it has been demonstrated in the course of the evaluation of the D IALOG project
that the system is particularly able to support variations of
the dialog presented in Fig.1 (which we will use for illustration purposes). However, our system is currently only applicable to a very restricted subset of example proofs in naive
set theory. For these examples the PM’s computation costs
are acceptable. It remains to be seen whether this is still the
case when moving to less elementary mathematical problem
domains.
Proof Step Representation and Resolution of Underspecification. The PM needs to “understand” the incoming student proof step and to fit it into the current proof context.
In our implementation, the student proof step is first formatted into a tuple h L ABEL, T YPE, D IR, F ORMULA,
J USTIFICATION - LIST i: L ABEL provides a reference to this
proof step. T YPE indicates whether the student proof step is,
for example, an inference step, a variable assignment, or a
local hypothesis introduction (these are the options we currently support). Given the proof step type inference, D IR indicates the direction of this step as linguistically extracted
from the student’s utterance. The alternatives are forward,
backward, sideward, and closing. For instance, when the
student asserts that “φ follows from ψ and θ” and if we
know that ψ and θ are the two premises of the current proof
task, then the input analyzer should be able to assign forward inference to D IR. F ORMULA is the asserted formula
in this proof step, e.g., the φ from above. J USTIFICATION LIST contains all the information the student uses to justify
F ORMULA.
In our current approach, all of these fields except from
F ORMULA can be left underspecified (i.e. empty). L ABEL

can in general be easily generated by referring to F ORMULA
or by NL references such as “the previous proof step”, “your
second proof step”, etc. The other fields are usually more
ambitious to determine. Before we proceed with describing our solution to underspecification resolution, we elaborate the J USTIFICATION - LIST. J USTIFICATION - LIST is a
list (J1 , . . . , Jn ) of justifications Ji (for 0 ≤ i ≤ n). When
n = 0 then J USTIFICATION - LIST is underspecified. Each
justification Ji is a tuple hNAME, F ORM, S UBSTi: NAME
refers to an assertion. It can be the label of a previous proof
step or of an assertion in a mathematical knowledge base,
for example, ‘deMorgan-2’. F ORM is a formula used to justify the asserted proof step. For instance, instead of referring
to deMorgan-2, the student may say: “Since A ∩ (B ∪ C) =
A∪B ∪ C, from Φ[A ∩ (B ∪ C)] we obtain Φ[A∪B ∪ C].”
S UBST is an explicitly mentioned instantiation of variables
the student has applied in the proof step.
All justifications fields can be left underspecified.
The field S UBST has been introduced mainly for the
purpose of exhaustively capturing the student input in
our representation. Given an underspecified justification
hNAME, F ORM, S UBSTi, F ORM is generally equivalent to
deref erence(NAME) + S UBST. Assume, for example, that
we already have information on F ORM := A ∩ (B ∪ C) =
A ∪ B ∪ C. The PM can determine a possible assertion
which has been used (e.g. deMorgan-2) together with the
substitution the student has applied (here [A 7→ X, (B ∪
C) 7→ Y ]). In fact, in most proof step utterances in the D I ALOG corpus the student justifies her proof step with a reference to the employed assertion NAME and by specifying
the inferred formula F ORMULA: For instance, a student may
say: “By deMorgan-2, we have Φ”. Unification and heuristically guided theorem proving is employed in the PM to support the analysis and completion of different combinations
of given and missing information in justifications. Problematic cases typically arise when the student leaves the justification for her proof step underspecified altogether.
The proof step representation language presented here is
the one that has been implemented in the PM. In the meantime this language has been further developed in theory (Autexier et al. 2003).
Example 1 The underspecified proof step S1 in the example dialog (see Fig. 1) is represented in the PM as follows:4
(input (label 1_1)
(formula (= (C (N (U a b) (U c d)))
(U (C (U a b)) (C (U c d)))))
(type ?)
(direction ?)
(justifications
(just
(reference deMorgan-2)
(formula ?)
(substitution ?))))

Our PM employs the ΩMEGA-C O R E calculus (Autexier
2003) as a sound and complete base framework (for classical
higher-order reasoning) to support resolution of underspecification and PSE. The internal proof representation of the
4
C, N, and U stand for complement, intersection, and
union, respectively. ? denotes underspecification.
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PM is based on task structures which are defined on top of
the ΩMEGA-C O R E calculus; for more details on this proof
representation framework we refer to (Hübner et al. 2004).
In some sense, tasks resemble and generalize sequents in
sequent calculi. Proof construction in this “ΩMEGA-C O R E
+ tasks”-framework employs and generalizes well-known
techniques in tableau-based theorem proving (cf. (Hähnle
2001) and the references therein) and the matrix method
(Andrews 1981; Bibel 1983). See also (Vo, Benzmüller, &
Autexier 2003) for further details.
We present two example strategies employed by the PM
to relate the student proof step to the PM’s internal representation of the current proof state and to formally reconstruct
it in order to determine missing information.
Justify by a unifiable premise: The system looks for subterms of the premises of the present task and for subterms
of the available assertions in a knowledge base which are
unifiable to the student proof step. Such a justification may
require further conditions to be discharged. These conditions
are extracted with the help of the ΩMEGA-C O R E framework
and they form additional proof obligations which are analyzed by an automated theorem prover.
Justify by equivalence transformation and equality reasoning: This case is a generalization of the above one in
the sense that the asserted formula does only follow via
equivalence transformation and equality reasoning from the
premises and assertions available in the proof state. For this
strategy we employ a specifically adapted tableau-based reasoner implemented within the ΩMEGA-C O R E framework.
Example 1 (contd.) Our simple example illustrates the
above strategies:
1. The asserted formula in the student proof step is unifiable
at top-level with the deMorgan-2 rule. Thus, we recompute a forward proof step:
(A ∪ B) ∩ (C ∪ D) = (A ∪ B) ∪ (C ∪ D)
is obtained by deMorgan-2 using the substitution:
[X 7→ (A ∪ B); Y 7→ (C ∪ D)]
2. On the other hand, our system is able to identify the
discrepancies between the asserted formula and the goal
formula of the current proof task. Identifying a possible
backward reasoning step the system thus carries out the
following transformation:
(A ∪ B) ∩ (C ∪ D) = (A ∩ B) ∪ (C ∩ D)
is reduced to the new goal formula
(A ∪ B) ∩ (C ∪ D) = (A ∪ B) ∪ (C ∪ D)
by rewriting the subterms: (A ∩ B) and (C ∩ D) with the
subterms (A ∪ B) and (C ∪ D), respectively, using the
rule deMorgan-1.
For the initially underspecified input proof step representation we have thus computed two possible fully specified
logical interpretations.

Proof Step Evaluation The PM is now facing the problem
of evaluating both identified proof step interpretations along
the PSE criteria. Note that soundness has already been partly
addressed during the above phase, since we were able to reconstruct the underspecified proof step in at least one way in
the current proof state.
Employing heuristically guided theorem proving techniques, our PM finally identifies the following ratings and
annotations for our two proof step interpretations:5
1.

(evaluation
(reference ...)
(formula (= (C (N (U a b) (U c d)))
(U (C (U a b)) (C (U c d)))))
(substitution ((x (U a b) y (U c d))))
(direction FORWARD)
(justification DeMorgan-2)
(soundness 1)
(relevance 0.9)
(granularity 1))

2.

(evaluation
(reference ...)
(formula (= (C (N (U a
(U (C (U a
(substitution ...)
(direction BACKWARD)
(justification (((C (U
((C (U
(soundness 1)
(relevance 0.9)
(granularity 0.5))

b) (U c d)))
b)) (C (U c d)))))

c d)) . (N (C c) (C d)))
a b)) . (N (C a) (C b)))))

The overall system then determines a preference for interpretation (1.) since it shares the justification used by the student, viz. the rule deMorgan-2. Furthermore, the former
inference is considered to be granularly more appropriate
than the latter. This is because the former employs only one
application of the rule deMorgan-2 while the latter applies
the rule deMorgan-1 twice. As discussed in the previous
section, this is generally an over-simplified way to determine
the relative granularity of a proof step. A more precise, separate soundness investigation in the PSE phase would also
rule out interpretation (2.), provided that the students explicit
reference to deMorgan-2 is taken into account.
Further Proof Management Tasks It is important that
the system and the student share a mutual understanding
about the situation they are confronting. And we have already motivated that the system should be capable of adequately representing the context and the situation in which
the student is currently operating and reasoning about. Generally, we consider different classes of situations. Two examples are:
Problem-solving situations: In these situations, alternative problem solving strategies are considered to tackle the
problem, e.g. looking for similar problems whose solutions
5

The ellipses indicate that the field refers to some internal representation which is left out to save space. Note also that the relevance rating for both interpretations is 0.9 to allow a margin for
error unless the proof step is found to be used in every possible
proofs in which case the relevance rating will be 1.
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are known, finding a lemma whose application could bridge
the gap between the premises and the goal, searching for
applicable proving methods such as proof by induction, diagonalization proof, etc.
Proof situations: Once a student proof step has been
identified as related to an available proof situation in the
maintained proof history, a new current proof situation is
computed and updated into the proof history. The current
proof situation consists of the “relevant” proof fragments
which have been identified up to this point.
The tasks of reconstructing theorem prover-oriented proof
fragments from the student proof steps, organizing the relevant proof fragments into (partial) proofs, keeping track of
the proof history and other relevant information for future
backtracking, etc. are all handled by the PM. It’s also important to note that while the problems of resolving underspecification and PSE have been discussed separately, they are
solved in combination since they are mutually dependent.
In general, judging the student’s utterances in a mathematics tutoring scenario is a very complex task addressing many
AI problems including NL understanding, plan recognition,
ambiguity resolution, step-wise proof construction, management of proofs, etc. In our first implementation of the PM,
we clearly had to make several simplifications which can
later be generalized if future experiments indicate the need
for this. We give some examples:
Granularity and the Direction of Inference: If the direction
of an inference is not made explicit by the student, the PM
tries to determine it by considering the granularity of the
proof justifying a forward reasoning step and the granularity
of the proof justifying a backward directed goal reduction
step; cf. our example from before. If the former is considered to be more difficult than the latter, the system conjectures that this proof step is a forward proof step; otherwise,
it is considered to be a backward proof step.
Student Modeling: The granularity of a proof step is relative
to the student’s knowledge and expertise in the domain under consideration. In the present implementation, the student
model and other relevant information have not been taken
into account when appraising the student proof step.

Related Work
Empirical findings in the area of intelligent tutoring show
that flexible natural language dialog supports active learning (Moore 1993). In the DIALOG project, therefore, the
focus has been on the development of solutions allowing
flexible dialog. However, little is known about the use of
natural language in dialog settings in formal domains, such
as mathematics, due to the lack of empirical data.
Input analysis in dialog systems is for most domains commonly performed using shallow syntactic analysis combined
with keyword spotting; slot-filling templates, however, are
not suitable in our case. Moreover, tight interleaving of natural and symbolic language makes key-phrase spotting difficult because of the variety of possible verbalizations. Statistical methods are employed in tutorial systems to compare student responses with a domain-model built from preconstructed gold-standard answers (Graesser et al. 2000).

In our context, such a static domain-modeling solution is
impossible because of the wide quantitative and qualitative
range of acceptable proofs, i.e., generally, our set of goldstandard answers is even infinite.
Related work with regard to interpreting mathematical
texts is (Zinn 2004) which analyzes comparably complete,
carefully structured textbook proofs, and relies on given
text-structure, typesetting and additional information that
identifies mathematical symbols, formulae, and proof steps.
With respect to our goal of ambiguity and underspecification
resolution, (Bos 2003) provides an algorithm for efficient
presupposition and anaphora resolution which uses state-ofthe-art traditional automated theorem provers for checking
consistency and informativeness conditions.
Recent research into dialog modeling has delivered a variety of approaches more or less suitable for the tutorial dialog setting. For instance, scripting is employed in Autotutor (Person et al. 2000) and knowledge construction dialogs
are implemented in Geometry Tutor (Matsuda & VanLehn
2003). Outside the tutorial domain, the framework of Information State Update (ISU) has been developed in the EU
projects TRINDI6 and SIRIDUS7 (Traum & Larsson 2003),
and applied in various projects targeting flexible dialog. An
ISU-based approach with several layers of planning is used
in the tutorial dialog system BEETLE (Zinn et al. 2003).
Finally, the dialogs in our corpus reveal many challenges
for human-oriented theorem proving. Traditional automated
theorem provers (e.g. OTTER and Spass) work on a very
fine-grained logic level. However, interactive proof assistants (e.g. PVS, Coq, NuPRL, Isabelle) and in particular
proof planners (e.g. OMEGA and λClam) support abstractlevel reasoning. The motivation for abstract-level reasoning
is twofold: (a) to provide more adequate interaction support
for the human and (b) to widen the spectrum of mechanizable mathematics. Proof assistants are usually built bottomup from the selected base-calculus; this often imposes constraints on the abstract-level reasoning mechanisms and the
user-interface.

Conclusion
We have identified novel challenges and requirements to
MDR in the context of tutorial NL dialogs on mathematical proofs. For instance, we must be able to explicitly represent and reason about ambiguous and underspecified student
proof steps in the PM. The represented proof steps may be
unsound, of unacceptable granularity or not relevant. The
analysis of these criteria is then the task of PSE. Generally, resolution of underspecification and PSE are mutually
dependent. Except for pure logical soundness validation of
proof steps, none of these requirements can currently be easily supported within state-of-the-art theorem provers. Thus,
novel and cognitively interesting challenges are raised to the
deduction systems community.
PSE can principally be supported by different approaches
— including ones that avoid dynamic theorem proving as
6
7
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http://www.ling.gu.se/research/projects/trindi/
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presented in this paper. We list some alternative approaches
according to increasing difficulty:
1. We could statically choose one or a few ‘golden proofs’
and match the uttered partial proofs against them.
2. We first generate from the initially chosen golden proofs
larger sets modulo, for instance, (allowed) re-orderings of
proof steps and match against this extended set.
3. We dynamically support PSE with heuristically guided
abstract-level MDR.
4. We interpret the problem as challenge to proof theory and
try to develop a proper proof theoretic approach to differentiate between ’tutorially good proofs and proof steps’
and ’tutorially less good proofs and proof steps’ in the
space of all proofs for a given problem.
The space of all proofs that solve a proof problem is generally infinite which is one reason why a static modeling of
finitely many ’golden solutions’ as in approaches (1) and (2)
is generally insufficient in our context. Approach (3) is our
currently preferred choice and a first, still rather naive, approach to the logical dimension of this challenge has been
presented in this paper. Much further research is clearly
needed. Approach (4) is the approach we want to additionally investigate in the future; some relevant related work in
proof theory to capture a notion of good proofs is presented
in (Dershowitz & Kirchner 2003).
For (3) we have developed a heuristically guided MDR
tool that is capable of representing, constructing and analyzing proofs at the assertion level. In the first place these proofs
maybe sound or non-sound. For naive set theory (our mathematical domain of choice so far) this tool has been able to
reconstruct and represent student proofs at the same level
of argumentative complexity as given in the D IALOG corpus. We conjecture that this is a basic requirement for PSE
in tutorial settings. We have also shown how (in the same
mathematical domain) our PM resolves ambiguities and underspecification in the student input and how it evaluates the
student input along the three major dimensions of soundness, relevance, and granularity. The application of our approach to more challenging mathematical domains and its
evaluation therein is future work.
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Abstract. Research in dialogue systems has been moving towards reusable and adaptable architectures for managing dialogue execution and
integrating heterogeneous subsystems. In this paper we present a formalisation of Admp, an agent-based architecture which supports the development of dialogue applications. It features a central data structure shared
between software agents, it allows the integration of external systems,
and it includes a meta-level in which heuristic control can be embedded.

1

Introduction

Research in dialogue systems has been moving towards reusable and adaptable
architectures for managing dialogue execution and integrating heterogeneous
subsystems. In an architecture of this type, different theories of dialogue management can be formalised, compared and evaluated. In this paper we present a
formalisation of Admp1 , an architecture which uses software agents to support
the development of dialogue applications. It features a central data structure
shared between agents, it allows the integration of external systems, and it includes a meta-level in which heuristic control can be embedded.
We have instantiated the system to support dialogue management. Dialogue
management involves maintaining a representation of the state of a dialogue, coordinating and controlling the interplay of subsystems such as domain processing
or linguistic analysis, and deciding what content should be expressed next by the
system. Admp applies the information state update (ISU) approach to dialogue
management [1]. This approach uses an information state as a representation of
the state of the dialogue, as well as update rules, which update the information
state as the dialogue progresses. The ISU approach supports the formalisation
of different theories of dialogue management.
The framework of our research is the Dialog project2 , which investigates
flexible natural language dialogue in mathematics, with the final goal of natural
tutorial dialogue between a student and a mathematical assistance system. In
?

1
2
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the course of a tutorial session, a student builds a proof by performing utterances which contain proof steps, thereby extending the current partial proof.
The student receives feedback from the Dialog system after each proof step.
This feedback is based on the computations and contribution of numerous systems, such as a domain reasoner or a natural language analysis module. The
integration of these modules and the orchestration of their interplay as well as
the selection of a next dialogue move which generates the feedback is the task
of the dialogue manager.
The work presented in this paper is motivated by an initial prototype dialogue manager for the Dialog demonstrator [2]. After its development we were
able to pinpoint some features which we consider necessary for the Dialog
system, and which the platform presented here supports. The overall design of
Admp is influenced by the design of Ω-Ants [3], a suggestion mechanism which
supports interactive theorem proving and proof planning. It uses societies of
software agents, a blackboard architecture, and a hierarchical design to achieve
concurrency, flexibility and robust distributed search in a theorem proving environment.
Although Admp has been developed to support dialogue systems, it can
be seen as a more general architecture for collaborative tasks which utilise a
central data store. For example, we have used Admp to quickly implement a
lean prototype resolution prover for propositional logic.
Our work is related to other frameworks for dialogue management such as
TrindiKit, a platform on top of which ISU based dialogue applications can be
built. TrindiKit provides an information state, update rules and interfaces to
external modules. Another such framework is Dipper [4], which uses an agent
paradigm to integrate subsystems.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of the
Dialog project and the role a dialogue manager plays in this scenario. Section
3 outlines the architecture of Admp. Section 4 presents the formalisation of the
system, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

The Dialog Project

The Dialog project is researching the issues involved in automating the tutoring
of mathematical proofs through the medium of flexible natural language. In order to achieve this a number of subproblems must be tackled. An input analyser
[5] must perform linguistic analysis of utterances. These typically contain both
natural language and mathematical expressions and exhibit much ambiguity. In
addition to the linguistic analysis the input analyser delivers an underspecified
representation of the proof content of the utterance. Domain reasoning is encapsulated in a proof manager [6], which replays and stores the status of the
student’s partial proof. Based on the partial proof, it must analyse the correctness, relevance and granularity of proof steps, and try to resolve ambiguous proof
steps. Pedagogical aspects are handled by a tutorial manager [7], which decides
when and how to give which hints.

3

These three modules, along with several others such as a natural language
generator, collaborate in order to fully analyse student utterances and to compute system utterances. Their computation must be interleaved, since they work
with shared information, and this interplay is orchestrated by the dialogue manager. Fig. 1 shows the modules involved in the Dialog system.

Tutorial
Manager

GUI
Dialogue Management
Platform
Input
Analyser

Dialogue Manager
Information
State

Update Rules

Proof
Manager

NL Generator

Domain Info
Manager

Dialogue Move
Recogniser

Fig. 1. The Dialog system.

We illustrate how the system works with an example from the Dialog corpus
[8] in Fig. 2, where K stands for the complement operation and U is the universal
set. The student has made a correct step (Stud1) and thus has begun building
a partial proof of the theorem. Later in the proof he makes an irrelevant step
(Stud2). We now consider how the modules of the system interact to generate
the response in (Sys2).
The student’s utterance first goes to the input analyser, which calculates
its linguistic meaning and underspecified proof content. The proof content in
this case is a representation of the content of the formula which is given in the
utterance. This is then taken up by the proof manager. In the given proof context
it assigns the proof step category correct, since the formula holds under the
assumptions, but also irrelevant, because the step does not lead to a proof, or
at least does not appear in a proof of the theorem. Simultaneously the dialogue
move recogniser uses the linguistic meaning to determine the function of the
utterance in the dialogue, and encodes this function in a dialogue move [9]. A
dialogue move is a multi-dimensional abstraction of the functions of an utterance
in a dialogue, such as question or assertion. In the example the utterance is a
domain contribution , since it asserts a new piece of information in the theorem
proving task.
A domain information manager determines what domain information was
addressed by the proof step by accessing static mathematical knowledge re-

4
Sys0: Bitte zeigen Sie: Wenn A ⊆ K(B), dann B ⊆ K(A)
Please show that: If A ⊆ K(B) then B ⊆ K(A)
Stud1: U/A = K(A)
U/A = K(A)
Sys1: Das ist richtig! Und weiter?
That’s correct! And now?
...
Stud2: also ist A 6⊆ B
Therefore it holds that A 6⊆ B
Sys2: Nein, das bringt nichts. Wissen Sie, was Sie mit der wenn-dann-Beziehung
anfangen müssen?
No, that doesn’t help. Do you know what to do with the if-then relation?
Fig. 2. Excerpt from the Dialog corpus, session soc20k.

sources. The tutorial manager uses a combination of these results to add hinting
information to the dialogue moves. In this case it decides to explicitly indicate
the inappropriateness (“No”) and irrelevance (“that doesn’t help”) of the step.
Furthermore, a combination of a student and tutor model result in an explicit
hint, namely to draw the student’s attention to dissolving the if-then relation
which is the head of the theorem.
In general, the result of each module’s computation is a contribution of content to some system dialogue move. The final step is that a natural language
generator generates the utterances constituting the system’s response in (Sys2)
from these dialogue moves. Since a module’s computations depend only on information stored in a subset of the information state, their execution order is
only partially constrained. This means that many computations can and should
take place in parallel, as in the case of the proof manager and dialogue move
recogniser in the example above.
Dialog is an example of a complex system in which the interaction of many
non-trivial components takes place. This interaction requires in turn non-trivial
control to facilitate the distributed computation which results in the system
response. This control function resides in the dialogue manager. As shown in
Fig. 1, the dialogue manager forms the hub of the system and mediates all
communication between the modules. It furthermore controls the interplay of
the modules.
We realised a first Dialog demonstrator in 2003. It includes a dialogue manager built on top of Rubin [10], a commercial platform for dialogue applications.
This dialogue manager integrates each of the modules mentioned above and controls the dialogue. It provides an information state in which data shared between
modules is stored, input rules which can update the information state based on
input from modules, and interfaces to the system modules.
However, we identified some shortcomings of this first dialogue manager for
the demonstrator, and these have formed part of the motivation for the development of Admp:
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– The modules in the system had no direct access to the information state,
meaning they could not autonomously take action based on the state of the
dialogue.
– The dialogue manager was static, and neither dialogue plans nor the interfaces to modules could be changed at runtime.
– There was also no way to reason about the flow of control in the system.
Admp solves these problems by using a software agent approach to information
state updates and by introducing a meta-level. The meta-level is used to reason
about what updates should be made, and provides a place where the execution
of the dialogue manager can be guided.

3

Architecture

The central concepts in the architecture of Admp are information states and
update rules, and these form the core of the system. An information state consists
of slots which store values, and can be seen as an attribute-value matrix. It is
a description of the state of the dialogue at a point in time, and can include
information such as a history of utterances and dialogue move, the results of
speech recognition or a representation of the beliefs of dialogue participants.
Update rules encode transitions between information states, and are defined by
a set of preconditions, a list of sideconditions, and a set of effects. Preconditions
constrain what information states satisfy the rule, sideconditions allow arbitrary
functions to be called within the rule, and effects describe the changes that
should be made to the information state in order to carry out the transition
that the rule encodes.
An update rule is embodied by an update rule agent, which carries out the
computation of the transition that the update rule encodes. These check if the
current information state satisfies the preconditions of the rule. When this is the
case, they compute an information state update representing the fully instantiated transition. An information state update is a mapping from slotnames in the
information state to the new values they have after the update is executed. We
introduce information state updates as explicit objects in Admp in order to be
able to reason about their form and content at the meta-level.
As an example, we consider the information state in (1), a subset of the
information state of the Dialog system3 . Here the user’s utterance is already
present in the slot user utterance, but the linguistic meaning in the slot lm has
not yet been computed. The slot lu stores a representation of the proof content
of the utterance, and eval lu stores its evaluated representation.
(1)

3

2

user utterance
6lm
6
IS 6
4lu
eval lu

3
"also ist A 6⊆ B"
7
""
7
7
5
""
""

In general an information state will contain richer data structures such as XML
objects, but for presentation we restrict ourselves here to strings.
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The update rule in (2) represents transitions from information states with a
non-empty user utterance slot to information states in which the lm and lu
slots have been filled with the appropriate values.
(2)

{non empty(user utterance)}
{lm → p , lu → q}

< r := input analyser(user utterance),
p := extract lm(r),
q := extract lu(r) >

In Admp’s update rule syntax this rule is defined as:
(3) (ur~define-update-rule
:name "Sentence Analyser"
:preconds ((user_utterance :test #’ne-string))
:sideconds ((r :function input_analyser
:slotargs (user_utterance))
(p :function extract-lm :varargs (r))
(q :function extract-lu :varargs (r))
)
:effects ((lm p) (lu q))
)

The precondition states that the slot user utterance must contain a non-empty
string. When this is the case, the rule can fire. It carries out its sideconditions,
thereby calling the function input analyser, which performs the actual computation and calls the module responsible for the linguistic analysis of utterances.
Rule (2) thus represents the input analyser. The result of this computation is an
object containing both the linguistic meaning of the utterance and an underspecified representation of the proof content. The functions extract lm and extract lu
access the two parts and store them in the variables p and q, respectively. The
information state update that the rule computes maps the slot name lm to the
linguistic meaning of the utterance and the slot name lu to its proof content.
Rule (4) represents the proof manager, and picks up the proof content of the
utterance in the slot lu.
(4)

{non empty(lu)}
< r := pm analyse(lu) >
{eval lu → r}

The proof manager augments the information in lu by attempting to resolve
underspecification and assign correctness and relevance categories, and the resulting update maps eval lu to this evaluated proof step. A similar update
rule forms the interface to the dialogue move recogniser, which uses the linguistic meaning of the utterance in lm to compute the dialogue move it represents.
Since these two computations are both made possible by the result of the update
from the input analyser, they can run in parallel.
Fig. 3 shows the architecture of Admp. On the left is the information state.
Update rules have in their preconditions constraints on some subset of the information state slots and are embodied by update rule agents, which are shown
here next to the information state. When an update rule agent sees that the
preconditions of its rule hold, the rule is applicable and can fire. The agent then
executes each of the sideconditions of the rule, and subsequently computes the
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information state update that is expressed by the rule’s effects. The resulting information state update is written to the update blackboard, shown in the middle
of the diagram.
Information State

Update Rule Agents

Update Blackboard

Slot 1
Slot 2

Update Agent

IS Update 1
ISUs

IS Update 2

Slot 3

IS Update 3

Slot 4

...

Chosen ISU

ISU execution

Fig. 3. The architecture of Admp.

The update blackboard collects the proposed updates from the update rule
agents. These agents act in a concurrent fashion, so that many of them may
be simultaneously computing results; some may return results quickly and some
may perform expensive computations, e.g. those calling external modules. Thus
the set of entries on the update blackboard can grow continually. On the far
right of the diagram is the update agent, which surveys the update blackboard.
After a timeout or some stimulus it chooses the heuristically preferred update
(or a combination of updates) and executes it on the current information state.
This completes a transition from one information state to the next.
Finally the update agent resets the update rule agents. Agents for whom
the content of the slots in their preconditions has not changed can continue to
execute since they will then be computing under essentially the same conditions
(i.e. the information that is relevant to them is the same). Agents for whom
the slots in the preconditions have changed must be interrupted, even if their
preconditions still happen to hold. This is because they are no longer computing
within the correct current information state.

4

A Formal Specification of Admp

We now give a concise and mathematically rigorous specification of Admp.
We introduce the concepts and terminology necessary to guarantee the welldefinedness of information states and update rules, and we give an algorithmic
description of the update rule agents and the update agent.
Information States and Information State Updates First, we fix some
data structures for the slot names and the slot values of an information state.
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In our scenario it is sufficient to work with strings in both cases (alternatively
we could work with more complex data structures). Let A and B be alphabets.
We define the language for slot names as SlotId := A∗ and the language for slot
values as SlotVal := B ∗ . In our framework we want to support the checking of
certain properties for the values of single slots. Thus we introduce the notion
of a Boolean test function for slot values. A Boolean test function is a function
f ∈ BT := SlotVal → {>, ⊥}.
Next, we define information state slots as triples consisting of a slot name,
a slot value, and an associated Boolean test function. The set of all possible
information state slots is Slots := SlotId × BT × SlotVal. Given an information
state slot u = (s, b, v), the slot name, the test function, and the slot value can be
accessed by the following projection functions: slotname(u) := s, slotfunc(u) := b
and slotval (u) := v.
Information states are sets of information state slots which fulfil some additional conditions. Given r ⊆ Slots, we call r a valid information state if r 6= ∅
and for all u1 , u2 ∈ r we have slotname(u1 ) = slotname(u2 ) ⇒ u1 = u2 . We
define IS ⊂ P(Slots) to be the set of all valid information states. The set of all
slot names of a given information state r ∈ IS can be accessed by a function
slotnames : IS → P(SlotId ) which is defined as follows
slotnames(r) = {s ∈ SlotId | ∃ u ∈ r . slotname(u) = s}
We define a function read : IS × SlotId → SlotVal to access the value of a slot
in an information state where read (r, s) = slotval (u) for the unique u ∈ r with
slotname(u) = s.
In our framework information states are dynamically updated, i.e. the values
of information state slots are replaced by new values. Such an information state
update is a mapping from slots to their new values. The set of all valid information
state updates µ is denoted by ISU , the largest subset of P(SlotId × SlotVal) for
which the following restriction holds: ∀(s1 , v1 ), (s2 , v2 ) ∈ µ . s1 = s2 ⇒ v1 = v2
for all µ ∈ ISU . We define ISU ⊥ := ISU ∪ {⊥}. An information state update
µ ∈ ISU is executable in an information state r ∈ IS if the slot names addressed
in µ actually occur in r and if the new slot values suggested in µ fulfil the
respective Boolean test functions, i.e.
executable(r, µ) iff ∀(s, v) ∈ µ . ∃ u ∈ r . slotname(u) = s ∧ slotfunc(u)(v) = >
We overload the function slotnames from above and analogously define it for
information state updates. Information state updates are executed by a function
execute update : IS × ISU → IS. Given an information state r ∈ IS and an
information state update µ ∈ ISU we define
(
r
if not executable(r, µ)
execute update(r, µ) =
r− ∪ r+ otherwise
where
r− := (r \ {(s, b, v) ∈ r|s ∈ slotnames(µ)}
r+ := {(s0 , b0 , v 0 ) | (s0 , v 0 ) ∈ µ ∧ ∃u ∈ r . s0 = slotname(u) ∧ b0 = slotfunc(u)}
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Update Rules Update rules use the information provided in an information
state to compute potential information state updates. They consist of preconditions, sideconditions and effects.
The preconditions of an update rule identify the information state slots that
the rule accesses information from. For each identified slot an additional test
function is provided which specifies an applicability criterion. Intermediate computations based on information in the preconditions are performed by the sideconditions of the update rules. For this, a sidecondition may call complex external
modules, such as the linguistic analyser or the domain reasoner. The results of
these side-computations are bound to variables in order for them to be accessible
to subsequent sideconditions and to pass them over from the sideconditions to
the effects of a rule. We now give a formal definition of each part in turn.
Let s ∈ SlotId and b ∈ BT . The tuple (s, b) is called an update rule precondition. The set of all update rule preconditions is denoted by C := SlotId ×BT . We
define projection functions pc slotname : C → SlotId and pc testf unc : C → BT
such that pc slotname(pc) = s and pc testfunc(pc) = b for all pc = (s, b). An
information state r ∈ IS satisfies an update rule precondition pc = (s, b)
if the function b applied to the value of the slot in r named s returns >,
i.e. satisfies(r, pc) iff ∃u ∈ r . pc testfunc(pc)(slotval (u)) = > ∧ slotname(u) =
pc slotname(pc). We overload the predicate satisfies and define it for sets of preconditions C 0 ⊆ C and information states r ∈ IS as follows: satisfies(r, C 0 ) holds
if each precondition in C 0 is satisfied by r.
Let v ∈ Var be a variable where Var is a set of variables distinct from
the languages A∗ and B ∗ , let (v1 . . . vm ) ∈ Var m be an m-tuple of variables,
let (s1 . . . sn ) ∈ SlotId n be an n-tuple of slot names, and let f : SlotVal n →
SlotVal m → SlotVal be a function4 (n, m ≥ 0). A single sidecondition is thus
given by the quadruple (v, (s1 , . . . , sn ), (v1 , . . . , vm ), f ). The set of all single sideconditions is denoted by D := Var × SlotId n × Var m × (SlotVal n → SlotVal m →
SlotVal ).
Given the set D of single sideconditions sci , the sideconditions of an update rule are now modelled as lists l := < sc1 , . . . , scn >, n ≥ 0. We further
provide projection functions sc var : D → Var , sc slottuple : D → SlotId n ,
sc slotnames : D → P(SlotId ), sc vartuple : D → Var m , sc varnames : D →
P(Var ) and sc f unc : D → (SlotVal n → SlotVal m → SlotVal), such that
for all sc = (v, (s1 , . . . , sn ), (v1 , . . . , vm ), f ) ∈ D it holds that sc var(sc) = v,
sc slottuple(sc) = (s1 , . . . , sn ), sc slotnames(sc) = {s1 , . . . , sn }, sc vartuple(sc)
= (v1 , . . . , vm ), sc varnames(sc) = {v1 , . . . , vm } and sc f unc(sc) = f .
A sidecondition list l is called valid if two conditions hold: for all sci , scj ∈ l
with i 6= j we must have sc var(sci ) 6= sc var(scj ) and for all sci ∈ l we must
have sc varnames(sci ) ⊆ {v|∃ scj ∈ l . j < i ∧ v = sc var(scj )}. The set of all
valid sidecondition lists is denoted as Dl .
Let s ∈ SlotId and v ∈ Var be a variable. The tuple (s, v) is called an update
rule effect. The set of all update rule effects is denoted by E := SlotId × Var .
4

We assume the right-associativity of → .
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We provide projection functions e slotname : E → SlotId and e var : E → Var
such that e slotname((s, v)) = s and e var((s, v)) = v.
Let U be a set of rule names (distinct from A∗ , B ∗ , and Var ). An update rule is
a quadruple ν ∈ UR := U×P(C)×Dl ×P(E). An update rule ν = (n, c, d, e) ∈ UR
is well-defined w.r.t. the information state r if
1. the slotnames mentioned in the preconditions actually occur in r, i.e, for all
pc ∈ c we have pc slotname(pc) ∈ slotnames(r),
2. each slot that is accessed by
S a sidecondition function has been mentioned
in the preconditions, i.e., ( di ∈d sc slotnames(di )) ⊆ {s ∈ SlotId | ∃ pc ∈
c . pc slotnames(pc) = s},
3. the variables occurring in the effects have been initialised in the sideconditions, i.e., {v ∈ Var | ∃ ei ∈ e . e var(ei ) = v} ⊆ {v ∈ Var | ∃ sc ∈
d . sc var(sc) = v}, and
4. the slotnames in the effects refer to existing slots in the information state r,
i.e., {s ∈ SlotId | ∃ei ∈ e . e slotname(ei ) = s} ⊆ slotnames(r).
Let ν = (n, c, d, e) ∈ UR be an update rule and r ∈ IS be an information
state. ν is called applicable in r if ν is well-defined w.r.t. r and satisfies(r, c)
holds. This is denoted by applicable (r, ν).
Update Rule Agents Update rule (software) agents encapsulate the update
rules, and their task is to compute potential information state updates. The
suggested updates are not immediately executed but rather they are passed to
an update blackboard for heuristic selection. Update rule agents may perform
their computations in a distributed fashion.
An update rule agent embodies a function execute ur agent : UR → (IS →
ISU ⊥ ). The function execute ur agent(ν) takes an update rule ν and returns
a function (lambda term) representing the computation that that rule defines.
The new function can then be applied to a given information state in order to
compute a suggestion for how to update this information state. For each update
rule we obtain a different software agent.
We introduce a macro sc evaluate which abbreviates the retrieval of the
values in the variables and slotnames in the body of sidecondition and the computation of the value which is to be stored in the sidecondition’s variable. We
use function call to apply a function to the arguments which follow it and
value of to retrieve the value stored in a variable.
sc evaluate(sc) =
let (s1 , . . . , sn ) := sc slottuple(sc)
let (v1 , . . . , vm ) := sc vartuple(sc)
let (t1 , . . . , tm ) := (value of(v1 ), . . . , value of(vm ))
function call(sc func(sc), (read (r, s1 ), . . . , read (r, sn )), (t1 , . . . , tm ))

We now define execute ur agent as
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execute ur agent (ν = (n, c, d, e)) =
λr . if applicable(r, ν)
then
let <sc1 , . . . , scn> := d
let sc var (sc1 ) := sc evaluate(sc1 )
let sc var (sc2 ) := sc evaluate(sc2 )
..
.
let sc var (scn ) := sc evaluate(scn )
{(s, v)|∃(s, sc var (sci )) ∈ e . v = value of(sc var (sci ))}
else ⊥

Update Blackboard and Update Agent An update blackboard is modelled
as a set of information state updates w ∈ UB := P(ISU ), and stores proposed updates to the current information state. The update agent investigates
the entries on the update blackboard, heuristically chooses one of the proposed
information state updates and executes it. We assume a user-definable function
choose : UB → ISU which realises the heuristic choice based on some heuristic
ordering criterion > U B : ISU × ISU . A simple example of a partial ordering
criterion > U B is
µ1 > U B µ2 iff slotnames(µ2 ) ⊆ slotnames(µ1 )
In fact, choose may be composed of several such criteria, and clearly the overall
behaviour of the system is crucially influenced by them. The update agent now
embodies a function update agent : UB × (UB → ISU ) × IS → IS which is
defined as
update agent(w, choose , r) = execute update(r, choose(w))

5

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a formalisation of Admp, a platform for developing dialogue managers using the information state update approach. We were
motivated by the need to integrate many complex and heterogeneous modules
in a flexible way in a dialogue system for mathematical tutoring. These modules
must be able to communicate and share information with one another as well as
to perform computations in parallel.
Admp supports these features by using a hierarchical agent-based design. The
reactive nature of the update rule agents allows for the autonomous concurrent
execution of modules triggered by information in the information state. This
furthermore obviates the need for a strict pipeline-type control algorithm often
seen in dialogue systems, since agents can execute without being explicitly called.
Interfacing the dialogue manager with system modules is also simplified by using
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the agent paradigm, because adding a new module involves only declaring a new
update rule. Finally, the meta-level provides a place where overall control can
take place if needed.
Admp thus allows the formalisation of theories of dialogue in the information
state update approach, offering the functionality of related systems like TrindiKit
and Dipper. However by introducing an explicit heuristic layer for overall control
it allows reasoning about the execution of the dialogue manager which these two
systems do not support.
An instantiation of Admp is achieved by declaring an information state, a set
of update rules which operate on the information state, and a choose function,
whereby a developer can fall back to a default function such as suggested in the
previous section. A user-defined choose function should compute valid ISU s,
also in the case where ISU s from the update blackboard are merged. As an
example, a conservative merge strategy would simply reject the merging of pairs
of ISU s whose slotname sets intersect. Update rule agents and the update agent
are automatically generated from the update rule declarations.
We have recently implemented Admp and given an instantiation for the
Dialog system which uses eleven update rules and requires no declaration of
control structure. We have also shown that we can implement a propositional
resolution prover in Admp with four agents and five information state slots,
which corresponds to just 40 lines of code. Extensions such as a set of support
strategy can be realised simply by adding agents, possibly at runtime.
We foresee as future work the extension of our agent concept to include for
instance resource sensitivity, and the investigation of further default heuristics
for the dialogue scenario. Other interesting work is to turn the specification given
in this paper into a formalisation within a higher-order proof assistant such as
ISABELLE/HOL, HOL or OMEGA and to verify its properties.
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Abstract. We present DiaWOz-II, a configurable software environment
for Wizard-of-Oz studies in mathematics and engineering. Its interface
is based on a structural wysiwyg editor which allows the input of complex mathematical formulae. This allows the collection of dialog corpora
consisting of natural language interleaved with non-trivial mathematical expressions, which is not offered by other Wizard-of-Oz tools in the
field. We illustrate the application of DiaWOz-II in an empirical study
on tutorial dialogs about mathematical proofs, summarize our experience with DiaWOz-II and briefly present some preliminary observations
on the collected dialogs.
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tutoring systems, Wizard-of-Oz experiments
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Introduction

For the development of natural language dialog systems, experiments in the
Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) paradigm are a valued source of dialog corpora.3
Existing environments for WOZ experiments, even those for the domain of
mathematics tutoring, generally operate in domains that either require only simple mathematical formulae (with operators like + and ×), or they separate the
mathematical objects (geometric figures or equations) from the tutorial dialog
(such as in the Wooz tutor [2], for example). In this paper we present our WOZ
?
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A Wizard-of-Oz experiment [1] serves to test the usability of a hypothetical software
system. The system is (partially) simulated by a human expert, the wizard. Typically,
a mediator software partially implements the functionality of the simulated system.

environment DiaWOz-II which, in contrast to that, enables the collection of dialogs where natural language text is interleaved with mathematical notation,
as is typical for (informal) mathematical proofs. The interface components of
DiaWOz-II are based on the what-you-see-is-what-you-get scientific text editor
TEXmacs4 [3]. DiaWOz-II provides one interaction window for the user and one
for the wizard, together with additional windows displaying instructions and
domain material for the user, and additional notes and pre-formulated text fragments for the wizard. All of these windows allow for copying freely from one to
the other. Furthermore, our DiaWOz-II allows the wizard to annotate user dialog
turns with their categorization. DiaWOz-II is also connected to a spell-checker
for checking both the user’s and the wizard’s utterances.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we motivate the design of our
system. In Sect. 3.1 we describe the TEXmacs wysiwyg editor, on which the
interface of DiaWOz-II is based. The DiaWOz-II system is discussed in detail
in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we discuss the application of DiaWOz-II in a recently
completed series of experiments. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Design Aspects

General Requirements for WOZ Tools. We list some general requirements
we considered in the development of DiaWOz-II:
Plausibility and Comfort. For WOZ experiments, it is crucial to maintain the
user’s belief that he is interacting with a fully artificial system. Therefore,
the software that mediates between wizard and student should enable the
wizard to conceal his human identity. This is not a trivial pursuit, since it is
common sense that “people are flexible, computers are rigid (or consistent),
people are slow at typewriting, computer output is fast” [4]. Thus, the WOZ
tool is required to enable the wizard to respond to the participant quickly
and comfortably and in a plausible way.
Suitability for Book-keeping. The main goal of WOZ experiments is the analysis
of the interactions between the subjects and the simulated system. Therefore,
the WOZ tool is required to record the dialogs using a representation format
suitable for further processing and analysis.
Flexibility and Simplicity. The WOZ tool should be easily adjustable, so that it
can be used under different experimental conditions and in different domains.
Adjustments to the software should not significantly add to the complexity
of carrying out a series of experiments, a process which by itself poses enough
challenges.
Tool Integration. The WOZ tool should support the integration of other software components, for example, modules that already realize single parts of
the simulated overall system.
4
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Specific Requirements for DiaWOz-II. DiaWOz-II has been developed for
application in the Dialog project [5], which investigates the use of natural language dialog for teaching mathematical proofs. The particular research foci of
the Dialog project are natural language analysis, domain reasoning for mathematics, and tutorial aspects of mathematics tutoring.
In 2003, we carried out a first empirical study [6] in the WOZ paradigm
in which we collected a corpus of tutorial dialogs on mathematical proofs in
German. The study concentrated on the comparison between three tutoring
strategies, namely the Socratic, didactic and the minimal feedback strategies.
For this purpose, we developed the DiaWoZ [7] environment, the predecessor of
DiaWOz-II. DiaWoZ supports complex dialog specifications, which were needed
in order to specify a particular hinting algorithm used in the Socratic tutoring
condition. DiaWoZ allows keyboard-to-keyboard interaction between the wizard
and the student. The interfaces consist mainly of a text window with the dialog
history and a menu bar providing mathematical symbols. Furthermore, the wizard can assign dialog state transitions and speech act categories to student turns
w.r.t. the underlying dialog model. The DiaWoZ interface allowed free mixing
of natural language text with mathematical symbols. Still, there was room for
improvement with respect to the plausibility and comfort criterion postulated
above. For example, the experiment participants suggested the use of the keyboard instead of the mouse for inserting mathematical symbols.
The first study motivated a second series of experiments [8], which we briefly
describe in Sect. 4. In contrast to the first study, the more recent study imposes
less constraints on the wizards’ tutoring and assumes a rather simple dialog
model. However, in comparison to the first study, the second study is more
focused on linguistic phenomena and mathematical domain reasoning in tutorial
dialogs and the interplay between these two.
Related Work. A variety of WOZ tools and dialog system toolkits already
exist. Examples are the simulation environment ARNE [4], the SUEDE prototyping tool for speech user interfaces [9] and MD-WOZ [10].
In the domain of mathematics, a WOZ simulation of the ALPS environment
[11] and the Wooz tutor [2] should be mentioned. In the case of ALPS, the
Synthetic Interview (SI) method is used, i.e. the student formulates free-form
questions in a chat window, and receives a video clip with an answer. In the ALPS
system, these video clips are pre-recorded, stored in a database, and retrieved
as answers for the questions from the user, whereas in the WOZ simulation of
ALPS, the wizard’s responses are spontaneous. The ALPS tutor is designed to
be an algebra tutor. Typical problems in the domain of ALPS are for example
the computation of area and perimeter of geometric figures.
The Wooz tutor is also a tool for keyboard-to-keyboard interaction in the
domain of algebra. It offers a chat window displaying the tutorial dialog, a
dedicated window displaying the problem statement and a dedicated editor for
editing equations. A typical problem given to the participants is “please factor
11x2 − 11x + 6”.

The interfaces of these two systems are not intended for mixing natural language input with the mathematical notation employed for proving theorems,
which we investigate in the Dialog project. For our dialog system we aim for an
interface that allows flexible and easy input for mathematical formulae and natural language text. This requirement is addressed by the interface in DiaWOz-II.

3

The DiaWOz-II System

We decided to build a new WOZ tool rather than trying to improve the existing
DiaWoZ system. An important motivation was to use TEXmacs [3] as a platform
for the new system in order to benefit from its typesetting abilities, its configurable GUI and its event-handling as a building block for the creation of a more
lightweight software.
DiaWOz-II is realized as a classical client-server architecture, and consists
of a server and two client interfaces for the student and the tutor respectively.
The architecture allows keyboard-to-keyboard interaction between the student
and the tutor. Furthermore, the server fulfills other central functions, namely
the recording of the interaction in a log file, controlling turn-taking between
the dialog participants, and providing an interface to a spell-checker. We first
describe TEXmacs and its role in DiaWOz-II before we further elaborate on each
of these aspects in turn.
3.1

TEXmacs

TEXmacs is a scientific text editor with strong support for mathematical typesetting which is inspired by TEX and GNU emacs. The internal representation of a
TEXmacs-document is well organized in a tree-like structure. TEXmacs provides
two alternative editing modes: (i) a wysiwyg interface that allows to directly
manipulate the typeset document and (ii) a source mode that provides a view
of the internal document representation in the underlying, structured TEXmacs
markup language. This language supports the definition of macros, which are
generally easy to read and understand. It is also worth noting that the standard
TEXmacs markup language inherits many usual LATEX constructs, in such a way
that for LATEX-literate persons, starting to use TEXmacs is usually straightforward. Thus, extending the markup (namely, defining new kinds of tags together
with how these newly defined tags must be typeset) can be done in a very convenient way using macros. For more sophisticated behavior, for example, the
implementation of an interactive application, one can use Scheme, the standard
TEXmacs scripting language.
TEXmacs fulfills the plausibility and comfort requirement introduced in Sect.
2 by offering various advanced modes of input for mathematical symbols, and in
particular it enables LATEX commands. Using TEXmacs also fulfills the flexibility
and simplicity requirement, since it can be reconfigured with little effort.
The TEXmacs editor has already been adapted as an interface to a diversity
of external tools, most of which are computer algebra systems. However, using
TEXmacs as an interface for a (simulated) tutoring system is novel.

3.2

TEXmacs as Base Component of DiaWOz-II

A TEXmacs application as employed in DiaWOz-II has the overall structure
shown in Fig. 1. Such an application consists of (i) a set of TEXmacs macros which
implement the visualization of the different parts of the user
interface (i.e. what are their
shapes, their locations, the
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Macros. A very basic example of a TEXmacs macro
that can be used to turn a
Fig. 1. Structure of a TEXmacs application
part of the document into
italics underlined text is (cf.
[12] for more details on the macro language):
<underlined-italics|x> => <with|font-shape|italic|<underline|<arg|x>>>

The left-hand side of this expression defines the use of the macro (i.e., the nonexpanded markup, as it can be found in a TEXmacs document file) and the
right-hand side its expansion. Given this macro definition, the TEXmacs markup
fragment
<underlined-italics|This is italics underlined text.>
is first rewritten by the macro processor as <with|font-shape|italic|
<underline|This is italics underlined text.>> and then displayed in
TEXmacs as This is italics underlined text.
Processing the Markup Using Scheme. The event processor can be extended by plugins written as Scheme scripts. These scripts can manipulate the
internal markup tree that represents the user interface, typically as a reaction
to an event (e.g., mouse, keyboard, network, etc.). As a reaction to the changes
in the markup, the macros are reevaluated, and the display is then updated.
3.3

Student and Wizard Interfaces

The dialog system simulated by DiaWOz-II is presented to the student as a
window, referred to as the interaction window. It consists of menu bars and a
text field, as shown in Fig. 2. The dialog history and the prompt for the current
input are displayed in the same text field, separated by a horizontal bar at the
bottom in Fig. 2. The utterances from the tutor and the student are displayed in

Fig. 2. Interaction window of the student interface

different colors for better readability. The student can send messages by pressing
the “absenden” (submit) button. Upon submitting, the message becomes part
of the dialog history. The answers by the tutor are accompanied by an acoustic
signal.
In a second window, which is independent of the interaction window, supplementary study material with mathematical concepts and definitions is displayed.
The wizard’s interface, as shown in Fig. 3, is conceptually similar to the
student’s interface. In addition, the wizard is asked to categorize each student
turn w.r.t. three dimensions: correctness, granularity and relevance; the wizard
fills out the fields of a small table referring to the three dimensions by making
choices in pull-down menus, or directly by typing. The wizard’s button for sending messages is only enabled once all the fields have been filled. If the student’s
utterance does not represent a mathematical statement the wizard fills in default
values (N/A).
We now turn in more detail to the methods for inserting mathematical symbols in DiaWOz-II, which are made available by TEXmacs. Mathematical symbols (e.g., ∅) can be created by using LATEX commands (e.g., \emptyset) or
by using additional commands defined when designing the interface (e.g., the
command \emptyset in German language, i.e. \leeremenge). These commands
are also made available in the menu bar. DiaWOz-II also allows for structured
commands, e.g. commands that create pairs of brackets for pair (, ) and for
set notation {  |  }. An example is the macro paar (German for pair):
<paar|left|right> => ( <arg|left> , <arg|right> )

Fig. 3. The interaction window of the wizard interface

Invoking \paar with the arguments x and y yields the formula (x, y). The
two arguments need not necessarily be provided when invoking the macro, their
respective placeholders can be also filled in interactively and modified later.
Macros can be nested, and most importantly, they avoid missing parentheses
when the user writes expressions using the pair notation. The set of macros
provided with DiaWOz-II can be easily extended with further TEXmacs macros.
TEXmacs furthermore makes it possible to distinguish between mathematical
symbols created via the menu bar and via LATEX commands, even if they appear
to be the same at the typesetting level.
Using structured building blocks for constructing mathematical formulae via
macros is similar to the Maths Tiles approach [13]. Maths Tiles are graphical
tiles that can contain text, diagrammatic shapes and sockets, which are placeholders where other Maths Tiles can be inserted to form composite objects.
TEXmacs has the advantage over Maths Tiles that it already includes by default a large set of macros for constructing formulae, such as a large number of
macros that represent LATEX commands.
3.4

The Server

The central capabilities of DiaWOz-II reside in the server. Its main task is to
pass the dialog contributions back and forth between the student and the wizard
interface. Furthermore, it provides the following other central services:
Log-file Mechanism. All dialogs are recorded in a log-file in DiaWOz-II. The
log-file format is based on the representation format of TEXmacs, which is a

structured, extensible and open document format. Naturally, the annotations
performed by the wizard for each student turn are also stored in the log-file.
Spell-Checking. Spelling mistakes by the wizard can be a giveaway of human
simulation. Therefore, our server (optionally) integrates a spell-checker. If
spell-checking is activated, a message from the wizard is only passed on
by the server if it passes the spell-checker, otherwise the wizard is asked
to correct the message. The student’s input is also spell-checked. Messages
exceeding a threshold of spelling errors are refused (i.e. not passed on to
the wizard). The underlying rationale is that it would be implausible that
an automated system could deal with such misspelled input.
We currently employ the spell-checker GNU Aspell5 with the standard German dictionary provided with Aspell together with an extra dictionary of
mathematical jargon. The latter was compiled from the introductory mathematics materials and gradually extended during the experiments.
Turn-Taking Control. DiaWOz-II imposes strict turn-taking on the student:
once the student makes a turn, the sending of new messages is disabled
(i.e., the dedicated button for “sending” is deactivated and displayed in a
darker shade) until the tutor provides a response. Without this constraint,
it might become unclear to which turn of the student an answer from the
wizard belongs. However, the tutor is allowed to barge in at any time, which
enables him to offer support or prompt if the student appears to be inactive.
3.5

Implementation

Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of DiaWOz-II. In order to customize the client interfaces, we have
– adapted the menu bars
and buttons to the needs
of our application and
– restricted the editing facilities so that the student
can only type in a designated text area with all
other TEXmacs functionalities disabled (for example, inserting an image,
or editing the dialog history).
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Fig. 4. System architecture

On the server side, turn-taking is controlled by a finite-state automaton. A
message received by the server is written to the log-file and sent to a spellchecker. If it passes, it is broadcast to the clients. If it does not pass, it is
5
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sent back to the sender for correction. Disallowing the student from sending new
messages until the wizard makes a turn is technically realized by server messages
to the student’s client to reconfigure the client’s interface (i.e. enable/disable the
interface’s elements according to the current state).
The combination of macros and Scheme provided in TeXmacs has turned out
to be very useful for our development of DiaWOz-II. In particular, the amount
of code we wrote (a dozen of Scheme files of approximately 100 Kb in total) is
relatively small considering the implemented functionality, and it remained manageable over time (as opposed to the previous version of DiaWoZ that consisted
of about 200 Kb Java code spread among 70 files). The environment enabled also
people who are not professional software developers to participate in developing the system. Thus, TeXmacs has proven to be a good choice for our WOZ
software, both from the point of view of the level of functionality it offers (word
processing with LATEX-like mathematical typesetting in a customizable editor)
as well as from the point of view of prototyping and extending the software.
The combination of the Scheme programming language with the large set of features already provided by TeXmacs allows for a lightweight, inclusive software
development process.

4

An Empirical Study Using DiaWOz-II

Exploiting the DiaWOz-II system, we carried out a series of experiments in July
2005. In this study (see [8]), we collected a corpus of tutorial dialogs in German
on mathematical proofs in the domain of binary relations. The collected data
serves to investigate linguistic phenomena related to the mixing of mathematical formulae and natural language, underspecification phenomena, qualitative
aspects of proof steps and mutual dependencies between natural language analysis and non-trivial mathematical domain reasoning.
4.1

Method

Thirty-seven students from Saarland University participated in the experiments.
They were instructed to solve proof exercises collaboratively with a computer
system that was described to them as a natural language dialog system on mathematics. This system was simulated with the DiaWOz-II software and four experts6 , who took the role of the wizard in turn (the set-up is shown in Fig.
5).
The wizards were given general instructions on the Socratic style of tutoring
(cf. [14]), which is characterized by the use of questions to elicit information from
the student. The tutors were instructed to reject utterances outside the mathematical domain and to respond in a uniform manner. Apart from that, the
wizards were not restricted in the verbalization of their answers to the students.
6

The experts consisted of the lecturer of a course Foundations of Mathematics, a
maths teacher, and two maths graduates with teaching experience.

Fig. 5. An experiment in progress: The participant (left) and the wizard, experimenter
and research assistant in the control room (right)

This allowed us to investigate the use of mathematical language without possibly influencing it by a-priori restrictions, even if more restrictions might have
contributed to making the simulated system appear even more machine-like. In
addition to the interaction window of DiaWOz-II, the tutors were provided with
a second TeXmacs window in which they could save text and formulae for re-use.
The exercises were taken from the domain of relations, and were centered
around the concepts of relation composition and relation inverse. Because of the
advanced character of the exercises, the participants were required to have taken
part in at least one mathematics course at university level. First, the subjects
were required to fill out a questionnaire, asking about previous experiences with
dialog systems and mathematics background. Subjects were also given study material with the mathematical definitions that were required to solve the exercises
which was studied for approximately 25 minutes. The materials were handed
out on paper and were also available as a TeXmacs document on the screen.
This helped to achieve a uniform (and thus plausible) appearance of the system.
Prior to the tutoring session, the students received a short introduction to the
interface, during which the different modes of input for mathematical symbols
– as menu items, as LATEX commands or via commands in German language –
and the copy & paste facility were demonstrated.
The largest part of the two-hour experimental session was allotted to the
interaction between the student and the simulated system. In addition to the
log-files recorded by DiaWOz-II, screen recordings were made. Furthermore, the
participants were encouraged to “think aloud” and they were audio-recorded
and filmed. This comprehensive collection of data not only documents the text
of the tutorial dialogs, but also allows us to analyze how the participants used
the interface and the study material.
At the end of the experimental session, the participants were required to
fill out a second questionnaire asking about their verdict on the usability of the
system, how difficult they found the exercises, and suggestions for improvements
of the system.

S33: Nach Aufgabe W ist
(S ◦ (S∪R)−1 )−1 = ((S∪R)−1 )−1 ◦ S−1
By Exercise W
(S ◦(S ∪R)−1 )−1 =((S ∪R)−1 )−1 ◦S−1
holds
T34: Das ist richtig! That is correct!
S34: Dies ist nach Theorem 1 gleich
(S∪R) ◦ S −1
This is by Theorem 1 equal to
(S ∪R) ◦ S −1
T35: Das ist auch richtig!
That is also correct!
S35: Ein Element (a,b) ist genau dann
in dieser Menge, wenn es ein z∈M gibt
mit (a,z)∈S∪R und (z,b)∈S −1
An element (a,b) is in this set exactly
when there is a z ∈M with (a,z)∈S ∪R
und (z,b)∈S −1
T36: Das ist korrekt! That is correct!
S36: Also (b,z)∈S. Therefore (b,z)∈S.
T37: Auch das ist korrekt!
That is also correct!
S37: DAmit [sic] kann aber nicht die
geforderte Gleichheit bewiesen werden.
But with this the given equality cannot be
proven.
T38: Das haben Sie gut erkannt! Was
fehlt Ihnen dazu?
You have made a good observation! What
is missing?

S25: (R∪S)◦S = {(x,y) | ∃ z(z ∈ M ∧
((x,z) ∈ R ∨ (x,z) ∈ S) ∧ (z,y) ∈ S}
T28: Diese Beziehung hat Relevanz fuer
die Aufgabe. Sie muessen sich also etwas
dabei gedacht haben, als Sie diese vermuteten. Koennen Sie begruenden, wie
sie mit der Aufgabe zusammenhaengt?
This relation is relevant for the exercise.
You must have considered something as
you proposed it. Can you justify how it is
related to the exercise?
T29: Ihre Formel ist richtig.
Your formula is correct.
T30: Koennen Sie die Behauptung unter
zusaetzlichen Voraussetzungen beweisen?
Can you prove the expression under
additional assumptions?
S26: {(x,y) | ∃ z(z ∈ M ∧ ((x,z) ∈ R ∨
(x,z) ∈ S) ∧ (z,y) ∈ S} = {(x,y) | ∃ z(z
∈ M ∧ (y,z) ∈ S ∧ ((x,z) ∈ R ∨ (x,z) ∈
S))} ⇔ ((y,z) ∈ S ∧ (z,y) ∈ S)}
T31: Auf der rechten Seite ist z nicht
spezifiziert. Meinten Sie vielleicht ⇔ oder
etwas Aehnliches [sic] statt ∧?
On the right side z is not specified.
Do you perhaps mean ⇔ or something
similar instead of ∧?

Fig. 6. Excerpts of dialogs in the two conditions: VM-group (left) and FM-group
(right). English translations are given in italics. S and T indicate student and wizard
turns, respectively.

4.2

Discussion

The experiments resulted in a large and diverse corpus of dialogs. During a
session, a participant made on average 24 dialog turns, excluding those that
were rejected for bad spelling. We briefly discuss how DiaWOz-II fulfilled its
role, how the participants coped with the interface. Furthermore, the collected
data hints at a potential influence of the interface features in combination with
the reading material on the resulting tutorial dialogs.
Observations from the Corpus. An example of two dialog fragments from
the experiment is given in Fig. 6. These dialogs were obtained under two different
modes of presentation of the study material: formal (FM) vs. verbose (VM). Note

that the dialogs clearly differ in the employed mathematical style and that in
Fig. 6 (right), the mathematical operations performed by the student can be
characterized as term rewriting steps, i.e. a subformula of a term is replaced by
an equivalent subformula. Also note that in Fig. 6 (right), the student uses no
natural language. Even though all subjects were informed before the interaction
that the system can handle a combination of natural language and formula input,
we observed great variations in the amount of natural language used by the
subjects.
Corpus analysis reveals differences in the use of natural language and mathematical expressions that was at least partially influenced by the mode of presentation of the study material. The group presented with the verbose material
tended to use more natural language than the formal material group and the
dialog turns of the VM-subjects contained more, but shorter, mathematical expressions. The formal material group tended to use more and longer formulas
overall, and less natural language. More details on the differences in language
production between the two conditions can be found in [15].
The copy & paste facilities provided by DiaWOz-II allowed copying definitions from the study material into the dialog contributions, and allowed copying
previously uttered formulae for constructing new formulae. We observed that
many subjects constructed larger and larger formulae with several levels of nesting. No such phenomenon was observed in the first study [6]. Even though the
predecessor DiaWoZ software used in this study allowed copy & paste, this feature was not explained to the users and discovered only by some. Furthermore,
in the first study the introduction material was only presented on paper, so that
students could not copy from there as was possible in the second study. Another
difference is the mathematical domain itself - the proofs concerning relations
in the second experiment series require considerably longer formulae than those
concerning naive set theory in the first experiment.
Usability of DiaWOz-II. The students were required to fill out postexperiment questionnaires, which among other things asked questions about the
interface.
Students were asked if they had problems while using the interface, and to
qualify their answer by a rating on a five-point scale between one (no problems)
and five (great problems). Their ratings7 (median 2, average 2.14, standard
deviation 0.85) indicate that the participants generally had little trouble using
the DiaWOz-II interface.
Even though a direct comparison between DiaWoZ and DiaWOz-II would require an experiment on its own (the two reported experiments involved different
mathematical domains and different requirements imposed on the participants),
these ratings are not far from those obtained in the first series of experiments
7

The ratings from thirty-six participants are distributed as follows: A rating of 1
was assigned by 7 participants, a rating of 2 by 21 participants, a rating of 3 by 4
participants and a rating of 4 by 4 participants. No participant gave a rating of 5.

Table 1. Most frequent comments on the DiaWOz-II interface (number of participants
indicated in brackets)
Positive Comments
– Variety of formula input methods1
(7)
– LATEX commands available1 (6)
– Math symbols in menu1 (5)
1
In total, 20 subjects mentioned at least
Negative Comments
– TEXmacs-specific problems (14)
– Bad screen size/font size (8)
– No direct keyboard shortcuts for
math symbols available (3)

– Interface is simple to use/clear (5)
– Questions can be formulated in
NL (4)
one positive aspect w.r.t. to formula input.
– Interface delay (10)
– Sending messages not via return key
(6)

with DiaWoZ. There, students had also been asked the same question, where
they indicated a rating of 1.59 on average and a median of 1.
A small number of participants commented to the experimenter that they
suspect a human teacher. However, comments by other subjects indicated that
these were convinced of having interacted with an automated system.
Participants were asked to give comments about the system in general and
the interface in particular, which are summarized in Table 1. The fact that the
input facilities of DiaWOz-II were positively mentioned by numerous participants can be contrasted with the first series of experiments, where eight of the
seventeen participants complained that the sole input method for mathematical
symbols via the menu bar required constant switching between the mouse and
the keyboard for inputting mathematical formulae.
A serious criticism concerned the speed of the system. This refers to two
aspects: (1) the fact that the students had to wait for the answers from the
system, and (2) the behavior of the interface itself. The waiting times consisted
in the time spent by the tutor to read the dialog contributions from the students
and to write an answer (even with the help of pre-formulated answers), but also
the message-passing between the client, the server and the spell-checker. An
important fact was that the wizards were sometimes challenged by the size of
formulae created by the students, which made checking them particularly timeconsuming. The insufficient speed attributed to the system’s interface refers to
a small but noticeable delay when typing symbols in DiaWOz-II. This delay is
not experienced when using a standard TeXmacs, but results from the extra
mechanism that protects the dialog history from being edited mentioned above.
Another criticism concerns the window layout. For the experiment we used a
screen capturing software and a low screen resolution to save disk space, which
was commented on negatively by the subjects.
In summary, the questionnaires show that the input methods for mathematical text available in DiaWOz-II were well received by many participants, but
that other mainly technical difficulties remain. A possible improvement proposed
by some of the participants is an option for the user to withdraw a message after

it is sent, in case the user himself becomes aware of a minor error and wants to
correct it himself.

5

Conclusion

We have presented DiaWOz-II, our mediator software for WOZ experiments
based on the wysiwyg editor TEXmacs. DiaWOz-II allows various modes of input
for mathematical symbols, such as LATEX commands, customized commands and
menu items, and editing facilities that allow for the creation of complex formulae.
Furthermore, DiaWOz-II inherits high quality typesetting from TEXmacs. One
purpose of this paper is to advocate DiaWOz-II to the AI community for similar
WOZ studies in domains such as engineering, physics, economics, etc. where
mathematical input in combination with natural language plays a crucial role.
We also briefly addressed the set-up and some results of a series of experiments conducted with DiaWOz-II. The corpus we obtained is important to
guide our research in the Dialog project. It is currently being evaluated and
can be obtained from http://www.ags.uni-sb.de/~dialog (see [8] for a preliminary analysis). We have observed that the capabilities of DiaWOz-II for
editing and copying mathematical formulae introduced artifacts into some of
the tutorial dialogs that we collected, which we did not observe in the previous,
similar experiment. These manifest themselves in a term-rewriting style of proving mathematical theorems leading to unnecessarily large and nested formulae.
This hints at the importance of incorporating didactic knowledge into tutoring
systems in our field (as simulated by DiaWOz-II) which prevent students from
abusing such a system’s features in a technology-driven manner, and to help the
students to use these features purposefully and with moderation.
As a part of our ongoing work, we are combining the dialog specification
mechanism from DiaWoZ with the DiaWOz-II system to obtain an environment
that reflects our expertise gained with both systems. The DiaWOz-II system can
be downloaded from http://www.ags.uni-sb.de/~dialog/diawoz2.
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